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THE ENVIRONMENTAL DECADE

(Action Proposals for the 1970's)

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1970

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES Striscomiarrisz

OF THE ComniriTEE ON GOVERNHENT OPERATIONS,
WasMngton,D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 2154, Rayburn House
Office Building, Hon. Henry S. Reuss (chairman of the subcom-
mittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Henry S. Reuss, Jim Wright, Floyd V.
Hicks, Guy Vander Jagt, and Gilbert Gude.

Staff members present: Phineas Indritz, chief counsel ; Josephine
Scheiber, research analyst ; and J. P. Carlson, minority counsel, House
Commitiee on Government Operations.

Mr. Rzuss. Good morning.
The House Conservation and Natural Resources Subcommittee will

be in order for hearing this week on action proposals for the 1970
enviromnental decade.

During the decade of the 1960's the Congress of the United States
enacted many far-reaching environmental quality measuresthe Clean
Air Act, the Water Quality Act, the Clean Water Restoration Act, the
Land and Water Conservation Fund Act, the Outdoor Recreation Act,
the Water Resources Planning Act, the Solid Waste Disposal Act, the
National Water Commission Act, the Estuarine Study Act, the Na-
tional Environmental Policy Act, and other important legislation
because we saw the continuing degradation of our waters, our air, and
our land, and the need for remedial legislation.

Last month, over 80 Members of the House of Representatives, from
both political parties, including all the members of this subcommittee,
joined in "A Call for the Environmental Decade." In our statement
of December 16, 1969, we focused on a number of problems which must
be resolved if we are to cure our environmental ills during the next 10
years. These issues include :

Adequate funding for waste treatment plants, separation of
storm and sanitary sewerstet cetera.

Development of desalinization and recycling and the prevention
of waste by evaporation and other causes, if we are to have enough
usable water.

Elimination of sources of pollution.
Preservation of our wetlands and estuaries.
Development of pollution-free automotive engines as alterna-

tives to our present environment-poisoning internal' combustion
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engine, as well as of forms of mass transportation which do not
pollute the atmosphere.

Standards for industrial and powerplants, to eliminate polln-
tional discharges of sulfur oxides, hydrocarbons, and particulate
matter.

Efimination of agricultural soil erosion and of siltation from
highway construction and suburban development.

Control of chemical pollution from the use of fertilizers, herbi-
cides, and persistent pesticides.

Standarcls for regional and national planning, inclUding con-
struction of new towns and provision for adequate open space
adjacent to densely populated areas.

Expansion of our programs for parks, playgrounds. wilderness
areas, wild rivers and seashores, and fish and wildlife areas.

Strict controls for solid waste disposal, and elimination of
littering.

Preservation of our wildlife habitat and of our marine re-
sources.

Provision for better management of our mineral and forest
resources.

Our statement noted that "All of these environmental resourees
must bs preserved not only for themselves, but for the life, liberty, and
happiness of our people. Environment is for people."

In his first state of the Union address, delivered to a joint session
of the Congress on January 22, President Nixon emphasized the need
to "make our peace with nature and begin to make reparations for
the damage we have done to our air, our land, and our water."

"The program I shall propose to Congress," the President said, "will
be the most comprehensive and costly program in this field ever in
the Nation's history. * * * I shall propose to this Congress a $10 bil-
lion Nationwide clean waters program toput modern municipal waste
treatment plants in every place in America where they are needed to
make our waters clean again, and to do it now."

We are r)leased that President Nixon appears to have placed the
Office of the President firmly behind increased efforts to protect and
enhance the quality of our environment.

But expressions of concern, while wholly commendable, must be
supported by substantial action programs to accomplish the tasks
necessary to ptotect the environment.

I know that all of us in this room join in the hope that the President
will soon submit to the Cong,ress bold and specific environmental
program recommendations, and will provide for their speedy imple.
menlation. One good step toward such implementation was the Ad-
ministration's announcement last week approving the release of the
$800 million appropriated by the Congress last year, and signed into
law by the President on December 11, for waste treatment plant
construction grants.

The Conservation and Natural Resources Subcommittee this week
turns its attention to action programs which must be developed to re-
store the quality of our environment during the decade of the 1970's
what must be done now to stop and reverse the tide of environmental
degradation which is rapidly engulfing our Nation.



We shall be hearing from representatives of conservation groups,
architectural and planning groups, public health groups, and the

labor movement. Their testimony and recommendations will help us to
explore existing and imminent environmental problems ; to discover
what must be done to solve them ; to examine the effectivness and
efficiency of existing Government policies and programs ; and to de-
velop proposals for new programs where nwded.

Among the questions we shall endeavor to answer this week are :
1. What must government do to strengthen or redirect its existing

programs for environmental protection and improvement ?
2. Which programs should be expanded, curtailed, or eliminated ?

How Why I
3. How can 13rograms at all levels of government be better co-

ordinated to achieve maximum economy, efficiency, and effectiveness?
4. What would be the cost of new programs to protect and enhance

the quality of the environment? Who shoult1 administer such
programs I

5. How can we encourage more 'public participation in the con-
sideration of proposals that affect the environment?

6. How can we makl public agencies and officials more responsive
to environtmental concerns in the administration of environmental
programs I

7. Can the public effectively protect our air and water through class
action litigation I

8. How should the Federal grant programs be strengthened to help
protect and improve environmental values?

By the end of the week, we hope we shall have pinpointed more
clearly the environmental problems toward which all of usin gov-
ernment at all levels, in private agencies

'
and as individualsmust

turn our energies if we are once again to ha ve clean waters, clear skies,
and a habitable earth in this country that we love.

I will first ask Dr. Miller B. Spangler, director of the Center for
Techno-Economic Studiest National Planning Association, sad
Thomas L. Kimball, executive director of the National Wildlife Fed-
eration, to step forward to the witness table.

Both of you gentlemen, on behalf of your organizations or individ-
ually, have submitted very comprehensive statements which will be
received in full into the record.

We would now like to ask you to proceed in your own way to assist
this subcommittee in determining what action programs are going to
be necessary in the years ahead.

Dr. Spangler.

STATEMENT OP DR. MILLER B. SPANGLER, DIRECTOR, CENTER POR
TECHNO-ECONOMIC STITDIES, NATIONAL PLANNING ASSOCIATION

Dr. SPANGLER. Despite growing affiuency in our society; we suffer
increasingly from water, air, and land pollution, noise pollution and
esthetic pollution. These trends must and can be reversed. In the plan-
ning of action programs to halt environmental degradation and to re-
store natural resources to a purer or better managed state, planning
efforts must be concentrated on the most controversial parts of the
problem. One such issue is whether our society will be willing to bear
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the high costs of curbing pollution and enhancing environmental qual-
ity. It is felt that our society is, in fact, coining to the conclusion that
it can afford to spend whatever sums will prove necessary in halting
the degradation of our natural resources plus substantial additional
funds kr restoration and enhancement of environmental quality.

For example, in going from a workweek averaging 70 hours in 1850
to a 40-hour workweek today, Americans have already demonstrate:1

willingness to sacrifice hundreds of billions of dollars in personal
iannual ncome to improve the quality of 'living. Yet today, the enjoy-

ment of leisure has been seriously impaired 11 the degraaation of en-
vironmental quality and the limitations this imposes on recreational
opportunities. Thus, I am convinced that our society will, in the not-
too-distant future, grow in its willingness to sacrifice even $10 bil-
lion or more per year in personal disposable personal incomeif this
price proves necessaryin order to gain the advantages of improved
environmental quality.

However, to accomplish this will require that other progam plan.
ning difficulties be solved in an effective and judicious manner, espe-
chilly the distribution of program costs. In the case of air pollution
caused by automobiles, it is expected that their owners will 1)ear, the
cost of technologies to reduce this pollution. As for industrial air and
water pollution, it is anticipated that much of the cost of pollution
abatement measures will be passed along to consumers. In some in-
stances, the market structure will not permit elevation of prices to
cover increased costs, and the profit squeeze may force certain plants
particularly older onesto close down. The threatened loss of jobs and
dislocations to local economies may require some form of tax relief
measure to bear part of the cost of pollution abatement measures.

In the case of improved sewage treatment and solid waste disposal
systems it is desirable that local governments be required to bear a
malor fraction of the costs. However, some cost-sharingby State and
Federal Governments would be constructive in encouraging the neces-
sary regional cooperation among the multiplicity of divided political
jurisdictions, particularly wherein the localities bearing costs are not
the exclusiveor even principalbeneficiaries of the pollution abate-
ment measures.

Indeed, a great deal of cooperation will be required involving indi-
viduals, business concerns, and local, State. and Federalgovernments

ito solve pollution problems. The automotive industry s developing
cleaner burning internal combustion engines. In large metropolitan
areas where buse, taxis, and commercial trucks operate primarilY
within urban limits, it may be desirable to require these to shift to
electrical or steam-driven engines which produce little or no air pol-
lution. More emphasis is needed on improved mass transit systems to
encourage fewer persons to drive automobiles to work.

Also, in controlling water pollution a variety of measures are
needed : The banning of phosphates in detergents and the use of DDT
or other agriculture chemicals whizli do not readily decompose ; the
installation of secondary and tertiary sewage treatment plants. the
separation of storm sewers from municipal sewage-gathering syseems;
the extension of sewage effluent pipes to a greater distance from shore
in the Great Lakes or marine coastal areas, and the curbing of indus-
trial forms of pollution that are especially injurious to marine life.
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In solid waste disposal, more emphasis is needed on technologies which
improve the economics of recycling waste materials for reuse. Legis-
lation or the imposition of taxes could be useful tools in discouraging
the use of objectionable packaging materials which are costly to dis-
pose of. The disposal of solid wastes in the ocean, if carefully con-
trolled, could provide an appropriate solution. (About 50 percent of
the U.S. population lives within the coastal counties.)

In general, the priorities of action programs to control different
forms of pollution and to enhance environmental quality should be
determined by cost-benefit analyses. In some cases, the injury to so-
ciety is already so great and so obvious that such studies may not be
required or can be of a cursory nature. In more complex cases involv-
ing substantial uncertainty whether benefits will exceed costsand
particularly those where the benefits are regionally dispersedone can
expect sluggish political processes to delay action programs. In these
instances, Federal measures, including feasibility studies and other
research, can be especially helpful in determining the need for, and
priorities to be accorded to, alternative action programs.

Measures to prevent pollution and environmental degradation are
often less expensive than restoration measures. This was especially evi-
dent in a recent study we performed for the Marine Sciences Council
on "The Role of Marine Sciences in the Multiple Uses of the Coastal
Zone of Lake Erie and Lake Superior." A conclusion of this study is.
that Lake Erie is far from being a dead lake and it is possible through
pollution control and restoration measures to greatly enhance the rec-
reational and other coastal zone uses of the lake, but at very great
expense.

A. matter of controversy is whether the state of the art of technology
is adequate to proceed with pollution control and restoration measures
without further delay. In most cases, technologies are sufficiently de-
veloped to control poilution and thus there is little excuse for delaying
action programs. Moreover, the early implementation of programa
and the enforcement of antipollution legislation already on the books
will serve as desirable stimulants for private enterprise to accelerate
R. & D. to improve the cost-effectiveness of pollution abatement
technologies.

This is not to say that all need is past for federally sponsored
R. & D. in pollution and restoration measures. Continuing research is
needed to ascertain the adverse effects of different kinds of pollutants
on man, marine life, and other forms of wildlife which are bound
together in complex ecologies. In the case of thermal pollution re-
sulting from the effluent cooling waters of nuclear and thermoelectric
powerplants, research is needed which would indicate how the ap-
propriate location of these plants might actually benefit swimming,
fishing, and aquaculture by elevating temperatures of cold coastal
waters.

One of the important tasks for R. & D. is to reduce the present high
cost of pollution control measures, be they air, water, or land pollu-
tion measures. For example, it is estimated that the cost of solving
the water pollution problem of Lake Erie is around $4.5 billion. While
progress should not 13e delayed while seeking lower cost technologies,
nevertheless, expenditures on pollution monitoring and pollution
abatement technologies are likely to be ongoing expenses of society
for all future time. Accordingly, it is necessary to proceed with pro-

4.° 0
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grams of Federal support for R. & D. to improve these technologies.
Local and State governments generally neglect this kind of R. & D.
and private enterprise has often not proceeded with R. & D. because of
market uncertainties.

Some suggested areas for federally sponsored R. & D. in pollution
control and in enhancing environmental quality would include:

1. Improved techniques for controlling beach erosion.
2. The development of artificial reefs or habitats which would serve

as protected breedinggrounds and nurseries for marine life, especially
in places where landfills of coastal marshlands or estuaries have al-
reacly destroyed the breeding grounds of wildlife.

3. .Aquaculture and genetic research which would develop improved
strains of harvestable marine life which could better withstand the
environmental conditions found in various lakes and estuaries.

4. Methods of predicting the likely impact on increased yields of
marine life in complex ecosystems resulting from pollution control
measures and advances in aquaculture.

S. Better techniques of evaluating the social and economic benefits
of pollution control and restoration measures.

6. Better geological and geophysical knowledge of subbottom strata
in the vicinity of offshore oil developments, plus other technological in-
formation which would reduce the risk of accidental oil seeps.

7. Development of cost-effective technologies for minimizing dam-
age to marine life and wildlife, beaches, and personal property from
accidental oil spills.

8. Research on pollution problems of Arctic Alaska, including: The
adverse effects of impregnation of soils with industrial and urban
wastes: the capacity of Arctic waters to absorb and decompose wastes;
and ecological damage by ground transportation.

9. Research and development of technologies of utilizing marine re-
sources so as to conserve dwindling land resources.

It is essential that a strategy of federally sponsored R. & D. be de-
evloped within an interdisciPinarv framework. In this regard, the
methods of "technology assessmeni" are particularly desirable, inas-
much as these involve a systematic effort to foresee both the socially
beneficial and potentially harmful impacts of various technological
developments and seek io identify strategies for attaining more socially
optimal results. Such an analytical approach will prove invaluable in
making public agencies, officials, and taxpaying citizemmore-respon-
sive to environmental concerns and the acceptance of essential action
proirrams.

(Dr. Spangler's prepared statement follows :)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Da. MILLER B. SPANGLER,1 DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR TECHNO.
ECON011/0 STUDIES, NATIONAL PUNNING ASSOCIATION

awn KET ISSUES IN THE PLANNING Or ACTION PROGRAMS FOR THE CONSERVATION
OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND THE ENHANCEMIENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

THE CHALLENGE OF GROWING PROBLEMS OF POLLUTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL
DEGRADATION

The growth in population and the expansion of economic activity hi the United
States made possible by advances in science and technology have been a mixed
blessing insofar as the quality of many of our most valuable natural resources

arThe opinion's expressed In fide commentary Kra those of its anther and not the National
Planninit Association. A number of the conclusiou ere derived from ineishts gained in
previous and current work of the NPA Center for Teehno-Economie Studien ineludinx

1
*.,10011150.M.,Mormrne
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have suffered degradation. This includes our water and coastal zone resources,
fishery and wildlife resources, forestry and soil resources, and the air we breathe.
We suffer increasingly, from water pollution, air pollution, land pollution, noise
pollution, and esthetic pollution. These trends must and can be reversed.

Yet, the halting of abuse to our natural resources does not signify a halting of
their use. Quite to the contrary. For example, were air, water, and other forms
of pollution halted in our coastal zone, this could be a significant boon to recrea-
tional pursuits and related economic activities. The curtailment of objectionable
landfills which destroy the marshlands that serve as breeding grounds for fish
and other wildlife could improve commercial fishing and aquaculture as well as
recreational pursuits. Likewise, the use of advanced methods of forestry and soil
management practices can expand and prolong the use of these resources.

In the planning of action programs to bait environmental degradation and to
restore natural resources to a purer or better-managed state, one must concen-
trate planning effort on the mat controversial parts of the problem:

(1) How much can we afford to spend?
(2) How should the costs of these programs be distributed as between

business firms, consumers, and local, State, and Federal governments?
(3) What specific action programs are required and how should respon-

sibilities for these he shared between different levels of government and the
private sector?

(4) What priorities and time phasing should be assigned to action pro-
grams?

(5) How ready is the technology to achieve environmental quality objec-
tives and what further research is desirable?

The outlook for willingness to bear eseennai costs
With regard to the first of these points of controversy, it is felt that our so-

ciety will ultimately come to the conclusion that it can afford to spend whatever
sums will prove necessary in halting the degradation of our natural resources
plus substantial additional funds for restoration and enhancement of environ-
mental quality.

The National Planning Association has projected the U.S. gross national
product to grow from $989 billion in 1970, to $1,468 billion in 1980 at constant
1970 pricesor an average annual increase of $48 billion.' It appears that only
a modest fraction of this annual increment will be required to meet our objec-
tives for conserving our resources and enhancing our environment, which are so
important to the quality of living in America. While this will mean a significant
reduction in the growth of real personal disposable income, Americans have
made even greater sacrifices in income in order to improve the quality of living.
I refer to the reduction in the workweek from an average of 70 hours in 1850
to less than 40 hours per week today. It seems clear that our society has elected
to trade off several hundred billion dollars per year in personal income in order
to work fewer hours and increase the quality of living through expanded leisure
time. Yet .today, the enjoyment of leisure has been seriously impaired by the
degradation of environmental quality and the limitations on recreational oppor-
tunities. These unfortunate developments are now becoming of greater concern
to the quality of living than further growth in the amount of leisure time, or
even growth in personal income.

Thus, I am convinced that our society will, in the not-too:distant future, grow
in its willingness to sacrifice $10 billion or more per year in disposable personal
incomeif this price proves necessaryin order to gain the advantages of im-
proved environmental quality.
Distributing program eons

However, to accomplish this will require that other program planning difficul-
ties be solved in an effective P.nd judicious manner. On the matter of distributing
program costs, it is envisioned that a mixed strategy will work best. Since the
A Preliminary Review of Alternative Federal Measure. of Encouraging Private Invest-
ment Rotenone dii Marine Remove Devdopment (Commerce Clearinghouse Publication
No. PB-1711-203, May 1963,140 pp.) The Role of Marine Sciences in the Multiple Nee of
the Coastal Loss ol Lake Iris and Lase Roperior (Commerce Clearinghouse Publication
No. P8-185-163, June 1969, 302 pp.) L_Teohno-Boonoinio Aspect. of Marine Resource
Development. (under contract to the National Science Foundation, to be published.
1970) ; and Long ROnfe Forecasts of Activities in the Marine Rsvironssent teith /mph-
cations for Pleasing Coast Guard Search and Rescue Operation. (in pmparation). lee
also, Miller B. Spangler, A Commentary on Planning Prolileme and Insole in Water M-
ontrose Management_a statement prepared for the National Conference on Water Needs
and Problems or the United abase, sponsored by the Notional Water Commission, Wash-
ington, D.C., Nov. 64,1949.

NPA Center for Economic Projections, National Reonontio Projection Serie. Report
No. ftN-4 (to be published March 1970).



majority of air pollution is caused by automobiles, it is expected that the owners
of these vehicles will bear the primary cost burden of technologies to reduce pol-
lution. In the case of industrial air and water pollution, it is anticipated that
much of the cost of pollution abatement measures will be passed along to con-
sumers in the form of higher prices of products or services. In those instances
where this pattern of market competition will not permit prices to be raised to
cover the increased costs, the profit squeeze may force some plantsparticularly
older onesto close down. The threatened loss of jobs and dislocations to local or
regional economies may require some form of subsidy or tax relief measure to
assist these plants to bear the cost of pollution abatement measures.

In the case of improved urban sewage treatment and solid waste disposal
systems, it would seem preferable that local governments and, hence, local tax-
payers be required to bear a substantial fraction of the costs. However, some
cost-sharing by State and Federal governments in implementing such measures
would seem desirable in cases where their cost is unduly great and the benefits
of pollution abatement are shared over a wider region, especially by downstream
commtmities. Federal funds, in particular, can provide a valuable means of ac-
celerating progress in pollution abatement by encouraging the necessary regional
cooperation among the multiplicity of divided political jurisdictions.
The need to develop aped& action programa

With regard to specific action programs, a great deal of cooperation will be
required involving individuals, business concerns, and local, State, and Federal
governments. While the automotive industry can develop automobiles, trucks,
and buses that produce less air pollution, their growing numbers may offset the
advent of cleaner-burning internal-combustion engines. In some very large metro-
polatan areas where buses, taxis, and commercial trucks operate primarily within
urban limits, it may be desirable to require these to shift to electrical or steam-
driven engines which produce little or no air pollution. Also, improved mass
transit systems would encourage fewer persons to drive automobiles to work.

In the ease of water pollution, a wide variety of measures are needed in-
cluding: The banning of phosphates in detergents and the use of DDT or other
pesticides or herbicides which do not readily decompose ; the installation of sec-
ondary and tertiary sewage treatment plants; the separation of storm sewers
from municipal sewage-gathering systems; the extension of sewage effluent pipes
to a greater distance from shore in the ease of the Great Lakes or marine coastal
areas; and the curbing of industrial forms of pollution that are especially in-
jurioas to different forms of marine life.

Solid waste disposal problems will be eased by technologies which will make
it economically advantageous to recycle the uee of waste materials. It may also
be desirable .to legislate against the use of objectionable packaging materials
such as nonreturnable bottles which are costly to dispose of. In coastal locations
the disposal of solid wastes in the ocean, if carefully controlled, may provide an
appropriate solution to this problem.

It must be emphasized that the full benefits to society will not be felt in the
case of water pollution abatement measures unless additional programs are
mounted which will restore or enhance the environment. This is necessary to
promote recreational uses and to facilitate the growth of desirable marine life
or other wildlife in the coastal zone. The development of artificial islands through
carefully controlled landfills in certain areas could be a boon in this regard as
well as the restoration of sands to certain beaches and the implementation of
technologies to control beach erosion.
Establishing priorities for action programs

In general, the priorities and time-phasing of action programs to control dif-
ferent forms of pollution and to enhance environmental quality should be de-
termined by cost-benefit analyses. In some cases, the injury to society is already
so great and so obvious that such studies may not be required or can be of a
cursory nature. In more complex cases involving various kinds of uncertainties
over benefits relative to costsland particularly those where the benefits are
regionally dispersedone can expect rather sluggish political processes to
delay action programs. In these instances, Federal measures including feasibility
studies and other research can be especially helpful in determining the need
for, and priorities to be accorded to, alternative action programs. In the case
of the Great Lakes and other international bodies of water, the Federal role
.will be especially important in developing appropriate action programs in co-
oidination with foreign governments, as well as local and State governments.
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It should be noted that measures to prevent pollution and environmental
degradation are often less expensive than restoration measures. This was esPe-
cially evident in a recent study performed for the National Council on Marine
Resources and Engineering Development by the 'SPA Center for Techno-Economic
Studies on "The Role of Marine Sciences in the Multiple Uses of the Coastal Zone
on Lake Erie and Lake Superior." A conclusion of this study is that Lake Erle
is far from being a dead lake and it is possible through pollution control and
restoration measures to greatly enhance the recreational and other coastal zone
uses of this lake, but at very great expense.
The adequacy of technology and the need for additional research and development

Another matter of considerable controversy is the availability and adequacy
of current state-of-the-art technology to proceed with pollution-control and res-
toration measures without further delay. In most cases, technologies are already
available which will serve to arrest pollution and thus no excuse is presented for
delaying action programs. Moreover, the early implementation of action pro-
grams and enforcement of antipollution legislation already on the books willI
serve as a desirable stimulus for private enterprise to accelerate research and
development to improve the cost-effectiveness of pollution abatement technologies
including pollution monitoring devices.

However, this is not to say that all ueed is past for federally sponsored R. & D.
in pollution and restoration measures. Continuing research is needed to ascertain
the adverse effects of different kinds of pollutants on man, marine life, and other
forms of wildlife which are bound together in complex ecologies. In the case of
thermal pollution resulting from the effluent cooling waters of nuclear and thermo-
electric powerplants using fossil fuels, more research is needed which may indi-
cate how the appropriate location of these plants might benefit swimming, fish-
ing, and aquaculture by elevating temperatures of cold coastal waters.

One of the important tasks for R. & D. is tO reduce the present high coat of
pollution-control measuresbe they air, water, or land pollution measures. For
example, it is estimated that the cost of solving the water pollution problem of
Lake Erie is around $4.5 billion. While progress should not be delayed while
seeking lower cost technologies, nevertheless expenditures on pollution monitor-
ing and pollution abatement technologies are likely to be ongoing expenses of
society for all future time. Accordingly, it is desirable to proceed with sound pro-
grams of Federal support for R. & D. to make these technologies more cost effec-
tive including advances in technologies involving environmental restoration or
enhancement programs. Local and State governments generally neglect this kind
of U. & D., and private enterprise has not often proceeded with certain essential
kinds of R. & D. because of market uncertainties.

Some suggested areas for federally sponsored R. & D. in pollution control and
in enhancing environmental quality would include :

(1) Improved techniques for controlling beach erosion and the removal of
obstructions which prevent nature from replenishing beach sands under the
transport of littoral currents.

(2) Better methods of reducing pollution effects of landfill operations and
to establish principles for the offshore location of artificial islands which
would not impair the quality of coastal beaches and the breeding grounds
for marine and other wildlife.

(3) The development of artificial reefs or habitatS which would serve as
protected breeding grounds and nurseries for marine life in places where
landfills of coaital marshlands or estuaries have already deetroyed the breed-
ing grounds of wildlife.

(4) Aquaculture and genetic research which would develop improved
strains of harvestable marine life which could better withstand the environ-
mental conditions found in various lakes and estuaries.

(5) Methods of assessing or predicting the likely impact on increased
yields of marine life in complex ecosystems due to implementation of pollu-
tion-control measures and advances In aquaculture.

(8) Better techniques of evaluating the social and economic benefits of air,
water, and land pollution-control measures and restoration measures.

(7) Measures to improve the circulation of water in lakes or estuaries to
alleviate stagnation or stratification of waters such as exists in the western
end of Lake Erie.

(8) Better geological and geophysical knowledge of sub-bottom strata in
the vicinity of prospective offshore oil and gas developments.
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(9) Improved understanding of the inadequacies of technologies in , oil
tanker construction and operations which may lead to oil spills, and the
same for technologies of offshore drilling and production of gas and oil.

(10) Development of cost-effective technologies for containing or minimiz-
ing the undesirable effect to marine and wildlife, to beaches, and to personal
property resulting from accidental oil spills from whatever cause.

(11) Research on pollution problems of Arctic Alaska including: the ad-
verse effects of impregnation of soils with industrial and urban wastes ; the
capacity of arctic waters to absorb and decompose wastes; the extent of
ecological damage by ground transportation and methods for alleviating
adverse effects; and improved methods of treatment of urban and industrial
wa Rtes.

(12) Research and development of technologies of utilizing marine re-
sources so as to conserve dwindling land resources.

Because of the complexity of physical, economic, institutional, social aspects
of natural resource and environmental problems it is essential that a strategy of
federally sponsored research and development be developed within an interdis-
ciplinary framework. In this regard, the methods of "technology assessment"
are particularly desirable inasmuch as these involve a systematic effort to fore-
see both the socially beneficial and potentially harmful impacts of various tech-
nological developments and seek to identify strategies for attaining more socially
optimal results. Such an analytical approach will prove invaluable in making
public agencies, officials, and taxpaying citizens more responsive to environ-
mental concerns and the acceptance of essential action programs.

Mr. Rwss. Thank you, Dr. Spangler.
Mr. Kimball?

STATEMENT OF THOMAS L. KIMBALL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION

Mr. KIMBALL. I am Thomas L. Kimball, executive director of the
National Wildlife Federation, a private group which hopes to achieve
its goals through educational means. We have approximately two and
a half million members and affiliates in 50 States.

Mr. Chairman may I first compliment you and the more than 85
Members of the 'Congress who recently issued a call for designation
of the 1970's as the Environmental Decade. Your committee's efforts
to explore the ways and means to stop and then reverse the trend of
environmental degradation is most commendable. The National Wild-
life Federation welcomes an opportunity to make this contribution
to your efforts.

The National Wildlife Federation believes that the quality of life,
indeed the continuation of life, on this planet we call Earth; depends
on man's stewardship of the environmentparticularly those vital
components essential to life: air, water, and soil.

In 1969, the National Wildlife Federation developed the first index
on environmental quality, which we have called our "National E.Q."
With your permission, ldr. Chairman, each member of your com-
mittee will be provided with reprints from the magazine "National
Wildlife," which gives the conclusion of our, research efforts and the
judgments rendered as to the present status of the Nation's environ-
mental quality:

(Narn.A significant portion of "The First National Wildlife Fed-
eration Index of Environmental Quality" is color work which could
not be reproduced in these hearings. The index is in the subcommittee
files.)
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Our survey and judgments concluded that conditions revealed by
the 1969 environmental quality index of America were "poor," and
that the trend is getting worse. And that unless America awakens,
we and our children will-be in deep trouble. America's land and water-
scape is beginning to look very old for a country so young.

The 34th annual meetilig of our organization will be held in Chi-
cago on March 20-22. The theme of our conference will be "The
1970'sThe Do or Die Decade." This is but another way of express-
ing our belief that we must solve our degradation problems in the
19-70's or there is a real probability that we will never solve them.
Never before in the history of our Nation have we had a wider variety
of legislators, policymakers, organizations, and citizens deeply con-
cerned about the degradation of our environment, and, more impor-
tantly, willingto do something about it.

Tins conclusion is not a mere assumption, but is based upon factual
data from a public opinion survey conducted for our organization by
the Gallup organization. The details of the survey will be made avail-
able for committee study, but the most important conclusion estab-
lished the fact that four out of five Americans are concerned about
what is happening to our environment, and, even more importantly,
three out of four are willing to pay something more in addition to al-
ready overburdensome taxes for action programs to do something about
it.

The National Wildlife Federation also engaged the Harris organi-
zation to find out how much the average American is willing to pay to
improve the environmental conditions. A copy of the details of this sur-
vey also will be made available for the committee's _perusal. A sum-
mary of these findings assure that the majority of the people of the
United States are willing to ply some of the additional cost for im-
proving the quality of the environment. Based on this principle, we
hope that Congress will move ahead in funding those action programs
designed to eliminate our past environmental mistakes and to assure
that others will not be made or continued in the future.

In its news release of January 16, the committee invited comment
on a number of questions which must be resolved if we are to ade-
quately protect and restore our Nation's environment.

In response to the question, "What must the government do to
strengthen or redirect its existing programs for environmental pro-
tection and improvements!" the following commentary and sugges-
tions are offered for the committee's consideration:

In the eyes of most conservationiets, governmental interests and ef-
fort in resource and environmental problems is calibrated in terms
of money appropriated for action programs. Thereforet in order to
convince the public the Federal Government is sincere in its expressed
desire to clean up the environment, the executive and legislative
branches of the Government must reevaluate the priority of the res-
pective programs which account for the expenditures of the American
taxpayers' dollars. The fact that we are now spending only ono-sixth
of what we pay on interest on our national debt on natural resource
programs is evidence of the pitiful priority that environmental pro-
grams receive when competing with all of the other national program!.

As a specific case in point, Congress now, appropriates approxi-
mately $124 million annually to the Land and Water Conservation

44-410-40e---2
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Fund. This figure represents the total Federal commitment to meet-
ing the park and outdoor recreation needs of the people of the United
States. To make matters worse, the President impounds a sizable share
of these appropriated funds as an anti-inflation measure. Yet the
U.S. Park Service now requires $280 million to acquire lands in pres-
ently authorized new parks and recreation areas and another $180
million to eliminate the inholdings in our older parks.

As a consequence of this lack of funding and interest by the Con-
gress, we now have cities being built within the boundaries of Glacier,
1 osemite, and Sequoia National Parks, with little or no zoning re-
quirements and the real probability of urban slums eventually develop-
ing within our most scenic national treasures.

The Federal Government's scenic commitments to acquire wetlands
in an effort to establish our waterfowl population is way behind sched-
ule and ma-y never be completed. Ten years ago Congress authorized
the acquisition of two and a half million acres of wetlands. As of to-
day, only one and a quarter million acres have been acquired. Over
the years the average annual purchase of these wetlands by the Fed-
eral Government approached 6,000 acres per year. Last yearthis
gives you some indication of the size of the Government efforta
private organization, the Nature Conservancy, purchased 21,000 acres
of wetlands.

Our recent public opinion survey shows that over 97 percent of the
people are not in agreement with the priorities of public expenditures.
Individuals who were in disagreement with Federal program priori-
ties were asked where the funds should come from, from present pro-
grams, in order to increase the money available for environmental
improvement.

The committee will note that defense and space were the primary
targets of those who believe there should be less emphasis on these
programs and more on environmental improvement.

Just last night, in the February 1 Evening Star newspaper, there
was an article covering the cost of remodermg the aircraft carrier
Midwaysome $201 million. And this is more money than the Fed-
eral Government will allow to be actually spent for all of the land ac-
quisitions to meet the Nation's park and outdoor recreation programs.

In the event that Congress, in its wisdom, determines the cost of
improving the quality of the environment should be added to rather
than financed from, a reallocation of our present requirements, then
policymakers should feel the public pulse and determine how much the
individual is willing to pay in order to accomplish this goal we all
seek.

No one likes additional taxes, but most reasonable people not only
would expect some reallocation of funds from other less popular Fed-
eral expenditures, but would also be willing to pay some added taxes
in order to halt environmental degradation and meet the Nation's rec-
reation needs.

There have also been some public expressions that reorganization of
Federal bureaus would improve efficiency and effectiveness.

Reorganization of Federal bureaucracies will never clean up 1 cubic
foot of air nor 1 gallon of water. However, there is merit in carefully
scrutinizing the overlapphig and duplicated functions of all resource
management agencies. Eliminating duplicity and conflicting authority
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should be pursued with vigor, in spite of committee jurisdictional
squabbles and other specal interest problems.

Maximum economy could be achieved if those agencies dealing with
the enviromnent were placed in a bureau where their programs could
be coordinated and decisions implemented with efficiency and effective-
ness.

The Federal Water Pollution Control Administration has estimated
the cost in the next 5 years of cleaning up our Nation's water supply
would total between $26 and $29 billion ; $8 billion for municipal treat-
ment works, $6.2 billion for sanitary sewer construction, $2.6 to $4.6
billion for industrial waste treatment, $1.8 billion for industrial cool-
ing equipment;and $5.3 billion for municipal and industrial operating
and maintenance costs.

(NoTE.The Federal Water Pollntion Control Administration was
renamed the Federal Water Quality Administration by sec. 110 of the
Water Quality Improvement Act of 1970 (act of April 3, 1970), Public
Law 91-224.)

If this estimate is correct, and the inflationary spiral is rising almost
hourly, the President's allocation of $10 billion or more may prove to
be too little and too late.

The staggering cost of air pollution control abatement,of stepped
up soil conservation activities, and improved forestry practices, as well

ias ncreased and improved wildlife habitat, are not included yet in the
Administration's commitment to environmental improvement.

And when we total the cost of esthetic considerations for highway
construction, scenic and esthetic costs of the proper location of rights-
of-way, of added parks, natural areas, open green spaces, and historical
sites2 access to public lands and to public beaches, the cost of the high
quality environment is staggering.

The committee is well aware of the ever-increasing militancy of the
public in demanding participation in formulating policy decisions
affecting the quality of the environment. Student activists on our cam-
puses have made pollution abateimmt their major battle cry for the
coming years; more public officiak, civic and fraternal organizations,
and individuals are rallying to the banner of the antipollution war.

The real problem in my view will be to provide adequate communi-
cations and meaningful dialog between this tremendous public interest
and those who are responsible for public policy determinations.

There is a real danger that policymakers may take hasty, ill-con-
ceived actions in the lace of ever-mounting public pressures. Some
means should be provided to give responsible answers based upon ade-
quate research to the public on very complex environmental questions.
One way in which the Government can improve the credibility gap,
and at the same time save considerable money, is to eliminate re-
search operations in all Federal bureaus responsible for management
programs.

The public is becoming increasingly skeptical of management and
policy decisions based upon research data collected by governmental
scientists. Far too often, operating policy, directives require research-
ers to gather statistics to support conclusions already reached. After
all, it was the Federal agricultural scientists who told us that DDT
was safe. It was the Food and Drug Administration scientists who
told us that Thalidimide was safe. It was the governmental scientists

rci
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who told us cyclamates were safe. It was the governmental research-
ers who told us that clams and fully controlled streams are the answer
to most of our water problems and that we can solve many of the wa-
ter i)ollution problems by diluting rather than cleaning up.

What is needed is an independent research arm of the Federal Gov-
ernment which does not report to any operating bureau, perhaps only
to the Congms itself, or to the Environmental Quality Council, with
a staff of eminently qualified scientists, and a directive from Congress
that the facts collected be entirely objective in nature, in order that
public confidence may be restored in Federal research activity and
ultimate decisions based on the overall public interest rather than
limited and specific special intceests.

The Atomic Energy Commiision, for example, has been charged
by the Congress with promoting the peaceful uses of atomic energy,
and, at the same time, policingtheir own efforts. How can the public
expect an atomic scientist who is interested in promoting the peaceful
use of atomic energy to assure that radioactive wastes or thermal pol-
lution will not degrade the environment? when such a recommendation
might make atomic power noncompetitive wAh other fossil fuels?

We still have major planning authority for our water development
programs in construction agencies such as the Army Corps of En-
gineers and U.S. Bureau ofReclamaion.

How can other resource values be given full consideration within
these single-use oriented organizations ?

We have a myriad number of Federal agencies, conunissions, and
advisory groups dealing with water resources. It would appear that a
review of the authority, objectives, and functions of each of these
groups should be evaluated and the overlapping and contradictory
authority and functions eliminated.

Of course, we are counting on the Public Land Law Review Commis-
sion to overhaul the hundreds of conflicting land laws which are now
on our books. One specific example comes to mind : The repeal of the
1872 Mining Act is in order, and hard rock minerals extracted under
the Mineral. Leasing Act. Under the provisions of this outdated 1872
mining law, the mineral prospector and developer has priority use of
all of our public lands and prevents the Federal regulatory agencies
from controlling or continuing to own the surface of mining claims.
to manage for other valid public purposes after the minerals have been
extracted.

We are still administering the bulk of our public domain under the
terms of the Taylor Grazing Act, which is another outdated single-use
act. This law was enacted in 1937, in response to the lack of manaige-
ment authority for all that remains of our public domain. The time has.
long since passed when these valuable public lands can be man. .1. ',I pirr.
marily for the grazing of domestic livestock. They will soon
if they are not now, the last remaining vestige of the American tradi-
tion of ample space for public outdoor recreational possibilities.

Congress must soon act positively to assure that these public lands
are returned to public ownership. Full funding of recreation programs .
is required to meet the ever-increasing leisure time in our burgeoning-
population. Future generations will condenm us if we fail to make
plans for providing some semblance of open green space and recrea-
tional facilities to give them just a taste of good life that we haves
known.

0
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America is the greatest democracy on earth, and unless we can make
the will of the people work in the strongest superpower that the his-
tory of the world has ever developed, one of the myriad "isms" will
eventually swallow us up.

It is, therefore, essential that our policymakers in the executive and
legislative branches of Government cievelop a practical means to keep
the public well informed on important environmental issues. Thomas
Jefferson put it rather neatly when he said, "I know of no safe deposi-
tory of the ultimate powers of society but the people themselves; and
if we think them not enlightened enough to exercise this authority with
a wholesome discretion, the remedy is not to take it from them, but tc
inform their discretion."

I have already suggested an independent research arm of the Gov-
ernment to investigate these complex environmental issues and to pre-
sent their factfindings to the people in order to adequately inform that
discretion.

There is little question that in order to accomplish the kind of en-
vironment the American people envision, tremendous financial and
material sacrifices must be made.

Ever-increasing millions of Americans will ultimately consume a
horrendous amount of resources and open space. This means a higher
consumption of food, fiber, and fuel, and undoubtedly a reduction in
the available space for the pursuit of a quality natural outdoor expe-
rience. In order to minimize the impact upon the qualityof life, it is
essential that the public b ie constantly and consistently nformed as
to the long-range plans and programs of Government and specifically
how those programs might affect the individual life of a family.

The cost of eliminating the environmental pollution of and the mis-
takes of the past 150 years is almost incomprehensible. In fact, I pre-
dict that we must allocate as much money mto this effort as we are
now putting into our national defense, if we really intend to accom-
plish the objective. I

Once we are caught up, however, and beginning immediately, we
can and should adopt a policy of allowing no industry, individual,
municipality; or governmental entity to pollute the environment.

Admittedly we may not be 100 percent effective in cleaning up our
past mistakes, but there is really no excuse for making this planet
nothing more than just a garbage disposal. I am convinced that Amer-
ican technology can solve any environmental problem, no matter how
complex, if we are willing to commit the scientific community and pro-
vide the funds for action programs to do the job. After all, we were
able to send a man to the moon and back,to split the atom and to put
it to a variety of uses, including the possibility of the elimination of
the human race with the touch of a button. Why not use our tech-
nological knowledge to make a better yolace for all to live?

In summary, Mr. Chairman, the achievement of a national commit-
ment to clean up environmental pollution and to improve and main-
tain the quality of the living natural environment will require a super-
human effort on the part of the individual American as well as the
policymakers of our Nation.

It appears from reading the Minds of the American people as ex-
pressed in the public press and the other communications Media that
there is a national commitment now to this worthy cause.
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The reevaluation of our national priorities, as expressed in the pres-
entation,of the.Federal budget, is in order :

The expenditure of funds for natural resources programs and the
improvement of the environment must be elevated from the seventh
subbasement priority in the fiscal system.

In addition, the public must be taken into the confidence of policy-
makers and informed as to what the problems are and hOw much addi-
tional funding will be required from the taxpayers in order to complete
the task.

I am convinced that 3,ou will find the necessary public support to do
an adequate job in both the reallocation of funds in the present budget,
as well as increased funds for getting on with a job that is long
overdue.

Secondly, we need to minimize the amounts of funds expended for
establishing new bureaus and commissions, which do little more than
duplicate established organizations within the Government and ex-
pend money that might otherwise be allocated for programs which
really clean up air and water or directly relate to the actual improve-
ments of environmental conditions.

Thirdly, there must be a national policy established, or more im-
portantly, stringently enforced, which requires individuals, munici-
palities, and industry to return renewable resources that are utilized
to the mainstream of nature in the same quality as when they were
usedwater to the stream as clean as it was taken out ; emissions into
the air as clean as the intakes; soil use that does not contaminate or
pollute the environment nor increase the possibility of erosion: im-
proved forest management with a priority for watershed protection;
proper planning of our ever-expanding cities and suburbs to provide
open green space and built-in quality of living that the American
people are coming to expect from the most enlightened society the
world has ever produced.

Mr. Chairman, the National Wildlife Federation and its over 21/4
million members have made a commitment to the improvement of the
quality of our life, as it relates to the improvement of the natural
environment. We stand ready and willing, as an educational orga-
nization, to keep the American citizens fully informed on research
and environmental policies and programs that are designed to main-
tain the good life for all Americans.

Thank you very much for the opportunity of making these com-
ments.

Mr. REUSS. Thank you, Mr. Kimball.
You referred in your testimony to the most helpful index con-

structed by the National Wildlife Federation last summer on just
where we stand regarding the quality of our air, land, water, forestry,
and so on. That has already been of great help to this subcommittee.
It was mounted on a board before us when we had our environmental
decade meeting in early December.

I think it is the opinion most of us on this subcommittee that it
would be extremely useful for the newly created Presidential Environ-
mental Quality Council to issue annually such an environmental index.
Would you agree with that ?

Mr. KIMBALL. I certainly agree, Mr. Chairman, that this would be
of great help in informing the people on just where we stand.

2,1
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Mr. RETIRE. With your permission, this subcommittee would like to
take your excellent hrst try at an index last summer and recommend
to the Environmental Quality Council that it use it as a model for its
annual indexes.

Mr. KIMBALL. This would be fine. And would you ask them to de-
vote their big technological guns to refining this? This is admittedly a
very preliminary effort on our part to tell people where we stand.
But with the great amount of research activity and information that
the Government has, and could undoubtedly collect together, I am
sure they could come up with some yardsticks that could be measured
from year to year.

For example, we asked the _question of how many miles of our Na-
tion's streams are polluted. We couldn't get the answer from any
source. I am sure that it can be collected and put together from the
information that the States have and the Federal Government ha
but it just hasn't been done.

Then, we need a measurement of how much water is cleaned up from
year to year. This is really what I would like to know, and I am sure
the people of America would like to knowjust how much progress we
are making from year to year.

If we have this, on all of these problems that relate to our environ-
ment, then we would really know whether we are making any prog-
ress or not, rather than our just being suspicious that we are con-
tinually falling back.

(Subsequently, Chairman Reuss wrote to Mr. Russell E. Train,
Chairman of the Council on Environmental Quality, as follows :)

CC:INGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS.
Washington, DX., March 17, 1970.

Mr. RUSSELL E. TRAIN,
Chairman, Council on Environmental Quality,
Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. TRAIN: I would like to call your attention the enclosed copy of
"Index of Environmental Quality." which was published last year by the National
Wildlife Federation. You may find this publication helpful in preparing the
Environmental Quality Report which your Council is required. under section
201 of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (Public Law 91-100: 83
Stat. 852, 854), to transmit to the Congress annually, beginning July 1, 1970.

The federation's "Index of Environmental Quality" is, of course, much more
simplified and terse than your report will, or should, be in order to comprehen-
sively discuss the five major areas specified in section 201 of the act. However,
the federation's report, which sets forth the present level and status of environ-
mental quality with respect to air, water, soil, forests, wildlife, and minerals,
does so Very graphically and in a manner that makes starkly apparent to the
public its conclusion that the 1009 Environmental Quality Index is "poor," that
the trend is getting worse, and that unless America awakens, we and our chil-
dren may be in deep trouble.

Sincerely,
HENRY S. Rms,

Chairman, Conservation and Natural Resources Subcommittee.
Mr. REuss. Also in your testimony, you spent some time on your

estimate of the Federal contributions that will be muired in the next
5 years, let's say, to control and prevent water pollution caused by
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inadequately treated municipal waste plant discharges and industrial
wastes, combined sewers? and so on.

What would you envisage as the required cost of the Federal con-
tribution to the fight on water pollution over the next 5 years?

Mr. Kimatu.. Here again, I am not sure just what the total Fed-
eral commitment is at present. If it were 50 percent, for example, of
the total cost of $26 billion plus, this would amount to some $13 to
$18 billion.

If it is more than that, then it would have to be whatever that
additional commitment is above the 50 percent.

It is my understanding that, under certain conditions, some mu-
nicipalities can qualify for a 50-percent commitment from the Federal
Government for the cost of treatment facilities. In this case, it would
have to be corresponding17 larger.

Mr. REUSS. You are talking about the next 6 years?
Mr. KIMBALL. Yes, the next 5 years.
Mr. REUSS. And you say that your recommended Federal contribu-

tion to State and local governments for the erection of water pollution
prevention and control devices should be at the minimum $18 billion
over that 5-year period?

Mr. KIMBALL. This would be based on a 50-percent sharing of the
cost.

Mr. REUSS. And you think there should be a 50-percent sharing?
Mr. KIMBALL. I think so; yes.
Mr. REUSS. From what you have said, then, you regard as wholly

inadequate, for the next 5 years a Federal contribution of only $4
billion as compared to $18 billion

Mr. Kntaam. I hate to put it in that context. I would say that the
public here again should be brought into determining policies of this
nature, because eventually the average citizen is going to have to pay
this costregardless of whether it is a Federal or State or local share.

You know we don't just print money; somebody has to pay for all
of these things. So, if the people agree, we ought to clean up our water.
We understand what the costs are going to be. Let's devise some type
of a formula and make sure everybody knows what the total cost is and
then get on with providing the money to do it.

Mr. Rwss. Who pays for it, however, is important. If it is left to
the local government, l'or example to provide all of the antiwater pol-
lution work, the cost would fall mainly on the homeowner,, wholias
been stretched rather thin by the property tax.

The tax base borne by a higher level ot government is a more efficient
and progressive one.

Mr. KimnALL. The reason I suggested at least 50 percent as the Fed-
eral share is that the greater part of the total tax dollar is collected by
the Federal Government. And as a consequence, they, I feel, should,
in the order of priority of things, put up at least half of the cost of
doing the job.

(Suncommirite NoTe.Excerpts from the Harris and Gallup sur-
veys. which were conducted for the National Wildlife Federation and
to which Mr. Kimball referred, follow :)

en!
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NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATIONA STUDY OF THE ATTITUDES OF THE ,AMERICAN
PUBLIC TOWARD IMPROVEMENT OF THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

INTRODUCTION

In early 1960, the National Wildlife Federation sponsored a Gallup survey
which found, among other things, that more than 85 percent of the public is
concerned with the condition of the environment. So concerned, three out of
four said they would willingly pay increased taxes earmarked for conservation,
including 63 percent of those with family incomes under $5,000 per year.

The attached survey, conducted by that other major independent polling or-
ganisation during the first part of July, found that 97 percent of the American
public advocated reallocating Federal expenditures to free more money for
environmental protection and cleanup.

Ironically, in spite of the obvious, overwhelming public desire for solving
the country's environmental problems, the Federation's recently completed Index
of Environmental Quality (EQ) found the United States is still losing the battle
against pollution and natural resource depletion.

The Federal Government is the No. 1 environmental protector and janitor.
And yet in the face of accelerating environmental degradation and exploding
public concern, far less than 1 percent of the Federal budget goes into natural
resource programs but they are invariably the first to feel the bite of the economy
ax. Programs to solve the Nation's environmental crises too often have turned
out to be more eye pollution than factapparently designed to take the heat
off administrators and politicians by lulling the public into thinking the prob-
lems are being taken care of.

But they are not.
The following report shouldn't be interpreted for anything but what it is

a survey of public opinion. But the Federation feels the message therein is
clear : The American public wants to move quality of life up on the Nation's
priority list. And though "willingness to pay" begs the fundamental fact that
we will and must pay for environmental cleanup, it does substantiate public
concern.

Please feel free to duplicate in whole or part. Naturally, the National Wildlife
Federation would appreciate credit whenever possible.

The public's attitude toward current priorities in the Federal budget was
measured under two conditions. A portion of the people interviewed (some 900)
were handed a card as shown below, and read the following statement : "This
card shows the percentage of the Federal budget now being spent for various
purposes."

Show card
Percent

National defense (U.S. military and military assistance) 44
Health, labor, and welfare (retirement, public assistance, economic oppor-

tunity) 28
Commerce and transportation (roads, post office, airlines, etc.) 4
Veterans' benefits (compensation, medical, pensions, etc.) 4
Space program 3
International affairs (foreign aid, food for freedom, etc.) 2
Agriculture ( farm supports, land and water, agricultural resenrch) 2
Education (aid to education, research) 2
Natural resources (environmental improvement, forests, recreation areas,

wildlife, pollution control, etc.) 1
Housing and community development (urban renewal, public housing) 1

They were then asked : "Considering priorities, would you like to see more or
less of the Federal money go into each of these purposes?"

The remainder of the sample (500 people) were asked the RAMP question, but
without being given the information as to what percentage of the Federal budget
is now spent in each category. This allows for a comparison between the groups
"with information" as to current budget and "no information" as to current
budgetindicating the potential effects if the public were further educated
as to the amounts now being spent or natural resources as well an other functions.

The next table indicates the activities in which the public would like to see
less Government spending and those in which it would like to see more spend-
ing. The majorityboth those people given information about current Federal



spending and those not supplied such informationwould like to see less Federal
motley spent on international affairs, the space program, and national defense.

The public is split on whether to increase or decrease spending on commerce
and transportation ; health, labor, and welfare; and agriculture.

A majority of the public would like to see more Federal money go into educa-
tion, natural resources, veterans' benefits, and housing and community develop-
ment. Across the board, the American people in 1969 appear to desire the focus
to be on the solving of domestic problems and the improvement of the quality
of life at home.

Supplying the public with information as to the current allocation of Federal
moneys has the effect of increasing the majorities in favor of more spending
on natural resources (up to 68 percent) and housing and community develop-
ment (up to 58 percent), and also increases the number who would like to see
less Federal money going into national defense (up from 55 percent to 61
percent).

*

Summary and observations.The data are consistent in revealing greater
concern and greater willingness to de something about the natural environment
among the more educated and more affluent segments of the public, among those
who live in the suburbs surrounding the large metropolitan centers, and among
younger adults. These articulate segments of the public could be characterized
as having high expectations and demand for a livable environment, and as having
a greater than average intellectual awareness of environmental conditions.

People who live in cities, blacks, and persons with lower incomes and edu-
cation levels show less concern about environmental conditions. At first glance,
this appears paradoxical since it is the lesser privileged segments of our so-
ciety, especially in the inner cities, that one would suspect have greater contact
with at least certain forms of environmental pollution and deterioration. How-
ever, it appears that some combination of apathy, low expectation levels as
regards the natural environment, lack of awareness of the, extent of the problem,
lack of awarenes:., of its effect on the quality of their own life, and the perception
of other problems as being even more seveke and pressing produce an apparent
low level of concern.

Thus proponents of a greater emphasis on natural resources and environmental
cleanup will find their natural allies, at present, among the educated and the
affluent.

The high concern of younger adults and late adolescents may well indicate an
important shift in the general population's priorities.

Any immediate broadening of the base of support for environmental improve-
ment will require public education to increase awareness of the problem among
the lesser educated, lower income portions of our society.

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION-THE U.S. PUBLIC CONSIDERS ITS ENVIRON
MENT (CONDUCTED FOR NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION )

(A National Opinion Trends Reports, The Gallup Organization, Inc.,
Princeton, N.J., February 1969)

SOME mountains OF THE STUDY

Concern about our natural surroundings.About half. (51 percent) of all
persons interviewed stated that they are "deeply concerned" about the effect of
air pollution, water pollution, soil erosion, and destruction of wildlife on our
natural surrounds. About one-third (85 percent) said they are "somewhat con-
cerned" about the problem and 12 percent said they are "not very concerned." A
greater proportion (62 psreent) of those who have attended college than of
those with less formal education are deeply concerned about these environmen-
mental problems. More of the men (50 percent) than of the women (46 percent)
said they were deeply concerned. Also more of the people living in the Western
and Midwestern States than of° those in the East or South are deeply concerned.

Willingness to pap taxes to improve our natural surroundings.When those
interviewed were asked about their willingness to pay additional taxes to im-
prove our natural surroundings, almost three of every four people interviewed
said they would be willing to pay something. It was found that those who had
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said they were "deeply concerned" about our environmental problems were
willing to pay more in taxes to help solve the problems than those who did not
express as much concern.

The much, pressing environmental problem.When those interviewed were
shown a list of problems affecting the environment and asked which one they
consider most pressing, replies divided as follows :

Percent
Air pollution 36
Water pollution 32
Pesticides (chemicals used to kill insects)
Preservation of open grass spaces 6
Wildlife preservation (birds and animals) 5
Soil erosion 4

In cities of over 1 million in population, 55 percent said air pollution was the
most pressing problem while only 23 percent of those in small communities and
rural areas gave this answer. Preservation of wildlife was of greater concern
to people in rural areas than to those in the urban areas.

Those interviewed were also asked what they think can be done to correct
the problem chosen as most pressing. Results were as follows :
Problem and most frequently, mentioned corrective action :

Air pollutionFind way to control auto exhaust ; control of chemical and
industrial wastes ; provide filters, smoke control devices.

Water pollutionStop industrial pollution ; enforce present laws, pass new
legislation.

Soil erosionPlant or maintain vegetation ; use proper agriculture methods.
Wildlife preservationEnforce game laws ; reduce hunting ; establish wild-

life reserves, parks.
Preservation of open green spacesSet aside land for parks, forests ; better

zoning.
PesticidesUse different, improved pesticides ; Government controls, laws.

Win it be necessary to limit human populationtThe U.S. public is evenly di-
vided as to whether or not it will, at some time, be necessary to limit human
population if our present living standards are to be maintained. Younger adults,
those who have attended college, and those in the upper income brackets are more
inclined to consider limitation of human population necessary than other groups.

Areas thought most pleasant as a place to live.If a pleasant place to live
were the principal consideration influencing the public, there would be a marked
reversal of the trend away from rural areas. Those interviewed were shown the
following list of areas and asked which of them they think would be most
pleasant as places to live. Results divided as follows :

Percent Percent
Rural area 80 Seashore 9
Small city 25 lArge city.. 6
Suburbs 18 Other 1
Mountains 15

Analyses by size of community show that many big city dwellers have a yearn-
ing for smaller places and those inrural areas have no yen for the big city.

Should more land be set aside for conservation purposes fThree of every
four people interviewed favor setting aside more public land for conservation
purposes such as national parks, wildlife refuges, bird sanctuaries, and so forth.
Young people, those who have attended college, and those in the eastern States
are more inclined to this view than other segments of the population.

*

WHAT PUBLIC WOULD DO TO comer ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS

S. S *
Verbatim examples of answers concerning what might be done to prevent air

pollution include
More Federal money put into this problem.
Get in a specialist and see what he could do to get it corrected.
Move some of the industry to the suburbs instead of in the city.
Maybe if they would take some of these chemical places way, out.
If there was some way they could control filtering and doing away with

gases if possible.
11
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Education of the general public. Tax according to displacement of the
engine instead of weight of cars. Industry tax rebate to encourage new
equ pment.

Stricter control and very heavy fines on offendersespecially large
corporations.

Industry's the guiltiest. Open burning should be stopped by individuals.
Perhaps a control center could tell us proper air currents to burn in. ;

Quit burning old carsput things on ears to stop the gas pollution.
I wonder if they couldn't have an airplane go over and fumigate everplace.
Get after those technical facilities that cause this in cities primarily.
Leave it up to some government official with that knowledge.
Apply the same sort of policy here as has been applied to problems of

national defensesponsored research, an educational element.
Let the government get more involved in finding the solutions.
Through the Federal Governmentby spending money. Make a study of it.
The present laws regarding air pollution should be enforced.
I think it's pretty much up to the State to make and enforce legislation to

take care of it. Make whoever is causing this to pay out of the pocket for
whatever they're contributing. Each one should take care of whatever he's
causing.

Electric cars for less pollution.
Hurry up and put on the market new ears that go gasless ; no pollution

from ears would help.
They talk about these new ears which wouldn't have so much exhaust.

That would be one thing. I've also heard that industry could do something
different if they wanted to.

Really I think the auto manufacturers must do something about it. We'll
have to pay dearly for it. It's up to the automakers.

Pind means of eliminating the poisons going up in the air, like burning
garbage, gasoline fumes.

Get rid of cars and do something about airplane fumes.
Take care of the earth first and the moon second.
We'll probably have to start putting factories way out into the suburban

areas.
Not allow new buildings that would pollute air to build in cities.
New highways to eliminate truck traffic in communities.
Start new cities where there is land.
Close down places which do not make an honest effort to correct air

pollution.
Educate people not to pollute and respect all forms of antipollution

requests.
Cut out all the automobiles and go back to horses and buggies.
More chemical research to eliminate byproducts of the combustion process.
Stopping or doing away with carbon monoxide gas in ears. .

Be more careful the way they use: chemicals and gases and what you
have that creates all this. _

They should find out something about it. The automobiles and the sewage
is terrible.

* * *
Verbatim examples of answers concerning what might be done to prevent water'

pollution include
Every city and town should have sewage conversion plants ; also laws for

factories to quit dumping in rivers.
Find another way to get rid of the scraps from the factories.
Correct industrial waste being dumped info rivers and lakes. Also educate

the farmers to take care of streamsinsecticides and so forth are allowed to
enter them.

A. lot taken out of sea water so that it ean be used for drinkinga
substitute.

Watch fertilizer and application of herbicides and pesticides getting into
our water supply. .

The only thing I know is to spend a lot of money to try to clean up the
rivers and the streams and then restrict the use of them.

Putting tesponsibility to the ones who are polluting it.
Well all they do is spend money ! The factories should clean up their mess

and use different soapno detergent.
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They should do something to keep people from throwing things in the
water, and companies dumping junk in it.

Quit dumping all these sewers in the streams.
Give industry tax incentive to reduce the amount of pollution dumped

into streams and force cities and towns to cease dumping raw sewage
into streams.

We need to get on to all our big local plants as they are polluting our
streams.

Stop throwing garbage in waterespecially factory wastes. Should be
treated.

Government should induce, not force, responsible parties.
Stricter law enforcement as to things put. into the water by factories,

including the packing houses.
Big plants should not dump waste in water we have to use.
Start on largest amountindustrial pollutionand reduce it 50 percent.

That's what's killing all the fish.
Put medicine in the waterchemicals.
Clean up areas that drain into main river. Stricter enforcement of Utter

laws.
All government involved should bear down on those polluting our waters.
Just have better laws.
Quite a bit. Complicated, takes a lot of money. Government control Fed-

eral industry could help.
That would have to be attacked on many fronts. Stricter policing. Well,

those persons that are responsible for water pollution will have to be pulled
up on a shorter leash.

Get after the industries and have more control on the State level. Have
the State control it.

To use more of our tax money for this purpose rather than war. Clamp
down on large corporations who pollute waters.

, Put teeth in the law ; increase lines to be stiff enough so that people
won't throw waste and garbage in the water.

Do like Sioux City has donebuild the sewage disposal plant. These
small towns in Iowa are the big offenders.

More educational programs to direct the people.
Experts are paid to do this.
Curb industry's use of it or make them clean it up. Sewer facilities

improve the private facilities ; some of them are inadequate.
Have a committee, and deeply look into the situation and correct it.,

Verbatim examples of answer :. concerning what might be done to prevent
soil erosion include

Let the soil conservation people and the county take care of the job.
Plant grass, trees, shrubs, to hold soil.
Starting with the soilkeep it in good condition and other things will

be helped.
Work on this more than they have before.
Keep the land planted. Sow or plant trees.
Leave more of our hilly land covered with grass or trees.
Plant more pastures.
Not give raises to public ofncials and use it for conserration.
Sponsor a program to help make the land richer and more fertile.
Build levees or such every so often to keep soil from washing awaF.
You would have to control all streams that overflow and do damage.

Proper planting of vegetation to control the runoff.
I think problems such as these are best taken care of by following rec-

ommendations of a good agriculture college.
People have to learn to take care of property.
I work with soil conservation, erosion controldam the creeks, contour

plowing, cover crops.
Sowing grass and legumes.

Verbatim examples of answers concerning what might be done to preserve
wildlife include

Doing a pretty good job. Growing population causes loss of birds and
animals.

c`A
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Better hunting controls and better park controldanger of unbalancing
nature at present time.

Stricter enforcement of game laws. Control over snowmobiles.
Enforce the laws such as hunting and fishing.
Make sure game wardens enforce the law like they should.
Moreonforcement of present laws.
Keep areas for this purpose. Have wildlife reserves wherever possible.
Development of areas, such as game preserves.
Cut down on hunting and amount of tags issued. Control fishing and

have more reserves, more national parks.
Set aside more places for preservation of -wildlife which is becoming

scarce.
Shorter hunting season.
Be more carefulnot to kill too many.
We can prevent forest fires.
The big industry leased all the land, so we have no wildlife to enjoy.

Stop this.
* *

Verbatim examples of answers concerning what might be done to prq-
serve open green spaces include:

They should set aside more government property for national parks for
people to enjoy the outdoors.

More land for parks, and so forth.
More State and Federal parks and reservations maintained.
More sewage treatment, better treatment plants, more national forests.
Could give us more parks for more outdoors.
Create more parks and plant more trees. I miss the forest we had in

Germany.
Don't ruin the countryside by building large throughways. Better govern-

ment control of scenic areas. Don't allow commercialization of them and
keep them open for all citizens to enjoy.

Should be some type of control for these junk heaps, billboards, and the
ruination in areas by industry and by waste.

Better planning, better zoning.
Limit housing developments and construction and better maintenance

of it.
Limit population.
Laws are restricted. Pass legislation for parks and for wildlife reserves.

Air and water pollution are also very important. Limit expansion of cities
and making parks and so forth.

Zoning.

Verbatim examples of answers concerning what might be done to pre-
vent the harmful effects of pesticides include

Stronger government controls over pesticides. I don't use it on this piece
of property. I'm a bird feeder.

They should put a restriction on homeowners using pesticides. Government
controlled.

Laws to control use of sprays and content of chemicals such as DDT.
Programs for eradication by the Department of Agriculture. r--
They are not labeled right. They are deadly if not used right They are

improperly advertised and used excessively. The Government should regu-
late usage.

The person who uses pesticides should try to understand the uses and
danger of these. Read directions and use carefully.

Be careful of the kinds used, so there is no harm to people and our foods.
Stop using it.
The sprays an3 the fertilizers wash into the rivers and kill the fish. Ies

overdone entirely. Go back to good old manure for fertilizing.
Use some space money maybe for better sprays and powders.
Use liquids rather than dustwon't spread so.
Try to find other ways to eliminate pests.
Correct pesticides by spraying and dusting.

Mr. REUSS. Thank you, Mr. Kimball. Dr. Spangler, in your testimony
you referred to the fact that enforcement of antipollution legislation

2 9
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already on the books will serve as desirable stimuli for private enter-
prise to accelerate research and development to improve the cost effec-
tiveness of pollution abatement technology.

Earlier you said the banning of phospates in detergents is needed
in controlling water pollution. Now, there is no ban nor, indeed, any
Federal legislation whatever, relating to phosphates in detergents.

Am I correct in inferring, therefore: that when you saM that en-
forcement of existing antipollution legislation will take care of some
of our problems, vou were not there referring to the phosphates-deter-
gent problem, ancl that additional legislation will be necessary to elimi-
nate, or even to alleviate that problem

Dr. SPANGLER. Well, I think legislation is certainly one alternative.
iAnother alternative s to have conunittees of representatives from

industry, Government, and private institutions concerned with pollu-
tion to study the problems and agree to ban it themselves. I don't know
whether they will take that step, but--

Mr. REUSS. There is such a committee of industry, which has a few
cr overnmental representatives on it. It has been in existence for several
years, but so far the industry hasn't even agreed that phosphates cause
any pollution.

Dr. SPANGLER. Yes. There is some controversy over that matter, I
might say. Dr. Robert Sweeney, who is director of the Great Lakes
Regional Laboratory at Buffalo, N.Y., and who was a consultant in
the study we performed for the Marine Sciences Council, indicates
that scientific knowledge does not conclusively prove that removal of
phosphates alone will substantially reduce the rate of algal growth in
Lake Erie.

Mr. REUSS. Of course. He is right there, because Lake Erie is
putrifying from so many sources that just removing phosphates from
detergents could not clean it up.

But I trust that the good doctor does not conclude from that that
phosphates in detergents aren't a major cause of the degradation of
many, many other lakes around the country.

Dr. SPANGLER. No, I am sure he is quite aware of the effect. In fact,
I reflected my personal concern about it by putting such a statement
in my testimony. I really feel that is one of the things you can point
to that needs correction.

Now if other measures won't work, I would say that legislation is
very definitely needed on that. But I also point to the controversy over
companion measures that are needed to perform the job. I think that

iis what I. meant by technology assessment, which s a particularly
valuable approach in appraising this.

Unless we reduce controversy over these things, we aren't going to
get the taxpayers to release their dollars, nor will Congress or the
administration be willing to spend the money, and so forth. These are
very important factors.

Mr. REUSS. Another very interesting comment you made is that we
need the extension of sewage effluent pipes to a greater distance from
shore in the Great Lakes.

Actually, wouldn't this extension of sewage effluent pipes to a greater
distance from shore be one rather inexpensive, short-term, mode of
protecting municipal water supplies?
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Dr. SPANGLER. Indeed, it is. I was very much encouraged in a field
trip to Lake Erie to note this activity was already in progress and the
major implementing or triggering mechanism there was Federal
participation. The geography of the region is very important in under-
standing this. There is a prevailing westerly wind and the shore of
Lake Erie has a northeast-southwest orientation. This tends to keep
these effluents along the shallow coastal margin where algae primarily
grows.

And the cities along that lake have generally tried to preserve their
own immediate environment by puttingg their effluent pipes on the east
side of the city, which means that their neighboring down-current
city is the one that is injured by this pollution.

8o what is the motivation for the local community to spend money
on an improved system, from which it doesn't immediately benefit, but
from which its neighbor benefits/

Well, the Federal Government coming in with their Clean Water
Act, and also helping with some money, has persuaded people that if
they ameliorate their pollution to the lake which benefits their
down-current neighbor, their up-current neighbor by the same token
will also execute the same kind of program which will benefit them.

So it is a sort of cooperative deal that in my opinion would not
really have gotten started without a substantial Federal input of
funds.

Mr. REUSS. We wouldn't, of course, want to overestimate the bene-
fits from merely extending the pollution-discharging effluent pipe
farther out into the lake. But in many cases these pipes are placecl in
dangerous proximity to the municipal water intakeeither your own
or the community downwind from you.

Dr. SPANGLER. I think you make a finepoint there.
There are other measures needed. We outlined some of these at

considerable length in our report to the Marine Sciences Council.
Mr. REUSS. Right. Mr. Wright ?
Mr. WRIGHT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will try not to take too

much time here because I notice Mr. Waldie is here and has, a state-
ment to make.

I was greatly interested, Mr. Kimball, in your report of the survey.s
conductecl by the Gallup organization and also by the Harris omani

i
-

zation. You ndicated that a poll had been completed by the Harris
organization probing into how much the average American would be
willing to spend to clean up his environment. I assume that you are
going to introduce into the record the copies of those findings.

Just as a quick reference, what did the H.arris poll indicate the aver-
age American would be willing to spend?

Mr. Kix&tua. I furnished counsel with a copy of the complete
survey.

Mr. WRIGHT. Could you give me a sort of thumbnail answer?
Mr. KresnALL. I can give you one example of dealing with public

utilities. We asked the specific question, "How much would yon be
willing to pay monthly on your utility bill in order to clean up the
air pollution, thermal, perhaps radioactive pollution, emanating from
electrical generating plants?"

We started out with $2 a month. The great majority of the people
were not willing to pay that much. We scaled it on down, and, of
course, as we scaled it down, we gathered a higher percentage.
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If I recall the figures correctly, when we got down to 25 cents a
month, well over 70 percent of the entire population was willing to
pay this. And we had estimated that it would cost about 11 cents to
do the job. We didn't tell them that in the survey.

Mr. Waliarr. This has to do solely with thermalpollution
Mr. Kimura. No, it had to do with all emissions. In other words,

air and water.
Mr. %purr. You estimated that 11 cents a month per citizen would

do the job !
Mr. lailBALL. Well, 11 cents per month on everyone who paid a

monthly utility bill.
Mr. WRIGHT. Eleven cents a month on everyone's utility bill ?
,Mr. Mamma.. Yes.
Mr. WRIGHT. I am not sure that would do it, if yoti have in mind

also paying for the Federal share of the water pollution abatement
program, the grants-in-aid programs. Was this, separate and distinct !

Mr. KIMBALL. I don't recall whether that was separate. It may have
been.

Mr. WRIGHT. You have recommended that we appropriate some $18
billion in the next 5 years for water pollution abatement. This is the
grants-in-aid program to assist municipalities in cleaning up their
sewage treatment.

Mr. KIMBALL. There is a correction there. This was the total pro-
gramin addition to grants to municipalitiesthis $26 to $29 billion.

Mr. Wmowr. I see. Iron are not talking solely about the Irants-in-
aid pro ram under the Clean Water Act when you say $18 billion I

Mr. KIMBAU.. It is $26 to $29 billion for the total job of cleaning up
the water or getting started on it.

Mr. Witicarr. You think the Federal share should be $18 billion
Mr. Kritatm. Correct.
Mr. Wiliam. Let us say $15 billion for a round figure. That is ap-

proximately $3 billion a year. Now $8 billion a year, divided by 200
million citizens would be $15 a year, or $1.25 a month. This is about
what it would iake. I think at the moment we have an authorization
for this particular grant-in-aid program, for the present fiscal year,
of $1 billion.

This would be $5 a year which is, of course, a little less than 50 cents
a month for the average citizen.

We authorized and appropriated some $800 million in the current
fiscal year for this program. Tho President had requested $214 mil-
lion. I think we really do need to be somewhat specific about how much
it is going to cost. I quite agree with you, as I am sure most people do,
about the priority of the problem.

But if we appropriatecl about $3 billion a year for the whole gamut
of programs aimed at preserving, protecting, and restoring the en-
vironment, we are talking about $15 a year per citizen.

Mr. KniBALL. Of course, these are some of the things that I think
the Government itself should address to the Nation. I don't know
whether the majority of the general imblic would want to pay an
additional $15 per year to do the job. But we will never know unless
somebody finds out.

And this was our small contributionjust to get some indication
of it. Now, with all of the research and resources that the Federal
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Goverment has at its disposal, I would think it would begin to find
,

out.
Mr. %Karr. I cannot imagine but that most, of the public, once

aware of the desperation of the conditions, and of the indispensabil-
ity of clean water, would not be willing to pay $15 a year.

Mr. Kunktua. Yes. Speaking as one citizen I would certainly be
willing to pay that, if I were convinced the money was going to be al-
located to the actual job of cleaning up the environment and that that
would do the job.

Mr. WRIGHT. I have just one other question, Mr. Chairman, if I may.
I appreciate your booklet on the "Index a Environment Quality."
I think it is a significant contribution. I hope it gets widespread dis-
tribution.

In your section on soil, you have made some analyses of what the
Federal Soil Conservation Service has been able to do to slow down
the erosion of our land resources. This, of course, also has a direct
effect upon the quality of our water resources, because siltation fills up
our lakes.

I think it has been estimated that in regard to siltation of our lakes,
rivers, and streams, it takes a toll of some $125 million annually sim-
ply to dredge the silt.

In addition to that, siltation probably fills up another $125 million
worth of water-storage space. So if my figures are somewhere nearly
accurate, an identifiable quarter of a billion dollars annually is lost
through siltation.

However, we have a far more serious problem, I think, in the ques-
tion of where to put new lakes, once the present ones are filled up.
Most of the best lake sites have been taken.

Notwithstanding this, occasionally I am discouraged and somewhat
frustrated when a publication, such asIfor examplej'ield and Stream,
publishes an article someone has written castigating the Soil Con-
servation Service and saying it is harming rather than helping the
environment.

You don't hold with that, do you
Mr. KIMBALL. Well, it is pretty hard to put everything in black-

and-white context. There are certainly some gray areas. I would
think if you balanced them all out, there is little question but what
the Soil Conservation Service has made a great contribution toward ,

eliminating pollution of our waterways from soil erosion. There is no
question about that. But in the application of some of its laws, you
know when you have that many people working on specific problems,
there are bound to be conflicting problems in the application of those
laws, and in the uses of water.

Here is where I think the Service needs some castigation. In the
view of many conservationists, the straightening of stream channels
for flood-control purposes or the building of dams on trout streams
for the same purposeswhich tends to depreciate fish-wildlife values
have been under attack.'

It is the feeling of those of us who have a primary interest in
wildlife that perhaps a greater evalution of the damage that is done
in these areas is in order at the present moment. This does not, I hope,
detract from the overall great contribution of the SCS to the soil
conservation problem in America.
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Mr. WRIGHT. Thank you very much.
Mr. Rause. You would have to agree that the Soil Conservation

Service is definitely one of the less destructive Federal agencies?
Mr. KIMBALL. Most certainly. I would agree to that heartily.
Mr. Rause. Thank you both so much, Mr. KlmbsU and Dr. Spangler,

for your helpful contribution. We will now ask our colleague, Repre-
sentative Jerome R. Waklie, of California's 14th congressional district,
to step forward.

You are very welcome, Jerry. You have been of peat assistance to
this subcommittee in its studies of the San Francisco Bay area. We
are honored to have you here this morning.

Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, may I add that Mr. Waldie, during
service on the Public Works Committee of the House: made significant
contributions to man) monumental pieces of legislation, including the
Highway Beautification Act, the Water Quality Act, and others.

He is unquestionably a dedicated champion of conservation and
environmental quality. He has made his mark felt on a lot of these
things.

STATEMENT OF MON. JEROME R. WALDIE, A REPRESENTATIVE II
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. WALDIE. I appreciate that, Mr. Chairman.
Before I go into my remarks, I would like to comment briefly on

the proper consideration that the committee evinced in their question-
ing of the prior witnesses as to cost.

It occurred to me that we are overlooking the willingness of this
country to commit vast portions of its resources to causes in which
it deeply believes. We have been spending at the very least $24 bil-
lion a year to restore the quality of life and the environment of South
Vietnam for a number of years. And apparently the Nation has been
quite willing to expend that kind of money for that cause.

It seems to me the leadership that was able to adduce that sort of
support for those sorts of expeuditures would be able to induce a con-
siderably lesser expenditure for a more or at least equally valuable
result in America in cleaning up this particular country and this parti-
cular atmosphere and this particular environment.

I would not then approach the problem of cost with the hesitancy
that I suspect a number of political people might approach it. Politi-
cians are magnificent in their wondrous results, and Vietnam seems
to me to be the most beautiful example of a political leadership being
able to convince a people to expentl_.that kind of money for those
minimal results.

If we could do it there, we could do it in this cause, which has far
more to commend it in my perhaps minority view, but we ought to ap-
proach it at least with equal conviction.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee : I would like to
commence by reading to you a sentence or two from an article pub-
lished in the San Francisco, Calif., Chronicle on December 21. 11)69.
It was written by Harold Gilliam, who is a reporter of consideriihle
repute for that newspaper in the area of conservation. And I think
it summarins the problem with which we in the Congress are con-
fronted.

He said :
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Ecology has become a political phenomenon, and bids fair to take over the
country. Men in public life feel it is as obligatory to talk about the environment
as they once habitually inserted the name of God at the end of every major
speech.

Too often both words are taken in vain by speakers as unversed in ecology
as theology. A century of increasingly devastating assaults on the environment
cannot be expunged with pious pronouncements and noble resolutions.

The battered biosphere is approaching the point of no repair. The habitable
earth can be preserved only by a drastic reversal of direction. Our technology,
our economy, as well as habits and attitudes deeply embedded in our culture,
are based on the conquest of nature.

This article of the American creed is ultimately auicidal. In the long run na-
ture always wins. To survive we are going to have to stop trying to beet nature
into submission and work out an accommodation. We are going to have to stop
doing innumerable things that are profitable or convenient ; if we want a habit-
able earth we are going to have to pay a very high price.

With those words of Mr. Gilliam as the reference point, I would
like to comment on two basic signals that I think have been given to
America, that in fact we are not going to win our battles with nature
if we continue to follow the rhetoric of American society that we must
conquer nature.

I think the country has been given two major examples of what
occurs when we enter into that sort of battle with nature which we
are going to lose and which we properly should lose. The first one is
Lake Eriewith which this committee is far more familiar than I.

Ecologist Barry Commoner suggests, with regard to Lake Erie,
and I think correctly, that the process of eutrophication of that body
of water may be irreversible, and that we may have lost that resource.

There probably is no greater indication to this country that if a
massive resource that seemed inexhaustible just a few years ago can
in fact be lost, man can destroy through water pollution every single
water resource that exists in America. If Lake Erie can be destroyed
by man, then there is nothing in America that we can't destroy in
terms of water pollution.

I think the second signal that America has been given, and hope-
fully will pay attention to, is a similar massive destruction of another
resource, and that is sir. The Los Angeles Basin in my home State
literally has insufficient air to support the people that live in that
basin. Those people are literallyand I do not exaggerategasping
for air. There are days in the Los Angeles Basin when the demends
on that air supply are so tremendous that the people living in that ba-
sin are instructed by governmental action not to engage in any undue
physical effort because by so doing they will find the air supply neces-
sary to sustain that sort of activity insufficient.

Over 1,800,000 treesnot in the basin, but on the edge of the basin
in the San Bernardino Forest are now afflicted by air pollution coming
from that basin. From the extreme of being killed to the minimal cate-
gory of being adversely affected, sickened, by the air that they are
required to breath from that basin.

'Cow, those two signals indicate that if you can destroy the air sup-
ply of an area as larp as the Los Aneles Basin, you can destroy the
air supply of the entire United States. Ifyou can destroy the water re-
sources that are represented by Lake Erie, you can destroy any water
resource in the United States.

Now, everybody is aware of those two instances of destruction of the
environment by man. And everybody deplores it.
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In California, unhappily, the rhetoric of deploring, and the rhetoric
of concern are not beini matched by the performance of either the
State administration or o the Federal Government.

There is involved in California a perfect example of laxity on the
part of every governmental entity involved in natural resources plan-
ning. And in California it involves 'the Federal and State govern-
Ments, the pollution of water and the pollution of air, as well as the
destruction of the quality of life in general.

It is an example, as Califoria often is, that has equal application
throughout the country, and I think bears study by the Congress.

California, knowing that the air supply in the 1Los Angeles Basin
is insufficient to support the existing population, is proposmg to take
steps, buttressed by the Federal Government, to enal3le the population
in that basin to continue to grow; and to grow far beyond what the
resources in that area can support.

This area is not only short of air, it is short of water. So, the pro-
posal of the California authorities developed in the 1950'swhen the
word ecology not only was rarely understood, but people couldn't
veil itthe proposal of the California authorities, supported by the
Federal Government, is to import water from the north, where it is
not in quantity supplies over and above the requirements of that
area, to export that water to the Los Angeles Basin to enable that
basin to continue to grow.

The Metropolitan Water District, which is the primary customer
for this water, boasts in a pamphlet they have recently published, en-
titled "Water from the North," AS follows :

Within 25 years the population of the Metropolitan Water District of South-
ern California, now more than 10 million, or half that the entlre State, is ex-
pected to be 17 million.

Then the district describes this biggest aqueduct project of all time.
1 only discuss it before this committee 'because I think that is a proper
description of it. This is the biggest aqueduct project of all time.
They say :

Water will be brought 450 miles to Southern California from the Delta of the
Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers in the north.

They say further :
For the past quarter century, MWD has been supplementing the water supply

of Southern California with water from the Colorado River aqueduct, which
currently brings more than a billion gallons a day into the arid coastal plain.

And I emphasize "arid coastal plain." The pamphlet continues :
"This water from the Colorado has made_possible Southern Cali-,
fornia's fantastic growth since the end of World War II."

I can't think of a better example of the Chamber of Commerce
Syndrome that suggests fantastic growth is the best of all possible
worlds for the area that is growing. I can't think of IL better example
where an .area whose resources in their natural stage are insufficient
to support life is. developed by importing water from the Colorado
first, and now water from the north, to develop that arid coastal

So, the antipipated 17 million population is expected because the
Metropolitan Water District is going to provide the water to this
arid land that cannot support it. They are in a controversya com-
bat with naturethat they are not going to win.

8:6



Nature provided an arid coastal plain in the Los Angeles Basin and
supplied an air supply for the Los Angeles Basin that would support
life in an arid coastal plain.

They are changing that arid coastal plain into a fantastic com-
plex1 not to improve the quality of life: but in my view to accomplish
the interest that is represented by this sort of an advertisement in
the Los Angeles Times of Wednesday, December 31, 1969 : "What
Makes Land-Go Boom : (Industry, Freeways and People) ". The text
of the ad:

Industry, freeways, and people have created land booms and made people
rich. They have prospered through small land developments reaching from the San
Francisco Bay Area down through San Fernando Valley to Orange County and
San Diego.

Now, California's last and biggest land boom is shaping up. Where? In Los
Angeles County's Antelope Valley

That is the Los Angeles Basin
where land for the world's largest airport is being acquired now, the first in-
tercontinental airport designed to serve 150 million passengers a year.

Isn't that wonderful I The document goes on to say :
It 18 where Lockheed will assemble its giant new 1,-1011 Tri-Star Jet Transport

with 5.000 new workers next year. It is where over 130 major corporations have
located more plants for production research and service to the world's first
aero-m Aropolls.

All in Antelope Valley. What are the basic factors creating Antelope Valley's
land boom? Experts in land development agree on four factors that create a
genuine land boom anywhere.

One, availability of level buildable land
In the Metropolitan Water District's language

arid coastal plains. Two, ample water supply.

In the Metropolitan Water District's brochure, arid coastal plains
fed by the Colorado River and northern California water.

Three, land located directly and immediately in the path of population growth.
Four, built-in value boosters like quickly expanding industry and commerce,

widespread new home construction, access by super freeway and abundant
utility of servicti.

Antelope Valley satisfies all four needs for a boom. This is the last land avail-
able for major development in Los Angeles County. The population in the
Antelope Valley is expected to climb from 150,000 now to over 1 million in 10
years.

Anticipating this growth, the last links of a new high-speed freeway are be-
ing completed, bringing the Antelope Valley within minutes of all major popu-
lation centers of Los Angeles County. What do you suppose all this will mean
to those who buy land while prices are still reasonable?

Antelope Valley industry is expanding at a phenomenal rate. According to
published estimates. the new Intercontinental Airport alone will create S00,000
new jobs and bring 500,000 new families to the aret .

Then they boast in big type :
This is not recreational land, this is investment land. These are not small

lots. This is acreage. New communities will rise.

And it goes on sand on. That I think, Mr. Chairman, is the problem
that we are up against in attempting to suggest that any efforts to
protect environment, to restore sanity or stability to the balancethe
delicate balance of resources in a particular areais going to run
against in the American society.

. . -
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Mr. REuss. If I might interrupt you, what would you do about the
problem of Los Angeles where, as you describe it, people are about to
strangle for lack of air and thirst for lack of water I You already said
you would not alter the ecology by importing water from great
distances.

But that alone is not going to keep new people from moving into
the Los Angeles area, because each new person who moves in, being
human, tends to think, "Well, there will be enough water for me and
my firmly."

Mr. WALDIE. Economics would prevent those decisions from being
made, Mr. Chairman. The desert in California has a very low density
population. Few people live in the great desert in California because
there is no water. People don't move there at this time because they
know there is no water. If water is not transported there in the
quantities that they are seeking for land speculation, existing land
prices will not rise. Subdivisions on arid lands that can't support
population will no longer be developed.

Mr. REIM. Where there is now a single family area, could there
not be high-rise apartmentswhich will mean a given area of land
already served by water would support, so it would seem, 20 times
the people who used to live there?

Mr. WALDIE. Perhaps, except that people are moving out of the
Los Angeles area. The latest medical figures quoted in news reports
show that roughly 10,000 persons a year are required b7 their doctors
to move out because of lung problems and the inability of the Los
Angeles Basin's air supply to sustain them.

Also, Los Angeles County recently brought a lawsuit against the
automobile manufacturers and alleged in their complaint that part of
the problem that the county was experiencing from the automobile
manufacturers' unwillingness to control emissions was the increased
welfare costs caused by the deterioration of health of welfare recipients
breathing this air.

In my opinion, there is a built-in governor on the ability of the Los
Angeles area to sustain much more life. Perhaps those that are now
there will start moving out ; perhaps those who are now there will
have an opportunity to clean up that which is there.

I think this Los Angeles matter is a good example, though, of the
type of thing with which the Federal Government is confronteA, where
they are depleting the resources of one area, and I have not even gone
into the depletion of the north to which this transfer of massive
resources of water to the south will contribute.

But in microcosm, I think, this water transfer scheme is an example
of economists desiring to get water to an area to profit from it, and
engineers whose sole mission is to design the cheapest method and
most efficient.-metho& of conveying that resource from one area to
another. I do not deplore their attitudes, their attitudes are proper
for the interests they represent. Neither of these interests, however,
had overseeing them and making decisions those who have interests
other than engineering construction or the economic responsibility of
transmitting resources from one end of an area to another for profit.

There ought to be machinery, and this machinery ought to be in the
Federal Government, where somebody is overseeing massive resources
exchanges as to all of the consequences of those exchangesnot just



as to the immediate consequence for which the exchange was planned.
No one in the 1950's even assumed that the air supply would be

exhausted in Los Angeles; no one in the 1950's assumed that the water
supply in the North would be jeopardized. In fact, anyone who ex-
amined that plan could have predicted it, were they looking for that
possibility. They were not looking for that possibility, because every-
one examining the plan was seeking to justify it on an economic or
engineering level.

I think that is the role that the Federal Government perhaps could
best playthat they provide that sort of independent examination.

Mr. WMGHT. May I ask you a question I
Mr. WALDIE. Surely.
Mr. %Karr. I have seen some population statistics which indicate

that if the present trend continuesabetted by these various schemes
to bring water and other resources into areas which lend themselves
to dramatic growththat by the year 2000 it is anticipated some 76
percent of the total U.S. population would reside in four huge mega-
lopoles along the eastern seaboard, the west coast, the Great Lakes
and the gulf, leaving only 24 percent of the people living in the entire
remainder of the United States. Obviously, this is somewhat frighten-
ing in that it makes possible the total destruction of the great re-
sources such as Lake Erie and the Los Angeles valley.

President Nixon in his state of the Union message made reference
to the development of what he termed "a national growth policy."

Implicit in his remarks, if I understand them correctly, is some sort
of a notion that we must come to adopting a policy of dispersal of
population rather than its concentration.

I think he is tentatively trying to test the waters to see whether
he dare say that we must begin to reversenot only to slow down, but
to reversethis population concentration trend.

You live in the metropolitan area. Would )rou support the kind of
national program that would aim by tax incentives perhaps, and
otherwiset to encourage those industries capable of provicling employ-
ment to disperse to other areas where the natural ecology can support
them, and thus to attract people to those areas rather than continuing
to build enormous megalopoles

Mr. Wmare. I would support such a plan if your assumption
correct that the industry could move to where the natural ecology conk .
support it. It has been my experience certainly in the area in which I.
live, that the natural ecology has been the factor that brought the in-
dustry into the area. Rivers to transport

Mr. %mum Naturally as to harbors. Industries came because har-
bors made commercepossible.

Mr. WALDIE. Yes. I think dispersal of population is an essential part
of the efforts to control what is happening to America. But I think
there is probably a far more basic need that we really have nofad-
dressed ourselves to, and I perhaps am not sufficiently mourageous to
address myself to, and that is population control and the role of

igovernment in this ssue.
No matter how much we spend, no matter how much we do, we are

not even able to keep up with the erosions on these problems occasioned
by too many people. And every problem you have discussed; that I
have discussed, and that you will hear about is simply a reflection of

2
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too many people. These problems did not exist until we had too many
people.

Until someone really addresses himself or herself with the'courage
and, the power that the problem requires, I think we are probably
going to still be using the Band-Aid approach to protecting the world.

I stand here very honestly before you, though, and tell you that
I have not personally the courage to address myself to that problem
with the force that I believe it requires.

Mr. WRIGHT. Thank you very much. You have provided a very forth-
right statement.

Mr. REUSS. Before you leave : I am not quite satisfied that increased
costs alone are going to keep the population from overwhelming a
geographical area such as Los Angeles, which you have described.
Yet I have to say that I don't have an3r very ready suggestions.

In a democracy you could hardly keep people out of an area phy-
sically. You can, of course, put limits on population by having a great
green belt or open space around an area which is at its ecologically
overwhelming point. You can also, 13y simply not allowing high-rise
apartments, restrict the total habitation within that area.

Our experience with slums shows that sometimes legal requirements
as to how many people can live in a given area get grossly violated.

Would you say that the type of planning I have described is an
important element of keeping our population in areas where it will not
overwhelm the environment V

Mr. WALDIE. Mr. Chairman, I think it is not only an important ele-
ment ; I think it is essential and the key. The only thing I suggest in
terms of bringing about the attitude that is commensurate with good,
tough planning is that we not do anythingconsciously to ease the neces-
sity of those who haie to make those hard decisions.

In other words, if the Los Angeles Basin finds itself in a position
because it has finally run out of air and run out of waterthat the
siren calling for people to emigrate to Los Angeles no longer is going
to be issued by the Chambers of Commerce in those respective areas,
then Southern California officials are going to have to deal with the
population that is there and the natural increase of that population
subject to the restrictions of present water and air supplies. And those.
restrictions, I think, are going to compel the hard decisions that you
suggest must be nmde with-proper planning. Unless there is some com-
pulsion, those decisions will not be made.

If you can continue to expand your desert lands into subdivisions,
and make money by so doing, local governments are not going to
respond to the problem with the sense of urgency you suggest they
should..

Mr. Rnuss. And fmally, if Los Angeles were given a crutch in the
form of clean air and clean water from outside, that would be one
thing; but, where are you going to put the people who are not gohig
to be able to come to Los Angeles if that crutch is not given I

Mr. WALDIE. Well, I suppose a good number of those people will
stay home where they are now living. As a matter of fact, if I were
living in the Midwest and contemplated the glories of Los Angeles, I
.ivould look at how often they have smog alert days there and I-would
find the Midwest a more healthy place to raise my family than I find
the Los Angeles basin.

v
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Mr. REUSS. What if you lived in Chicago,-which is the second most
polluted city in the United States ?

Mr. WALDIE. I would not move from Chicago to Los Angeles and
consider that a major advantage, although it might be. As a Cali-
fornian I find it difficult to assume that Chicago is a better place to
live than anywhere in California. But if I were a Chicagoan and seek-
ing to move elsewhere, and found I could not afford to live in Los
Angeles, or found it undesirable, I would make all of the numerous
human choices that are open to people.

I just suggest that we not encourage people, when they are making
those choices, to go into those areas that are already saturated. I do
not know of many people who select Chicago as their choice when they_
are uprooting their home today. And that is good for Chicago. I
think it is probably an asset to Chicago that it is not being selected
as a primary target for emigration. I suspect that is so. I would
hope it is so.

When Los Angeles can say that people no longer select Los Angeles
as the target for their emigration, I think that would be good for Los
Angeles.

Mr. REUSS. Thank you very much, Jerry, for your helpful testi-
mony.

WALDIE. Let me simply add : I would not urge any of them to
come to Contra Costa County either.

Mr. REUSS. Thank you, Congressman Waldie.
(Narz.The following newspaper articles were submitted by Con-

gressman Waldie for inclusion-in the hearing record :)

[From the Oakland Tribune, Jan. 4, 19701

IS STATE'S POPULATION BOOM A CURSE?

(By Dennis J. Opatrny)
SeosAmerm.Population experts predict California will widen its lead as

the Nation's most populous State during the 1970's.
But Californians remain divided over whether the population boom is a bless-

ing or a curse.
As the new decade dawns, one out of every 10 Americans lives in California.

The State's population has reached 20 million and is expected to balloon to 26
million in the next 10 years.

When the glitter of the Golden State will begin to tarnish is uncertain. But
there are those who will guess.

"California will stop growing one day because it will have become Just as
repulsive an the rest of the counti:y," says geographer. Daniel B. Luten.

"It's a truism. It's inescapable," adds Luten, who lectures at the University
of California at Berkeley.

Ecologist Kenneth E. F. Watt believes the population expansion must subside
soon or Californians will face "most serious implications" concerning their food
supply.

"If the rate of people to agricultural land continues to rise at the current
rapid rate, then a time will come when the State is no longer capable of pro-
viding sufficient food products for consumption by Californians, not to mention
exportable surpluses," says Watt, who teaches at the university's Davis campus.

Both statements reflect the increased awareness of many residents about
the burgeoning population, which public officials crowed about when California
surpassed New York in 1962 as the most populous State.

In the 1960's the State income tax Jumped markedly, the number of cars
nearly doubled, the miles of concrete freeways more than tripled while drivers
killed themselves and others at a faster clip than ever before.
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Each man, woman, and child paid an average of $17.14 in State income taxes
for the year 1960, when there were 15.7 million Californians from whom the
State Franchise Tax Board collected $269.1 million.

The income tax bill paid by California's 20 million residents in 1963 was $950
million, or a hike to $42.50 each for the typical man, woman, and child.

Californians have long prided themselves on being first in a number of en-
deavors, although some of the honors appear dubious.

The State registered 8.6 million motor vehicles in 1960. There are now
more than 13 million registered automobiles and trucks using the State's
enlarged highway network.

California's phenomenal steady doubling every 20 years will continue but
the rate will slacken slightly.

The State's Department of Finance's population research unit projects there
will be 26 million Californians by 1980, 32 million by 1990, and nearly 39 million
by the beginning of the 21st century.

W. Nelson Rasmussen, a demographer for the research unit, says the peak
immigration period this past decade probably came in 1962-83, when an esti-
mated 360,000 persons annually flooded into California from other States.

He says about one-third of the newcomers during those peak years set up
housekeeping in the Los Angeles area.

No one knows for sure, though, where they all came from, since there has been
no official census in nearly 10 years. In the previous decade Illinois led all other
States in net immigration to California.

Foreign immigration amounts to between 50,000 and 70,000 annually, Ras-
mussen estimates. Demographers assume military population remains about
stable, even though there is much transferring in and out of the State by Armed
Forces personnel.

Mrs. Isabel Hambright, who also works as a demographer in the population
research unit, agrees that someday the State may lose its allure, but adds it's up
to Californians to do something about it.

"We're not saying its becoming less attractive," she says, "but problems do
go with it as you grow."

Mrs. Hambright points to Japan as an example for Californians to compare
their State to and decide a level of tolerance for population squeeze and en-
viromnental problems.

Japan is about the same physical gine as California with similar geography.
California has 20 million residents while Japan has 100 million inhabitants.

"It would take a drastic change in the life of Californians to live like the
Japanese," she observes in obvious understatement.

Geographer Luten says "growing forces" within California are emerging which
recognize that unbridled growth in the future would not be to the State's
advantage.

"People are beginning to worry about population," he says, indicating that birth
control may play a key role in restricting California's population increase once
immigration becomes static.

Asked when a population saturation level will be reached to make it uneom-
fortable for Californians to live here, Luten grinned and replied : "Oh, about
10 million."

[From the Los Angeles Times]

INCRICAUD SMOG THREAT TO PRP SPORTS AOTIVMTA

(By Earl Gustkey )

"Attention, all students! The current ozone reading is 0.37. Today's track
meet is postponed."

A prank? No. It's an announcement that students in almost 50 Southern Cali-
!orate schools may soon be hearing frequently. Athletic events will be smogged
out as well as rained out because doctors are becoming increasing worried about
the effects of polluted air on athletes.

A year ago. the Los Angeles County Medical Association unanimously passed
a resolution stating, in part :

"Smog is an increasing health hazard which may seriously affect the lungs of
young people, and the committee on environmental health of the LACMA strongly
recommends that when the forecast concentration of ozone (oxidents) in the
atmosphere reaches 0.85 parts per million, students should be excused from
etrenuous indoor and outdoor activities."
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SERIOUS HAZARD

Alarmed, Ken Pagans, commissioner of the 441-school California Interscholastic
Federation, appointed Ken Bullock, San Marino High School principal, to head
a committee to investigate the problem.

Bullock's committee met first with the Los Angeles Air Pollution Control Dis-
trict and then with the county's environmental health committee.

"We came away from those meetings feeling that we should consider smog as
a very serious hazard to not just our athletes but to all our students," said
Bullock.

The LACMA warning, he said, also referred to physical education classes.
Athletes and students in physical education classes have complained for years

about smog-produced burning throats and labored breathing. But until the medi-
cal association warning there was no widespread distress among school officials.

Now, Pagans says he will advise all CIF schools "to be prepared next year to
cope with athletic postponements due to smog."

Postponements due to smog are not new in the CIF, according to the commis-
sioner. Some events have been called off by local school authorities. But now,
he says, "we have a method of knowing just when athletics or physical education
should not be conducted."

The method is a Hoagan-Smit-Bradley ozone detection device, an inexpensive
($2 per test) means of measuring smog. According to Robert Barsky, deputy
air pollution control officer of the APCD, any high school chemistry teacher can
operate the system.

The device consists of special compounded rubber strips which are sensitized to
ozone and packaged in airtight containers. A strip is exposed to the air, observed
through a jeweler's eyepiece and timed with a stopwatch. The time it takes for
the ozone in the air to make the 'rubber start cracking indicates the ozone con-
centration. The actual figure is calculated by using a chart.

Bullock's eommittee will soon recommend that all CIF schools obtain the
device.

Smog-belt schools like San Marino, Arcadia, and San Gabriel are particularly
concerned about the problem, says Pagans. AU Rio Hondo League B football
games last season were switched from daytime kickoffs to 5:45 p.m. to take advan-
tage of lower nighttime ozone readings. Class C games were moved from 8 to
4 p.m.

Dr. Clark Lauder, a team physician for Arcadia High, says he was happy to see
the CIF display alarm.

"With a heavy ozone count, you don't get proper amounts of oxygefi and you
can't oxygenate your muscles properly when engaged in exercise, and the harder
you breathe you breathe the more pollutants you're inhalingthat has to be caus-
ing some kind of damage," said Dr. Lauder.

An attempt was made in the early 1960's to determine if smog actually reduced
an athlete's performance. The investigation, supported by the U.S. Public Health
Service, concentrated on cross-country and track runners at San Marino High
from 1959 to 1964.

The findings, published in the Journal of the American Medical Association in
1967, weren't conclusive, but did suggest that smog hampers long distance running
performance.

OXIDANT LEM.

"The four meets in which the average team time did not improve were the four
worst days of the series for air pollution as measured by oxidant level in the hour
before the race," the report said.

The report also stated, "The percent of- team members who failed to improve
their performance is highly correlated to the level of oxidant in the air."

Dr. Hurley Motley, who helped write LACMA's warning a year ago, admits
that doctors are worried about the' cumulative effects of smog on athletes and
physical education students.

"An athlete, depending on what activity he's participating in, can breathe
up to five timea harder than normal and that means he's inhaling five times ea
many irritants. We just aren't sure what long-range effects this might have .on
our young people, but it's not doing their-lungs-any-Ode

Indoor sports like basketball will also be subject to postpOnement likaase
the medical association said it believes there isn't much differenee between in-

; door and outdoor ozone density.
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QUICK COMMUNICATION

The 18 Los Angeles city schools are prepared to eliminate vigorous activities
from their PE programs on short notice and to postpone athletic events. So far,
however, the only two smog-alert days since July were nonschool days.

The L.A. schools are connected with the APCD via a radio network and can
be notified of a smog alert within minutes.

Apparently, no other metropolitan area has L.A.'s problem. San Francisco
and San Diego sections of the CIF reported they were not concerned over air
pollution in connection with high school athletic and PE programs.

[From the Christian Science Monitor, Nov. 22, Min

CONFEREES HEAR SPENDING PLEABIOLOGIST WARNS CALIFORNIA
To, POLICE ITs ENVIRONMENT

(By Kimmis Hendrick)

An expert in environmental sciences has challenged California to take immedi-
ate drastic, even expensive steps to clean up its air. restore balance to its land use,
and stop the pollution of its water resources.

It's not too late--but almost, declares Dr. Barry Commoner, director of the
Center for the Biology of Natural Systems, Washington University, and author
of "Science and Survival."

"Why wait for Detroit to rescue you?" Dr. Commoner asked the California
leaders attending Gov. Ronald Reagan's 2-day conference on California's chang-
ing environment.

"You have the resources; you need to use them," charged Dr. Commoner,
expressing an opinion heard throughout conference sessions that pollution was
getting a lot of lipserviceas it has in the pastwith little action likely.

(Even so, Governor Reagan opened the conference by pledging his administra-
tion to vigorous antipollution and strong save-the-environment programs, citing
considerable efforts already in progress.)

INJUNCTION SOUGUT BY ACLU

Concurrently, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) of Southern Cali-
fornia was applying to the Supreme Court of the United States for an injunc-
tion to stop the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers from allowing three big oil com-
panies to start new drilling in the Santa Barbara Channel.

This was the newest attempt by the ACLU to find out whether Americans can
get help from the courts for protecting the natural environment from industrial
destruction.

At the opening conference session, Secretary of the Interior Walter J. nickel
stressed to newsmen his department's determination to allow no further new
drilling in the Santa Barbara Channel.

The very next day, ACLU attorney Al Wirin was pointing out to reporters
that the Army Engineerson their own authorityhave granted drilling per-
mission. Marvin Levine, Santa Barbara County deputy county counsel, com-
mented that the Santa Barbara offshore oil problem has been tossed back and
forth for months now "like a football" between the Army Engineers and the
Interior Department.

Dr. Commoner put the environmental problem facing this State as far more
fundamental than solving the Santa Barbara oil difficulty, bad as that is. He
defined it in terms of the fact that both the Nation and the State, both su-
perbly equipped with know-how to solve it, have just cut research funds to the
bone. Dr. Commoner's word for this was "tragedy."

If the tone of the conference was that California's environment can be saved
by lawsand Governor Reagan appeared to be looking for support for a tougher
legislative attack on the whole pollution frontDr. Commoner's contribution
was to favor spending more money.

He pointed out that California, thanks to agricultural and urban technology.
has become "one of the richest places on the surface of the earth." But as an
example of the cost incurred by a resulting natural imbalance he cited the re-
cently released Kaiser Engineers' report on the San Francieco Bay-Delta water
quality control Program.
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It proposes a system for controlling the bad effects of present agricultural
practices on that water system, which over a 50-year period, would cost about $5
billion.

TECHNICAL HOPE OUTLINED

Dr. Commoner described California's ecological situation in words like "grim"
and "alarming." But he said the State probably has a generationnot much
time, but enough if it acts quicklyto undo most of the damage.

Mr. Rams. The subcommittee will now stand in recess until 10
o'clock tomorrow morning, in this room, when we will hear from the
American Forestry Association, the American Institute of Architects,
the American Public Health A.ssociation, and the National Parks
Association.

(Whereupon, at 11 :45 a.m., the subcommittee was recessed, to re-
convene at 10 a.m., Tuesday, February 3, 1969.)
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL DECADE

(Action Proposals for the 1970's)

TUESDAY, 123217A3Y 3, 1970

HOUISZ OP RIPREOMNTATIVIII
CONSERVATION ANh NATURAL RESOURCES SUSCOMMITTEE

OT THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,
Wagington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 1005 a.m., in room 2154, Rayburn House
Office Building, Hon. Henry S. Reuss (chairman of the submmmittee)
presiding.

Present : Representatives Henry S. Reuss, Jim Wright, Guy Vander
Jagt, and Gilbert Gude.

Staff members present : Phineas Indritx, chief counsel, Josephine
Seheiler, research analyst ; and J. P. Carlson, minority counsel, COM.
mittee on Government Operations.

Mr. Rums. Good morning.
The House Conservation Subcommittee will be in order for a con-

tinuation of its series of hearings on "The Environmental Decade
(Action Pmposals for the 1970's)."

This morning we have at the witness table a blue ribbon panel con-
sisting of Dr. P. Walton Purdom, praident-elect of the )1merican
Public Health Association ; Mr. Anthony Wayne Smith, president and
general counsel of the National Parks Association. and Mx..Kenneth
B. Pomeroy, chief forester of the American Forestry Association.

From the American Institute of Architects, Mr. Rex Whitaker
Allen of San Francisco, president ; accompanied by Mr. Donald Wil-
liams, chairman of the committee on regional development and natural
resources of the AIA, and further accompanied by Mr. James A. Velt-
man of Philadelphia.

You are all most welcome, gentlemen. You have igiven us very com-
prehensive statements which under the rule will be admitted in full
into the record. I will now ask each of you to proceed in his own way.
Either give that statement or summarize it or go beyond it and at the
conclusion of your testimony, I and other members of the subcom-
mittee who are expected momentarily will have some questions to ask.

Dr. Purdom, would you proceed first?

STATEMENT OF DR. P. W. NINON, PRESIDENT-ELECT, AMERICAN
PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION

Dr. PORDOM. Mr. Chairman, my name is Paul Walton Purdom.
I am a professional engineer and a diplomats of the American

Academy of Environmental Engineers, having formerly served as
chairman of the board of trustees.

,
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I am the director of the Center for the Study of the Environment
and professor of environmental engineering at the Drexel Institute
of Technology in Philadelphia. Today, I am here as the president-
elect of the American Public Health Amociation, speaking on behalf
of 25,000 members and its affiliated associations.

We are an organization of primarily professional persons engird
in all sorts of activities aimed at enhancing and protecting the health
of man. Our concept of health is broad and inclusive a concern for
the whole man, embracing all aspects of physical and mental health
and well-being.

Our members consider the present mismanagement of the environ-
ment to be one of the most serious threats to man's health and well-
being in this decade. Never before in history has man had the capacity
to modify his environment as today.

What we need is the wisdom and determination to establish and
enforce the priorities to construct an environment that will enhance
man's efficiency and the quality of life.

Many of our current environmental problems stem from the growth
and concentration of our population, urbanization, industrialization,
the rapid development of technology, and man's increasing needs re-
lated to his rising standard of living. In fact,npn, himself, is one of
our major environmental problemsboth his increasing numbers and
his activities and waste products.

According to the Committee on Resources and Man of the National
Academy of ScienceNational Research Council (1969), the popu-
lation of the world is doubling at a current rate of about every 35 years.
This means that, by the year 2000, urban facilities equivalent to those
already in existence will'be required for the developed world and even
more for undeveloped portions. Projections for the United States
for the year 2000 suggest a population of over 300 million.

The implications for environmental quality are staggering. The
fragmented approaches and incremental improvements in efficiencies
employed today are utterly incapable of handling the sheer magnitude
of the problems of future years. Environmental quality must be viewed
from the standpoint of the total biosphere and its many complex inter-
relationships as they relate to the public's interest. These points are
illustrated by two examples :

1. HOUSING AND THE RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENT

The quality of housing and the residential environment is one of
of the most critical human problems of our country, affecting phys-
ical and mental health and social well-being. Many homes of urban and
rural poor are lacking in the simple fundamental physical require-
ments, but we have not begun to scientifically determine the criteria
to maximize the mental health of the persons living in the densely
populated cit ies.

For the projected population densities, new approaches to urban
design for people to meet the physical, mental and social needs for
human development are required. Decisions concerning land use, trans-
portation, spatial arrangements, density of pollution sources, et cetera,
must all consider the impact on environmental quality if our youth are
to have a place to develop theiemental and physical capabilities.
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From limited studies and intuitive reasoning, we recognize noise,
overcrowding, lack of privacy when needed, and other factors, as
contributing to the stress of urban life. Monotonous and depressing
vistas and leek of recreational facilities fail to provide a stimulus for
mental and physical development..

There are many Federal activities' regarding housing which, if
redirected, could have a tremendous impact on housing quality. Por
example, housing quality standards could be incorporated in the wel-
fare programs.

There is also a large, local reservoir of human resources in these
cities that has been virtually unused in current efforte to improve
environmental quality.

2. WASTE AND POLLUTION

That Lake Erie "died" right before our eyes was distressing, but
even more shocking is that we did not seem to be aware of what was
going on until the damage was irreversible.

To prevent more "Lake Eries," "Donoras," "New York Thanksgiv-
ing weekends" that degrade the environment and kill the people, we
urgently need a "crash" national program to curb all types of pollu-
tion. The effects of pollutants, not separately and individually, but col-
lectively in total, should be carefully evaluated before being released
in the environment.

We are just realizing the folly of trying to use what has been
called the "natural assimilative capacity" or the "natural adaptation
of man" in disposing of waste products. The cost in human values
is unbearable and threatens life as we know it.

The increase and concentration of population, the scale of indus-
trial production, and the standard of living with ite "convenience"
items have given new dimensions to waste disposal. The magnitude
overloads the natural systems. The changes are too rapid and too
great for evolutionary adaption. We forget that the law of conserva-
tion of matter suggests that a waste once generated will persist in the
environment. Too often, present pollution control results in the con-
version of a waste problem from one form to anotherair to water,
water to land, or lancl to air, and so on.

Our present incremental 'and fragmented approach will leave us with
an overburdened environment. A new concept of zero pollutant dis-
charge is required. We have already seen instances where increasing
efficiencies of treatment from 50 percent to 85, to 95, to 99, to 99.5 still
results in environmental degradation because of the magnitude and
effect of the remaining pollution.

Federal incentives and research should be ahned first at developing
systems and processes with no pollution. Next priority should be given
to recovery, recycling and reuse of liquid, paeous, and solid produLts,
now considered wadm, but which are really resources in the wrong
place and in an undesirable form.

Finally, if a waste is unavoidable it should be biodegradable or
iacceptable n the environment without harm to the ecology.

There are many other environmental and health relationships which
could be enumerated. I have not mentioned food and humrs the qual-
ity of publio water supplies, the hazards of occupations, ionising radia-.
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tion, the control of the insect carriers of disease, and a host of other
concerns. That they were not discussed in detail should not be taken
to devalue their importance.

Rather than develop such a list, I would like to consider some
means of assuring a healthy environment for man. The American
Public Health Association suggests the following are important :

(1) Emphasis should be placed on "action now," to apply existing
knowledge and technology to produce a safe, healthy, and desirable
quality of environment. The development of abundant and cheaper
sources of energy will be important to recycling and reuse.

(2) Educational and retraining programs for teachers in elementary
and secondary schools concerning environmental problems should be
instituted so the public as a whole will be informed on environmental
matters. Vocational and inservice training of the operators of pollution
control systems should be expanded. There will be an increasing need
for the education of engineers and scientists to solve problems, research
and design new systems.

(3) The public needs to be involved in decisions concerning the en-
vironment. One mechanism already exists but is currently under-
utilized for environmental problem solving. This is the Office of Com-
prehensive Health Planning which must be moved to the Office of the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, or the Under Secretary,
if the environment is ever to receive equal attention.

(4) Research will continue to be urgently needed to better under-
stand the man-environment interactions, to formulate solutions to
problems, and to find more effective systems for large numbers of peo-
ple to live in close proximity without the impairment of health and
the destruction of human values.

(5) Finally, one must realize that the administrative setting will
determine if man's health will receive paramount consideration in the
implementation of the laws of CAingress and the administratioa of
programs. The American Public Health Association believes this will
be best accomplished by creating a new Federal Department of Health
with responsibility for both personal and environmental health. Even
now, a strengthened and more vigorous Environmental Health Service
could be created within the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. Our concern is that, whatever the setting, man's health receive
primary attention.

The scope of present thinking would mean that the total ecology
would have to be considered in order to preserve and protect man.
As the National Research Council suggeeta, we should realize that man
is the most powerful influence in the environment, its greatest hazard,
and its most precious resource.

Mr. Ramis. Thank you, Dr. Purdom.
Would you proceed, Mr. Smith! We will ask all the panelists to

present their testimony and then start our questions.

STATFNENT OP ANTHONY WAYNE SMITE, PRESIDENT AND GM
ERAL COUNSEL, NATIONAL PARKS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Sum. My name is Anthou Wayne Smith. I am president and
general counsel to the Nationid Parks Association,1701 18th Street,

iNW., Washington, D.C. I appreciate the official nvitation of this
subcommittee to testify on the matters before it.
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I submit separate statements identifying the association and myself
more fully.

(NoTE.The attachments are in the subcommittee files.)
Addressing myself to your question No. 1I assume that the mem-

bers of the committee have the questions before them. but I can repeat
them if you wishThe President, in my opinion, shoul d

(1) Make vigorous use of the new Council on Environmental
Quality.

(2) Use presidential authority to stop any Federal or Federal-
aid programs questioned by the CEQ as potentially injurious -to
the environment until thorough investigations can be made and
public hearings have been held.

When the legislation establishing CRQ was under consideration,
we recommended in testimony given on invitation that a stop order
authority be included because you have a great many things going on
which are going to need very thorough investigation by this Council.
And the President probably has authority to stop most of them, but
maybe he doesn't. For example, we have a thoroughly atrocious pro-
gram going on in the Potomac River Basin under the aegis of the

_Army Engmeers.
Until the Council gets a chance to look at that, the President should

have authority to stop it. I don't believe he does.
(3) Seek, accept, and utilize greatly enlarged funds for en-

vironmentaI and conservation programs.
This would seem to us to mean whatever legislation is needed to

increase the staff. Such legislation has been introduced.
(4) Put the military personnel of the Army Engineers back

in military service and transfer the civilian staff to the Federal
Water ana National Air Pollution Control Administrations.

We wanted to emphasize this: Put the military personnel of the
Army Engineers back in military service and transfer the civilian
staff to the Water _and Air Pollution Control Administrations.

This has been something that conservationiste and people in general
have been living with for a long time, with the Army Engineers
completely out of control, apparently, as far as the President of the
United States is concerned.

Recommendations are now before the Public Works Committees
for the construction of reservoirs on the Potomac which large num-
bers of _people have been opposing for years. No endorsement, even
lAv the Secretary of the Army, no endorsement by the Bureau of the
Budge ta when it was last understood that the administration was
op to them.

his is a serious question of Government operations _which it seems
to me Mr. Chairman: is within the purview of the subcommittee.
And if this subcommittee could undertake an investigation of this
problem of the Army Engineers, there would be literally millions
of Americans who would be grateful to you for doing so.

It is an extremely bad governmental structure, in which there is no
centralized or integrated planning authority in the executive branch
at all.

Question No. 2The Federal Government generally should
(1) Halt its big dam building activities '. and substitute the

complete prevention of pollution of all our streams and rivers.
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(2) Revise the national transportation policy completely, look-
ing toward the reduction of highway and air transportation and
getting back to the rails.

(3) Initiate industrial plant size and location policies, looking
toward smaller industrial establishments in smaller and more
widely distributed communities.

This is one defense against too heavy urbanization in huge metro-
politan areas which are becoming uninhabitable.

(4) Move ahead rapidly with and expand the existing prograIns
for air and water pollution control, and gget going with a noise
abatement program. (Getting pollution under control means mu-
nicipalities, industries, peaticisies, herbicides, fertilizers, deter-
gents, silt, noise, heat, and radioactivity.)

(5) Establish agencies and procedures for a complete recycling
system with respect to solid wastes. Steel scrap should ggo back
to the mills; the same for aluminum. Glass containers should be
returned and ground up for new glass. Paper should be reproc-
essed. Find out what to do about plastics.

You can't burn plastics, because some of them won't burn. This is
atmospheric pollution. You can't recycle them as far as I know, so
you have a problem.

If private industry cannot do this work, a Government salvage
corporation should be created. A little imagination will indicate all
sorts of sticks and carrots which can be used. With respect to sewage,
methods are available for getting effluents out onto the land and into
the woods as fertilizers. Why are they not used?

Experimental work...has, been clone up at Pennsylvania State
University, but ifobodS. pkys attention to it.

, (6) Develop an energy program which will move us rapidly
through conventional nuclear to fast-breeder plants, and toward
fusion.

It looks as if we are in a real bind on this energy matter. There may
be no very satisfactory solution to it. If we can get over to fusion,
maybe, but this will present problema too. --

(7) For the protection of the national park system, develop
coordinated large regional planning for the dispersion of crowds
into much wider areas, and the elimination- of the private auto-
mobile from the parks.

This is a program the National Parks Association and others have
presied upon the previous administration. It seems to get lipservice,
but no action.

, (8) In forestry, initiate ecological forestry practices on public
and private land everywhere, by regulation if necessarT.

That is a statement which is so sweeping I can't possiblyit doesn't
mean anything in one sentence like that.

(0) The pending so-called timber, supply bill should be re-
j_ected. It looks toward an improvident overcutting of national
forests under the pretext of a homebuilding emergency ; the short-
ages of lumber are fictitious. the emergency is caused bv other
factors. There is a grave failure of coordination among Federal
agencies on this issue, which should become a major concern of
this subcommittee.
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jNoTE.The timber supply bill (H.R. 12025) was granted a rule
(H. Res. 799), but the rulre failed passage by the House of Repre-
sentatives on February 26, 1970.)

(10) In wildlife, strengthen Federal laws for the protection
and restoration of endangered species, and not merely game ani-
mals, and including predators.

(11) The wildlife management bill (S. 1232)9 which has
passed the Senate and is pending in the House, grieviously dis-
torts the true and proper relationship of the Federal and State

_governments in wildlife management.
(NoTE.S. 1232 passed the Senate on December 8 1969. It has been

referred to the House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries.
That Committee has not yet acted on the bill.)

It should be rejected by the House, and if passed, should be vetoed
by the President. It gives the States unrestricted managerial control
over all wildlife withm their boundaries. This means the State game
commissions, which are primarily concerned with hunting, and are
not competent to protect endangered species, nor to protect nonhunt-
ing areas like State and national parks. Federal policies preventing
hunting in national parks must be safeguarded; Federal authority to
regulate hunting on all Federal public land should be confirmed; the
statement of history, policy, and law set forth in the bill is incorrect.

(12) Create machinery for the protection and restoration of
endangered species of plants and insects.

(13) Get a grip on the pesticide and herbicide problem; move
over from hard to soft pesticides and from there to biological con-
trols, bearing in mind that most insects and weeds (the wild
flowers are weeds) should also be preserved.

(14) Develop abundant outdoor recreational facilities, both in-
side and outside the cities, keeping such facilities simple and
natural, because people wish to escape the artificial environment.

(15) Evolve _policies and programs for the restoration and
protection of the scenic environment everywhere; around the
cities, good landscaping; in the country, the naturally beautiful

icultivated farmlands and woodlands; n more distant regions,
the wilderness of river and mountain.

(16) Foster _programs developM in recent years for protecting
wild rivers and estuaries: and for a national system of trails for
hiking and horseback riding.

(17) Get the private automobile under Control; thej auto can be
a fine servant, but has been a tyrannical master. T is means a
switch-over to electric cars, a cutback on personal cars in, favor
of multipassenger coaches, and in favor of rail transpoitation ;
and within the cities, underground and overhead parking, and
holding suburban traffic at the city limits, with mass transporta-
tion downtown.

(18) A basic revision of U.S. budget policy is essential. Rev-
enues being poured into highways, airports, and big dams must
be redirecte,d to environmental protection and restoration, as well
as to the complete renovation of our central cities.

(19) Long-term financing of public projects has its place but
it makes no sense to finance big roads, airports, and dams out of
current appropriations and pin the cost of environmental pro-
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grams on future generations. This need is for a reallocation of
public money now being spent on bad programs, making it avail-
able for gooa ones.

(20) The principal field in which long-term capital financing
might be desirable is in public land acquisition. A national land
bank would be desirable, funded by U.S. Government bonds, hav-
ing purchasing and lending authority to facilitate the acquisition
of land by the Federal, State and local governments.

The land would be for recreational, forest, wildlife, wilderness,
open space, and scenic protection. Much wider use should be made of
covenants running with the land in perpetuity (the so-called scenic
easements), whereby land and open space can be protected while
owners may continue in farming and woodlot operation. Purchases
should also be made of surplus farm lands on a voluntary seller basis,
without the use of eminent domain, to assist farmers desiring to re-
tire from farming, reduce crop surpluses, and protect agricultural land
against future need.

My biographical notes show that I am a commercial dairyman, and
have been such for some 15 or 16 years in Pennsylvania; so that I am
speaking in this connection as a farmer, a dairyman, with practical
experience.

(21) We have inadequate information about the probable rec-
ommendations of the Public Land Law Review Commission. The
important thing at this juncture in American history is to get
more land into public ownership, not to give public land away.
These matters would appear to be of concern to this subcommittee.

I wanted to add one other comment on that point on a slightly
different matter. Call it point 22 :

We have a problem in Government operations of enforcement of
Government mandates. This business of the big jetport in Florida : I
was cochairman nf the Everglades Coalition which had to move in and
get that jetport down there stoppW.

That jetport had gone ahead because in two administrations the
Transportation Act had been violated by the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration, and the Associate Solicitor of the Ilepartment of the In-
terior had rendered an opinion to that effect. That is not an out-
sider's opinion.

So the question arises : What about this? You lay down in legis-
lation a specific mandate that the Federal Aviation Administration
is not to give Federal assistance to projects which destroy the parks
and recreational facilities and the environment. That is not the lan-
guage, but that is the effect of it. They do it anyway. They give them
$500,000 to get started.

They give them personnel at the airports. They pay their way all
along the line. They let the Dade_County Port .Authority put $14
million into that project. At thatpoint private organizations had to
come in and say, giook, you are violating the law. Stop it." And they
did. But there was no criminal penalty attached to that action, and
if we had gone into court we nlamind to do on thatquestion, we

iwould probably have had serious problems of proof nvolved and
great expense.

We have another example which may be coming up. You have iust
passed the Endangered Species Conservation Act, which authorizes
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$200,000 for an international conference on the question of extending
these safeguards on an international basis.

We are now advised that the Department, of the Interior does not
intend to use that authority, and is negotiating for private discussions
here. Now the law is specific. It says "shall." Shalr undertake to con-
vene a ministerial conference. Only a ministerial conference can get
this thing out on the level of discussion that it needs to have.

The question that I am raisingand it is a question of Government
operationsis how do we enforce these mandates ?

Question 3 : The CEQ will provide greatly improved coordinating
machinery. The problem is really not coordination, but the purposes
for which coordination would be used.

We attach a lot of mystique to the notion of coordination. Coordi-
nation is desirable. Efficient coordination for evil purposest however,
would be evil ; an effective formulation of purposes will in Itself con-
tribute to good coordination.

Question 4: The cost of a comprehensive environmental program
will be very great. The budget should be cut at other places.

Question 5 : We could get more public participation if the agencies
held more public hearings and were more responsive to testimony
produced by the public.

Question 6: The answer is essentially the same. Many conservation
organizations will now channel complaints to the CEQ. If that council
does not respond effectively, the public will demand something better.

Question 7: To some extent the courts can be used to help protect
the environment; but basically the public responsibility must be dis-
charged by the executive branch, prodded and financed by Congress.
Access to the courts in terms a standing to sue and consent to be
sued could be facilitated by le,gislation.

Legislation of this kind has been developed in bits ana pieces, and
the courts themselves have been expanding their doctrines of standing
to sue and consent to be sued.

But this could be facilitated greatly by legislation giving interested
parties a right to standing in the Feaeral courts in actions to enforce
Federal law, let's say, and to provide other safeguards of the kind
that are being brought into court. You are hit always with the tech-
nical doctrines of standing to sue and suit against the United States,
lack of consent to be sued, and so forth. They are not realistic doc-
trines and the merits of the cases are usually decided behind the front
of these doctrines.

Question 8: Many of the Federal grant programs are goodfor ex-
ample, recreation, soil conservation and pollution controlbut they
are only getting started and will rieed additional powers and much
more money.,

Now, without reference to questions, the environmental problem is
international. The nations should estal3lish a World Council ,on En-
vironmental Quality by multilateral convention. This would be an
agency on the structural level of the Food and Agriculture Organiza-
tion or the World.,Realth Organization. Perhaps such a development
may result from tHe United Nations Conference on the Environment
scheduled for 1972.

If public officials really wish the support of the private conservation
organizations in pushing good environmental programsand here I
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speak entirely as an individualthey should revise the tax laws to
permit organizations financed by contributions to engage in relevant
legislative activity. Trade associations, labor organizations, farm or-
ganizations, have such freedom ; the nonprofit public-service organiza-
tionsconcerned not with private profit, nor even private property
interests, but with the public interestshould be freed to make their
distinctive contributions to Congress.

The Government must evolve an effective population program. This
means more than helping 5 million indigent women; it means helping
to establish standards of family size, which everyone can understand
and follow. The rule of no more than two children must become funda-
mental and must be embedded in morality and custom everywhere.

That standard is statistically necessary, I am sure you realize, and
the statement is not just a statement made in thin air. It can be sup-
ported is the necessary policy which must be established beginning
in this country.

The Government can help in many waysby clinics_, tax adjust-
ments, and the likebut the main work has to be done by the people
of the United States themselves through their voluntary organiza-
tions their democratically controlled school systems, and their
churaes. The Government, including Congress, needs to create the
climate.

Planning for public works should be directed toward a short-term
increase in population, followed by a fairly quick stabilization and a
trend toward reduction.

The assumption that our population will go on expanding forever
Iis incorrect. t can't. The American people know better. It is not going

to go on expanding. forever.
This assumes the general acceptance of a rule of not more than two

children in family planning. It assumes that the American people are
a highly intelligent, well-intentioned, and well-educated Nation, which
is the truth, and that when enough people understand the facts, they
will act accordingly: Planning for an everlasting growth in the econ-
omy and population is absurd.

We need to revise our basic national _philosophy about an expanding
economy. The gross national product does not necessarily measure the
good life. We should be working toward a contraction ot the economy
in some areas, an expansion in others; in other words, a differential

, stabilization, geared to genuine human needs.
With respect to the distribution of responsibilities, the legislation

which has evolved during the last decade or so on pollution, recrea-
tion, watershed management, and the liko, has usually taken the form
of having the Federal Government'establish standards in consultation
with the States, or having the States present programs for the approval
of the Federal Government, followed by very substantial financial
assistance from the Federal Government to the States and localities.
This is a good democratic system with a rational measure of both de-
centralization and coordination. State and local initiative and partici-
pation must be encouraged because these problems cannot be solved
at the Federal level alone. Indeed, a large part of the problem is to
stop Federal assistance to construction programs which are destructive
to the environment and the people who inhabit it.

,
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Many of these questions are going to be settled by the young people
of this countu, who are going to live a long time with the present
mess. Those Senators and Congressmen who have encouraged the
teach-ins and other youth activity should be commended. We hope to
lend our assistance to these activities if invited.

Allow us to commend you also on the call for the Environmental
Decade. It is a good name for the decade, because unless we get our
environmental problems under cOntrol, it may be the last decade.

Mr. REIM. Thank you, Mr. Smith.
Mr. Pomeroy ?

STATEMENT OF NEMETH B. POMEROY, CHIEF FORESTER,
AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION

Mr. POMEROY. I am Kenneth B. Pomeroy, chief forester of the
American Forestry Association. The members of our organization are
pleased that an action program for the Environmental Decade of the
1970's is being considered now. We pledge our assistance and coopera-
tion in this vital undertaking.

People have known for a long time that trees have important bene-
ficial influences upon man's environment. Perhaps the easiest way to
describe this is to turn to this cartoon which shows trees and people
hand in hand. They give us clean water, provide food, give shade and
protection,. give products, they give us recreation. Trees provide homes
for wildlife. They create beauty and bring rus joy. I have had many
letters from members of the association about this cartoon since it
came out asking if we had posters, if we had slides that they could use.
It has attracted a great deal of attention.

Trees help purify the air by filtering out particles, absorbing carbon
dioxide and releasing oxygen. They return moisture to the atmosphere.
They deaden sound and moderate strong winds. They provide shade
for a microclimate in which tiny orgamsms convert dead leaves and
twigs to usable material for new plants.

4 The present pressing need for an action program stems from the
fact that most people take their environment for granted and do noth-
ing constructive about it until it is too late. Fortunately there still is
time to improve the environment in America and the Congress of the
United States is the right body to do something about it. The Congress
can marshall the facts, weigh the evidence, decide who is best equipped
to do what, allocate funds, coordinate activities, and evaluate results.

In view of the many important direct effects that trees have upon
the environment) I would like to present some of the key recommenda-
tions contained in "A Conservation Program for American Forestry."
This program was developed by 40 of the leading scientists in the
country, and was endorsed almost unanimously by the members of
Our association.

Forest conservation involves eight major areas, of which four are
directly related to the environment in one way or another.

I. PROTECTION

The protection of forest, range, and watershed lands against damage
by destructive agencies is basic to long-range management. About 21
million acres of forest land are completely unprotected from fire. Only
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partial protection is provided for 240 million acres. In addition about
500 million acres of rural land, lying outside of recognized' forest
boundaries, receives little protection.

We recommend
(1 ) That the Federal share of cooperative forest fire protection

be brought up to the full authorization of $20 million annually as
provided in section 2 of the Clarke-McNary Act.

(2) That a national wildfire disaster fund of $10 million be
established, as proposed in H.R. 11597.

(3) That a rural fire law be enacted as proposed in H.R. 11413.

IL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

The maximum benefits to the economy and to society can be realized
if forest and related lands are administered under a multiple use con-
cept of management. But millions of acres are unproductive2 many
watersheds are unmanaged, recreation potentials are not bemg re-
alized, wildlife habitat needs improvements, and mining upon publicly
owned lands should be brought into harmony with other uses. At pres-
ent mining takes precedence over all other uses.

We recommend especially
(1 ) That idle lands 'be reforested.
(2) That the Mining Law of 1872 be overhauled.

II/. RESEARCH AND SURVEYS

I., all phases of forest and related land management and .use, the
continuous pursuit of new knowledge is highly essential.

We recommend
, (1) That forest research dealing with timber, watershed, wild-

life, range, and recreation resources be acceleisted.

IV. ASSISTANCE TO LANDOWNERS

Nearly 60 percent of the Nation's commercial forest land is held by
some 41/2 million private owners. Much of this land is managed poorly
if at all. Yet the environmental effects of poor forest management are
of direct concern to all citizens.

We recommend
(1 ) That advice and guidance for forest owners be provided

on an accelerated basis.
(2) That cost-sharing be provided for practices that are in the

public interest..
(3) That long-term credit be provided.
(4) That forest insurance be provided by the Federal Crop

Insurance Corporation.
(5) That taxes be assessed upon the productive capacity of

forest land instead of its speculative value for other purposes.
I would like to point out some of the letters I have been receiving in

the last 3 weeks. A. lady who lives within easy driving distance of New
York writes about her 125-acre property that she bought just so she
would have some woods of her own to enjoy. She didn't buy it for tim-
ber production. She bought it a. low, time ago because she got it at $20
an acre. You cannot buy much landat that price anymore. Within the
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last 2 years her tax bill has jumped from $190 to $987 annually. Now,
this lady is a widow living on a veteran's pension and she points out
she just cannot keep that land that way. This is a question that comes
up more and more frmuently with land that is near communities. With
respect to this one, as Congressman Gude knows, it extends all the way
out to Frederick and beyond. Land values have escalated to the point
where the tax bite is keeping the owners from putting it into good
forest management.\ Mr. REUSS. You would favor something like the Wisconsin forest
crop tax law which substantially exempts forest lands from taxation
as long as they are maintained on a sustained basis?

Mr. POMEROY. That is correct. Some type of local ordinance, zoning
ordinance, is widely needed. In Massachusetts, I am told that in some
counties the citizens decide what portion of the county is to be main-
tained primarily as forest and what parts of it are to be for industrial
development and for urbanization ; and with the areas that are, desig-
nated for continuous use as forests the taxes are related to the pro-
ductive capacity of the land. I think we are going to need more of
that, especially in the East.

To continue with my prepared statement : Within the past 3 years
two groups have been organized for the specific purpose of aiding
the owners of private, nonindustrial forest land.

The Southern Forest Resource Committee, sponsored jointly by five
forest, farmer, and trade associations, recognizes that 70 percent more
softwood and 40 percent more hardwood must be produced by Southern
forests to meet timber needs in the year 2000. The committee recom-
mends a 14-point program of which the two most urgent are planting
of idle lands ansi protection from damage by fire, insects, and
disease.

Trees For People, another group with nationwide (-incern of which
I happen to be the national chairmantis composed of representatives
of conservation associations, forest industries, landowners, public
agencies and others. This group seeks to

(1) Create public awareness of the need for improved forest
management.

(2 Develop incentives to encourage sound management.
(3 Develop appropriate legislation at all levels of government.
(4 Encourage strong research programs.
(5 Make available knowledge of improved practices and

services.
The current issue of American Forest magazine contains a list

of 27 key aims and objectives developed by the American Forestry
Association and other members of the National Resources Council of
America. I would offer this list of 27 for the recoid and I Would like to
point out five that are of key interest to this particular committee.
First, as a primary principle, we must retain ownership of Federal
lands, specifically including lands chiefly valuable for timber pro-
duction and grazing to provide for present and future human needs
since these lands belong to all the people.

Item 9, to provide sufficient funsis, manpower, and authority to
manage the public lands, assure imblic access, and control trespass,
vandalism, and other unauthorized. uses.

Item 11, reaffirm the principle of the multiple use acts that the
best use or combination of uses of public lands is not to be decided

4
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on the basis of the greatest dollar return or the maximum produc-
tion of a single commodity.

Item 13, to give quality of the environment overriding consideration
in deciding uses and combination of uses on jpublic lands.

And lastly, and one we think is of great importance, to repeal the
antiquated mining law of 1872 and replace it with the mineral leas-
ing system. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

(The 27 key aims and objectives which were printed in the Jan-
uary 1970 issue of American Forest magazine, and to which Mr.
Pomeroy referred, follow :)

AFA's 27 POINTS

1. As a primary principle, we must retain ownership of Federal lands, specifi-
cally including lands chiefly valuable for timber production and grazing, to pro-
vide for present and future human needs, Mnce thew lands belong to all of the
people.

2. We must retain and complete the national forest system and provide accel-
erated acquisition of inholdings for improved manageteent.

a. Disposal of Federal lands should be permitted only when demonstrated
public needs indicate a higher public service will be achieved.

4. We must provide an organic act for the Bureau of Land Management con-
taining authority to manage the lands on a permanent basis, and retaining the
major provisions of the Classiflcatim and Multiple-Use An of 1964.

5. Repeal the Homestead, Desert Land, and other acts inconsistent with an
organic act.

Make BLM lands eligible for classification under the National Wilderneu
Act.

7. Provide BLM with adequate acquisition and exchange authority to facilitate
consolidation of Federal land ownership.

8. Make BLM eligible to participate in such programs as the Land and Water
Conservation Fund.

9. Provide sufficient funds, manpower and authority to manage the public
lands, assure public access, and control trespass, vandalism, and other unauthor-
ized use.

10. Give high priority to surveying and marking boundaries of Federal lands.
11. Reaffirm the principle of the Multiple-Use Acts that the best use or com-

bination of uses of public lands is not to be decided on the basis of the greatest
dollar return or the maximum production of a single commodity.

12. Use a comprehensive planning and coordinating approach in developing
and administel. ins Federal programs.

18. Give quality of the environment overriding consideratioU in deciding uses
and combinations of uses on public lands.

14. Give fish, wildlife, recreation, and esthetics full consideration with other
values in the use of public lands.

15. Support and encourage State and Federal efforts to protect and preserve
natural areas and rare and endangered species.

Require that more attention be given to the perpetuation of nongame spe-
cies of fish and wildlife on public lands in full cooperation with State fish and
wildlife agencies.

17. Affirm that where hunting or fishing is allowed on Federal lands that it
must be done within State laws and regulations.

18. Provide for improved administration, including expanded research nd
the application of strict environmental controls, of the resources of the Outer-'
Continental Shelf.

19. Repeal the antiquated mining law of 1872 and replace it with a mineral
leasing system.

20. Assure that the United States reebives fMr market value for resources and
services from the public lands where collection is economically feasible, ape-

, cifically including those marketed for private profit
21. Require use of competitive bidding wherever possible as the means of es-

tablishing fair market value for public land resources.
22. Merges should be made for recreational uses of public lands where sub-

stantial developments have been provided and regular maintenance and super-
vision are required.
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23. Base all Federal land revenue sharing with State and local governments
on property tax equivalents, adjusted by impartial evaluation of benefits and
burdens attributable to Federal lands within State and local jurisdictions.

24. Affirm the principle that Federal land pennittees are not entitled to any
equity or right to reimbursement at the expiration of their term permits.

25. Enforce the principle that the neer of any Federal land resources does not
attain any "right" to the use of or interest in the land. This principle must be
upheld at all costs.

26. Assure that judicial review of appeals from local decisions relative to the
protection of public land values should occur only after full use of existing ad-
ministrative appeal procedures. r

27. Grant no additional waiver of the sovereign immunity of the United States
in litigation of private claims.

Mr. REUSS. Thank you, Mr. Pomeroy.
From the American Institute of Architects, Mr. Allen.

STATEMENT OP itza WHITAKER ALLI21, PRESIDENT, THE ATIERI-
CAll INSTITUTE OP ARCHITECTS; ACCOMPANIED BY DONALD L.
WILLIMIS, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON REGIONAL DEVELOP-
MENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES, MA; AND JAIES A. 'VELTMAN,
ECOLOGICAL PLANNER AND PRACTICING ARCHITECT

Mr. ALLEN. Thank you.
My name is Rex Whitaker Allen. I am a practiciNg architect from

San Francisco, Calif., and president of the Ainerican Institute of
Architects, a 23,300-member professional society of licensed architects.'

I am a member of the Public Health Association, and the American
Hospital Association. I was responsible some years ago for the estab-
lishment of a joint committee of the American Medical Association
in environmental health, and I recently had the privileige of repre-
senting AIA at the UNESCO Conference in San Francisco on "The
Environment of Man."

Accompanying me are Donald L. Williams, assistant director, Ur-
ban Studies Center of the University, of Louisville, Louisville, Hy.,
and chairman of AIA's Committee on Regional Planning and Natural
Resources; and James A. Veltman,an ecological planner and a prac-
ticing architect from Philadelphia, Pa.

You may wonder why we are concerned about the natural environ-
ment. As architects we deal with space for human use. We have been
trained to be sensitive to the effects of environment on man.

Our training has given us some understanding of how to control
development. We recognize that in ecology as in physics every action
has a reaction.

A second reason for being here is to make specific recommendations
for Government action to protect our habitat during the decade of
the 1970's and beyond.

A QUESTION OP VALUES

In the 1960's the American Institute of Architects launched a broad
program of public education which focused attention on urban
blightair awl water pollution improper planning and zoning, the
waste of environmental and cUltural assets caund by uncontrolled
growth, and many other man-created problems in our physical and
sociological environment.

'6
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The purpose of the program was to alert Americans to what is hap-
pening to the environment. We believe we can take some credit for
t e recent attention that is being paid to environmental questions by
private citizens, the prem, and our public officials.

Mr. Chairman, we believe that the problems of the environment
are really relatively simple. It is just a question of where one places
the values. For too long Americans have subordinated environmental
considerations to progress, economics, and technological growth.

Mr. Rzuss. What about war I .

Mr. ALLEN. I have a personal opinion about that, and I would feel
that this has been one of the greatest detriments to our progress in
controlling the environment.

I would certainly place emphasis on environment when war is a
destructive way of spending money and environment is certainly a
constructive one.

.(Continuing with prepared statement.) Americans have been care-
less with their environment. Earlier assumptionsthat if a place be-
came polluted one could move on, or that if one chemical polluted the
river, another chemical could make it clean againare being chal-
lenged. In our opinion environmental considerations, questions of
health and livability, must be placed high on the scale of values.

ESTABLISHING NATIONAL PRIORITIES

We feel it unnecessary to list the environmental ills facing this
Nation and the world today. We are all aware of them. The more
important task is to point out action which we believe should be taken
by this committee, the Congress, and Federal, State, and local govern-
ments.

The first step that must be taken is to consider where the task of
cleaning up_ the environment fits in our order of national priorities.
We share President Nixon's concern that it ranks at the top of the
list. We hope that other elected officials, particularly at the Federal
level, will help harness the forces of Government to reverse the spoiling
of our environment in the next 30 years of the 20th century.

GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION

Assuming that Americans are committed to control environmental
pollution--I am not sure we are yet, but I hope we will beit will be
necessary to reshape the government institutions that must deal with
the problems.

The Federal Government 'should review its organizational structure.
Jurisdiction of congressional committees sometimes overlaps on en-
vironmental problems. Different Federal agencies deal with various
aspects of water pollution. Unfortunately, State and local govern-
ment presents a similar picture.

This subcommittee and the full Government Operations Committee
share in the responsibility for reorganization of the executive branch
and promoting economy, and efficiency of government operations at
all levels. Accordingly, we believe immediate steps should be taken to
streamline the machinery of Federal, State, and local government to
deal effectively with environmental problems.



At the Federal level, we believe the Council on Environmental
Quality should be the main body around which other units of the execu-
tive branch and Congress reorganize. If one con3iders the Council on
Enviromnental Quality to be comparable in organization to the COUR-
cil of Economic Advisers, it would seem appropriate to set up a Joint
Congressional Committee on the Environment similar to the Joint
Economic Committee as the focus for congressional concern.

We believe that a National Pollution Abatement Authority should
be formed to promulgate and administer environmental quality stand-
ards and to develop an information base that will allow us to determine
the true costs of g.rowth and development. The authority we envision
might be granted power for pollution control comparable to that
granted the Federal Trade Commission for maintainmg our private
enterprise system. The authority might be an arm of the Council on
Environmental Quality. It should report, at the congressional level,
to the Joint Committee on the Environment we referred to earlier.

Our environment ie a natural resource that belongs to us all and as
such is a public responsibility that can only be protected by enlight-
ened governmental controls.

In our opinion the Cabinet-level Council on Environmental Quality
should make it clear to public and private polluters that property
rights do not provide a basis for contaminating the environment.

The National Pollution Abatement Authority, backed by the Coun-
cil, should have authority that is socially, economically, and techni-
cally feasible to stop environmental pollution.

In dealing with pollution caused by a particular industryt pollution
should be stopped simultaneously by all firms so that their relative
competitive positions will remain constantAt is possible that some
firms that have been gaining competitive advantage by not using pollu-
tion control techniques will have a greater burden to conform, but

ithis seems only fair. Societz should nsist that unaccounted-for social
costs will not be tolerated in the production process. As Mr. Nixon
has said : "To the extent possible, the price of goods should be made
to include the cost of producing or disposing of them without damage
to the environment."

Should cases arise where polluting industries must dose down due
to the cessation of their polluting privileges, special governmental
assistance may be in order. Where unemployment may arise due to

icleaning up an ndustry: the Government should step in with programs
of iob training, industrial relocation incentives, and even resettlement
policies.

USE OF THE COURTS

Reportedly, it could cost between $200 and $300 million to restore
Lake Erie to a reasonable environmental level ; that is, to bring in-
dustrial pollution under control. If . this were taken out of public
revenuest it would amount to about $15 per year per capita over a 5-
year period for-the people who live in the U.S. portion of the Lake
Erie Basin.

If Lake Erie were privately owned and the Government wanted to
pollute it, the courts would require $200 to $300 million in just com-
pensation for pollution rights. The question to ask is: Has industry
provided just compensation to the public I We think not.

C2,
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AIA believes that litigation should be initiated by Federal, State or
private citizens over : The pollution of Lake Erie, the oil spills along
the California coast, the strip mine erosion of Pennsylvania, or in any
other suitable environmental disaster area, to determine the liability
of industry for its contribution to the destruction of the environment.

We applaud efforts, such as those of Illinois Attorney General
Scott, in bringing Commonwealth Edison and other polluters into
court. Admittedly, laws do need to be strengthened but innovative
citizens' suits should be undertaken. In our opinion, many pollution
cases present the classic requirements for equitable relief.

Public bodies are as guilty as private industries for the sorry state
of the enviromnent. Local government has not been able to do an
adequate job in dealing with sewage treatment and solid waste disposal.
Local governments should be given a deadline to bring water pollution
to tolerable levels. If local government will not do it, the Federal Gov-
ernment, should step in, build the reoluired facilities and recoup the
cost via special tax provisions. We believe that this kind of resolve
would cause a rapid formation of local political institutions te deal
with many pollation problems. We suggest that regional or interstate
compacts be encouraged and that Federal assistance be based on com-
prehensive plans for a geographic region rather than on a local, piece-
meal basis.

NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

To complement the Council on Environmental Quality and the Na-
tional Pollution Abatement .Authority, we recommend the formation
of a national foundation for the environment. Wa believe that a seed
money grant in the amount of $5 million to start the foundation would
generate a significant amount of public philanthropy.

The foundation would provide a focal point for private citizens and
organizations to express their environmental concern. It would operate
as the country's mapr overseer of environmental issues and would
provide an independent early warning system for potential threats to
the environment.

We would expect the foundation to study and analyze the social,
political, economic, and ecological factors influencing management of
the environment. The foundation should also undertake a large-scale
public information and education program aimed at the mass media
and school curriculums.

CONCLUSION

These are only a few sugmtions as to what needs to be done to come
to grips with America's environmental problems.

Mr. Williams and Mr. Veltman are here to discuss the relationship
between the development of the environment and an inventory of
natural resources.

We look to you, our elected officials, for leadership in reversing.the
course of disregard for the environment'. We recognize that you have a
hard task but we can't think of anything more important for the sur-
vival of the Nation and the world.

Thank you for the opportunity to present our views.
Mr. REUSS. Thank you, Mr. Allen.
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If your associates have additional or supplementary material, we
would be most happy to receive it.

Mr. Amami. Would you prefer to hear this now or have it as part of
the question period They are here to answer questions.

Mr. Rzuss. It is good to know they are available for questions which
will giveyou an opportunity to establish a dialog with us.

r -It is significant that we have before us this morning the city planning
and urbanism people, the forestry people, the parks and outdoor recrea-
tion people, and tle health people. So we cover a very good spectrum
of the environment today.

I would like, perhaps, to focus the discussion a bit on the budget,
which came forward yesterday, and which, after all, is the measure of
how we order our national priorities.

Let me ask Mr. Smith first : I notice in the budget that while the
projected outlays for the National Park Service in fiscal year 1971
remain substantially where they are for fiscal year 1970it was $147
million for the activities of the National Park Service for fiscal year
1970, and for fiscal year 1971 it is $151 million. Land acquisition money
is, of course, fundecl to the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation.

That is to be compared with the requested outlays for the Corps of
Engineers, which were $1.235 billion in fiscal year 1970 and would go
up to $1.395 billion in outlays in fiscal year 1971. That is an increase
of $160 million, which increase in 1 year is more than the total al-
lotted to the National Park Service. And I note that.the total for the
Corps of Engineers is almost 10 times that allotted to the National
Park Service.

Do you thinks Mr. Smith, that that represents a good judgment on
national priorities or not ?

Mr. &um. It is an extremely bad judgment on national priorities.
The Park Service always had to struggle with an inadequate operat-
ing budget. The Land and Water Conservation Fund, which is closely
related to the Park Service operating budget, needs at least to be freed
to the .place where its funds can be used, and it should be sharply
increased. I would think we should channel some of the big highway
revenues picked up from the highwaysgasoline taxes and what
ever else we haveand get it over into environmental protection, in-
cluding the national parks. With regard to the Corps of Engineers,
it is an extremely serious matter for this country to spend billions of
dollars every year on useless dams on rivers which are destructive. That
is something that has just gotten underway-in the course of the last
30 years. It gained a momentum of its own. It is a basic govermnental
operation problem and many of us would be very happy to see this
subcommittee really look at that one. This short circuit that you have
between the Public Worki Committees in both Houses and the Corps
of Engineers needs to be ) ooken. Recommendations from the execu-
tive branch need to come through the President. They ought . to go
through the Bureau of the Budget process. They are not going through
tho, process now. They should go through the Council on -Environ-
mental Quality. There should be no recommendations submitted to
burden Congress with from the executive branch unless they are
cleared through those agencies. Certainly through the Council on
Environmental Quality.

Mr. REUSS Thank you.

44-315 0-70--5
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Another item has to do with Federal grants to States and munici-
palities for the construction of water pollution abatement facilities.
I will perhaps address this question to Dr. Purdoni. This year, fiscal
year 1970, there was an authorization of $1 billion and Congress
finally appropriated $800 million for that purpose which, with a $65
million carryover, comes to $865 million. The bu'dget, even though
the authorization for fiscal 37ear 1971 is $11/4 billion, recommends only
$1 billion for fiscal year 1971 in contracts, not direct grants, and pro-
poses continuation of this program at the rate of only $1 billion for the
following 3 years. In your judgment, are those amounts going to be
sufficient and is there an adequate judgment as to national priorities
taking into account the $275 million in the budget for the supersonic
transport plane; the $73 billion in there for the Defense Establish-
ment ; and the $31,4 billion for the space program, and so on.

Dr. Pmwom. Mr. Chairman, these are matters of concern to our
association. We have them under study. I don't have precise figures
at hand. We would like the opportunity to present some suggestions
concerning this at a later date. However, I don't think that you are
going to clean up the pollution with the amounts you mentioned.

Mr. BEM& The President has stated that he will recommend ex-
penditures of $800 million a year for the next 5 years on Federal
grants for water pollution control facilities. Is there any panel mem-
ber who thinks that this is adequate to cope with this country's water
pollution problems? Dr. Smith shakes his head no. Mr. Allen says no.
Th.. Pomeroy, do you say no also?

Dr. POMEROY. It will take a lot more money than that to do the job.
Mr. REUSS. Let me address a question to the architects : In fiscal year

1971, Congress authorized an appropriation of $1.7 billion for urban
renewal to help cities and towns convert slums into attractive areas.
The budget request is for only $1 billion, the same sum appr9riated
for fiscal year 1970. In your judgment, Mr. Allen, is that paying ade-
quate attention to the urban renewal problem I

Mr. ALLEN. No; I don't feel it is. I think, of couree, the urban re-
newal problem isn't just a fiscal problem by any means. It must be
attackecl from many angles. But I am sure that the deteriorating condi-
tion of all of our central cities is going to require much more money.

Mr. REuss. Let's turn now to open spacea matter of concern to
everyone, particularly to the architects and the national parks people.
The I3udget asks for an outlay of $75 million for open space in fiscal
year 1971, representing no increase over the amount appropriated last
year, and some $10 million below the congressional authorization level.
Do you think that is enough, Mr. Smith ?

Mr. SMITH. No. It is quite inadequate. The whole open space prob-
lem has got to be tackled quickly now because the kind of thing Mr.
Pomeroy spoke of with respect to timberland is also affecting farm-
land around our, metropolitan areas. We need some changes in the tax
laws. We also need, I think, to make better use of covenants running
with the land in pemetuity to hold the land in kit present use. So we
need a combination of tax incentives and also of acquisition. Not only
acquisition of land in fee simple, but the acquisition of the so-called
easements; and this will take money. If we mean it, we had better get
going.

Mr. Rsues. Thank you. Mr. Williams?

I 4,
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Mr. WILLIAMS. I think this is the point where the Institute would
like to say that there is a relationship between development and open
space and that we have to learn how to handle this relationship by
deciding where we are going to locate the growth that is already com-
mitted. 'We certaittly endorse the kinds a policies with reference to
population control discussed this morning but, as a profession, we are
faced-with the problem of how to handle the population that is already
committed for the next third of this century. We have the technical
ability. When I say "we," I mean all the environmental professions,
not just architects, to help determine where the Nation should urbanize
and where it should not. This relates directly to an open space pro-
gram'. We can, through ecological inventories, determine how to bmt
use the land and base this decision on a factual rational basis rather
than on previous considerations where we had to say, "Yes, we think
that is where development ought to occur." However, _if we did this
and defined that urbanization should occur here in this region, and
that conservation and preservation for open space should occur some-
place else, the legal tools are not at hand at this moment to insure that
that would happen. It is what Mr. Smith speaks about. The funds that
are needed in order to insure that land is put into the public domain
are not available.

Mr. ALLEN. It seems to me that this points up a real need to develop
a policy for land planning. I have witnessed, in the course of the last
N years in the Santa Clara Valley, the rape of a beautiful farm coun-
try that is really irreplaceable in terms of the types of crops that were
produced therethe orchards of apricots and prunes that really can-
not be replaced anywhere. This has now been turned into an urban
sprawl of endless houses. I think we cannot afford to continue this
kmd of development. I think we have to fmd ways to control this, and
I think this can only be done by land planningby determining the
best usage for land and providing the mechanisms to keep the land in
these uses.

Mr. REIM& Thank you. Mr. Wright V
Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, I am disturbed by the turn certain

questions took a few moments ago relating to the Corps of Engineers.
Now I am fully aware that it has become :fashionable, and even fadish,
among some people who style themselves conservationists to make the
CA:orps of Engineers their favorite scapegoat. I heard responses offered
by Mr. Smith to questions put by the chairman in which Mr. Smith
seemed to feel that the Corps of Engineers, No. 1 was spending
too much. money ; and No. 2, had a sort of covert relationship with
the House and Senate Public Works Committees, on one of which I
serve. And No. 3,1hat the Corps of Engineers had the capacity some-
how to get authorization and appropriations for projects that
weren't properly cleared through the Bureau of the Budget and other
related agencies. I would like to ask Mr. Smith if he is of the impres-
sion that the House and Senate Public Works Committees, particularly
that in this body, follow the practice of just willy-nilly approving
projects and getting them built without very carefully analyzed bene-
fit-cost ratios and the effect on the environment totally. Do you have
that impression, sir

616
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Mr. &ern. I am sure the House and Senate Public Works Commit-
tees discharge their responsibilities with responsibility and make every
effort to get at the facts. The fact of the matter is, nonetheless, that
proposals are being submitted to these committees which are not being
reviewed by the Bureau of the Budget.

Mr. WRIGHT. Would you give me an illustration ?
Mr. Slum. Yes. We have six proposals before the Public Works

Committees of the House and Senate now, in the Potomac River Basin,
which have not been cleared by the Bureau of the Budget. Not one.

Mr. WIUGHT. Could the gentleman give me some statement as to
when they were submitted to the Bureau of the Budget for its review ?

Mr. SMITH. They have not been submitted to the Bureau of the
Budget.

Mr. WRIGHT. Does the gentleman have a notion that they have come
to the Public Works Committee short of being submitted to the Bu-
reau of the Budget ?

Mr. &arm Yes sir; they have.
Mr. WRIGHT. Have they been submitted with executive approval by

any agency
Mr. Swim: No ; not even by the Secretary of the Army.
Mr. WRIGHT. Then they probably will not be acted upon by the

House Public Works Committee.
Mr. SMITH. I fully expect them to be acted on. I expect them to be

included in the rivers and harbors bill--the omnibus bill for rivers
and harborsthis year. At least two of them.

Mr. WRIGHT. Let me say I am a member of the House Public Works
Committee and have been for 151/2 years. During that time, of all of
the projects that have been approvecl by that committee, I would say
that probably 97 percent of the financial authorizations have come
with the prior approval given by the Bureau of the Budget. There
might be a few isolated instances to which one could point. I can think
of one or two. Those I can think of had languished in the Bureau of
the Budget without any report whatsoever for 11/2 or 2 years. I should
like to say to the gentleman that the Congress of the linked States,
under the Constitution, has the responsibility of authorizing these
projects, and that we should not be limited in our capacity to act by
some appointive agenev. Do you disagree with that I

Mr. S'ainn. Well,11,1r. Wright, all I can say is that what you have
here ias an example n the Potomac is that the Army Corps of Engi-
neers testified recently before the Senate Comthittee on Public Works--
I was presentthat they were recommending six reservoirs in the
Potomac River Basin : Sixes Bridge, Town Creek, Sideling Hill Creek,
Little Cacapon, North Mountain, and Verona. They stated at the time
that these recommendations did not have the approval of the Secretary
of the Army except in two instances : They expected the Secretary of
the Army to recommend Sixes Bridge and Verona.

I inquired into the question 2 weeks ago, as to whether the Secretary
of the Army had recommended Sixes Bridge and Verona to the Bureau
of the Budget. The answer was no. The Secretary of the Army at that
time had not recommended any of them. The Bureau of the Budget had
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not acted on any of them. The President had not commented on any
of them. That is the situation. All I am saying is that there is not an
efficient and well-organized relationship.

Mr. WRIGHT. Now the gentleman cites four projects on the Potomac
River with which I, regrettably, am not intimately familiar. What
is the overriding justification offered for those specific projects? Is it
flood control? Water supply ! What is their purpose !

Mr. SMITH. When they were first proposed, the benefit-cost ratios
showed benefits for dilution of pollution. These have now been with-
drawn, because it has become apparent in the last 10 yearswe have
been fighting this for 15 3Tears; the people have been fighting these
reservoirs for 15 yearsthat the benefit-cost ratios are now based on
water supply, mainly for the ciV of Washington. The water is right
out here in the estuary of the Potomac River. There are 125 billion
gallons of fresh water suitable,after normal chlorinPtion and filtra-
tion, to be placed in the reservoir and used by the city.

Mr. Wiuoirr. Does the gentleman contend that the waters of the
Potomac are suitable to be taken right out of the Potomac and treated
by chlorination and

Mr. Small. I do. The Army Engineers have stated this is the case.
Mr. %MM. If they state that is the case, what is their justification

for these reservoirs?
Mr. SMITH. We have been unable to fmd any justification for them,

except that Washington is about to die of thirst, which isn't the case.
This is the kind of thing we have been subjected to for many years.
Technical studies of these reservoirs have been prepared showing that
the benefit-cost ratios, which are marginal by the Army's own figures
on all six of them, are basically down around 0.2 and 0.3. I would be
glad to send you the studies.

Mr. Wiuoirr. That would be fine. If the gentleman has those studies
I would be happy to see them.

(The studies referred to and Mr. Smith's accompanying letter to
Congressman Wright follow :)

CITIZENS PERMANENT CONPERENCE ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN,
Washington, D.C., February 8, 1870.

Hon. JAMES C. WRIGHT, Jr.,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN WRIGHT : It was a pleasure to talk with you today at the
hearing of the Conservation and Natural Resources Subcommittee of the Com-
mittee on Government Operations.

You expressed interest in the study I referred to about the beneflt-cost ratios
of the dams advocated by the Army Engineers for the Potomac River, and I
enclose several copies ; also enclosed is an earlier study of Mr. Fosdick feasi-
bility of the freshwater estuary on the Potomac as a source of supplemental
water in emergencies for the Washington metropolitan area.

A permanent solution to the water problems of the metropolitan area can be
achieved by the estuarial intake at a present cost of $5 million, and an ultimate
cost of $10 million, as against the present cost of about $500 million for the Army
Engineers big-reservoir approach, and an ultimate cost of perhaps $1 billion.
In other words, the estuarial system will cost about 1 percent of the Army Engi-
neers system. The savings could be used for the complete elimination of all pol-
lution and a major urban renovation program.

This is fact, not fantasy. Mr. Fosdick is a consulting engineer to the Senate
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs ; be has been a top level engineer to the

C3
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Bureau of Reclamation, the Fede'rat Power Commission, and the Bonneville
Dam Administration ; he is currently consulting engineer to AID, the Depart-
ment of State, and the United Nations. He is consulting engineer to the Citizens
Permanent Conference on the Potomac River Basin (Citpercon), which speaks
for the massive movement of farm, labor, conservation, and citizens organizations
which'has been resisting the Army Engineers programs for the Potomac River
Basin for a decade or more.

Citpereon has indicated that if any of the major dams proposed by the Army
Engineers for the Potomac River Basin are included in the omnibus bill for rivers
and harbors this year it will recommend a veto of the entire bill. These dams in-
clude the Sixes Bridge, Verona, Town Creek, Sideling Hill, Little Cacapon, and
North Mountain.

Citpercon favors the construction of a network of headwaters impoundments
of the watershed management tYpe throughout the Potomac River Basin for
flood control, local water supply, and natural outdoor recreation.

If we can be of any assistance to you, either in your work with the Conservation
and Natural Resources Subcommittee of the ,House Committee on Government
Operations, or in connection with the work of the House Public Works Com-
mittee, we will be happy to cooperate.

With all good wishes.
Cordially yours, , -

ANTHONY WAYNE SMITH,
General Comma.

FINANCIAL FFASIBILITY OF THE SIX RESERVOIR PROJECTS RECOMMENDED TO THE
SENATE PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE ON SEPTEMBER 17, 1969, BY ELLE= FOSDICK,
CONSULTING ENGINEER, CITIZENS PERMANENT CONFERENCE ON THE POTOMAC
RIVER BASIN, WASHINGTON, DX., DECEMBER 1969

The benefit-cost ratios for the six reservoir projects recommended by the Corps
of Engineers to the Senate Public Works Committee at the hearing on September
17, 1989 (Sixes Bridge, Verona, Town Creek, North Mountain, Sideling Hill, and
Little Cacapon) indicate that all of the projects are financially unfeasible after
adjusting the benefits by eliminating the benefit for water quality and by reducing
the benefits as subsequently discussed herein for water supply and preservation
of the free-flowing stream environment in the Potomac River below the metro-
politan srea's water supply intakes. These projects have been proposed primarily
to augment the supply of municipal water for the Washington metropolitan re-
gion for about 20 years, after which additional reservoir projects would be
needed. ,

Basic data for the benefit-cost ratios shown in table attached heretb have been
taken from the report submitted at the hearing by the Corps of Engineers. The
amounts used in adjusting the benefits for water supply and the preservation of
free-flowing environment of the Potomac River below the, metropolitan area's
water supply intakes have been taken from table 2 for the year 1990 that is con-
tained in the report "The Potomac Riree Estuary as a Supplemental Source of
Municipal Water for the Washington Metropolitan Region,' that was published
by the National Parks Association in January 1968. The cost for pumping water
from the estuary in the year of 1990 shown in table 2 is :
Basic requirement $848, 000
Minimum' flow maintenance 86, 000

Total 491,

BENEFIT ADJUSTMENTS

Benefits from water supply shown in this table, which will accrue primarily
to the Washington metropolitan area, have been reduced to reflect the lower
cost if this water is supplied from .the upperpart of the Potomac River estuarY
as the benefits or revenue from water, sold,te the water users will, it is expected,
be lower as a result of the lower cost of the water obtained from this tiource.

Benefits for water quality have been eliminated in table A, as pollution abate.
ment required under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act is expected in lieu
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of the proposed dilution of pollution by increasing streamfiow with releases of
stored water from the reservoir projects.

Benefits from the preservation of the free-fiowing stream environment of the
Potomac River below the metropolitan area water supply intakes have been re-
duced to reflect the lower cost of accomplishing this when water is obtained from
the upper part of the Potomac River estuary as the benefits cannot be directly
determined ln terms of money, since little revenue will be derived therefrom.
The benefits remaining after making these adjustments are chiefly for recreation.

(In pereentl . .

Recreation Other.

Sixes Bridge 93 7
Verona 91 9
Town Creek 56 44
North Mountain 75 25
Meting NM $1 39
Little Cowen

Combined total $1 19

The annual cost for these six reservoir projects would be increased by about
$500,000 if the amortization period used is the more usual 50 years, instead of
the 100 years used by the Corps of Engineers in the report submitted'at the
hearing. This increase in annual cost would further reduce the benefit-cost ratio
for the six reservoir projects by about 7 percent.

COMPS' COOTS NIGH

The total cost of constructing these six reservoir projects, estimated at $125
million, 1967 costs by the Corps of Engineers ($137 million, 1959 costs) appears
high, particularly when consideration is given to the low probability of needing'
the supplemental water stored in the reservoirs for water supply and the rela-
tively small quantity that might be required. By 1990 supplemental water will
be needed for water supply for a total of only about 40 days in ease of a maximum
drought, the amount varying from a very small quantity up to a maximum of
about 400 million gallons per day including water required to maintain a mini-
mum flow of 100 million gallons per day over Little Falls. The probability of
supplemental water being needed in that year is very low however.

By contrast the total cost of constructing a 400 million gallons per day pumping
plant to supply water from the estuary when supplemental water is needed is
only $4.7 million, 1967 costs ($5.2 million, 1960 costs). The total cost for opera-
tion and maintenance, depreciation, interest, and replacements in the year 1990
in the event of a maximum drought would be about $434,000 as compared with
a cost of $2,592,000 for water supply and preservation of the free-flowing stream
environment if supplied by the proposed reservoir projects. The annual cost of
the pumping plant will be increased by about $70,000 if an interest rate of 4%
percent is used instead of 3% percent.

The addition to the Potomac River pumping plant of the WSSC now under
construction will make it possible to take more water from the river and thence
will leave less of it to flow on down to the Great Falls and Little Falls intakes
of the Washington Aqueduct. This addition to the pumping plant is probably
being constructed with the expectation that reservoir projects will be constructed
upstream to augment the fiow of the river, although these projects have not yet
been authorised.

The desirability of taking water from the upper part of the Potomac River
estuary should be called to the attention of the Washington Suburban Sanitary
Commission. Water taken from the estuary could, after treatment, be pumped
directly into the WSSC mains in sonrthern Prince Georges County instead of
transporting it by pipe for about 40 or 45 miles from the Potomac River pumping
plant. This would obviate some of the pipeline right-of-way problems that are
frequently experienced, and also probably reduce the cost of water.
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TABLE A

1ln thousands ot dollars]

Reservoir project

Total per Less
Corps of adjustment Less

Engineers for water Less water adjustment . Adjusted
report supply quality for PSE tote!

Sixeslkidge:
Annual benefit. 1,527
Annus cost
Bens li -cost ratio

1,31.125

Verona (Steunton):
Annus benefit 2,870
Annus cost 1, 539
Benefi -cost ratio 1.9

Town Creek:
Annus benefit.
Annus cost
Benefit-cost ratio

North Mountain: .
Annus benefit.
Annus cost
Bonen -cost ratio

SIdeling HI I:
Annus benefit. 888
Annus cost 867
Benelikost ratio I. 0

Little Coupon:
Annual benefit 954 I

Annus cost 1,19 '
Benefit-cost ratio . 8

1.131
891
1.3

1. 865
1,608

1.2

Toth!:
Annual benefit. 9,235
Annual cost 7,418
Benefit-cost ratio 1.2

65 386 743
1,315

.6

1,524 461 805
I. 539

. 5

92 587 290 162
NI
.2

1 42 2 416 1,305
1,608

.3

354, 276
: .

.%

172
$7
.2

2 207
1,198

548 3,249 2,044 3,394
7,418
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THE POTOMAC RIVER ESTUARY

As a Supplemental Source of Municipal Water for the

Washington Metropolitan Region

By Ellery R. Fosdick
Consulting Engineer

NATIONAL PARKS ASSOCIATION

Washington, DC
January 1966

1. Introduction

ACONTINUMG ADEQUATE SUPPLY of municipal water for
the Washington Metropolitan Region has been the

major objective of water resource planning in the Potomac
River Basin for a number of years. This concern for ada .
quacy of the municipal stater supply required by the largest
concentration of population in the Basin, which also includes
the Nation's Capital, is, of course, understandable.

Water resource planning in the past would have resulted
in a major expenditure for augmenting the low flow of the
Potomac River to dilute pollutants that are present in the
stream and its Estuary, rather than in spending primarily
to provide more water for municipal purposes in the
Washington Metropolitan Region during the short time
needed in the summer of years when the flow of the river
is low. The need for pollution abatement by low.flow aug.
inentation will, however, be reduced or perhaps eliminated
in both the river and its tidal estuary in the foreseeable
future under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act.

The adverse effect of the large dams and reservoirs
proposed to accomplish low.flow augmentation on the en.
vironment of the Basin seems to have been largely ignored,
so far, in the planning. The economic feasibility of the dam
and reservoir projects proposed for construction has been

2. General

- .. - _ , -
demonstrated by means of the conventional benefit.cost
ratio. In doing this, no allowance has apparently been
made for intangible factors such as adverse effects of the
projects upon the ecology of the Basin, which may be of
equal or greater importance than the economics of the
proposals. This procedure is not in accord with the basic
environmental goals of man today, as he seeks a quality of
environment in which he is in harmony with both neigh.
bon and natural surrounding..

An adequate study is needed of alternate ways of supply.
ing the future municipal water requirements of the Wash.
ington Metropolitan Region during occasional low.flow
periods; ways which would not have an adverse effect upon
the natural environment of the Potomac River Basin,
Among these alternatives are the use of water from the
Estuary; re.use of waste water; release, when needed, of
stored water from small headwater reservoirs; and the
transportation of water to the Washington Metropolitan
Region from other river basins in the area. One of the
alternatives offering good possibilities, reported upon
herein, is the use of fresh water held in natural storage by
the POROITIOC River Estuary.

A preliminary study has been made of the technical and
economic feasibility of using fresh watel (not salt) found
in natural storage in the Potomac River Estuary to supply
the emergency requirements of the Wuhington Metropoli.
tan Region (hereinafter called the Region) for municipal
water that arise during low flow periods of the river. This
study is primarily for the purpose of indicating whether
use of water from the Estuary for this purpose has stiff.
cient merit to subsequently justify a complete feasibility
study by a Government agency or a firm of consulting
engineers.

In this study the maximum use possible has been made
of information already available, so as to keep the volume
of work at a minimum. Information has been obtained
from the United States Geological Survey on the discharge

of the Potomac River near Washington, D.C., on diver.
sions from the river, and on the amount of fresh water
available in the Estuary. Data on population in the Region
has been obtained from the United States Bureau of the
Census. Information was obtained front representatives of
the various water systems operating in the Region regard.
ing their sources of water, capacities and future require.
meats Annual reports were obtained from the District
of Columbia Government and Washington Suburban Sani-
tary Commission for use in preparing this report. Infor.
mation was also obtained regarding the cost of large water
pipe and big pumps from suppliers and from the local
electric utility concerning the cost of electric power. A list
of reports and other material treed in making this study
is included herein.
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There seems to be no doubt that the Potomac River
Estuary contains an adequate amount of fresh water to
supply all of the emergency requirements of the Region
for municipal water that will arise during the low flow
periods of the river in the period studied herein. The
Estuary twists and turns for 117 miles from the head of
tidewater at Little Falls near Warliington, D.C. to the
Chesapeake Bay, as may be seen in Figure I, opposite.
The body of fresh water extends downstream from Little
Falls for over 24 miles to a brackish.water front located
below Fort Belvoir, Virginia, near Indian Head, Maryland.

The amount of fresh water in natural storage in the
Potomac River at low tide between Little Falls and Indian
Head is about.13 billion cubic feet (100 billion gallons)
according to United States Geological Survey Water Supply
Paper 15864. In United States Geological Survey Circular
5294 it is stated that "Although the ocean tides reach to
Chain Bridge, the ocean ult water does not extend beyond
Indian Head." In the same mAication it is stated that "In
the upper reaches of the estuary the water quality is satis-
factory for most uses after standard treatment to sterilise,
being about the same as the quality at the Metropolitan
intake at Little Falls. Downstream from Chain Bridge to
the vicinity of Fort Washington and Mount Vernon, the
dissolved oxygen &creases and the bacterial content of
the water increases."

The suitability of estuary water for use in municipal
water systems of the Region will be discussed subsequently,

as will the method of supplying this water to the systems
that will need it, and the cost thereof.

The concern of the Region about its municipal water
supply does not seem to be wholly justified. The Ilmtion
lies on both sides of the lower Potomac River which has
a relatively large discharge near Washington, D.C., avail-
able for municipal water during much of every year. The
Region also lies on both sides of the upper part of the
Estuary, holding a large amount of fresh water in natural
storage that can be used to augment the municipal water
supply when the river is low. In reality the concern seems
to be more over whether adequate clean, potable water,
suitable for municipal use after a minimum of purification
treatment, will be available. This is an unrealistic objective,
since almost all municipal water used in the United States
today must be treated as a large part of it has already been
wed at least once.

The incongruity is heightened when it is noted that the
discharge of the Potomac River near Washington, D.C.,
which now supplies a major part of the municipal water
for the Region, will continue to be more than adequate for
the municipal water requirements at all times for many
years into the future under the worst drought recorded to
date, except for a period of about three months during the
summer when additional water will be needed. The in-
congruity is further magnified by the fact that the fresh
water-in natural storage in the Estuary is largely composed
of the ume kind of water which is now used for a major
part of the municipal water supply of the region.

3. Summary of the Most Pertinent Pacts
Contained in this Report

1. The upper 24 miles of the 117-mile.long Estuary of
the Potomac River, a considerable part of which is located
within the Washington Metropolitan Region, contains all
fresh water (not salt) with over 100 billion gallons held
in natural storage.

2. The fresh water in the upper Estuary, most of which
is supplied by the discharge of the Potomac River, is of
good quality, and part of it is now diverted near Washing.
ton, D.C. before it reaches the Estuary to supply a major
portion of the municipal water requirements of the Wash.
ington Metropolitan Region.

3. The discharge of the Potomac River into the Estuary
is sufficiently large during every year so that the upper
Estuary is thoroughly flushed several times.

4. The quality of the Potomac River water after it
reaches the upper Estuary is lowered because of pollutants
entering from the Washington Metropolitan Region, chiefly
horn the Blue Plains Waste Water Treatment Plant of
the District of Columbia.

5. The pollution entering the upper Estuary will have to
be reduced under the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act, and steps are now being taken to accomplish this by
improving the treatment of waste waters, chiefly by well-
known conventional processes. Studies are also under way
to determine how best to eliminate pollution from storm
waters, boats and ships, and dredging operations. An
improvement in the quality of the water in the upper
Estuary will have a beneficial effect upon the ecology of
the Washington Metropolitan Region.

6. The maximal demand for municipal water in the

Washington Metropolitan Region will increue over 3
times, from 0.5 billion gallons a day in 1970 to 1.6 billion
gallons a day by the year 2010, the latest year studied, as
will the annual requirement for water because of the ex.
pected growth in population and greater per capita usage
of water.

7. A major portion of the municipal water requirement
of the Washington Metropolitan Region must continue to
be supplied from the Potomac River, as no other source
is available, and additional amounts needed in the future,
in excess of the unregulated flow of the river during occa.
sional low-flow periods, could be supplied from the fresh
water in natural storage in the upper Estuary. This would
eliminate need for regulation of the river by large dams
and reservoirs for municipal water supply.

8. The 100 billion gallons of fresh water in the Estuary
is more than adequate to meet the forecast net requirement
of 38.7 billion gallons for supplemental water during the
low-flow months of July and August, ender low-flow con.
ditions if they occur in the year 2010. Smaller quantities
of supplemental water would be required in prior years
in the low.flow season, if low-flow conditions occur starting
soon after 1970 and continue thereafter.

9. The need for supplemental water is highly variable
and uncertain based upon past experience, there being
only a 9 percent probability that such water will be needed
in the year 2010. It is likely that no supplemental water
at all will.be needed in 27 of the 40 years from 19-70 t%)"'
2010. This makes it difficult to justify a large expenditure
to supply water for this purpose.

*../..}.....49 } 5 val.**
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10. Supplemental water will in the future be needed from
the upper Estuary by the Washington Aqueduct water
collection and treatment system if the Potomac River re.
mains unregulated. This system supplies msjor part of
the municipal water used in the Washington Metropolitan
Region, all of which is distributed by other systems.
Supplemental water from the Eatery will also be needed
by the Washington Suburban Sanitary Commiesion operat.
ing in Montgomery and Prince George's Counties in Mary.
land, and by the City of Alexandria. Virginia.

11. Supplemental water would be taken from the upper
Estuary by each of these agencies needing it using pumping
plants located at suitable places.

12. The pumping plant for the Washington Aqueduct is
reported upon herein as it would be an added expense sisce
it would be constructed only if the Potomac River remains
unregulated. A pumping plant for the Waltington War-
ban Sanitary Commission would have to be coasancted
in any event, either on the Estuary, if the riser remains
unregulated, or on the Potomac Rives if the rives is
regulated. If the City of Alesandria does not gat additional
water front a pumping plant on the upper Estuary, it win
probably have to spend an equivalent amass la making
arrangements to get water from some other soma.

13. The pumping plant on the Unary for the Washing-
ton Aqueduct should be put into operation by about 1970,
or soon thereafter, as low-cost insurance against a possible
shortage of municipal water.

14. The initial capacity of the Washington Amoeba
Pumping Plant should be 400 million gallons a tray to take
advantage of lower costs with large the, although this
capacity will not be fully used for over 20 years; at that

time an additional 400 million gallons a day of capscity
should be installed. This capacity allows for a minimum
Row from Great Falls to the Estuary of 100 million gallons
a day, the all.time minimum Row that occurred over Little
Falls in 1966. This flow down the river channel is con.
sidered necessary to avoid an adverse effect upon the
ecology of the area.

15. The cost to construct Phase 1 of the pumping plant
of the Washington Aqueduct with a capacity of 400 million
gallons a dey is estimated at $4.7 million. The cost to
coastroct Phase 2, with mt additional 400 million gallons
a day of capacity, is $4.0 milieu. This is but a (ratios of
the cost of $3933 minion (1962 aka) for tbe 16 major
dais msd resenthe dat had losie peopled to regulate

'the low of the Parma Rivet, with their adverse effect
. volt the geology 'of the Pelson River Baia.

16. The total mama eat fee the pumas plant of the
Waskagten .Atimeket in Amides years will , karma
from $379 amid he :1970 and.1910 te $544 thousand
by 2010, as the mime et **iv Omer used for pumping
beams grata. Mk I. hut a freedom of the $20.8 million
average NEW eat foe the,16 major dais and reservoirs
thhts.pespom4.

17. The keekhhavater ht4a I. the upper Estuary will
sot leas upeasuiehiss webs is pumped front this uppee
Fairy for inunicipal me, boars 'the volume of waste
water returned will be gresar. This is so because the
waste water baths major porta, of the water pumped
from the Eatery, together with water imported into the
Potomac River Basin from the Patuxent River Basin and
a relatively small amount of water from other sources.

4. Areas Included in the Washington MeAtiolitan Region

The areas included in the Region, consisting of the
District of Columbia and its environs, shown in Figure 2
opposite, are listed below and the agency supplying the
water is indicated in each case.

District of
Columbia Municipal (a)

Maryland Montgomery County Washington

Prince George's County Sanitary
Cosandesion
Pardy from (a)

RockrilleMonicipal
Virginia Alexandria ) Fairfax Water

. Fairfax County { Authority
Fairfax CityMunicipal
Falls ChurchMuaicipal (a)
Arlington CountyArlington County (a)
LeesburgM=14d
Loudoun CountyPartly from (b)
Prince William CountyPartly from (b)

(a) Water supplied at wholesale by the Washington Aque-
duct.

(r) Water supply by small municipal and individual water
systems.

The method of supplying the municipal water require.
ments to each of the weter systems in the Regionbut not
its distribution to individual customershas been studied.
A description of tbe present sources of supply for ach
agency providing water, and tbe plans for future exam
sion of these facilities, Rre given below.

The Fashisgtom Aquedret, which gets all of its water
from tbe Potomac River, treats thie water at the Dalecarlia
and McMillan Filter Plants before it ie delivered to the
District of Columbia Department of Sanitary Engineering
for distribution to customers. Water ie taken from tbe
Potomac River at Great Falls and at Little Falls, located
about 9 river miles and 1 mile, revel:dray, upstream from
the District of Ceumbia.

Water Rows by gravity from the intake at Greet Falls
through two conduits with a combined capacity of about
233 million gallons a day (mgd) to the Dalecarlis Filter
Plant in Northwest Wallington, from whence part of it is
piped to the McMillan Filter Plant located near the center
of the District of Colombia. Water taken at Little Falls is
pumped by the lAttle Falls Pumping Plant, with a capacity
of 450 mgd, to the Dalecarlis Filter Plant a short distance
away. In addition, a hydroelectric station can be operated
in emergencies to pump 120 mgd of water from the C 0
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Canal at a point 1 mile downstream from Little Falls to
the Dalecarlia Filter Plant.

Additional water required by the Washington Aqueduct
in the future will have to be supplied from the Potomac
River or its Estuary, as there is no other source of water
readily available.

The Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission, which
supplies water to Montgomery and Prince George's Cow.
ties in Maryland, obtains its water from the Patuxent River,
Potomac River, from several wells located in Prince
George's County, and from the Waahington Aqueduct.
Patuxent River water is stored for delayed use in the Trill.
delphia and Rocky Gorge reservoirs with a total capacity
of 14 billion gallons (14). Water from the Patuxent River
is pumped by a pumping plant with a capacity of 65 mgd
located at Rocky Gorge to a filter plant near Laurel, Mary-
land.

Potomac River water is pumped from the river by a
pumping plant with a capacity of 70 mgd located on the
bank of the Potomac River near the point at which Watts
Branch empties into the river about 7 miles above Great
Falls. This water is treated at a filter plant located near the
pumping plant. There is no provision for sturing water in
the Potomac River at this point for delayed delivery to the
pumping plant.

Additional water required by the Washington Suburban
Sanitary Commission in the future will have to be supplied
from the Potomac River or its Estuary, as there is ho
other source of water readily available.

The Rockville, Maryland, Municipal Water System gets

all its water from the Potomac River by means of a pump.
ing plant with a capacity of 8 mgd, located on the bank
of the Potomac River near the point at which Watts Branch
empties into the river. The water is treated at a filter plant
located near Rockville, Maryland. about 6 miles front dm
Potomac River.

Additional water required by Rockville in the future will
have to be supplied from the Potomac River or obtained
from the Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission,
which supplies water to the surrounding areas, as there is
no other source of water readily available.

The Fairfax County, Virginia, Water Authority supplies
water to small groups of customers in the county that
would not otherwise be served, and operates the water
system in the City of Alexandria. The communities of
Falls Church, Vienna, and Fairfax City, located in the
county, each haa its own water sy,tei..:,

The authority purchamw all u: its water from Falls
Church and Vienna and the Alexandria Water System
except for about 15 percent that is obtained from wells.

Additional water required will probably continue to be
obtained from these same sources unions it is purchased
directly from the Washington Aqueduct as no other source
of water is readily available.

The Community of Falls Church gets all of its water from
the Washington Aqueduct. Additional water required in
the future will probably alio have to be obtained from the
Washington Amseduct.

The Alexandria City Water System gets its water from
Occoquan Creek. Two pipelines with a combined capacity
of about 150 mgd bring water from a 10 bg reservoir on
Occoquan Creek to the city. inc capacity of the reservoir
can be increased to about 13 bg by raising the dam 5 feet.
This would make it Possible to supply the requirements of
the city to about the year 2000.

Additional water required in the future by the City-of
Alexandria over that available from Occoquan Creek will
probably have to be supplied from the Potomac River or its
Estuary either directly or by purchasing it from an agency
that gets water from these sources as there is no other
source of water readily available. The nearest other large
source of water is in the Rappshannock River located about
50 miles to the southwest.

The Fairfax City, Virginia, Municipal Water System gets
all of ha water from Goose Creek by means of a amile
pipeline from reservoir with a capacity of 350 million
gallons (mg). The water is treated in a plant located at
Goose Creek.

Additional water required in the future by Fairfax City
will be obtained by constructing a new dam and reservoir
on a tributary of Goose Creek with a storage capacity of
2.5 br, that will supply the requirements beyond the year
2010. The construction of this reservoir will not materially
reduce the, low, flow of 41sc.-Potomac River into which
Goose Creek discharges at a point several miles above
Great Falls, as most of the water will, during the low.flow
period, be supplied to Fairfax City from the reservoir,
since the flow of Goose Creek at that time will be quite low.

Arlington County, Virginia, gets all its municipal water
from the Washington Aqueduct.

Additional water required in the future by Arlington
County will have to he supplied by the Potomac River Of
its Estuary, as there is no other source of water readily
available. This water will probably continue to be obtained
from the Waahington Aqueduct.

The City of Leesburg, Virginia, Municipal Water System
gets all its water from wells and a spring. These have a
maximum combined capacity of about 1.5 mgd.

Additional water required in the future by the City of
Leesburg will have to be obtained from the Potomac River
3 miles sway, as there is no other source of water readily
available.

The portions of Loudoun and Prince rations Counties,
Virginia, that are located in the Region are presently
supplied with water by small municipal and individual
water systems.

Additional water required in the future by the increased
population, after water systems start serving the area, will
have to be obtained directly from the Potomac River o.
its Estuary, or indirectly by purchasing water from an
agency that gets its water from those same sources, as
thtre is no other source of water readily available. The
nearest other large source of water is in the Rappahannock
River Basin, located about 50 miles to the south.
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5. Future Requirements for Municipal Water

in the Washington Metropolitan Region

The average and maximum daily requirement for mini-
cipal water in the Region has been determined for 1970 and
for each tenth year thereafter through the year 2010. These
are as follows:

Millions of Gams

Year Average Day Ma:haulm Day

1970 338 483
1980 477 675
1990 674 902
2000 947 1,211
2010 1,282 1,616

The forecast of the average daily requirement has been
computed from forecasts of population to be served water,
and the expected average per capita use of water. The
average daily requirement I. needed to determine the total
forecast annual and monthly requirements, in order to
arrive at the amount of water needed in excess of the
ultimate capacity of existing sources. This excess can be
supplied from water found in the Estuary.

The forecast of the maximum daily use of water has
been computed from the average daily requirements. The
maximum daily use has been forecast for use in determin
ing the amount of pumping capacity, in excess of the
ultimate capacity of existing sources, which must be in-
stalled to take water from the Estuary.

The forecasts have been made starting with the actual
population served, and its usage of water in 1966, in the
areas supplied by the Washington Aqueduct, Washington
Suburban Sanitary Commission, Alexandria, Leesburg,
Fairfax City, and Rockville. The usage of water by the
other areas was estimated from population and other in-
formation. This was considered to be satisfactory for the
purpose of this report, since the other areas used only 4
percent of the water required by the Region in 1966, and
they will take only 1 percent by the year 2010.

An increase of 21/4 percent a year in the population in

the Region to be served water in the future, used in making
this forecast, is slightly less than the 21/4 percent increase
experienced during the 5 years from 1960 through 196$,
as this rapid rate of increase is not expected to continue
far into the future. The rate of increase used in making
the forecast is, however, considerably higher than the
rate of about 11/4 percent for the entire United States, and
refit:eh the rapid growth in" population that is expected in
the Region in the future, particularly in areas outside the
District of Columbia.

An increase in the average daily per capita use of water
of 11/4 percent per year has been used in making tits
forecast. This is the rate at which usage in the areas out.
side the District of Columbia has been increasing since
1958. It reflects the change in character of these areas that
has occurred and is expected to continue as the suburban
and urban population increases. The average daily per
capita usage of water has, however, been limited t. a maxi .
mum of 250 gallons, as it is expected to level at or below
this amount.

The average daily per capita usage of water used in the
forecast is considered to be the maximum that can be
expected. This usage could probably be reduced by initial.
ing measures for the conservation of water. These measures
might include, but need not be limited to, the recycling of
soapy water from automatic washers, installation of toilets
which use less water or no water at all, greater use of
showers for personal bathing, reduction in the hakage
from water systems, and the establishment of regressive-
type rate echedules for water that will discourage waste by
consumers.

The maximum daily use of water per capita in the
Region as a whole has been 'gradually increased in the
forecast from 184 gallons actually used in 1966 to 280
gallons in the year 2010. This increase follows the increase
in the average daily per capita usage, but at a declining
rate and reflects the change in use that is expected to
accompany the changing character of the Region.
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6. Requirements for Municipal Water front
the Potontac River and Its Estuary

The amount of water needed for munkipal use that will
have to be taken from the Potomac River and its Estuary
and supplied by other sources to meet the requirements of
the Region on the maximum day in 1970 and for each
tenth year thereafter through the year 2010 has been
determined as follows:

Milkier ol Gallons Per Dot

PoWINC Other
Year River & Estuary Sources Total

1970 343 140 483
190 512 163 675
1990 710 192 902
2000 . 9111 230 1,211
2010 1,366 252 1,616

The other sources of water referred to above are the
Patuxent River, Occoquan Creek Storage, Goose Creek
Storage, and other small SWIM and wells. These 110111COS
would supply 29 percent of the requirements on maximum
day in 1970 and 16 percent in 2010. The amount of water
that would be supplied from each source in each of the
years studied is shown in Table 1.

Table I

DEMAND FOR MUNICIPAL WATER IN THE WASH-
INGTON METROPOLITAN REGION oN THE MAXIMUM

DAY

1970.3010 ladkasive

1970

Milks Gases Poe Day

2010HMO 1990 MOM

Possum Rine awl
Estuary

Waeldeglos Aloe.
duct

Washieglea So.
MG 356 455 608 807

57 148 243 357 490
36

buebasSamitaey
Groissiest

City al Akaarillia
City al Realarille 4.6 8 II IS 21
City al lamberg 0.5 1.3 2.3
Total 347.6 112.0 709.1 981.3 1264.3

Mee Seunme
Patestsat Rives 65 65 65 65 61
Weft is Prime

GesegesCoasty IS IS IS IS IS
thaeoques Creek SI 72 98 132 150
Gems CNA 4.5 6 9 12 16
Wells ik Spine at

lawaserg 0.8 1.4 1.1 1.1 1.1
MIse. Walls

awes.. 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Total 140.3 161.4 192.5 229.1 211.1

TOTAL 487.9 671.4 903.0 1210.8 1615.8

44.315 0 70

The maximum amount of Mater that must be supplied
by the Potomac River and by its-Estuary under low.flow
conditions can be diverted by gravity flow and pumping
from the river above Great Falls, by pumping at Little
Falls, and by pumping from the Estuary below Little Falls.
These amounts are shown below for the maximum day in
each of the years studied.

Mycelia. in Makes ol Calkins Per Day

Above
Yew Great Fait

At Little
Fels

53

Fran
Estuary Total

1970
1980
1990
2000
2010

290
290
290
290
290

-
222
420
691

1,074

343
512
710
981

1,364

The amounts of water shown above are based upon the
assumption that the maximum day occurs on the day of
the lowest discharge of record for the river near Washing-
tong, D.C., which was 390 mid on September 10, 1966.
The occurrence of these two events on ths same day rep.
resents the most adverse conditions that might affect water
supply for the Region sad this does not appear probable,
as the two usually occur at different times at the low.flow
season. Also, the probability of discharge as low as 390
mid occurring near Wathiegton. D.C., is mot high. Based
upon past experience this may on the average be expected
to occur in the future about owe in 15 years.

The amount of wain available above Great Falls for
municipal water supply has been reduced by 100 mgd in
the years 1970 through 2010 to melte this available for
flow down the river from Greet Fele to Little Falls. This
was the minimum Bow over Little Falls during the drought
in 1966 and has been need here as mt moms that might
be acceptaMe. At Little Fele about 20 mid of this water
will be diverted to the C 0 Canal aed the reel will low
over Little Falls lido the Estuary.

The flow from Greet Falls to Little Fells sod over Little
Falls to the Estuary is considered 10 be nocessery for
esthetic 101111010 1111d to 00101010 .the 1011 required for the
benefit of aqui* life. The flow through the C & 0 Canal.
all of which discharges iato the &teary, is neosesary for
esthetic reams, for recreational purposes sad to supply
water to the hydroelectric generatimg plant and a direct.
drive war wheel of the Withine.Rogers Milling Company,

located I. Georgetown Ye the District of Columbia.
The water supply to the Wilkies.Regers Milling Company,
Inc., cam probably be intstrupied I. future masresecies as
it has I. the past, I. which ors enly about 2 mgd would
be required for the C & 0 Canal. ,

The amount of water to be diverted et Little Falls,
shown I. the above table, is only that which is availeMe
from the discharge of the river Ye noses of the divenicas
to be made shove Greet Falls, sad the 100 mgd diverted
to the C & 0 Canal and lowing ever Little Falle. It dem
sot include weer, pumped from the &teary to Little Falls
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for municipal water supply that must also be pumped by
the Little Falls plant to the Dalecarlia Filter Plant.

Some of the water shown in the above table must be
pumped from the Estuary, starting before 1980, for the
Washington Aqueduct, for the Washington Suburban Sani-
tary Commission before the year 2000, and for the City of
Alexandria before 2010. The amount required for each of
these, for the maximum day in the years studied, is as
follows:

Tear
Weshhtston
Aqueduct

Millions of Gallons Per Day

Total

Washington
Suburban
Sanitary City of

Comunon Alexandria

1970
IWO 222 _ 222
1990 420 420
2000 600 113 691
2010 907 231 36 1,074

7. Pumping Plants Required To Take Water from the
Potomac River Estuary for Municipal Water Supply

A study has been made of the type, size, location and
cost of the pumping plant that will be needed by the
Washington Aqueduct to take water from the Estuary in
the future. The pumping plants needed by the Washington
Suburban Sanitary Commission and the City of Alex-
andria for taking water from the Estuary hove not been
studied, as these would be a part of the normal water
system development of.these agencies even if large dams
and reservoirs are constructed on the Potomac River.
The pumping plant for the Washington Aqueduct would,
however, be constructed in lieu of the large dame and
reservoirs.

The pumping plant located on the Emuary that would
be needed to supply the entergency requirements of the
Washington Aqueduct (hereinafter tailed the Palisades
Pumping Plant) should, if predicable, be ready for initial
operation by about the year 1970, although it probably
would not have to pump any appreciable amount of water
in that year under the most advetse conditions which
might occur. It should be able to pump iscreming amounts
thereafter up to 807 resd by the year 2010. The need for
reserve pumping capacity in this pumping plat is quer
tionable, aad none is proposed herein. The probability of
an extremely low discharge of tbe Potomac River, to
place a maximum demand on the pumping plot. le Et
high, and whew this condition does occur it will last only
a relatively short time. In addition, tbe reliability of
pumping units of the type subsequestly suggested for this
plant is inherently high, and tbe large amount of time
when they will not operate will be more then salami for
performing adequate preventive mainesnance.

Tbe capacity in the Palisades Pumping Plant should
probably be installed in four units, which could be con-
@eructed in two plumes of two units each to meet the
requirements as they increase. Installatiou of them units
should be as follows:

Phase 1-1970 Units 1 and 2 of 200 ingel each
Phase 2-1990 Units 3 sad 4 of 200 mid each

The Palisades Pumping Plant *add probably be la
artsd on land now oweed by the Foaled Government
between the C 0 Canal and the Potomac RIM about
13,000 fest downstream from the Lids 'Fels Pimples
Plant in the vicinity of Iletchere Boat Rome, as shown
in the plate cm dm outside bet& cover. Ws is a section
of the river ammealy called die Potomac Palisades
There appears to he suliciset mace for the pumping plant
at thie locatioa, and the Potomac River Chemed marts
to widen end deepen hue, reeking it suitable for a fore-
bay. The elmatiou of the water in the forebey at Little

Falls Pumping Plant to where water from the Estuary
would be pumped is only about 40 feet above the mean
low water elevation of the surface of the river at the
proposed Palisades Pumping Plant. This is a relatively
low head against which to pump water, and the met for
electric energy should be comparatively small.

One pressure pipe with a %foot inside diameter, run-
Mug 13,000 feet front the Musks Pumping Plant to the
forebay at Little Falls Pumping Plant, would be installed
for each pair of pulping units. The two pipes would be
buried ht Peaches located between the low.water bank of
the Potomac River and the C 0 Canal, on land now
owned by the Federal Government in an area that is only
under water during a high discharge of the river.

This is a convenient location for the constraction of the
Palisade. Pumping Plant and associated pipelines, as the
area is readily accessible for the transportation of con.
struction materials. No MOON road or railroad would have
to be constructed. A road now runs along the river side
of the C 0 Canal the entire distance from the Palisades
Pumping Plant Site to the Little Falls Pumping Plant,
and a branch line of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
located between the road and the river, runs by the pump-
log plant site and upstream for a half.mile before cross-
ing the meg

The pumping mit@ would he of the electrically-driven
turbine or propeller type, each requiring about 2000 kva
of power at full load. The plant would be folly automatic
and remotely controlled front either the Little Fells Pump
ing Plant or the Delecarlia Filler Plant.

The construction cost of the Palisades humph% Plant
is estimated to be as follows:

Poop* units, seventy dec.
Meal

Con in Thaessolo of Dollars
Mos 1 noel Total

. .

01,210
1,400
2,010

$4,700

01,210
7114.'

COM

WIN

02,420
: 2,1111

, 4,150

111,700

and ansalsonheal map
vont, and sulistation

Islas nod balding
MOW '

Taal

Thum compaction coda are based upoit prices' as of
December, 1907. They do not Wale an allowance for
tbe elects of future inflation or the escalatise of wage
TOIL

The 88.7 million cost of ormstructing the Palisades
Pampiag Plant will be but a fraction of the cost of 8393
million (1962 prices) that would be required to construct
the 16 large deem end rmervoirs that have been proposed
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to augment the low flow of tbe Potomac River. The con
struction cost of the Pa nudes Pumping Plant will also be
considerably less than the $58 million portion of the cost
of the 16 large dams and reservoirs that hu been allocated
to water supply, most of which is for the benefit of the
Region.

The $8.7 million cost of constructing the Palisades
Pumping Plant will also be much. less than the cost of
$77.3 million (1967 prices) that would be required to
construct the Bloomington dam and reservoir, primarily
for the benefit of the Region's water supply. This is the
first of the 16 projects proposed for construction. The
$8.7 million construction cost for the Palisade. Pumping
Plant appears more favorable still when compared with
the cost of the Bloomington dem and reservoir togeeher
with an additional $32.8 million (1962 costs) construc .
tion cost for the Little Cacapon, Side ling Hill Creek and
Town Creek dam and reservoir projects, proposed by the
Department of the Interior in its interim Report on the
Potomac River Basin.

The Palisades Pumping Plant could be constructed in
the relatively short time of about 18 months; possibly
less, if required by an emergency. The equipment that
would be used is of conventional type that should be
readily available; but smaller pumping units could be
used in an emergency if they could be supplied in shorter
time. The project is relatively small, so that the work
should not pose the dilficohles frequently encountered in
the construction of large dams and reservoirs which
usually require between 3 to 5 years to construct.

The Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission will
need by the year 2010 a pumping capacity of 428 mgd
in addition to the 70 mgd now installed at its Potomac
River Pumping Plant, in order to, supply the require.
ments of the maximum day. A maximum of 267 mgd is
all that could be supplied from the Potomac River Plant
if there were no low.flow augmentation in order to leave
100 mgd in the river channel. The remaining 231 mgd
would have to be supplied from the Estuary. However, if
there were low.flow augmentation the entire 498 n;gd
could be taken at the Potomac River Pumping Plant. In

8. The Cost of Pumping
River Estuary for the

The major cost in connection with the Palisades Pump.
ing Plant of the Washington Aqueduct will be the fixed
costs. The cost of maintenance and electric power will be
relatively low, as the plant will not be operated much of
tbe time even when the amount of water supplied to con.
sumer. has increased subetantially. These costs are shown
in Table 2 separately for pumping. for the Waehington
Aqueduct, and pumping to permit maintaining a minhnum
llow of 100 mgd in the river for water years which cor-
respond approximately with each of the years studied,
under low.11ow conditiois on tbe Potomac River.

The annual cost of the Palhades Pumping Plant min
when pumping water to maintain a minimum flan in the
river as shown in Table 2, is but a fraction of the average
annual cost of 1120.8 million (1962 costs) for the 16 large
dams and reservoirs that have bees proposed. ,

The cost of pumping water from the Emmy by the
Palisade. Pumping Plant has been determined for water

eitber case pumping capacity will have to be installed to
supply the 731 mgd. Installing pumping capacity on the
Estuary instead of at the Potomac River Pumping Plant
will probably eliminate the future need for a dam across
the river to provide forebay for the Potomac River
Pumping Plant. Such dam and forebay would have an
adverse ecological effect upon this arse.

Tbe installation of pumping capacity on the binary by
the Washington Southall Sanitary Commission appears,
to have merit in view of the rapidly increasing demand
for water in the nearby Prince George's County area,
Ithich it could supply. The pumping plant could be lo-
cated near the Estuary in Prima George's County so as
to deliver water directly to the water males in the coantg
after treatment, instead of transporting water to the area
by pipeline some 40 to 45 mills from the Polomao River
Pumping Plant, as is now dose. It might be desirable to
operate this pimping plant to a certain exult ell of the
time once it is coestructed. This would pose no puticular
problem, as the Potomac River would discharge more
water into dm Estuary dun would be taken ad by all the
pumping plants even in a dry yeavia all but the summer
moods, and during aa occasional abort period in the
autumn, as subsequently discussed.
. A pinemimg plant on the Estuary for the Washington
Suburban Sanitary Commission could be put underground
if desired, to avoid an adverse effect upon the appearaace
of the riverbank; it could be controlled remotely so that
no operators would be revired. The treatment plant for
the water could be located away front the river at suit..
able place, where it would not be objectioeable with
appropriate architecture and landscaping.

Tbe Alexandria water system, operated by tbe Fairfax
Water Authority, will by 2010 needin addition to the
water available from Occoquan Creekpumping capacity
that could take about 36 mgd from the Estuary in order
to supply tbe requirements of the maximum day, unites
arrangerneets are made to obtain water indirectly from
the Estuary. Fairfax County has considerable frontege
on the Estuary, so it should be possible to find a suitable
location for a pumping plant.

Water from the Potomac
Washington Aqueduct

Tail. 2
ANNUAL COST FOR PALISADES PUMPING PLANT

19704010 Iscloolvo

Wawa Yost

1970 IMO DSO, 2000 .2010

Maistasawoo
Saga Ilagoireawata
Moine. Flow Maiatesaace

$ 32 $ 32 1 U 1 62 $ 62
0 11 $ II II

Total 40 40 70 70 70
Mewls POW

Sada ltwaalnawata 2 2 i6.. 30 102
blimineta Flow NIalateaare II 14 35
Total ' 2 ' 2 27 52 137

Bob lloquiramwata 270 270 , . 270 .. 270 $70
, Alamo. Flow Makttaeowas , 67 , 67 67 67 67

Total . 317 337 337 337. 337
Total

llogairtaista 104 104 .$45 170 414
.:1 Maw Makatea/ow 75 .75 16 19 .. 110

TOI'AL 079 O319,0414 $459 0544
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years running from October 1, which is normally about
the time higher water begins to be available each year,
through September 30 at the end of the following dry
season. A water year is considered to be desirable rather
than a calendar year which would include the months of
October, November, and December, at the beginning of
the wet season for the succeeding year.

Operating costs for this plant will be small and consist
chiefly of maintenance expense as it will be an automatic
plant remotely controlled by the present operators from
the Dalecarlia Filter Plant or the Little Falls Pumping
Plant.

Electric power will be purchased from the Potomac Elec.
tric Power Company under the LP rate schedule, applicable
to large loads.

The fixed costs consist of a uniform annual amount for
the depreciation of plant, interest at 34 percent a year on
the depreciated investment, and replacements over the
45.year service life of the pumping plant, end administra.
tive general expenaes.

The amount of enerey used by the Palisades Pumping
Plant in pumping municips1 water from the Estuary and
to replace the water flowing over Little Falls in the water
years studied, under low-flow conditions resulting in the
maximum use of energy, the number of days tbe pumps
would be operated and the amount of water to be pumped,
are shown in Table 3.

Table 3

ELECTRIC ENERGY REQUIRED, DAYS OPERATED AND
QUANTITY OF WATER TO BE PUMPED BY THE PALI-

SADES PUMPING PLANT

MWH
Energy No. Days

Required Operated

1970
Bade Requirements
Minimum Flow Maintmance
Total

1900
Basic Requirements
Minimum Flow Maintenance
Total

1990
Bede Requirements
Minimum Flow Maintenance
Total

2009.
Bask Requirements
Minimum Flow Maintesanee
Total

2010
Bede Requirements
Minimum Flow Maintenance
Total

bg

Nil Nil Nil
Nil Nil Nil
Nil Nil Nil

Nil Nil Nil
Nil Nil Nil
Nil Nil Nil

1,040 41 4.9
1,088 52 5.2

2,128 52 10.1

3,042 62 14.5

1,553 74 7.4
4,595 74 21.9

9,668 122 46.0
3,423 163 16.3

13,091 163 62.3

The daily virgin discharge of the Potomac River near
Washington, D.C., for the 1965.66 water year, which in-
dudes the lowest flow of record, is shown in Figure 3 on
page 12, compared with the actual total diversion for
municipal water and the C & 0 Canal in that period, and
with the estimated diversions for mitticipal water only
in the water year 2010. The water year 2010 has been
used in Figure 3 became tbe diversion in this year is the
maximum in the period studied, and it appears that tbe
method of supplying this diversion can be used to tbe

extent needed to supply the smaller diversions in prior
years.

The diversions in the water year 2010 have been die-
tributed in the ume monthly proportion as the diversions
actually made in the years 1965-66. The average daily
diversion in each month for the year 2010 has been used
in Figure 4, without showing the diversion for each day.
This procedure is considered adequate to indicate the
approximate total volume of water that must lie *aped.
The volume of water required for municipal use that must
be pumped from the Estuary is indicated by the shaded
areas on Figure 4. The water that must he pumped from
the Estuary has beep apportioned among the agencies
which will do the pumping in proportion to their forecast
maximum daily demand for water.

The Palisades Pumping Plant will be needed chiefly in
years of low water and will not be used in median and
high water years with the exception of a few days in
some of these years. As a result tbe cost of electric power
in these years will be chiefly the monthly charge
of $154, and the cost of maintenance will be somewhat less
than the amounts previously shown.

The limited extent to which the Palisades Pumping Plant
will be required to operate may be judged from a deter-
mination of the amount it would be operated if the future
discharge of the Potomac River near Washington, D.C.,
is similar to the actual discharge during tbe last 37 years.
On this basis the probability of the Palisades Pumping
Plant being operated to assist in supplying the forecast
municipal water requirements of the Region, while main-
Mining a minimum flow of 100 mgd from Great Falls to
the Estuary in each of the years studied, is as follows:

Water
Year

% Probability
of eparad.g

1970 0.0
19110 0.1
1990 1.2
2000
2010 9.4

In considering the desirability of constructing the
Palisades Pumping Mont it is significant to note that it
will not operate to an appreciable extent until after the
end of this century. The Pumping Plant will probably not
be operated at all in 27 of the 40 years from 1970 to
2010, but it will provide low-cost insurance against a
possible shortage of municipal water in the Region in an
occasional year for a short period of time. The potential
need for supplemental water I. so small for the foreseeable
future that it is difficult to justify the expenditure of the
large amount of public funds for tbe 16 dams Ind reser-
voirs that have been proposed heretofor when the Palisades
Pumping Plant can supply all tbe water needed at a
fraction of the cost.

To maintain a flow of 100 mgd in the Potomac River
from Great Falls to the Estuary under low-flow conditions,
the Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission and the
Washington Aqueduct must permit this volume of water
to bypass tbe intakes to their pumping'plants. This prob-
ably would not bureau the coat of pumping hy the Wash-
ington Suburban Sanitary Commiesion, since the pumping
would be done in an estuarial pumping pleat instead of
tbe Potomac River Plant. The Wallington Aqueduct
would, however,' have to pump an additional, 100 Ind
from the &teary to the intake of the Little Falls Pumping
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Plant at costs shown in Table 2. The number of days of
pumping, as shown in Table 3, would also increase mme-
what.

T'he pumping cost which would stem from maintenance
of a flow of 100 mgd in the Potomac River from Great
Falls to the Estuary should, it appears, be allocated to all
of the water systems that are supplied water by the Wash-

9. The Potomac

The Potomac River Estuary extends for 117 miles to
its junction with the Chesapeake Bay. Water is added to
it hy many tributaries, the largest of which is the Anscostia
River, which enters at Washington. The total contribution
of the tributaries in the reach of most interest in this
study, which is that part of the Estuary between Little
Falls and the vicinity of Indian Head, Maryland, is not
sufficient however to add appreciably to the water in
storage in the Estuary, as their drainage area is only
4 percent of the total drainage area of the Potomac River
above Indian Head.

The width of the Estuary varies from a few hundred
feet at the head to almost 6 miles at the mouth. Shallow
depths are found throughout most of the estuarine reach
except in the channel. The reach from Little Falls down-
stream 21/2 mites to Three Sisters, in which section it is
proposed to locate the Palisade. Pumping Plant, is by con-
treat fairly deep in most places.

The Estuary is drowned valley where the fresh waters
of the Potomac River and the salty waten of the Chess-
peake Bay mix. This mixing extends up the Estuary to
the vicinity of Indian Head, where a brackish-water front
exists. Although some salty water intrudes beyond this
front, the chloride content is within the limits considered
desirable for municipal water.

The ocean tides which reach to Little Falls, where the
river makes its last descent over the fall-line rocks into
the Estuary, are a major contributor to the mixing of the
waters. The mean tidal range in the Washington Channel
is 2.9 feet.

The upper reach of the Estuary, which contains fresh
water, is a relatively narrow section extending for a dis-
tance of about 24 miles to the brackish-water front. The
width of the Estuary in this reach does not exceed about
13/4 miles, as may be seen in the back-cover illustration.

The total volume of water discharged by the Potomac
River in every water year exceeds by many times the
100 bg of fresh water that is held in natur4 storage by
the upper Estuary. As a result, this reach of the tidal river
is thoroughly flushed several times every year. For ex-
ample, the total discharge of the Potomac River into the
Estuary in the low-water year of 1965-66 was about 1,300
bg, excluding the water taken for municipal use; or 13
times the 100 bg of fresh water in natural storage. In
the high.water year. of 1948-49, the total discharge of
the Potomac River into the Estuary was 3,800 bg, or 38

10. Quality o the Water in

In considering the adverse effects of pollutants in the
Potomac River Estuary, it might he helpful to understand
how impurities get into the water and how they can be
removed. Water is used over and over again in the natural
hydrologic cycle of the world. In this cycle atmospheric

ington Aqueduct, in proportion to the quantity of water
taken. This is appropriate, since the need for pumping
100 mgd from the Estuary is the result of their ueage of
Potomac River water.

The possibility of producing hydroelectric energy from
these units at times when they are not needed for pumping
has been investigated and found to be uneconomic.

River Estuary

times the volume of fresh water in natural storage.
Not all of the discharge of tbe Potomac River is effec-

tive in gushing the upper reach of the Estuary, as the
rate of discharge must be over about 10,000 cubic feet
per second for perhaps as long as a minimum of 10 days
in order to reach the brackish-water front. Such conditions
occur several times in every year, however, even in years
of extremely low water.

In addition to the water discharged into the Estuary
by the Potomac River and its tributaries, waste water will
also be discharged into the Estuary. The annual amount
of this forecast for the years studied, is as follows:

Water
Year

Ilniarea
at Gabes

1970 93
1980 131

1990 187
2000 260
2010 352

The amounts of waste water shown above will be de-
rived from used municipal water supplied from the
Potomac River, water imported into the Potomac River
Basin from the Patuxent River Basin, water taken from
small stmams, wells and springs, and, starting with 1980,
water pumped from the Potomac River Estuary. The vol.
ume of sanitary waste water is fairly uniform throughout
the year. This wili make it easier to dispose of the sanitary
waste water if it is decided to transport it any distance
from the placea where it is treated.

The increasingly large volume of waste water will, if
properly treated and discharged at the right places in the
Estuary, have little or no adverse effect upon the environ-
mem. If these things are properly done, the continued
availability of an adequate amount of fresh water in
natural storaie to supply the emergency requirements of
the Region can be assured.

By installing the Palisades Pumping Plant it will be
possible to meet all of the emergency municipal water re .
quiretnents of the Region until about the end of this
century, without taking more than a small amount of
water from the Fatuary. Thus there will be adequate time
to make the needed changia in the treatment of waste water
and its discharge to the Estuary, so as to bring about an

. improvement in the estuarial water which, it is expected,
will be required by the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act.

the Potomac River Estuary

moisture that is in transportation and storage, almost free
of pollutants, eventually falls to the earth as precipitation.
There it is disposed of by surface runoff and evaporation,
by infiltration into the ground, and by tranipiration from
trees and other vegetation. All this water remains in tbe

1
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hydrologic cycle. Part of it is initially returned to the
atmosphere by evaporation and transpiration, and the
remaining portion goes into storage in the ground or in
lakes, ponds, and the oceans. From these natural reservoirs
it is evaporated to repeat the cycle.

The waters in the natural hydrologic cycle become poi-
luted to a certain extent u they move Over the surface
of the earth and through the soil and rocks, until again
taken into the atmosphere by evaporation or transpiration,
or after reaching the oceans from where they are evert-
orated. In either case they leave the pollutants behind. The
pollution of the portion of these waters that is used by
man for municipal and industrial purposes is increased,
because of use primarily for transporting unwanted waste
substances. These substances are usually fecal material,
soaP and detergents, chemicals, heat and other materials.
The water itself is not changed by addition of these poi-
lutants. Upon their removal by the natural process of flow-
ing streams, and while in storage or in man-made treat-
ment plants, the water becomes suitable for reuse. The .
effectiveness of these natural and man-made purification
processes is indicated by the large extent to which water,
during its stay on earth, is being reused today for manic!.
pal and industrial purposes in many parts of the United
States.

Pollutants entering the Potomac River Estuary from the
Region are chiefly from the following sources:

1. Municipal Waste Water
2. Storm Waters
3. Boats and Ships
4. Dredging Materials

All of these pollutants can be reduced to a satisfactory
level using means now available.

A comprehensive estuarine pollution study by the De-
partment of the Interior to develop recommendations for
a national action program, was directed by the Congress
in the Clean Water Restoration Act of 1966. Under the
Act the Secretary of the Interior must repod on the
matter by November 1, 1969; but he hu indicated that
recommendations for action may be made earlier. The
study is needed; for, while we may in the past have
planned well in Our separate compartments for a single
purpose there is now a need for consideration of all
phases of the Estuary problem in the full perspective of
their inter-relationship. It seems that, so far, no group
of planners has considered the ecological impact of their
proposals on the Estuary, even when confronted with a
certain threat to its natural values. What is needed is
better Estuary management.

Processes commonly used for many years can be an-
ployed to remove pollutants from municipal waste water
of the Region. Filtration (usually through beds of sand),
Sedimentation (by precipitation and settling) and coag-
ulation (by thickening or curdling) can be employed to
remove up to 95 percent of the suspended solids. Oxide-
don by forced aeration can make oxygen-demanding sub-
stances inert by removing up to 95 percent of the
chemical oxygen demand (BOD). These are usually re-
fared to as primary treatment (filtration and sediment.-
doe) and secondary treatment (oxidation) and use what
is called the activated sludge prosaic

Nutrients (nitrogen and phosphate) remaining in the

effluent from the treatment plants, which result in the bio-
logical enrichment or eutrophication of the Estuary,
stimulate the growth of aquatic plant life such u algae.
These die and sink to the bottom, and u they decompose
will absorb oxygen from the water. This shortage of
Oxygen may kill animal life, which in turn decomposes.
This however does not make the water unusable for
municipal purposes when properly treated. These nutrients
can however be removed by additional treatment such u
adsorption, or perhaps by a modification in the conven-
tional primary end secondary treatment to increase the
aeration. An inCrease in aeration ,can, at least in some
treatment plants, remove most of the phosphates which
will drastically reduce the growth of aquatic plant life.
A joint Government end soap and detergent industry task
force has recently been established by the Secretary of
the Interior to investigate eutrophication, 'including the
role that phosphates and detergents play in the procem,
and their possible replacements. -

The eMuent from waste water treatment plants I. nor-
mally treated with chlorine to sterilise it. When this I.
done adequately, the coliform bacteria count can be kept
low. Effluent from the Blue Plains' sewage treatment plant
of the District of Columbia, which treats most of the
waste water in the Region, is not well treated. As a result,
the effluent pollutes the Estuary more than it should. In-
stead of the Blue Plains plant removing up to 95 percent
of the contaminants, u is possible with a 1.UB-designed
and operated treatment plant, the removal ham( been u
low u between 60 percent and 70 percent in the summer.
In addition the plant does not remove an adequate amount
of nutrients, with the result that algae flourishes in the
Estuary. These are matters which must be corrected uader
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, Plans have re-
cently been hiitiated toward this 'end:

Storm waiers from the Region should be treated before
release to the Estuary.to prevent Pollution from this source
instead of overflowing without tiestment when the capacity
of sewers is reached as is presently the case. These Waters
contain pollutants deposited on streets and highways and
from other sources, such u garbage, animal end vehicle
droppings, newspapers, did and: pesticides, and 411 man-
ner of debris. When storm waters overflow, they also
contain sewage picked up in the'sanitary 'sewers. In order
to treat the polluted storm waters' it will probably be news-
ury to enlarge the sewers leading to the treatment' plants,
and increase the capacity of the plants. Ai in alternative,
provision might .be made for temporary storage of storm
waters so they can be subsequently transported te treat-
meat plants thiough existing sewers a little' at a time, to
avoid need for increasing capacity of the sewers and the
treatment 'plants.

The District of Columbia has, for a' number ot years;
gradually been separating storm sewers from sanitary;
sewers so that storm waters will discharge directly into the
bleary without treatment. This does not solie the basic
problem of keeping Pollutants out of the Eatuary, and in
additioi is costlY. Also unfortunately, there is usually con
siderable precipitation' in the Region' (luring the lOw4low
season, and storm water flushes pollutant:into the Estuary
when the river ii not high enaugh ta flush 'them Out.

. .

Storm waters can be stored temporarilr in a number
of ways, depending upon circumetantes. Among thew are
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storage in ponds and sewers, and storage in tunnels and
caverns beneath city streets. The City of Chicago is pre*.
endy boring a tunnel beneath streets, near the northern
city limits, for use as a waste.water storehouse. Waste
water after a storm can be gradually pumped from storage
into the existing sewer system leading to treatment plants.
It has been estimated that this method of handling storm
waters is less costly than separating storm and sanitary
sewers, and in addition provides for treatment of the storm
waters, not usually contemplated in the separation of the
sewers. Several other major cities in the United States
either have started construction of projects to eliminate
pollution from storm water or are studying the matter.

Pollution released from boats and ships in the Estuary
can be controlled by promulgating proper regulations.
Major sources of pollution are sewage, oil, garbage and
ballast and bilge water. Steps have recently been initiated
to control these by Federal legislation.

Pollution of the Estuary by dredging materials is being
studied and it is expected this will be adequately controlled
in the foreseeable future.

Although the average citisen of the Region is likely to
call the Potomac River a cesspool or an open sewer this
is to say the least incorrect. The quality of the water en .
tering the Region I. reasonably good and is improving.
The quality of the water in the upper Estuary is determined
by the Region and not by upstream abuses, as pollution in
the Estuary remains near its originating source. Primary
cause of the difficulties in the Estuary is growing popula
tion and lack of adequate treatment for waste and storm
waters that are discharged directly into the Estuary. If the
steps previously outlined in this study are taken, quality
of the water in the Estuary should improve considerably.

The coat of keeping pollution out of the Estuary will be
relatively small in companion with the increasingly ad.
verse effects that may be otherwise expected if this is not
done. Among other things, it will be less costly to take
municipal water for emergency use from.. clean Estuary
than to construct 16 large dams and reservoirs upstream
to dilute pollution and supply the water.

The upper Estuary of the Potomac River would in each
month of a low.water year receive more water from the
discharge of the river than would be taken from the
Estuary for municipal water in each of the years studied,
until July in the year 2000. Starting in that month under
these emergency conditions, more water would be taken
from the Estuary than would be supplied by the Potomac
River discharge in the months of July and August, as may
be seen in Table 4. This condition could first occur in a
low.water year between the years 1990 and 2000, and might
occur in any year thereafter under these emergency con.
ditions. Such emergency conditions may be expected only
occasionally, as previously noted.

By the year 2010 the amount of water taken from the
Estuary would in a low.water year slightly exceed the
discharge of the Potomac River in the month of November
as may be seen in Figure 3. The net amount of water taken
from the Estuary would however be relatively small and
not of significant importance.

It will be observed that the net amount of water taken
from the Estuary for municipal water is relatively small
in all cases compared with tbe 100 bg of fresh water held
in natural storage.

Tabled

COMPARISON OF TI1E AMOUNT OF WATER REQUIRED
FROM THE POTOMAC RIVER DURING SUMMER

MONTHS WITH THE 196546 DISCHARGE

mg
Required P.R. Discharge Farrar

From P.R. 196546 Discharge
1970 Jun 7,900 58,300 50,400Jul 9,600 24,000 14,400

Aug 9,100 20,300 11,200Sep 7,550 119,200 111,650
19110 Jun 11,700 58,300 46,600Jul 14,200 24,000 9,800 1

Aug 13,500 20,300 6,800
SeP 11,200 119,200 108,000

1990 Jun 17,400 50,300 40,900
Jul 21,200 24,000 2,800
Aug 20,100 20,300
Sep 16,700 119,200 102,500

2000 Jun 24,900 58,300 33,400
Jul 30,400 24,000 (6,400)
Aug 28,700 20,300 (8,400)
Sep 23,800 119,200 95,400

2010 Jun 35,000 58,300 23,300
Jul 42,700 24,000 (18,700)
Aug 40,300 20,300 (20,000)
Sep 33,400 119,200 85,800

All the water that enters the municipal water systems
of the Region will be discharged into the Estuary as
effluent from waste water treatment plants, except for
losses by leakage from the water and sewer systems, use
losses such as evaporation, transpiration from watered
plants and trees, or passage into the ground after use.
These losses will be about 25 percent of the total entering
the water systems.

In the year 2010 for example the following quentities
of waste water from municipal systems are expected to be
returned to the Estuary during the summer months.

Month
Billion,

. of Gallons

June 47.9
July 511.3
August 55.0
September 46.7

These amounts are substantially greater than the net
amounts it is proposed to take from the Estuary for
municipal water supply shown in Table 4. As a result, the
use of water from the Estuary for municipal water supply
will not decrease the total volume of fresh watetin natural
storage, and the brackish.water front will not move up
stream because of this use.

It may be desirable at some time in the future to trans.
port part or all the municipal waste water of the Region
to a point near the brackish.water front before &chirp
ing it into the Estuary. This would, to a considerable ex.
tent, prevent mixing tbe waste water with the fresh water
in natural storage. The need for such transportation will
not develop, however, until about the end 'of this century,
as there is about 13 bg of fresh water of good quality in
natural storage in the upper Estuary between Little Falls
and the Blue Plains Waste Treatment Plant.
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Mr. WRIGHT. If the gentleman has a particular feeling about these
projeCtsa vendetta, as it wereI think he is perfectly within his
rights to pursue the course of this hearing stating his case. However,
to resolve that into a broad-brush condemnation of the Corps of
Engffieers or of the Public Works Committees of the Congress I think
is a bit far-fetched, particularly since none of the projects you men-
tioned has been authorized by the Congress.

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Wright, if I may, in response to that : First of all,
there is no vendetta. These are very hard facts. They represent the
feelings of great numbers of people in the basin. Nobody IS blaming
the Army Engineers.

We are simply saying that they are not qualified to deal with the
problems before them. -The problems before them are not problems
in how to store water in reservoirs. The problems before them are the
proper management of the water resources in the basint and all the
other natural resources and human problems of the basin. They are
not qualified to do this.

Mr. Willow. Who would be qualified to do this I
Mr. &cm. It will take some agencies that are oriented toward other

purposes. I suggested here that the proper thing to do with the Army
Engineers is to move the military personnel back into the defense
activities and transfer the civilian stair to the National Air and Feder-
al Water Pollution Control Administrations.

You men in Congress have set up these agencies to accomplish cer-
tain beneficial purposes for the American people. The funds that are
being thrown away on dams should be channeled into these agrcies,
and the staffwhich is, I am sure, a very competent staff in the
civilian Civil Works Division of the Army Engineersought to be
reassigned to agencies which have other jobs to do.

Mr. WRIGHT. I think it is just that syndrome that I find so up-
setting. The glib assurance with which you just toss out the words

i"this money s thrown away on dams." I wonder if you are aware that
of the first $4 billion spent by the Army Corps of Engineers in theee
30 years on flood control dams, calculable savings of property to
American taxpayers has amounted to more than $14 billionmore
than 3-to-1 in benefits.

Moreover, these are past benefits and the dams are there to prevent
additional damages that otherwise would occur. Do you remember
the days of the rampaging Mississippi and the terrible floods that
used to occur frequently before the Army Corps of Engineers began

iits civil works function n flood control !
Mr. &mu. Congressman, I would reply to it this way : I can take

you up to a watershed in West Virginia, upstream from Moorefield,
W. Va.the so-called Moorefield River, South Branch of the South
Fork of the Potomac, in what was once heavily flooding country.

Floods are completely under control in the Moorefield River by vir-
tue of the fact that CAmgress authorized the construction of 25 small
headwater impoundments on that river which have the floods entirely
under control.

Mr. Wiliam Were those done by the Corps of Enginesrs
Mr. Sztrrs. The Soil Conservation Service.
Mr. Wiuoirr. They are under attack by some on the same premises

on which others attack the Corps of Engineers. Inasmuch as' you com-
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mented on the nature of making an adequate study, do you have any
idea what the average time lapse is between the initial authorization
of a study and the ultimate authorization of the beginning of a project ?

Do you know how long a time is required to complete this labyrin-
thian process of study and restudy? Do you know the average?

Mr. &Krim. Probably very long. In some cases it is probably fairly
short. On the Potomac River Basin, the original study began around
1927. The Army has changed these justifications, its benefit-cost .ra-
tios about every 10 years during that period.

Air. WRIGHT. Do you attribute to the Army Engineers some sinister
desire just to build things, sort of to perpetuate themselves ? Is that
the way you feel about it ?

Mr. SatrrH. In part it is true, yes. You have a very, large executive
branch bureaucracy heresome 50,000 peoplewhich has a concern
for its own self-perpetuation.

Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Smith, for your information, the average time
that expires between

Mr. SMITH. I can't answer that question.
Mr. WIUGHT. I would be happy to inform you. What we are describ-

ingis the period beginning when the Congress directs the Corps to
begin the studyt the time the Corps and the district take to make the
study and have it reviewed and approved and then sent to the Gover-
nor of the State, and then sent for analysis to the related agencies--
transportation and all the others, water supply, water purity, recrea-
tionthen sent to the Bureau of the Budget and back to the Congress
for approval. The average time is 10 years and 8 months.

Now if a project is urgently needed during this period, people Often
get flooded out I could cite you one instance of a careful 'T-year study
during which the entire neighborhood was flooded out of its homes
11 different times.

Nowt_are you asking for longer study
Mr. SMITH. I am asking for a completely different approach to

the flood problem. The flood problem should be handled by networks
of headwater reservoirs which can be built by the Army Engineers or
by the Soil Conservation Service. However Congress may direct.

But the problem needs to be handled by stopping the rainfall where
it falls on the farmland, in the forest, by small reservoirs which will
not do the kind of damage the big reservoirs do downstream. ,

Mr.-Wmoirr. I quite agree with you as to the value of this pro-
gramthis upstream flood control program. It must be accompanied
by sound land use management on the part of all the operations and
building of terraces and planting cover crops in the winter.

I think it has enormous value. But let us address ourselves just
briefly to another situation where critics hooted in glee when the Corps
built a dam above Denver and it stood there for 2 years, hardly re-
taining enough water to allow anyone to fish.

Everybody said, "Look what that stupid Congress and the Engi-
neers didthrowing away our tax money on this monstrosity !" Yet,
after one flash flood in the third year of the life of this dam, it col-
lected enough water to save the city of Denver from damages that
would have exceeded the cost of the dam. At the same time, the dam
provided enough storage of water, sold at the going residential rate,
to repay the cost of the dam.

. ... -.....,,,,eut r """'
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So in one flash flood this dam paid for itself twice. Once in the pro-
vision of water supply storage for a city that needed water, and again
in saving the city from damages.

I beseech you not to be too glib and too superficial in a condemna-
tion of the work of the Army Engineers. As to the long-range neces-
sity of their work, we had testimony only yesterday concerning the
conglomeration of population in certain areas notably Los Angeles.

A Member of Congress from that area offeAd criticism of certain
proposals in California to make it feasible for still more people to be
brought into that area.

The colloquy in the committee elicited suggestions that maybe it
would be well for us to help to disperse the population rather than
to congest it.

Is the gentleman not aware that population centers have sprrei,* up
where there are navigable waterways, and that such projects by the
Army Corps of Engineers have made it possible for other cities to
spring up and provide employment opportunities away from our more
congested areas I

r. Sawn. I am well aware of that. I should just comment, Con-
grmman, that I have been a professional student of these problems
for 25

i
years. I am not an amateur. One of the things that has hap-

pened n the country is that cities have been built on flood plains where
the_y should not have been built.

I don't make any proposal that we destroy them and move them out.
Maybe there might be some merit in some relocation in some cases.
In those instances you have to give them some flood protection.

I am suggesting your Soil Conservation Service approachand the
agency doesn't matter. It is just a better system, that is all. We need
more of that. We are not beginning to get enough of it. I think you
are undoubtedly familiar with the fiscal review problems that have
held this whole programup.

iMr. WRIGHT. May I nterrupt to say I am indeed familiar with
I have the privilege of being chairman of the Watershed Development
Subcommittee of the Public Works Committee. My subcommittee
authorizes these very projects you describe.

I think there ought to be moret not fewer, of them. But at the same
time I think it unfair for us to seek scapegoatsto reach out so quickly
and so unfairly to condemn an agency- like the Army Corps of Engi-
neers. The Corps of Engineers, in its appraisal of benefits over cost,
has, in fact, 13een demonstrabl_y conservative over the years.

Look, for instance, at the Gulf Intercoastal Waterway. The corps
predicted the waterway might ultimately handle some 7 million tons
of commerce annually.

Last year this waterway handled better than 60 million tons of
commerce. Approximately nine times as much. So that what I am
trying to say is that I am with xou. I am for you. I agree that we
ought to be putting more money into the stopping of floods and the
preserving of the land where the water falls before the first rivulet
carves out a gully and becomes a flood and inundates downstream
homes and factories.

But at the same time, I want to say that I believe those of us who
are interested in conservation really ought not divide ourselves and
try to make scapegoats of other agencies that do very excellent work.

iesi you do that, you lose me.

0 0 "
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Mr. SMMI. I am glad to have you make those points. I am in agree-
ment with much of-what you say. This is not a question of scape-
goats. We are trying to make an accurate appraisal of the govern-
mental institution here, and since you gentlemen have responsibilities
in the Government operations fielcl, many of us feel that this is one
you ought to look at.

It is not a good system which channels requests for heavy Federal
public works outlays without passing them through the Bureau of
the Budget. This is bad.

In terms of the constitutional and legislative structure of the Gov-
ernment of the .United States it is not an efficient organization. Let
us put it that wny.

One other point:
With regard to your question of the flood plains: The Army Engi-

neers have had an office on the Ohio River, where my impression is
that they have been doing some veu fme studies of this question. It
is a question of getting the Army Engineers, or something with the
same engineering talent, working on the right assignments.

Maybe it comes back to Congress after all. Here the study is how
they can prevent the settlement of flood plains; which ought not to
be settled; and part of the flood problem is that we just happen.to
have a situation on the kutomac where Department of the Interior
studies recently have shown that probably there is no flood_ problem on
the Potomac River Basin at all, except down here at the M.all, for the
reason that there hasn't been heavy settlement on the flood plains.

Our problem is -zoning now, to keep it that way. The Army has
pretty well withdrawn flood benefits from its estimates. Their origintil
estimates had heavy flood benefits in them which almost, 11 their
own admission now, weren't sound at the time; so that flood plain pro-
tection, zoning to prevent the settlement of the flood plains, is
essential.

Where you have them already settled and you need a big reeervoir,
or middle size reservoir, or the kind of thing you are talking about at
Denver, to save the situation, nobody quarrels with this. It is the bad
planning and the bad objectivesmainly the bad objectivesand
partly Om the dispositiontalking to ,the actual operation of the
Army Engineersthe disposition to simply ignore and never, adjust
to any of the criticisms made of the programs.

One further comment : What happened here on the Potomac River
Basin ? In 1961, the first big plans of the Army. Engineers were
brought out for 16 big reservoirs, for the dilution of pollution. The
resistance begon with the American Farm Federation in my county
in Pennsylvaniaand I was in it as a dahyman, I shipped ,as much
as 6061000 pounds of milk into Philadelphia in a year's time. I am a
commercial dairyman with a lot of experience. . . .

I am a member of all the farm orgaqizations. We organired in that
county and took it to the Pennsylvania Farmers Association and to
the National Farm BureauFederation. The American Farm Bureau
Federation went on record in opposition to these reservoirs. ,

Meanwhile all the conservation organizations joined together. At
that time it was a technical stUdy by the National ParkeAssociation
in which they concurred. No legislation was involved. 1; ;

The United Automobile Workers and the United Mine Workers, as
well as the Farm Bureau and the National Grange, also concurred.
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That coalition for the defense of the Potomac River Basin had
something like 7% million people represented in it, organized across
the United States. Just take the membership of those organizations.
Eventually it was formed into the Citizens Permanent CAmference on
the Potomac River Basin.

It gave the movement more flexibility to deal with these problems,
and the various organizations as such don't function in that capticity
now. The directors act as individuals, merely identified as associatW
with the organizations.

The National Parks Association, for example, is not as such in the
Citizens Permanent Conference on the Potomac River Basin. I serve
as general counsel to the conference, without compensation, in my in-
dependent professional capacity.

I.n spite of the tremendous opposition, with citizens organizations
all over the Potomac Basin, this thing had to be taken to President
Johnson. It was taken to President Johnson, and President Johnson
directed Secretary Udall to restudy the problem and come up with an
alternative program for his approval.

In other words, we had to take this thing to the President of the
United States to stop it, though hearings were held all over the basin.
We were at mass meetings where farmers came out and stayed from
morning until night and got somebody else to do their milking that
day.

There was a mass resistance all over the Potomac River Basin in
1961, 1962, 1963. In spite of that, these fellows go ahead with their
program. It is an executive branch bulldozer operation in which pea
ple don't count a tinker'S darn.

Now you ask why are we angry with the Corps of Eng_ Wears ci It is
not a vendetta. It is a question of the defense of farms, homes, busi-
nesses and communities all over the Potomac River Basin against an
unthinking and insensitive and callous organization.

Mr. Wiuoirr. I would not want to pursue this particular matter
further. I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for yielding so much time.

Mr. Rams. Time is going on.
I would like to recomuze Mr. Vander Jagt.
ME. VANDER JAGT. Thank you very much. I would like to thank you

all for thoughtful, helpful statements and direct the first question to
Dr. Purdom: ,

On par 4 of your statement, Dr. Purdom, you mentiimed'that we
are realizing a folly of trying to use what you call the natuisl
tion of man in disposal of waste prOducts. What did you mean by
that 1

Dr. PURDO3E. In respect to many of the insults that man redives
in the environment that are manmade, one sees. thepopularAterature
occasionally where man is a very &digital* . .,

We tend to make such judgments when we see sonic, physiolOgical
reactions taking place from air pollutioi and things of thisrtype.
Well, such instilts 'may not ..be rainy harmful., Min ,hae, the. mech-
anisms to cope with .thepe kinds of problems, Thugh:the.People who
advocate.this position seeinto rely on the fad that min is:adaptable
and has adapted.

But . very eminent authorities, in this field such as /ten's, tnbee.and
others have, pointed out that these assaults takeiplace.at a,cost; and
he fearsend many of Us fearthat the cost is too great.
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Mr. VANDER JAGT. You mentioned later on in your statement that
there have been instances where we moved from 50 percent pollutant
removal to 80 percent to 90 percent, but that was still not enough to
stop the pollutmg of, say, a river or a lake. And you suggest that we
move to a new concept of zero pollution. Do you have any idea as to
how you can bring that about, say with the treatment of sewage ? How
are we going to achieve a zero pollution I

Dr. Punnom. In many circumstancest if we carry on human activi-
ties, I don't think we will actually achieve zero pollution in all areas
at any time in the immediate or very near future. But this is a matter
of philosophy.

If you accept zero pollution as a concept, and give preference to the
processes that result in that and begin to make your compromise at
that point,you will end up with a cleaner environment than you could
if you begin to compromise at some higher level of pollution that is
stated as generally acceptable.

Mr. VANDER JAGT. I wonder if what you weren't telling us later
on in your statement, together with zero pollution and the actual
adaptation of manwhere you said we have to start thinking of the
recycling of solid products now considered waste which are really

iresources n the wrong placeI wondered if you weren't trying to tell
us we should change our basic concept in our approach to the problem.

Dr. Punnom. In many circumstances I think this is the case. In
relation to zero pollution, I think we need to give emphasis to those
processes that end up with no 'pollution and take them 1int a' account.

In connection with the problem of waste, there ate many valuable
constituentsyou mentioned solid wasteparticularly municipal
refuse and some industrial and agricultural materials. The properties
of such wastes are valuable.

Our economic situation has developed to the point where frequently
we consider it just not worth the bother to rescue these valuable con-
stituents. The time will come when we will have to change that phil-
oso_phy from the standpoint of resource management.

But at the present time, and from the standpoint of solid waste
management, we could go far in eliminating our problem if we could
take these products and put them back into useful purposes.

Mr. VANDER JAGT. I wondered if you weren't talking about the same
thing that Mr. Smith was talking about, when he said with respect
to sewage methods that are available fol. getting effluents out onto the
land and into the woods as fertilizerswhere these materials would be
pollutants in the water or would accelerate the eutrophication process,
but where on the land they are a natural resource.

Weren't the two of you talking about the same thing I
Dr. Punnom. I think so. There is research going on at Johnson City,

Tenn., to mix sewage solids with municipal refuse, to the benefit of
both, by,the development of compost.

Municipal refuse is pretty low on nutrients and one of the prob-
lems with sewage is that kis high in nutrientsphosphate and nitro-
gen. By mixing the two together you end' up With a better compost
than otherwise. One Of the purposes of the study is to see if this'ean
be handled in such a way as to not create a problem in itself.

Mr. VANDER JAM. Mr. Smith, you mentioned the research pinion
at Penn State which is sort of a spray irrigation of phosphates and
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nitrogen onto the land where they enhance the land rather than create
the pollutant, but you said nobody pays much attention to that; is
that correct

Mr. Slum. Well, that seems to be the case. I have been sort of try-
ing to show this process to people for a number of years. It was began.
5 or 6 years ago. This is at University Park, r'a. They take the
effluents from the secondary treatment, spread them on farmland and
forest land. Agricultural type sprinklers. They get a sharp increase
in hay production. A sharp increase in timber growth.

Within about 8- to 10-inches of the surface of the ground, the efflu-
ents have been completely decontaminated by bacterial operations in
the soil.

Mr..VANDER JAOT. It might be encouraging and helpful and it might
be a ray of light for you to know, Mr. Smith, that a team of scientists
and technicians have carefully studied the Penn State plan and a
group of other similar plans in the whole world, and have come up
with a plan for the county of Muskegon in Michigan. It is a proposal
where they intend to put this in as a. demonstration project dealing
with all of the waste and changing the basic concept of sewage, not
as a waste to be disposed of but as a natural resource to enhance the
land. Even more encouraging, the. f:WPCA within the last month
or so awarded a significant grant and indicated a. great deal of in-
terest in this plan, all of which leads me to the question : Is it not
possible that if our present technology is wrongand both of you
have been suggesting perhaps in some areas the need for a whole new
conceptthen no matter how many billions of dollars we appropriate,
we aren't.going to solve the problem ?

What is mually important is coming up with the right- approach.
Possibly we have been going in the wrong direction. What are your
coniments on that ?

Mr. SMITH. That question is very apropos. My brueSs would be that
this is so. It is very encouraging to have you tell me that this work
you speak of is being. done. I would think if we could get more of
that kind of thing going, then we perhaps would not have to spend
sO much money on treatment. plants.. I would like to put this in terms
of being a dairyman: I wish my farm *eke sittiated close to one
of these Penn State type operations. This is both irrigation water and
fertilization.

Mr. VANDER Jim'. I would love to explore this at great length with
all of yon, but with the chairman's indulgence for a few more minutes
there are a few things I would like to establish for the record if we
can do so very quickly.

You mentioned, Mr. Smith, that the steel scrap should go back to the
mills. Here the major probleni is the abandoned and junk automobiles.
Do you have any .suggestion as to how we:can get the steel scrap back
into the mills?

Mr. SMITH. Well, Congressman, may I make this cinnthentflrst: I
visa for 18 years assistant general counsel to the old CIO. I am a labor
lawyer by origin. I was counsel to the United Steel Workers of Amer-.
ica. Incidentally, they have a good conservation departnient. We de-
veloped quite a few programs for industrial planning in the steel
industry quite a few years ago which never came to very much, .but
they always aistithed that the steel scrap went back to the
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Now, this is a new phenomenon where the steel scrap doesn't go
back to the mills. Automobiles went back to the mills 30 years ago.
They did get picked up. You can think of quite a number of devices
here. Suppose there is a refund attached to returning the steel, and
suppose the refund is 100 percent of cost. All the cans, let us say, that
go through the supermarkets, this is a one-way flow. There is no pro-
vision for bringing them back, and the companies that turn out the
products advertise the fact that you don't have to bring them back.

Suppose for every 25 cent can of anything you bought you had to
lay out another 25 cents on the line and got that back. When you
brought it back to the supermarkets, they would have quite a )ob
fretting back--

Mr. VANDER JAM You are in a fruitful area when you suggest a
refnud. I think everybody would agree we ought to get the steel
scrap back into the process and get it recycled. In my particular office
we have been trying to come up with a plan and have been working on
it for 6 months; and I assure you it is an extremely complicated
business.

Though we all agree on the goal of getting the steel recrled, it is an
infinitely complex and complicated matter. I am very interested in
all these areas and use steel only as a symbol : How do we get the job
done that we all agree should be done ?

On page seven, Mr. Smith, you mentioned that we should make
greater use of the so-called scenic easements. In this case, the property
owner could continue to own the property subject to the scenic ease-
ments. Would not this make it much cheaper for the Federal Govern-
ment to preserve and protect the natural beauty of an area, still
achieve its goal and yet not have to purchase the total title to the land?

Mr. SMITH. Yes, it would. In some cases the difference would be
very great. In some cases it might not be so great.

There would always be some differences there, particularly in rela-
tively rural land, if you are looking farther ahead, and you have a
great many people, for example, along our rivers who want to stay in
farming and want to keep their woods. In many instances they would
be glad to donate covenants running with the land in perpetuity. It
gives them protection. Their neighbors get protection. The commu-
nity sets protection.

If in acldition to that, an appropriate purchase price were added,
you could probably get this kind of thing for relatively low prices.

Mr. VANDER JAGT. Speaking for yourself and your association, you
are enthusiastic about the use of the device of scenic easements where
almropriate; is that correct ?

Mr. Smrrii. Yes; by all means.
Mr. VANDER JAGT. Thank you. Mr. Pomeroy, you told us a lot about

what trees do to enhance our environment and you mentioned that they
absorb carbon dioxide and release oxygen. Can you give me any kind
of handle or ball park figure as to how much carbon dioxide they do
use up ? For example, to overcome the carbon dioxide that would be
spewed by one automobile into the atmosphere, do we need 10,000
trees? Ten million trees? How much good do they do in terms of the
carbon dioxide problem ?

Mr. POMEROY. I don't have an estimate of that relationship. How-
ever, an interesting item came to my attention yesterday that one
large tree has the effect of 10 air conditioners on the atmosphere.

1)7
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There wasn't any background for it. I presume it must have been
a large oak with a very large canopy. Certainly, it wasn't a very small
tree. But this is the sort of question we often get. How much water
does one tree transpire into the atmosphere I How big is the tree and
where is it growing? Trees do have important effects, but they are
difficult to measure.

Mr. VANDER JAGT. But all you know is one large tree offsets 10 air
conditioners. You can't tell us in what way orI am looking for some
sort of ball park figure as to how much good our trees do db.

Mr. POMEROY. Well, it depends on where the tree may be. In some
areas, local groups have been quite strong in urging that the trees be
cut off because they transpire moisture from the soil into the atmos-
phere. This is particularly true in some areas in the Southwest. I am
not at all sure that is a good idea either. Certainly, it needs to be
controlled activity.

Mr. VANDER JAGT. I was impressed with the little Incident you
told us, of the lady with 125 acres of forest land that she wanted to
keep that way. But she was living on a pension, and in 2 years the
taxes have increased from $190 to almost $1,000. Would you say that
is an illustration that our tax policy in many areas penalizes people
for wanting to preserve forest lands?

Mr. POMEROY; Yes, very definitely; but it is a problem that is diffi-
cult to do anything about at the Federal level, because the taxes are
determined locally.

Mr. VANDER JAM'. Would you have a suggestion as to what the
Federal Government could do? I know it is complicated because of
the State and local determination of that type of tax. Would you have
a suggestion?

Mr. POMEROY. Our suggestion has been for State and local associ-
ations to work more closely with tax assessors, to see that they are
informed as to what the various values are and to try to urge good
zoning especially along the line of the Wisconsin program.

Incidentally, I was a native of Michigan and a resident of Wisconsin
ond presently am in Maryland. It is only rarely that I have an oppor-
tunity to appear before Congressmen from these three States at one
hearing.

Mr. VANDER JAGT. I think it might help me try to get your message
to the tax assessors in Michigan where you were raised if I could tell
them 100 trees will make up for the damage caused by the carbon
dioxide of one Buick. Isn't there someone in your organization who
could come up with a figure I

Mr. POMEROY. I will see if we can't find something on that order
for you.

(Subsequently, Mr. Pomeroy wrote Congressman Vander Jae as
follows :)

THE AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.C., February 5, 1970.

Hon. Guy VANDER JAGT,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. VANDER JAM': It WAS a pleasure to discuss the beneficial effects of
trees upon the environment before the Subcommittee on Conservation and
Natural Resources on February 3, 1970. Your question regarding the volume
of carbon dioxide (COO removed from the air and the quantity of oxygen (0s)
returned by trees was especially interesting.

_



It is not possible to present precise estimates of the interchange of CO, and Os
because growing conditions vary so greatly between soil types. Climatic condi-
tions and availability of moisture also are variable. Furthermore various species
of trees respond differently to the same conditions. But some extremely broad
generalities can be offered. Before mentioning these generalities, it is desirable
to provide some background information :

"The carbon supply for organic synthesis is comparatively limited. Under
natural conditions there must be a continual circulation of carbon as carbon
dioxide into plants, then to animals, or to bacteria and back again to carbon
dioxide. *

"Carbon dioxide (C0s) of the atmosphere is produced from the respiration
of plants and animals, by the combustion of plant remains as wood or coal,
and by the solution of carbonate rocks. In land plants the principal en-
trance of CO, is through openings, 'stomata,' in the leaves. Oxygen and water
vapor also pass through the stomata.

"CO1 is broken down in the leaf by the energy of light in photosynthesis. In
the process oxygen (Os), is freed for return to the atmosphere. The carbon re-
mains as a part of the dry weight of cells. ." (Plant Physiological Chemistry,
Harvey, BS.)

The summary equation for photosynthesis is :

873 kg.-rat of radiant enerifY
8C0r+81110 CaluOs+80:

(sunlight)
(carbon (water) (sugar) (oxygen)
dioxide)

Some studies have shown that for each ton of carbon taken from the atmos-
phere and fixed in compounds in the tree about 2.7 tons of oxygen are released.

Other studies pertaining to fire control in forests of southern pine indicate a
net accumulation of organic matter (dead leaves, twigs, and so forth) of 8 to 11
tons per acre per year of which one-half would be carbon. On this basis the
amount of oxygen released per acre per year is 10 to 15 tons. Some allowance
must be made for oxygen consumed in decay of organic material.

Perhaps of more immediate interest to you in view of the importance of apples
and peaches in your district are estimates that 30 leaves will produce one Jona-
than apple or one large peach. One should bear in mind that the same leaves
also contribute to growth of twigs, stem, and roots.

Photosynthesis, that vital link in man's existence, must be carried on in the
presence of water to permit the interchange of carbon dioxide and oxygen. Trees
absorb tremendous volumes of water through their roots. Yet little of it remains
in the tree. About 99 percent of the water passes through the tree into the at-
mosphere. It has been estimated that a single birch tree may give off through
its 200,000 leaves as much as 900 gallons of water on a summer's day. (The
Forest, Life Nature Library.)

Studies by Forest Service scientists at field installations in various parts of
the United States show that transpiration of water by trees is directly related
to the total amount of annual precipitation. The volume transpired ranged from
54,000 gallons per acre for chaparral in a dry year in Arizona and California to
490,000 gallons per acre for Coastal Douglas Fir in the Pacific Northwest. In the
Lake States hardwood forests transpired about 320,000 gallons per acre in a year
of normal rainfall. Pine forests in the same_region-transpired somewhat more
water.

This brief review indicates the importance of trees in removing carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere_ and recharging it with oxygen and water vapor. It also
emphasizes the concern of foresters for prompt revegetation of barren land and
protection of forests from destruction by fire.

In this connection we urge your support for full funding of the Cooperative
Forest Fire Protection provisions of the Clarke-McNary Act of 1925 and enact-
ment of the present bill for establishment of a National Wildlife Disaster Fund
as proposed in ER 11597.

Sincerely yours,
Hzxxitra B. POMEROY,

Chief Forester,
Mr. VANDER JAGT, One final question for Mr. Allen.
You estimated in your statement that it would take $200 to $300

million to clean up Lake Erie. The figure I heard is $3 or $4 or $5
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billion to clean up Lake Erie. And I wanted to know what you had in
mind as to the $300 million doing the job?

Mr. ALLEN I am afraid I am not able to give you the exact source
of that information. I questioned the figure somewhat myself because
it seemed very low. We will supply more detail on that for the record.

(Subsequently Mr. Allen advised the subcommittee that "Accord-
ing to the 'Lake Erie Report : A Plan for Water Pollution Control,'
prepared by the U.S. Department of the Interior,Federal Water Pol-
lution Control Administration, Great Lakes Region, in August 1968,
it is estimated that the immediate needs for control of industrial waste
discharges will cost $285 million. Our reference to $200 to 8300 million
was in regard to just compensation that should be required frem in-
dustry for their contribution to the pollution of Lake Erie. To deal
effectively with other sources of pollutionsewa,ge, agricultural run-
off, and municipal wasteswould require a much larger outlay.")

(Chapter 6 of the above-mentioned report, forwarded to the sub-
committee by the A.I.A., is in the subcommitthe files.)

Mr. REUSS. Mr. Gude?
Mr. GUDE. Thank 3rou, Mr. Chairman.
I believe both Mr. Allen and Mr. Pomeroy, in response to Mr. Van-

der Jagt's questioning, have touched on a very critical area. If we are
going to analyze the resources of our Treasury, we can't buy all the
open space we would like to have.

This question of assessment both of forest land and agricultural
land is something to which I think an organization such as yours must
devote a great deal of time. In Maryland, some contend that the low
agricultural assessment is the haven or the speculator. They hold
onto the land though the value of it. has been built up, they are still re-
ceiving a low farm assessment. Then they cash in when it goes into
high density residential zoning and that is the end of it. This prob-
ably creates more trouble than all of the value received from the years
it was in agricultural assessment.

This question of scenic easement and lower assessment really needs
a lot of attention.

Mr. POMEROY. I believe 3rou have a law in Maryland where the owner
can file his property with the State forester and this sets the assess-
ment rate on forest land from then on. However, if the owner sells
the property for some other use he has to pay up the deficit.

Afr. GUDE. This is the kind of feature which can be geared into
the law, but I don't think there is an awareness of this in the States
all across the country.. It is something that must be handled at the local
level to the zoning and assessing level.

Mr. ALLEN. I think that the whole question of taxes, property taxes,
certainly needs to be looked at very seriously. I think we have a situa-
tion now where the properties which actually cost the public the most
are being taxed the least, particularly in our urban areas.

There is another aspect of this tax problem. The properties which
maybe are of least cost to the public an:I of greatest value to the public
are being taxed the most. This doesn't encourage development of this
kind of property to its best use.

We have examples of buildings which, because of their excellence
in design, have been penalized by having an excessive valuation put on
them and the slum areas which cost the city a great deal in police and
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fire protection are taxed the least and therefore are encouraged to
stay as slums.

think the same thing applies in terms of the rural areas and some
method, I think, needs to be found to use taxes as an incentive to

idevelop the land n the best interests of the public.
One thought has been that in the urban area having land remain

as parking lots in certainly not in the best interest, and yet our tax
methods encourage this.

On the other hand, in the rural area where we want to keep open
land, the situation, as youpointed out, exists where a property is held
for some time and the neighboring development rises in value to the
point where an owner can no longer keep it in rural occupancy and
has to sell it off to a developer. I think none of this is in the public
interest and some reevaluation of the whole tax structure is essential
if we are going to solve these imoblems.

Mr. GUDE. Well, there has to be sOmething built into these local laws
and ordinances which is an incentive for a farmer and a forest owner
to keep his land in that conditionbecause he has problems of living,
and what is going to happen when he dies, with his family and how
the laud is transferred. This line of endeavor would be very fruitful
for your respective organizations.

I would certainly like to commend Mr. Smith for his statements.
They have not been idle generalities because he has a fine record of
applying the principles he enunciated here on the Potomac, in his
leadership in the fight against the high level dams. I think they were
beaten back, and the high level dam in Seneca has really been a good
watermark here on the Potomac.

It seems to me that, rather than looking on this as a confrontation
between institutions, we must redirect these present institutions into
new directions.

I am reminded of the situation hero in the District of Columbia
where the Department of Sanitation, with great foresight a number
of years ago, went around and gathered up what were then .termed
wastelands to be used for solid fill disposal. Now, when they are ready
to use them, they suddenly find these lands have great value. I think
if they had tried to use these lands 30 years ago, no one would have
objected to wetlands being filled in; but we have come to realize their
value. I don't believe we can condemn the Department of Sanitation
because of a change in attitude and concept as far as values go.

It. seems to me if we could redirect the Corps of Engineers into de-
veloping the tunnel system of handling the combined sewage which
comes from the city of Washington herethe mixture of storm and
sanitary sewer water which is contaminating the lower estuarythat
this would be a more worthwhile project than dams upstream. I think
we have to go to 100-percent cleanup of the water. We want waters in
our estuary that are potable and a river in which -you ean go water
skiing without disinfecting yourself or take your girlfriend canoeing
without holding your. nose. We want to redirect the institutions.

I understand the Corps of Engineers is hiring conservationists now
and that is a step in the right direction.

I certainly have enjoyed hearing this presentation.
Mr. ALLEN. Just one comment which relates back to the previous

discussion on the Corps of Engineers. It seems to me in all of these
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areas, what is really needed is a multidisciplinary approach to de-
cisionmaking. If .any one group with particular interest makes the
decision it is likely not to be in the best interest of the total project
and of the Nation. If we could bring together a mechanism that would
bring together all the disciplines that would be involved we would
have much better judgments.

Part of the problem with the Corps of Engineers' decisions is that
the cost-benefit ratio does not actually consider sufficiently the values
thator maybe the amenities of the situation that are equally impor-
tant to the public.

Mr. VELTMAN. I would like to make a short statement here under-
lying many of the questions that a lot of you gentlemen have asked.

We are presently mvolved in attempting to use ecological informa-
tion for planning purposes. In order to make these decisions on land
use we need vital ecological information. Ecological information
exists and governmental agencies are involved in gathering and dis-
seminating the data. The Department of Interior is engaged in enor-
mous amouhts of information gathering. But the type of information
we need is in the development planning area. Where the pressures are
the greatest, where our cities will expand, we do not have the informa-
tion.

We also need urban ecological and natural resource data about the
peripheries of our cities. The industrial areas that are growing upin
our marshes is an example of the type of area about which we require
more data. We do not have the proper information to do this, due to
the biases of the existing data.

Now, redirecting existing agencies such as Interior to collect vital
information as to where the pressures are being brought is what we
need in order to analyze the problem. We all have a good idea of what
the problem is, but. to make a sound recommendation we need relevant
data to back up the decisions.

Mr. Gum:. I am reminded of an incident that occurred last summer
When the Department of Housing in the District of Columbia decided
there was ,flood vacant land to build housing on at the National Arbore-
tum. I believe this decision came from laek of knowledge and I hope
we have disseminated a bit in that case.

Mr. WILLIAMS. If I may carry this just one step further to a pro-
p,aram that is being currently discussed at the Federal level, that is a
program of urban growth, some form of urban growth policy. I would
like to relate that back to some of the questions that Mr. Smith had
to answer related to the Corps of Engineers. The situation we have
faced is that the kind of information that goes into the cost-benefit
ratio doesn't include in many, many cases the quality of ecological
questions, and decisions and inputs that are necessary.

Now, this is not to put blame on past actionsthough I think that
is even possible--but to say at least at this point in history we know
we are doing harm to the environment and we have the scientific know-
how to do better.

What I am concerned about is not only the corps, and the problems
we face in redirecting the energies of that agency to further environ-
ment quality. I am concerned that if we do pass an urban growth policy
in America, and we do it at the Federal level, we begin to direct our
attention to where our population could best be handled to help al-
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leviate some of the major problems in our largest metropolitan areas.
This is good and is necessary, but if we did it in the way that in the past
the corps and other Federal agencies have directed policies and pro-
grams for developmentif we directed our urban policy program in
that waywe would create a disaster that is beyond the scope of what
we have clone with our dams.

If, for instance, a new community program is mcluded as a part
of an urban growth policy--perhaps even a very small partif that
policy didn't take into account the kind of ecological information that
is available and ought to be put into decisionmaking about where those
new communities ought to be located, we will do what we have done in
the past. That is, put communities in the middle of flood plains, in the
middle of what are called acquifer recharge areas, meaning we pollute
groundwater. In other words, we will make some fairly clrastic
mistakes.

We can,
iwith

an urban growth policy, if the right kind of informa-
tion is fed nto it, make rational decisions about where we locate future
growth and avoid pollution. It is iinportant that we do what we are
currently doingthat is, consider remedial programs to correct past
problems. But I am vitally concerned that we also start a positive pro-
uam of incentives to be sure we don't create environmental chaos with
future actions. I think Government policy, incentives, and spending
particularly, can be directed to insure that once we define where ur-
banization should take placewhere it can create the most benefitwe
can use Government spending to help this happen particularly at the
Federal level.

Mr. 'buss. Thank you, Mr. Williams. And I want to thank all of you
gentlemen for the great help you have given our subcommittee this
morning.

The subcommiftee will .now stand in adjournment until 10 o'clock
tomorrow morning at this place for the continuation of these hearings.

(Whereupon, at 12 :15p.m., the subcommittee was recessed, to recon-
vene at 10 a.m., Wednesday, February 4, 1970.)



THE ENVIRONMENTAL DECADE

(Action Proposals for the 1970's)

WEDNESDAY, 1111111,17ARY 4, 1970

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES SUBCOMMITTEE

or THE Como Tux Orr GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS
Washington,'D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 2154, Rayburn House
Office Building, Hon. Henry S. Reuss (chairman of the subcom-
mittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Henry S. Reuss and Floyd V. Hicks.
Staff members present : Phineas Indritz, chief counsel; Josephine

Scheiber, research analyst ; and J. P. Carlson, minority counsel, CAM-
mittee on Governmen Operations.

Mr. Rms. Good morning.
The Subcommittee on Conservation will be in order for a continu-

ation of the hearings on action proposals for the enviromnental decade
of the 1970's.

This morning we are privileged to have before us Dr. Spencer M.
Smith, Jr., secretary of the Citizens Committee on Natural msources;
Mr. Sydney Hoive, president of the Conservation Foundation; Mrs.
Donald E. Clusen, chairman of the Water Resources Committee and
vice president of the League of Women Voters of the United States,
and Dr. John L. George, president of the Rachel Carson Trust for
the Living Environment and associate professor of Wildlife Manage-
ment5 School of Forest Resources1 Penn State University.

All of our witnesses have submitted, in accordance with the rule,
written statements, and those will be included in full in the record.

Dr. Smith, you appear first on the list. You may proceed to give us
the benefit of your advice. -4

STATEMENT OP DR. SPENCER X SMITH, IR., SECRETARY, CITIZENS
COMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES

Dr. Smut. Thank you, MBy
way of identification, I Spencer M. Smithi_Jr., the secretary

r. h airman.j
of the Citizens Committee on-Natural Resources. We are a national
conservation organization, with offices in Washington,.D.C.

If it would suit the convenience of the committee, I will try to sum-
marize my statement on the assumption that the full text will be
placed in the record.

Mr. Reuss. That is correct. It will be included in the record in
full.

(90)
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lIr. Smrrn. I might add that I am very pleased to appear before
this committee, this distinguished chairman and his staff, 1Jecause they
have been engaged for some time in consideration of problems of the
environment. My own interest exceeds some 20 years. Even at that
time I was a johnny-come-lately, because our chairman, Dr. Ira
Gabrielson, some 30 years before, bad been preaching on many of
these problems with which we are dealing this morning, and with
which the Government now indicates concern.

In order to identify my own professional efforts, they have been in
the field of economicsas a college professor, an industrial consultant,
Government bureaucrat, and more recently in the field of conservation.

I have had a considerable interest in the way in which economic
forces express themselves through public and private institutions.

I should say also that one of the problems facing us today is the
19th and 20th century experience of a big country with almost inex-
haustible resources, or at least they seemed so at tbe timedeveloping
these resources with imaginative techniques. These advances not only

were great, though in the 19th century England adapted herself
very quickly, but not even England went through the technological
developments that the United States experienced.

I think if anybody had asked to consider seriously the results of
their economic activities at that time, the question would have been
considered frivolous. A few were asking about the anatomy of this
progress and the anatomy of this growth, but certainly they were few
in number.

I would also like to call attentionbecause I think it, involves sev-
eral parallelsto the Full Employment Act of 1946, which established
the President's Council of Economic Advisers, and directed tbe Gov-
ernment policies toward full employment.

I am not suggesting that such enactment automatically precluded
a serious consideration of environmental problems. In a pragmatic
sense, however, there was very little discussion about the enviromnent.

As an economist operating during that period, I can certainly attest
to the fact that whether you were in the academie area, the Govern-
ment, or business in the 1940's and 1950's, you were primarily con-
cerned with growth and expansion.

Any professional economist during this particular period who
thought otherwise not only ran the risk of prejudicing his professional
advancement, but of incurring the wrath of his peers.

It never bothered me because most of my colleagues never treated
this as any great calling, and they didn't bother to drum MB out of
the corps, because I wasn't that important.

Basically, the consideration of the consequences of producing our
standard of living had not been, at that time, fully appreciated. It
is cheering to note_, and I say this in terms of my previous colleagues
and friends, that Dr. Walter Hellert former Chairman of the Council
of Economic Advisers in President Kennedy's and President Johnson's
administrations, indicated he certainly was not interested ill seeing our
society become one of effluence. He does not, feel that effluence is an
inevitable consequence of affluencethat these were incompatible.

Dr. John Kenneth Galbraith recently observed that one caught in
a midtown traffic jam, in the squalor of a ghetto neighborhood, breath-
ing foul air after having spent the day on a meager water ration, is
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not overly comforted by the knowledge that the gross national product
increased. 91/4 percent last year.

The development syndrome has brought a new series of observa-
tions such as, "We need a reordering of governmental priorities." In
other words, we are spending too much money on the war, and we
are spending too much money on other governmental activities.

I don't think it is just governmental priorities that need reorder-
ing. We need a reordering of all priorities. I see from the Wall Street
Journal that in an 18-month period we spent $100 million on hula
hoops a few years ago, and at that time were were spending $25 mil-
lion on research at all levels of government on how to prevent air
pollution.

I not ice at the present time we are holding hearings in the other
body, I think the phrase is here, on the ability to produce enough elec-
trical energy without damaging the environment. The Joint Gommit-
tee on Atomic Energy also is concerned about the impact of atomic
activities on the environment.

One wets to be a little bit upset when we find out we are spending
around''$75 to $80 million on the electric toothbrush.

Now, whether this is an appropriate expenditure of funds and re-
sources is open to question. To those of you who feel that you are not
able to agitate your own drink at the various cocktail parties in 'Wash-
ington, v,now have a battery-driven electric swizzle stick which you
can polifotir o4 your pocket and put -in your drink in the event that
agitating it with an ordinary swizzle stick is a little bit beyond one's
capability. We sold $15 million worth of these in 1969, for the man who
has everything.

I suggest that perhaps some of these increases in technology may
not add to our basic standard of living. By the same token I want to
urge upon you the awareness that the sales of such items are included
in the gross national product, and are counted also in calculating the
rate of growth. It is really questionable as to whether there is any
serious incompatibility between someone doing without an electric
toothbrush and doing without an electric swizzle stick and spending
the savings on a park, water pollution abatement, and so forth.

In 1966, I quoted Mr. Benjamin Linsky, who at that time was a
professor of sanitary engineering at West Virginia University.

He made the comment that :
If you hare gained in impression that air pollution problems and troubles are

recent, and that air pollution control engineering, science, and technology are
new, you have been misled.

He contended further that the studies in Chicago and Saw Fran-
cisco in 1915 essentially established the basic tools for air pollution
control.

Also, the Conservation Foundation said in an excellent report in
1963 that air pollution is now a political and social problem far more
than a scientific one.

Many of our environmental problems, Mr. Chairman, are in this
category. It occurs to m- that, as we are runniog through the lists of
paradoxes and confrontations between. those things that cause us to
have high standards of living but also damage the environment, they
are not all technological. In many instances they are sociological, or
social, and certainly political. I am not trying to suggest in painting a
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broad-brush summary here that they all fit into this neat category.
They do not, but a distressing nuniber do.

This is an element that is foRaidable indeed to overcome. We are
now beginning to recognize the problems. We do not have the institu.
tions of Government or of private industry with the capacities to
implement our solutions and/or decisions to solve these problems.

Let me give you alsi, example:
The Bureau of Pu 'lie Roads and the committees that are its counter-

part in Congress are not given primarily the task of enhancing the
environment. They are given the task primarily of building roads.

The Bureau of Reclamation is not given primarily the task of im-
proving or enhancing the environment. It isgiven the task of building
dams for irrigation, flood control, and a variety of other purposes.

And so it goes.
The institutions that we have reflect the kind of development and

technological culture that we have. We are only beginning to estab-
lish institutions that are trying to reflect some of the concern that
this committee has been dealing with, and that the President dealt with
in his state of the Union message.

We are perfectly aware of the fact that the detate is going to be
long and that contestations are going to be great. I see no way to
shorten it. If we are going through the democratic processand I
assume we areit involves this long agony of constant attention by the
Congress and by the people. If we are going to be successful: we will
have to evolve the institutions. We have established a Council of En-
vironmental Advisors, as a first task. I would assume we would follow
the Full Employment Act on this parallelism, and establish a Joint
Committee on the Environment. We favor the establishment of such a
committee because of the problem presented by the consideration of
the environment.

All committees have some relationship to the environment. This is
analogous to the Employment Act of 1946. There was no single depart-
ment in the executive hianch in which the Council of Economic Ad-
visors could be placed. Also, there was no single committee in which
jurisdiction could be given that would deal with total economic policy.
The same is true as far as environmental circumstances are concerned.

Everyone in the operating committees must indeed go ahead and
tailor his activities to the problems the environment presents. The
Council of Environmental A dv isor s and the Joint Committee on the
Environment would serve essentially the same role as the Council of
Economic Advisors and the Joint Economic Committee.

Our regulatory agencies in many instances have reflected to a great
extent what we would expect them to reflect. While they were estab-
lished hi order to assure the public that private enterprise is going to
best serve the public interest, I think the kindest critic applxing the
kindest standard would say they have been ineffective at best.

A more sharp critic passed another judgment and said the regulatory
agencies had the same impact on industries they purport to control as
flies capturing the flypaper. Anyone who hes testified before the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy or had any confrontation with the
Atomic Energy Commission, as such, is not necessarily assured that the
consequences of their activities are going to be semously considered
in their impact upon the environment. I shan't take the committee's
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time fiwther, but I think that just as we finally came to some very
definite conclusions regarding unemployment in the agonies of the
1930's, we are about to explode some myths regarding the environ-.
inent. As to the former, we decided a depression in an industrial society
was not an act of God, and we also decided we could do something
about it. Finally, we developed a package to do something about it.

As to the environment, we are now in the first stagein the stage
of saying that this need not happen and that this is ,not an inevitable
consemience of a high standard of living.

With proper order and proper consideration, a high standard of
living is compatible with a high quality of environment. In fact, they
may well not be disassociated one from another. We are pleased and
even a little amused at the panic of the opposition, when it takes on the
flavor of those who were liamned as hysterical and emotional bird-
watchers because of their caution in the use of pesticides a few years
ago.

As recently as January 29, 1970, the Commercial Appeal, a news-
paper in Memphis. Tenn., reported that the president of the American
Society of Civil Engineers damned thOse of us who a_pliear to be,
in his words, "hysterical" regarding pollution problems. His commen-
tary was that he was very upset over the fact that we were going to
spend vast sums of money which would probably be wasted rather
than being used on more critical problems.

Mr. REIM. Those comments could not have appeared in a more ap-
propriately named newspaper than the Commercial Appeal.

Dr. SMITH. I would assume that this was the proper place for them.
Mr. Chairman, I would request, because this is such an interesting

article, that it be placed in the record at this point.
Mr. REIM. Without objection, the article will be included.
(The article from the Commercial Appeal follows ;)

[From the Commercial Appeal, Memphis, Tenn., Jan. 29, 19701

ENGINEERS' LEADER DECRIES POLLIMON HYSTERIA

(By Jerome Obermark)

Scare tactics and exaggerations by the Nixon administration create hysteria
about the seriousness of pollution, Thomas M. Niles, president of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, said yesterday.

One of four discussion members, Mr. Niles cited as examples of exaggerations
comments made before 1,500 ASCE members at the 'Sheraton-Peabody Monday
by Carl L. Klein, Assistant Secretary of Interior.

Mr. Klein had told the convention, "If we do not reverse the trends brought
about by advanced technology and expanding pollution, we may end up burying
ourselves in our own wastes."

Mr. Niles said this was a "gross exaggeration."
"Think of the shape we would be in today if the engineers had not been active

in treating pollution for the past 40 years," Mr. Niles said.
"It scares me when such emphasis 'is given to the' problems-'d pollution. It

could result in massive outlays of Federal moneys, brought on by public hysteria,
and result in wasting vast sums of money that could be better used on other
problems, more critical problems, like education and housing."

Another authority, William S. Pollardlr. of 'Harland, Bartholomew & Associ-
ates, said, "What we are concerned about is hysteria used to produce funds to
bring about 'solutions' that are not professionally founded and may -result in
dissipating the limited funds available.

Plans for pollution control by the Federal -Goveniment are not well founded,
Mr. Niles indicated. Although the figure presently Is $10 billion In the next 5 years,
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no concrete commitments are given as to what portion will be spent by the
Federal Government, by the States, and by industry, he said.

Herman G. Deity, who has served with the World Health Organization, added :
"The public is virtually oblivious to a problem until focus is centered upon it.
Then we go heels over head to solve it."

Mr. Batty fiew here from France yesterday to receive an honorary member-
ship in the 63,000-member society.

"I am not against Nixon. I am against the emotional approach being used to
make the people aware of pollution," Mr. Niles said.

&aid S. Baxter, one of seven members of the National Water Commission
= to advise the Congress on. water resource policy for the Nation, said, "Water

sufiply-is not the problem. But, I don't think pollution abatement is possible in
5 years with the expenditure of szo billion."

He explained that most metropolitan areas have some degree of pollution
abatement facilities in existence (Memphis being among those still without).
Primary systems remove about 85 percent of the pollutants ; secondary systems
remove from 00 to 85 percent; and tertiary systems remove 93 percent or more
of the pollutants in sewage before dumping it into rivers or streams.

Cost of construction and maintenance of sewage treatment systems rises
astronomically as the degree of refinement rises, Mr. Baxter said. And present
administration plans call for inclusion and expansion of the tertiary systems,
which are extremely expensive.

Both Mr. Niles and Mr. Baxter expressed the hope that the administration
would spend more money making primary, and secondary treatment systems
possible, than for refinement and expansion of sophisticated waste removal
systems.

"What is more important * * * killing a few fish, or providing the best edu-
cation for the Nation's children?" Mr. Baxter asked.

Dr. Smrru. There is another commentary in a different vein, and I
would think the committee would be interested in this article. As a
result, I would request, if the committee has not already acted in this
matter,_ that the article "Mortgaging the Old Homestead," by the fa
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mous ritish scientist, Lord Ritchie-Calder, be placed in the record
at this point.

Mr. REUSS. Without objection, it will be included.
(The article follows :)

[Sports Illustrated, Jan. 80, 1970, pp. 45-51]

MORTGAGING THE OLD HOMESTEAD

(By Lord Ritchie-Calder)

The destruction of the environment, the erosion of the 'quality of
life,' has become the foremost issue of the day. Making 'our peace
with nature,' said President Nixon in his state of the Union mes-
sage last week, is 'the great question of the 1970's.' As public aware-
ness increases and indignation mounts, a torrent of words pours
forth concerning the necessities and priorities of our environmental
dilemma. But nowhere has the issue been faced as succinctly and
provocatively as in the following article, written for the current
edition of the quarterly 'Foreign Affairs' by the eminent British
scientific author and United Nations science adviser, Lord Ritchie-
Calder. Though Lord Ritchie-Calder considers some questions that
are normally outside the scope of our editorial interest, he deals
with others that certainly are not. And one point is clear : if the mat-
ters he discusses are not resolved, there will be no sporting life, no
leisure aife, no contemplative lifeperhaps no life at all. These
[smog, pollution, noise, et cetera] are not the great questions that
concern world leaders at summit conferences,' said the President.
But Lord Ritchie-Calder, a convinced internationalist, says this is
the summit issue, that man's last chance (see cover) lies in planned
cooperation between nations at the highest level.

In the belief that this article deserves the widest readership, it
is reprinted here in fullTaz EDITORS.
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Past civilizations are buried in the graveyards of their own mistakes,.but as
each died of its greed, its carelessness or its effeteness another -took its .place.
That was because such civilizations took their character from a locality or re-
gion. Today ours is a global civilization;lt is not bounded by the Tigris and the
Euphrates nor even the Hellespont and the Indus; it is the whole world. Its
planet has shrunk to a neighborhood round which a man-made satellite can pa-
trol 16 times a day, riding the gravitational fences of man's family estate. It is
a community so interdependent that our mistakes are exaggerated on a world
scale.

For the first time in history, man has the power of veto over the evolution of
his own species through a nuclear holocaust. The overkill is enough to wipe out
every mun, woman and child on earth, together with our fellow lodgers, the
animals, the birds and the insects, and to reduce our planet to a radioactive
wilderness. Or the Doomsday Machine could be replaced by the Doomsday Bug.
By gene manipulation and man-made mutations, it is possible to produce, or gen-
erate, a disease against which there would be ,!o natural immunity ; by "gener-
ate" is meant that even if the perpetrators inoculated themselves protectively,
the disease in spreading round the world could assume a virulence of its own and
involve them, too. When a British bacteriologist died of the bug he had invented,
a distinguished scientist said, "Thank God he didn't sneeze; he could have
started a pandemic against which there would have been no immunity."

Modern man can outboast the Ancients, who in the arrogance of their ma-
terial achievements built pyramids as the gravestones of their civilizations. We
can blast our pyramids into space to orbit through all eternity round a planet .

which perished by our neglect.
A hundred years ago Claude Bernard, the famous French physiologist, en-

joined his colleagues, "True science teaches us to doubt and in ignorance to re-
frain" What he meant was that the scientist must proceed from one tested foot-
hold to the next (like going into a minefield with a mine detector). Today we
are using the biosphere, the living space, as an experimental laboratory. When
the mad scientist of fiction blows himself and his laboratory sky-high, that is
all right, but when scientists and decision-makers act out of ignorance and pre-
tend that it is knowledge, they are putting the whole world in hazard. Anyway,
science at best is not wisdom ; it is knowledge, while wisdom is knowledge tem-
pered with judgment. Because of overspecialization, most scientist are disabled
from exercising judgments beyond their own sphere.

A classic example was the atomic bomb. It was the hysicists' bomb. When
the device exploded at Alamogordo on July 16, 1945, a made a notch mark in
history from which man's future would be dated, the s ebreakers had cracked
the lock of the nucleus before the locksmiths knew how it worked. (The evidence
of this is the billions of dollars which have been spent since 1945 on gargantuan
machines to study the fundamental particles, the components of the nucleus:
and they still do not know how they interrelate.)

Prime Minister Clement Attlee, who', concurred with President Truman's de-
cision to drop the bomb on Hiroshima, later said : "We knew nothing whatever
at that time about the genetic effects of an atomic explosion. I knew nothing
about fallout and all the rest of what emerged after Hiroshima. As far as I
know, President Truman and Winston Churchill knew nothing of those things
either, nor did Sir John Anderson, who coordinated research on our side. Whe-
ther the scientists directly concerned knew or guessed, I do not know. But if they
did. then so far as I am aware, they said nothing of it to those who had to make
the decision."

That sounds absurd, since as long before as 1927. Herman J. Muller had been
studying the genetic effects of radiation. work for which he was later awarded
the Nobel Prize. But it is true that in the whole documentation of the British
effort, before it merged in the Manhattan project, there is only one reference to
genetic effectsa Medical Research Council minute which was not connected
with the bomb they were intending to make ; it concerned the possibility that the
Germans might, short of the bomb, produce radioactive isotopes as a form of
biological warfare. In the Franck report, the most statesmanlike document ever
produced by scientists, with its percipience of the military and political con-
sequences of unilateral use of the bomb (presented to Secretary of War Henry
L. Stimson even before the test bomb exploded), no reference is made to the bio-
logical effects, although one would have supposed that to have been a very pow-
erful argument. The explanation, of course, was that it was the physicists' bomb
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and military security restricted information and discussion to the bombinakers,
which excluded the biologists.

The same kind of breakdown in interdisciplinary consultation was manifest
in the subsequent testing of fission and fusion bombs. Categorical assurances
were given that the fallout would be confined to the testing area, but the Japa-
nese fishing boat Lucky Dragon was "dusted" well outside the predicted range.
Then we got the story of radiostrontium. Radiostrontium is an analog of cal-
cium. Therefore in bone-formation an atom of natural strontium can take the
place of calcium and the radioactive version can do likewise. For all practical
purposes radiostrontium did not exist in the world before 1045; it is a man-
made element. Today every young person, anywhere in the.world, whose bones
were forming during the massive bomb testing in the atmosphere, carries this
brand mark of the Atomic Age. The radiostrontium in their bones is medically
insignificant, but, if the test ban (belated recognition) had not prevented the
escalation of atmospheric testing, it might not have been..

Every young person everywhere was affected, and why? Because those respon-
sible for H-bomb testing miscalculated. They assumed that the upthrust of the
H-bomb would punch a hole in the stratosphere and that the gaseous radioactiv-
ity would dissipate itself. One of those gases was radioactive krypton, which
quickly decays into radiostrontium. which is a particulate. The technicians had
been wrongly briefed about the nature of the troposphere the climatic ceiling
which would, they maintained, prevent the fallback. But between the equatorial
troposphere and the polar troposphere there is a gap, and the radiostrontium
came back through this fanlight into the climatic jet streams. It was swept all
around the world to come to earth as radioactive rain, to be deposited on food
crops and pastures, to be ingested by animals and to get into milk and into babies
and children and adolescents whose growing bones were hungry for calcium or
its equivalent strontium, in this case radioactive. Incidentally, radiostrontium
was known to the biologists before it "hit the headlines." They had found it in
tlie skin burns of animals exposed on the Nevada testing ranges and they knew
its sinister nature as a "bone-seeker." But the authorities clapped security on
their work, classified it as "Operation Sunshine" and cynically called the units
of radiostrontium "Sunshine Units"an instance not of ignorance but of delib-
erate noncommunication.

One beneficial effect of the alarm caused by all this has been that the atoms in-
dustry is, bar none, the safest in the world for those working in it. Precautions,
now universal, were built into the code of practice from the beginning. Indeed it
can be admitted that the safety margins in health and in working conditions are
perhaps excessive in the light of experience, but no one would dare to modify
them. There can, however, be accidents in which the public assumes the risk.
At Windscale, the British atomic center in Cumberland, a reactor burned out.
Radioactive fumes escaped from the stacks in spite of the filters. They drifted
over the country. Milk was dumped into the sea because radioactive iodine had
covered the dairy pastures.

There is the problem of atomic waste disposal, which persists in the peaceful
uses as well as in the making of nuclear explosives. Low energy wastes, care-
fully monitored, can be safely disposed of. Trash, irradiated metals and labora-
tory waste can be embedded in concrete and dumped in the ocean deepsalthough
this practice raises some misgivings. But high-level wastes, some with elements
the radioactivity of which can persist for hundreds of thousands of years, pre-
sent prodigious difficulties. There must be "burial grounds" (or. euphemistically,
"farms"), the biggest of which is at Hanford, Wash. The Hanford "farm" en-
closes a stretch of the Columbia River in a tract covering 575 square miles where
no one is allowed to live or to trespass.

There, in the 20th-century Giza, it has cost more, mach more, to bury live atoms
than it cost to entomb the sungod kings of Egypt. The capital outlay runs into
hundreds of millions of dollars and the maintenance of the U.S. sepulchers is
more than $0 million a year. (Add to that the buried waste of the U.S.S.R.,
Britain, Canada, France and China, and one can see what it costs to bury live
atoms.) And they are very much alive. At Hanford they are kept in million-
gallon carbon-steel tanks. Their radioactive vitality keeps the accompanying
acids boiling. like a witch's cauldron. A cooling system has to be maintained
continuously. The vapors from the selfboiling tanks have to be condensed and
"scrubbed" (radioactive atoms removed) ; otherwise a radioactive miasma would
escape from the vents. The tanks will not endure as long as the pyramids and
certainly not for the hundreds of thousands of years of the long-lived atoms.
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The acids and the atomic ferments erode the toughest metal, so the tanks have
to be periodically decanted. Another method is to entomb them in disused salt
mines. Another is to embed them in ceramics, lock them up in glass beads.
Another is what is known as "hydraulic fraction": a hole is drilled into a shale
formation (below the subsoil water) ; liquid is piped down under pressure and
causes the shale to split laterally. Hence the atoms in liquid cement can be in-
jected under enormous pressure and spread into the fissures to set like a radio-
active sandwich.

This accumulating waste from fission plants will persist until the promise, still
far from fulfilled, of peaceful thermonuclear power comes about. With the mul-
tiplication of power reactors, the wastes will increase. It is calculated that by the
year 2000, the number of six-ton nuclear "hearses" in transit to "burial grounds"
at any given time on the highways of the United States will be well over 3,000
and the amount of radioactive products will be about a billion Caries, which is
a mighty lot of curies to be roaming around a Populated country.

The alarming possibilities were well illustrated by the incident at Palomares
on the coast of Spain, when there occurred a collision of a refueling aircraft with
a U.S. nuclear bomber on "live" misSion. The bombs were scattered. There was no
explosion, but radioactive materials broke loose and the contaminated beaches
and farm soil had to be scooped up and taken to the United States for burial.

Imagine what would have happened if the Torrey Canyon, the giant tanker
which was wrecked off the Scilly Isles, had been nuclear-powered. Some experts
make comforting noises and say that the reactors would have "closed down,"
but the Torrey Canyon was a wreck and the Paioniares incident skowed what
happens when Tadloactive materials break loose. 411 those oil-polluted beaches of
southwest England and the coast of Brittany would have had to be 'scooped up
for nuclear burial.

The Torrey Canyon is a nightmarish example of progress for its own sake.
The bigger the tanker, the cheaper the freightage, which is supposed to be prog-
ress. This ship was built at Newport News, Va., in 1959 for the Union Oil-Co.' it
was a giant for the time-810feet long and 104 feet beambut, 5 years later, diat
was not big enough. She was taken to Japan to be "stretched." The ship was cut
in half amidship and a mid-body section inserted. With a new bow, this made her
974 feet long, and her beam was extended 21 feet She could carry 850,000 barrels
of oil, twice her original capacity.

Built for Union Oil, she was "owned" by the Barracuda Tanker Corp., the head
office of which is a filing cabinet in Hamilton, Bermuda. She was registered under
the Liberian flag of convenience and her captain and crew were Italians recruited
in Genoa. Just to complicate the international tangle, she was under charter to the
British Petroleum Tanker Co. to bring 118,000 tons of crude oil from Kuwait to,
Milford Haven in Wales, via the Cape of Good Hope. Approaching Lands End, the
Italian captain was informed that if he did not reach Milford Haven by 11 p.m.
Saturday night he would miss high water and would not be able to enter the har-
bor for another 5 days, which would have annoyed his employers. Ile took a
shortcut, setting course between Seven Stones rocks and the Scilly Isles, and he

A-finished up on Pollard Rock, in an area where no ship of that size should ever
have been. .

Her ruptured tanks began to vomit oil and great slicks appealed over the sea in
the direction of the Cornish holiday beaches. A Dutch tug made a dash for the
stranded ship, gambling on the salvage money. (Where the salvaged ship could
have been taken one cannot imagine, since no place would offer harborage to a
leaking tanker.) After delays and a death in the futile salvage effort, the Britielf
Government moved in with the navy, the air force and,. on the beaches, the army.
They.tried to set fire to the floating oil which; of course, would not volatilize. They,
covered the slicks with detergents (supplied at a price by.the oil 'companies), and
then the bombers moved in to try to cut the deck ind, with incendiaries, to set
fire to the remaining oil in the tanks. Filially the ship.foundered and divers con-
firmed that the oil had been effectively consumed.

Nevertheless the result was havoc. All measures had had to be improvised;
12,000 tons of detergent went into the sea. Later marine biologists found that the
cure had been worse than the complaint. The oil was disastrous for seabirds, but
marine organic life was destroyed by the detergents. By arduous physical efforts,
with bulldozers and fiamethrowers and, again, more detergents, the beaches were
cleaned up for the holiday-makers. Northerly. winds swept the oil slicks down
Channel to the Preach coast with even more serious consequences, particularly
to the valuable shellfish industry. With even bigger tankers being launched,'
this affair is a portentous warning.
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Two years after Torrey Canyon, an off-shore oil .rig erupted in the Santa Bar-
bara Channel. The disaster to wildlife in this area, which has island nature
reserves and Is on the migratory route of whales, seals and seabirds, was a repeti-
tion of the Torrey Ninon oil spill, And the operator of the lethal oil rig was
Union Oil.

Another piece of stupidity shows how much we are at the mercy of ignorant
men pretending to be knowledgeable. During the International Geophysical Year,
1957-56, the Van Allen Belt was discovered. This is an area of magnetic phenom-
ena. Immediately it was decided to explode a nuclear bomb in the belt to see
whether an artificial aurora could be produced. The colorful draperies and lumi-
nous skirts of the aurora borealis are caused by the drawing in of cosmic particles
through the rare gases of the upper atmosphereionization it is called ; it is like
passing electrons through the vacuum tubes of our familiar fluorescent lighting.
The name "Rainbow Bomb" was given it in anticipation of the display it was
expected to produce. Every eminent scientist in the field of cosmology, radio as-
tronomy or physics of the atmosphere protested at this irresponsible tampering
with a system which we did not understand. And, typical of the casual attitude
toward this kind of thing, the Prime Minister of the day, answering protests in
ttle House of Commons that called on him to intervene with the Americans,
asked what all the fuss was about. After all, they hadn't known that the Van
Allen Belt even existed a year before. This was the cosmic equivalent of Cham-
berlain's remarks about Czechoslovakia, at the time of Munich, about that dis-
tant country of which we knew so little. They exploded the bomb. They got their
pyrotechnics and we still do not know the cost we may have to pay for this
artificial magnetic disturbance.

In the same may we can look with misgivings on those tracksthe white tails
of the jets that are introducing into our climatic system new factors, the
erects of which are immeasurable. Formation of rain clouds depends upon water
vapor having a nucleus on which to form. That is how artificial precipitation is
introducedthe so-called vainmaking. So the jets, crisscrossing the weather sys-
tem, playing noughts and crosses with it, can produce a man-made change.

In the longer term we can foresee even more drastic effects from man's un-
thinking operation. At the United Nations' Science and Technology Conference
in Geneva in 1963 we took stock of the effects of industrialization on our total
environment thus far. The atmosphere is not only the air which humans, animals
and plants breathe, it is also the envelope that protects living things from harm-
ful radiation from the min and outer space. It Is also the medium of climate, the
winds and the rain. Those are inseparable from the hydrospherethe oceans,
covering seven-tenths of the globe, with their current and extraordinary rates of
evaporation, the biosphere, with its trees and their transpiration ; and in terms
of human activities, the minerals mined from the lithosphere, the rock crust.
Millions of years ago the sun encouraged the growth of the primeval forests,
which became our coal, and the plant growth of the seas, which became our oil.
Those fossil fuels, locked away for eons of time, are extracted by man and put
back into the atmosphere from the chimney stacks and the exhaust pipes of
modern engineering. About 6 billion ions of carbon are mixed with the atmos-
phere annually. During the past century, in the process of industrialisation, with
its release of carbon by the burning of fossil fuels, more than 400 billion tons of
carbon have been artificially introduced into the atmosphere. The concentration
in the air we breathe has been increased by approximately 10 percent, and if all
the known reserves of coal and oil were burned at once the concentration would
be 10 times greater.

This is something more than a public health problem, more than a question
of what goes into the lungs of an individual, more than a question of smog. The
carbon cycle in nature is a self-adjusting mechanism. Carbon dioxide is, of
course, indispensable for plants and is, therefore, a source of life, but there
is a balance which is maintained by excess carbon being absorbed by the seas.
The excess is now taxing this absorption, and it can seriously disturb the heat
balance of the earth because of what is known as the "greenhouse effect." A
greenhouse lets in the sun's rays but retains the heat. Carbon dioxide, as a trans-
parent diffusion, does likewise. It keeps the heat at the surface of the earth
and in excess modifies the climate.

It has been estimated that, at the present rate of increase, the mean annual
temperature all over the world might increase by 8.6 degrees centigrade in the
next 40 to 50 years. The experts may argue about the time factor and even about
the effects, but certain things are apparent, not only in the industrialized northern
hemisphere but in the southern hemisphere also. Thenorth-polar ice cap is thin-
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ning and shrinking. The seas, with their blanket of carbon dioxide, are changing
their temperature, with the result that marine plant life is increasing and is
transpiring more carbon dioxide. As a result of the combination, fish are migrat-
ing, changing even their latitudes. On land the snow line is retreating and
glaciers are melting. In Scandinavia, land which was perennially under snow
and ice is thawing, and arrowheads of more than 1,000 years ago, when the black
soils were last exposed, have been found. The melting of sea ice will not affect
the sea level, because the volume of floating ice is the same as the water it dis-
places, but the melting of ice caps or glaciers, in which the water is locked up,
will introduce additional water to the sea and raise the level. Rivers originating
in glaciers and permanent snow fields will increase their flow ; and if ice dams,
such as those in the Himalayas, break, the results in flooding may be catastrophic.
In this process the patterns of rainfall will change, with increased precipitation
in sonic areas and the possibilty of aridity in now fertile regions. One would be
well advised not to take 09-year leases on properties at present sea level.

At that same conference, there was a sobering reminder of mistakes which
can be writ large, from the very best intentions. In the Indus Valley in West
Pakistan, the population is increasing at the rate of 10 more mouths to be
fed every 5 minutes. In that same 5 minutes in that same place, an acre of land
is being lost through waterlogging and salinity. This is the largest irrigated region
in the world. Twenty-three million acres are artificially watered by canals. The
Indus and its tributaries, the Jhelum, the Chenab, the Ravi, the Bean and the
Sutlej, created the alluvial plains of the Punjab and the Sind. In the 19th cen-
tury, the British began a big program of farm development in lands which were
fertile but had low rainfall. Barrages and distribution canals were constructed.
One thing which, for economy's sake, was not done was to line the canals. In
the early days, this genuinely did not matter. The water was being spread from
the Indus into a thirsty plain and if it soaked in so much the better. The system
also depended on what is called "inland delta drainage," that is to say, the water
spreads out like a delta and then drains itself back into the river. After independ-
ence. Pakistan, with external aid, started vigorously to extend the Indus irriga-
tion. The experts all said the soil was good and would Produce abundantly once
it got the distributed water. There were plenty of experts, but they all over-
looked one thingthe hydrological imperatives. The incline from Lahore to the
Hann of Kutch-700 milesis a foot a mile, a quite inadequate drainage gra-
dient. So as more and more barrages and more and more lateral canals were built
the water was not draining back into the Indus. Some 40 percent of the water in
the unlined canals seeped underground, and in a network of 40,000 miles of
canals that is a lot of water. The result was that the water table rose. Low-
lying areas became waterlogged, drowning the roots of the crops. In other areas
the water crept upward, leaching salts that accumulated in the surface layers,
poisoning the crops. At the same time the irrigation regime, which used just
11h inches of water a year in the fields, did not sluice out those salts but added,
through evaporation. its own salts. The result was tragically spectacular. In
flying over large tracts of this area, one would imagine that it was an Arctic
landscape because the white crust of salt glistens like snow.

The situation was deteriorating so rapidly that President Ayub appealed in
person to President Kennedy, who sint oitt a high-powered mission which en-
compassed 20 disciplines. This was backed by the computers at Harvard. The
answers were pretty grim. It would take 20 years and $2 billion to repair the
damagemore than it cost to create the installations that did the damage. It
would mean using vertical drainage to bring up the water and use It for Irriga-
tion, and also to sluice out the salt in the surface soil. If those 20 scientific dis-
ciplines had been brought together In the first Instance, it would not have
'happened.

One more instance of the far-fiung consequences of man's localized mistakes:
no 'insecticides or pesticides have ever been allowed into the continent of An-
tarctica. Yet they have been found in the fauna along the northern coasts. They
have come almost certainly from the northern hemisphere, carried from the rivers
of the farm States into the currents sweeping south. In November 1969, the
U.S. Government decided to "phase out" the use of DDT.

Pollution is a crime compounded of ignorance and avarice. The great achia, :
ments of Homo mien., become the disaster-ridden blunders of unthinking man
poisoned rivers and dead lakes, polluted with the effluenti of industries which
give something called "prosperity" at the expense of posterity. Rivers are treated
like sewers and lakes like cesspools. These natural 'systemsand they are living
systemshave struggled hard. The benevolent microorganisms which cope with
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reasonable amounts of organic matter have been destroyed by mineral detergents.
Witness our foaming streams. Lake Brie did its best to provide the oxygen to
neutralize the pickling acids of the great steelworks. But it could not contend.
It lost its oxygen in the battle. Its once rich commercial fishing industry died
and its revitalizing microorganic life gave place to anaerobic organisms which
do not need oxygen but give off foul smells, the mortuary smells of dead water.
As one Erie industrialist retorted. "It's not our effluent ; it's those damned dead
fish."

We have had the freedom from hunger campaign ; presently we shall need a
freedom from thirst campaign. If the International Hydrological Decade does not
bring us to our senses, we will face a desperate situation. Of course it is bound
up with the increasing population, but also with the extravagances of the
technologies which claim that they are serving that population. There is a compe-
tition between the water needs of the land which has to feed the increasing popu-
lation, and the domestic and industrial needs of that population. The theoretical
minimum to sustain living standards is about 300 gallons a day per person. This
is the approximate amount of water needed to produce grain for 2% pounds of
bread, but a diet of 2 pounds of bread and 1 pound of beef would require about
2,500 gallons. And that is nothing compared with the gluttonous requirements of
steel-making, paper-making, and the chemical industry.

Waterjust 1120is as indispensable as food. To die of hunger one needs
more than 15 days. To die of thirst one needs only 3. Yet we are squandering,
polluting and destroying water. In Los Angeles and neighboring Southern Cali-
fornia, a thousand tbnes more water is being consumed than is being precipitated
in the locality. They have preempted the water of neighboring States. They are
piping it from Northern California, and there is a plan to pipe it all the way
from Canada's Northwest Territory, from the Mackenzie and the Liard, which
flow northward to the Arctic Ocean, to turn them back into deserts.

Always and everywhere we come back to the problem of populationmore peo-
ple to make more mistakes, more people to be the victims of the mistakes of
others, more people to suffer hell upon earth. It is appalling to hear people com-
placently talking about the population explosion as though it belonged to the
future, or world hunger as though it were threatening, when hundreds of millions
can testify that it is already hereswear it with panting breath.

We know to the exact countdown second when the nuclear explosion took
place-5:30 a.m., July 16, 1945, when the first device went off in the desert of
Alamogordo, N. Mex. The fuse of the population explosion had been lit 10 years
earlierFebruary 1935. On that day a girl called Hildegarde was dying of gen-
eralized septicemia. She had pricked her finger with a sewing needle and the
infection had run amok. The doctors could not save her. Her desperate father
injected a red dye into her body. Her father was Gerhard Domagk. The red dye
was prontosil, which he, a pharmaceutical chemist, had produced and had suc-
cessfully used on mice lethally infected with streptococci, but never before on a
human. Prontosil was the first of the sulfa drugschemotherapeutieswhich
could attack the germ within the living body. Thus was prepared the way for
the rediscovery of penicillinrediscovery because, although Fleming had dis-
covered it in 1928, it bad been ignored ; neither he nor anybody else had seen its
supreme virtue of attacking germs within the living body. That is the operative
phrase, for while medical science and the medical profession had used antiseptics
for surface wounds and sores, they were always labeled "Poison, not to be taken
internally." The sulfa drugs had shown that it was possible to attack specific
germs within the living body and had changed this attitude. So when Chain and
Florey looked again at Fleming's penicillin in 1938, they were seeing it in the
light of the experience of the sulfas.

A new era of disease-fighting had begunthe sulfas, the antibotics, DDT in-
secticides. Doctors could now attack a whole range of invisible enemies. They
could master the old killer diseases. They proved it during the war, and when
the war, ended there were not only stockpiles of the drugs, there were tooled-up
factories to produce them. So, to prevent the spread of the deadly epidemics
which follow wars, the supplies were made available to the war-ravaged coun-
tries with their displaced persons, and then to the developing countries. Their in-
digenous infections and contagions and insect-borne diseases were checked.

Almost symbolically, the first great clinical use of prontosil had been in dealing
with puerperal sepsis, childbed fever. It had spectacularly saved mothers' lives
in Queen Charlotte's Hospital, London. Now its successors took up the story.
Fewer mothers died in childbirth, to live and have more babies. Fewer infants
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died, fewer toddlers, fewer adolescents. They lived to marry and have children.
Older people were not killed off by, for instance, malaria. The average life-spanincreased.

Professor Kingsley Davis of the University of California at Berkeley, the
authority on urban development, has presented a hair-raising picture from his
survey of the world's cities. He has shown that 38 percent of the world's popu-
lation is already living in what are defined as urban places. More than one-fifth
of the world's population is living in cities of 100,000 or more. And more than
one-tenth of the world's population is now living in cities of a million or more
inhabitants. In 1968, 375 million people were living in million-and-over cities.
The proportions are changing so quickly that on present trends it would take
only 16 years for half the world's population to be living in cities and only 55
years for it to reach 100 percent.

Within the lifetime of a child born today, Kingsley Davis foresees, on present
trends of population increase, 15 billion people to be fed and housednearly five
times as many as now. The whole human species would be living in cities of
a million and over inhabitants, andwait for itthe biggest city would have
1,3 billion inhabitants. That means 186 times as many as there are in Greater
London.

For years the Greek architect Doxiadis has been warning us about such pros-
pects. In his EcumenopollsWorld Cityone urban area would ooze into the
neat like confluent ulcers. The east side of World City would have as its High
Street the Eurasian Highway stretching from Glasgow to Bangkok, with the
channel tunnel as its subway and a built-up area all the way. On the west
side of World City, divided not by tracks but by the Atlantic, the pattern is
already emerging, or rather, merging. Americans already talk about Boswash.
the urban development of a built-up area stretching from Boston to Washington :
and on the west coast, apart from Los Angeles sprawling into the desert,_the
realtors are already slurring one city into another all along the Pacific coast
from the Mexican border to San Francisco. We don't need a crystal ball to
foresee what Davis and Doxiadis are predicting; we can already see it through
kmog-covered spectacles. A blind man can smell what is coming.

The danger of prediction is that experts and men of affairs are likely to plan
for the predicted trends and confirm these trends. "Prognosis" I. something
different from "Prediction," An intelligent doctor, having diagnosed your symp-
toms and examined your condition, does not say (except in novelettes), "You
have 6 months to live." An intelligent doctor says, "Frankly, your condition is
serious. Unless you do so-and-so, and I do so-and-so, it is bound to deteriorate."
The operative phrase is "do so-and-so." We don't have to plan for trends; if they
are socially undesirable our duty is to plan away from them, to trent the symp-
toms before they become malignant.

We have to do this on the local, the national, and the international scale,
through intergovernmental action, because there nre no frontiers in present-day
pollution and destruction of the biosphere. Mankind shares a common habitat.
'We have mortgaged the old homestead and nature is liable to foreclose.

Dr. SMITH. I want to say in closing, the Citizens Committee on
Natural Resources, which was organized in 10541 certainly wishes to ,
commend not only the chairman, but members of this committee, forr
their vigorous pursuit of a better environment, and we certaiidy seek
to pledge to them our very best efforts to aid and abet the purposes
and goals that you people have announced here.

Thank you very much.
(Dr. Smith's prepared statement follows :)

PREMISS RTATEMEST OV Di. SPUME ii. SIUTR, 311., BECNITTANT, CITIZENS
00111IITTES ON NATESAL Amuses,

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee: I am Dr. Spencer M. ilmith, Jr.,
itcretary of the ()Mans Committee on Natural Resources, a national conserve-
lion organisation with daces in Washington, D.C.

The attention of this committee and especially its distinguished chairman need
not be engaged as to the longevity of camera that many have had about the hn-
pact et cur culture upon the eavironmeht. My own interest exceeds 20 years and
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I was a Johnny-come-lately at that time, especially when compared to Dr. Ira
N. Gabrielson, chairman of our committee and long-time advocate of the effect of
man's activity upon our resources. His prophetic commentaries have continued
to amaze me as have few men of our time.

My own professional efforts have been in the field of economic% as a college
professor, industry consultant, Government bureaucrat, and most recently in the
area of conservation. Always I have bad a considerable interest in the manner
by which economic forces express themselves through private and public insti-
tutions. It appears necessary for me to so identify myself in order that you may
better understand the perspective In which I view environmental problems or,
if you prefer, to better understand my prejudices in such problems.

it has been said that no country in history was so wedded at the very outset
of its birth to the concept of development The rapidity with which our tech-
nological expertise came about and the concomitant rapid rise in our standard
of living has focused our life and attention on the great achievement of transfer-
ring nature's endowment into modern comforts. In the 19th century, and most
of the 20th, our problem has been development. Any suggestion that serious at-
tention be given to the consequences of that development would have been as-
sessed as a frivolity that no prudent man could tolerate in the deadly serious
business of Seeding millions of people and providing sufficient power for a
young industry. It is true that distinguished leaders of the past have sought
to examine the nature of this development, not with an interest in arresting it,
but with an eye to applying direction and assurance that the long-run aspects
would continue to be productive. Theodore Roosevelt and many others were
pioneers in this elZort and generally have been grouped under the heading of
conservationists.

To say that development has been uppermost in the minds of our predecessors
is to understate the driving force of this concept and the fact that it has be-
come an integral part of our culture. We may not be developing a physical fron-
tier in the sense that we did in the 18th and 19th centuries, but we have sub-
stituted therefor an emotional frontier which we nurture with great care.

If one feels that the urge toward development has been restrained and that
our present actions are tempered with greater care, let him be reminded of the
Full Employment Act of 1940. This act established the President's Council of
Economic Advisors and directs Government policies toward the end of full em-
ployment. This in and of itself need not result in unrestrained development but
in a dramatic sense it did little to impart a sense of caution to economic ex-

. pansion. On the contrary, the most paramount consideration in economic analysis
by academic, Government, and/or business economists of the 1940's, 1950's was
that of growth.

Any professional economist during this period who had not published or other-
wise shown concern for the economic growth rate, ran the risk of prejudicing his
professional advancement and of having his capabilities down-graded by hls
peers. A few of us were concerned about the anatomy of such growth and about
the social coat or price paid to achieve It.

If I may he pardoned a personal reference. for most of my adult life I have
been either in training for or hi the practice of a professional economist. Nothing
In this field of endeavor suggests that the consequences of the development of
goods and services should not be considered and it is true that such a considera-
tion can be placed in the economist's scheme of things without conflicting with
any basic tenet. As a practical matter, however, the major thrust of this pro-
fession is employment and economic expansion. College sophomores have been
plagued for years by the definition of economics which states : "Economics Is
the science that deals with man's efforts to satidy his unlimited wants by using
the scarce transferable resources of nature."

Some of my colleagues In the economic profession have never treated my In-
terest in attempting to assess the social costs of development as a high profes-
sional calling. They can tolerate my concern for these problems but if such
concern leads to the suggestion that certain kinds of development be Mowed or
temporarlIr interrupted until such social costs could be lessened, then their im-
patience becomes monumental. Quite often this Is tantamount to being drummed
out of the profession but it is seldom worth tbe effort. lt has generally been
suffielent for them to point out that It is not as if one of significant stature had
deserted their professional ranks and they continue secure In their knowledge
that no modification of their efforts I. required.

One Is encouraged, however, to have such a noted economist as Dr. Walter W.
Beller, professor of eeonomics at the University of Minnesota and former chair-
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man of the President's Council of Economic Advisors, state: "I am as deeply
concerned with keeping our society from becoming one of effluence as I am in
keeping it affluent."

Also, Prof. John K. Galbraith recently observed that one caught in a midtown
traffic jam in the squalor of a ghetto neighborhood, breathing foul air after hav-
ing spent the day on a meager water ration, is not overly comforted by the knowl-
edge that the Gross National Product increased 01/2 percent last year.

The "development" syndrome has brought a new series of observations such
as, "we need a reordering of governmental priorities." This commentary is re-
peated by so many, so often, that It is becoming a modern cliche. The first ques-
tion that should be posed is why just a reordering of "governmental priorities."

Perhaps we have come full circle if concern for the consequences of develop-
ment was a frivolity of the past, then perhaps the development of some goods
and services today is not only frivolous but irrational. The genius of modern
industry produceu and sold $100 million worth of hula-hoops within an 18-
month periodabout four times the amount spent on air pollution for the same
period. In one business publication the shortage of engineers was decried, and
in the same publication pride was expressed in the increased sales of the electric
toothbrush, a product which no affluent society can do without.

To show that there are few limits to engineering genius, which is equaled
only by their advertising compatriots, we have another breakthrough to re-
portthe electric or battery-driven swizzle stick. With this perhaps we may re-
lieve the final agony by bringing relief to our pioneer in his struggle to agitate
his own drink. This, if the ecomiums of the chamber of commerce may be be-
lieved, may rank with putting the well in the adobe frontier home. Yes, the old
frontier is gone and the abilities that sped its passing have become private faults
replacing their once virtues. We seem to be unable to rid ourselves of the notion
that whatever the problem, a proper appreciation of technology Is all that is
required. Perhaps it was this childlike faith that was dealt such a blow when
on the occasion of the 3d National Conference on Air Pollution, held in Wash-
ington, D.C., on December 12 to 14, 1966. I quoted Benjamin Linsky, professor
of sanitary engineering in air pollution control at West Virginia University. re-
garding the comments that he had made to the Thirty-first North American
Wildlife and Natural Resources Conference on March 14, 1966. He said,

"If you have gained an impression that air pollution problems and troubles
are recent, and that air pollution control engineering, science and technology
are new, you have been misled."

He contended further that the studies in Chicago and San Francisco in 1915
essentially established the basic tools for air pollution control. In addition to
citing Professor Linsky's observation, I quoted further the results of a study
in 1963 by the Conservation Foundation concluding: "Air pollution is now a
political and social problem far more than a scientific one."

I was not prepared for the challenge that the first of these comments received.
The nature of criticism, however, was primarily a recitation of the need for
many new techniques for detection of air pollution as well as those required for
better remedial programs. In addition, there was the inalstence by many that a
variety of the present known devices soon would be obsolete. I pressed the major
thrust of my argument, however, and even the most persistent critics qualified
their rejoinder by stating that our ineffective policy was Influenced by inadequate
technical developments but in an ancillary sense. The only real modification I
have come to make in my quotation of Professor Linsky is to emphasize more
the word "essentially" as to the techniques being in existence for a good pro-
gram of air pollution prevention.

I for one would be pleased if our problems were technical in character rather
than social or political. Our ability to solve technical and scientific problems ap-
pears superior to our ability to solve social ones.

It should surpriae no one that with a culture of development, technolorical
brilliance and achievement, which produce annually the highest consumption of
goods and services any society has achieved to date, would establish institutions,
both government and private, that reflect a culture.

Even our regulatory agencies, while established to assure the public that pri-
vate enterprise would best serve the public interest have been Ineffectual by the
kindest standard any one could apply. Or as a more sharp critic has phrased
it 'Ps 1, "the regulatory agencies impact upon the Industries they purport to con-
trol is like the files capturing the fly paper.'

It is impossible to effect a neat cataloguing which assigrathe role of devils
and angels, in fixing the blame for deteriorating environment, There is sufficient
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ammunition for both sides to support the proposition that the privateindividnal
businessman in pursuit of profit is an angel or a devil. On the one hand he is is
seen as responsible for the economic 'success and well-being of the country and
should not be penalised for his efforts. On the other hand, he Is viewed as highly
irresponsible in contaminating the water, air, and in the expedient exploitation
of other resources in order to increase his profit margin. The argument continues
with particular businesses showing the additional cost incurred to abate air pol-
lution while others point to the fact that the costs were incurred as a direct re-
sult of court action or fear of Federal action. The basic difficulty is not assessing
blame, though it takes up most of the time and argument. The difficulty is that
private individuals and private businesses rationally pursuing their own policies
come into conflict with the interests of the public at large.

The businessman does not understand how he became a monster threatening
the health of the community in just a few short years. Only recently he may have
been hailed and feted as a man of courage and ability, which led to the location
of his business in the community. As a consequence, he feels perfectly justified
in using all of the devices to protect his property in order that he will not be
forced to incur additional costs, which in turn may affect adversely his competi-
tive position.

Commercial enterprises both large and small have great abilities to resist Gov-
ernment regulations. They charge the Government interests with trying to swell
their bureaucracy, take over private functions and, if it is the Federal Govern-
ment, the usurpation of States' rights. Businesses are often stronger in supporting
States rights than anyone else, primarily because States are notoriously ineffec-
tive regulators of business enterprise.

The public at large is seriously inhibited by the formidable campaign by com-
mercial enterprise, which appears to have everything going for it. Action is post-
poned as public sentiment increases. Investigation upon Investigation is made to
determine the exact nature of the problem, The plea for more information con-
tinues and if the policy pursued by industry and commercial enterprise is nu&
ciently deleterious to community health and well-being, there comes a time when
action is taken. Unfortunately, by that time the problem is often so acute that
the cost of achieving a full remedy is so staggering, the process of initiating such
a program is again frustrated. This is especially true when dealing with natural
resources, since the early effects may be abstruse and even the cumulative prob-
lems may be subtle and not immediately understood.

Because of the great emphasis in the private sector of our econoiny upon devel-
opment, the tools and techniques for assessing cost and benefits have been de-
veloped to great precision. Also, the institutions, through which these forces
move and are measured, are understood. In ,addition, institutions, such as the
marketplace, are highly responsive mechanisms which regularly approve and
disapprove quickly and determine the costs and benefits just as quickly. A house-
wife does not have to write a letter as to why she did not like the lettuce at the
supermarket to rectify the situation. All she has to do is not buy lettuce and if a
sufficient number act in this fashion the message of disapproval is communicated
immediately.

Ales, the public sector is dealing with phenomena of which is not quantifiable
by the latest and best techniques. In those rare instances where better assess-
ments can be made, there is no institution to communicate the decision of the
public in a quick and accurate fashion, as exists in a marketplace, imperfect as
it may be. Citizens cannot buy clean air and pure water In a supermarket or at
the automobile showroom. Their action must go through a far more laborious and
inexact procedure in order to find approval or dleapproval.

In short, we are just beginning to formulate institutions that can give expres-
sion to the multivariate forces that impinge upon the environment. The Council
of Environmental Advisers is a starting point It is a good augury for the future
but not a final answer.

The Full Employment Act of 1048 revealed a number of changes in our think-
ing in addition to implementing these changes by establishing the necessary
institutions.

First, we decided that depression in an Industrial aociety was not an act of
God to be borne with .Tob-like patience. Second, Government institutions, as well
as others, could do something about it Third, since this concern could not be
"packaged" in one department or one committee of Conroe because economic
decisions that bad an impact on employment occurred through government, a
Council of Economic Advisers to the President was established and the Joint
Committee on the President's Economic Report was established in the Congress.
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The objective of the Einployment Act, "full employment without inflation," has
not been achieved with perfection. The Government and others have erred in one
direction or the other, but the act must be regarded as an important success.

Commercial enterprises and Government agencies whose fate seems intertwined
with these enterprises have often defeated specific measures by a variety of
means. Overriding objections with "you can't stop progress" and using the many
techniques so well known to all have often frustrated efforts.to restrain or di-
minish adverse environmental impacts. Today environmental impact is being
challenged as never before. It is therefore predictable that the opposition's pro-
tests are reaching a strident note.

An example of this type of rebuttal was reported In the "Commercial Appeal,"
Memphis, Tenn., January 29, 1970, wherein Mr. Thomas M. Niles, president of
the American Society of Civil Engineers, stated :

"It scares me when such emphasis Is given to the problems of pollution. It
could result in massive outlays of Federal moneys, brought on by public hysteria,
and result in wasting vast sums of money that could be better used on other
problems, more critical problems, like education and housing."

Also, Mr. Samuel S. Baxter, member of the National Water Commission, after
stating that pollution abatement was probably not possible in years with an
expenditure of $20 billion, urged that secondary sewage treatment plants take
precedent over refinements of waste removal systems. "What is more important

killing a few fish, or providing the best education for the Nation's chli-
drenr Mr. Baxter asked.

Mr. Chairman; I ask that the entire article covering the engineering confer-
ence as reported by the "Commercial Appeal" be placed hi the record at this
point.

(Nark.The article referred to Is printed at pp. 103-104.)
Conflicts will continue to abound. Many bearing upon the question whether

an increasing standard of living (here interpreted as the eonsumption of goods
and services) incompatible with a high quality of environment. While I con-
tinue to believe our basic standard of living will increase significantly and can
do so without deleterious effects upon environment, it is obvious that we will
have to spend more of our national income collectively and we will have to re-
define what we mean by "standard of living." Though the electric tooth brush
and electric swizzle stick constitute a part of the Gross National Product, pro-
vide employment, taxes, etc., is this to be likened to a community park?

Paradoxes will continue to flourish and laws and institutions must develop in
order to obviate them to the best of our ability. Federal grants-in-aid are avail-
able for State recreation programs but the States may save an area or create a
park only to find a highway scheduled to run through such areas with the
financing accomplished by another Federal grants-in-aid program.

The critical question is not how we fashion the environment to be consistent
with our economic largess but how we tailor and otherwise effect. nn economic
and cultural system comparable with our environment. This is not a choice that
is ours to make if we desire long term survival

The concern over our environment is gratifying. Even the panic of the op-
position takes on a flavor of those who roundly damned the "hysterical and
emotional bird watchers who said that we had something to fear from pesti-
cides."

One good and able conservationist made an observation that may affect more
of Ils than we will admit when he said : "We have been sayirg for years that
this may be our last chance but now we are beginning to. believe it ourselves,"

With so much being written and discussed regarding the environment, it is
impossible to present a definitive document to the committee. An excellent ap-
praisal of the quality of life by Lord Ritchie-Calder (Mortgaging The Old Home-
stead), the eminent British scientist, appears in the current edition of the quar-
terly, "Foreign Affairs" and is reprinted in the current "Sports Illustrated." If
this article has not yet been made a part of the record, I respectively request
that It be included.

(Novz.The article referred to is printed at pp. 104-1114
The Citizens Committee on Natural Resources, which has been organized since

1054, wishes to commend the chairman and members of this committee for their
vigorous pursuit of , a better environment and to pledge to them that we will
exert our best efforts to aid and abet their Purposes and goals.

I thank the committee for this opportunity of prerenting this statement.
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Mr. REuss. Thank you, Dr. Smith.
We will next hear from Mrs. Donald E. Clusen, representing the

League of Women Voters, which organization has been in the fore-
front of the environmental fight for many years.

STATEMENT OF MRS. DONALD E. CLUSEN, ywz PRESIDENT, LEAGUE
OF WOKEN VOTERS OF THE UNITED STATES

Mrs. CLUSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
For the record I am Mrs. Donald Clusen of Green Bay, Wis. I am

vice president of the League of Women Voters of the United States
and chairman of the League's work on the environment. We appre-
ciate the opportunity to appear before this subcommittee to comment
on action proposals to improve and protect our physical enviromnent
in the 1970's.

We find that the interested public is disgusted at this point with
the blur of proposals for reorganization, preemption, nondegradati9,
standard setting, plans for implementation and demonstration proj-
ects because people know that this country has the ability to improve
the condition of its air and water and the management of land. We
think that people will not be satisfied with the rhetoric which is cur-
rently going on about environmental quality, and that instead they
want results they can see.

The members of my organization are under no illusion that it will
be easy to achieve the kind of movement the public wants. The scope
of the questions posed by this committee shows the complexity of
reordering the Government programs. Since the League does not pre-
tend to the omniscience necessary for a broad gage response to the
questions listed, I shall confine my comments to conclusions arising
from the League's 14-year experience with water resources. Most of
my comments will be concentrated on the financing and enforcement
programs carried on by the Federal Government.

1. The League of Women Voters expects to seeduring the present
congressional sessionconsideration of all aspects of the Federal
grant program for municipal sewage facility construction. Although
we have long been aware of weaknesses in the present program'We
continue to support the principle of Federil incentive grants forthis
purpose. We think it unwise to rush into change of one part of the
program..Complete redesign should be undertaken in the light of the
experience of the last decade and the goal for the decade of the
1970's. Since such redesign cannot be swiftly accomplished, we think
the present program should be continued to the end of its
authorization.

The first step in continuing the present program should be to make
the $800 million appropriated for fiscal 1970 available to the States.
We are glad to bear that President Nixon intends that the entire
sum be released to the FWPCA for allocation by the end of this
fiscal year. The second step is to seek appropriation of the full $1.25
billion authorized for the program in fiscal 1971. We, along with
others, expect to work for full appropriation.

Turning now to changes that are needed when a new program is
designed, in our opinion Federal, State, and local goveOupents have
each put too little money into construction of seivage treatment
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plants and intercepter sewers. Governments at each level have held
back claiming that. a greater commitment from one of the other levels
was necessary. More money must be invested and the elements en-
couraging procrastination must be circumvented if water quality is
to improve.

(a) Early in the program localities began to hang back, waiting for
their turn to share in the Federal program. We find the idea wide-
spread that every jurisdiction is entitled to 50 percent Federal aid for
treatment plant construction. Anyone who knows the legislative his-
tory of this knows this is not the intent. So we think there is a need
for public education on this point. Everyone can understand that
delay has made construction more expensivein cost of materials,
wages, land, and interest on bonds. Matever the rules of the game
are to be in the future, it is important that they be made clear and
be adhered to.

(b) The sewage facility construction program cannot be divorced
from sewer construction and from the heavy costs of other services
which municipalities furnish. There is no getting away from the fact
that many benefits of sewage treatment accrue to areas downstream
rather than to taxpayers of the district building the facility.. Al-
though jurisdictions able, with some sacrifice, to undertake pollution
abatement programs should do so promptly, some inducement is
needed to overcome the tendency to use available funds for programs
of more direct service to a jurisdiction's taxpayers. We know of no
inducements save financial aid from State and Federal levels plus
strong enforcement of State water quality standards.

(c) There is inadequate inducement for States to participate in a
three-way cost-sharing program for treatment facility construction.
The experience of States that moved ahead, utilizing State funds
in anticipation of repayment out of , Federal aid at the level author-
ized, was such that few other States were tempted to follow suit. To
encourage State financial participation, should the amount of the
State allotment be increased if a State puts State money into the
program? Or should States that contribute a certain percent be given
first consideration when reallotment is made of moneys not obligated
by the States V

(d) To produce maximum pollution abatement for the sum in-
vested, changes are needed in assignment of lariorities for receiving
Federal aid. The present system, whereby "the appropriate State
water pollution control agency; certifies a project as "entitled topri-
ority over other eligible projicts," has not been producing the inte-
grated, comprehensive water quality control needed for basinwide
pollution abatement. Without an interstate basin agency, planning for
pollution abatement may be entirely uncoordinated in States border-
ing on the same river. And if a State spreads its allotment thinly, or
distributes much of it to small or medium-sized municipalities, Ved-
eral funds available to big cities will piuvide little help and less in-
centive for sewage treatment facility construction. We hope a more
rational System with emphasis on basmwide cleanup can be instituted

through new regulations for assigning priorities. Or should assign-
ment of priorities pass from the hands of the State agency to the re-
gional dices of the FWPCA? Of course there are undoubtedly some
political realities that must be considered in this connection.
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When the Clean Water Restoration Act removed the dollar ceiling
on aid to a project and increased the percent of project cosethat could
be covered by Federal funds, it became possible for a State to put
more of its allotment into a single, big, significant project. But have
the States applied a large part of their allotments to help major cities

iliti s by alkicating 50 percent
reduce the waste load they discharge ? Hary.nan,States encouraged
construction of regional treatment fac
of the cost of such regional projects from the State's Federal allot-
ment? This decision is one for the States to make; but for the most
part States have preferred not. to turn over so much of their allot-
ments to single projects.

In the interest of efficiency and to show what can be accomplished,
we think legislation authorizing a new aid program should be formed
to encourage steady movement toward basinwide improvement in wa-
ter quality. To reach water quality standards for a basin,.Federal aid
must be given to metropolitan areas if they are to attain advanced
waste treatment with reduction of phosphate and nitrate loads. A
change in allocation of amounts of Federal aid should accompany
change_ in assignment of priorities.

2. We in the League of Women Voters are attuned to working out
differences through persuasion rather than through adversary pro-
ceedings. But we have come to regard the formal water pollution
control enforcement conference as events valuable chiefly for their
newsmaking, which contributes to public education. The enforcement
measures contained in section 10 of the Federal Water Pollution Con-
trol Act seem unnecessarily long, drawn out and complicated. We sug-
gest critical reexamination to see whether a streamlined schedule and
method of enforcement could be developed. The attitude of the public
and of industry has changed from what it was when these cumbersome
enforcement regulations were framed. Many industries have itivested
heavily in process changes and equipment to reduce pollution. Like
the citizens concerned about environmental quality, companies making
improvements want the laggards pushed along.

I would like to comment briefly about proposals to use a tax credit
program to help industry meet t'he cost of pollution abatement.

3. Tile League of Women Voters does not favor a tax credit program
to help industry meet the costs of pollution abatement. In 1967 our
members, after study, reached the conclusion that limited aid to indus-
try is necessary to expedite cleanup of the Nation's waters. Our mem-
bers are willing to support Federal long-term, low-interest loans for
abatement. of industrial pollution. Assistance of this sork,will help
small, old marginally profitable companies whose plants are the eco-
nomic mainstay of communities that would suffer if the plant closed
down.

The league does not. favor investment tax credits because these do
not help the companies whose need is greatest.. A company with scanty
profits owes scarcely any tax : so there is little or nothing to be offset
by fast writeoff or investment credit. It is the large, profitable com-
panieq who ,benefit. from investment credits; and these companies can
and should. our members think, pay the cost of managing the waste
products from their industrhil processes. A tax arrangement that helps
companies with large taxable incomes more than it does struggling
companies, young or old, is not equitable; moreover, it increases in-
equalities of competition.
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League members think costs of pollution abatement are a respon-
sibility of the polluter and one of the costs of doing business. If
expenses for abating pollution are considered to be like other business
expenses, accelerated depreciation is more acceptable than invest-
ment tax credits. But the league doubts that tax relief is the efficient,
effective way to bring about abatement of industrial pollution.

Tax relief will encourage continued dependence on treatment plants
for industrial waste water, for costs of such plants can clearly be
shown to qualify for tax benefits. But we are convinced that emphasis
should be on changes in plant processes in order to use less water and
to manage more efficiently the waste-producing steps. Elimination of
waste-production should be the goal.

4. Our members think utility-type financing should be applied to
sewer and sewage treatment services, with service charges related to
cost of supplying the service, repayment of capital costs, and operation
and maintenace costs over the life of the project.

User charges fill grow more important as industries attach to
public sewer lines in increasing numbers and more industrial and
domestic sewage is treated together in municipal plants. We think
adequate rates based on quality and quantity of sewage should be
charged for waste water service, as charges are made for other utility
services. Government programs should foster user charges. Why not
make the levying of adequate user charges a requisite for consideration
for Federal financial aid?

5. From time to time _suggestions are made that the Federal Gov-
ernment should assume a much larger share of the cost of water
pollution abatement-90 percent as was done in the Federal interstate
highway program, for example. We think that money to eliminate
pollution from Federal installations and activities should be, included
in the budget of each Federal agency and should be spent for that
purpose.

However, when the league was developing its support for better
coordination at the Federal level, league members deplored the
differences in proportion of contributions and in required repayment
under programs handled by different Federal agencies. "Shopping
around" for the maximum amount of aid seemed undersirable to league
members because (a) it encourages delay in solving the problem for
which Federal aid is sought, and (b) it encourages choosing the solu-
tion for which most financial aid can be obtained. League members
became convinced that variations in the amount of aid which can be
offered under different programs distorts decisionmaking, reduces
maximum benefits4rom the Federal investment, and is one factor
in heightened interagency competition.

In recent years we have seen some tendency to limit Federal aid to
50 percent in a number of water programs, except where supplementa-
tion is provided for areas of great economic distress.'For example, the
}lousing -and Urban Development Act authorized grants to local
public bodies to finance up to 50 percent of the cost of basic public
water and sewer facilities. The Rural Water and Santiation Facilities
Act also offered a maximum of 50 percent Federal aid. We see merit
in matching Federal and State and local contribution& When public
agencies and officials must fit together funding from three levels of
government in order to move ahead on a program, each agency must
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show consideration for the interests and missions of those on the other
levels. Citizens concerned about environmental valOes have reason to
question whether any Federal program funded like the Federal inter-
state highway program would continue responsive to local situations.

6. 'I will touch on only one other issue. The next 10 years will be
critical for estuaries and the coastal zone. The Congress will soon have
three reports before it, one from the Commission on Marine Science,
Engineering, and Resources one from the Federal Water Pollution
Control Administration, and one from the Fish and Wildlife Service.
When Congress weighs the recommendations in these reports and
considers creation of an agency and a program for the coastal areas,
you will want to make sure that the policy objectives you establish will
adjust the uses of estuarine and shore areas in ways that will control
environmental alteration. Perhaps the Federal program formulated
for the coastal zone and its estuaries can be the first Federal program
in which America's great technological ability is applied to bring
about environmental enhancement rather than to its degradation.

We hope serious thought will be given to establishment of a Bureau
of Estuarine Management to watch over the special pollution and fish
and wildlife problems of these valuable and vulnerable areas. We
think great attention should be given to whether State coastal zone
authoritiessuggested byone of these reportswhich might come to

iresemble port authorities n their freedom from control by voters add
elected officials, are the best administrative arrangement that can be
devised, especially at the opening of the environmental decade.

In conclusion, I would simply like to say that if elected representa-
tives cannot bring about some improvement by normal legislative
processes and governmental programs, or if improvement is bogged
down in jurisdictional disputes between communities, agencies, and
levels of government, concerned citizens will try to gain their goal
in other waysthrough the courts, through boycotts, through dem-
onstrations, and through election of more sympathetic officials.

Thank you.
Mr. REUSS. Thank you, Mrs. Clusen.
Dr 'George ' '

STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN L. GEORGE, PRESIDENT, RACHEL CAR-
SON TRUST FOR THE LIVING ENVIRONMENT, ASSOCIATE PRO-
FESSOR OF vnourz MANAGEMENT, SCHOOL OF FOREST
RESOURCES, PENNSYLVANIA STAT& UNIVERSITY

Dr. GEORGE. Mr. Chaithan, my name is John George.
I am president of the Rachel Carson Trust. I have been concerned

Niith environmental matters for some 31 years. My credentials are
spelled out in the full statement which I gave the committee.

One of the items that I didn't mention in that statement is that I am
a birdwatcher. Lest the engineers feel I am hiding this, I mention it
now.

I am very pleased to have this opportunity to discuss this matter
of restoring and maintaining environthental quality with you, to dis-
cuss the action proposals for your environmental decade.

I think that all of us who have been involved in this matter wel-
come this opportunity ;,because we agree with the committee's evalua-
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tion that it constitutes one of the most important problems facing us
today.

I am going to discuss certain of the questions you asked and pro-
vide you with a more detailed written statement ansi then stand ready
to answer questions.

You asked :
What must government do to strengthen or redirect its existing programs

for environmental protection and improvement?

Well, sir, I think we need an ecologically oriented policy or deci-
sionmaking body, either a board or council that plans and coordi-
nates all programs and sets priorities. Perhaps the Council on En-
vironmental Quality is a step in this direction. But it must be a very
strong Council.

>,----The concern for environmental quality was crystallized by Miss
Carkm who voiced the concerns of ecologists with sufficient impact to
attract the attention of the President's Science Advisory Committee.
A deCade ago ecologists wereiditMissed as well meaning but ill in-
formed in economic realities.

Perhaps the statement Dr. Smith told us about this morning would
indicate we are still being dismissed in that way. The PSAC report on
"The Use of Pesticides" supported the thesis that single-purpose
economic development could result in economic gain but with a loss
of esthetic values.

This was really Miss Carson's message. Pesticides were a vehicle,
a special issue. I think, after reviewing the impact of Miss Carson's
book, never again, Mrs. Clusen, will we underestimate the power of a
womannot even an engineer will underestimate the power of a
woman.

I am happy to say, Mr. Chairman, that when I was at Vassar some
years ago, one of the professors, Mabel Newcomber, was a director
in the League of Women Voters. She came in and asked about con-
servation issues. We discussed them, and in a small way I was in-
volved in the beginning of the league's involvement in water
conservation.

Today, ecologists can sit down with policymakers and plan a new
wave of conservation progress ; but the voices of economic forces have
not been stilled. Many decisions are local and 'concerned with a par-
ticular industrial or agricultural operation which provides an over-
riding economic framework within which ecological thought is easily
overwhelmed.

I, therefore, leave with you the thought that we need this directing
counc

The question 2 you asked was :
What programs should be expanded, curtailed, or eliminated? How? Why?
Major needs are to have a university base for Federal agencies and

congressional groups concerned with environmental quality ; increased
funding of Federal agencies concerned with the environment and
man's well-being; and a national board or council of ecological ,
advisers.

Federal and university forces have united in agriculture with the
system of agricultural experiment stations and the Federal and Co-
operative Extension Services that were set up at the land-grant
A. &M. colleges over a half century ago.

,

,
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A new network of environmental research stations could not only
organize a system for storing ecological knowledge, develop a basic
fund of knowledge of our ecosystem, and encourage the growth and
standards for the ecological profession, but also could predict probable
ecological consequences of current or planned activities; help plan res-
toration of the environment ; monitor current levels of specific pol-
lutants ; and facilitate public understanding of the relation of human
society and its environment.

Federal agencies concerned with the environment, especially the
Department of the Interior, need greatly increased funding and liai-
son with the universities. The new stations could establish this.

We need a policymaking Council of Ecologists who report either
to the President or to the Congress, or both. Possibly this Council
could be incorporated in the framework of the Council on Environ-
mental Quality.

Programs to be curtailed cannot easily be listed publicly. Private
agency heads and individuals could make numerous suggestions.

3. How can programs at all levels of Government be better coordinated to
achieve maximum economy, efficiency, and effectiveness?

The ioolicymaking Council of Ecologists referred to in question 1
would facilitate increased economy, efficiency, and effectiveness, as it
would coordinate programs and funds.

I personally have found Federal workersI was one at one time
very responsible and diligent, but they all work within prescribed

Dr. Smith emphasized this this morning. The activities of one
group may interfereand on occasion in the past we all know of
instances where they have interferedwith the objectives of another
group; and this will continue unless we have a strong directing
Council.

Environmental conservation could become a matter of public policy
by act of Congress. The Council could then develop appropriate guide-
lines or standards, criteria, and evaluation in keepmg with congres-
sional policy:

.
"Purse-string" power would be an effective way to insure realistic

economy, efficiency, and compliance mith policy in program planning,
protect clesigii, conduct of work, and maintenance of the pro_gram.
Periodic review by ecologists and citizen conservationists could help
maintain effectiveness of programs.

4. What would be the cost of new programs to protect and enhance the quality
of the enviionment? Who should administer such programs?

The policymaking ecological CouncilI keep going back to that
Council ; I think it is central to the whole issuewith the help of the
environmental research stations, could determine broad objectives, set
priorities, estimate probable costs, and provide overall guidance, coor-
dination, and in this senseadministration; but the various local,
State, and Federal agencies and private companies could conduct the
action programs. Mrs. Clasen has spelled out in detail some of these
programs this morning. As to the cost, I don't think anyone knows
the cost at this time ; certainly I don't.

You asked:
How can we encourage more public participation in the consideration of pro-

posals that affect the environment?
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Every community has environmental problems.. In drawing up the
master plan discussed in question 4, the Council should seek "the opin-
ion of local groups. This would get local involvement, trust, and sup-
port, and the benefit of the detailed, specific knowledge and experience

. of the local people.
Certainly, Mr. Chairman, the many individuals, companies, feder-

; ations, and agencies that are speaking on this subject today are evi-
dence of the fact that we already have many involved in thisquestion.

There are calls for asuarantee of an undergraduated environment
as an inalienable right. This movement is not a passing fad.

6. How can we make public agencies and aides more responsible to environ-
mental concerns in the administration of environmental problems?

Again the answer to this question revolves around how effective
we are in solving question 1 and the activities of the ecological Coun-
cil: A strong Council with broad powers of review and a conservetion
policy mandated by the Congress will solve the problem.

7. Can the public effectively protect our ale and water through dais action
litigation?

I don't know enough about this so I'won't say anything about it.
8. How should the Federal grant programs be strengthened to help protect

and improve environmental values?
You might fund the roughly 180 congressional advisers, establish

a number of environmental quality professorships, and create the new
network of environmental research stations already discussed.

If each adviser to the congressional ad hoc cominittee on the en=
vironment were given $1,000 to prepare a report along lines that the
Environmental Clearinghouse or some other directive group such as
this committee suggests, and then attend a summer Cenftwee to dis-
cuss, plan, and coordinate the plans, programs: end budrts sub-
mitted, you would, for $100,000 or soperhaps a little more tMn that,
countmg administrative costsswiftly tap the centuries of training,
exjerience, and thought of the ad hoe advisers.

nd, set up some 100 or More environMental quality prOfessor-
ships at major intellectual centers, both public and private, across the
United States. Let each be funded with _perhaps $50,000 for salaries
and expenses and with additional funds available to meet . special
needs: And again for a modeet expenditure you would.have a terrific
impact on the universitT community and I think the cOuntry.

A third course of action would be the develOPMent: of the network 1

of some 50 environmental research statiOns at large public univereitiei
on a matching-fund basis. I would suggat in, the Interest of economy
that these stations begin With a: Modest 'appropriation of some 4,25
milliOn for 'the first year; but with the Plan to double these .mOner
every year for 5 years until some $800 million would he inVolved in
these major intellectual and educational undertakin

These centers, should have broad .baiic and appli
in research, training, and extenSion;:but be flexible enoug tO permit
centers of excellence that fit the area. .

In conclusion_, the average citizen not Only lents no further de-
terioration of the environment but also wants .an active 'program .of
restoration. Thie:requiree enlightened planning.i
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Ecological consequences must be anticipated. Satisfactory, or even
enhanced, conditions for an organism may oceur 99 percent of the
time but be lethal 1 percent of the time. It doesn't matter much to that
organism if it is deacL

We all want low-coSt fool and powe4 but let us not lose sight of our
real objectiveour well-being. This is really what we want. Conserva-
tionists want a4uality world, no ghettoS, no malnourished children, no
oiled beaches. The American people are beginning to understand the
interdependence Of man and his environment. We .can now come to
grips with the basic interactions of population, resoUrces, and culture
and the well-being of man. .

(Dr. George's prepared statement follows :)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN L. GEORGE, PRESIDENT, 'THE RACHEL CARSON
, TRUST IITOR THE LIVING ENVIRONMENT ; ASSOCIATE PRCIZOSOR OF WILDLIFE MAN-
AGEMENT, THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE .UNIVERRITY ; AND CHAIRMAN OF THE IUCN
COMMITTEE ON ECOLOGICAL Emote or CHEMICAL CONTROLS

Mr. Chairman, I am John L. George, professor of wildlife management at the
Pennsylvania State University, president of the Rachel Carson Trust for the
Living Environment, chairman of the International Union for the Conserva-
tion of Nature and Natural Resources Committee on the Ecological Effects of
Chemical Controls, and an adviser to the congressional ad hoc Committee on
the Environment. I received my first degree in Forestry and Conservation from
the University of Michigan in 1939; and so for over three decades 'I have been
concerned with environmental .9uality and wild environments in this and other
parts of the. world. I have been involved in research in wildlife ecology ; taught
conservation of natural resources in privateand public c011eges and universities;
worked for public conservation agencies. including. the National. Park .Service
and the Fish and Wildlife Service ; and for a brief period was part of a private
conservation organization. . ,

I am very pleased that you have given me this opPortunity to discuss my views
on the very difficult problem of restoring and maintaining environmental quality
during the present environmental decade. Since time is short. I will disenss cer-
tain of the eight questions you asked 'me. provide you With' somewhat More de-
tailed supporitng material, and stand ready to answer any questions or requests
for further detail.-

''1. What must Government do t strengthen Or redirect ite existing programs
for environmental protection find improvement?"

We very much. need an 'ecologically oriented policy or decislonmaking body,
either a board- or a council.- that plans and coordinates programs..Perhaps the
newly created Council. on Environmental ()Salty is a step in this 'direction.

Much, of.the aroused' public concern for environmental quality today was crys-
Milked and quickened. by. -Miss Carson who 'liras able to voice the concerns of
ecologists with sufficient impact to dent the insensitivnbarrier 'of narrow inter-
ests and economicalli oriented deelsionniakere who, until at leastrecently. domi-
nated most 'of our governmental,- :private,. and :university thought and news
media.I well recall how magazines- reported Miss .Carson's work -when it first
appeared tome 8. years ago. I am happy to sly 'theme saMe Magazines tell a
very different story todaY' largelt.beCause 'of the action' of .the President's Sci-
ence Advisory Committee. A decadnago It was fashionable 'to dismiss ecologists
as well-meaning but ill-informed es to the-economic realities of life; Terms such
as "unrealistic" and ''emetionar and "arbitrary" were freely . used with the
crass assurance that thinks would continue to be 'decided. economically. When
the' MAC report on. "The . Use of Pestleides" Appeared the' body: of scientists
speaking could not be dismissed as Crackpots'. The world began to listen and hear
the thoughts that single-purpose economie -development 'could result in a Mixed
blessing 'of economic, gain at the pricnof degradation of the, environment and
the esthetic Aspects of man's world.. .: : . , :.s.

The people and the Congress and:certainly Many thinking, individiale in Gov-
::nment Of universitien were already. much mare concerned with' environments
than the polluters and the actions of . the day indicated. Today, a few years
later, ecologists are able to sit down with policymakers and. decisionmakers,
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with elected executives and legislators, and plan a new wave of ecological prog-
ress. We have done this a few other times in our, pastat the turn of the cen-
tury, again in the thirtiesand each time we made great progress. I think this
Is very much to our credit. I hope this period, however, will be our finest hour.

But the voices of economic forces have not been stilled; nor have attitudes
been reversed. Their lobbies are knoivn, well-organised, and strong ; and without
your strong and continued support, ecological thought and philosophies will not
guide policy decisions and beedvae a part of our value systems..Many of the vital
decisions are local and concern with a particular industrial or agricultural oper-
ation whiea provides an overriding economic framework within which the local
people live and work, and within which ecological thought is easily over-
whelmed. Also the number of ecologists is very, very limited, especially those
who have ever had any management responsibilities.

There is, of course, nothing -wrong- with efficient low-cost operation or with a
local group wishing to prosper. You will not find ecologists to be obstructionists.
I firmly believe in a managed world ; but I think that management today during
this stage in the evolution of our society must be enlightened management. Today.
this means consideration of environMentai consequences. I doubt that ecologists
will be unilateral, unreasonable or arbitrary in their decisions. This is not their
nature. They certainly will be concerned with local problems. Their job in plan-
ning is incredibly complex and they are in danger of being swamped by n bewil-
dering array of mandates and acts. Finally, they must work within an interacting
complex of populations, resources, and culture which perhaps only conserva-
tionists understand fully.

"2. What programs should be expanded, curtailed; or eliminated? How? Why?"
A major need is to have a university base for Federal agenclee and congres-

sional groups concerned with environmental quality. This could be met with a
new network of environmental research stations. Also certain Federal agencies
concerned with the environment should receive increased funding. Finally, I think
we need a national council of ecological advisers.

A most successful wedding of Federal and university forces has been ac-
complished in the field of agriculture. I think all of America and indeed the
entire western civilization mins a tremendous debt to the system of agricultural
experiment stations and the Federal and Cooperative Extension Services that
were set up at the laud grant and A. & M. colleges over a 'half century ago.- The
success of this combination is. evident to anyone flying across this land ; It's
evident to our enemies. It is the base of our awesome technology. And its very
success is the essence of our discussions today...We hnve created a:new young,
urban, nonfarm society with a growing demand for a quality 'environment and
recreational opportunities ; and with 'little understanding of-or concern with agri-
culture. Thil group does not identify with research or extension efforts geared
primarily to food and'ilber production. This group does'inteiest itself in research
or extension -efforts' dealing with various aspects of environmental quality in-'
eluding wildlife. 'The question 'has been phrased as to whether in an age of af-
fluence we 'necesearily will have to live in a world of ,efiluents, or toxic by
products of our technology. I think the answer to Obi question 'is- "No." Increas-

. ingly in the future, research and extension will' be, focused, on' this question.
Therefore; feel.that a' three-part prograM Would help-attain Our objectives for
environmental quality: . ,

(I) A network of environinental research stationi.-Thefie' could -be set up at
major universities' much' as the agriculture eirperiment stations Were.- The suc-
cess of the airiculture experiment '.itations' during- the -past 'century in solving
probleins of our agricultural POictice has beew a major' factor' in making us the
greatest and most prosperous Nation in the world,.:and the surplus. Nifty 'our
agricultnre has glien us enablei us- to"assume World- leadersh101' Similar iesearch
by our allies, with our aikitilhe basis.for the PoWer Of all western Cultures and
societies.'The system' has been- successfdl, but it is highly. speelalised toward food
and fiber production.' These are 'vitally needed skills; especially in Solving world
problems of food production. However, in the interests of environMental quality
it is important to remember that Many of our present.problems stem fromoterly
pragmatic,-short-range 'objectives' of lowcost production. IfanY'able scientists
have met their' responsibilities 'within this 'specific mandate' and 'therefore 'did
not consider environmentaUside effects- Of. their efforts..Pesticklei Usti-good ex-
ample of thelype orproblim-whieb retake item this 'conflict of: objectives lad
.value systems. "'.. -- . !-

--::;

:
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A network of environmental research stations could not only organise a sys-
tem for -storing all pertinent ecological knowledge (and conversely, 'point out
where more needs, to be known), develop a basic fund of knowledge .of our
ecosystem, and encourage the growth and high standards for Ms training of
students in the ecological profession, bat also could predict probable ecological
consequences of current or planned activities, heti) plan management activities
for restoring the quality of the environment, monitor current levels Of specific
pollutants, and facilitate public understandingof the relation of human society
and its environment. Researcig training, and extension activities would thus be
the main functions' of these environmental research stations. "

(2) Increased funding and authority for Federal agencies,concerned with the
environment from this ecological viewpoint; The Department of the Interior,
especially, needs a greatly increased funding and liaison with the universities.
The Department of Agriculture, through the land-grant-schools, the cooperative .

agricultural extension services, and the agricultural experiment stationshas a
valuable base (both of influence and incoming information) which the DePart-.
ment 'of the Interior lacks. frhe environmental, research Stations should estab-
lish the same close relation between Interior and. the, campus which agriculture
now enjoys.

(3) A National Council of Ecological Advisers who 'report either to the presi-
dent or to the Congress, or both. I have recommended this for some tinie as I
have indicated in the answer to question. 1. Possibly thia-Council should be in-
corporated in the framework of the Council. on Environmental, Quality.

As to which progranM can bScurtalled or elhninated, no one can cheerfally
proclaim thesepnblicly;; but It would be a very simple-matter to sit dowS pri-
vately with agency heads and individuals *Ito could make numerotts suggeitionm
It is possible that some, of these suggestions Might he .difficult for Congress to
accept .

1.'3. How can programs at all levels of government be, better coordinated to
achieve maximum economy, efficiency, and. effectiveness?' .

I think the policymaking board or council Of ecologists referred toil* queation
1 wouldfacilitate increased economy, efficiency, and effectiveness, as it would be

. the means of coordinating programs and funds at *Moms levels; but policy.could
be set by atfaCtOr Congress... . . . , ,

,Federal workers are among the' most diligent, responsible, and industrious in
the Nation but all *work within .very specific prescribed ,responsibilities, ant the
activities.of one group 'can interfere with the objectless:of another..When the
Fish and Wildlife Service wits charged With accelerating the tequisition 'of *et-
landi to helP save marsh ,areas,: it was competing with.farm.progranni tO drain .

, marshlands. The objectives of both groups were valid but the programa :were
exactly., opposite in their impact on any given:area. Thelinportance efl.thess
activities varietwith the maturity of the society. Earlier inthe.evOlutiOn OfOur

'.society the, emphasis was. predontinantly, on the production ,'of cheap:bed and
perhapa the .draining,of ,marshes was logical.. Today the marshee have i primer*
value as-wetlands for wildlife or for other. aesthetic Aiseaor. an a:irater, storage
or filtration sone, and should not be drained.: ,, ._.-

,Environmental and ecological conservationcOuld and.probablYishOuldbecOme, :
a matter 'of-public policy by act of Congress..The Councileould.develop appropri-
ate guidelinee on standards, criteria, and evalnatioh. Because-lbderaliltate and:
local funding is involved, in so many. programs IMrse4trine,,,powerviould.be
an effective way to.insdre,realistic economy, efficieseTnItd EwmPilltnes *Mt Polici
in program: planning,. project designi, conduct Of work; and maintenance .of ,the
Prograni. Periodic veview by ecologieta, and :citlienoonservnt1oniste cotfid" help
maintain:effectiveness ,of:programs...

Whatwould be the cost of,new;prograMi tOproteatint entatneettheqUility
Of the environmentt,Whs should, administer. Bitch :prograMar,.;:..:;,..', ,.

The full, cost. of a ;program Vo. protect anditthance: the quality of theenviros;'
,ment is. unknown 'as yet but the Council or ,boardCould deternilne a: program andli

:1- Some ',studies snggest We are iiperitilar.i Unfair inionnt, OE Our,grOla national.
:product on.cnvironmentatiPialitijinday thin 10 years age:Alien emergent* metts:
...,sre the pot oYmaking, board Or council referredto is'question:11.shOultestablisk
it set of prhritietandapOrOihnate costs..,Theywould definethe broadparanteters
of Abel prOnram and ,then i fashion a! trial 'Master iplani.:Thiti 'should cte a spacial

which,:. watershed. by- Watershed,: considers ultimate Objectivesracross Vic
itlnited Statee.. The :so-called. 'Mtfitiple-tms concept is necensarily:.- coin** and
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interdisciplinary ; and it requires a very difficult zoning, but the uses of all areas
must be part of the master plan for attaining given objectives. Industrial zones
are as essential as wilderness zones and should be part of the same plan. With-
out one we can not have the others.

The PolicymakIng ecolegical board or council, with the help of the Environ-
mental Research Station as consultants, would provide overall guidance coordi-
nation, and in this sense administration, but the various local; State, and Federal
agencies and private companiee would conduct the action programs: Curiously,
the agencies, companies, and other groups which initially contributed much, of
the pollution:must play a major part in any suceesiful program te correct it.
I hope they will do this with the fervor Of a repentent 'sinner,: rather than with
the hostility of a reluctant recruit following orders. Hopefully, the ingenuity:of
American. engineers will be as devoted to environmental quality as to cost-benefit
analysis. .

"5. How can ive encourage more public participation In the 'consideration of:
proposals that affect the environment?" .

Increased participation will be facilitated by involving local- people in local
decisions, but many groups are' already Involved.' . , '

Every community has environmeetal problems and la the drawing-.up of the
master plan discussed ,In question .4 and planning board' or council should 7seek
the opinion of local groups. This would: (1) -get loCal involvementand support;
and (2) get the benefit , of the 'detailed and specific knowledge and experience of
the . local people. The deCisiOns in the master:plad need te be made on a broad
front and 'the .local plans must fit the oVerall 'master objectives but there cer-
tainly should be flexibility in both directions while 'fashioning a major course,
of action. In many instances action will be' .balked if local townihips do not
concur with the actions, as they have jurisdiction.'

Certainly however individuals, companies, federations, and agencies are already
involved today. There are calls fore new constitutional amendment teguarantee
an inalienable right for an undegraded environment. Labor unions have 'suggested
that one.of their bargaining demands this year will be abetter en*Ironment. They
are not new allies. A hundred years age the railroad brotherhood supplied' the..
needed punch to help the conservationists' set aside the Adirondacks and Catskills
in New York.' . .

This movement- is not a passing fad.' We shoidd eaidly' enceeed in keeping it
going and the younger generation, who.certainlY have grotindefor -cynicism, may

. ,

find some reason for faith in us again.
.

"8, How. can- we makepUblic agencies and officials more reapOnsive toenviron-
mental concerns lathe administration of environmental programs?' '

Again the Ammer to this question revolves around how effective*e art in solv-
ing question I and the activities of the board or council. In.My opinion'the creation(
of an ecologically oriented denisionmaking board or connell with' bread Powere Of
review, will solve' the problem "- , !.-:: : - -1' .

Objectives and goals will thee be planned in 'afle logical frame*Ork . or reV. .

erence or In the absence of that, at least reviened by an eCologiCat -.board or
conned. Since I . firmlY believer that:people want the -quality 'environinent
gists will insist neon, the ecolegists will in no waY be obstructionists..Rather they
will be a part of the planning teeth and will make the final 'Product a 'pArt of-the,

. ,overall world. that ,people want. ?dog local, State, and Federal . action', Agenclee
could 'coordinate their.. programs under auch an arrangeMent.At leald It weuld
be worth a serious' try. "- -. ..

'7. 'Can the public effectively. protect Our .air 'and rwater throtigh .claia 'action :
litigatiOnr

I don't know. I doubt it. , .

.!114. :How] should the Federal ,grant programs, be strengthened.. to help .protect
and imProve environnient values?" , . -

I think that as a start you might fund thacongrensional ithisOrk establish a,'
-number of environment quality:professorships, and create' a network of en-
vironmental research stations.! , -; :' .1-"

If you gave each Adviser:to the, ed hoe. eoMmittee On,.the enviroiment -from
$1,000 to $10:000 tO prePare a repOrt along lines that the Eiviretilititital plearingi
house or some other directive group, such as this committee 'magenta, And then:
arranged for a summer cenference'foediseussion; planning; and cocirdination of
the plans, programs, ant, budgets You 'wont& -with: a., relatively- entill..aniOunt
($100.000 'to $1 Million) 'swiftly tnp 'the, centuries Of training,- experience,' and
thought of.- the. roughly 100 eongreseional 'advisors,' Also; I suggest getting' the
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thinking of the Federal action agencies and the private conservation groups in
thisplanning session.

Second, I suggest for your consideration; setting up some 100 or more environ-
mental quality professorships at major intellectual centers, both public and
private across the United States. Let each be funded with perhaps 250,000 for
salaries and expenses and with additional funds available to meet special needs
for projects which these professors might develop. Again this would be swift
and relatively inexpenalve, perhaps 15- million.per year, and as the success -of
this program becomes evident (as I predict) the program could be expiaided.

A third course ot action would be thodevelopment of the network of some 50
environmental research stations which. I would' like to see initiated at large
public institutions across the land on a Matching, fund basis and which I have .
described in question 2. 1 wonld suggest that these begin -with Modest anpropria-
tions of perhaps 4500,000 for each station, or a total of from $25 to'$110 million
for the first year; but with' the plan to double these monies every .year
for 5 years until some $800 minion would be involved in these major educa-
tional undertakings. In this way I. think the money could be spent fruitfully as
there would bfi time for'thobecessarr realignment. and; traininuof _staff. :and
responsibilities within the universitiee. These 'centers should have broad basic
and applied responsibilities' in' research,' training,: and 'extension Minh. like the
agricultural experiment stations. The precise, programs &odd be flexible enough
to permit centers of excenencothat fit an area's particular interest and Allis./
Although these centers:need not have any agency . respOnsibility -I Would' hopa
that they would work closely withFederal, State, and local officials' who do have
management responsibilities. . . .

In conclusion, the. climate hos 'changed' and the prerage citizen now not. only
wants no further deterioration of the . environment but 'also wants ph active-
program of restoration of 'a quality envikimnent where it has been lost.
. The Gallup organization has conducted a-poll. for.the National Wildlife Fed-
eration and the report, given :in February of 1009. states that over halt.of the
persons interviewed:are "deeply concerned" about the degradation of the quality
of the environment and "almost .threc'of every four' peOple interviewed said
they, would be willing to pay '. additional taxei. to imnrove Onr natural
surroundings." 'We May have sent a Man to the moon' in the 'sixties, .but ,as:
Senator Boggs recently suggested, .our national goals in the seventies Could well'
be to drop a man in Lake Erie and bring him -out alive. I think such a 'tirogram
would have wholehearted supporL

. Ecological consequences must be anticipated:': it is of little .conseqrsenee 'in
the life of a particular organiam or pOpulation-if. satisfaCtory or even enhanced
conditions occur:99 percent, of the time and' are lethal .1 percent -of the: time:-
Once a living thing is dead, it'S.dead,: and Smile' resource's. Are ,irrenbicealdcr'

Many . of our nrobleins could; lo my 'Opinion,. be resolved ,by:ii 'planning hoard
oe Council of policymaking ecologists aided' by 8:naw 'netWorkOtenvironmental
research, statlons.. the .strengthening of federal cOnservatiOn...agencies, the es.;..
tablishment. of environmental"qualitr nrofeasorships.. a' cOriference Of: congrea-
atonal advisors .. and increased partielpation -in planning at Slllevela- . .

, I:Come from ,ft State (Pennsylvania) whiCh. has bOrnathe.Pric.e Of .supporting
the Republic for,200,years. During this' time therehas' been. the, most ingenious
exploitation of resourees and the.'seare are deep It will:lake a mammidheffort
to heal these wounda..Therefore,, I ,yery 'mach anOreciate- being 'able to nresent
these views to you in the hopes they mar help yonnO.Yon:iact to 'help
any event,. I thank .you /or your leadership. in these ,Matteri;.'

. , . . .. ,..,...,
Mr. REUSS. Thank you, Dr. George. Mr. Howe ?

STATEMENT OP SYDNEY HOWE, PRESIDENT, THE 'CONSERVATION
FOUNDATION

Mr. HowE. I tim Sydney Howe, president of the Conservation
Foundation. We appreciate very much your invitation to speak at this
hearing

I must obserie that the invitation is quite substantial in scope. I
shall not be able to cover everything I would like to.
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Really, your subject is the subject of our foundation, and we are
quite overwhelmed with the possibility of a complete response.

I would like to register, m summary, a few ideas which I hope
are timely and practical. And I shall give you a full statement for the
record.

First, a word about priorities. I think that the pollution of air,
water, and land, including all of the related aspects of waste manage-
ment and dispersal of toxic materials, should have our highest atten-
tion. These are the things that could do us in in our time.

I am speaking of the coming 10 to 15 years. There certainly are
many other elements of land planning and management, water re-
source management,that need our continuing and earnest attention.
But I do register this sense of priority abdut pollution.

We do have, as we look to additional opportunities to inwcove the
environment, some real opportunities in the area of just plain making
existingprograms work. One of the most important needs of the 1970's
iriour view is to actually deliver on the promises already made to the
American people in the environmental field. We must provide maxi-
mum effective funding and vigorous enforcement of environmental
protection programs, laws, and regulations already on the books..

Moving to another area, I think that citizen participation in deci-
sions affecting our environment is one of the'most important things to
cultivate. And I think the Federal Government can do some things
about this. Our foundation has alwap believed that the best `guarantee
of environmentally enlightened decisionmaking is early, strong, and
broadly representative civic participation in 'the decisiorimaking
proces&

The current explosion of general awareness about the environment
was really touched off by citizens who cared, and was initiallY sup-
ported by legislators who cared, rather than' by Government
administrators.

Toward the end of expanding and enhancing citizen involvement
in the decisiomnaking processli have a coriple of specific sugges-
tion& In the area of public hearings and information, I. think it is
fair to observe that the public hearing procedures of such agencies as
the Corps of, Engineers, Bureau of Land Management, Atomic En-
ergy Commission, and others are often optional and discretionary.
We; feel that these should be a public' right? rather thin a matter of
agency discretion, arid that .the Administrative Procedure Act should
so insure.

'Another matter concerns State hearings.'Our national air and water
quality management programs; which rely,primarily,on State control,
measures, are now subject to what are often very inadequate ,Stiite
hettring procedures. In several. States public ytotice .oflieakings and
advance public information'aboi., stindardi-t6be.heard
standards for cleanuphave been grossly inadeqaate.

We have had correspondence with the.National Air Pollution Con-
trol Administration on this subject whichl include for the record.
We do make some very, specific suggestions therein. There is in the
Congress pending legislation that would revire the States to hold
public hearings on the implementation of air quality standards in
addition to those already required on the standards themselvei, and
perhaps this poses opportunities for tightening, up.
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Exemptions in the Public Information Act dealing with proprie-
tary information, intraagency memoranda and executive privilege
provide agencies with subtle hurdles for the concerned but too often
ill-informed citizen. And this needs to be eliminated.

In the field of judicial review and the right of standing, we believe
that citizens, as citizens, not just as representatives of economic in-
terests, have the right of staniing before a court to ask the court to
see that an agency's decisions are at least consistent with the statutory
authority and mandate. Impediments to citizen rights to standing
before the courts to seek judicial review of administrative decisions
should be removedeither through constitutional amendment, as hqs
been proposed by some Members of Congress in the form of the so-
called convervation bill of rights, or through legislative clarification
of the Administrative Procedure Act. Ire believe that the result
would not be to open the flood gates of litigation ; the expense and the
difficulty of obtaining expertise alone militate against frivolous suits.

Certainly the President's recent declaration that "clear air, clean
waterl open spaces, should once again be the birthright of every
American" ism the spirit of what I am saying.

In another area, we feel that the Federal Government could do
more to encourage local governments to perform well in securing
environmental quality at the local level.

In the past 10 years there has been a rather wonderful emergence,
particularly in the Northeast States, of municipal conservation com-
missions. Nearly 600 communities in the coastal States from Maine to
New Jersey now have such generally advisory .(but sometimes with
certain teeth) bodies to represent the local interests in the environment.
They give citizens who care an official place in local government to do
something, to represent the conscience of the community in an environ-
mental overview.

Some of these play a watchdog role on water and air pollption; mime
are concerned with utility lines, highway route selection ; some with
protection of wetlands, but almost all are at least advocates, catalysts,
and activists within local government on behalf of a better
environment .1

It is interesting to us that the same basic concept is beginning to
appear in other parts of the country. Santa Barbara, Calif., shocked by
the oil leakage of a year ago, has set up an enviromnental quality, ad-
visory board. Also,in Sonoma and Santa Cruz Counties in California
and in Virginia's Fairfax County there is a movement afoorto estab-
lish similar local conservation or environinent bodies at the county

Perhaps there is some channel in the existing 701 urban planning
aasistance program in HUD through which Federal encouragement to
the work and functions of local environmental conservation commis-
sions could be established. Perhaps there are other way& I hope you
might find the time to look into thi&

Moving abroad for a moment, with reference to U.S. impact upon
the world environment, we are exporting to developing parts of the
world many kinds of technology which are causing severe environ-
mental problem&

We have today an emphasis on the export of heavy industrial equip-
ment, chemicals, concrete, steel, and so forth, but we are really export-
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ing very little in the technology of air, water, and solid waste pollution
control. I think that all of our foreign aid programs should include
effective pollution control measures.

Pesticides, whioh have come under severe attack in'this country, and
which we are beginning gradually to phase out in terms of the hard .

nondegradable materials, should be,banned for export when they are
found unsafe at home.

We are also exporting, often with AID loans1 a rather mushrooming
system of tourist business and attendant facilities such as highways,
thud are beginning to have impact on some of the world's outstanding
environments, the outstanding natural places of the world. These
benefit both local development and a favored few who are able to travel'
to axial places. This travel is going to have impacts thlt We ate not
anticipating, by !tssisting the protection of natural reservatiOne in the
areas where tourism will-grow, encouraged by Our foreign aid:' I think
we have an obligation to assist countries so impacted toward, systems
of natural preservation. -

I have not attempted to deal with many of the fundamental ques-
tions raised by the very broad substance of these hearings. I would
try to summarize other matters by saying that we need much greater
respect -for natural systems in the planning and development of many
kinds of facilitiesfrom highways to airports, to powerplantsre-
gardless of manmade political jurisdictions.

As the President said recently in announcing an agreement with
the Dade County , Port Authority to limit development of its airport
near Everglades National Park, "We have learned that the develop-
ment of major facilities . . . may have widespread environmental and
social consequences that cannot wisely be left entirely to local initiative
and local decision."

I think our next step is to learn that nO single decision can protect
any environment Rather we must look to continuing intergovern-
mental and regional planning and management arrangements along
the lines of the recently. established Federal-State river-basin commis-
sions, andl for example, the Federal-State-local San Francisco Bay
Conservation and Development Commission.

While we have great hopes for the new three-man Council on En-
viromnental Quality, tind we look forward to establishment of a joint
House-Senate Committee on the Environment, we do, feel there is no
substitute for continuing and vigilant congressional surveillance of
the kind initiated by this committee. , .

We thank you for the opportunity to speak to you.
(Mr. Howe's prepared statement, and the attachments thereto,

follow :)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SYDNEY: BOWE, PRESIDENT OF. TME CONSERVATION.
FOUNDATION

As a nonprofit privately sapPorted research and eilicatiOn organization dedi-
cated to "encouraging human conduct 10' sustain and . enrich life on earth,"
the Conservation Foundation appreciates the talfeommittee's invitatiOn topresent
its views on some of ,the environmental needs Of the seventies.

.

Instead of responding to the subcommittee'slist of questione in' anY conipre
hensive way, I would like to 'mention just a few. ideas which seem timelY and
are, I hope, practical... . . . ,

, .

Priorttlea.Firet of all, I Wolild like to register a 'sense Of, priotitiei foi.'the
immediate future. It' seems to me that, pollution of ;air, water, and laud, ft-

. eluding .all the related aspects Of Waste management and dispersal of toxiunia-
, . . .
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terials, should have our highest attention. Pollution is the environnlental haz-
ard most apt to do us in in our time.

Our needs for population control for development of a national growth policy,
and of a national land-use policy are central and essential.

And I recognize that population and economic growth policies and land-we
decisions are entwined with, and directly affect, environmental pollution. Never-
theless, for the short runin the coming 10 to 15 yearsI feel that survival it-
'self may be at stake in how we cope with toxic pollutants which find their way
into the huMan body.

Making existing programs wm.le.In our enthusiasm for the new idea, for the
new program, we cannot afford to take our eyes off the overriding need to make
existing cnvironinental conservation programa work. So, for openers, I suggest
that an important need of the seventies is to deliyer -on. the promises 'airendy
made to the American people in this field. Let's proVide maxithum effective
funding and vigorous enforcement of environmental protection programs, laws
and regulations that are already on the booksbeginning with air- and water,'
quality management, control of persistent pesticides, and with open land ac-
quisition and protection as well.

Vitken participation in environmental deeisions.I inn particularly pleased
to see that the questions asked by the subcommittee include No. 5: "How can
we _encourage more public participation in the Consideration of proposal:I that'
affect the environment?"

We have long believed that the best guarantee of environmentally enlightened
decisionmaking is early, strong, and broadly representative civic Participation
in the decisionmaking process.

One of the basic truths of the current explosion of general awareness abOut
"the environment," is that it was touched off by citizens who care and initially
sapported by legislators who care, rather than by Government administrators.
The best guarantee I know of for seeing to.it that todars 'public awareness.is
productive and sustained is to enlarge opportunities for concerned citizens to
participate, in effective ways, in environmental decisions. This is a necessary
base for all future progress.

Toward this end, I have two specific suggestions: administrative reform in
regard to public hearings and other procedural and information matters, and
clarification of rights of citizens to secure judicial review of administrative
decisions.

Public hearings and infonnetiokIn the Federal Government, while the
'Department of Transportation last January tGok a step toward insuring Meaning-
ful hearings before Federal-aid highwaY route and design decisions are made,
hearings are in most cases purely a matter of discretion within such agencies
as the Corps of Engineers, the Bureau Of Land Management, and .the Atomic
Energy Commission. These agencies arc continually, engaged in programs and
projects with major environmental effects...Publie hearings on them should be a
public right rather than a matter of agency discretion and the-Administrative
Procedure Act should so insure. ,

Furthermorc, our national air and water quality management prograins; which
rely primarily on State control measures, are now- subject to what are often
Inadequate -State ,hearingi .Proeedures; As 'the Conservation Foundation has
reported to the National Air':Pollution Control Administration (NAFCA ),
although- State publie bearings are required by -Federal law On .proposed State
air quality- standards, in --several States public notice of -hearings and advance
public information have, been grossly inadequate. We suggest that federally
assisted environmental management programw should require that State hearing
proceduree meet national standards of adequate notice and advance information.
Some apecifit suggestions for standards which we suggest the Federal Govern-
ment should insist upon are included in the attached exchange of correapondence
with NAPCA, In which the agencY takes' the.position that it does', not have legal
anthorityla require meaningful State hearings. '

As an example of further onnortrinitiee for IMprovement in this canneetim
we note the pending bills in the Congress' tO require .thC' States -to hold, public
hearings on implementation 'plans for 'air; qunlity 'standards.; in addition to

'hearings on the:standards themielvei.
Withont adequate continuing public information, however. even madel-.Mitilie

hearing requirements can be virtually meaningless. Citizen grouns renort that
they 'face diflicnities in identifyinuand 'then ''obtaining the ..informe,tion
require .on public' works projects; poweinlanta, pesticide- registration., 'and'.11
host of other government propOsals affecting the environment, ExeMptions in
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the Public Information Act dealing with proprietary information, intra-agency
memoranda and executive privilege provide agencies with subtle hurdles for
the concerned but too often ignorant citizen.

Judicial review and the right of standing.If public agencies charged with
environmental programs are to be responsive to broad public needs, then not
only are adequate public hearings and freedom of information policies required,
but agency findings of fact and agency decisions based on theee findings must be
reviewable by a court. Citizens, as citizens, not just as representatives of
economic interests, must have the right of etanding before a court to ask the
court to see that an agency's decisions are at least consistent with its statutory
authority and mandate.

Recent caees, of which the Scenic Hudson, 854 F. 2d 008 (C.A. 2, 1905), and
United Church of Christ, 859 F. 2d 904 (C.A. D.C. 1966), .cases are notable
examples, have been clearing the way for citizens at least to present certain
public interest considerations before the courts and thereby help guarantee
that subsequent agency decisions reflect these considerations.

But today we note that the executive branch of the U.S. Government,
through the Justice Department, is engaged in significant efforts to deny, these
rights to citizen groups. In current litigation involving the Hudson River
Expressway (Citizens Committee. v. Volpe), the East Meadow Creek region of
National Forest land in Colorado (Parker v. UA), and the Mineral King pro-
posal in California (Sierra Club v. 'ticket), the Department of Justice is contest-
ing the rights of citizens to obtain court review of environmentally important
administrative determinations.

Without reference to the substantive merits of the citizen arguments in these
particular cases, it Is clear that an important principle is at stake. Impediments
to citizen rights to standing before the court to seek judicial review of admit',
istrative decisions should be removedeither through constitutional amendment,
as has been proposed by Rome Members of Congress in the form of the so-called
conservation bill of rights, or through legislative clarification of the Admin-
istrative Procedure Act. We believe that the result would not be to open the flood
gates of litigation ; the expense and the difficulty of obtaining expertise alone
militate againet frivolous suits.

I might add that the present policy of the executive branch to deny environ-
mentally concerned citizens a right to their day in court seems somewhat incon-
sistent with the President's declaration in the state of the Union address that

"Clean air, clean water, open spaces should once again be the birth-
right of every American."

Encouraging local goverements.One of the happier maims stories la con-
servation action during the last decade is the .emergence of local conservation
commissions throughout seven Northeast States. The concept, invented in Massa-
chusetts 12 years ago, has spread to nearly 600 communities in each of the
coastal States frorn Maine to New Jersey. . -

The commissions are units of local government, composed of unpaid citizens
appointed by the governing boards of their loCal governments. Although in
some States they have authority to buy and manage open-space' land; they are
essentially advieory. On the basis of inventories of .community resources, and
unhampered by such day-to-day demands as refereeing zoning disputes or oper-:
ating park and recreation programs, they advise local governing boards on a
broad spectrum of environmental matters.

Some commissions serve a watchdog role "on water and air pollution., Some
are concerned with utility lines and highway route selection, some with protec.;
tion of coastal wetlands from unauthorized filling. All are advocates. Catalyits
and activists within local governments on behalf of a better local environment.

Their special value lies in the fact that they are in a Position to have an
overview, of their community's environment as a whole. The same- basic con-
cept is beginning to be put to work elsewhere around the country. The City
Council of Santa Barbara, Calif., shocked by last year's oil leak, set up an
environmental quality advisory boardIn addition to oil pollution, its initial
assignments include a pesticide study, review of the city's harbor dredging
program, and of a highway project that would damage an estuary. At the county
level, county supervisiors as far apart geographically as California's Sonoma
and Santa Crus Counties and Virginia's Fairfax-Cointy are noir moving to
establish similar unite.

One of the highest leverage opportunities for conservation at the local level
where most environmental decisions are mademay be to encourage and help
local governments to establish their own environniental ionservation commis.'



skins. The commissions give many citizens who care for their communities an
opportunity to apply themselves effectively. Perhaps an existing 'Federal assist-
ance program, conceivably the "701" urban planning assistance program in
HUD, could be used for this purpose.

The local conservation commission movement success story is told in a book
we published recently, "Conservation Commission in MaasachusettsWith a
Supplementary Report on the Emergence of Conservation Commissions in Six
Other Northeast States." It is also discussed in a magazine article, based on
the book, by William J. Duddleson, entitled "Conservation Commissions on the
Move," in Open Space Action magazine, September-October 1969, p. 17.

The United States and the world environmente.The United States exports
many technologies now causing severe environmental problems abroad.

Large sums of money are spent through our foreign aid and lending agencies
to support industrialization. Despite emphasis on export of heavy industrial
equipment, chemicals, concrete, steel, etcetera, there is little or, no exportation
of air, water, and solid waste pollution control. All our foreign assistance should
include effective pollution controlsparticularly where we are assisting Indus-
trial expansion.

Pesticides, which have come under severe attack in the Western World, con-
tinue to be exported in rapidly increasing quantities to the less developed
majority of the world's land and people. It is time to ban the exportation of
all pesticides which are found to be unsafe for use domestically, such as DDT.

We are also exporting, often with AID loans, a whole system of tourist
businesses and attendant facilities in an effort to improve the pleasuring grounds
of the minority in some of the world's outstanding natural environments. It
seems irresponsible for us not to support the development of effective wildlife
reserves and systems of national parks at the same time that we are fostering
the very forces that will destroy a wide diversity of natural systems. In our
international assistance program, strong emphasis should given to the restora-
tion and protection of important natural environments abroad.

New arrangements.I have not attempted to deal with 'many fundamental
questions raised by the very broad substance of these hearing& Obviously,
many other issues concern both you and ourselves. To list just a few : The needs
for substantial national programs in solid waste management, noise control,
and coastal zone management, and for much greater respeet for natural sys-
tems in the planning and development of many kinds of faellitiee, from high-
ways, to airports, to powerplants, regardless of manmade political jurisdictions.
As the President said the other day in announcing agreement with the Dade
County Port Authority to limit development of its airport near Everglades
National Park : We have learned that the development of major facilities * * *
may have widespread environmental and social consequences that cannot wisely
be left entirely to local initiative and local decision.'

Our next step is to learn that no single decision, such as last month's involv-
ing the south Florida jetport, can protect any environment. Rather, we must
look to continuing intergovernmental and regional planning and management
arrangements along the lines of the recently established Federal-State river
basin commissions, and of the Federal-State-local San Francisco Bay. Conser-
vation and Development Commission.

We very much appreciate this subcommittee's comprehensive concern for the
Federal share of our collective responsibility to secure and protect environments
At for peOple.

While. we have great hones fOr the neW. three-man ;eouncil'On envirOnmentil
quality, we realise that it is advisory in iatUre and that ,the .prOviaione of the
Environmental PolicY Act of 1969 arenoteelVinielenienting. And 'while we look
forward to establishment of a joint Ronne-Senate CoMmittee mi. the 'Environ-
Ment, we feel that there lino substitrite for continuing and vigilant congressional
surveillance of. the kind mhich has been initiated by, thin comMittee.,

. .

: TEE CONDONATION FOUNDATION,' .

i:RICREARCH"-EDIMATION,
Washington,7D.C., September 9,1969.

Dr. 'JOHN T. MIDDLETON,
COM *Miff,/ i Of Natiorial Air Palettes Control AdMintstration,
Arlington, Va.'

DEAR Dn. Mmmasozt : Serious problems have arisen over procedures being fol-
lowered by some States to meet public hearing requirements of the Air Quality
Act of 1967. We respectfully call them to your attention and urge you to take ap-
propriate corrective action.
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It is our belief that public hearings required by theAct should give concerned
citizens a realistie opportunity for involvement, as envisioned .in the. act and in
the "Guidelines for the Development of Air Quality Standards and Implementa-
tion Plans " published by HEW in May 1969. .

As you know, the Conservation. Foundation is currently conductini a clean'
air project to educate civic leaders on the air pollution problem and on oppor-
tunities under the Federal-State program to deal effectively with this problem.
The foundation's work is designed to present in lay terms the technical :Infor-
mation necessary for citizens to form their own judgments as to how clean they
'want their air to be, and to inform them of the impact of the Federat-Act upon
their communities: Both the complexity of the subject and the 'nature of grass-
roots citizen activity make such in educational program exceedingly challenging.

We believe' that a critical steP specified'in the 1967 act,- as far: as citizen
expression is concerned, is the requirement that -the-States hold public, hearings
on proposed air quality standards. There is great citizen interest in learning
the facts of 'air pollution and in expresSing intelligent concern at the.,public
hearings. But the process is both time-consuming and difficult, particularly for
those newly introduced to the technical, legal and social -complexities of. the.
subject.

The magnitude of this undertaking is evident to anyone who has seen the two
air *quality Criteria documents issued by HEW. It is a prodigious factio assimi-
late the criteria in these voluminous- documents, whichin -the words of the
HEW Guidelines"summarize available information on the' 'relationship be-
tween exposures to air pollutants and their effects on man and his mivirOnment,
including injury to health, 'damage to materials', and vegetation,' reduction of
visibility, and economic losses," and then lo apply this knowledge to' eValuating
propoied air quality standards. The standards, ,of. course,--to quote .again 'from
the Guidelines"represent air quality eels established' for -the.purpose Of pro-
tecting public health and welfare" andto quote from the 'Criteria documents
themselves"prescribe pollutant 'exposureF which 'a 'political jurisdictiOn de-
termines should not be exceeded in a specified geographic area, and- are used as
one of several factors in designing legally enforceable pollutant emiesion stand-
ards."

.

. .

The very, nature of complex criteria and standards makes .it essential that
the concerned public have adequate time in which' to digest this material: Stated
simply, it takes time tor concerned citizens to relate various proposed levels of
particulate matter and sulfur oxides to health and Well...being...

Thus we would like to call to your attention .recent actions by son* States
which have severely limited the possibility of meaningful participation in hear-
ings by an informed public, as intended by the public . hearing reqnirement Of
the Air Quality Act and as set forth in the Guidelines:

Some State air pollution control boards or commissions have refused' to give
evens general idea of prospective hearing dates.

Some States.have given inadequate,,notice of pnblic hearings on proposed air
quality standards.. . ... .

Some States have failed to .make, the substance of their propoied Standards
'available to the public until shortly before the hearing. . .

And in one case, a State released a new: draft of its propOsed standards at
the hearing itself.- .

Specifically, we cite the following, examples . . .. .,.

1. In the Metropolitan .Washington, 'D.C.,. region, the .State of .Virginia,.held
its hearings with ample, notice- but released a second'. draft of the proposed
standards at the hearing itself (although:the :redraft Was. dated ,5 days, prior
to the hearing date). : . : : i . -- . ,

' 2. In-the same regiOn,, the' District .of Columbia 'has ,not :(as Of ,thie date)
announced when its hearings will. be heldnor, .even :given a, general..idea
although, the proposed standards must .be subinitted, to HEW' by. November 11,
1969. (Maryland, however,' has been a. Model, Which :other, Stateemight':well
follow: proposed Standards have been 'released, cireulated, and publicized,' and
the hearings' are widely known, to be scheduled for late September.). ,

'8. In Connecticut, Okla% gave only' 21 days!' notice .of :the 'hearing date:and
did not . release the proposed standards until,- 5 'days! (Cworking, days): before
the hearing. . - !,-

4. In Pennsylvania, the State Air Pollution Control Commission gave 29' days':
notice of public hearings on Proposed standards for ibe Pittsburgh region, but',
aceess to the proposals was delayed 4 days, leaving only 25 days for study and

,
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analysis before the hearing date. In 'addition, the proposals were not comparable
to the HEW criteria and consequently, civic leaders are having considerable
difficulty in understanding the actual meaning of, these technical proposals and
relating them to HEW's criteria.

.5. In -Colorado, standards are written into State law. When the legislature
considered revisions earlier this year, it did so on 1 or 2 days' notice, of com-
mittee sessions. The committee meetings were not generally publicized. Citizens
had little or no time in which to consider proposed changes. Some changes were
brought up for the first time at the committee sessions themselves.. No transcript
was made of the committee meetings. In brief, Colorado clearly made a timekery
of the public hearing requirement..

We understand, however, that after - protests were made, a process more
closely resembling public hearings as envisioned in the Air Quality -.Act is
scheduled by the State for later- this year. We trust that HEW will carefully
scrutinize the situation there to make certain -that Colorado .,meets the public
hearing requirement. . . .

We believe the public hearing requirement of the Federal, statute presumes
that each hearing be meaningful and not a mere pretense of public participation.
The very essence of any public,hearing is the timely encouragement of expression
of opinions; desires and facts by any and all concerned parties. Federal regula-
tions under other laws which similarly .require the States to hold public hear-
ingssuch as the Federal Highway Actindleate the validity and necessity .of
this presumption.

The HEW Guidelines. state:
"In general, hearings held under the act should be an open forum for presenta-

. tion of facts and expression of opinions on the air quality standards. States
should try to provide the greatest possible opportunity for participatien by all
persons and groups, who .ask ,to aPpear.". . . .

We submit that meaningful "expressiOn of opinions" beComes impossible
without adequate notice and sufficient time to 'analyze such highlY technical
ma teria 1. . .

Many States are now approaching the time for public hearings in meeting
their responsibilities under the Air Quality Act of 1987: Although we recognise
the limitations of your authority In determining.State procedures in thierespect,
we urge you to take all possible steps to' insure that the. States give' adequate
notice of these hearings and that copies of the proposed standards tdbe 'con-
sidered at the bearings are made available well in advance of the hearing dates.
If it is within your authority to do so, ive 'urge you to issue revised guidelines
as soon as possible to guarantee that adequate- hearing proceddres are followed
by the States. We recommend that HEW require : :

1. That the States give at least 30 days' notice of Publie hearings on proposed.
air quality standards.

2. That proposed Standards be available at least 45,days 'prior to hearings in
which they will be aired and that States include in each hearing notice- an an-
nouncement that the proposed standar& are available nponrequest.. ,

3. That the States make the proposed standards available te the public in
understandable terms that relate to, the aitquality criteria, issued by -HEW.

4. That the .States avoid revisions' In proposed -standards between. the time of
their issuance 'and the day 'of the' hearingkw,' if significant 'revisions .become
necessary, that the States give appropriate notice and reschedule the -hearing
to allow adequate time for considerittionof the new proposals.

5. That both the State notificatioh of a public hearing On promised air quality
standards and the proposed standards themselves' be released:to the general
media in the regiondaily newsPapers, radio' and television-r.-in addition tothe
often obscure public/111one used for official notice purposes. . '

We Consider 80 'days' noticeof a public' hearing and 45 days availability of
understandable proposed 'standards a minimum requirement because of the com-
plexity .of .the, subject.- It is difficult enough for professional .people to .evaluate
the proposals -properly with' 'less 'than 45.days' notice,..:to say- 'nothing of' the
citizen volunteer groups:who-are 'deeply concernedabout air pollution and wish
to testify' intelligently and responsibly. -Withodt greateradvance notice:than

'! most States are providing, Citizen *participatiofi in the standard-setting-process
will be limited, or even frustrated altogether. .
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We believe that increasing public awareness of environmental problems has
been accompanied by a mounting citizen desire for a voice in public environ-
mental policy, and that any actions, deliberate or otherwise, which discourage
such participation make a sham of participatory democracy.

Sincerely,
SYDNEY HOWE,

President.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE,

CONSUMER PROTECTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SERVICE,
Arlington, Va., September 30, 1969.

Mr. SYDNEY HOWE,
President, TNe Coneereation Foundation,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR Mn. Mows : Thank you for your recent letter regarding the proCedures
followed .by State governments in holding public hearings under provisions of
the Clean Air Act, as amended. I certainly welcome your interest in this matter.

Following an examination .of the statute 'and the legislatiVe history, we have
come to the conclusion that the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
does not have authority to go beyond what is already included in the guidelines
with respect to the conduct Of public hearings.

Nevertheless, I believe that governmental agencies at -all levels have an ob-
ligation to insure that'all interested parties have an opportunity to play a mean-
ingful role in decisions on environmental quality.

As you kaow, the National Air Pollution Control Administration has been
making a strenuous effort to be sure that citizens in air quality control regions
are made aware ot scheduled public hearings on air quality standards and take
the fullest possible advantage 'of the opportunity to participate in such hearings.
This effort will continue.

Since such public hearings must be conducted under State laws and regula-
tions, the National Air Pollution Control Administration will attempt to assem-
ble and disseminate information on the applicable laws and. regulations, so.that
citizens and. representativee of interested groups will know. the rules to be
followed.

In the 'meantime, yon may be sure that we will make .every possible effort to
insure that hearings on proposed air quality. . standards are. conducted in such
a way as to permit meaningful participation by all affected. parties.

In cloning, let me say that I am grateful for the Conservation Foundation's
continuing efforts in behalf of the public interest in clean air.

Sincerely yours,
Joins T. MIDDLETON,

Commissioner.

(NoTE.The Conservation Foundation's "Conservation Commis-
sions in MassachusettsWith a Supplementary Report on the Emer-
gence of Conservation Commissions in Six Other Northeast States,"
to which Mr. Howe referred in his prepared statement, is in the sub-
committee files. The article entitled "Conservation Commissions on
the Move," by William J. Duddleson, Open Space Action magazine,
SeptemberOctober 1969, p. 17, follows :)

[Prom Open Space Action magazine, September-October 196ej

CONSERVATION COMMISSIONS ON THE MOVE

(By William J. Duddieson)

The conservation commission movenient, born in the Common-,..,.
wealth of Massachusetts In 1957,. is:now striking out in decidedly
new . directions. Progress . reports on the growth of these officially .

xecognized local conservation agencies have included several articles
in past issues of OPen Space Action. The most recentoontzibUtion :

to the literatureand an excellent .one at thatis the 216-page
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book Piet published by the..Conservation Foundation. The .. book is
.

, Conservation Commissions in- Massachthiette by Andrew .'J.! W.
Scheffey, director of the,Center for Environmental Studies. at. Wil-

llama College. It is chockablock with case histOries illustrative- of
how commissions have acquired and protected land and catalyzed
their communities into environmental aCtion.

Scheffey's account of. the Massachusetts experience '. is supple-
mented by in equally readable and informative rePortou the emer-
gence of conservation commissions in six other Northeast States,
and on the prospectiOtthe inovethent Spreading:further across the
Nation. Written bi? WilllRm :Duddleson, director of policy studies,.
at the Conservation Foundation,; the .supplement provides a..usefal
tool to those who would champion the 'introdtiction bf loeat_conser=
vation agencies in their. own States and communities: 'State-by- -
State reports on what 'is baripening are backed up- with listings of
key contacts and publications in each State,logether with the text.
of .. each .State'S enabling law. Portions of the ,.Dnddleson: supple-
Inent are adapted here 'with 'permission...of the -.Conservation,',
FonndatiOn.

. . .

1

The unpatented 12-year-old Massachusetts invention known as' the lecaFcOn-

i

servation commission first began to catch on in. Other States in ..1060. Today,
:upwards of 4,000 citizens-are-serving on conservation' commissions' in more, than
500 communities in the seven Northeast . coastal; States from. Ma ine. to New
Jersey, and somewhat More, than half of these communities' are ,Outilde 'of
Massachusetts.. , , , . .

--What these new agencies of local government :can,,do Varies from:State to
State; :their legal powers differ according to each' State% -enabling *taw; What
they actually do, and how their do it, differs from community to .community.
But all are advisors to the elected governing board which appointathem. Andall
are advocates, catalysts and activists within legal government on. behalf of -a
better local environment.- . . I

Virtually all give a high priority, to. securing open-space: lend. Some also are .

watchdogs for cleaner waters and 'healthier _air. Some plant trees: Some fight
hard pesticides or out-of-place billboards. And some -help local . schools-. Make

-environmental education make sense. Some do all of these and.mucli.More:
And each has learned some lessons. which 'can be useful-to others elsewhere

who are looking for a tested, . practical, local instrument for: environmental ,
Improvement

In Rhode Island, the first of Massachusetts' neighbors to imPortfthe idea,
leaders of the.Commission. movement are the first to tell you: Learn from our
early mistakes. For one thing, don't rely too heavily on commission members
who are .tried and true conservationists, all-right, but who don't understand the
civie and political action procesies in their Communities; ' ":,.

And the experience in Connecticut and New:Mampshire7r-as well' as in Rhode
Islanddemonstrates both the 'advantages of State:support, and the limitations
of a lack of it.- . . . . ,; . ; .

In. Maine the idea,' like some Other. Ideas !iota MaSsichnietts, met With a Cool
recePtion at. first. 'In Part; this Wait because -of bugs lathe first Version of Maine's

'enabling law. But this year, as -threats Of coastal:pollution beanie more. ap-
parent, an increasing number of costal communities; began turnhiff the, Om'mission idea to help, them keep the coast of Maine a:special kind Of Place;

New York's..2-year,old -commission:movement . is .growing'steadily deopite the'
handicap of an uncertain State charter. 'And New- Jersey,-latest adopt its own
variation of the basic Massachusetts theme,- is showing what can' happen whea a.
strong State enabling law' is snOported by both eititen, and government conserve-
tionists, Only a year afterpassage of the:1908 enabling IegislatiOn,.more tban 50
New Jersey communities already :have commissione. at: work:and 100 more 'are
expected to be -on 'the'job by:the end of 11)70;

The'summary observationi'which follow.7-7.based pilinatilotrifiteevieWs' with
. leaders, of: the coneervation tommissiontnovementin the 'Nertheast 'States where

commission* are:at- work :;ip 191.311-.H-seek to Aderitlfr:sonie-,ccinimoit' factors 'offailure
,' :F , -

Published by the Conservation Foundation, Weihington, D.C.
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The steadilY growing acceptance of conservation commissiona throughout the
Northeast demonstrates that the commission idea has the ability to marshal and
directly engage a significant and previously 'under-used civic resource:for en-
vironmental action. The sheer number of citizens that the movement already- has
brought into local government is impressive. (See chart4 . ,

Initiatives to establish conservation' commissions are not being taken by-public
agencies but by private citizens. This feature, a basic strength of the -movement
in Massachusetts, continues to characterize its offspring elsewhere. The idea has
grown from the bottom up. Inmost of the conservation-commission State& iroir-
ernment agencies were not enthimiastic at first,. and in at, least one, New York,
the idea was initially opposed by a number of State agencies, including the de-
partment of conservation. . .1 .

Nevertheless, a major' key to' success is the -degree of stipPort, assistance, and
encouragement eitended by State government to help the commissions carry out

their statutory responsibilities. In Massachusetts, one. State employee works with
the commissions full time and .14 part time. .Connecticut and New Jersey each
have one State 'employee assigned to serve commissions. New, Hampshire has one
State university extension 'service einployee assigned part time to commission
work. Rhode Island, Maine, 'and New .York 'in 1969 provide less State support
'and encouragement and these are the 'States where the commission' movement
has the furthest to go. . .

Special State financial , assistance for ;conservation ...commissions stimulates
their establishment in the first place and greatirincreases their, operating lever-
age; Massachusetts, which still. has nearly half of all comas/dons in the. seven
States, is the' only State with. a grant-in-aid program exclusively for localgovern-
ments with commissions. Connecticut is: the . only, other. of these, States with an
active State program of financial incentives . for local cOnservation-land acquisi-
tion projects. And these are the States where, the commission movements are
strongest.

state

: CommIssieni ; Medium Maximum
Enabling ported Humber possible

law estaMked on arch commissioners
enacted . Mi 1969 commission In 1969

Muiachusetts
Rta.de Island
Connecticut
Hew Hampshire
Maine
New York
Hew leruy

1960 27 7
1957 I/6

7 '. IN
1961 101 7 707
1963 85 7 595
1965 8 5 40
1967 20 , 9 180
1968 54 7 378

Total

. ,

Just as Strong State agency support makes for more effeetive lOcal comMissione,
a strong coMmission movement helps to build and support effective State agencies
and State programs. State government's benefits from thie mutually supportive
relationship are emphaihiet by Joseph A. Gill, , head of Connecticut's Department
of Agriculture and Natural Resources. Gill credits Connecticut's 'Weal -Conserva-
tion commissiOnere With eOnSinCing his legisliture of theMerits of a number of
proposals to 'strengthen: his departMent's programs.'.' These have included- more
than $10 Million worth Of -bond leant* tO finance State OPen, 181*a-recreation land
acquisition projects,,in addition to $10 million for loCal project& In 1969 Arthur
W. Brovinelt commissioner' of natural resOirreee in. Maesachtsetts; told a con-
ference called in New JerseY tO launch the Moveinent there: "GovernMent Can' be
educated and shaped and tips 'greeted imPace,the' MaZiachniette coinmirsions
have had, mrfar, as government is concerne4,:hair been in ielltrencing the thinking
of the Massachusetts DepertMent :of Natural Reeourcei7 . . ":',

A State's conservation cot natural resources agency Monet the oily' icor neces-
sarily the best State service agency forlOral conseriatiori ;commissions: Seine
States' natural resource agencies are responaiire to, the, CantiimpOrark OnViron-
mental concerns of most of their citiseni (that is, residents Of. urban Ind 'Sub-
urban areas) ; some, however, are not and old waYs die hard. In New Hampshire,
the State university's College of Agriculture arid the cooperative extension service,

571 4,021
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together with private philanthropic interests, are taking the lead in encouraging
the commissions. In New York, the ,State office for local government, so far, .1s.
more interested in local conservation agencies thaiis the department of conserva-
tion. And in New Jersey the State department of agriCulture7is. vying with:the
department of conservation and economic. developMent to help conservation com-
missions. Inasmuch as activities of the stronger commissions encomnase a broader
ranke of environmental problems than does any one existing State agencY, eventu-
ally some ties with the "environmental overview" units being Considered by a
number of States would be a logical progression. ..

A strong State association .of conservation commissions is important to the
success of the movement generally and -to bolster the weaker comMissione, and
separation from State', government makes. for 'a strong and influential State
association. However, a local commission and a State association of commiesiOns
are no substitutes for a broadly based citizens organization or coalition of organi-
zations devoted to environmental improvement in 'each. locality' and State: The
conservation commissioners are, after' all, government Officials, even .though' they
serve in an unpaid capaelty. Where an environmental coalition of strictly private
litizen groups agrees with a commission, the private groupe have more freedoin
and more muscle for the necessary political push to get the jOb done. As one
commissioner has eipressed it, "The citizen' organization'a.independence .of the
official commission' gives strength toboth and credibility to.the.statements of the
organization."

Even in States where a 'State enabling law- specifically authorizing local con- .
servation 'commissions is not legally necessary,.enactment of such a law, greatly
facilitates their establishment and effective . operation. Although local govern-
meats in mist States have.broad discretion to appoint advisory units on' almost
any subject, as a practical matter enly. a few. local . governments bave set ,up
conservation advisory:units without sanction of State law.:This point is empha-
sized in the New York .report which. follows. ". .

The many roles of conservation commissions in a particular State'vannot .be
appreciated solely by understanding the State's enabling law. Many conimissions.
for example, effectively serve as watchdogs over administration of State and
local laws concerning such matters as water quality, air quality, utility line and
highway route selection; and protection of coastal and inland wetlands. Although
legal responsibility for such concerns typically goes to State officiali and- local
governing boards, in practice it 'often is thelocal conservation commiesion which

. blows the whistle on a aolluter or sees to.it that no stream is diverted,- parkland
encroached upon, or marsh filled until..the community . understands what 'Is ato
stake and all the legal requirements are met.

There Is no magic..in the conservation cominission concept that can oreicome
inadequate leadership on. the part .of the commissioners or inadequate support
from the political leaders of a community. AR the official of one State asioeintion
.of conservation commissions put it:. "It cannot be emphasized too much that
not all commissions .-are successfulfar froth it. Many do nothing but talk to

. each other and sometimes not even that!"
Many of the more successful commissions .do.not consist entirely of "conserva-

tionists." In'the. narrow .senee of having prior experience 'as leaders of citizen
conservation groups or as professiOnakin the field.. Contemporary, conservation
is moving away from an appeal to a rather exclusive few to a better Understand-
ing of its importance .as social good important to all... Commissions need the
services of civic leaders or aspiring, civic leaders with a knack forgetting things .
done, as much as of professiOnal -or. .aniateur, coniervationista. A farmer. State
official in New Engiandwho has been a- cominission Watcher alike the Movement's
beginning advises ; "Don't overlook the .essehtial: fact 'that the real strength' of
this movement and, Most iMportant,Its Underlying credibilitY,' Stems-from the
involvement.of ordinary citizens in lts 'affairs. Conservation, coMmissioners nre
usually.not ecologiets and profesaional coneervitioniate..Actnally,- I suspect they
Would be far less effective Utley were."'

Finally, the Massachusetts invention bi,not One- which. must be 'copied in 'one
uniform or "correct" fashion in order to work 'elsewhere; rather the baiic idea
.Of establishing within loCat government focal 'Point for environmental over-
viewand: advocaey-is amenable to adantation'tO a diversity of situatione,- State
by State and community:by conmiunity.-: ."'
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NEW YORK : ONE STATE'S EXPERIENCE

The Massachusetts Town Conservation Commission idea first took hold beyond
the borders of New England in 1967, in New york State.

Priscilla Redfield -Roe, a resident of Long Island's Suffolk County, was among
those who played a leading role in bringing this-about. Mrs. Roe had moVed .to
Long Mena in the early 1980's from Massachusetts. There, as a member .of the
local League of Women Voters, she had helped establish and then served on the
Sudbury Conservation Conimission. With -the accelerating pressures of urbanisa-
tion even more dramatically, evident on Long Island than around Boston, she
saw that town and village governments. in New York . lacked adequate adminis-
trative and financial tools to control.their environments. . .

In 1905 Irving Like, author of the New York Conservation Bill of Rights, had
Persuaded the Long Island town of Babylon to establish a conservation commis-.
Won under general home rule authority .ivithout reference to any special State
law. As a member of a planning committee for nearby Brookhaven, Mrs. Roe had
recommended similar action for that town and eventually thia was done when
Brookhaven added conservation duties to. a waterways board.. .

Thls was local action, but to promote . the -conservation Commission .idea
throughout the State Mrs. Roe decided to work for . legislation .on the Massa-
chusetts model. Passage of the initial State legislation resulted from a series
of encounters between Priscilla Roe and two State legislators !rem Long Island.

In 1985, at a planning conference on Long IslandrAsseMblyman Perry Duryea,
Jr., was discussing New Yerk's matching grant program !Or recreation land
acquisition. When he -observed that few of the smaller local governments, the
towns and villages, had taken advantage Of this. program; Mrs. Roe suggested
that one reason waelack, of a .clear assignment of responsibilitY for conservation
planning and action at the town level. She described the New .England'conserva-
Hon commissions and asked : "Why can't we do .soniething like this?"

At a Governor's Conference on Natural Beauty called by Gov.'. Nelson
Rockefeller in 1966, Mrs. Roe suggested to a panel on suburban development
that conservation commission enabling legislation be included ie the panel's
recommendations. New York, she said, had done well in recreatiOn and con-
servation planning on the State level. "But on the town level' there ig ,still for the
most part a vacuum. We* lack the michinery. 'Town governing and 'planning
boards are overburdened with other work. We need a special agency of town
government to which we can assign' quite definite responsibilities for natural re-

.

source planning and action."
The panel members 'agreed. Suburban areas, their report said, Can 'provide

natural values for the benefit of the metropolitan population as a whole, '.as
"a stable component of the metropolitan complex, not merely :partially devel-
oped land in transition from the countryside to core . . .* moving outward like
an- expanding ripple." The panel recommended that .communities use such
available tools as New York's Municipal Open Space ,Easement Act, base local
planning on' natural resource surveys, and emPhasise public education.' To help
tie these together the panel called on.the legislature to authOrise municipalities .
to establish "something like the conservation commissions in MassaChusetts und
Connecticut." :

Assemblyman Diryea, who Was at the 'cOnference,- asked tirs. Roe to 'send him
details of the Massachttsetts program and Said .he wotild.tryto get a bill through
the legislature. He then 'referred the prOpoial to' ofkiais of the. State conserva-
tion dePartment and 'several. other' State ,agencies. They- were not enthusiastic ;
their views were unfavorable -and the 'matter lapse&. .

'Later in 1068, Duryea invited some.of hits constitrients to meet..a- representative
of the. Conservation .Depattment seeking supPott.torr.tv ieferendum on a pro-
posed $200 million .park development bond issue. The Proposal included a -grant
program for local governments. Again the point was raisetlhat local govern-
ments below...the county letel generally had llot 'responded to. earlier State
incentive grants. Mrs. Hoe emphasised not only the.: importance -.of local*- gov-
ernments taking responsibility for local resOurces,., but also the importance. of
-small areasof projects too =alibi State or even coutitY attention.' Both .points
struck a sympathetic chord with' Duryea. He' introducced- legislation: early in
1907, and -his bill was- co-sponsored by another Bliffolk Connty Assemblyman,

:, .

Peter Costigan. ,* .

In the . State Senate, ineanwhile,-SenatOi Leon Ginffredi had beeome inter-
ested as a result of -hearings of the Joint .Legislati*e Committee on 'Conserva-
tion and 'Natural ResOurces, of which he was the ranking Senate member. At
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one of these hearings, held to gather ideas for improvement of Conservation laws,
'the pereistent Mrs. Roe :again raised . questions of local, responsibility- and the
tools needed for the job. Senator Giuffreda requested the same information about
Massachusetts conservation commissions that had been sent to AsseMblyman Dur-
yea, and subsequently:00mnd a Senate companion ta the ,Duryee Om. -'The Duryea bill drafted in. Albany with help from State agencies' used parts
of the Massachusetts law but did not follow its lead throughout. It spoke of town
conservation advisory. councils 'rather than conservation' cOminissions; The ad-
visory councils were not to be given the explicit authority Massachusetts com-
missions .have to acquire land and . manage lands, to accept' gifts .Of land and
easements, or to set up a conservation:fund. And the New York bill was not tied
in with State financial incentives, as :Mrs. :Roe' had. recOmmended. In this form
the bill was passed by the Legislature in 1967 as section 64--b of, the New York
State town law. By June 1969 some 20 New:York townsinclading eight of 'the
10 towns in Long Island's .Suffolk ',Countyhad formed ,.consekvation advitiory
Councils; .. . .

In addition to Mrs. Roe, 'principal' advocate -of the conservation comniission
idea, in :New York 'has been the Open 'Space Institute.' Says Charles' Pi; Little,
institute executive lice president : I"The only Watto get anything,done is to fix
reeponsibility ,fOr it and to make that resnonsibility as sped& as posaible. Con-
sequently, .we urge municipalities to consider a new kind of Commissionor 'coun-
cil' such as the Maisachusetts,' Connecticut, and even the weaker New,York 'law
calls fOr."

The State's Natural Beaity Commislion-7.-4 Coordinating unit-comprised Of
the heads of 10 State agencies, and .chaired by the head of the Office for Local
Government-r--is taking a different approach. Although Commission Director
'Charles C.. Morrison Jr., agrees that there is a -need ',for local conservation
agencies, he believes iliet.the disadvantages 'of section 647b outweigh .its advan-

. .tages. IIe explains: .

"First, 64-b doesn't cover all tynee of the 1,600 Municinalities in NeW York
villages, cities, and counties, an well as towns. And. under our inunicipil honie
rule .law any municipality, can create an: advisory body. 'Viewed from' thinper-
spective 64-b is not necessary. Second, ba-b does net. reflect-the 'noir. Conserva-
tion.' Local advisory tufts ehould' be .empowered, to .deal with the 'Man-made
aspects of environmental quality, as well as' with nattiral features.. Third, local
advisory commissions should be able to vary the membership, duties, and relation
to other local agencies according to local requirement* and to ainend their laws
at will as their programs develop ; if they .organise under a speCial State law
they are bound to the dutiee it sets forth." . . ,..

Morrison notes' that some municipalities' have forined aditeory: conimissions
under general home rule powers both before and 'after passageof 044. He Points
to the Rockland County Nattral Beauty Committee and 13toome County Con-
servation Council, as well ai the Babylon and Brookhaven agenclek as examples.

What New York needs,' Morrieon says, ia a 'strong promotional and-servicing
program .by, a State agency with primary responsibilitr fOri this,: complemented
through a statewide private association of local' advisory cOmmissione.in 1969, .

the Natural Beauty ,Commission published a samPle local law and ietion for
establishment, ..under. :general authoritY,:of NeW: YOrk'S Municipal heme rule
law, of municipal "advisorY commissioni for censerintion:Eindnattral beauty."

diaries Little of the Open Statue Institute' differs with MOrrlion..Little empha-
sises the practical value of apecifie State legislation inich,aniection64-b,' rather
than its legal necessity-1n New YOrk, "The Public .relations /like Of auch a law

.- is one .of its great yalues, he-says. "It gives the civie leadership in 'a 'comminity
something specific to -talk to when they:, talk With: theirelected .efileial*:That's
why even a weak 64-li is .tietterthan no . State leW:atall: The IMPortant thing is
that this thing7-this coneervatiOn:conlmisaion

Mrs. Roe agrees that thereinnothIng.to prevetit'eoninuinitieefrOm setting' up
conservation agencies viithOut regard to SectiOn644.' "Ant," she; saYs;:"the fact
is that few have done it,''Whereas haVingi3.41) in BtatelaW, helps' te give the coun-
cils status as a, permanent feature-of local ,goVernMent 'and' to render.. theniless

. dependent on the whim Of al* one administration. :,' *.-'

"Moreover, aside from .. the benefits. of simplicity 'Miff:clarity; there,: is mutual.
advantage to working. with' a, somewhat. uniform framework.' Havinrsomewhat
the same :status as neighbOilig:toWni facilitates jolalnk...tOlatheronMutuat
projects on the land, aalrell as on mutual concerns beferethe legislature." AMODe
the latter, she sees a need fOrNew York's conserSation- councils' to have, better
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fiscal tools, including a State grant program similar to Massachusetts, and a
broader legislative charter. -

Mrs, Roe notes that a town can assign additional duties to its council if it so
chooses, "including recommendations on any aspect of land or water resource use,
including .esthetic aspects." "Highway, design and subdivision regulations, for
example, could perfectly well be subjects of council recOmmendations coneerning
location, planting, drainage, open space provisions, et cetera. At the seine time
there is no doubt that encompassing the other local government entities and
encouraging attention to the effects of man-made construction would strengthen
'the New York legislation."

Whatever their name, font, or authority, by 1969 hardly a month Passed that
a local conservation council, commission, board,'or committee wasn't being estab-
lished somewhere in New York State.

"The thing is," says Priscilla Roe, "that more and more people are realizing
that the State and Federal Governments cannot do the whole, job, that there
must be a focal point 'of .enviionmental responsibility at the local level too."

. .

PROSPECTS BEYOND THE NORTHEAST

What about the future of the conservation conmission movementbeyond
the seven States where it has caught on, beyond the Northeast?. .

In Vermont, Abe only New England State which doesn't have coMmissions,
an effort is expected to be made in the 1970 legislature to secure enabling legisla-
tion. The idea has been discussed le Vermont- for years but, .iu part *because of
an emphasis on promotion 'of regional planning commissions,' a consensus hasn't
yet been reached on A need' for conservation commiesiOns: Some conservationists
had felt that given the "right" encouragement froin the' State 'planning office,
these planning commissions could perform the functione conserVation. coma"
missions. However, Justin.Brande: of Middlebnry, chairman of the Vermont Nat-
ural Resources Council; believes that many Vermont conserVationists have been
somewhat disappointed In this expectation: The council last 'year decided . to
support State legislation "leading to the establishnient of townend/or regional
conservation commissions' similar to' those presently:active in' Massachusetts."

'One indication of expanding interest 'elsewhere. around the .countr3i la the
origin of inquiries about commissions received bY the Massachusetts' Department
of Natural Resources. 'George ft Sprague,. director of the 'department's division
of conservation service's 'Which ,serves the .commissions in 'Maszachusetts; re-
ports that the requests for, information average.i dozen a week.

Rather. often, Sprague says, queries come frOm people who live in metro-
politan suburban areas or the areas just beyond suburbia which will become
suburban next. This, as we have seen, is *here many of the most 'active com-
missions in New England are located and Where 'initial interest in the 'two
newest commission movementsthose of New York and New .Jerseyis keeneat.

Some of the inquiries to Sprague's' office indicate interest -in transferring the
conservation commission idea to county or 'regional, rather than municipal gov-
ernment elsewhere. In NeW England, toWns are the principal unit of local govern-
ment and blanketrural and suburban as well as urban areas ; Countygovernment.
is not .a strong force. Elsewhere, connties govern 'most of the 'undeveloped' land
where many significant Conservation options remain. In some parts. of the Conn-,
try, therefore, It appears likely that need will be felt for conservation' Com-
missions operating at the county or regional level.

Some county governments in New York State 'alreadY are experinienting With.
such conservation advisory units. And in Iowa, county,. conservation boards
which resemble the municipal conservation 'commissions, of the Northeast in
some waYs, are no longer an. experiment., IoWa'a: cOuntY 'conseiVation boards,
first authorized the legislature in 1955 (by Chinter 111A of the Iowa eade),
now are established in 93 of the State's 99 counties.. Working through these 93
boards, Iowa countlei by 1909-had 'acquired and *eie Managing' 023: conaerva-
tion and outdoor recreation Arena totaling,I7,008 aereff.:' According .to IL
Freed: director of county conservation, activities fOr -the'-IOWe State COniervi-

, tion Commission, their county tax-supported budgets- !Or, 1908' totaled -$5.1
million. Many of the county hoards in Iowa have had uniisual suceess in Winning
bond issues for conservation pnrposes and in securing matching Federal, grants.'
County conservation boards similar to Iowa's are operating on ft. smaller scale
in Tennesseeand Illinois' and also have been the subject of enabling legislation in
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Kentucky. And in Wisconsin, county natural teauty councils have been au-
thorized by State legislation.

There are other flickerIngs of interest around the country :
In Florida, a conservation commission-like proposal on a regional river basin

basis has been proposed as part of a State; government reorganization plan.
Robert M. Haynea a former chairman of the Boxford (Mass.) Conservation
Commission, took the idea with him when he moved to Lake Wales, Fla., and saw
a need for some type of local action-stimulator comparable.to the conimission he .
had served in Massachusetts. .

Across the country in Santa Barbara, Calitenvlronmentalized by an offshore
oil well blowout early in 1969-!--the city council a few months later established
an environmental quality advisory board. A physicist, Howard. A. Wilcox, was
named chairman of this five-man conservation commission-like- agency, and City
Councilman Alan Eschenroeder, who proposed the board,', was named the coun-
cil's liaison to it. The board's .assignment is broad : to advise the council on ac-
tions necessary for "preservation or improvement of 'both the natural environ.
ment of Santa Barbara and man's relationship to such.environment." In addition
to oil pollution,-initial tasks include a pesticide study, a review of the city's har-
bor dredging program, and study of a proposed highway project that would- put
an estuary to the bulldozer. . .

To the north, several cities on the San Francisco peninsula weie looking into
the feasibility of conimissions. And across the bay in Berkeley,. City Councilman
Thomas McLaren in 1969 Introduced an ordinance to establish a Berkeley Con-
servation Commission. As -McLaren enyisaged it, the proposed commission would
augment present programs of the city's planning and Park commissions by "tak-
ing a -broader perspectiyei" by actively seeking, to conserve open spaces and 'Safi
Francisco Bay 'shoreline, and by clarifying the ecological impact 'of proposed.
large-scale bayshore development projects. ,Its .recommendations would be pre-
sented to the city council for final action. McLaren also sees it role for such a city
commission in providing Heise!' -*ith.the new regional San Francisco Bay. Con-
servation and Development Commission.

,T. J. Kent, Jr., professor of city planning at the University of California, and
head of a team which in 1969 produced a report on "The Case for Open Space in
the San Francisco Bay Area,' agrees with McLaren. "We need .something like
conservation commissions in the bay area because we need action, and because
we need public expression of an ecological viewpoint," Kent Rays. . ; '

Charles Little, of the Open Space Institute in New York City, thinkrf California
may be the next State to set up local action' machinery along conservation com
mission lines. "I expect that California, probably the bay 'area, is next because
people there are realizing that they don't need to define their conservation prob
lems further," he says. "The need is for action, and the first step in, the -action
process is.to set up better machinery for action."

The ground would . seem to' be equally fertile. in 'many other metropolitan re-
gions. Many of the environmental problems of the Seattle br Cincinnati metro-
politan areas, for exaMple,, are not ,essentially different from those of the Boston
area"ororthe-New lerseyfringes'of the-metropolis around Ne of York City . L.

How the conservation commission movement fares, in New Jersey _will indeed
providethe best test yet .of its transferability.to Many other parts of. the Nation.
And this -yOungest of the progeny of the idea.invented Mit, of a need same felt to
save a coaetal marsh in Massachusetts a dozen years earlier, la a remarkably
healthy and fast-growing youngster. . ,

"Our local gOvernments are forming comMissiOns at the rate of .abotit one a
week," David Moore of the North Jersey Conseriation Foundation reported in the
fall of 1969, .just a 'year aftee.New Jersey's enabling law was :passed. ',We've
counted 54 new ones since the first of the year and wocan't keep ,up with it," he
said.

If consere ' ation comMissions do. succeed ia Making citiesintasuburbs better
places to live in in New .Jersey, 'where the city-county forms of local government
are more shallar te those of the rest of the country than are New England's
towns; there.seems to be no reaSon why they will.not succeed in many other parts
of the country beyond the Northeast.... ;

Mr. RSuss. Thank: you, :Mr: Howe, and all four of our panelists.
You have made a real, contribution to these hearingS.:

The point has been inadelv almost evety-Witness that 'frequently
governmental agencies wOrk at crose purposesone of you mentioned
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the Agriculture Department subsidizing drainage in the duck breed-
ing areas, and the Interior Department endeavoring to get farmers to
reflood the same potholes.

If I am not mistaken, Mrs. Clusen, you have got some classic cases
right in your own front yard in Green Bay, Wis. As I recall it, you
have a very valuable estuarine marsh, Atkinson's Marsh, which is
very close to the city ; is that right I

Mrs. CLUSEN. Yes, along the bay shore.
Mr. Reuss. Is it not a fact that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

is now busy using that marsh as a fill for some of the spoil that it
dredges out of the river? And it is fast ruining it

Mrs. Cursor. It certainly is. In fact, the corps had a hearing on
where the site would be that the fill would be taken from last summer
at which I appeared, and the city officials and a number of interested
citizens all asked the corps to find someplace else to take the landfill
fromt because this is a duck habitat among other thing's. The upshot
of this seemed to be that this was the only place it could be done, ac-
cording to them, and it is now underway.

In addition to that, the city also had proposed developing this as an
industrial park. So the local government was responsible, too, for the
left hand not knowing what the right hand was doing.

Mr. REUSS. Did the Corps of Engineers make any cost studies of
how much more it would cost to dump the spoils someplace other than
in the marsh?

Mrs. auserr. Yes, they did, and this was a part of the argument.
There really was, as I recall it, very little publicity given to the final
decision or on what basis it was reached. It just happened.

Mr. Ems. And the corps is going right head, continuing to destroy
this marsh?

Mrs. Curses. They are worldng there now, yes.
Mr. Rzvss. Dumping into it I
Mrs. Cursor. Yes. I am afraid it is with the cooperation and assist-

ance of our city fathers. That is what makes me so careful in not want-
ing to lay this completely at the door of the corps.

Mr. Rms. It is being done with the cooperation of the Corps of
Engineers and the city !ethers,. but, the League of Women, Yoters is
against it I ,

Mrs. CLuszpr. It is not with our cooperation, no.
Mr. %res. Dr. Smith raised a very fundamental and interesting

point ,thnt I would like to. explore. The Fall Employment Act a
1946. to which we are all very devoted. specifies as our national goals
maximum production, maximum purchasing power, and inaximum
employment. Maximum purchasing power and maximum employment
are not before us today. But that, maximum production goal, as I
pointed out, Dr. Smith, may lead not only to the diversion of re-
sources from essential things into foolish thingswhich is perhaps
the price we have to pay 'for a 'free enterprise systeimbut also to
the concentration on the mere accumulation of physical goods, with-
out, even looking at whether the production of those goods, or the
goodathemselves, harm the environment

Have you considered, or hns any other member of the panel con-
sidered, whether Congress might to ievisit the 1946 act to see whether
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the economic imperative of more and more production every year is
really always in the national interest? ,

Dr. SMITH. Well, I think several things happened at the passage
of the act. and later. First of all, the climate in which this act was
enacted is very important because all of us had girded our loins
for the inevitable consequences of the ghastly depression that was to
follow World War II. We had the experience of the 1930's very
fresh in our minds.

As a result it seems to me we went a little overboard in subscribing
to the number of things that you Mentioned. Part of our present
difficulty is in the quantification measurements of standards ofliving.
You do this by a variety of means.

You can do it by any of the national income counts, the most classic
of which I suppose is the gross national product, which simply rep-
resents market value of all of the goods and services IprOducecl in a
given year at current prices.. Some of these services are absolutely
frivolous and nonsensical, while others are highly deleterious.

You might say, how do you do this in a free enterpriie system
How do you prevent these consequences? I do not know ,the answers.
If we are going to have effective control on the environment, we are
going to have to spend more of our funds collectively7which is a
nice way of saying we are probably ooing to have to raise taxes. Not
necessarily the tax legislation that just passed. ..

There is no question in my mind that certain kinds of faxes must
be levied. I do not know how you resolve certain conflicts. Mr.,Howe
and others have suggested some of the difficulties: The solution to
the transportation problem may be much more compatible with the
environment if you use one method rither than another. It may cost
more or less, but in either event, a political factor is almost as difficult
as the economic one.

We have the classic case here in this city. We have a public' trans-
portation system that is ludicrousl.and it is not the resgonsibility
necessarily of the transportation facilities we have.

We have the problem we have to. live with ',day in and dfir .outt
with one-driver cars going lo" and from work. This 'is the 11Mght of
inefficiency. As a public we cannot stand it. If We were a corporation
and the management iniisted on this kind. Of 'operation, we would
fire him. But we do it consistently in'city after city.

We need to improve our, transportation facilities, our intercity
and what we call city-link transportation' facilities', and it 'need:not
involve a single solution. I 'am not saying get.iid of' all -Of the auto-
mobiles or highways, but, other methods must ,be investigated on
total-approach basis, with environmental costs included.

Mr. Howe has suggested some implementation Of PrOffisms.'by
utilizing fully ,and appropriately the existing inititutions. goitainly
this is one area in which the Department of: TramiPortation should
be called to account.

Mr. Rives. There are certainly many,.,many ,complicationa that' I
can'see in revisiting the concept of MaiiimuM growth, , 6 .

One is that while we have got great growth in anteinatia, sivizzle
sticks and electric toothbrushes, as you point ont).'we ,haven't had
enough growth in goods to 'give the foOd and clothing Oa shelter to ,

the poor one-fifth of our people that they, hae a human right
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Another hangup is that under our system, maximum production
has been the key to maximum employment.

Dr. Swim. That is right.
Mr. Rause. I think we all do want maximum employment, so that

we have to be a little careful about mortifying the flesh too much
about these materialistic goodswe hive to find some way of seeing
that, somehow, or other, people have those jobs..

A. third hangup is that also, under our system, the way the Fed-
eral Government and most State and local governments get Money
to build the fine sewage processing plants, air pollution 'reduction
equipment, parks and playgrounds that we all want is from the ex-
panding gross national product. This means that the Federal Govern.:
ment's tax take has more to bite on.

So before we amend the concept of maxinmm production, we are
going to have to think of how, consistent with more attention to the
environment, we can keep our goal of jobs for everybody and adequate
national revenues, while doing something about our submerged poor
in this country.

I would appreciate any thoughts any of you have on this.
Dr. &am. I want to be responsive to what you have said, but I am

not at all sure that the problem is amending out the full production
and full employment. I think it is a matter of direction. I think it is a
matter af allocation, rather than it is of total or absolute magnitudes.

Mr. REUSS. As you know, the law now contains the naked werds
"maximum production." If one put "of a proper mix of private and
public goods" in parentheses after the word "production,' w.ould that
perhaps be helpful I

Dr. &mu. Yes. Foi example, it would occur to me if you set up a
mass transit system, I don't Icnow how many to dollars this would
cost. Maybe there would be some dimunitimi in expenditures on pri-
vate automobiles, but there would also be an increase in the other ex-
penditures. It doesn't occur to me that you automaticallycometoThe

&conclusion that in the long run' there will be a m iunition n total pro-
duction and jobs. You will have some frictional problems in employ-
ment, things of this nature, but I think this is going On all:ofthe time
anyway for one reason or another.

It would ocCur to me the Go*ernment could, very well take some
leadership. The, grants-in-aid 'programs are a good example. The
Land 'and Water Conservation Fund, as the chairman knows,' has a
50-50 sharing provisien. It has been a little over thatI think 60 to
the States. The State must submit a recreational program to the Fed-
eral Government arid then the moneys are dispensed in the usual ap-
propriation procedure. .`

We have 'a number of cases Where The State has established A park
or similar area with these funds, only to have anOther Federal 'aid
grant program come barging right through*thipark with a highway.
Now, the highway usually' prevails; because their Matching money is
DO percent' from the Federal(31overoment.'

In short, we have two Federal, grant-in-aid programs' ori a collision'
course with one another: Somehow, some Way, there 'ought:to be 'smne
means by which this could be bettercoordiriated.

aM not Seeking perfeetiOn, but the abrindarice olthese confliCte in'
the lest 5 to 6 years has had significant impacts on the environment.

. . .
1

.
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Mr. REIM. Well, I would end up this phase of the discussion by
saying that both as a member of this subcommittee and as a member
of the Joint Economic Committee, I need all of the help I can get
from you on this concept of what maximum production should be.

Let me turn briefly to another interesting Phase that .was discussed
by Dr. George and Mr. Howethe international aspect of the
environment.

It is encouraging that there will be in 1972 a United Nations Inter-
national Environmental Conference, out of which may come some
good things.

I happened to be over in the Federal Republic of Germany about
a week ago and had a chance to have some lengthy discussions with
the Chancellor and Foreign Minister and other governmental leaders
there. And I suggested to them that West Germany and the United
States both had the same problems of polluted rivers, polluted air,
and rapidly less habitable landthe whole environmental gamut
and that both countries had a very considerable scientific and tech-
nological capacity. And many of the solutions to these problems could
stand some scientific research and development and demonstration
programs on new systems of MASS transportation, new systems of
composting garbage, disposing of solid waste, a better system of sew-
age disposal than the present 50-year-old system that we have, new
systems of air pollution control and so on.

And it occurred to me that perhaps you have to start somewhere,
but on an open-ended basis, available to other nations, and that the
West Germans and this country could concert some of our research
and development and demonstration programs in the environmental
field, portion out the work, and do it on a joint basis, so that instead
of working in isolation to see how to take phosphates out of deter-
gents, we could do it jointly. f

There was considerable receptivity to that idea and the Federal
Republic has put their scientific aaviser on the problem to see if
there isn't some opportunity, on an open-ended basis,, for jointly-
funded or jointly managed research and development programs.

I,would be interested in the reaction of the panel to the idea of
internationalizing our attack on the problems of the environment.

Mr. HOWE. I would volunteer that there are great opportunities
in this area,' sir. While MY oWn Organization is not involved in
technical research, I sense from. those who are that ,they are finding
increasingly fertile lines of communication with specialists abrOad
and with developments abroad.

I would add that there are opportunities and, I think, almost
re sponsibilities, for the United States, a& ihave mpliek to offer
its knowledge and experience- in places where pollution controls;
setting aside of open space, and the preservation of wildlife, are .

not foremost in the community mind 'becanse economic productivity
is. We have a responsibility to generate a kind of sophistication abOut
the environment, a sense which we are COming to: rather late and
after great deprivation of bur own surroundings.

I think it is ,possible for very po.werfulpreseure, groups to arise,
overnight around the construction Industrie& in rapidly, developing
countries as they have to a considerable extent in this country. In
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addition to exporting not lust sheer technology, we should offer help
in cultivating effective civic responsibilitywhat the League of
Women Voters knows how to do so wellin developing countries.

Mr. REUSS. If the League of Women Voters could export the prin-
ciple that women should be allowed to vote, for instance.

CLUSEN. I might say it has been interesting to me to watch
how the foreign policy part of the League's position, which it has long
had, and the environmental business, which I have been involved in,
are coming closer together and we are indeed finding some overlap-
ping of interests.

I was thinking as Mr. Howe was talking of my recent involvement in
the UNESCO conference at San Francisco on Man and His Environ-
ment, in which there was considerable discussion of exactly what you
are suggestingthat we do more to regard the environment and p011u-
tion problems its worldwide and learn tO share expertise- and tech
nological advances, without regard to national barriers.

Mr. REUSS. Mr. Hicks?
Mr. HICKS. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. &um. Mr. Chairman, I did have one other item of interest.

The Coors Brewery in Colorado has come up With an idea : Because
plastic and throwaway containers in which many products are sold
constitute much of our solid waste disposal problem, they have gone
back to the use of aluminum cans. As a result they offer 10 cents a
pound for aluminum cans, and they recycle the use of them. In this
fashion, they minimize the problem of disposal.

Though an inventive but not awe-inspiring answer, it is a start by
one business to do something about the solid waste disposal problem.

Mr. REUSS. This brings up something which I think every panelist
hinted at this morning, and I would like to ask a question based on it :

Is it the view of members of the .panel that, in respect to pollution
problems generally, efforts should be madeand the Government of
course has to take tbe leadto impose the Cost of pollution control on
industries and their consumers and thus that imiustries which dis-
charge. pollutants into municipal systems should by and large be com-
pelled in some way to pay for those particular Costs?

The useis of bottles and ,containers -should perhapi have to pay
some sort of a tax which would be used for solid waste disposal, and
the existence of which would also be an incentive, then, for them to do
what Coors is doing in Denver, or to have returnable .bottles or de-
gradable cans.

Does the panel in generaland we can't get ,irito legislative specifies
heresubscribe to the idea that to the maximum feasible eitent in-
dustrial . degradation of the . environment , ought to be repaired by
those industries that are causing the trouble,,and that the cost should
go into their cost of production ?

Mr. Hoven. It is my view that what yon ire saying .is not only fait;
and appropriate, but it is also the route.to efficiency in ,the handling
of wastes.

I would like to toss out the obiervation also' that I am continually
disappointed by the fact that, when we enterintO discussions with in-
dustnal iepresentatives about the handling of waste materialsthe
prevention of pollution for example in the power industrythe Mate-
rial that" comes out shows us how many millions Of dollars the capital
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investment to prevent thermal pollution would be. But rarely are we
given this figure as a percentage of the homeowners' Or anyone else's
utility rate.

I think that when such percentages are worked out this becomes a
very small portion of the cost to the consumer. We have, across the
land, been voting rather consistently to tax ourselves for new waste
treatment, to get clerai water. I think that if the additional costs of
adequate air and water pollution control, were shown to consumers
as a rather small portion of the cost of goods and services, which they
are, we would be moving much faster toward what you are suggest-
ing than we now are.

Dr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman: I want to speak to this, because there
are arguments as to whether industry should bear the cost of environ-
mental cleanup or whether, it should be shifted to the consumer. In
reality, this is the old textbook case of shifting and incidence of
taxation. Any cost upon industry will find a reaction by the industry,
depending upon the structure of the-market in which they buy or
sell. They may shift it backward in ternis of reduction, or dampen-
ing down some wage increases. They may shift it backward in terms
of reduced dividends to stockholders_, and they may shift it forward
in terms of the prices to consumers. There will be a series of options
as to who ultimately pays the bill. It will be partly the management
of the company, partly the consumers, partly the taxpayers, and
partly the dividen4 holders, depending on the critical market situa-
tion of the firm.

I do share with Mr. Howe, however, the idea that if it is totally or
partially shifted to the consumer, first it isn't going to be 'something
of significant magnitude in most instances. Secondly, it may even
make the company more efficient, and as a result not cause a signifi-
cant increase in their costs. Thirdly, I am quite continced that the
American public is willing to pay this price. -

Thew was an effort made by the Congrese, of which the chairman
knows fnll well, to raise appropriations from $214 million, what the
two previous administrations suggested for funding the water pollu-
tion abatement act, $800 million. This could not have been done if
there had not been a good groundswell on the part of the American
people in behalf of tliis increase. They know this is going to cost
money, they know', somebody is going to have to pay for it, and they
are pretty well airare of the fact it is going tO be thein.

Dr. GEORGE. Mr. Chairman, may I just say a few words on that? I
suppose everything is iiiore complicated' than it would at first appear.
And the answer to this, as Dr. Smith his pointed out, is exceedingly
difficult and complex. I think One, of' the prOblems 'is' that we have
inherited a lot of difficulties, and it wonld be diffiCult tO ask industry
to clear up all the problems that we ,have created for -Onrselyes in a
couple of hundred years.

At the moment I live in Pennsylvania, and if icnicameliip there I
suppose I would be inclined to show you our assets, and we have a
great State. But we have held this republic togetherfur 200 years; and .

I ani telling you I could:show' you ,siime real blights 'too. I could
show yOu acid mine 'drainage' that YfOnld make Pin' Veeli- I caula slm*
you strip mines that would.make you iob te Mole it them. Theie thinge
are done. We have cities and underneath them *a hiVe mines burning,
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abandoned mines, and some of the citizens' homes are actually sink-
ing down into the ground in _places. Now these things are actually oc-
curring. They occurred partly because I think society evolves. When
we were a pioneer community we took on the old world. We licked
them partly because' we had a good chunk of real estate and partly
because at that stage in our society we could exploit our resources.

Today I think we are a lot more mature, and in the maturity of our
society I think we achieve a sophistication whereby we have different
value system judgments. And more than that, I think today We have
the energy reserve wherebx we can begin to repair 'some of the things
we have wrought. As a pioneer economy I don't think we could. I
think this becomes particularly important to remember when we
export our technology to emerging nations. They are still trying to get
the surplus energy that gives us the affluence we have. And-they-can-
not afford some of the cleanup measures that we 'are now trying to
institute.

We are at a stage in our technological maturity, our society's ma-
turity, that we have never reached before. I think we can tackle these
problems, I think it will take increased taxes, but very recently I heard
a statement by a colleague of Mr. Howe that perhaps wean' spending
less of our gross national product on environmental quality today than
we were a dicadeago: The statement was made last week.

Mr. Rums. I was glad to hear you refer to the recent successful fight
for $800 million instead of. $214 million aPpropriation 'for sewage
treatment plant construction grants'in the current fiscal year. Ai you
know, there is another fight 'developing for fUll funding 'under the
Federal Water Pollution Control -Act of $1.25 billion for the sewage
treatment construction grants Programsfor the next fiscallear. Can
we relY on the help of you and your organization I

Dr. &arm. I gather we continue to Ile the 'only conservation organi-
zation that is a registered lobbying grouP _with money.s that' come to
us not.being tax deduCtible.' We have started 'a rather significant cam-
paign tO supPort 'the efforts of .those who want to' fully-fund this
program and .I think the chance of it being aoconiplished are pretty

ii . If you will recall, we ivere warned all of.the way through the last
attle it wouldn't do any good, because' even if we :got the -increased

amount, this amount would be impoUndi3d by thaBlireau of the' BUdg-
et aid it ,would mot be spent. All Bsidents are political animals,- and
I think they eee the handwriting on the wall just, as in-this case we
are assured the money will be spent.

Mr. Rms. Yes; but keep up your vigilance, because it is nirt Only
necessav, to get moneY authorized and appropriated, and 'Obligated,
and unfrozen, and spent, but .tio prevent its beine stretched otitjao
that it really does not do a job. .

Dr. Siam. Vigilance; Mr. Chairman; is more or less's waY of life
with us so I appreciated the admonition.

Mr. Timms. Mr. Indritif .

Mr. INMIZ. An of the paneliats ifientiOned the woliref the Federal
Goverrinent sonietinies adversely affeathig the efivirefinient., I 'be=
lieie all of you mentiOnect the' impOrtance of bear OrganititiOns' in
monitoring and observing.. And yet I was somewhie distrieeek Mr.

. Howe, by your comment on page 4 that the,citizen'groupe re- rt they
lace difficulty in 'identifying -and 'obtaining iifOrmation'.% at -they

.....4210
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require on public works projects, powerplants, pesticide and a host
of other governmental proposals affecting the environment. I would
like to ask whether all of you panelists are aware of a recent Magna
Carta enunciated byl Congress in the National EnvirOnmental Policy
Act of 1969, which was signed just the first of this year". Section 102 of
that act specifies that all agencies of the Federal ,Government must
include a detailed statement by their responsible officials .with re-
spect to major projects which will affect the environment. They must
show in that statement the environmental impact of the proposed
action, the adverse environmental effects, the alternatives to the pro-
posed action, the relationship between the short-run and the long-
run effects, and any irreversible or irretrievable commitments of re-
sources which would be involved in the proposed action.

It then goes on to sayand this is what I would like to ask you
aboutthat copies of these statements and the comments and views,
which they must get from every agency of the Government, must be
made available to the public as well as accompany the proposals to
all existing agency review processes. My question to you is: Are
your organizations publicizing this new Magna Carta, so that all
local and civic organizations have a chance to obtain such information
which Federal agencies must, under the law, give you now! Are
you doing what you should, as concerned local organizations do to
monitor the effects of these proposals/

Mr. Howz. Yes sir; we certainly will be reporting this develop-
ment. And I certainly agree with you that it is a most important one
and we are very hopeful- it will help surmount some of the problems
I have been describing. Perhaps I should have referred to it. How-
ever. this is performance to be anticipated, and we must remain hope-
ful it is as effective as the wording you read intends. I

There is a related condition that almost alone justifies the existence
of many, citizen conservation orgonizations. The very complexity
of environmental information requiring translation into civic under-
standing. I submit that there may be steps Federal agencies can take
that will help everyone understand tha full meaning of presently
very complex project justification procedures, both in economic and
scientific terms. This now is the very difficult work 'of many conserva-
tion organizations struggling to ride with agency programs and
interpret constantly the nature of specific project development pro-
posals and overall policy.

But I think what you are saying is a hopeful sign. I should, have
recognized it

Dr. SMITH, I think this is very effect ive. I want to add one thing:
This is on the assumption of course that the environment is going to
be No. 1 affected, and apparently No. 2 adversely affected. It is a very
strange thingthere are bureaus or branches 'of the Governmenethat
feel their activities enhance- the environment This therefore, becomes
very difficult because they do not feel that it is incumbent upon ,them
to go through the processes of which you speak. I have discussed this
with some councils and they have disturbed me 'greatly with their in-
terpretation of it

'The text et the National Environmental Polley Ad of 1.8. (Public Law 91-120, 88
Stat. 852, January 1, 1970), Mears in the aweW: of Ms baring monk PP. 827-88L
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Mr. Irtnnrrz. May I suggest. section 102(e) does not use the word
"adversely."

Dr. &urn. It just says "affect."
Mr. Inatrrz [reading] :
Shall include in every recommendation or report on proposals for legis-

lation and other major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of
human environment, *.

Therefore, if it improves the environment, they have to go through
the procedure, getting the statements and review by all concerned
agencies, and having those statements made available to the public.

Dr. SMITH. This is very important information for us.
Mr. Ixonrrz-My question to you was whether your organizations

are taking steps to publicize this Magna Carta that was recently en-
acted into law to your local constituencies throughout the country ?

Dr. Swim. We are in the process of doing this, and I think Mr.
Howe indicated he was, too. The only reason for my concern 1 is the
fact that I felt that this language which you just read in the statute
is in for some rather interesting interpretations by some of the agen-
cies downtown. I alert the committee to this.

Mr. Ixonrrz. If you get such interpretations, would you apprise the
chairman of the committee of it I

Dr. SMITH. I will be very happy to.
Dr. GEORGE. Mr. Chairman, I think we are dealing with a situation

today where we have almost a bewildering array of acts and some-
body has to review these meaningfully: I have yet to find a Federal
agency that says their purpose in doing a particular job or following
a particular action is to hurt the quality of the environment They
are all quite convinced that they are acting in The best interest of the
American people, you see. They are fully convinced of this:Somebody
with an ecological slant needs to review this. This is why I asked for
this strong ecological review. I will grant you the Council on Environ-
mental Quality is supposed to do this. But it is going to be a very big
problem. You already have an ad hoc committee on the environment;
yout Mr. Chairman, Were instrumental in setting it up. You have 130
advisers on that committee. But even this is a handful of people. They
have been concerned with ecology all of their lives; but they are over-
whelmed. Ecologists are overwhelmed today. There are only a handful
of them and they can't review everything."We will do what we can to
review any actions as a result of this new Magna Carta, but the situa-
tion is gomg to be a lot more difficult. I think; than the act would
indicate.

Mr. INDRITZ. You make an assumption which troubles Me 'a little
bit. You said the Federal agencies which are cOncerned feel they are
working in the public interest on environmental matters. However,
I think you overlook the fact that the statute requires a responsible
Federal official to consult with, end obtain the 'coMments of; any
Federal agency which has jurisdiction by law or special expertise
with respect to any enviromnental impact involved. We all know
that there are many Federal agencies that work at cross-purposes and
have different points of view. Why don't civic groups, like yours,
take advantage of these conflicting approaches of tho different agen-
cies. Thus, if the Corps of Engineers or the Bureau of Reclamation

1136.
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is enuaged in a Rarticular project, there may be a different point of
viewe'by the Agriculture Department, or by the Fish and 1Vildlife
Service, or the Geological Survey. You could be very helpful in
obtaining their contrasting points of view as the statute requires,
and make them available to the public.

I suggest again that you ought to reexamine this great statute,
section 102 of the act, and make it widely known to all of your con-
stituent organizations.

Mrs. CLUSEN. Mr. Chairman, may. I just say a word in response to
the gentleman's question, because I do see the role of organizationi
much as you indicate in bringing out the conflicts between various
parts of the Government. I think one of the problems which exists
is that Federal agencies, when they refer to the public, do not always
mean the same public we do. At least one Federal agency thinks of
the public in terms of local governmentplanning officials, and so
forth, not laymen. But we are aware of the act, and we will certainly
do whatever we can to make it usable. I know we will all be hoping
that there will not be a lag between promise and performance in it.

Mr. REUSS. We had a claasic example of what you were just talking
about, Mrs. Clusen, in connection with our subcommittee hearing's
on the degradation of San Francisco Bay. Therecounsel can check
me if I am not reporting this correctlyin a landfill issue before the
Corps of Engineers, objection was made and requests to testify at a
hearing were made by some 80 different individuals and conserva-
tion organizations, that were upset about.the ecological effect the pro-
posed landfill would have. But because a public agency, the Califor-
nia Resources Agency had said, for reasons unknown, it would not
object to it, the corps went right ahead, did not hold a hearing,1 did
not give these protesters an opportunity to be heard. They issued
the permit, dismissing the 80 people as citizens who weren't entitled
to be heard. Is that about right V,

Mr. Ixoarrz. Yes; but- it is the chairman's view, and presumably.
the committee's; iew, that that ought to be changed.

Mr. Rzuss. There are, also, many such cases.
Dr. Slum. Mr. Chairman, we had a problem relating to the Water ,

Valley Dam in Arkansas some years ago. This was authorized in-1988,
and we have been opposing. the appropriations for it. We finally
thought we had detected a popit that the corps had missed as totheir
own regulation and rulemakinig procedure& They caught us, how-
ever, by pointing to a public hearing .held on December 1, 1941.

dr. Itzuss. Well, thank you very much, Dr. George, Dr. Smith,
Mr. Howe and Mrs. Clasen, for your extremely valuable contribu-
tions today to the subcommittee hearing&

We will now stand in adjournment until 10 o'clock tomorrow morn-
ing in this place I

(Thereupon, at 11 :55 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to
reconvene at 10 a.m.,,Thursda)i, February 5, 1970.)



THE ENVIRONMENTAL DECADE

(Action Proposals for the 1970's)

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1970

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
CONSERVATION AND NATURAtIA RESOURCES SUBCOMMITTEE

OF THZ Comerrrzz ON GOVERNMENT °num) Ns,
Waithingtdph D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 2154, Rayburn House
Office Building, Hon. Henry S. Reuss (chairman of the subcommittee)
presiding.

Present ; Representatives Henry S. Reuss and Paul N. McCloskey,
Jr.

Staff members present ; Phineas Indritz, chief counsel ; Josephine
Scheiber, research analyst; J. P. Carlson, minority counsel, Commit-
tee on Government Operations.

Mr. Rzuss. Good morning.
The Conservation Subcommittee will be in order for a continuation

of its hearings into "Action Proposals for the Environment Decade of
the 1970's."

We have with us this morning Mr. Ted Pankowski, conservation
associate, the Izaak Walton League of America ; Mr. Michael McClos-
key, executive director of the Sierra Club, and there will be joining
us shortly Mr. Charles H. Wilson, executive vice president of the
National Audubon Society, who is on his ray from /few York.

We welcome you here, gentlemen. Your statements under the rules
will be admitted into the record in full.

Would you now praceed, Mr. Paikowski ,

STATEMENT OF TED PANKOWSKI, CONSERVATION ASSOCIATE, TEE
IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA

mr. PANROWSKI. Thant you, Mr. unairman.
I MR Ted Pankowski, conservation associate for the Izaak Walton

League of America. In behalf of my organization, and personally, I
appreciate this opportunity to comment. In'essence what I have sug-
gested in my written statement are the following: -

I.. That an action *gram for the erivironment ihould get at the ob-
vious problems first. The most pervasive of thesis are the contamina-
tion of our water and air. Fortunately, they appear to be the most man-
ageable. With respect to our waters, one-third of the pollutants can be
attributable to industrial sources, one-third,to Minim* sewage, and
one-third to all others, including silt, pesticides;thermal discharges,
and so forth. ,
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For our air, 60 percent of the problem has been estimated to be at-
tributable to the internal combustion engine, primarily motor vehicles.
While these are nationwide and average rules of thumb, I believe if we
get at these pollutants first, we will, as they say on campus, "Give
the Earth a Chance." With respect to one of these problemsthe
municipal sewage treatment plantif the administration's environ-
mental message, to be announced next week, is unresponsive, I believe
we will see a continuation of the "Citizens Crusade for Clean Water."

2. We should be moving toward a minimum of secondary treatment
for municipal discharges and tertiary treatment for water resources
which can be classified as environmental disasters. We all know such
areasthe Passaic River, the Hudson River, Chesapeake Bay, Po-
tomac River, San Francisco Bay, and so forth.

3. For industrial sources. we should be setting effluent standards on
discharges with stiff penalties for violations, and environmental stand-
ards on marketable commodities, much as we have health and safety
standards on them. I am convinced that without them, the free enter-
prise system, and the market economy as we know it,-will come to an
end.

Pollution.problems will become so overwhelming that drastic cur-
tailment of individual choices will be necessary, as undesirable as they
may be. Many are already suggesting drastic curtailment, particularly
on population and energy consumption, and while I disagree generally
with that approach at this time, and would prefer to see us develop
other options such as cleaning up, their point is well taken. Pollution
has literally eacked us into a corner.

4. Government agencies must develop specific environmental cri-
teria for their own programs"rules of the game" based on ecological
principles and the physical laws of nature and designed to protect
natural environments.

A notable example of this need is demonstrated by our difficulties in
altering navigable waterways, a situation about which this committee
is particularly knowledgeable. There must be a shifting of the burden
away from the public and public agencies and some presumptions
established in favor of the continuation of life systems. I believe broad
terms, like "environmental quality," "multiple use," and so-called "bal-
anced development," are meaningless without some specificity, and cer-
tainly ineffectual, without such specificity, in meeting our concerns.

5. To facilitate establislunent of environmental criteria, it would be
desirable to have a nonlegislative joint committee of Congress to over-
view their development and to comment on them for the benefit of the
standing committees. The executive now appears equipped through
the new councils to handle its end of such a program..

And finally, I believe it is a pipe dream to require the public gen-
erally to change habits of consumption unless they are given mean-
ingful alternatives and information. We do not have them now and
options between polluting and nonpolluting products, ,services, and
processes must be requiredt if neceesary by litigation.

I personally have faith that, given such optio
j

ns, the American pub-
lie will respond tO environmental needs in their personal habits ust
as it has consistently responded to environmental programs that can-
not be satisfied in the marlcetplace.
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It seems to me that the average man is in a position to judge his
contribution of taxes and other investments in relation to the physical
world around him, but only when this relationship is unobscured by
complex fiscal arrangements.

I would like to suggest that we explore an environmental trust fund,
similar to the highway trust fund, to be made up of earmarked con-
tributions from certain types of commodities and services, from direct
appropriations, and from the sale of environmental defense Treasury
bonds. This idea has often been discussed privately. Perhaps we should
be considering it more seriously.

I aypreciate this opportunity and will be pleased to answer any
questions. Thank you.

(Mr. Pankowski's prepared statement follows*

PUPA= STATEMINT or TIE PAPIXOUSIII, CONITEVATION ASSOCIATE, Ta.4; ISAAX
WALTON MAGUS or AMERICA

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am Ted Pankowskl, Conservation
Associate for the Ina Walton League of America. These hearings should go
far toward developing a consensus on an action program for improving our en-
vironment, and in behalf of my organization and personally, I appreciate this
opportunity. While my comments refiect League policy, the nature of these
hearings dictates that they be entirely my own.

One hardly knows where to begin. As the committee's agenda brings out, our
environmental problems are serious and many. The full meaning of "environ-
mental quality" and "ecological integrity" reaches us slowly, and more often
than not, painfully. And Just as we have been urging Government to reorder
priorities, conservationists have the obligation of putting their own priorities
in order within the broad area of environmental concern. At the risk of being
overly fundamental, I believe the Nation should start any action program at
the point the Izsak Walton League started in 1922 when private citizens found
It necessary to organize themselves, specifically to "call a halt" to the pollution
of our waters, and today, of our air.

The contamination of vital air and water resources is most pervasive; it is
extremely difficult to reverse; is moat costly in terms of damage; and as few
factors can, limits our options with respect to the allocation and use ot these
and of other natural resource'.

I am sure there is no need to cite the grim statistics, except to repeat that
nationwide and on-the-average the sources of water pollution have been roughly
estimate0 to be one-third industrial, one-third municipal and one-third all other,
including farm runoff, pesticides, thermal discharges, and so forth. For air, 00
percent of the problem results from the internal combustion engine, primirily
motor vehicle,. If we did little else, I believe the elimination of these pollutants
would, as they say on campus, "Give the Earth a Chance." Moreover, they are
pollutants for which remedies are for the most part technologically available
and economically feasible. They are alms pollutants which the general public
most readily understands and against which there would be the best opportunity
for harnessing public support. The question is how, and in what order?

MUNICIPAL WASTES

Last year when the league participated in the "(Wiens Crusade for Olean
Water," I believe It was MIS than chance that some 40 organisations rePreeent-
ing conservationists, labor unions, consumer groups, and professional societies,
chose to go after a significant investment for water pollution abatement in the
public Rector, rather than to direct its efforts toward industry or even toward
other environmental problems. There was a shared realisation by all that build-
ing adequate municipal sewage treatment plants was a relatively manageable
problem uncomplicated by the ebb and flow of our market economy. Then, as
now, it is 'a question of providing adequate public funds aed of improving the
efficiency of the astern.

While many of us have concrete suuestions in' this. regard, I don't wish to
burden the committee with them now, except to say that if the administration's
message on the environment expected next week is unresponsive, we can expect
a continuation of the citizens crusade for the coming fiscel year.

di

1 0
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There is one aspect of the nrogram which has a definite bearing on your com-
mittee's continuing deliberations. Several months ago, FWPCA's Commissioner,
David Dominick, announced that no Federal matching money would go to cities
and States unless the facilities to be built were "secondary treatment plants."
We believe this is a commendable step, in that; it provides definite; goal-oriented
criteria which must be followed if the Federal investment Is to be effective. We
would like to see this requirement tightened :even further to require tertiary
treatment in those river basins of the .Nation Which can properly be designated
as environmental disasters. We all know them ,wellLake Erie, tbe Passaic
River,- San Francisco Bay, the Potomac, and . so forth. ,The setting of criteria
such as this is not only sound in terms of what must be done, it gives us all
a definite and concrete goal which is not obscured by vague definitions and
rhetoric.

INDMITZIAL POLLUTION

The same approaCh could and should be taken with industrial pollution..Our
systems of water quality and air quality standards are necessary steps toward
improvement without imposing unequitable hardships on any segment of indus-
try or of the public. The standards by themselves, however, will be ineffective
without some direct correlation between the quality of the receiving resource, air
and water, and what actually eomes out of the 'pipe.- Many of us have urged
in the past and now urge again that we go into a system of .efiluent standards,
for ,both air and water, imposed on an industrywide basis, and on the basis of
types of marketable commodities, such as motor vehicles. Standards of conduct
for man and his activities instead of for.the world around- him would-give us a
measurable relationship '*tween what Is being dumped by whom ant the moo-
elated costs for cleanup and for -prevention. I am convinced that without clear
standards on the sources Of pollution with-costs imposed at the some, our sys-
tem of free enterprise within the context of a market eeonomy cannot continue
to exist Pollution problems will become so overwhelming Out drastic curtail-
ment of individual choices will have to be made across the board.

aovwiirnrr
. .

Standar& with respect to the restoration and protection of- our environment
should especially be championed within Government 'agencies and for the pro-
grams they administer. Broad policy statements, such as "multiple ,use"- and
"balanced development" are meaningless unless they are 'specified by concrete
guidelines. I was pleased to see, ,for instance, in a recent report by .the National'
Water Commission, a statement of ecological principles:forwarded to the
mission by a noted panel 'of .environmental experts. The ceport,,dated December
31, '1969, is one of the first specific outlines of the 'kind Of; physical considera-
tion which should be applied to any program. . . ,

A notable example of the need for male ."rules. of the geme" Is the responsi-
bility of U.S. Aria Corps of Engineers with respect .to the total resources of
navigable waters, a situation- with which we. are all familiar..What I ,and say-
eral of my, colleagues, are seeking tO do in this area is to establish, through the
courts if necessary, a set. of . criteria which should' be -applied. in Judging the
merits of dredge and fill -applicationA. For example, the better reasoned .'case
law coming out of Wisconsin, Minnesota, Massachusetts,, and- California 'courts
points to the conclusion that there is a violation Of the..publie trustin deeding
away submerged lands unless ."

(1) The landfill accomplishes a public purpose pursnant to:aaestablIshed,.
public policy. .

(2) The fill does 'not 'seriously or. dramatically.: alter the' natureot,the
resource as a resource..

. (11)' The public receives fair market value forthatranafer.,-
(4) Due process is followed, inlhe granting :of. 1-submerged. lands.. Ant...

finally,- that public bodies which ;have "trier .responsibilitim do-not entirely:

These criteria,, in effect, 'ilia the public -the. heDefitof .thailoube that river's
were meant to remain.rivers. ind :they:shift the bniden'otinoOf.lwatfrom the':
public and its agencies tithes* whose ardens.oerioniiralter or. Modifrnattiral
environments: Recently, I noted an.:Item ontotiliddian wherethellonse:Oon-,'.
serration and ,RecriatIon.Committea of the State 'Legislature M Considerintsuch.
an 'approach to the- point ',of. requhing:defendants in '.ivironmental law ..suits
'to promi that there were. mialternafires to..the,,pollutinractivit7 :Or-that Abe: :

. ... ..', .

:

'1.3t Or
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action was vital to the public interest. The test of "necessity," incidentally, is
one which my colleagues and I hope to apply to Hunting Creek.

The point in all of this is, of course, that if we have to make public policy on
an ad hoc basis, or interpret environmental policy without some rules for the
game, we will surely exhaust ourselves and our resources.

On the national level, the executive branch now appears well equipped to
foster the development of specific criteria among government agencies. , The
President's Council on the Environment, the Council of Environmental Advisors,
and the requirements of the newirenacted Environmetal Quality Act should
permit executive agencies across the board to modify and adjust their programs
so as to meet the national commitment to environmental improvement as re-
quired by law. I believe it would be logical and desirable to establish within
Congress a nonlegislative Joint Environmental Committee to overview these
criteria and comment on them for the benefit of the Standing Committees.

THE WIZEN'S 1012 .

The private citizen today, despite his growing concern over air and water
.pollution and the deterioration and crowding of his cominUnity, has few options
available to him in terms of adjusting his own habits to. coincide with his con-
cerns. He cannot choose a mOtor vehicle that does not pollute or products that
defy disposal. It is fine to say that we are too affluent and too concerned about
the satisfaction of wants to change our living styles. The faCt of It is that there
is little opportunity to change and too little' information reaching the. public
on specific products that compound our environmental problems. None of us
would expect our wives to beat the laundry' against rocks In soMe polluted
stream, and in the shelves of the supermarkets are few admonitions that this
detergent pollutes while this one does not.

Public demands for outdoor amenities and recreation opportunities are legiti-
mate, yet they can never be satisfied without destroying the nature of our parks
and refuges unless we have such the options of sufficient. opportunity available
to us. .

I personally believe that the public generally would 'support' changes in .their
consuming habits provided meaningful alternatives Were available just es the
public has supported public spending for environmental progranis that cannot
be satiafied by the market. Options mustbe encouraged; if ;necessary, forced by
regulations or thrOugh the courts. The Consumer. Class ACtion Jurisdiction Act
offers the kind . of legal remedies which should be available for- the iprotection
of environmental rights and the redress ofenrironMental grierances. '

Finally, and perhaps moit importantly, the general public 'lutist be able to .

see the relationship between the taxes he ,paYs:and the bond issitel he approves
and results. Fiscal .policy.:has become far. too comPlertor !the .averige :man to
fathom and relate to the' world he lives in. this light; :believe there, would
be considerable support for an' Environmental Trust Fund,.::operating much as
the Highway Trust Fund, with sources of reventtei earmarked ,for pollution
abatement Ind other resource: programs. Such, a hind ;could, be developed in
conjunction with Environmental Saving's Bonds, perhape :matChed: bricontribw
lions from direct appropriations, much as thewar.,.bOnds,providet:the capital
for that other major test Of national will and; coinmitment mOrethan- 20 years ,

ago.:This idea has often ,been discussed, prirately.perhapa We...have reached
the stage where it. may be eneential. .

I have, in closing, several risolttioni adopted bY 'Mere Olin .700. delegateito
the league's national convention in ,Cincinnati last year relating to several "areas
of the committee's concern..I respectfully, refer them' for your rerietC,Thank you.

-'.Rmsournorts AnOrue, wr TISIC ISA= 4iiiatesi".
1969 NA1101CAL CONITIMON-4111.1" 1989, . CINCSIe NAre ',PEW

R6SOLUTIO X: S. TOUTS,. P.OWSK. ; 1.4± Oveziaticerzir, OciasitaUriCX::

Whereeti neteercie our .eiriranineni depends upon pubik. ittitinta and' aeiien';

Whereis PUblie ettitadee and policies will . be-lee.714!1,P4,
.},..

by the, YoUth: Of taday,.1.New, therefore, be it rediailite,;, you power- by;ffesoiced;: That . the ',"Leagne, iittensify efforts To
.ereating awareness in thein individually and hi thele.Organliationt to theend.

. that they become directly invand In 'the critleal: enritOnmential bitten of .One:
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RESOLUTION 4. DDT

Whereas the use of DDT and like persistent chemical pesticides have an
adverse effect on most forms of life and seriously threaten the quality of the
environment ; and

Whereas other pesticides and control measures have been and are being
developed which do not have such effects: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the League supports enactment of legislation to ban the use
of DDT and like persistent chemical pesticides.

RESOLUTION 5. MULTITERRAIN VEHICLES

Whereas the increasing use of motor vehicles capable. of navigating most
terrains, including snowmobiles, dune buggies, motorcycles, helicopters and
tote-goats, have made possible heavy visitations of hitherto undisturbed and
inaccessible environments; and ,

Whereas the use of such vehicles, though a legitimate outdoor recreation
experience, creates the possibility of harassment of wildlife and the destruction
.of their habitats, of the trampling of plant life, stimulation of eroeion,.and of
interference with equally. legitimate wilderness and solitude experiences; and

Whereas the protection of these natural values and resources will become
extremely difficult without appropriate regulation. of ..multiterrain, all purpOse
vehicles: Now, therefore, be it .

Resolved, That The Izaak Walton League supports the adoption and *strict
enforcement of regulations to govern the use Of such vehicles by FederaL;State,
and local authorities as appropriate, and: urges fair standards ,. to minimize
adverse impacts on natural environments such as but not limited ta, the licensing
of drivers; prohibitions on the running of game aniinals and on use indesignated
or potential wilderness areas; the designation and marking of vehicular traila;
restrictions on noise levels and speed ; and Such' other measures as..aire consistent
with the intent of this resolution; and be it further .

ReSolved, That the industry developing and marketing such vehiClefi. be
encouraged to undertake such training and public education. programs ari will
foster appreciation of the natural envirOnments 'which these vehicles make
possible.

RESOLUTION 7. OPEN BEACHES

Whereas there is a common law rfght of citizens of access to the sea, oceans,
and Great Lakes and to the enjoyment of the shoreline and beaches thereof ;
and

Whereas the natural heritage of beaches and shorelines should be available
to all people of this and future generations; and

Whereas this traditional right is increasingly being thwarted by fencing,
posting and other shoreline obstructions ; and

Whereas these public rights can be assured without infringing on private
property rights : Now, therefor% be it

Resolved, That the league supports the concept that there should be a prima
facie determination, by legislation or by the courts, that the right of exclusive
use to the shoreline of the sea, oceans, and Great Lakes, had never been reserved
solely for littoral owners ; and be it further.

Resolved, That there should be a prima facie determination that the public
possesses a right to the use of such beaches, which presumption must .be re-
butted by those who seek to exclude the public by erecting obstructions.

RESOLUTION S. GOLDEN EAGLE PEOORAII.!
. ,

Whereas the GOlden Eagle program Waa authorised .by, Congresi itr.1965 to
provide fonds to the. Land .and Water; Conaervation lrund .for.*additional recrea,
tion lands; and ., * . . , . '

Whereas ,publie participatien in the Golden Eagle prOgrain steadili 'increased ,

. from, 90,400 in 1965 to .0.92,000in 1913ff,, with. 'possible inereaSe: to "pox* permit
holders in 1960; Wed H . *,: . : , . . 1.

Whereas .this . steady increase Of learly,100 neicent,in. 4.. years indicates Aride
accePtinee*Of the iirogranihY Vie Aineriain: Publie *ha VOluntarilY:.:ConteibOted .

more thin .918 million foe,the purchale,01. park and XeereatiOn, areas ';:andL, L.:
Whereas Mt. 90th :Congress, despite, these :gab* :.7cited 001Pnl,ui-

*ion of the golden Eigle.peogram heY,ond19104 and*: :
6
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Whereas recent appropriations to the Land and Water Conservation Fund
have been woefully inadequate, resulting in the curtailment of park services
and jeopardizing completed acquisition of many park and recreation facilities
already authorized by Congress : Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the league reaffirms its wholehearted support for continua-
tion of the Golden Eagle program beyond 1970; and, therefore, be it further

Resolved, That Congress and the administration be urged to recognize the
serious gap which has developed between appropriations and authorizations for
needed public park facilities, and in addition to restoration of the Goldep Eagle
program, take such other measures as are necessary to meet the goals estab-
lished by the Land and Water Conservation Act

RESOLUTION 9. ALASKA RESOURCES

Whereas the discovery of vast oil deposits on the Arctic slope of Alaska
promises great and rapid economic growth in that State ; and

Whereas this economic growth will have profound effects on the social and
cultural development of Alaska and potentially on its other resources such as
fish, wildlife, forests, scenery, wilderness and recreation opportunity ; and

Whereas the Arctic slope in particular, and all of northern Alaska in general,
is a fragile land which can recover from abuse, if at all, with extreme slowness ;
and

Whereas the long-range values involved are incredibly important to Alaska
and to the rest of the United States and thus must be wisely conserved and
developed : Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the musk Walton League of America seek and avail itself of
every opportunity to consult with and urge the agencies of Government (Federal
and State), industry, universities, the public, news media and all other seg-
ments of society to take such actions as will insure that the vast and important
natural resources of the State of Alaska are not damaged or destroyed by its
economic development.

RESOLUTION 10. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL HEARINGS

Whereas regional hearings to establish air quality criteria will be held at
57 locations throughout the country under the Clean Air Act of 19013; and

Whereas these public hearings will be extremely important in determining
health and safety standards for our air for some time to come ; and

Whereas active public participation is being encouraged by such groups as.
the League of Women Voters, the Conservation Foundation and by the Clean
Air Committee of the Izaak Walton League of America : Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the League urges its chapters and State divisions and , the
public the generally to inform themselves of these hearings and to participate
in them fully, ; and be it further

Resolved, That the Izaak Walton League of America hereby reaffirms its
position that maintenance of clean air is a public necessity and that no man or
agency, whether public or private, has a right to degrade this vital resource.

RESOLUTION 13. INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT FOR POLLUTION 'CONTROL

Whereas pollution control facilities are desperately needed in America ; and
Whereas every inducement should be given to promote the immediate con-

struction of pollution control facilities ; and _

Whereas Congress is considering' rescinding the '7-percent iniestment tax
credit : New, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Izaak Walton League of America supports the continuation
of the existing 7-percent investment tax credit for industrial pollution abatement

facilities' -RESOLUTION 14 OHEMPSAWI RAT
, .

Whereas the 'Chesapeake Bay and ita 'multistate watershed is a biological
entity generally recognised as the world's greatest estuary ; and '

Whereas Cboapeake Bay possesses great charm and beauty tO .ffie 'citizens
of the United itatee and ranks amongthe most prodirtive and heavily utilised
waters of the world ; and ,`

.

Whereu while Chesapeake Bay has suffered from pad abuses,' it still posseisses
vast economic value to the Nation ; and ,
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Whereas present advances in technological development and population growth
pressures threaten the immediate and distant future to the Chesapeake Bay :
Now, therefore, belt . . '. ".

Resolved, That the Izaak Wilton League urges the entire bodY politic of
the States of Maryland, New York, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Virginia, West
Virginia, and the District of 'Columbia as repreSented by their-elected officials .

and governmental departments to take .promptly all necessary steps to develop
workable, long-range, comprehensive plans for- the management, protection, -and
preservation of this resource, no* and for the future; and that it urges the
States to cooperate in any effort to, implement' a coordinated approach to the
management and nee of Cheiapeake Day in 'order to protect this resource -for
future generations ; and be it further

Resolved, That the Izaak Walton .League of America pledges its unrelenting
support and assistance in the Promotion of this endeavor.

RESOLUTION IS. LANDFILLING. AND VJETLAND DRAINAGE

Whereas less than of the surface arta of the United States is in water
constituting an irreplaceable natural resource on -which all our.liveir. depend ;
and .

Whereas there is no substitute for these water reiources .to. serve 'multiple .

human needs ; and .

Whereas these, water resources, are contimally being destroyed by unneces-
sary landfillings and wetland drainage diminitilling wildlife habitats, contribut-
ing to pollution, encouraging urban blight, and' interfering; with traditional pub-
lice rights of recreation, navigation, open, space and esthetice; and :

Whereas landfilling and' wetland drainage '.coritinues : increasingly as' a -de!
structive force resulting in. the irrevocable loss of our vital water-.resonrces:
Now, therefore, be it . , : .

Resolved, That The heak Melton League of America ezpresies its opposition
to landfilling and wetland drainage of water resoUrces, .whether- by -.public or
private agencies ; andbe it further

Resolved, That all public agencies having responsibilities in this' regard be
encouraged, and it necessary, required by legal. action, to exert their full au-
thority to protect from nonwater oriented developments the rights of :the public
to make full beneficial uses of their water resources..

.

RESOLUTION. I S. .PROTEOTING LAND OT SPEG/AL 'VALUE
,

Whereas every year. large ; tracts of land' 10 the United' StOtitare ''eonverted
from natural, or agricultural condition', to 'urban,. industrial,Ommercial, Or traf-

..Whereas Much' of :the pristine' plant cover has beeir altered Or reinoved ; and'
'Whereas the 'need for natural' areis for recreatiOn and:for, enjoyment and for ,

the study of natnre increases because in population and .iiicreasedlebOrre. tiine ;
and
,Wheieas,firturtgerierations ahOuld . b& Perri:444d to enjOY oif..OiOoli of :Of

beatify of ourtountry as hi Our privilege : Now;theiefore, be it ..
Resolved, That' the League. reaffirms its ;mitten of,taking. active, step!' to pro!

tect and Preserve areas' Of special value in their natural State.

. RESOLUTION. 20. CREATION OP: .111. EEDREAL., ENitIRONSIERTV TRUST PUND

. Whereas abuse of the natural environment thireatenisMan'ahealth, rind wel-
fare irreversibly, ; and

Whereas ,01191'.6 Wing gileTonolY. sfOoledifiy, 'air;aid soil:and
Whereae reePonsibie leideii in the Nation' glie bat feW Yeiiete ston

spoiling our envirtmment if we wish. to surviye and- live decent, pioductive
and rewarding lives ; and ;

Whereu correction '. or: tbis condition' demands inimediate commitinents of
large sums of money and effort ; and..

Whereas the pollution abatement program authorised by Vongress hair'. not
beetfunded by essential appropriations; and 1

Whereas there is precedent for the establishment 'of special finds to _finance
Modal programs such . as the: Highwur Trastifundi. which method .has, been .

proved eminently succesSful : Now, therefore, be it. ;sr, ;,. ., ,

6
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.. Resolved, That there should be established by Congress a dedicated trust fund
for alleviating water, air and other environmental pollution to. be . known as
the ."Environmental . Improvement Trust Fund" or similar name ; and be It
further . . . .. .

Resoleed, That . regular' sources of revenue should be found. and earmarked
. .

for deposit to such Fund in amounts adequate to restore and preserve our living
environment. .

RESOLUTION 24. LAND ACQUISITION PROCEDURES

Whereas in many portions of the countrY, action to meet recreation, watershed,
and other public natural resources requirements involves considerable aequisi-
tion by the public of private property ; and

Whereas appraisal, acquisition, and resident relocation procedures eMployed
by public agencies should give due consideration to the rights and needs of
private owners, particularly. resident . owners:. and

Whereas there are increasing complaints from the private -sector regarding
land appraisal and acquisition practices of the Government : NoW, therefore, be it _

Resolved, That the Isaak Walton League of America requests The Public Land
law Review Commission or other suitable national' agency. to conduct a compre-
hensive evaluatiOn of la* and public agency procedures governing:the aPpraisal
and aequIsition.of private properties and relocation amiatance for residents.

RESOLUTION 26. SUPERIOR NATIONAL .FOREDT

Whereas there is urgent need to block up antrimprove Federal and State
patterns of land ownership 'within the Superior National , FOrest. to permit
increased efficiency of management by the U.S. Forest Service and by the Minne
sota Department of Conservation ; and

Whereas most of this can be aCcomplished thrOngh established land 'exchange
procedures betweenthe U.S. Forest Service and. the' State of Minneeota ; and

Whereas there are in Minnesota' 81,790- acres sit. Federal lands within' the
Beltrami Island redevelopment projeet now "underlease t6 the State, turd 42,000
acres managed by the. Bureau of Land Management% phis -an estimated 5,000
acres in uneurveyed islands which are aurplrui to the needs of the United States,
but have high -Value for 'exchange puipOses: Now, itherefOre,' be it

Resolved, That the League-seek transfer of these' Federal lair& to'ffie U.S.
Forest Service to be used for land exchangeg with the State of Minnesota and
expedite necessary blocking up of Federal and StateoWnerships for sound and
efficient management

RESOLUTION 26.' AIR POLLUTION RESOLUTION
. .. . .

Whereas air pollution is a major factor Contributing to the present deteriorating
environment in the. United States and the world ; And = '

Whereas .thie condition'is threatening the very-exhitince of tie hainen sPecies
and all fornis oflife on earth ; and . ' $ .

Whereas internal combustion engines; jet motois, ineinerators, atomie reactors,
power. stationa and industrial $ plants are. the 'Principal -producer.* of toxic and
dangerous air Pollutants. (carbon monoxide,. hydrocarbons,. and oxides of Mtrogen
and stilfur) in the United. States : Now,.ffierefore, he it ' .

Resolved,' -That The Iaak Walton lieagUe urges' the- National Air Pollution
Control Administration Ind the FederalDePactrient of TransPortatkoh to proceed
with all : deliberate speed :to Carry Out its :researchs,' development, and control
respOnslbilities in the area Of air pelitaffoteabiteinent.-:!- ."

. . .," : . . $ , . ,

' RESOLUTION 27. .counprn 'or smatioNurT-Apyteon

ea Whereas a burgeOning Population and its activities are placing inCrelsIng pres-
sures on limited resonrces of 'so% winds, waters; wildlife; atmospbere;: open space
'and.all other elements: that : Contribute to a healthiNd,,satlifyingand ;rewarling
environment ; and , , !:=4

Whereas sich preimarei have: alreidi resoltettin retinue: detarkoiation'ef the,
environMent and threaten, tO deitrogT tte high Anality 011ie which, WOO rtght
of every citizen; anC :

Whereas a multipliCity of Government agendas ire ingigedin Programs and
activities Which affect the environment, bat which are ton oftim narrowly'focnsed
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as to objectives and pay scant attention to overall environmental considerations in
their planning and operation ; and

Whereas a variety of proposals ha* been advanced to create a Council of En-
vironmental Advisors, or comparable commission of instrument, at top most level
to carry on continnous studies of environmental matters, to make reports and
recommendations to the President, the Congress and the public se to the status
of environmental quality, and to provide a base of knowledge that will encourage
integration of environmental concepts into all appropriate Federal and State
programs ; and

Whereas such a Council has now been established by the President to advise
him and to coordinate cabinet-level activity With reepeet to the environment ; and,

Whereas other measures will be helpful in supplementing the .Counell, such as
the adoption of environmental criteria by all Government agencies : Now, there ?
fore, be it

Resolved, That The. Tusk Walton: League Of America commends the forma,
tion of the Environmenftl Quality Council, but encourages further efforts to sup7
plement the Council . in assuring a healthy, satisfying and rewarding environ-
ment. for all people; and be it further

. .

Resolved, That the League urges the iminediate appointment of task force com-
mittees by the council to consider and to expeditiously report on such problems,
as protecting the environment of Alaska in the face of oil development on the
Arctic Coast ; the acquisition of ,funds for national parks and 'wildlife refuges ;
and other pressing environmental problems. .

111210LIIIION 28. 570002 CONTROL

Whereas present method() of planning and construeting flood' cOntrol Programs
are wholly inadequate from the overall standpoint of environmental qualities ;
and

Whereas these programs inherently elitainate 'Vast *areas Of land upitream of
structures before any downstream protection eon be provided"; and .

Whereas conflicting programs of land drainage and .flood control are costing
untold billions of dollars which mutually cancel each other out ; and

Whereas Federal, State and Ideal Policies actually, encourage the invasion of
healthy flood plain, areas in connection with tood control programs, and . in fact
are.sometimes based upon speculative real estate Tatum as a portionof the. bene-
fits, and tend to aniplify the very problems they are designd to solve ;Now, _there-

Resolved, That' The Izaak Walton 'League, of *America reaffirms its call for a
full reevaluation of flood contrel programing' and cost effeetivenesses, to the end
that flood control structures be considered as secondary alternatives to : preserva-
tion and rigid zoning against development in', all remaining undisturbed flood
plains ; restoration of badly managed flood plains, including the elimination of
agricultural practices wherever erosion, Pesticides or fertilizers .may enter 'ad-
jacent watercourses ; gradual removal of building and similar structures adTerse
to flood plain restoration wherever possible; and &national program-of flood plain
reforestation and maintenance in hydrologically:- sound condition ;... and be it
further

Resolved, That all 'levels of government enact and enforce legislation requiring
flood plain zoning and control consistent with these objectives.before any funding
or construction of needed Sod control structures can.be,initiated..- ,

.111:80LI3TION ,29. -.211111211128.aamfmnsmsza,:....1:
. . , , . . . ,

Whereas the aceutaulation 'of slash, Ind debris' frikatiMber 'harvesting, Operi-
tions create an insurmountable lire hanged; and

Whereas the unnecessary and destructive use of bulldozers destroys the future .

recreational uati and beauty'of Our forest hinds And 'strains : Now, therefore, be it
Resolved,-That The Izaak Melton. League of America reqnests the .U.S.- Voreet

Service totake aneWlook at its method of timber management, giving more seri-
ous thought to the scenic and recreational volueto; our forest lands and streams ;
and be it further . . . .

Resolved,: That the: Forest, Service set :ip-rigid etandards of 'fire 'prevention
through proper slash disposal and for, the elimination of onnecessary erosion and
stream pollution in all areas of timher harvest operation& . .- . .

Mr %tea: Thank you, Mr Pankowski
' Mr. .31aClOakeyV
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STATEMENT OF MICHAEL MeOLOSKEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
SIERRA CLUB

Mr. Mcaosimr. Mr. Chairman, I am Michael McCloskey, execu-
tive director of the Sierra Club.

We welcome this opportunity to add our voice to others in com-
mending members of this committee for calling for designation of the
1970's as the environmental decade.

Many scientists believe this may be the last decade in which man can
still stave off disaster for the earth's ecology. Nothing could be more
appropriate than for this committee to be reviewing policies which
have brought us to the edge of disaster and to chart new directions.

For us to avert disaster, we must change many of our usual ways of
thinking. This country's economic and political institutions may be
geared to this type of thinking, but we cannot continue with it much
longer.

First, we cannot continue to plan as if there were only social, eco-
nomic, and political realties, but not biological and physical realities.
There are strict limits to resources and their capacity to endure insult.
A healthy and stable biosphere must be a prime goal of all public
policy and planning. If we forget to recognize this goal, degradation
of the habitat for life will continue until we can no longer ignore it,
and irreversible trends may have then set in.

Second, the parameters of ecological health are not negotiable. Na-
ture has its law of limits. Absolute results ensue when certain thresh-
olds are crossed, whether our political and economic institutions care
to recognize them or not. Teclmiques of accommodation and compro-
mise, which are characteristic of the _political process, may fail com-
pletely if they do not understand where ecological thresholds exist.

Regardless of political rationalizations, a certain amount of auto
emissions in a given air basin may produce photochemical smog. A
certain amount of fertilization in a closed water body may produce
irreversible eutrophication. With a few more degrees dropof tempera-
ture as a result of air pollution, a new ice age may begin. Conflicts
threatening results of this sort cannot be compromised. Hard choices
must be made, or hard results will ensue.

Third, we cannot continue to treat our environmental problems in
an ad hoc, after-the-fact fashion. We have a society composed of a host
of forces that are conducting piecemeal warfare on the environment.
Each does as it pleases, and acts as if its small contribution were not
cumulative. We need central institutions, keeping track of cuinulatiVe
effects, that will set ground rules for wlmt can and cannot be done.
We must curb narrow, mission-oriented institutions and bring broadly-
oriented ones into existence.

These new habits of thinking will not come easily, but they are_ , in
our estimation, the key to a change of environmental direction. With
them, new policies2 programs, and mechanisms can be developed to re .
verse inimical environmental trends.

mown! POLICY

he principal implications of changed ways of thinking come in
the field of growth. Historically, Western civilization since the en-
lightenment has looked to growing population, and technical and in-

168
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dustrial development as the harbingers of progress. Modern demog-
raphers and population biologists are showing us that we cannot
project historical growth rates indefinitely. Physical impossibilities
unfold with the projections, and well before that time human and en-
vironmental stress becoines acute.

The human race should not be trapped by historic patterns. We must
redefineprogress in terms that will allow an optimum level of welfare
and environmental health to be sustained indefinitely. We milk draw
this definition with ecological principles of sensitivity and finiteness
in mind. This redefinition will point toward stable population, curbing
consumption, abandoning planned obsolescence, and arbitary styling
changes, and recycling a limited quantity of waste products. We must
convert an economy based on mass consumption of short-lived, dis-
posable products to one based on controlled consumption of long-
] ived recycled products.

All the mechanisms of government and public policy should be
reoriented to encourage this : Tax writeoffs, and deductions, subsidies,
research, underwriting guarantees, and grants-in-aid. While we may
not aim totally at a no-growth economy, we need to make sure that only
ecologically acceptable types of growth are allowed, such as in serv-
ices and the development of quality in products.

FOREIGN POLICY

The political and national separations among the human race may
make it difficult to conceive of unified policies for treating the earths
ecosystem. Yet the logic of the perception of the planet as "spaceship
earth" suggests that this Nation should do everything in its _power
to pursue the implications of that logic. Our foreign poli7 should aim
not only at international stability, but at ecological stability. In chart-
ing our course,this goal should be kept paramount.

Our economic assistance, technical aid, trade policies, alliances, and
military policy should assure that the American influence is an ecolog-
ically beneficial one. It is not today. We are exporting a pattern of
ecological ignorance and devastation. We cannot preach to the world
about ecological responsibility until we practice it.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

This Nation has now made a start toward revising national policy
to meet environmental needs.

A good start is represented by the le,gislation Congress recently
enacted to establish an Environmental Quality Council. Further re-
vigions in policy are needed as I have just outlined.

When the new council is operating, it will help pie the Nation
early warning of dangerous environmental trends: Rising radiation
levels, pestiaide buildups,- weather shifts and average temperature
changes, and changes in patterns of pollution, including distribution
and con!position. For the first time, data will be drawn together com-
prehensively and projected. What will we do with this data

Obviously preventive action should be taken. A strong, central
agency should exist to take this action. If inaive action s frag-
mented among existing agencies, the action w* 1 probably not be pre-
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ventive but remedial, and the response will be hampered by limited
authority, data, and understanding. Just as the data must be con-
solidated for early warning, so also must authority for preventive
action.

An environmental control agency should be established to carry
forward action programs over a broad spectrum : Air and water pol-
lution abatement, radiation control, noise suppression, pesticide, drug,
and additive regulation and weather modification.

Individuals, firms, and agencies should not be able to act unilater-
ally in degrading commonly shared ambient conditions and resources,
nor should they lae able to force unwanted substances into widely con-
sumed commodities. No pnblic agency now is really equipped to guard
the public against these infringements of environmental rights. One
ought to be, and it ought to be able to move with assurance, force, and
effectiveness. The freedom of action of polluters will be curtailed, but
their freedom of action now comes at the cost of everyone's right to
a clean and healthful environment.

LAND POLICY

This Nation now has nothing approaching a national land use
policy. Even such an idea may seem unworkable; yet Federal policy,
in its myriad forms, has a profound impact upon what happens to the
American landscape. Federal aid programs for freewayt32 dams, and
agriculture ; defense spending programs; and mortgage insurance all
are prime forces in determining where urbanization and industriali-
zation occur and how far theygo.

iThe Federal Government s a prime force in shaping land use, yet
it disavows responsibility for planning what it prompts. Meanwhile,
more and more problems stemming from unplanned .development
emalate back up to the Federal Government. ,

It is time we had a national land used policy. This might eonsist of
three parts : (1) A program Of Federal acquisitions; (2) conditioning
Federal grants on the basis of acceptable planning; and (3) reshap-
ing Federal programs to make sure adverse impacts are avoided.
Obviously, Federal action in pursuit of eackpart of this policy would
have to be based on well-frameil plans.

The Federal Government already has well-developed prolgrams to
preserve some of the most fragile and unique portions of America's
land heritage. Acquisitions for therie programs should be pushed for-
ward vigorouely to conclusion, both to avoid irreversible losses and to
safeguard examples of native American ecology that may ,guide us
in restoring the damaged American environment. I am speaking of
programs such as the National Park System, the Wild and Scenic
Rivers System, and natural area systems. Moreoyer;.we need a system
of protected estuaries and ocean and island sanctuaries. The Land and
Water Conservation Fund should be extended to accelerate comple-
tion of this lask of safeguarding the inost vulnerable partS of the
Nation's environment.

The Federal Government currently ,conditions its various grant-
in-aid programs to assure compliance with a wide variety, of national
goals. It should add the goal of aseuring sound State land-nee plan-
ning. Before major construction grants are given to State agencies,
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such as highway departments, it should require comprehensive State
planning to control the siting and spacing of industrial facilities and
the routing of communication corridors. These are facilities \Mich
havz the most profound effect on environmental quality. The plans
should guarantee that these facilities do not invade dedicated bio-
logical and recreational reserves and historie areas; that they are
clustered to avoid area sof vulnerable ecology, such as estuaries, or
scenic terrain, or tracts needed as open space.

Special State commissions should be established to regulate devel-
opment in particularly valuable regions, such as the coastline, bays,
and estuaries. California has provided a model in its Bay Conserva-
tion and Development Commission for San Francisco Bay. Each
State should also lae required to prepare and implement a State open
space plana plan which will show how a permanent reserve of open
space will be maintained.

Finally, the Federal Government should take steps to assure that
its own construction activities are in accord both with State land-use
plans and the conservation programs of other Federal agencies. Its
clams should not invade a State wild river, and its freeways should not
bisect parkland and wilderness.

TZGAL ACTION

Many fnie programs are established by Congress, but they often are
not implemented to achieve their aims. Administrative indifference or
hostility frustrates their purpose. Mechanisms should be provided to
ensure that this is not the fate of environmental legislation.

Congress has commissioned corps of lawyers to watchdog other
iprograms to overcome these dangers, such as n the rural legal assist-

ance program. We need a program of environmental legal assistance
to provide low-cost legal resources to force compliance with environ-
mental laws. Polluters can be sued; iniunctions sought to restrain free-
way builders from disregarding environmental safeguards; manda-
muses can be obtained to compel wilderness reviews; and declaratory
judgments can be issued to settle questions of environmental law.

Citizen environmental organizations are now filing such actions,
and many lawyers are volunteering their time. Important case law is
being made, but_progress is slow. We are starting from the beginning;
our standhig is challenged ; and the costs of big cases is becoming heavy.
We will win more and more cases, but a Government which believes
in the importance of the laws it passes should provide the legal support
to ensure those laws are observed.

Moreover, our right to be in court should not be challenged. Pres-
ently, the Justice Department is uniformly resisting the right of en-
vironmental groups, without an immediate and direct pecuniary in-
terest in the question at issue, to have recourse to the courts for the
redress of their grievances. Lower courts, following the Storm King
decision, are increasingly inclined to grant standing, but two cases
involving the Sierra Club alone are now before courts of appeals on
this question. We hope the Supreme Court will soon have a clear oppor-
tunity to settle the questioU so that there is no doubt about our right
to enter such cases to protect the interesti of a broad class of the public.

The Federal Government could also help accelerate recognition of
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environmental rights and develop new causes of action if it were to
enact a constitutional amendment setting forth a Bill of Environmental
Rights. Much of the import of such an amendment may be implicit
in parts of the existing -BM of Rights, but we need a definite state-
ment of those rights early in this environmental decade. Such a state-
ment will make it clear that Congress does intend to make this a
decade in which these concerns areparamount.

Mr. Reuss. Thank you, Mr. McCloskey. Mr. Callison f

STATEMENT OP CHARLES H. CALLISON, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-
DIUM, NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY

Mr. CALLUM:ON. I vologize, Mr. Chairman, for my lateness this
morning. It was a resalt of the usual delay on the Penn Central com-
muter train. which made me miss the 8 o'clock shuttle and take the 9
o'clock and it simply underscores for me personally one of the points
I intended to make in my statement.

I thank you for the honor of an invitation to take part in your time-
ly reexammaiion of our sense of values and national priorities as
we enter a new decade. And, Mr. Chairman, it is an honor to be
associated with my distinguished fellow panelists, both very good
friends of mine.

The question before the subcommittee is the most pressing one
facing the Nation : Will the seventies turn out to be the turning

ipoint n man's collision course with the nature that sustains him f
Or just 10 more miserable years down the road toward ecological
disaster ?

I have the privilege of representing one of America's oldest and
largest citizen conservation organizations. We have 88,000 members
twice as many as only 4 years agoand 160 local clutpters, all in-
creasingly militant on the issue of environmental deterioration.

As the chairman of our board of directors was quoted in a recent
issue of Fortune, the Audubon Society was formed some 70 years mo
to save some endangered spuiesthe egrets and other plume birds
that were being exterminated by the feather hunters. We are still
working at the same taskexcept now the endangered species we are
chiefly concerned with is man himself.

Our society supports all the traditional and time-honored conserva-
tion programs that have evolved through past decades to reserve
some wildlife, wilderness areas, and scenic beauty for the enjoyment
and inspiration of the people.

These are all requirements of an environment in which people can
live like humans, not animals. And preservation of our forests and
green spaces serves an even more critical ecological function.

Scientists are warning us that the United States has become an
oxygen deficit area: We are burning up our life-supporting oxygen
faster than green plants, through photosynthesis, can replenish it.

This means we must cease paving over thousands of acres of good
land annually. We must stopthe chemical defoliation of forests, and
stop using the poieons that inhibit photosynthesis in marine plant-
life. In all of these technological assaults upon nature, we risk dis--
ruptive changes in climate itself.

1
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We believe our soil, water, forestry, and public land conservation
program should be better financed and made more sensitive to ecolog-
ical relationships. The Soil Conservation Service, for example, has
been too heavyhanded in its manipulation of streams and destruction
of natural flood plains and marshes. The U.S. Forest Service has often
gone overboard in its use of Chemical insecticides and herbicides.

Encouraging an ecological conscience in all Federal apncies is one
of the functions we hope will be performed by the new White House
Council on Environmental Quality.

But the environmental decade calls for drastic innovations and some
revolutionary changes in traditional policy. We earnestly recommend
consideration of the following :

1. Change our concept of "progress," and limit growth. "Progress"
has meant growth in the American lexicon. A rapidly growing human
population, more people in every hamlet, town, and city at every ,
census-taking, more and bigger industry, taller buildings, more high-
way's, more automobiles every year on those highways, more products
rolling off the assembly lines in each industry this year than last year
these have been the American goal. The goal has to be changed if we
are not to destroy the quality of life and, ultimately, life itself.

Most of our big cities should not be allowed to grow larger, and
growth should be-strictly planned 'and directed in our smaller cities
and new cities.

Human population must be stabilized. So must economic growth.
These are revolutionary ideas, but I believe they can be translated
into national policy without revolutionary changes in our form of
government and without loss of human freedoms. Indeed, progressive
loss of freedoms is inevitable unless wedo place limits on growth.

2. We mustLas a Nation and a people, face uR to the cost of pollu-
tion control. This means immediately Mr. Chairman, appropriating
the full $1.25 billion that is authorized by Federal law for sewage
treatment grants in fiscal year 1971. It means revising the authoriza-
tions upward to help municipalities get on top of the sewage problem
in the next 5 years.

It also means encouraging, if necessary forcinetthe polluting indus-
tries to clean up now, and making them start pricing their products to
include the cost of treating or reclaiming their chemical effients. This
principle must apply to atmospheric emissions as well as to the stuff
bemgdumped in the rivers.

8. We must change our national transportation policy to shift the
emphasis and the marr expenditures from new highwa;ss to efficient
and rapid mass transit. If Congress finds it politically impossible to
divert gasoline-tax revenues to the refurbishing of old railroads and
subways, and to building new ones, then the gasoline tax Should be
reduced to an amount sufficient essentially to maintain our present
highway system in good order. Thus relieved of some of the burden of
gasoline taxes, Americans can afford to, pay other taxes to improve

We cannot go on pouring all those billions annually into new, con-
crete and asphalt that destroy nature and blight the environment while
inviting more and more automobiles into our congested cities. In short,
gentlemen, as a Nation, we've "got to throw off our enslavement to the
automobile. Do you want a more difficult and more revolutionary
objective I
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4. The problem of solid wastes calls also for drastic innovations.
There was a time, not too many decades ago, when Old newspapers
and old rags and scrap metal could be sold or collected for a price
and reprocessed at a profit for the market. Not any More. Our tech-
nologyhas concentrated solely on production from new raW materials,
and it is no longer competitive for anyone to engage in recovery and
reprocessing industries. This can be changed and must be changed by
direct Govermnent subsidy to the reprocessing industry.

One of our most profligate wastes of naturar -resources is the one-
way transport of plant nutrients from the farmlands of America, via
city sewerage systems, into the rivers and the sea. The public must
beg.in to subsidize the recovery of those nitrates and phosphetes and
other vital minerals from the sewage and their return to the land as
fertilizers. Some of the millions now' bong spent in other forms of farm
aid could be diverted th those purpose.

The packaging industry must be regulated, and particularly noi-
Some products such as the throwaway bottle should be banned out-
right.

All these innovations that may sound drastic aren't really drastic
at all, and won't seem so to the public, when we realize the alternative
is to drown in a sea of trash and garbage.

5. We must stop temporiling with the persistent chemical pesticides
and other chemical wastes that are polluting the environment and
ultimately, in one way or another, must poison man himself. The
manufacture 'and distribution of DDT should be halted now. Lead
must be removed from_ gasoline. The use of mercury in seed dreisings
should be prohibited. The ecological crisis requires prompt and tough
action to control all such environmental poisons'.

Mr. REUSS. Thank you; Mr. Callison.
Mr. McCloskeyspoke of the need for a constitutional amendment

settinp; up an environniental bill of rights. I take it such an environ-
mental bill of rights would set forth everyone's right to clean air,
clean water, and so on 'I

Mr. MICHAEL MCCLOSKEY. Yes ; various drafts are in circulation ; a
number have been introduced in Congress. I think thers are different
approaches represented in the drafts.

I am not sure that we have really arrived at any consensus yet about
the approach. One approach seems to be to say thspublic is guaranteed
the right to use these reSources in a proper conditiim.

Another approach, which is a more traditional one for a bill of
rights, is to try to project the rights which individuals have, such as
to be free of assault by noxious substances, and -pointing toward the
rights individuals need for a healthful habitat. ..

I think more work needs to be done to try tO refine these concepts.
I do think that any one of them could be a Vehicle for serving a number
of valuable purposes. As we have analyzed it, one is a statement of
general goals, really a. policy stateinent at the highest level. Another
would be to try, to actually Create some causes of -action,- some pro-
tectable :rights. 'And '.there are problemi of. defining . them: ..

Another is to confer a clear basis' Of standing. And another.: which
is particularly involved in some of the State amendinents which are
beingtalked about, is to actually protekt "a given' dedicated area fram
invasion such as the Adirondack 17oreit Preserve in New York State.

44-316-70----12 .
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Mr. BEIM. I am aware that various bills for such a constitutional
amendment have been introduced over the past 2 or 3 years. My dif-
ficulty with them, very frankly, is that from what I have seen so far
it would seem to me energy spent in the legislative halls, actually get-
ting specific laws on the books, might better be spent in passing a
loose, generalized, constitutional amendment saying in effect that
everybody has a right to clean air, clean water, and habitable land.

Everybody pa,ys lip service to those goals now, as it is in the Con-
gress, the President, and so forth ; and I put it to you that Congress
could spend its time more profitably, if, for examplet it addressed it-
self to a specific law governing what constitutes standing for a_private
person or a private conservation group to sue in the Federal courts
in an environmental matter.

I gather you aren't able today to point to any particular text of a
constitutional amendment which you feel would actually do this.

Mr. MICHAEL McCLosiczy. Yes, that is true. I don't think we are
really satisfied yet that any of the drafts we have seen go far enough
to really be of substantial weight, though we are at work trying
to evolve some.

I am particularly concerned about making sure that there is a
basis for some protectable rights, and that we are not_ just enacting
rhetoric that expresses a broad Flolicy.

Mr. REUSS. Let me ask you this question: Suppose in this year you
had your choice of one of two thingsyou couldn't have both, you
couki just have one. The first thing would be full funding of $11/4
billion for the Federal Water Pollution Control Act's waste treat-
ment construction grants, instead of the $800 million requested by the
administration.

The other possibility wOuld be a constitutional amendment entitling
everyone to clean water but only $800 million would be spent on it.
Which would you_prefer ?

Mr. Mictuzi. Mcaosszy. I think there is no doubt about my
choice of the money. I think until we perfect these drafts for amend.-
ments to the point that they really do have substance to them, I would
quite agree that there is_a _world of other practical and fruitful work
to be done.

But I think that there is a germ of an idea here which I don't
think will die. And I think it expresses a very valid concern which
rises out of the fact that up.to now we have a society today where
people's grievances are growing out of these environmental assaults ;.
and yet they don't have legal recourse in enough instances to gain
any redress.

And I think the kind of grievances'which people have new are just
as important as the kinds of grievances which originally gave rise to
the Bill of Rights. And the courts ought to be able-to help people with
them.

We are just beginning to get a toehold in the courts with them, and
there certainly needs to be a whole body of law evolved. And there is a
feeling that there is a certain nucleus of rights which shOuld be in-
vulnerable, and yet the Constitution; at least as now interpreted, doesn't
provide such an invulnerable right.

Mr. PANKOWSKT. Could I address myself to this a moment
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Along with my friends from the Sierra Club, I would take the
money too, Mr. Chairman. I think the value of a constitutional en-
vironmental bill of rights would not be as meaningful at the Federal
level as it would be at the State level, where State legislatures have
not been responsive to many of our concerns.

We can't even get some of the States to consider what they ought to
be doing about wetland; for instance, and to consider changes in anti-
quated statutes to the effect that waste treatment is a beneficial Use of
our waters. I think a constitutional amendment, as it would permit us
to go into court and to require that the States meet their responsibil-
ities in this regardin the broad area of environmentwould be more
helpful there than, let's say, at the Federal level, where we have a good
deal of substantive law on the subject.

In that conjunction: many of us .have worked on a constitutional
amendment for the Virginia State Legislature,, which would require
that to the end that people shall have clean air and water,the State
legislature is required to do certain things. They cannot simply ac-
quiesce to the changes taking place around them.

Mr. REUSS. Mr. eallison, you make a number of challenging points
that I would like, to discuss with you a little bit. You pointed out that
our current American goal, which I take it is the goal of maximum
production set forth in the Full Employment Act -of. 1946, is to have
more products ,rolling off the assembly lines in each industry this year
than last year.

I think this is a perfectly fair statementthings stated as they are.
How would you go about dealing with that

With particular reference to the problem of the poor in this country,
think you would agree, as far as they are concerned, they need more

products rolling off the assembly lineswhat do we do about jobs for
people if we produce fewer products I

A.nd, thirffly, with particular reference to hoW.the Government gets
the revenues to fight air and water pollution and do everything else
it has to do.

Traditionally, we have gotten those revenues because a given set
of tax brackets attach to' an ever-larger gross national product every
year, and this has resulted in higher revenues.

Mr. CALUSON. Mr. Chairman, it is a very difficult problem to at-
tack and a difficult goal to attainthis busmess of adjusting to a non- .

growth level of economic activity. There are various ways I think that
it could be done.

The legislative and taxing controls would have to be worked out to
do this with great study and great detail. But there is a greater, level
of profit or surplus being produced in many, of our economic activities
than is necessary..

More of this could be taxed to provide thifUnds. More employment
could be adjusted or diverted into service activities, into programs that
tend to abet and add to the quality of -living instead of the quantity of
consumer goods that are produced. . .

It seems to me thattliere are enormous opportunities for inore peo-
ple to be involved with, or occupied by, cultural pursuits' ancteduca-
tional pursuit&

This would tend to raise thequality of Mil' and this could be done
without building toward a place where each home has two Or three

1761
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television sets instead of only one, where each family would operate
two or three automobiles instead of the one that is really needed.

It would be difficult. Detroit, for example, would have to adjust to a
tradition not of growth but of stable production of automobiles. I
don't think we are going to eliminate automobiles, nor should we, but
we can't go on adding hundreds of thousands or millions of auto-
mobiles to the highways each year. We simply cannot.

The surplus of land, space for streets and parking places, is run-
ning out. Unless you want to turn South Dakota into New Jersey. By
the time we did that, we would certainly have an oxygen deficit
atmosphere.

Mr. REIM Would you rely primarily on economic forces to bring
about this lessened dependence on the automobilefor example, by
cutting down on highway and expressway construction you would
make a trip to town by automobile more expensive, and you would also
make it a lot less satisfactory and more time-consuming.

Mr. CALLISON. That is one way to do it. I think we have to begin to
resist the automobileI say this to my colleagues in conservation.

I attended a little meetingin my home village last night which was
addreasedMr. McCloskey will be pleased to knowby David Sive,
who is one of the distinguished counsel assisting the Sierra Club and
some of the rest of us in environmental problems.

And this subject. of the automobile and transportation policy came
up for discussion. We have got to resist the construction of more
expressways and throughways. Let traffic get more crowded.

When it become uncomfortable enough, people will quit driving
their automobiles so much. Put some more taxes on automobiles. One
of Mayor John Lindsay's advisers, made a constructive proposal
recently, and that all of the tolls for the bridges and tunnel approaches
to New York be doubled and parking lot fees be increased.

But you see, anything like that would have to be accompanied by
what has not been forthcoming yet, and that is an increased investment
in rapid transit.

Mr. Maras. You also say somewhere that big cities should not be
allowed to grow much larger. One way, of course, of getting at that
is to establish new towns away from existing cities. That would take
care of some of the population growth. But there are those, you know,
including I think some of the city planners, ieho say there is nothina
that can be done about the growth of citiesthat you can't stop people
from attaching themselves to the outskirts and that is that. What do
yin have to say to that?

Mr. CALLIsoN. Well, I say that it has to be done. I don't accept the
negative, the throwing up of our hands in despair at the growth of
human population. This is the basic problem. We have to slow down
that growth and bring it to a point where we maintaina stable popula-

It has to be done worldwide: But because it is not being done world-
wide, there is no reason why we in America, in what is supposed to be
the most enlightened country in the world, cannot begin it in a very

And these are not easy undertakings. It is not going.to be easy for
us to survive on this planet at the rate we are gomg, but we have toface to it. ,
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,Mr. REUSS. Apart from the problem of overall population size, we
have the question of what to dowhatever size the population isto
try to keep big cities from getting bigger'? I suppose one way to do that
is to set up green belts or open spaces around them.

Mr. CALLISON. And holding fast to those areas that are not being
developed, not caving in. It can be done. I live in a New York City
suburb in Westchester CountyHastings-on-Hudson. I happen to be
serving currently as a member of the village board of trustees. So I am
at the moment involved with or concerned about a planning program
the updating of the village's master plan. We will be facing the prob-
lem of our zoning regulations, what we will do with them.

It is my feeling that instead of accepting the population projections
which have been advanced by the demographers for the isTew York
metropolitan area as something that is inevitablethat by 1980 we
are going to have so many million more people living in Westhhester
County and in 1985 so many million morewe have to refuse to
accept it.

The orthodox planners who accept these population projections as
gospel say, "well, you have to plan for this many more people in your
village." I reject that concept. I say that we must plan and zone and
regulate to hold a given area at what, in our best judgment, will be
the optimum population.

If we start getting tough on these things, then we are going to
help establish a policy of stabilizing human population. We just have
to do it.

Mr. REUSS. Do you think there can be a national living area policy
which would attempt to govern the size of cities ?

For example, you spoke of New York and the need for not accept-
ing the projections of the demographers. If New York is the only
area that does that, then the pOpulation so excluded is going to have
to go somewhere else.

Mr. CALLIsoN. It is going to have to be a national policy ; I think
that is right. I think Mr. McCloskey spoke of the neecl for thisthe
need for planning. We need nationally directed planning.

Of course we are happy we are talking to the Congress of the United
States and that I am not merely now speaking as a member, of the
village board of trustees, because these problems are far beyond the
capability of local governmentalthough I think we all can strike
our own blows for liberty in our local areas. I think in shaping a hous-
ing policy or a development policy for communities, Enid' as the one
in which I live, we have to avoid discrimination against low-income
people. The suburbs of New York are being accused of this, and to
some degree justly. I think probably this has coma about because of
two factors.

One of them is that many of the people are determined to save their
environment and not let it become too congested. Too much human
conseation destroys the environment for people. It destroys the quality
of living. Then, of course, I am sure there is also the factor of wanting
to keep out what some people say in the suburbs are "tha undesirables
from the Bronx and from Harlem." But thia We have to ivoid. The
people in the Bronx and Harlem have as much right to- a decent
environment and decent.living as anybody.

es
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However, you are not going to give them a decent environment if,

in any area, you merely maintain or increase the situation of sheer
human congestion as in the core cities where people live too close to
each other.

Mr. Rzuss. I note that you also mention in your paper the problem
of phosphates as a contributor to water. degradation.

Our subcommittee held hearing's last December on the phosphate
content of detergentslhow, when detergents get into the wastewaters,
they are thought to be a leading cause of eutrophication of ourlakes
and streams.

I was very pleased to notice in one of our impers that the Federal
Water Pollution Control Administrationwhich a couple of months
ago wasn't even sure that phosphates in detergents had much to do
with eutrophicationhas now apparently taken a much harder line
and says that phosphates in detergents should be immediately reduced
in content and elimhiated as soon as possible.

Do you gentlemen have any observations or comments on the ques-
tion of phosphates in detergents?

Mr. PANKOMICI. As a general rule of thumb, I think it would be
safe to say we wouldn't be hurting our rivers one bit if, for the next
10 years, we had a good slug of ffistilled water, and that is precisely
what in many rivers is needed. So, if there is a feasible way to elimi-
nate phosphates, that certainly ought to be done.

I would much rather err on th.e side of some rather pure water,
which doesn't have much life in it at this point, than in the-other
direction. I think the condition of our rivers and streams, partiCu-
lirly the large areas, needs that kind of overbalance in favor of a
cleaner effluent.

Mr. REUSS. Congressman McCloskey I
Mr. PAUL MoCtosxmy. Mr. McClosirey, I was interested in your

suggestion of a national land-use policy. I am impressed by the fact
that some grave questions have been raised concerning whether the
Hawaiian land-use -policy can be continued.

Do you know of any State, other than Hawaii, which has attempted
to impose a State land-use policy, labeling some areas urban, some
conservation, and some agricultural I

Mr. MICHAEL MCCLosKty. No. That is the only instance I know of
where a State has actually eng.aged in the effort. But as you know,
there has been a somewhat fitful planning effort in California, prepar-
ation of a State development plan that did have an open space study
done in connection with it. .

We have hoped that action on that open space plan Might surface ,

in some fashion. Yet the problem seems staggoring.
But as you know, at the present time there 18 a proposal that is be-

ing subjected to -hearings throughout that State to set up regional
open space commissions which will cause all of the counties Nvithin
those regional districts to prepare open space plans that will be man-
datory

Mr. PAUL McCuasxmc. Well, looking at the situation in a State like
Californiawhere a local' government depends on the property tax
base for the great bulk of its financing, and where the population pres-
sure is so immense and probably exceeds that of any other State with
even remotely comparable open space resourcesit appears that Cali-
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fornia counties and cities will be unable to withstand the pressure for
a new property tax base.

In California, we have already lost the San Fernando and Santa
Clara Valleys, and we are in the_process of trying to preserve the Napa
and perhaps the Livermore Valleys. But in the long run there is no
source of revenue or source of law available to local and State govern-
ments to preserve this open space.

For that reason, the enactment of a national land use policy which
would provide Federal revenues and perhaps Federal zoning of con-
servation, recreational and agricultural areas has been suggested, and
that seems to be the only answer.

I wonder if your organization, or those of the other witnesses at the
table, have considered which Federal agency should administer or
consider a national land use policy?

Does anyone care to comment on that?
Mr. PANILMVSKI. I haven't had a chance to read the legislation that

was introduced in the Senate on this particular point.-It would seem
to me that we cannot really talk about Federal zoning, Congressman,
because of the traditional prohibitions in the Federal Constitution.

Mr. PAUL MCCLOSKEY. I have examined that question. I find no
constitutional provision that would deny to the Federal Government
the power to condemn land if it was to serve a Federal purposesuch
as the preservation of open spaceif we announced that as a national
policy.

Mr. PANKOVVSKI. Zoning is a function of the poliee power, not
of the power of eminent domain. If we are talking about the power
of eminent domain and acquisition of interesteither in fee or ease-
ments, or limited interestthen getting back to your question as
to who is going to do this thing, I think, just off the cuff, we are
not now buying the areas which Congress has already said that we
must buy, such as our national parks, national lake shores, national
seashores, national refuges, Our land acquisition program is 5 and
perhaps 10 years behind in terms of what public need.s are.

If we are going to expand this program to include, let's say,
lesser interests in holdings which would be left open in a State and
not develop, either for recreational use, for instance, or not. for
developmental uses, then we are going to ,have to have a dramatic
increase in the kinds of funds that are going into the Land and
Water Conservation Fund. .

Mr. PAUL MCCLOSKEY. Let me pose an alternative to you in this
connection. While there are no present sources of Federal revenue
that might be available to acquire and preserve open space to the
degree we are considering, and while it is certainly true there is
no source of local or State funds for that purpose, let us explore
the possibility, in considering the dispersion of population that the
President spoke of in his state of the Union message, of the creation
of new cities that we have talked about. The National Committee on
Urban Growth Policy last spring recommended creation of 100 new
cities.' If we are going to have the tremendous population increase
and if we are going to settle new cities, the Federal Government may
have to determine where those cities, go. If itints that power, it

1 The recommendation appears in "The New City" (Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., New
York City, 1969). .
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would also have the power to cause the land selected for this new
urban use to multiply many, many times in values; and that incre-
ment in value caused by the creation of an urban area might be used
to acquire open space areas.

In other words, let's assume the following situation : That we set
up in Iowa somewhere a city of one million people. And in labelling
that area "urban " we cause that land value to be increased by sya,
$5,000 an acre. We take that increment in vahie to acquire open space
not only in and around that particular city, so we can create the garden
city that we contemplate, but also to acquire particularly threatened
areas of open space. I am not speaking of legal jurisdiction as en-
visioned by the Constitution, but actual imposition of open space
easements, imposed by the Federal Government.

Mr. PANKOAVSKI. What you are suggesting is that the Federal Gov-
ernment actually serve as a land agent in receiving the benefit of the
difference between what it buys the land for and the incremental value
of the land as it is developed.

I think that is a rather exciting concept. I think it is the kind of
concept that should be explored as we develop federally assisted proj-
ects such as airport development, where a certain percentage of the
pfoCeeds from such development could be plowed into conservation
districts around that facility or wherever else they might be required.

Mr. Nur. MCCLOSKEY. * understanding is that in every Federal
project, whether it is mass transit, highway, or airport financingt the
viduals, or with the county, or with some local smaller, more efficient,
to the improvement to increase tremendously.

If, at the same time we are using Federal funds to -condemn land
and acquire it for these improvement purposes, a windfall is created
for those fortunate enough to own lancl in proximity to any. Federal
projectthe English adhere to the concept that 40 percent of the in-
crement value be turned around and applied to the Government agency
which causes the increaseif we were to proceed with a national land
use policy and a national land use commission which would administer
that policy, do any of you gentlemen have any suggestions as to how
we should set it up in the Federal Govermnent ?

Should it be HUD,which is responsible for new cities, the Depart-
ment of Interior, which administers much of our lands, the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, which administers others ?

How would you coordinate governmental reorganization to achieve
the national land use policy under existing law ?

Mr. MICHAEL MCCLOSKEY. I am not sure I would be very comfort-
able seeing that authority vested in any existing agency. One con-
ceivable way to reorganize, if you want to think ahead somewhat spec-
ulatively on how to reorganize existing agencies in this field, would be
to have one department dealing with the more pervasive ambient
types of environmental 'problems, such as i suggest in-my hstimony,
and another dealing with land resources and land planning that might
administer the various types of public lands, and then another unit
of it might deal with supervising- planning for non--Federal lands
that are involved with Federal Programs.

Perhaps this is not something that could be done quickly, though
a bill introduced by Senator ackson is pending on this matter now
in the Senate, and it at least picks up part of this idea.

r'.2.
4.11.11,4111. 17111
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So I suppose we do face the question more immediately of where
to put it. _

I am really not sure that I like the idea either of HUD or Interior,
though those would be the more likely spots for it.

With water pollution as with other things, often we try switching
agencies around among departments before finally a tolerable solution
is achieved.

Mr. CALLISON. I would agree that your concept is an exciting one.
I don't know which department it should be in. If I had to choose
between departments without the option of reorganizingperhaps
creating a new agency to do this, which is my suggestionI probably
would say the Department of the Interior. But I wouldn't want to
express a strong opinion without giving it a good deal of study.

Mr. PAUL MCCLOSKEY. I ventured this speculation today because
I though it would be worthwhile commencing consideration of this
concept. After a lot of study of the problem, I see no way to preserve
opon spire in this Nation without a servere change, really an abrupt
change, in 190 years of law that has evolved to promote development
of land. The law -has traditionally placed the tax base of the local
governments on the property tax, and it yet has given to the Fed-
eral Government the primary source of income--the income tax. To
get those income tax hinds into the problem of open space seems al-
most impossible without a national land use policy, a national land
use commission,

iand
a revolving fund that the commission could ad-

minister, where t would take the incremental values of the property
and apply them for the acquisition of open spaces.

If we can't handle adjustments under existing laws, I think there
has to be an immense change, really an abrupt change, in the whole
Federal-State-local relationship and tax structure. .

I suggest and hope that perhaps your organizations might comment
on this.

Mr. PANKOVISKI. If I could just add something, Mr. McCloskey.
Your discussion of this concept really points out the fact that we
have a miserable division of labor in this country with respect to
doing the jobs that have to be done for the ,environment. We have
overlapping and cross-jurisdictions, we have State agencies doing
perhaps what the Federal agencies ought to 'be doing and can do
better; and on the other hand we have shifted burdens on the counties
which are not able to handle burdens which the States could do better.

I think in some instances perhaps we have shifted to, the Federal
Government responsibilities that really belong with the private Mdi-
viduals. or with the county, or with some local, smaller, more efficient,
jurisdiction..

ahI think your suggestion ,really points that out very.arply.
Mr. PAUL McCr.osnEr. Take the AEC for example. It is responsible

at the present time for siting public powerplants. Yet there, are 50
separate public utility commissions and innumerable local govern-
ments that play some part in the siting of these plant&

As much 'as we wolild like the Federal concept,to be to return the
power to local governments,. it ,is'clear there can't be, a return of the
pollution standards to the local government& ..

I think in thie particular, committee, ,as we head into the decade
of the 1970's with this new priority, governmental -reorganization
to accomplish this new, priority in .the field of land use is essential.
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I know we have a jurisdictional problem as to whether HEW or
Interior handles water or air, and the like. But it seems to me that the
location of future public improvements and the creation of highway
systems, rapid transit systems, and air systems, which tie so clearly
into the environmental considerations, pist force us into some sort
of a national planning agencya national land use agencythat
ties together the location of Federal improvements and installations
such as atomic plants and environmental protection considerations.

Without that, we are trying to do a job without the proper tools.
I would welcome, Mr. chairman, any subsequent statements that

these organizations might want to make on this concept after con-
sideration of it.

Mr. CALLUM Mr. Chairman, just one observation on Mr. Mc-
Closkey's suggestion, and that is that I think it would have to be
recognizedI am sure he recognizesthat not all Federal installations
or so-called "public improvements" bring about any incremental value
to the land. Some of them depress surrounding land values. An example
is an atomic energy plant. Another example is a power transmission
line. That depresses land values rather than adding to them.

Mr. PAUL 31CCLOSKEY. Under the fifth amendment to the Constitu-
tion, when that occurs there is compensation, hopefully, although I
don't know how you compensate a man who lives one hundred yards
away from a powerline and has to look through it.

But I don't suggest in this principle any change in our constitu-
tional tradition of compensating someone for whatever the Govern-
ment does that damages the value of his property.

I see this as the only potential source of funds
i

necessaryto reserve
open spaces to the degree we are talking about. There s ceiainly
no tax revenue available to preserve say the Livermore Valley the
Napa. Valley.

Mr. MICHAEL MCCLOSKEY. Could I observe that I think there is a
good historical piecedent and experience on the approach that you
suggest, and that is I understand that during the 1930's and the early
1940's in connection with Federal water projects and dams there was
the practice of excess taking. They would take a considerable distance
back from the high watermark, beyond a point that would ever be
innundated and hold this land and later resell it. The assumption was,.
which may not always be the case, that the value of that land would
rise and ihat increment was captured. But I understand that policy
was abandoned sometime in the late 1940's or 1950's..But we had a con-
siderable body of experience with doing that I understand the idea
was put forward but not adopted in connection with the freeway sys7
tem too. In retrospect, I would certainly wish we had done. it.

Mr. PAUL Mcaosim. I\ have no further questions. Thank you Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. REUSS. Mr. Indritz I
Mr. INDIUM Mr. McCloskey, in your statement you urge that there

be a strong central agency, to take preventive action to protect the en- -
vironment. Your concept apparently applies to both the Federal and
State levels, because you recommended that there also be special State
regulatory commissions established.

I woula like to ask yOu whether perhaps you are failingla appreci-
ate the value of a 'pluralistic approach. Some of our environmental vic-
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tories have been where two competing agencies with different ap-
proaches lutve been able to present different views to the public. For
example in the Hunting Creek dispute, the Corps of Engineers, which
had monolithic control, took one action ; but after this committee's
investigations mealed that another Government agency opposed that
action the Corps took a new direction.

Also, in connection with the proposed jetport in Florida, the Fed-
eral Aviation Administration and the Dade County Port Authority
were prinutrily interested in construction of the giant airport., but
when that interest was challenged by another agency, the Interior
Department, and by conservation groups, seeking to preserve the ecol-
ogy of the Everglades, there was a change of direction.

F.ven in your own dispute with the San Francisco Bay Conserva-
tion and Development Gunmission, where the Sierra Club is oppos-
ing BCDC's action approving the South Bay crossing, your Club has
turned to another agency, the Coast Guard, in an effort to block that
project.

What I am trying to suggest is that perhaps a pluralistic approach
such as is set forth in the National Environmental Policy Act, which
the President signed thie January 1, will be more effective to preeerve
the environment. That act provides that every agency which takes
an action that significantly affeets the quality of the environment
must. obtain the views of an other agencies havmg expertise or juris-
diction, and must set forth those views in a detailed statement. That
tstatement must be made public so the conflicting views will be
apparent.

lltrould you comment on whether the ultimate protection of the
environment can better be achieved through a pluralistic approach,
rather than through a monolithic central, strong agency, which, may
I suggest, sometimes is dominatek as some regulatory agencies have
been dominated, by the people of the industries that they regulate.

Mr. MICHAEL MCCIAWHIET. I think that you raise an ma of funda-
mental concern, and I don't disagree at all with what you say. I really
didn't mean to suggest establishing agencies so monolithic that we
destroy pluralism.

Specifically what I had in mindif we take the State level first
is that rather than having almost no State agencies ng over-
all State planning, iv:, have some such agencies, stillellettg all of the
lower jurisdictions there, maybe with ilightly reduced _powers. But
we put in some new statewide agencies established for planning, and
we also establish additional special purpose commissions in districts
for areas such as the coestline and San Francisco Bay. For example,
BCDC does not replace another agency; it does, however, assume
some powers that were nted.

So I would say this !Orrnot be destroying pluralism, but it
would be trying to correct some of the excesses of a situation which
is so pluralistic that problems are not being solved.

. Now at the Federal level, I was suggesting that you might think
about collecting together many of the agencies with protective respon-
sibilities so that they can respond to the kind of early warning, data
that will come from the new -Environmenal Quality Num%

Perhaps another grouping might involve collecting some of the
land management agencies, and perhaps another grouping might be
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some of the construction agencies. I am not suggestingthat this is
the only way to do it, but I think there is value m having the pro-
tective agencies gain strength by being together and not being sort
of fragmented off under the cover of agencies with many other
responsibilities.

I think this is a weakness now. That as a result, these agencies
don't come together in a fashion which leads to a strong presence
and a strong force for the environment.

Mr. Exuss. Do you have any other comments on that point I
Mr. CALLISON. If I may, I shouldn't presume to read 34r. McClos-

key's mind, but think perhaps what he is thinking about, at least
what would be in my mind on this question Of Mr. Indritz, is a
Council on Environmental Quality such as has now been established
in the Executive Office of the President, with a little more power than
this one has.

Some of the drafts of the legislation that were considered by
Congress proposed to give the council power to stop Federal projects
for a given period of time, 6 months or so, while the environmental
questions could-be explored. Such an agency at the State level would
be very valuable.

Mr. azuss. Thank you very much, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. Callison,
and Mr. Pankowski, for your great contributions to our hearings.

The subcommittee will now stand adjourned until tomorrow morn-
6ing in this place.

(Thereupon, at 11 :25 a.m. the hearing was recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m. the following day.)



THE ENVIRONMENTAL DECADE

(Action Proposals-for the 1970's)

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1970

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES SUBCOMMITTEE

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,
W ashington, D .0

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 2154, Rayburn House
Office Building, Hon. Henry S. Reuss (chairman of the subcommittee)
presiding.

Present: Representatives Henry S. Reuss, Guy, Vander Jagt, and
Gilbert Gude.

Staff members present: Phineas Indritz, chief counsel ; Josephine
Scheiber, research analyst; and J. P. Carlson, minority counsel, CORI-
mittee on Government Operations. .

Mr. Rzuss. Good morning. The Subcommittee on Conservation will
be in order for the fifth day of its hearings on action proposals for the
environmental decade of the 1970's.

We are very happ_y to have with us this morning a. distineished
panel, consisting of David. Brower, president of Friends of the Earth ;
Dr. Allen V. Meese, directer, Quality of the Environment Program,
Resources for the Future,. Dr. Beatrice E. Willard, vice president of
the Thorne Ecological Foundation ; Stewart Brandborg, executive
director of the Wilderness Society; and joining us shortly, Daniel A.
Poole, president of the Wildlife Management Institute.

Under the rules, your prepared statements will be admitted in full
into the record.

Would you proceed, Mr. Brower" to give us your statement, either
reading what you have or summarizing it as you wish.

STATEKENT OF DAVID BROWER, PRESIDENT, FRIENDS OF TEE
TARTE

Mr. BM:MEL Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for the privilege
of being here to address this committee.

I will read m3, statement, which is rather brief.
I am David 13rower, and I am president of Friends of the Earth,

a membership orenization incorporated last July, committed to pres-
ervation, restoration, and rational use of the ecosphere. Our head-
quarters are at 80 East 42d Street in New York City, my own office
is at 4M Pacific in San Francisoodind our Washington office is tempo-
rarily at 328 Maryland Avenue, NE.

\ (in)
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By forgoing tax exemption and deductibilitylFriends of the Earth
is seeking to be maximally effective in influencing legislation and in
mobilizing election support for political candidates with outstanding
conservation records. We are also beginning a_publishing program.
The first books are the "SST and Sonic Boom Handbook" and "The
Environmental Handbook," of which I am submitting copies for
the subcommittee's use. Instead of going into further detail on what
Friends of the Earth is doing, I will simply_ submit a brochure that
tells more,wand a separate article about FOE's role in the 1970 eke-
tions, with the hope that these can be included in the bearing record.

In various ways, Friends of the Earth is trying to carry out the
vision Adlai Stevenson gave us in his last speech :

We travel together, passengers on a little space ship, dependent on its vul-
nerable reserves of air and soil; all committed for our security to its security
and peace; preserved from annihilation only by the care, and the work and, I
will say, the love we give our fragile craft.

And I would like to talk about the need for that love, and the chance
that we can still exert enough of it in time.

I think the principal question of the decade is: How dense can peo-
ple be? For openers, I -would like to see the world aim at a population

iof one-half what it s now. That sounds a little extreme, perhapsl'but
that is what the population was when I graduated from high school.
California was only a quarter of what it is now. It was not that bad. We
had enough people for a culture. We had transportation. We had far
better air and water than we have now. It may be a good gml.

I think the population problem is the most severe problem we have
to contend with. During the last few weeks I have come across one sta-
tistic that, if right, is alarming: At the rate thiings are going in India
right now with regard to the population increa* in 9 years it will take
the entire food production of the United States to feed India.

I like what Robert McNamara said when he addressed Notre Dame.
He said that there are not going to be 7 billion people on the earth by
the year 2000; other methods will have stepped in to interrupt that.
We could either control population in a rational way, or the four horse-
men would ride again.

I think we can control it rationally, and I think it needs to begin in
affluent white America. This is where the population problem is great-
est of all. The arithmetic is simple. You hive heard statistics like it,
but 6 percent of the populationthe United Statesis using 60 percent
of the world's resources, and in the United States itself, 1 percent of
the population is using 60 percent of the U.S. resources. I think that
most of that 1 percent is in the white, affluent America. One baby born
to nn affluent white American is using something like 100 or 200 times
the world's norm in resources. It would be all right if you could go on
Linking far more and more resources, but there are limits. This is one
of the problems.

I do not know what we are going to run out of first. I think it may be
judgment. This certainly seemed to happen in the time of Hitler, wlen
the genocide was going on and the"thillions were being gassed. Some
writers said that when people had got nearer and nearer the, edge,.
where there was no more hope, they began to halluchiate snore and
more rapidly, thinking it would never happen. If you oonoentrate
thnt enough, you would almost conclude, as 1 heard someone almost



conclude at the conference in Aspen last September, that survival is
not politically feasible.

One of our chief obstacles is the doubling habit, which is a rather
new one even by man's time scale. Population, of course, shows this
quite well. For 50,000 years man was doubling about every 10,000.
Now he has got that figure down to 30 and thinks he can keep it up
at least somepeople do. But doubling needs an analogy to make it a
little more vivid : If you will imagine that you are on a highway,
doubling your speed every 10 seconds, you may get the idea of what I
mean. One second, 2 seconds, who cares it Two miles an hour, 2 miles an
hour to 4, who cares? Four to 8, 8 to 16, no trouble yet except that 16 is
the highest speed you can sustain with your own energy. Then 16 to
32, just about a horse's maximum Then we go up to 64, which is the
highest speed that can be maintaingd on the ground by any mammal's
own energy as fir as I know. Disregard the bumblebee.

Then double it again so that you are doing 128 miles an hour. I think
that is about the rate now, with all our doublings running through our
last resources, and they are running out of some. But we are running
through them at 128, and when you Are on the highway at 128 miles an
hour you sliould have your handsboth handsfirmly on the wheel.
You should be looking ahead quite intently. You should be feeling a
little tense, and you should be hearing sirens.

I think we are ; we are hearing them all over. I think that is one of
the reasons this subcommittee is here. That is why magazine after
magazine is coming out with environmental issues, and I think notable
among those is the current issue of Fortune. That is why you get tele-
vision specials. The sirens are being heard. Yet if you keep reading the
financial pages, you see the assumption that we can still go on for an-
other doul3ling. 'rhe last one was so ,., . We are still on the road,
aren't we I Everything is peachy; dou le again to 256 miles an hour
and then you are off, as the race will be. You are off the road, and man
is out of the race.

So I am really here in defense of Man. Nature will be around. Nature
can respace and reorganize, and it will do it again, long after we are
gone. But I would like to see man stick around for awhile, and that is
why I am here to plead, I suppose, for the rational approach. It is time
to turn around. And there is not much time to turn around. I give us
10 years to really turn around and make some absolutely new assump-
tions. We have operated in this country for a long time on what I
would like to call a "buffalo-tongue" economy. If you will recall the
plains days, the people would shoot the buffaloes, take the tongue, and
leave the carcass there. They might not even bother to take the tongue ;
there were so manywhy not get rid of them

We have now advanced to the "cowboy" economy, and that is Ken-
neth Boulding's term. We still think there are no limits to our re-
sources. We cap still go on doubling. There is lots of space, there is
lots of everything Come on, let's double spin. And that is the cow-
boy attitude in a fixed, closed ecosphere, spaceship earth, which will
not stand that kind of economy. IVe must know by now thit you
cannot continue to grow and grow in a finite sphere. Something
else has to happen. However, there is probably no one in this room
who would fed relaxed if the economy stopped expanding after we
have been told for ea many years that it had to expand, if businesses
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could not expect to see next year's profit bigger than last year's. They
would be frightened. And yet I think we can realize, if we apply
just one bit of logic

'
that if businesses keep- expanding, it is going

to cause their death. You can't really sell anything On a dead planet.
It is only balance, only a search for equilibrium that will allow us to
stay around, and that search needs to be implemented, I. think, right
away.

Panelists in the John Muir Institute's symposium last September
in Aspen outlined the five basic requirements for moving toward
equilibrium, and we need to work on all of them: (1) halt popula-
tion growth, (2) create an ecological ethic that will influence all
human affairs, (3) create an economic system not based on growth
and not abusive of the earth, (4) organize voters to demand efrective
governmental action, and (5) form new international institutions
to deal with the ecological crisis.

All of these are attainable. What your sUbcommittee is doing can
help to get them started and let them take form in specific legisla-
tive strategies. As Congress finds its role in the movement toward
equilibrium, so will businesses be finding theirs, and civic groups
theirs

'
not at odds with each other, but in concert. This is what we

have to work with in the Environmental Decade.
I will close with two more hopes: An Italian novelist of the 1930's

said, "The only true dignity of man is his ability to continue to fight
against insurmountable odds." That may sound a little lofty, so I
will give you Pon, who said, "We are confronted with insurmount-
able opportunities.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The article entitled "Muir and Friends," to which Mr. Brower

referred, is in the subcommittee files. "Election Role Planned for
1970" follows :)

ELECTION ROLE PLANNED roe 1970

Because of its specialised functions, the League of Conservation Voters will
be prominent only in election years, but it will have a year-round function. As a
department of Friends of the Muth, based in FOE% Washington oMee (828
Maryland Avenue NE), the league will direct activities in support of political
candidates committed to defense of the environment. League coordinator Marion
Edey explains how the league will operate :

"Conservation values have been neglectot partly because support for con-
servation is diffuse and is not concentrated in any particular region. We seek to
overcome this problem by forming a national movement that will concentrate
its efforts on certain local elections.

"Because Friends of the Earth is not tax-deductible, it Is free to undertake
substantial' legislative and political activities in a way that most other con-
servation organisations cannot. Our subsidiary League of Conservation'Voters
will openly support political candidates and solicit funds for their campaigns.

"In each election we will pick a few outstanding legislators with superior
conservation records who face very close election contests. We will advertim
for them in newspapers and maguines and by direct mall. All contributors
will be urged to write their own personal ehecks to the candidate, but to send
them to the League, not to the candidate directly. Thus we can combine them
for him and 'let him kno* that he received these contributions became of his
light to protect the environment from abuse. (When individuals support or
oppome a candidate he May not know the reason why; conservation sentiment
may be greatly underestimated for this reason.)

"Our goal i& to convince legislators that issues such as conservation and over-
population can be decisive in an election. This will greatly enhance the influence
of all conservation groups

1,8 9
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"The League of Conservation Voters is completely nonpartisan, and is glad
to support a candidate from either political party if he is a true friend of the
earth."

At present, the league is looking over the candidates for the MO congres-
sional elections and seeking funds to underwrite the main appeal for campaign
dollars. , 5

FOE, the parent organisation, is preparing recommendations for environ-
mental platforms for all the political races it hopes to influence.

Mr. Rzuss. Thank you, Mr. Brower. Dr. Kneese I

STATEMENT OF DL ALLEN V. =ERSE, DIRECTOR, QUALITY OF
THE ENVIRONMENT PROGRAM, RESOURCES FOR THE FUTURE

Dr. Maze& Thank you very much, Mr. Rena , _ ,

I am honored to have the opportunity to appear before the sub-1
committee. I am an economist. I work, as was already said, for Re-,
sources for the Future, Inc. .

I would like to summarize the main points in my testiMony just
briefly, and I will concentrate primarily, on the questions of environ-
mental pollution and especially on the water vollution question.

As background for that, I would like to point out that while in
many ways we are very lacking, in our understandhig of man's inter-
relationships with the natural world; with the physical mid bioloecal
world, I think that the discussions of environment that have been
presented in the press and publicly in various forms have even been
more lacking in the understanding of what it is in the economic and
social systems that may be causing us to have some of the difficulties
that we now have.

I think assertions that there is a failure of morality, searching 'for
villains, wondering why it I. we have Government subsidies end the
problem gets worse, are all manifestations of this lack of understand-
mg of *Fiat tame of the central problems are.

I am going to try to describe one of the central problems from the
point of view of the functioning of the economic system.

It must be pointed out that over a great many yeus the economic
system of _the western countries, including ours, wu designed by
people who structured it in various ways, through lmrs, who built into
it a system of incentives and motivations that make tile engine run,
so to speak. And the central aspects of that design in our case have
been the concept of private property; the Soncept of indivi,d0e1 free-
dom ; the concept that, if one keeps the channels of commerce olien in
order to prevent monopolisation, that private interests, private_ prop-
ertyl private exchange will lead to a rapid growth in,procluction, that
it will tend to put prices on resources and on services which are com-
memorate with their social worth in various akernative purposes.

This engine, I think, has been a :very successful one in many
It has led-to the-very mid exploitation of resources, it has led to a
very rapid Increase En standar& of living; and,I think these achieve-
ments 6ould not in any way ,be minimised. They . are extremely ;)

important in the history of humankindi in my opinion. ,-
It might be pointed out, too, ,the rapid rate of expansion we have

witnessed hes permitted us to deal in some ways better with ;certain
social problems than we might have been Able to do otherwise.

It has pot forced us to confront quite so explicitly the question of
optimal dioibution of income, for example, as we woukthave had

44-315-70--18
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to do if the pie had not been increasing so fast and almost everyone
had not been gaining.

On the othei hand, we are running into very.substantial probkms
now with this particular economy or soda' .enguie, in large measure
because particular kinds of resources are ,becoming rapidly more im-
portant than they were in the past. These are resOurces that economists
refer to as the "common property" resources. This engine of private
property and exchange was bat pretty much on the concept that all
resources and all services of value could be privately owned; that they
were reducible to private ownership; and they could be exchanged
among individuals-and businesses.

Now we fmd that as time has passed this is less and less true of the
important resources in our society. The air mantle cannot be reduced
to private ownership in any meaningful sense of the word. Water
courses are such that the concept of private property can apply to
them only in limited fashion.

There are many aspects of physical space, once congestion begins
to occur,' that are also a common property resource: These are thmgs
like landscape and the radio spectrum, for example. As these have be-
come more important, the economic engine which was created for the
purpose of allocating and. developing resources has been faltering
more and more.

The reason is that there is nothing inherent in Our market-type
exchange system which places any values on these common property
resources. Their are in such a system treated as though they had 'zero
value even though they may in fact have become very signifioant and
be very valuable for different kinds of purposes.

Consequently, it comes as no surprise whatsoever from the econo-
mists'.point of view that we are experiencing large-scale pollutiOn of
resources. It is not a failuie of morality particularlY ;sit is a failure of
the listem to value things properrY and to provide proper ,incentives
for

So it seems to me that if we are going te make enything like a funda-
mental attack on the problem we must stop trying to treat symptoms
in various ways and to see what kind of redesign of the system' needs
to be made with rasped to those aorta of resources., .

This means perhaps very vast thanges'in policies frem the way we
have approached the problein fit the put, which is to tiy and. put
gtehes on things when they werebeginning to wear out a bit hare and

I would like to point particularly to One arewand that is the ate&
of water quslity or water,pollution, where I'think welniveisubstan-'
tie body_ of research that could be helpful to us in designing an ap-
proach that would get' at the fundamental aspectp of the pmblem.

We have been *diking on' this' for menial yea* at &loam for
the Future and the sort of .appresch we have come up withIwill de-
scribe it extremelybriefly; It ii spelled out 'a bit more hi the written
testimonyinvolves twO main elements

One of them it a system of Anent chives. Theis are withal prices
which 'would be placed on the 'dip6harge of waste-materials to that
particular environment; The -idea . is 'that they Would reflect social
costs of these discharges to the extent that those can be estimated;
they would provide an incentive, an 'immediate universal incentive'to
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industry to reduce the generation of wastes. And we know from vari-
ous experiences with effluent charges and with sewer surcharges that
that is a strong and effective incentive.

It would mean that the prices of goods that are especially con-
sumptive of these common property resources, which are otherwise
unpricedl would tend to rise relative to other goods, whiCh use re-
sources like air and water to a lesser extent. So that the value of these
resources would become built into the price structure and affect the
relative growth of demand for different kinds of output&

The other element of this strategy results from very, extended and
careful case studies of particular pollution situations. It is based on the
concept of regional management of the problem. We have studied
basins like the Potomac, the Delaware, the Miami of Ohiol we have
studied experience overseas, and come to the conclusion which, to me
at least., is comTelling--that very large savings and very great in-
creases in the effectiveness of water-quality management programs can
occur if these problems are attacked on a regional river basin basis.

So the other aspect of this strategy is to provide incentives from
the Federal level for the creation of such river basin agencies. We al-
ready have some that are effective in limited ways and that could be
strengthened very greatly by a program of this kind.

In order not to go over the time limit, I 'won't comment in detail
on the actual strategy which we are using at the present time. Lwill
just characterize it very briefly , and just point to one or two of the
central faults in it, as I see it.

The strategy we are using is also based on two main elenients. One
of them is enforcement and regulation of restrictions ,on individual
polluters. The other is the provision of subsidies for treatinent plant
construction. ,

The question of regulation is one that I think needs very, careful
looking at1 especially in view of our history of trying to regulate
important industrial enterprises inthis cOuntry. ,

As has been pointed out most recently in testimony before the Joint
Economic Committee, that record is very dismal. And it certainly has
been no better in the case of Water pollution. . , '

A recent report by the General Accounting Offieti pointe imit that
increases in industrial waste discharges have completeLy overwhelmed
the progrese that has been made in-the eonstructioW of 'municipal
treatment plants in every basin that they studied.'It iinot a:successful
kind of enterprise; there are good reasons why it can't be successful
in my opinion.

The second is that we have provided subsidies for the'Construction
of treatment plants. There are two or three things *rong with this.
One is it makes you think that once a plant his.been constructed the
problem is solved ; and that is not true; because a great deal depen s on
how that plant is operated over time, hoir effective it is. "' "

Many of our treabnent plans ftr,e not. it 'all :effeCtivC.1
Another aspect of this is that an extension Of,subsidies to induitriil

enterprises has $ very perverse incentive effect. The reason is it would
proviile the heaviest subsidies tO precisely tireeactivities 'that use
the common pmerty resources most.'SolnsteIdof having the 'good
effect of building the value of these resources, and other uses into ,the
price structure azd limiting use through thil Price system, it 'would
have quite the opposite type of effect.
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These points have been made recently by Senator Proxmire in
a speech which he gave in introducing a bill which is called the
Regional Water Quality Act of 1970.

I think it is an excellent speech, in which he analyzes the GAO
report and some of the experiences with charges. If it is appro-
priate, I would like to enter that speech into the recOrd of these
hearings.

Mr. Rzuss. Without objection, it will be entered.
(Nom.Senator Proxmire's remarks introducing S. 3181, "The

Regional Water Quality Act of 1970," and the text of the bill as intro-
duced, follow Dr. Kneese's prepared statement.)

(Dr. Kneese's prepared statement follows *

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. ALLEN V. KNEESE, DIRECTOR, QUALITY OF THE
ENVIRONMENT PROGRAM, RESOURCES FOR THE FUTURE, INC.-"PROTECTINO
OUR ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES IN TUE 1970's"

INTIODUCTION

Perhaps the moat encouraging aspect : of the present situation . regarding
natural resources and environment is the deeP and. widespread 'public coneern
about it To a large extent, We owe this concern.and: even alarm to the ecolo-
gists. As an economilt, I ain 'interested to see, that 'there.. is .now,a.market

/developing for forecasts of disaster and some rompetition .gmwing; up 81310nEr
the practitioners of this art to see who can come up with the most. ingenioualy
worked.out vision of the apocalypse. .. . . -.

An interesting example' of inconsistent and even countervailing, *Mona is
with respect to the weather. We have been told that the, discharge of :00, ,

and heat to the atmosphere will .cause the polar..ice caps .to .melt:and..diewn
our. cities. Now, it . turns out. that . in . recent.years the earth's temperature' has .

been falling..Ahatwe are toldthat is becaUse the diecharge. of particulates
into the .atmosPhere :teem human activities 'is reflecting '.the km's: rays. No.
says another expert, not . at all ; volcanic action has been strong in reeent
years and by comparison the .discharge of particulates from .humaa activities
is minimal . .

.

I priient this example not to try to generate confidence that our. environ-
mental problems are not so bad after..all, but to point ont that We 'know 'VerY
little for sue about. the impact of mOdern man's. activitiei On .the geoPhYsleal
world, not to mention the. biological 'world. .In .a 'way. I Would: feel Moro coin-
fortable if we knew for Certain that we Would .raise the world's,,tenMerature
by a degree or two 'over the. next century than tele 'se .aiWare Of. the ;depths
of uncertainty in whirls' we operate. The.same is Clearly trite, and could easily
be documented, -with' respect to a .hont of morelimitett imPacts than the:global
weather one Net digeurned. 7 -. s'Moly then, one highly important mai over :tae. seventies ix to Xtrengtnen
and consolidate our gsophreical and biological 'research :effort' sothat we:
can better 'understand. these systems Ind-..the imPartien them of !various.
events. . . .

But of gavial! importance . and much neglected in the ' recieit, oftei: rather .

frantic, .dlacusidons of the environment is:understanding ,why. the:1,01a .ind
economic systeini Produce the malt" .they :do : how, We -Can. nee.; under- .

standing 'of 'that to produce More desirable. ones.:,Call .it Melia. engineering if
you want.' Illustrations of:the pOrertrof 'undeeitanding .in'this:. area 'are' the
-frequent calls for morality, wtth respect' tie. the environment: (Morality .it Clearly
needed but the problem is .nOt primarily ,a, matter, .of ;failing niorale),. ':vrOn-
,dering why the problem doesn't go .tiway..when :Federal:600db' are provided
(Federal anbsidies nuty be 'needed to help. Catch tip;.. but 'they dint AO` anything
poeitive to change perverse. :incetstive"structures);!ind!X .'setrelf:for 'teats".
logleal, tins (technology; can . help aaweIl:a Mitt hut it can't,, alas; refteve'us
of our tuk, to.dedgu, an econoinic.andnohal "'stem which. Produces desirable'

Attbe risk. orieenitit
-these kindsof "glohallocialquestiOna'AsTunderstand ikeneef theebjertires
of these hearings is to gain a broad perspeCtivexa whatanedetoliodonelO
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the seventies. I will argue that our present environmental problems, at least in
their environmental pollution aspects, are primarily a result of failures in
our system of economic incentives. By incentives I mean the system of economic
penalties and rewards within which the decisions of businessmen and consumers
are made.

Beyond this, we have failed to design political institutions which comport
with the character of the environmental management problems we face. I will
expand slightly on these matters in the next section and wind up by suggesting
a strategy in one of our major problem areas, water pollution, which builds
on the concepts developed.

COMMON PaINIZTY LND PRIV= PNOMNTt

It has often been said that what we need is a new morality or. a new ethic
if we are to avoid despoiling the earth. This is really a call -for a"new set of
values which lays more emphasis on the natural; the tranquil, the beautiful,
and the very long run. These are values very appealing to me, but holding .them
says nothing about the social mechanisms through which they might be realized
to a higher degree. Even "good" people -need .rules te live by,-especially. where,
the impact of a single perion's-behavier on the:total problem is extremely: small.:
Moreover, it has .long ,been realised that a systeni Which 'does not rely, heavily
on the fulfillnient of the self-interest of.; thei individual or the familymust soon .
become undemocratic or unworkable. - .

In 1035,, that remarkably acute man de Tocquevilie said, .".If yon. do not
succeed in connecting the notion Of right with that of 'personal interest, which
is the only immtitable'lpoint in the human heart, what means ',Will you:have .

of governing the world exCept by fear?" ., ;... . . r.

The writers of the Federalist Papers and ,framere Of the- Constitution -Were..
very much aware of this point and by and large were suceessful in- Wedding
de Tocqueville's,two notions in their time. The social engine which they created
was built largely 'on the concepts of -private property and Individual freedom.
within the framework of laws to keep thern channels of coOnneren open., This
reflected the conviction that private ownership, freedom of individual choice,'
and the profit motive.would 'direct resources to those .uses, where. they, are. most .

productive, given individual preferences for .varions goods and .servien and the:
income of the Population. This conviction, plus fear of losing personal freedom,
haVnunderlain . our national assumption thatthe role of collective action through
governimit should he minimised .and 'have .been used . to justify our:traditional
antipathy toward planning. . . . , .

Of course, the .need for a degree of collective action regarding,the,alloCation.-
and use of resources his been realised by almost everyone for a long time. Public
works and 'defense have always bad strong. appeal. People recognized that', a
certain minimum amount.of collective action ,was -needed to realize geins: from :
cooperation. Accordingly,- we have used public funds to build loads and dime,-.
and schools,. and generally for those.activities ,where economies. of :largn .0eale
dictated huge investments, or 'Where investments would yield- widesPread public
gains which the -private enterprise could not:capture. .. ;

With a .few major exceptions, like,the. Great Depresaion,- this .michanlem -has
worked very effectively toward , the rapid exploitation:of .our basic-rem:Wreck"
and .a vapidly growing GNP. The levels of human welfare achieve& by : means'.
of this mechanism should not be.forgotten or doWngrtided.:.-.....:

. But now we, have coin) to realise ',that there, is:- another -reason,:, and one
of rapidly increasing Importance,..why., the micoordinatet.decilions 'of
vidnal, the household, the private firm, and eves Wel uniblof -government cannot
be 'taken' to. lead to- an overall .. desirable result. We.- calt.this additional -,reamon .-

for a faltering "invisible hand". the need to protect the quality of the..environ;1..
ment

A,'definition of.enVironment or:envirdementelqUilitYWhich 'Would suit every--
one seems tO be IMpossible. But I think that mast social selentistshave Something
like.. the economist', , concept of .."cOmmon property resources"- in,mind: whew:-
thei speak, of ..the..environment.. The concept .ot e:.,common property!resonrce'
(which should .not be confused with a. similar legal .terminology)' tocampasiss
those valuable attributes-of :-the.natural world which cannot-be, oreanhe'Only
imperfectly,: reduced to.individual Ownership ,and, therefore, -do .nOt enter into
the processes of market exchange.ind the .Price'system.lItahoult be noted 'that.-.
this concept is inhereclty a !whit retherthan. a 'natural-, acience:ote,- but :that-.
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the resources to which it relatei are normally attributes of the natnral world
rather than the direct tervices of human beings. Notable among such resources
are the air mantle; watercourses, complex ecOlogleil systenis,.and at least certain
attributei of space. The last includes visual properties of 'landscape and the
radio spectrum, among others. .

The one main feature which all these cOmmon property': (Or in our context en-
vironmental) resources have intommon is that.they are subject to Congestion.. At
seihe low level of use, an additional user of the retource may impose virtually no
cost on others.However, a point is reached where"an additional user will cause .

others to have to incur additional costs or suffer disutilities associated with con-
gestion. When this stage is reached, what economists call an externality or spill-
over effectoccurs. In.other words, particular user does 'not take account of the
cost he imposes on others when he decides to use the common property, resource.
Many instancei of :this lurround ns-4nvironmental.: pollution, mutual interfer-
ence of radio signals, congestion on public roadways and in .public recreation
areas, jet Plane noise, and scarred landscapes, among Many others.

Our usual mechanism forrn limiting the use- of resources and leading them into
their highest productivity..employments is the prices which are established in
markets through- exchanges between bnyers find sellers: For common, proPerty
resources this mechanism does not function, and they muat becomethe focus' for
collective: or public management, unless they, are to be 'severely overused and
mistised: This idea has been' well developed in the' econothics literature with re-
sPect to particular reeources like ocean fisheries. However, how pervasive com-
mon , Property problems hare become has not been 'widely 'appreciated by .econo-.
mistsat least not 'until recently.' I *have noted with interests that the ecolo;
gists' have discovered-the concept of the commone=-It appears independently..
The basic reference here is Hardin's article "The Tragedy . of the Commons"
which has,.I believe, been discussed bY this subcommittee. ,

.._ AN EXAMPLE-BESIDUALS:imut noOtnyrion .AND CONS1AUTION .

. It is now Clear that the main basis for collective action in our society is shift-
ing from'the need for cooperation- to realise collective benefits to the urgent need
to manage' congestiOn more effectively and eMelently:We Can be 'fully eonfident
that this need-will continue to rise very strongly' in' the' ftitnre..An example Can
help to illustrate this point"- ,' ", , ' ..

- It is oie of the most elementary concepts of physics that matter 'is conserred.
isclear that in the .production and Consumntion actirities Of the' sOciety

the material substances which fiow from our natural reeourees'are 'not destroYed
-on their Way-through the economic system, but must. in fact ,erehtually 'return ' to
the natural:environment. As I indicated previously, our thitoric legal; economic,
and governnientalirstitutions were well designed tO facilitate' the' procesa of 'ex-
tracting:natural:resources and guiding them. eflicientbi 'rarione 'nem in 'the
economy.. Thus,- in 'general, our !dependence 'on privote property, MOM 'end 'the
profit motive'havt served us well 'in -developing Our Inatnral'resourcettnd Con-
verting them :tO 'Useful -goOds.lint what happens to the material' kubetatees after
they go through this process and yield their utility to, humenheingst Clearly,
these residuals have' had to return to one' of- the 'natural ',environments. It'was
fortunate for the 'smooth operation of our: production' and .COnininOtiOn ayetem
that, the :residuals-receiving capacit7 Of our land,,.ali, 'and -Water enrirOnnients
was sufilciently large relative to the demands put upon therm that eicept. for Mme
local situations, no serious results folloWed from the free ind unhindered' use- Of
these common property resources. However, thtnatdral, reeerroirs of aesinilla
tive .eapacity are now rapidly filling ..up or, :it my termiholOgY,- becOminucon-
gestedi and the -individual- waste disposer, impose!' important eXternal. Coats on:
others by Ms activities.- , : , ,.;

It is clear that the return of Waste reelduals to our common property environ-
ments confronts us with atevere. problem,' because our:normal propert*'and ex-
change institutions for regulating .and controlling the allocation 'and net of re-
sources cannot function -in these spheres, .We are thus eonfronted with: a -large-
scale-,-Indeed pervasiveand unfamiliar Problem tf collective : aetlon !Ind coP
lective management ;.1 ; -:.' r ;, !.:,,..!-,..,7 .:

%This problem, is .complicated by thtfact that .the dispersal ; of residuals-ma-
*Malt and .energy-,to - the- environment- usually- involves ,entropt :VMS, Otani
of- dilution Is ordinarily-benefielil as tar.asloeateffects areeoncernet in that it '
lowers concentrations, in ;the neighborhood of thedIscharge; thus attenuatiag de-'
structive effects. The other side of the coin' is that it spreads' thelesidmila over

_ ,
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Much larger areas. This has two important corollary effects from the point of
view of environmental quality management : (1) it makes recovery and recycle
of materials and energy much less economical, both in the ihort and in the long
run, and (2) it means that the damaging effects of residuals are widespread in
space, often extending beyond the geographical scope of existing governments
'of general jurisdiction. Tte effects of waterborne and airborne residuals extend
across air- and waterauds which will seldom, if ever, correspond to the bound-
aries of existing government units. Depending upon the persistence of the sub-
stance involved and the msans.or propagation in the environment the range of
effects may extend from 'a comparatively, few, miles (heavy particulates. in .the .
atmosphere) to large river system (persistent .Organic, chemicals), to the en-
tire planet, (COcand radioactive fallout). Accordingly, society teems the need to
pursue collective management efforts involving cooperation among existinglunits
of government and the creation of completely new owe on a regionit national,
and international scale with attendant severe problems of institutional conflict.

We urgently need bo understand better how to build tioeimment Institutions
which comport better with contemporary. problems..

'lb my we shOuld not use the environment at all for residuals dieposal, that. is,
maintain a. Completely natural environment and suffer no. manmade .damagee or_
risks it a simple and comfortable anewer for some, .and one-which avoids
these difficulties. But. thisis, unfortunately, an utterly useless counsel of perfec-
tion. Conservationists and others often argue that no burden sbould :be Placed
on particular environmental media such as watercourses. It is evert possible that .
such a goal could be reached in a limited situation .withoutdrattic reduction in
the production of other things.' But as a moment's reflection (keeping principlet
of mass and energy conservation in mind) will make clear, this:must be an .out-
landishly impossible objective for all environmental media taken simultaneously.
The conditions required for doing.this would be even more' exaCting.than those
for a spaceship, since even a-spaceship could usually dissipate certain amounts of
material and energy. It would be necessary to utilise only:solar energy and bold
all materials' which could not be naturally recycled in closed-managed-recycle.
This is idealism run wild and very likely to be Counterproductiveto :aortal°
manage environmental problems in the real world. , . , .:'; , ;

Looking at matters this way- else- helps ns to understand that there invery
unlikely to be any spectacular. technological -"fix" which will allow:us to escape
the social .problem of managing an environment which has been and will belpro-
foundly ,modified by man's activities.What we :must :learn to.do.is manage; our
eUtronmental resources. This will involve: a: combination of ,forbidding. their, use
where adverse effects of any levelof use are deemed:to outweigh benefits (Pro- ,
Whitton ofDDT may be atood example), restrictirig.their. 'use through standards
or, more desirably, explicit prices eet by. Government, and where feasibleimpror
ing the quality of.the resource' through, carefully:planned acts Cf public :invest-
ment and operation of facilities: These tasks must be viewed as being an inherent
part of economics and Government in-the contemporary world taroks which must
be perfonned continuously ; and: lindefinitelz This means' that responsildlitr tier
their performance must be built. systematically!:into.;our'..Government. Structure
and system of economic !incentives. Needless., to:. say this, orientation is quite dif-
ferent from that which supposes that 'we can.: somehow . go out end pave:the :..,
problem' completely in one decisive stioke, It .doesn't.mike fotvery:gooddrama
because the emphasis. is *on persistenee- and .strategy:: rather than, *tete of mobility
or heroism, and "heavies" are largeltmissing. from thectist: :,: ., , , , ,.
Etrategiee for: Water' quality mtinagentent is the Miffed *area:

Would . now like .toAirn, , ail ii.:sPeciii:nianipla,AO:aa.iiiii.i:viite'4-6114i,
that research has already laid a reasontibli natisfactory4roundWork .fer'imPle-
menting the type of .strategr outlined above. This !SIthe areeCte,Water_Pollution
control. In my Opinion our present stritegy4n Minkel deo* nOt ha* in Oriente- ..
non Which :will lead toWard effeCtivei efficient, and continuing Managernetit of the
problem 'Most of what I wilt 30 .is diricuised :in More detall. in, a': book biBleir
Bower :and:, myself .called. "Managing Water. *gtialltY:.: -,Economicik;.:,Tephircloir,
Institutiontr (the /ohne MOpkins Press,1968). " , ,

It'start with, I 'wotild.like tO charaCterisebilefiY,Whatitakeopethe Present
strategy of the Federal Goveinment'f0 AchieVing,Water p011utiOn"eontrel,in.the..
United States.. This strategy hued On tWo.wittelementik,The first bilinanetal
support. for. Municipal . waste treatment platit-oanitnietiOW Such imppertitarted
with the . Federal Water TollutiOn .cont!el Aetocr56:104.$0.continned:at

. ,
. .
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higher levels of authorization since then. The 1966 act authorized $8.4 billion for
munleipal sewage plant construction grants over the period 196841. Under the
act it is possible for municipalities to cover up to 55 percent of the costs of waste
treatment plant construction from Federal grants.

The second element in our pollution control strategy was instituted by the
Water Pollution Control Act of 1965 which required that all States' set water
quality standards on their interstate and boundary waters. These standards were
to be completed and reviewed by the Secretary Of the Interior bymid-1967. Under-
standably enough, there were eome delays but the required standards are now
'for the most part in existence. The standards were to be accompanied by a pro-
poised program for achieving them which could then be used es a benchmark
against whieh to judge the need for Federal enforcement actions. Actually, while
the Federal Government has had authority to bring enforcement proceedings
against interatate polluters in the past; this program has been used only,to a very--
limited extent. .

Without: in .anY way denigrating the great and sustained .efforts made by
Senator Musitie and others to provide us with effectivepollution control leglsla-

think it-is fait to say that the results of:our pollution Control 'strategy up
to thii point have been disappointing to many. Municipal treatnient plant con- .

--Striktion has been lagging partly because Federal appropriations fortreatment
plant construetion have fallen far behind authorizationi (the authorization for
1970 is $1 billion and Congress has appropriated $800 million), and many people
assert that Municipalities are holding up constrdetion until Federal funds become
available. It is hard to say why Federal enfOrcement powers have not been more
effective, but possibly, it is because of the difficulty and *cost of mountinteffective
enforcement proceedings, as well as the political Power of the larger indtstries.
Ourrecord of trying to impose direct Federal regulations on large industries hal
been !finial.. The recent hearings of the SObcommittee on Economy and Govern-
ment Of the Ioint Economic Committee of the U.S.'Congress,.11011011116 Analyst, .

and the Efficiency Of Goretnment," are instructive. - L: :.

Another recent. GovernMent report by the General Accounting Office has .Pro-
'sided a 'rather derastating *critique of the present strategy .based Prlinorily.,on .

the scattershot way in which support has been protided municipal, treatnient
plants', the Poor' opemtion.of existing plants,' and thebverwheiming growth of
indttstrial diecharges. In everY major river sysitem studied brthe GAO, the con- -
clueless 'was'the Same: we have tailed tOmount clignifleant attack :against the
'major cOntributers 'to. pollution.' Retying' exclusitrely On the tOol 'of enforcement
to remedy this sittiation Would, I .am sure; be awkWardrunpleasant,.exPeilive,
and effective_ at best Only in a static and shortrun sense, .,L1- ,H L,

As. pert LOf our pubsidy-enforCement strategy, many:bills have been: introduced. .
in Congreitto.provide Federal subsidies,for the construction of industrial waste
treattnetit plante. These propoeals. have !Or themost part Ito far not been Mimesis-
ful..Frem the:Point Of view of trying to achieve.an efficient is,well is an effective* .
Pollotioh 'control bOlicy,'thio may be regarded 'as fortUnate. ',Per reasons that
I hopeWill- beemne clear in my 'blither tititnony, anbaidies for industrial waste
treatment would tend to ,be less 'ellident than .ineentives.-to . adopt other. waste
reduction Proceduree, inch as recycle. Ind byprOduct:reeorery.Moreover, they
Would hare the nnfortunate: effect of diMinishintthe extent:to:which 'costs of
using the common property tesnirde.are reflected in thegOodi which ,eonsumers
boY;thris leading to too much consuinption' of them relative tO.Abeir`laclat cOst
of production. "was very pleased to note.a. recognition Of the -importance Of. this
in the President's recent state_of.the ..Union :address. In Addition tO. efileiency
considerations,, Many peOPle also regard It:is juit`Or !quit:01(0MA thoile 'Indus,
triee .had reOnsunters, who nee :cOMmOti..:PropertY. resourceis to the detrinient of .

theediet of doing SM. - ' ; IL ....I.',

:.UtifOrtitietely;, eeitain.ittnetuit of enbsititi'hie: alreadierePt intethe '104teni
Bottle biddy:trial:y*6Es kb esinneeted to ifinntelpikVSYSteMitindeanbenelit from
:the knbeidieis tO' Municinal treatment Plant: cOnettitetiOn:. ViiitherinOte; tbe tax
reforikbill recently..Peased''biPOilffrOsi'*Otild'ptovide for 1!;*0.,r-,P11" aniortlia-
Von Of Pollution enntrol-faCilities end wOulkiccOrdintto the testimony of :Stan- :

ley Surey beforethe Joint Ecomanie LCoinMitteei:Coatthe novitinent, $400'mil- .

lion, it yeir-In forgone, rerenne.: In addition tO the: tioltite alreadf Made about
the 'inetlicienciels 'of :anbeidieis, it'Weabnesi ,Of rapid :tax asnortisatiOst that it : -
cannot Lhelp ',:thete marginal- Arnie which Often. Serve:Ai -the'ettenie fOr lints:MO*
ariehreinente: Tat *ratio& Would/mem to ben particnlartrpeirerse waY try:,
to deal with., the altuation.' They have the effeet Of; ProViding Most; aisistance

: .
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where it is not particularly needed and, unless counteracted by other provisions,
letting the industrial plant where assistance might be justified die. Subiddies of
course do have the politically attractive feature of spreading burdens so.widely
that no individual has an incentive to scream very loud. If MO can be hidden
behind the complexities of the tax system, it's even better. When Charles Schu Use
was Director of the Bureau of the Budget, he used a sign hanging in hie office
which said, "If you can't solve the problem, subsidise it." There is an unfortunate
amount of truth in thia

Several _years ago, I proposed an alternative. strategy "for 'dealing with mix'
national.water pollution problems which, I think, hu the support of those pro-
fessional economists who have studied the Matter. I believe. if this strategy had
been adopted, our efforts to improve the quality; of our. national waters would be
substantially further advanced than they now are, and we would be moving into .

a position, to achieve justifiable or clearable levels of water quality at the least
cost to society. This proposed strategy was also based oh two main elements.
The first rests on the concept that the. waste .discharger shoUld, ineofar as pos,
sible, bear the damages his waste disposal activities linpose on the Common
property resources of society, and the second recognizes that le many "of' Our
highly developed basins, where pollution problems are concentrated, great par-
ings in costs can be obtained by' the implementation of- a systematie.and
Integrated water quality management plan, on a regional' basis. The latter would
contain elements other than just the treatment of waste waters at particular .
outfalls.

I would like to elaborate briefly on these. panti'and siggest 'some -Ways In
which the Federal Government might, contribute to the derelopment of the sort .

of strategy I have' in mind. With, respect to the 'first element,: T.think we must
devise ways of reflecting..the costsof nsing resources .that 'aro the. *mon"
property of everyone, like oar watercoarses,direetly in the ,decisionmaking of
industries, local gOvernment, and consuiners.; The, waste, assimilative capacity
of our rivers. is a valuable asset, and these rivers have alternatire..uses: which
conflict directly with waste disposa1.44 I indicatedearlier, because our.property
institutions cannot adequately be, applied tO 'resources, like watercourees, they
are essentially unpriced and treated as free goods, even thongh they are-
resources of great and increasing veins in .the contemporarY woad.. It :seems to
me that this unhappy situation cannot..be remedied unlesswe MovetoWard the .

implementation of pnblicly administered prices for wean disCharge to water.'
courses and for the use of other common: property :resources. - :

Accordingly, .one element of my proposed strategy for water.qaality,,manage-
ment is a system of what I hare-lermed "'effluent Oaring.", Tke.'Prn.Cleda,fronl
such charges would yield a rent-on a 'scarce resource to society whickcoOld. be
usedin various ways,. inclading further measurel to iniprOre, water; qualitY, '. as
discussed below. Also, 'and.eren moreimportant, the effluent .'charge. .

vide anincentive 'to, conserve in the nee of the watercOurses".for ,Waate ',Cilecharge.:.
Careful indlistry studieshave shownthet. industries.can often 'reduee,Waataidis,..
charges 'enormously, usually -at low Cost, if .00 are given, In'PrOPerincentira
to do so (see, for extiniple, GeOrge Ltif and- Allen Kneese, "The' :E.COnomica 'of.
Water Utilisation . in the.' Beet Sugar :Industry" (the Johns .,Hopkina,;riesn.
1968) ),In many instances; the", most . effeCtivd means for reducing *y'aste dig-,
charges is internal" 'process, :change; end rtitovery And reCycle of:Materials ; that,: .
would Otherwise be lost. . I .'' ':,!' :

Similarly, under, our present: property tialtutiOnl,., 'Municipalities Ira Paying:
only part of the social costs-of 'disposing waate to.stresime;'-and,Wkatrthey pay'
is rather capriciously distributed depending,' on "how Much,. waske''weter:fielitF--.
ment. they' have. implemented: ;"The effluent -charges ,sYstem. Weald '"giva.theld
municipalities' and :incentive' to, proceed 'expeditiously in the. treatMent Of Waste..'
Another point of.' sonie, importance, is'. that "our Present:Palatal ;Ina '..heavY em-
phasis on the conStructiOn of plants with little' Or no folloWthrolighdikOPerations;
Experts have pointed out that most.treatinent plants -are Operated rar'kelOw, *sr
capabilities...The effluent charges:000M !octaves:On wl* is pot* thaltreaM and;
thereby oftertab incentive 'for effectire operations Of eXistitig:faciiities: I realise
that a- nuinber.of personaltive leen flt to' dubthe effluent charge "a liCensato,Pol,
lute". in .the . hope, no doubt; that thia alai() becaulO Of itsiniotive.PowerWOUld be
. regarded an conclusive argument.'.:Thie:inindlesatliche ,his..CertainlY:nOt eon,
tributed td the Cause of -effeCtive water quality 'managettieht It ia'alscilonie.;
times said.that effluent charges cannot be implemented because industries-ft-hot.

. know what they discharge tO waterrourses.:,.Thelatter *re
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unfortunately, frequently true. But isn't it high time that situation were .

It should be clearly recognised that the present and proposed subsidy arrange-
ments are quite different and, mosteconomists would :feel, less desirable in their
impacts than the effluent charges system. ..

First, the system of effluent charges is based on the comet* that elliciencY and
equity require payment for the use of valuable resources whether they happen
to be privately or collectivelY -owned. Theie prices will be reflected in the indus-
trial producers' decision to install treatment equipment and otherwise reduce the
generations of residuals'. They will 'also 'be reflected hi:the price of intermediate
and final goods so that a' broader ;IncintiVe will be prOvided to shift to geode
with a lesser environmental cost ' 7 ' ' .

Second, aubsidies for treatment plant constructien do not, by themselves, pro-
, vide an incentive & take action to control waste discharges. Even if an industry

is paid a mapor proportion of the coat of waste treatment :plant construCtion; it
is still cheaper, from the toint of view ottheindustry, to dump untreated *ante
into the river. Thus the subsidy arrangement cannot work unless accompanied by:
enforcement Or other pressures on the wiste discharger. , '' ' : .

Third, to the eitent that the subsidY eystem"worka it tends :to bias the choke
of techniques .in an inefficient direction; It would provide at incentive to con-
struct treatment plants with Federal subsidy even though internal controls would
be cheaper. . : '

Finally, the effluent charges:system yields revenue rather than further strata :
ing and eroding an a/ready seriously Overextended tax. system. This revenne
can be put to useful:public pnrposee including iniproierients in the quality of our
environment From en economic point Of ' view perhapo the best imaginable tax
base le an activity that causes external diseconomies. NOt only:does i tax on such
a base yield revenue, IAA -it :tends. to improve the Overall allocation' of -resources.

: Most economists who have studied' the 'Matter have:Concluded. that there are:
Compelling rations for favoring the efflueit charges system-as one of the corner&
stones .of effective arid efficient regional water 'quality managenient But it may
be difficult for particular States and regions to 'Pioneer such C Indx*Intheu de
parture from previoul practice. 'The Federal Governinett's . greater insulation
from powerful, local interesti provide "an :oppOrtunity :forleadership; One ap-
proach would be 'tor the Federal Goreinment to leVy a nationel effluent Charge
on all waste tischargereabove tioaie minimum ainount The charge Could be Meet
on a formula similarlO those that fire used in the Ruhr area of West Germany',
or One of. those geed bY certain U.S. municipalities: ift levying ; sewer service
-charges npon.induetry. This charge could 'be conlidered ii. Minimpm whiCh Could'
at their discretion be exceeded by a State or regioniregenet having *Wen-
sibility !Or water quality management Revenues obtlinet bY the Federal Om'
ernment could be Mete available tor perms:ea Of finanCing 'the: Federal progranf
with the ekeesi turned Over to 'other governments of general :jurifidiCtiOn or, and

. I think :preferablY, :the. revenues Could be :Used : to establieh :regiOnel Water'
quality manigesnent agencies which ire the other :element ' hi 11* propftled

Reeeareh On Water qua*. manegeMent Over the peat fieyerel Yeert fikii clad.*
: IhOwn (that major efilcienCies .Can be Obtained by the: IMPlementetiOn ot :Water -. .' I

quality minagement sYstenie On I 'regional- bisis. 'It 'addition It the :itindart' .,
treatment, of waste waters, such management systems could iliclnditniniber.of :

other alternitivee . Closely Articultted it, planning' ant '.operatiot:: Thee/ t Cald :
include' riverflOw regtlation; .nutting eir . ditettlY.into etreeine;: Met Period* Of
hiah-level Chemical treatment during adveree conditiOne," ant.othirev Shit* of :

the Potomac, the Mullet Ohio; theDelaivare;,the Sim Franeileo Bey regioniend
of other areas have shoWA beyond-anestiOn the' eConoMiettO,.bereitiiiset by this
kind of regional aPineach. It :fippears that' suelt an apOroach--.canOnlYbt Wei!
tively ImPlemented by a regiOnel river bat& agetCy having the authority& Nen,-
eonitruct, and onerate the necessary, facilitiem'Again,, there it:a role for.Federal :

leidershiliin AO establishmente.Of nth igendee: St ter; tehdericies: to intiport :

Each en appiaach at the Federel le*/ hive been tniniMaV : , , .:: If :::': 7. '' ' ,

The Fedora OovernMent Cold& 'of cOnise; take direct eCtiOti. iIt 'wild eet OP :
regional: water qualitY Management egenciee.oetegiOnal ivaterfresOuree menage! :

. . ,. , . .
ment agencloa: These conld :be: generate' eatitie*,' /Itch te 2%74; Or'. regionatOtitt ,

1 more'reeeiltiy. ifihienenliaeitil iiettetilei iiiii iiii iraiiiii tit.; tieiOriii CreihOitsaiii.;`,. .:
Fiance,' and 7angland. A law I. pending width ; would ; bring ;such 'icaelleme 10o ,lielag .1a

.. , .
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of Federal agencies, such as proposed by the first Hoover Commission. There has
been so much opposition to arrangements of this nature that it is 'questionable
whether the Federal Government should or would be willing to mOve in this
fashion. An aternative would be for the Federal Government to establish incen-
tives and guidelines for the organisation and Operation Of regional management
agencies, either under State law or through interstate coMpacts. An agency with
adequate authority to plan and implement a regional Water quality inanagement
system would be eligible for's grant of funds to support a portion of its budget
to help staff the agency and to makethe first Mita' collections, analyses, and
formulation of specific measures for water quality 'managenient. If the Federal
Government is satisfied that the proposed program and the plan for its imPle-
mentation satisfy criteria for its efficient operation, the agency might be eligible
for a grant to assist it with actual, construction and operating expenses. Such a
system might appropriately, be limited to the early implementation-48y; 5 years.
During . this period, it would be necessary to work out longer-term arrange-
ments for 'financing the agency. Clearly, the proposed:effluent Charges sYateln
could playa major role in this. Presumably, administration of the effluent charges
system would be turned over to the' regional agencies 'with the. Federal level of
charges continuing to be segarded as a bakeline: In Mil manner; 'regional scale
measures would be financed while at the same time providing 80propriate incen-
tives to waste dischargers to cut back on their emissions.. Special provisions might
be included in the Federal law, toward marginal industrial plants-Which might
go under and where there is a broader. social interest in protecting them. It should
be noted that where. serious efforts to implement regional 'water Anent* manage-
ment has been undertaken (as in the Delaware and the Miami), one of the most
serious problems has been to set uP adequate' financing arrangements.'

I have no doubt that Federal leadership toward.implementation Of an effluent
charges system and the creation of regional water quality Managenient agencies
can put us on the path to 'continuing effective and effident management of, the
quality Of our waters. I believe that this apprOach merits serious consideration
as a strategy for dealing With' our serious national water pollutiOn problem.
. I would like to point out to the subcomMitte, although the members may'al-
ready be well aware of it, that one 'step in the direction of a Shute& alOng Merle
lines has already been taken. Senator Proxmire, Rained by' eine Other dlitingaished
Senators (Mansfield, Young, .Nelson, DominIck, Case;. Hartke,.McGorern, 'Can-
non, and Pell), has IntrOduced a bill (S. 8181, Regional, Water 'Quality Ad; of
1970) containing some of .the essential element's of the aboro outlined 'strategy. I
also regard the Senator's speech introducing the bill ai an excellent statementand
Woald, if permissible, like to submit it for the record of these hearings;

tgrom the Congressional Record, Nov. 25, 1960 Daily Edition, pp. 114971-8149701-
,

8...ne17-Iirraoouctrioo:. or THU BIGIONAL WATSS QuaLiTY Ace Or

Paoxiime. Mr. President; we aielosing the battle igiiinet':Water'jiiillation.
We. are polluting; Our :waters faster.than we are cleening tbeM RR; Deipite: the
expenditure Of over $5.4 billion by. the Federal; State,. and local .:gOyernments
between 1957 and 1909, We are falling behind in the battle: Despite.theenact-
meet of three..major, pieces of legislation, we are loSinir. grew*. DeePtte ariond
public enterycwe. are ,in worse shape now than _when the.firSt pOntroklegislation
was enacted. DesPite our 'most vigorous efforte,..*ehaveinadelittle'Progreesto
ward cleaning np our Nation's waterways in the last 10.Xeara:AComptehensive
review:of our.pest efforts by-the General Accoantibg omee **goo, just 2' Tieeks
ago confirme these tonclutiona:, , ,

. -"As, a 'result, of the- approaches folloWed In the'past, ;RIMY 'treatment .facill-
ties have been :_eOnstructet which; becanse of ,pollation from', other SOOreeahaVe
not had an appreciable:.,effecCon reducing ,the pOlintioO,Ori,lmproving.Weter
quality engages!! the nation's WaterWays.7

Tor those of ns::whe havefl labored long *earl ktoward !'gittinc the.: pollution
.contral progiaM :started, . the neivs is 'Very disconiagIng.':To heir ,thet: Oar beet
lefforts have largely been, inlain. is very hard to take..TheiMmedittereaCtionis
to deny the !nets. Miny.Who have workedeoherd:WW'sfmPlt4eftsele:ibelleVe
.the facts. ..,"What . do yon.,, Mean, we have not.: made.: any-.5progreser.",: ther'lek-
"What about Illthe.legislation, that has been.plased, what abbot all.'of the Money
that has been -.spent? What :shoot lit of . the desperate: dismor4o ,obtAiri.the

.
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smallest concessions?" The question which Must be asked, however, is how
much cleaner Is the water? The simple fact is that it is dirtier. Somewhere we
have made mistakes in organizing the fight.

Yes, money haft been spent. Yes, thousands of words have been written deplor-
ing the situation. And, yes, many laws have been' passed. But the water is dirtier.
There is more slime on, its surface, there are more dead fish lying along the
river banks, there are more beaches. clorted. What then is wrong? Where have we
failed? The sophisticated observer will immediately declare that We have not
spent enoughmoney. And he is rightup to a point. But thequestion must be
asked, what have we received for the Money which has been spent?' Very little
is the GAO conclusion. But the problem runs much deeper than' simply a lack
of money. It runs into the very strategy behind our present efforts. It runs to

, the very heart of our current attack on the problem.
We have confused the means with the ends. We have awarded grante for the

construction' of waste treatment plante on a first-come-first-serve basis 'with
little thought to their real contribution to.cleaning up the water. We have become
obsessed with the number of plants built, and have forgotten to ask how much
cleaner' the water.is. We have emnhasized the means and assumed the ends. But
the means have not produced the desired results. We have built treatment plants,'
but many are lying idle or only partially operational 'due tea, lack of skilled
operators. We. have built plants -which handle such a small fraction of the actual
pollutanta being dumped in the Waterway that they have produced no measur-
able ImPrOvement in water, quality. The General Accounting.0filce summarized
the problem very well : . . .

"We believe, however, that the benefits 'obtained from the conktruction of the
projects have not been as great as they could have 'been, becauSe Many Waste
treatment facilities havebeen constructed on waterways where major pollitters
located nearbyindustrial and municipalContinued to discharge untreated 'or
inadequately treated into the waterWays." .; .

To understand the real problem, a brief review of our present nollutiOn control
policy is needed. .

Our present strategy is based on two ceitral. tenets. The first 1s ft policy of
Federal subsidies for the constructioi of 'waste treatment facilities.. The pecond
is the Federal enforcement policy against individual waste dischargers. In .its
simplest form, present policy antounts to one Of-the carrotand the stick. Federal
subsidies are used to induce municinalitlea to construct. municipal .waste treak.
ment plants.. This Is the carrot approach. The financial supPort for waste treat-
menkplanCeonStruction 'was'first introduCed in the Water Pollution 'ContrOl Act
of 1056 and 'the authorization of funde for stuck subsidies-has iitcreased ever
since. Under present provisions, it is possible for a municipality to recover from
the Federal Government up to 55 percent of the cost of, constructing treatment

The other element of the present policy, the stick, is the collectiOn-of enforce-
ment efforts initiated' by the Federal Water Pollution COntrot Administration to
bring individual polluters to heel and force themto increase abatement efforts.
Unfortnnately ;! cOmparatively few enforceMent actions have 'been' 'brought
against ' individual polluters.' The substantial econoinic; and 'political ; power, Of
these industrial Polluters! hes been a 'Bezique; roadblock to.-; effective enforcement
aetion

Although a nurnber of waste treatnient -Plants' have been cOnstrueted,-many
Of them are 'simply not equipped to handle' the tremendoue dentands' on their
capacity !to break 'dOwn Taw sewage. 4V:severe :lack of trained oiteratora ;has
aggravated' thosittatiOn: . '; ; : i

Much more' important, however, than. simple' operational' difilenities4 the faW
ure of the, present efforts to deal with the major fiources of pollution: The renort
.of the General:Accounting:Office emphaidtedl the' fact that mit& meney haibeen
spent 'on 'plants:which 'Make only very limited-contributiOne to .improving.:river
and .streath 'qUalitYbecauffethey handle Such it small fraetiOn'of the total Watites
dnmped in the river. In every major riveraYstem'studied by'the GAGabnieiralts
:iirere the Same: We' hinie failed .to Mount' a' signifiCant attaek againskthe major
CoutributorlitoP011utioit,'' ! - . -' ;,:; Y,',:

1 shall'cite'onlY one examnle studied by, GAO to illustrate the vela' ThenaMe
of thei'rivet is Withheld to protect the guilty : ' ; ;:'

"Thia., exam* invOlves a 170 mile' section Of 'one, of the- largeit interstate
rirerS 'in the! 'United States; 'Although there are. More than '20 ;municipalities
located 'on .':thiestretch; !only six discharge their wastei into' the.;river.; Sixteen
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.Federal Water Pollution Control Administration Grants totalling about $6.1
million and two Accelerated Public Works Grants totalling about $1.6 million
were made to five of the six municipalities between April 1987 and April pep
for the construction of waste treatment facilities." . .

During the 12-year period studied from 1957 to 1960, the new. facilities have
successfully reduced domestic Wastes . poured into the river in terms of their
biochemical oxygen demand by" 14 percent., But domestic wastes account for
only 25 percent of the total waste dumped. in the river. Thus, the plants only
served to reduce total pollution in the river by --,approximatelY 8 percent. How-
ever, during the same period, the amount of industrial wastes dumped into the
river increased by an astronomical .350 percentmeasured by the biochemical
. oxygen demand created which is needed to break 'down the waste. To .auots the
GAO report: . .

. . .

"The reduction in municipal. biochemical oxygen demand (BOL) . that . has
been accomplished (147,000 P.E.) is ot little Consequence when compared with
the increase in BOD permitted to be discharged by *industries (2.4 million PE).
Thus despite the expenditure.of 'over. $7.7 million,.we have, allowed an increase
in industrial waste equal to over 16 thnes the amount' by which we have re-
duced domestic .waste. The summary made by GAO of the eiperience is . very
,enlightening:

"Thus, the constructhin of waste 'treatment facilities with the Oa of $7.7 Mil-
lion in federal grants has not had an appreciable effect in abating, controlling,
andpreventing water pollution in this section of the river." ,

The real source of the problem should now be clear. Our present efforts, de-
spite their admitted lack of funding, failed to even attack thamajor:contributors
to pollutionindustries located along the river. A full 75 percent-of the total
wastes dumped. into the river are created by industry and yet our present 'ef-
forts have had almost no' effect in controlling this source 'of pollution. In' fact
these sources.of pollution increase& almost 350 :percent' in the 12. Years:between
1957. and 1969. This better . than anything else should show the inadequacy of
the present strategy. . :

What is more, GAO makee it very' dear, that this is not an iiolated.
The report itielt contains seven other .shnilat examplea, all of them.leading-to
the same conclusion, that our. present strategy bee almost completely tailed to
tackle the major sources of industrial pollution. .

The grim conclusion, one is foreed to draw from all 'of-this is' that, Ont. Present
strategy for .combating water pollution, has .had ofily.lhuited sucCees in iniprOV-
.Ing the quality of our Nation's waters. This. is hot to say' thattheie effortahave
not -had the best intentions, that they :were not poasibly, all ,wacould .dO -under
the circumstances. Thai* of .us who have fought long and hard for jnst thiimuch
know hoW .difilcult the battle .has been: But we must 'net give UP .in the tice
past disappointments.. We must-not become 'fatalists. What *e.must :do Is re-
assess the situation-,see where . we have made: our,- mistakei ind'.redirect 'our
efforte to- correct them. 'We' must; look . ahead. to, a neW,' plan,..ft new.- strategy' bi-
fore it istoo late. ,

A NEW EINATEGY rOR ,POLLETION,,00rraor.,..

To those 'searching !Or a nel :strategy,' there 'IS 'great' deal at hoPe. Azi al-
ternative itrategy: does 'now exist.' It is a proven:strategY.- Where' it hat been
tried, it hail, Met with great 'success. It promises to. yield dramatic' progrees in
a relatively I short' time. And the',best part of it Is'' that' it Is relatively simple.
:What 'it is' not is a. panacea which will stop all wateipollfition overnight :It
does. Prombie, however,: to. Substantially linprOie water quality ,throighout the

..IInited Statesr4inproVe it tc a"degreelwhich' present 'efforts cOUld not hope* to
'achieve for =MY Tears and ' after:the. expenditureor htindrads.otedillOns

What isthie new stratea? Likethe.Present strategy,.it ler based on two essen-
tial elements. The' first one is theimpOsitiOn of 'a system of :national effluent
charges...The second : is the development of regional agencies. for planning . and
managing water quality. on a wide .basie kbrid.explanatiOnattbese twO tech-
niques will help teens ourunderatandlng .beforelve deal With, the* in .detail. .

First 'of all, . we, muit understand' that the eo.called;poUutIOfl,probiemlaes.
sentiallY an econoinie.Problem.' PollatIon is actually .the.wistedresouries of our
society. Pollution represents the marginal amounts of thimaraiourceal Which we
time. said are . economically no longer They,. are lbw. Waited -quantities
which it is no longer IprOfitable. to recover.. Why, are 'tiler marginal?: /Meanie we

. .
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have said they are. We use resources Only to the degree beyond which It is
cheaper to get more of the resources. This is the value basis we Use in our econ-
omic system: The direct consequence' of this fundamental:fact is that we Must
seek an economic solution if we are to attack the heart of the Pollution problem.

tinder the present.strategy there is an economic incentive to confirm.) p011uting
'the environment. It 'is simply cheaper in. many cases .for an 'industry to 'pay a
'fine and continue' polluting the' water 'than to develop polluticin, control devices.
It is one of sheer economics. The only *ay to reverse this system is to make
it economical not to pollute.. We. Must create a system which provides an, eco-
nomic incentive based on the profit motive to. reduce the production Of Waster
This is the only permanent solutirm. Force is not: the answer.' Weniust make it
profitable not to pollute' the water. We must make it pregnable for it company
to recover those marginal resources which it has been westing up tO this, time.
We must make the water a 'resource whiek like ever* other resource in the pro-
duction process, has to be paid for as a legitimate cOit of production. :.:

The first step in this new strategy 'would be the imposition ,of 'a (listen of
national effluent charges. These .charges Would be levied an a form' of rent for
the use of the water to dispose of industrial wastes.; The 'Charges .wOuld Vary
depending on the relathe demand placed On the water' indisPosing of Particular-
waste. products. The water tan assimilate only_ so Much waste. Each polluter
would be' assessed based on thequantity df the wnste discharged .and'alio.on its
relative strength and toxicity. .

.

. The water would be considered like any 'other productive , reoonrce. which -is
used in. 'the manufacturing process... Merely because it is part of the: public
domain, and not ovhied privately, is ne reason why It should be :censidered 'as. a
free gift of nature to be despoiled without penalty.' We 'do net allow industry
to go into our national forests and: cut timber siMply because it is part of the
.public domain. It is sold te, the highest bidder.' Why 'should' the.Water be. treated
, any differently? Itis just as much a prodUctive resOurce as' timber., Thc Only.'
difference is that its use cannot be easily allocated. We, cannot 'sell the water

! the ,way we sell timber. We can, 'however, charge.industry :for its' nie 'bailed 'on
i,the degree to which...that use 'impairs its quality add purity.: This, is orily fair.
It is onlY rational. : : '

There no 'reason' why the public Should be made to bear the 'cost of clean!
ing up water .which industry has' usedfree .of charge to .carrtaway',1ti 'waste .
Products. Waste "disposal hitt legitimate Cost of Production.-It is' a normal' Cost
of doing businese.. Why 'should it be treated any differently irten:aurotherlegiti-
mate cost? Business must:be made 'to 'accept this doetrine.lt mnit accept 'the
fact that It is..not the only' grout) coMpeting.forthe water'e Iii&SPortaniell'have
:a 'right to fish, the same 'water. The public his a 'right to Pure.drinking-water.
Both the public' and. the firihertaen pay fOr the usc of, the water.:WhrehOnld in-.
dustry be eseinrit?.Theie Ire the reasonsfor the'impositionof effluent charges
to make aure: that 'iiidnetrY 'partite fairuharclike any other. WitiCUser.:

Each' type of Waste' Mitv' duniped' in' our waterwaye would' be' assessed 'a cer-
tain amount per: pound based on the 'relative demand' it places!on- the water's.
capacity to assimilate antbietk-down waste?). ,, .

, Since.the charges would be.levied on a per pound bails, there, would be a direct
ineentive !Or poilnters to reduce their- waste, productirm in' order that a Major
part of 'the. charge would be eliminated.. 'As 'new "technologi:,dovetops 'ter
ing waste 'discharges evenfurther; the efiluentcharge.WouldprovidetContintfing .

:incentive 'to 'install. the 'most ,production PrOcesses;
waste ;production 'and thus' reduce thetottl,b111. -The:ultimate goo,;;. of conrtie:
Siould, be tO: "loop, the ,system" :where all 'of the resource's _Put: into:the. S*01
Would be *totally need in the Minufictnrint Proem*, and, therefore, ihere,Winild
'be no. wastendischarged 'Into the' environment.; ' .

, ; ,

ADITANTAOTAI

What exactly are the advantages of implementing such a systent of effluent
charges? There are a number of very important advantageerffirst, and perhaps
most important, the imposition of suck' a 'system will'enable.us to make rapid

-strides in a relatively short time, toward` significantly improving the, quality of
our Nation's waterways. The proposal would attack themsfor -sources of pollu-
tion .unlike' the present efforts which 'have dealt 'with only a traction ,uf the
problem. The 'economic incentives not' to' pollute would the -very 'strong.' There

'would be almost an"immediate impact due to the naturaydeske- of polluters
to reduce their charges as soon as possible. That this is not merely theory ; but

ers,
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what has -actually happened in practice is shown by a :number of examples
where the system has had spectacular sucCess. . . .

Several examples where towns have imposed so-called seWerage charges on
industry .for the woe of the town's waste treatment plant provide excellent cases
in point. These ceirerage 'charges ere very similar in their impact to effluent
charges.' The first example.is a major industrial operation in Otsego, Mach. The
town's waste treatment plant had been designed under the assumption 'that it
would have to, handle. about 500 pounds of bloehemical . oxygen idemand per 'day
in 1988. However, by 1965 the actual biochemical oxygen demand=BOLload
from the town's inajor industrial operation alone was about 1,500 .pOunds per
day.. The city commission decided:to charge thecompahy for all expenses for
treating wastes from the industry above 500 pounds per day:, !

The first mouthy billins of the firm after the initlitien of thesurcharge was
based' on an estimated biochemical- oxygenBOD-4-load of 27,000 'poimds. This
repreiented a total of 900 pounds per day, down from 1,500.poundi before the
tax. For the second .10-day billing period, the firm's biochemical '. oZygen de- .

mandBOD--load was down *to . about 22,000 pounds788.. Pounds _per day,
down over 50 percent !rem the original 1,500 pounds per: day. 'For the third
billing 'period. after thecharge had. been initiated, ::the BOP . load was down to
about 15,000 pounds-500 pounds per day,' or approximatelY the BOD load pro-
jected for Thna in 8 months the effluent charge hid led' to 'a 60-percent
.reduction in the amount of untreated wastes released by 'the 'Nat. '.What is
more the effluent chargehad. brought the total waite..dischargeli down to the
base amount which the city had agreed to handle.. The responaete the charge
was obvious, and verY. rapid: It .1a very :questionablewhether :Current :Federal
enforcement efforts would have been able to achieve nearly the degree Of .success
in nearly the same time.

The second example is the development .and initiation of a sewer aurchargein
Springfield, Mo. Faced with, sharply rising.waste, loads in ,1962, Springfield
decided .to apply a 'strcharge.on industrial waste discharges above the normal .

strength of sewage: The rationale,like that Of the .bill we areintrodncing today,
was to ,provide an incentive.for industrial operations to reduce:waste diseharges
and 'would provide- funds. for . expantion of: the. city's treatment ,plant facilities. .

Each plant discharging. sewage' above the' permissible concentration was noti-
fied of the amount' of the prospective surcharge,. anct Of the fact that the city
would review the assessment whenever a plant made, operational changes.:Even
before the 'first -official bluing, some plants ,began to :take. Action: A packing
plant that faced an asseeement of about .$1,400 per nionth Modified its produc-
tion processes and ended up, with a. sewer .. bill of :only; $225.0et Month,.eA
mercial laundry, faced with, a. large mOnthly.-sureharge because, its waste dis-
charge was warm and had n.relatively high concentration of:Suspended
made changes that resulted in . a significant net. savinge In it. production. costs .
even with the 'sewer surcharge. Many other indnitries in the, town took similar
swift corrective action and reduced their ,charge. subitantiallY. .

Dr. Allen.V. Kneese, mPh D. In economics, one of the leading authorities oh'
the economics of water.pollution control,: and incidently,the man who called
this action tethe attention of the 'Joint Economic.Oommitteeit few:months:ago,
when he- appeared as ,a. witness, summed,up theexperienee of-Various Commun-
ities with sewerage or. effluent.chargeSin ,his book' entitled,."Maniging Water
Quality,' EconoMics,:Teehnology, InstitutiOns" J'Therelponies,Of indistrlit .

. erationa to theimposition of sewercharges can. .begeneralisetanfolloWs.,tirSt.
the 'IMposttion 'Of a charge or. surcharge' tends to,:enconrige :plante.te.nntke
Changes that in many cases reduce not only.: the Volume Of efiluentalatt the Water
intake: Becond,sewer charges tend .tO.indnceenexamination :of prodtiction Proc.
eases that often uncovers relativelY ***le modilleations which May 4*enit In net
seduction it totalproductioacests." , : .

.....Thnk a system, of. diluent ,thargei einhe ;aVeCted OM* alffnifiCant .1m-
provementain Water quality_ .

-The seconffadrantage.whiai WOuld Isn't froni the ,impOsitiOn Of neystmn, Of
national effluent Charges isthatit:wealttaseigareePendhilltiforpollutiOn con-
trol tO these whO are tespensible:for the pollution., In otherviOrds.the:Pollnters .

r. :would PaY.fOr:thedamaget.cauied bY pollution; not.the :public it large. Reeently,
there ; has . been Increasing/ ;recognition ; of !the importance of., this:, fnadaniental

' :doctrine that those who:areresponsibleter pollution slionld be 'r*Penalble for.
.._ cleaning' it ,.un..:The ,.I'later..,QualityjmproTement,'Act of ,1969 rocognisen ;this

, modal :IresPollaibilittlwhen :it ..ehanresellcOMPenies,.not the pnblic,:liith ;the
,

,
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responsibility for cleaning up any future spills and for restoring the quality of ,
the damaged environment. The bill we are introducing today strengthens this
emphasis. We must restore the fundamental tenet that the polluter and not the
Government must be ultimately responsible for cleaning up the environment. The
annual report Of the Council of Economic Advisers supports this view and recom-
mends a system of effluent charges to develop a sustained revenue system to
fight pollution. I quote from the report :

"Although It must assist in eliminating the large backlog of capital require-
ments, the federal government cannot and should not finance local waste treat-
ment indefinitely. In the long run, localities should collect revenues from the
Polluters adequate to sustain the system and to expand It in line with normal
growth. Charges based on use of treatment facilities provide long-run incentives
for the abatement of pollution. Effluent charges on polluters in sections of the
river where there is no municipal treatment could have a similar effect ; when
waste discharge is costing industrial Arms a certain amount for each pound dis-
charged, the volume of waste will be reduced and the revenue collected will help
to pay for collective treatment."

The third principal adiantage of a. system of effluent charges is that it would
contribute to the ultimate /solution of the pollution problem ; that is, the reduction
of waste production. Muclt of our present effort is directed toward converting
one form of waste into another form of waste which is considered less obnoxious.
In the process we may actually create more waste. We are merely Changing the
form of waste, not eliminating it. Without concentrated efforts toward. actually
cutting doWn on the amount of waste, not modifying its form, we will be shortly
faced with a situation Where the production of waste Will overtake our ability
to; dispose of it. If we are to survive In a society which uses enormous amounts
of matter and energy, we must find ways to reuse that matter and energy that
we now give off as waste.

The imposition of a system of national effluent charges will provide the strong-
est possible incentives for the maximum use of our productive resources, and thus
the reduction of waste. This is where "looping the system"that is, converting
waste into new resourcesbecomes so essential. Not only will this conserve valu-
able natural resources which are irreplaceable, but it will dramatically cut down
on our waste production. Thi's is, without question, one Of the most important
long-range, advantages of 'the effluent charge technique for handling pollittiOn.
The technology exists today in many eases for ."looping the system." The only
thing lacking is an 'economic incentive to put it to work. The bill being introduced
today will provide this needed incentive.

'The fourth Major advantage of iniposing a 'system of national effluent charges
would be that such. a system would provide revenue which could be utilised to
further pollution 'control efforts in other sectors of the economy, most notably
in eliminating domestic wastes produeed by our municipalities, and, of. course,
to reduce the enormous sine of ourFederal budget. .

The bill we are introducing today would provide that 50 percent of the revenue
collected' would be redistributed to the Nation's municipalities to assist them
in the 'constriction and maintenance of waste, treatment facilities. Mr. President,
there is nothing 'more obvious today than the funding gan between inthorisations
and aPpropriations for the construction of waste treatment facilities. Every
Member of this body hi aware of the critical need TOr more money for pollution
.Control efforts. Unfortunately' the 'Federal fiscal outlook today its not promising
for :increased Pollistion *Control expenditures.' Unless an alternative source of
funds' in found, 'the 'present gap will almoat certainly. continue. 'The situation
will continue to get worse instead of better. . : .

This bill' Would,, preilde muchuf the additional needed revenues. It has been
estlinated' by Dr. Knee*, already mentioned, that an average effluent charge of
10-cents per pound of waete applied on a national basis would at present
waste Prodnction rates, approximately' $2 billion in revenue each year. Of course,
it is expected that the actual amount collected .would be lower due to Improve-
'pent* made by industry to reduce their waste Production.

ConseriatiVely, however.'Dr. Kfieese estimates that in the first year of -opera-
tion, the effluent charge sistem conld be expected to 'produce a' minimum. of $1.5
billiOn IC reVenues Which would then be available to the municipalities for..the
construction' of waste treatment Plants.- This 'is- almost seven times the anunint
'which.- would be provided 'hY the Nixon budget, almost three -times the amount
the' House has voted,' and '1% times the aniount Which hai been, authorised' by
the *Senate for the current' year. In vie* at the fact that' thersis a .$2 billion

. ,
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backlog for Federal funds alone; the need for increased revenue is painfully ob-
vious. This bill would provide that revenue. . . .

". Fifth, the bill 'will provide strong economic incentives:for :the creation of re-
gional water management associations.' These astiociations wilt provide tbe nec-
essary coordination to make a comprehensive attack on a region's Water Pollution
problems possible.' They will also enable us to- take advintage of significant eco-
nomics of scale which can be realized in treatmentefforts This wilL sharply
reduce the costa associated with water quality improvement.

What I. more important, the bill will allow the maximum *possible freedom' in
developing these water management associations.. Existing associations such as
the Delaware River. Basin Commisaion,' will be encoaraged- to develop compre-,
hensive plans for treatment works and other contra ineasures as soon u pOz
Bible. Once the Secretary of the Interior lesatisfied that these;plintare adequate,
he is empowered' to turn over to the commission grants from the special' trust
fundlor the construction 'of rtgiOnal water impro*ement ficilitiet. Thus; the bill
looki toward turning ultimate responsibility' for water quality:Management over
to associattOns which can . provide the necessary coordination' betWeetr industry,
local governMente and State and Federal authorities.

mousy OP ADvANTeoss

Thus, the bill presents five principal advantages First, it promises to' sharply
improvemater quality' in a short period, of time. Second, it -places responsibility
on the, polluter, and not the public, -for paying for damage to' the environment.
Third; the bill works towardan ultimate solution to the pollutiOn problem bY. en-
couragins waste reduction rather than waste 'conversion. 'Irourth, 'the bill Will
provide substantial new sources of sorely needed' revenueto finance the construc-
tion of municipal waste treatment. facilities. Fifth, and perhaps most important,
the bill provides atrong economic incentives for the creation of regional :water
management aisociations.

ADTANTAGSS FOS -MUMS'

The bill, however, has advantages not only- for those concerned' with dealing
. up our waters, but for those who aredoingthe. polluting. The immediate reaction
I have obtained from. some.people with whom I have discussed the "How
about businesses that have to use Water for legitimate and .desirible'productive
purposes? How will they be affected?" -.

Mr. President, I think there may be some. private support for this. measure
among the industries involved. -To, .the industrialist who: I. faced with paying
the charges, .the bill his advantages; over the, present strategy:. Faced .by. n2asslve
public demands backed by Federal anfi.State enforcement, efforts to clean up pol-
lution, the industrialist is faced with two alternatives: .He . can either support
a system of effluent charges which will'enable, him, to make hie 'own decisions
as to how best to reduce waste production through changes' in his production
processes, at his own speed, or he can, continue to face increasing 'Federal and
State preunire to stop all' pollution by a date which 14 imposed on him.* It is a.
choice between force and freedom.-- In ,either, case,: the publictlemands that our
waters be Cleaned up-ind Soon.' The :demand is clear::It'willeot go away:It
will only increinie in the yeti* ahead: SOMething will be done-The onlY question
which now remains its, how will it be'dOnerlItii theindustriillitoirtin presents
an alternative,en alternative much More attractive than:Whet. he tan exped to
face in the next feW years underthepreient'system..;:, - r

ADVANTAGFA FOS' oolial2FATIONIars

For the conservationist who is Concerned over owls, that An; actUal ImProvement
'in the quality of the water, the bill also has. advantages.:. Some may charge that .

the bill does not 'demand a completehalt.to all-water pollution hamediately.Of
course, :that is. true. The:point 'IL. however, !given', the . practical impossibility 'of
enforcing absoltte standardsesainat industry,' the bill provides Outmost 'nation- .

. able alternative. The bill prOvideestrong economic incentives, incentives industry .

',understands, to'clean up pollution. The. results much more'sweeping. than
those obtained from' isolated enforcement' efforts: to, stop ellpollution in it given
intlustry.:The 'difference: is:that the ;effluent charge ; approack will.' provide the
maximum across-the-board improvement iin water quality.-, And.this-th what we
should he interesteffin.' Ideal standards whickeannot postal*, be enforced ire

. equal ;to having.no standards at all. We must tempt ocononole ant polltleul: reel- '
44-815.70--14.
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ties. We must seek the optimum solution, whether or not it represents the theore-
tical ideal. If we want clean water, not idealetandards,- then the effluent charges
technique is called for. The crisis is too serious to argue over. ideal standards. We'
must .begin to move swiftly- and we must: adopt.the strategy which Will give us
the -mazimuin amount of improvement in theshortelt time.: The system, of ef-
fluent charges will do this. It willgive us cleaner:Water-ins short time, and that.,
is- what .we should 'be concerned: about.. :

. , .
WI10. 111IIIPPOSTIV RJVLWINT, 01141101a?..

Perhaps most important; the efiluenteharge.tichniqne his nubs/andel stippott
in the' Federal Water. Pollution: ControtAdministration,the prindpal agency: in- .
volved in, the problein. In' 'comprehensive aMdy. et the Delaware lietuat7, the
Fi7P0A concluded that7- . : , :

" (1 y, Effluent' charges should be: 'Moist* considered' as ;seethed for Staining
. water. quality iniprovement: . (2 A charge .of t0:10 'coati-pet' Potind:OtozAren .

demanding ,matarial .dieCharget appears '.telkothiCe. relatively largeindeamstn
Critkal dissolvedOxygen levels.': (8) A charge ofthat *el isnotexpetteittecaule
'major regional economic readjUstnienti (inch aithe Closing of indultrial plants) .:..
in the . study area (DelaWare .:111ver.". Estuary).: (4) The, charge: niethod : sittains

Lhe.mme pal as a conventional method of improving 'water. quality,but treat-
ment costa are -lower,. and the effec.ton:Wastedischargem is more equitable. Also
thetharge provides' a continuing incentive for the discharge* torednothis *Step ,
discharge and serves ail guideto publieinVistment

2 Tho 'diluent oharge 'Program' abe.haa..tha =Nen of.theVouncilotlkonanic
Advisers and the Environmental Pollution: Panel- of .the:president'i. Science
':visory: Committee.-. In addition; l the: President's.:Task .Force on 'Pollution Abate.

ment consisting of representatiVes from.. the -Bnretu. of the..ffludget; : the Council

:. of .Economic Advisers, _the.Departmentof .Commerce,the. Depertmentor the In._
terior and- the Treamtry Department strongly. recommetidedn systent of national
'effluent charges.: What is more, :the .eghtent .charp technique hie the supPortef
most major economists and is supported by 'such research organisations' -Re

....Sources !Or the Future, which' has done substantial research intothe system,. and

stronglY Tecommends 'its Implementation in the 'United -Rabin Thus the' concept
is not new; and it has the suppOrt. of majorelements in-the Government including
the major water Pollution' cOntrol agency. ,, :._;.:- . '7:

. I might say,' Mr. President,thatthis Is technique that hat.heen used for some
years, vvith greet. stems, in-Europe,1where," of.: Mune,: industrY",.iv .much :more
Intensely concentrated; and . thus pollution could ibe a much more: serious prob.

has been the. prineipal technique which ham- keptthelthineltiver,lor .ex-
: ample, from . being the"' terrifloally polluted type Of street' ' which so !Many -.of
our waterways,' -like Lake' Erie ant other areas,; have beeome. -It works 'well,
and has bem adopted in Canada as well as in Europe. : '

WHATWUZ Tian', Int

- The hill we are introducing todaY directs the Secretary id the Interior, in con
, 'Junction with, the Secretaty.of the :Trealury tO establish 'a schedule of. charges
for Maio substanCes which, detraclfroin the..qualityd :Mir:Nation's *ate*: The
chargei will be based:on the datnagedifferentsubitancee inflict on:the:water.

. Each p011uterwill then pay, an- amount based enthe quantitY of. partied's', Wastes
:he dnmps Intl the water.- Atenytime:hotnay4iitition: the. FWPCA'fot a change
in Ws total charges dile to improrenientn he has. made. in the pinductiveProcess
which cuts down on wastes.

Fifty percent of tbe revenue-Collected will thenbe redistribtitet to municipal!. :.

ties: for the construction of muniCipar waste. tteatMent.!plants The, remaining
50 perCent will be placed in it !Riedel trest.' fund ,Which, will be:alb:kited to -the
'regional asiociations 'once they -receive Certification fronn the:Federal Water" Pol.
lutlon Control Administration This will ,enable the Cities :to :construCt many :of
the badly'needed:Wastetreatanentlatilities whiCh havelnit received" 'adequate

.::.'funding.-in. recent yearn -It Will alsO. -ProvideStiong :eCOnomic incentiviSfor the
lormatio* of regional., water;.Minagement :niukciationewhich can *vide a cocr .
dinitet attack On water polIntion:probleMs..."4.:!"....;:i2:!1.,,,,-!-' ._ .-:

Mr.,:Presidenti the: Nation's Water:crisis is getting more: seriOus: The 'need; for .

neW 'strategy ritt attacklsonlytoe'clear.'. The water Is gettingdirtier,--.'not
.eleaner. Unless n teW:: strategy Is I developed it 'May ibs Many Yeari.befoiro Any
.'ligniftcant'propesSismade.againstWater,p011ntiOn::The:billwe are IntrOducing

. ...
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:today provides that new strategy. It promises to yield significant improvements
In water quality in a short time. It will do this in an equitable manner. It will
4o it less expensively than is possible using coenion. Most important, it will con-
tribute to the ultimate solution of the pollution problem, that Is the reduction
of waste. As the diatingulshed Senator from Maine (Mr. Matilde), who has been
.a great leader in this area, has stated :

"Any concept of the environmentair, water, or landas an infinite reser-
voir, with an infinite capacity to dilute, disperse, and assimilate waste is out-
moded and irresponsible ... [We must] shift the focus to waste management and
reduction as the most effective guarantee of environmental improvement."

The bill we are introducing today will work toward Ms end.- As Senator
Muskie has indicated, we must look to the future. This bill is an effort toward

that end. _ 1
Mr. Preildent I introduce this bill in behalf of myself, the Senator from Mon-

lank , (Mr. Mandeld), the Senator from Ohio (Mr. Young), my colleague from
Wisconsin (Mr. Nelson); the Senator from Colorado (Mr. Dominick), the Sen-
.ator from New Jersey ,(Mr. Case), the Senator from Indiana (Mr. Hartke), the
Senator from South Dakota (Mr. McGovern), the Senatorfrom 'Nevada (Mr.

.Cannon), and the Senator from Rhode Island (Mr. Pell).
I ask that the bill be appropriately referred, and that it be printed in the

'Record at this point.
The Passunso Omona (Mr. Allen in the chair). The bill will be received and

appropriately referred ; and, without objection, will be printed in the Record
in accordance with the Senator's request

The bill (S. AM), to provide a program of pollution control in selected river
basins and waterways of the United States through comprehensive planning and
financial assistance to municipalities and regional management associations for
the construction of waste treatment facilities, introduced by Mr. Proxmire (for
himself and other Senators), was receired, read twice by its Utle referred to
the Committee on Public Works, and ordered to be printed in the Record, as

:follows: .

-"S. 3181
. . .... ". . ..

"SHOOT TITL1

-"Sxonou 1. This Act may be cited as the "Regional Water Qualit7 Aet of 1970".
, ."sneezes AND mimosa

. ,

"Sao. 2. (a) Congress Ands and declares that the clear, fresh, natural waters of
the-Nation's rivers, lakes, streams, estuaries, bays, and coastal areas have beeome

.,:despoiled and unsightly delaying grounds:for the .wastes of our industrine and
for the raw or inadequately treated sewage of our communities; that there is

:a national concern 'for the potentially harmful effects of these Waters to our
health and welfare, for the esthetic qualities of these Aerate* and 'for the suit-

Ability of these :waters for municipal, agricultural, industrial, recreational and
wildlife and sport and commerciallish noes; that thereto a nationaturgency: to
control, prevent, and eliminate polluting substanees in these, waterer through the
construction, where: appropriate; of . Coordinated river 'basin or areawido waste

: treatment .works if these 'waters are to' be reclaimed: and restored to adequate
standards Of .quality 'for our ,healthi welfare, Inetreeourcer needs; that preeent
Federal programer now authorised to provide. 'financial issistance.hrthe con-
struction of such works are inadequate to meet the rising demand !Or the works

...and that these programs have focused on the need for individual municipalities
to construct treatment facilities nither their On coordinatet.efforts to Clean np

-; entire 'river basins and attach all Major aourcee of *glutton; that thesapiennt .

programer need to be' supplemented by-a prOgranr Which foetus* on n cOOrdinated. . I

regional 'approach which proVidei desirable . economie ineentives to' Water users
-to conserve water 'and te minImise pOlIntionthrotighreduetion in the quantity :

of waste products dumped Into these waterways and. which' Wilt enCOurage. the
formation of interstate regional ',water 'management associations which ulti-:

-ornately will assume full finingatresPensibilitt for the:provision of waste treat- .

Erna works in the most effective, and economically manna ,

: j"(b). It is 'therefore thelittrirnnief thief Act tOOnnienagOthe per-
manent Water management liniefitiorne:whieh'-areXes*Xisible:.fer the
ipteparation and deSelopment :of rcomprehensivopiellittlern tontrok plena :far n11.- .

or part Of triver basin or parts:thorsOtthat.11 conaisteit with or.psrt 'of:S;com ,

208
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prehensive river. basin water and related land use plan for the area. These ob-
jectives shall be accomplished through* . : ;

"(1) the establishment of economic Incentives te water...usere to coneerve
water and minimise wastee andto join together regional waterinanagement
associations to promOte the most eflIcientuseef the water sources of the region ;.

and .

" (2) :the provision of financial assistance to Municipalities and reahmelnian-
agement associations fOr the *construction Of waste treatinent. faellitien. 2,

. "nernextrorts

"Sac. 8. For the purposes of this Act the term
" (1) 'Secretary' means the Secretary of the Interior ;, '
"(2) 'construction' includes preliminary planning to determine theeconomic

and engineering feasibility Of waste treatment activities; theengineering,"archi-
, tectural, legal, fiscal, aid economic investigations and' studies,- surveys,' designs,

, plans, working drawings, specifications, procedures, sand other action necessary
to the construction of such facilities; and theereCtion, building; acquisition; al-
teration, remodeling, improvement,' or extension of' such facilities; and 'the in-
spection and supervision of the construction of mu% facililtes,

'(8) 'waste treatment facilities'ineans the various deviees used in the treat-
ment of sewage or industrial:wastes of a liquid nature, inclnding the neeesaary
intercepting sewers, outfall sewers, pumping, poWers, and Other equipment,' and
their appurtenances, and includes any extensions, improvements, remodeling,.
additions, and alterations thereof, ; and .

"(4) 'State' means a State,' the District of Columbia; the CoMmonwealth of
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam. .

"NATIONAL ATILTINMT ONANCUOI

"Sac. 4. (a) In furtherance of the purpose of this Act, the Secretary' and
the Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe such regulations as are neeessary
to establish and put into effect not later than June 1971, a echedule of national
efiluent charges for all those substances other than domestic sewage which de-
tract from the quality of the Water for' Municipal, agricultural, industrial, rec-
reational, sport, wildlife and commercial.fish uses. In determining such charges
the Secretary shall consider the relationship between the quantity and quality
of the waste discharged and the resulting damage to the quality of the waterway
as the base for specific charges.

"(b) Revenues collected by the Secretary of the Treasury pursuant to such
charges Shall be deposited in a trust fund (hereinafter referred to as the 'fund')
in the Treasury to be available without further appropriationto the Secretary
for use as prescribed in section 5. . -

"(c) Any person who vivattes any regulation established .pursnant' to this.
Act shall be subject to a civiLpenalty of not less 'than $1,000 .nor more than
$5,000 for each violation. Each day of such'violation shall-constitute a separate
offense. Such penalties may be compromised by the Secretary, when deemed in

"(d) TheUnited States district eourts.shall, upon Petition by -the approlriate
United States attorney or the Attorney General on 'behalf of the United States,
have jurisdiction to restrain violations of regulations established pursuant to.

"Sac. 5. (a) The Secretary shall distribute amounts ,recelied in the fund in
each fiscal year according to the folloWing fOrniula : fifty per centum shall be
allocated to municipalities for the construction of waste ;treatment facilities
in accordance with section 0, and fifty per centum shall be allocated to regional
water management associations for the construction of ;Waste treatmentfa-.
ditties in accordance with seetion 7..

,411AMT11 TO *U14161PilaTMI

"Sim 8. Froin-allocations"pursuani to 'section', 5 the tieretiri :shall Make
greets to municipalities in' any State tor the eoaatinetion of waste treatment
facilities. Stich' grants shill be Made on a' priority , bible determined .bylbe
Secretary in.' secordaike 'viith' the purpbso of this Aet :la:atieh manner as to
provide for such facilities wheie the need is greatest:
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"OUSTS TO 1NGIONAL 11ANAO1ILINT ASSOCIATIONS
A- A-"Sze., 7. From allocations pursuant. to section 4 the Secretary shall mase

'grants to regional management associations for the construction of waste treat-
:ment facilities. Such grants shall be made (1)' in amounts determined on the
basis of the population of the area to be served and the urgency of the need, and
(2) subject to the condition that

"(A) the association has developed and submitted to the Secretary, a com-
prehensive water pollution control plan for the region over which it has
.juriediction;

"(B) such region covers the nick of one or more river basins in one or more
States or is an area in one or more States of related land uses ;

"(C) the Secretary determines that such plan provides for a coordinated at-
lack on water pollution and other related conservation problems in such region ;
-and

"(D) such association is a permanent organisation with authority (including
enforcement authority) to carry out such plan.

"OTHIN CONDITIONS AND SEQIIIIMISNTS
_

"Sac. 8. The Secretary may establish by regulation such other conditions and
requirements for grants pursuant to this Act as he determines necessary to carry
out the purpose of this Act"

Mr. REUSS. Thank you, Dr. Kneese.
Dr. Willard.

STATEMENT OF DR. BEATRICE E. WILLARD, VICE PRESIDENT,
THORNE ECOLOGICAL l'OUNDATION

Dr. Wiumw. Thank you 9try much, CongressmanReuss.
We of the Thorne Ecological Foundation are grateful for this op-

portunity to express our views on this subject.
You have my statement, so I will sununarize very briefly, because

I think perhaps the questions and responses will be more, interesting
.and valuable;

It is interesting to me to listen to Mr. Brower and Dr. Kneese here
this morning because their ideas, although we have not collaborated
et all on tlus, really complement some of the things we are very
concerned, about and very eager to emphasize.

The first is that as an ecelogical organization, we are particularly
.anxious that in trying to solve all of the grave environmental prob-
lems of the Nation and to effect what help Ne can to .the world in
this region, that we take an ecological view of the Whole project and by
this we mean a long, broadl comprehensive view.

As an illustration of this, I would like to draw an analogy ,with the
-way that NASA works when getting ready fora spaceflight.

A.11 of the various facets of the life-support system for the astro,
nauts are reviewed in detail in advance. They go,throngh experiments;
they feed all of the information into computers and have everything
programed in advance to make sure as much as possible that.every,
thing is going to really work in concert because they, do not want
the astronauts to get to the moon and notgetback: ,

believe that economics and ecology come togather here somewhere.
basins. I think it is a very ecological approach. I cannot heli but

croelloatTocnaltoFtre lidfaet.isounppwportulsystd toof etre til:tisimon, nlidtiesoft

Dr. ICneese, I appreciated your comMent' about the regioaal river

,

tr.1'!,
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And the second pointI am not an economist and it. is with a bit
of trepidation I follow an outstanding economist on this pointbut
the more I study ecology, the more I am convinced that 111 ecology
is good economics. And-we have many examples of this, th bad and
good; in our Nation. ,

I have chosen to emphasize two good examples :
More than 50 years ago we established the national forest system

and some of the practices of the forest system in sustained yield man-
agement of our tunber resources are basically good economics as well
as good ecology because they keep the system at a point where it can
continue to be productive, healthy, viable, and carrying-on all of its
govcesses with the least amount of input of time, energy, and 'money

We have many. examples in which, when we do not do this, and we
want to again use that same ecosystem productively, we have to invest
vast amounts of money and effort, on which we do not always get a
recovery of investment or ecosystem.

I had the experience a few years ago of going to see where the Scot-
tish people were trying to put a forest bact together again. And they
just have not been- able to do it with "significant input of, scientific
expertise and considerable money and effort.

.And we have many examples of this fact in the world ; we have some
in our own Nation.

The second example, very briefly, is that good economics and good
ecologff have joined forces in the operation of the Taylor Grazing
Act. I am not trying to say these things are operating perfectly at
this point. They are not. But the Taylor Grazing Act was an attempt
to realize that there is a balance, that: when we have a healthy, viable
ecosystem operating with man realizing he is a very vital part of it,
the whole idea of exchange of materials, cycling of materials=this
idea you brought out on an economic basis, Dr. Kneeseis very
ecoloecal, too. .

And when we realize we do not own all of these tliings; and cannot do
whatever we please with them in our lifetime, 'then we come to a very
different way of, as Mr. Brower so well said, "loving the ecosystem."

Interrelated with all of this, of course, is that we must realize that
we have to stabilize the population and perhaps even decrease it. This,
to an ecologist is the A, B C's, really, and we practice it with all kinds
of other organisms. We do not trv to crowd plantations with trees;
we do not try to overcrowd fields ok wheat ; we do not try to overcrowd
cows and sheep on rangeland or pastures. But somehow we have not
ever quite seen 'that this Sanity biological principle applies to us as a
biological entit

, , . .

I could not helP but think of the double .meaning Of the words
"dense" used by Mr. Brower. HoW dense can 'we .be intellectUally
and biologically on thil Point. The result can 'Only be to dilute` our
capacities, our resourcea, and to augMent enTironmerital

It is, of courselthe same thing we face in relation, ta Inflation: As
long is we inflate the population, the individuarS valUe 'and rtmlicky
goes d-mn ; his ability fo influence anything goes' doWn:.It also in-
creases the environmental problems very severely. , . ,

; You asked us eight very_challenging questions, Càngressman Reuss,
nd I htahesolutaivone fe.w

C(*tain t!leY
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The first thing., we feel you/strongly that the .Nation needs a Na-
tional Center of Ecolvy. R%ether we call it ecological action, eco-
logical health, or wordination, wheAever, we need something that is
looking at the total ecosystem of the Nation and all of the individual
ecosystems that comprise it. '

The first thing this organization needs to do is to make a survey of
existing,resources. :

Now, we have forest surveys, soil surveys, geological surveys.-But
never liave we really looked at all of these resources at one time in
concertas ecosystems.

I realized this so well a few years ago when the hearings were-being
held on the central Arizona project. A representative from Texas was
wanting more of the NAWAPA water in Texas.

"What did he want to do with itl" the Louisiana representative
asked.

"We want to grow cotton."
"Why do you want to grow cotton, when we are getting paid in

Louisiana to keep it out of production I"
And ecologically, this is a very good question.
And this center would have many duties: It would institute the

research programs to augment present ecological knowledge. It would-
act as a clearinghouse for information and it would provide teams
that could'help all typea of groups that are trying to solve ecological
problems. The center might have a commission which *ould review
all types of projects that have some environmental impiet so that
they might be scrutinized to avoid detrimental ecological effects, dupli-
cation, or acting at counter-purposes.

The center would hopefully determine what the optimum density
is for the population of the United States. It would also develop edu-
cation programs to lead us into better understanding our role as stew-
ards ofland and sea. ,

Then, me haVe some other suggestions that we think would be
helpful. Often the public 'agenc?s, which are supposed to serve the
public good, are in fact the enemies of -the environment. This was very

iclearly seen n relation to the fight over the dams in the Grand Canyon.,
Rapid action is needed by all agencies to review -all theirs projects
from the standpoint of ecological impact. All new projects should be
stopped now until it can be determined how :they ate going to affect,
the environment, and how many of these projects are really goingto
be needed.

Another question put to eackproject should-be "How does it fit into
a total plan, not just a plan for the Colorado River Basin or some
other place?"

But I often thinkrin relation to ecology, that if we ran our indi-
vidual or, national bank accounts the way we run, our ecolou in this.
Nation, iwe would all be bankrupt already.; We are alwayeloolcing at
ecologr in a very short-term way ; arid life is long-term. It has_ been,
here d long tithe and hopefully it wilt be atound a long time longer,.
and I want nian to be here with it, too. . 4r

And we need to hopefully get the land management agencies:up-
dated, as well as the prOjett agencies. All of theseorganizationa are
doing a creditable jOb.'Althoiig-l'we may differ with thoin On various
points, we are not saying they aro dishonest in. 'anyway. Bit with the ,

.
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present inforination explosion man needs to be retreaded intellectually
every 5 years. Some of the agency people have been in office for 85
years and they have never had much opportunity. for "intellectual
retreading." In addition the agencies all need to review their policies
their programs, their information, and to bring it up to date ecologi-
cally.

Also, to emphasize the hearing you held last summer on population,
and to underscore what the Presiclent has said on this same subject is
highly important. I real forceful positive program on population
stabilization is a very crying, need.

I haven't any brilliant ideas about exactly how to go about it, but
maybe we can start in some small way. For instance, the income tax
system certainly puts a premium on children rather than in any way
benefiting those who do. not have children. As it now stands, the more
you ha7e, the more deductions you get, not that a deduction necessarily
pays for a child.

In 'regard to the question you asked about on litigation as One of the
ways to handle some of these environmental problenis, having closely
observed three in the State of Colorado in the last 9 monthe, I would
say that this is a very costly, slow-moving, and not necessarily effective
method of handling the environmental problems that face us .

In the first plaCe, it often stops people from action rather, than ro--
pelling them into it, because you have to be awfully mad ands
desperate to use the tool. .

()f course we are being led by effective peoPle in this area, such as
Victor Yannacone. He is certainly giving people courage, but he also
charges a high retainer.

I think there are some other avenues,institutions such as the Labor
Relations Boatd, public land courts, review systems, ands° forth.

And I would like to seesince we still are, and hope we remain
so for some time, a capit,alistic Nationthat we would use some ways
and means of encouraging industry and private individuals to take
positive action. In legislation that is passed in relation to air and water.
pollution and other 'rinds of environmental controls, .ive 'should not
necessarily always think about means of negative slapping of hands.
And this would mean, perhaps,.putting a floor, a threshold that has to
be met, and then leaving a ceiling off so the niduitry could go as far
as they wanted, they, might be motivated to do mcire.

I think that sums up my. remarks. Wecertainly appreCiate the op-
portunity.

.(Dr. Willard's prepared etstementLfo...110_WC)

FRZTABED STATEMMNT 07 DZ. BUTZ= E. wuwu, VIOZ PBSOIDENT, .THORND
ECOLOGICAL FOUNDATION

am Dr. Beatrice E. Willard, vice predident of the Thorne Ecological Founda-
tion in Boulder, Oolo. This organisation appreciates: Oongressman Reuss' in-
vitation to voice its thoughts on what needs to be accomplished during the
"Environmental Decade" of the 1970's' in order to solve the Nation's inany en-
vironmental problems. We at Thorne have three Major interrelated Points we
would like to emphasise in regard to. the "Environmental Decade.of the 1970s.".

First and 'foremost, as ecologists, We are concerned that an ecOlogical approach
be used in seeking solutions to the many, environmental problemsair polNtion,
water pollution; land degradation;' poisoning of plants; animate, ourselves; with
"Miracle chemicals," extinction 'of species, and nidit of a the hunian Population
explosion. The ecological approach first takes a' broad long view of the environl
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went and its problems as an entirety-rot the ecosystem as the complex, multidV
mensional fabric that it is. Having taken- this integrated wide view, then compre-
hensive solutions must be Bought. This does not mean that individual ;solutions - .

to the above-mentioned conditions are ineffectivebut it does mean we should
know in advance where and how these solutions At into the whole llfe-support
system and what effects.these individual solutions may have on the total ecologi-
cal fabric. Otherwise, we may end up with a thread here knotted to one Over
there, and so forthpulling the whole fabric .up into a functionless ball.

-As an -.example of how this -broad .view.- could function, an analogy with the
operation of NASA Is unfit NASA, In preparation for each spaceflight thoroughly
analyses all facets of each flight---before, during,:and afterto ensure its suc-
cess; to avoid predictable-problems; and to -maintain the mechanical lifesupport
system in equilibrium- with. the demands upon it: This attitude of total scrutiny
of action, whet applied to the impact that man- has had on. ecosystems,: can- be
very beneficial- to the Nation and the . World, at a time when concern for the
environment has never been greater. .

To continue the analogy, NASA uses the latest theories, matheniatIcal-Models,
and equipment of systems analysis to accomplish its huge task of-coordination,
judgments, and-decisions necessary to maintain a living systein:away from this
planet. ;Mita from all parts. of the syitem are fed Into' computers that are.pre:
Programed to yield information and instruCtions to keep allsystemi"go"; or to
sound an alert, if 'some system is not -"go." Suchlin approach tO the ecosystems
of this .Nationof which man has long been -an integral -and vitat partcould
better enable him to harmonise.his activities Withthose.of the systems,- in such
way as to Operate at optimum lerels' much,lf not all, the time. Inthis way- he
would- frequently avoid ecologies! disniptions; instead he- would'operate in a
constructive role ln ecosystems. A branch' of the 'science of ecologysystems
ecologyis presently addresaing itself to Just this task. :-

Second, we Would -like to point out that the goot.ocology. la. good. economics.
There is wide belief and feeling among leaders in business, and some-Government
agencies, that good* ecology is too expensive; that the cost of concern for the
environment cannot be transmitted to- the- consumer; that- the -choice is either
ugliness and prosperity, or beauty and bankrupter ; either clean rivers and Closed
.factories,- or water pollution and' active 'economy.: But 'as a result 'of this Con!
tention, we are also witnessing the fact.thatutilising ecoeystems for:short-term
gain.cen result in a -long,. and -far More CostlY prOcess of restoratiot."-.*

Interestingly, the words "ecOlogy" and "edonomics" 'come from thetame Greek
root : oikos, meaning "honie" Or "habitat." Therefore, lt is not surprising that
some 'of the principles- of these fields -interrelate, especially those having to do
With:balance, stability, diversity, the integrated interaction' of rcoMpOnents, ;as
Well 'as inflation. . . .

.

That coed ecology_ is -good econoniimi Ie. illustrated' by nomeof -our national
activities

1. The COngressiOnal act that eatablishet the nationat :tweets in lhe 'early
part Of this centitrY, brotight abOnt a hudgeted,balanced,Integrated remOral of
thither !rem the Public lands '. so is .tO -ensure the `continued* high -productivity_
of quality timber 'by those lands. "Balance," "budget," "stability 'of stand,"-
"dirersitr wail,. not being. taken into 'aceountby the early Hasher .barons who
reaPed 'all theY void& -Ind left:behind devastated, ecosyntents that have 'been
Costly to rebuildsometimes more costlY to rebnild than "ebterving ecologiCally
oriented Methode of leggingivotild hive been tO Practiee. ' .' f' -.;

2.. The Taylor Grating Att of 1984 fOrMed the Gratifig.Serviee for the pnrpose
of.nianaging the public gMting ,landa in- Mich Si Manner as to providecOntinued
grating Productivity, so as to Stabilise the livellhoOdS of etoekmen: This ecOnonii-
CallyecolOgicat approach tograsifig kinds stipplanted the exploitive method!" that
were' leading.to ultimate 'destrtiction Of' the- retionece Now 'stockmen an harvest
better animals while -rebuilding and maintaining better rangebut it waseostly
to have to rebuild. - -' . . - -.
....These ,two examples epitomise Teddy.Roosevelt's "wise ,use" in .centrast to ex-;
PloitatiOn andeonsisMption They illingtate cotitinnity..Of a resouree,.nalts
'Iteration. But unfortumiteir Man'a activitiet in other '. ecosVatema of :one Nation
still previde tiswith nunierons eiamples of eiploitation Ind Consninption, rather .
than . of wiae use.' Fortunately the Nation. recently. has become.acutely.awaie that .

our onee beautiful; and-bountiful .eonntry. I. 'deterioratinaH-rapidly..
; Third,., a stable poPulitiOn;, balanced against ; our resoUreee and the; piatity Of

entironment, is imperative te survival of the AmeriCan. waY lifeevento.life ..; .
.
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itself. The fact is that there is an optiinum number of organisms for the resources
of any given' site. Beologists have long known this fact from.studying the 'opera-
tion of animal and plant populatiOns. It is the principle practiced by the Forest
'Service in its sustained yield forestry.. It is the. principle used in determining
t arrying capacity for grazing lands. When the optimum number is exceeded, re-
sources are thrown out of balance and the economy of the ecosystem deteriorates.
When this optimum is maintained, the processes inherent in the system continue
at a high level of productivity and well-being.

The principle 'is clear 'but we have yet to coma to grips :with its apPlication
to usas a society, or as a species. , .' . .. ,

The ecologist sees that We must curb the human population explosionjust as
we seek to curb inflation. "Inflation 'of the population" .makes each individual

; less valuable, less capable of action, more depreued, just as inflatiOn of the dollar .

does these same 'things. -As a. Nation of , "rugged individualists," 'we .can, hardly
allow for_that to happen to people.' Inflation of pepulatIon also makee the whole
Nation run faster and faster in an effort to catch npmore roads, more house%
mote 'cities, 'more electricity,' et ceteraall of which dilutes our quality, environ-
Ment, depletes, our resources faster,: postpones -our .investment of time,' talent,
money in items of cultureeducation, music, art- . . .. .

Our national' theme really should be ."better and better," rather than.."more
and more.": "Better and better" would be :reflected..in. a large ,groes national
product from, higher quality rather that quantity. We .see this operate now in
.agriculture, where a peach: tree.can either be ,mansged so it bears hundreds of
small, barely edible, or salable fruits, or &salvof large,-juicy, delectable fruits
that are easily sold at relatively.high prices. .. - ,."

Were we to focus ow e "quality ,life" .as .a Nation, .miny aignifleant. changes
would be wrought. , We could .gradually .eliminate poverty, criine, delinquency,
segregation, as well as solve our. environmental problems. But when we concen,
trate on quantity; it leaves littletime, energy, or money:to develop quality...

Population stabilization Would do much to assist in all environmental Problenis.
Ifiitead of planning sewerage .treatment plants:on an .ever-expanding scale, we

cooki plan for a given number.and work for their greater and greater 'efficiency
o f treatment so as torelease Cleaner,and, cleaner wate:Anstead.of planning more
and More roads, we vould develop those we have -to their. best advantage; leaving
landscape and cities free . of.the goliathan, that .nowitrangles so:many. Instead
of the demand for a new .city , every Month, we teuld do a better, job of. rebuilding
the ones we have with..a better, More livable daign. Instead of seeking more and
more minerals we could concentratOon -learning, how7to recycle.the ;ones. We have..

.-. We can learn a, great leason lir Observing. a atablO'ecogyitemin tts.ecorioniici.
It is- a dynamic system, with continuous flow :of energy and. tuaterials..into
and out of. it. There is . turnover of individuals, but, there is..eaSqUilibrium.ea-
tablished where there are no great excessive fior deficiences.' All lite all .WOrks
together as a , unit 'With:a etabilized: human pOpulation at a' level: scientifically
determined is optimum for Our natural resourca,, ear, ebeiety Could ajOY this
same high level dynandc Aufilbrium for Caturies..If we 'do not,. _the Outlook

. In regard to popelation stabilization, lit isOften,esid thee:Meats no:use con-
trolling U.S... population! . when the People in other. countries are:reprodueing at
a faster rate. Several facts' tear directlY on t.this Each; .person, in.. the
United States uses' six tima. es ef, the World's :reioureei, than :Persons
outside the .U.S.A.thus our: penulatiOn 'stabilisation .would tend. 10 bring..us
;into better, balance:With: the world's :Teionree*; ( b).7,stabilishig oir',Own :papule-,
tion.. would .speed the rate_ at'. Which:we...could solve. Oar myriad environmental
problems, , and . (0). :oar demonstration . that we . want toand. can', de. Come. into
'balance ;with reeources, .for':onr Own. national: good will. Oak' for. keelf to otir

: ACTION,. PROPOiALB
. . .

. . ,

(Es), The' most imPortant, eingle PrOgramthe''Therne EcolOgleal. FOundition
:Can envision for the environmental".decade.ia formation' ota National `.0enter
for Ificologitiel. Action' This: ; Organization WeolC haVe *veal' 'interrelated
functions

To make an ecOlOgleat'seraY- (an'enVirannental YesoUrcee: inientery). Of
the Nation, an& determh* the present-itate of .ealOgical "health" Of :all 'the
ecosystems. This :survey .wOuld 'be' Conducted in i'a 'eerie* of Phan*: ind:WOuld
ntllizO thelateat in data'. storage and rarleal; ,
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2. To institute research:Programs On those facets of . the Nation's ecosystems
-*here present information is inadequate for determining a Courne of action ;

8. To act as a clearinghouse for information on all tYpes of "environmental
coneern" *Programs, their data and techniques' encourage the private sector to
:accomplish as much as it can as rapidly as it can; _

To'provide "environmental .quality control" teams for consulting with Fed-
eral agencies, local and State; governments, private 'citizens On what is' needed

.on specific environmental tastes. These taunt would have expertise in basic
-ecology; hYdrology, Climatilogy, Output.* prograMing, systems analysis, group
dynamics, *environmental design, end' engineering; '

5. To deterinine 'criteria for national, regional; and local "Carrying capacities,"
closely coordinated with the environmental inventery end with local' and re.

Itional needs, resourees, and individuality, ; ,** ,

. 43. To establish- a "bluegibbon" coMmission for reviewing tall Government
projects affecting the envirennient io t.hat Coordination of ietivitiee and' renults
in all lectOrs could be' asimied. (This could coordinate end,* coMplement the
Connell on Environmental Quality.) _ . :

7. To.' develop stewardship: programs in regards to ill lande; private and
public. This is a long-term goal, but could be pushed on' public lands to greater
extent than now, exists. Government agency attitudes ire still somewhat

-exploitive.
8. To have an international brineh to monitor effects of onr national activitien

(b)- We bellevethat special Congressional coMminsions assigned te aecoinptish
specific tasks, in regard to environmental probleme are effectine. They' can ;*:

1. Mobilize exPertise from 'all iectors of the"Natkin ; `: _
2. Give private citizens a variety of, opportunities, for input through 'holding

.open foruM6, conferenees, think sessione, sending; questionnairen,; etc. ;:
& Analyze inforMation "and ideas On' specific topiCe and make recOninienda=

tionit from the vantage pOint of indePth efforts by twin apProlehen.
(o) Onr. third Miggestionwould be fOrthe OongStse.tO,Pass a Malt resolu

*Hon Of mandate to the various project agencies to Midertakelnintediately re-
*views of their policies and procedures in regard to envirollmentil quality and '
to update. these *Metes and; procedures in such:a WaY as to:inCorpointe the
:most np-tOTdate ecological and spite* analyst:If . information at the' earliest
possible planning and action stages.*Inelnde the halting' plans few new Projects
until they are revieWed. front :this itandpoint.. Have -Mein 'mOdify prOjecti in

. *progress to conform well as possible to 4111., mandate: Proride necemary
lunding for :this review ;and .updating.

Explanation: It appears.froz6 varionn recent eitnatiOnichigblightett bY eon-
eervationists thet some of the greatest threats of national environmental quality
come frOM the project agencies:n seems 'that they ; often. justify; Operatione by

questionably arrived-et cost-benefit ratios . that . seldom consider , the: ; nywe
'intangible benefits of enviromnental.qualitY, Metal costs' front lose miality, etc.
Their powers to, act in a .juggerneut fashion have been,far better; elucidated

ty numerous authoris thin can herein the few :mcinierititsigiilltile* tO.ine..
We at Thorne recognise and-eympathise; with;the "Inman quilitien that lead

-to empire building and the neeessity to" justifY the einpire,' once built. We have '
compassion for the innocent 'whose jobs may, change or vanish. Fitt. we do not

:agree with Maintaining a goliathan beYonditti Period oriiiefulneits by illOwing,
it to be selVperpetuating, any More ;than" we would 'have 'believed in. to

, taining the carriage business Id the face of the . automalle industry.
(d) A third idea in to. pais.. a ;similar resolution ; the; land, ,manngement

agencleti; so as to facilitate their effortn .to npdate.perrionnel 'aridManageMent

(e) :We :would Mee to see the leaderir take adme Posltlys,dlitetful; '-
effective leadership toward Population atabiliption. :Since: this; stabilisation -le
.central to the solution of most other, environMentallirobletin,..itieeds the best
efforts of the Nation's leaderehip; tis well'. ai 'their ininiedlata. attentlen. One

**via& is tiOm'thestand0Olnt:of the enlightened itelf-intereit tO the thdlvidual, :
his 'community, nation,' and world,r ;.

One small starting point mightbe to remOve e premiumi allowed families for.,
childbearing,: by limitingto two. the, number. ,Of imam tax: doduCtIoni a , Connie
COnld chain. Thin could enenirige than) Who are noW intbeleprime Childbearing
yearn te limit their !sillies: Making Ma retread*: to:hinnies nee here *odd'
, be unfaliand 'Teri gontOverniii... Something along :thli line for welfake: allot-
ments Would help too. : ;

: . . .
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(f ) We are convinced that environmental arbitration boards, review systems,
environmental courts of appeal, etc., could be enOrmous .assistance in giving
.citizens opportunity for review and redress on environmental issues. They could
be more immediate, incisive, effective, and less expensive than class-action
litigation.

. .

Class-nation litigation would seem to be the last resort, when ill else fails :
First, it is not well understood in its functioning by the average citizen ; second.
Win enormously expensive for the citizen, thus excluding many people and most
situations from its use. Onlywhen enouith.People get mad enough, and pool their
resources in spite tont' all, is class-action litigation usually undertaken. True,
organizations like the Environmental Defense Fund ire' teaching us that _there
*ie more mOney aid publiC presanre available than sie once would have .expected.
But citizens cannot afford this kind of action in adequate amounts' to be effective
in the number of -Cases requiring it. I speak with the experience of close obser-
vation of three such actions in Colorado in the last 7 months, the'expenses of
which have not nearlY. been met, despite sizable personal cOntribution of time,
effort, and money.

(g) We see very little in propoeed . or existing legislation that . is 'really
encouraging industry to get busy and solve environmental problems on' a volun-
tary-..baeis. It is very significant to me that. when Sputnik soared into' space' in
the fall of 1957,. the Nation suddenly' got 100 percent motivated and solved
technical, adMinistrative, and. funding problem: to meet .that challenge., The
same thing wai true'in 1041, when Pearl Harbor exploded in our face. But why
should the Nation. need ,to be pushed against the ;wall to use its,. God-given
intelligence and resources to solve the environmental problems before 'some facet
of the many-dimensional environmental issue eruptai.toits,tetriment and perhaps
extinetion? . .

Basically, we need three things : (a). recognition that there is a massive
environmental probleif that requires ecologically' sensitive solutions; (b) .cour-
ageoun leadership .to action, that cuts across party lines, redtaPe, government
versus the private sector, the "generation gap" .(c) incisive, rapid authorization
of a bread spectrum of ecologically orientedprOgrams, only ,a few 'of which have
I mentioned here. .

Again,./ thank the Subcommittee Op Coeseriation aid Natural ResOurces Znd
Chairman Reuss for this opportunity. Volumes could be ,written on the subject
of these...hearings. I hope we .have at .leagt:given a . few useful ideas.

.
,

Mr. Rums. Thank you very much, Dr. Willard.
Mr. Palk I understand you have a later engagement. I wonder

if it would be agreeable with the other panelists if we asked Mr. Poole
to present his paper and then submit himself to questioning before
we go on with the questioning of the others? If there is no objection,
we will do that. You may proceed, Mr. Poole.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL A. POOLE, FEESIDMIT, WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE

Mr. Poota Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I could stay later and be
fluestioned with the group as a whole. But I want some freedom to
leave after the statements.

I am Daniel A. Poole, president of the Wildlife Management In-
stitute, with headquarters in Washington, D.C. The institute is one of
the older national conservation organizations, and its program has
been devoted to the restoration and improved management of natural
resources in the public interest for more than 50 years.

It is a pleasure to participate' in these important hearings. Unlike
some subjects that come before Congress on which public opinion is
divided, few question the necessity for the initiation and expansion of
programs to counteract the progressive deterioration of the environ-
ment There doubtlessly will be differing views on the kinds of pro-
grams that appear advisable and the problems deserving priority con-

..
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sicleration. And if past experience is any guide, the danger is that we
will not think as imaginatively nor act as boldly as the situation
warrants.

In these brief remarks, I am not going to attempt to list or discuss
the evidence ot environmental degradation. The contributing factors
and their effects are well documented.

In my view, Mr. Chairman, the action program that requires priority
attention in the 1870's is that ihich deals with popplation regulation.
The most severe threat to the quality of the environment, on both
a national and a global scale, are the ugly consequences of continuing
population expansion.

Uppermost in the mind of every person concerned about the environ-
ment should be the realization that all the degrading forces arise
directly from people. The destruction of open space, the pollution of
water and air, the unending congestion of more and more highways,
the noisy and fumeladen airports and their travel lanes, the applica-
tion -of pesticideseverything of this kindare done because of the
necessity to feed, clothe house, transport, and otherwise service and
accommodate people. Tile greater the number of people, the greater
the demands apinst the land for its resources and for living space.

Evidence at Mnd suggests that these demands already mar_be up-
setting some of the complex and fundamental promises, Me the
oxygen cycle, that make life possible on earth. The sheer raagnitude
of the popplation problem, viewed only from the standpoint of de-
mands against the environment, shows clearly that we do not have
the resources to assure anv reasonable kind of a standard of living in
future years for hundreds of millions more people. Neithei do we
have the capability to construct and operate the systems *ciliary
to receive their wastes and render them harmless to the environment.
The only real hope of dealing with this serious problem is to treat
it at its sourceto take all the actions available to institute and im-
plement a national policy of population regulation.

The basis for such a program, here in the U.S. and elsewhere, is
contained in the President's message to Congress on population,dated
last July. 18. It contains many ations for action: I hope

ino time s wasted in granting the necessary authorities and in fund-
ing the programs that are suggested. New technology can help,. of
course, but there is no assurance that it is equal to the problems arising
from having too many people.

I think, too, we have to speak with frankness on this iisue as dif-
ficult. as it may be at times. For .example, I heard the other evening
that in New York City during 1889, unwed 'Wml girls in_ grades
7 through, 12 gave birth to 2,480 babies. I doubt that any kind of
"family planning" could have helpetthole girls: In time, education
would )30 helpfpl if it is practical enough to put the biol 4 of human
reproduction right on the line. As .a father,I know; at girls are
well aware of where babies come from long before most boys: While
education can provide accurate inforMation and improved understand-
ing, there is no avoiding the fact' that more girls arid . boys need to
know what can be done to avOid Pregnancy., .

I have heard it saidlhaf there are probablY one million unwanted
babies born in the United States annually. If Chat is true, and know.
ing what we do about the cause and effect' relationship between el-

s
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cessive population and environmental degradation, then I urge pro-
grams to assist in the voluntary termination of unwanted pregnancies.
Birth should be the result of wanting to have children, but even here
there should be rethinking on family size. Birth should not be the
penalty of being human. And society should not be asked to continue
to shoulder this burden.

Legalized abortion is only one small way, but a positive one, of
making inroads on the population problem. ,Other more sophisticated
ways include voluntary sterilization, education, research, family
planning, and all the rest. Because of the time it will take for evea
the most comprehensive program to begin to regulate , population
growth, and because of the absolute and urgent necessity for, such a.
program, I urge that it be given priority status as the No.-1 national
action program for the protection and improvement of the environ-
ment. ,

A program of next importance would be the installation of environ-
mental instruction in America's education system. Every young-person.
and, I should add, most of the adults,.should be made aware that his.
life and the well-being of his family, community, Statel,

iand
Nation.

depend on the capacity of his environment to sustain hm' and the,
society of which he is a part. As the young person matures and begins
to partibipate in society, he has to be sensitive to environmental rela-
tionships so he can help make judgments 'about road and industrial
locations; pollution treatment plant construction, and all the other
factors that influence the community in, whiCh.le lives. Everywhere
I go today people-express concern about the environment. They want
something done, but they have few ideas about- what can be done.
They voice skepticism about the willingness and ability of govern-
ment to do anything about it. They do not understand- that they can
do much about their environment if they Would only speak Out.

A third action program of greats urgency involves a 'national land
policy. A beginning has been 'made wiU1 the introduction,of a bill in
the Senate se-veral days ago. It seeks to inspire the States to think about
and plan how land should be used..It leeks to:overcome:the, present
chaotic process that permits the random amid, of ;industry, housing,.
and all the rest. We need a national land ethic and*s workable srtem.
We need a new look at our 'philosophy that` favors private gam: at
.public expense. Despite what the Climber, of Commerce; may chum,
new industry brings more than jobs and,payrolls. It also.brings more
suburbs, automobiles, crowded made, and; higher taxes for, - schools,

. highways, police and fire protection, and all the rest., , .

With proper education and with a resPoisive nationallind:po
program we =lope to begin'to,move in the direction provi
man with an adeciiiste environment. hi his ern coMiuu4. And
think, that is med imPortint. ,We Met,learn, to think, of environ-
ment in terms of the ,00mniiinity.' Much of ,inii,preeent',piegram,for.
parks and wilderness 'abased On the preierliation of a few, acres ef land
here and there moetly reniote frem the huicin whis,Would use them.
Vs Imre oPeratIng on &A Nab OnaronA thinking somehow dila man's
need and desire for natureean lbe satisfied Ws feW eiattlied'and'dis-
tent holdings. There is a desperate need to ,fodue attention -on' alrof
the land betWeen these pirb, where people liVe and Work isd play.
We need a gOod environment in every community:, .

2 1,9 4,;'
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The temptation is great to mention many specifie problems, the more
or less standard ones of, air and water p011utuin abatement, solid waste
disposal, transportationc power: generation and transmission, pesti7
cides, and all the rest. We need many new .parks and nature reserves,
particularly at the State and community level. Yon asked for breirity,
Mr. Chairman, so I Will mit diacusstheth. .

Finally, I , want tO express the -comiction that neither the Federal
Government nor State governments are organized and structured to ,

do very much -of anything about mounting .a vigorous attack on the
environmental problem. There has been, frequent talk about reorge,
nization of the executive department to create one agency: responaible
for natural reeources and the environnient. While some realignmenta
may be beneficial, I ain mit sure that a Massive reorganization wOuld
be desirable Or Sound. ,

I doubt -liery: Much that it .wOuld gain anything by.Wayi Of *broader
and More effective programa, because the Congress not equipped
to proifide the leaderShip and do the kind Of job tit Should in this
field. Time and time again inthe. years I haVe been here, I hive seen
one cOmmittee uncle iihat- another; comniittee haii :just done. I '.have
seen the coMmittee resPonsibli :for highwaya aCcept prograMS, that
inipair parks And Wildlife refuges Ind- ravage natural waterwilie:
have Seen Urgently :.netteartary programs4witer. pollution ContrOl fOr
exaniplemade meaninglesaby the refusal'Of an administration tO re
quest the &Mount authorized or by tie' failtire-Of a Conk** tti find
it. Nene Of the COininitteee- With' which I am familiar haVe sufficient
Staff. The' staff Men 'and their boiseahaiii tO.:relY.hirgelY'Oti the, in=
fermation and evaluatione supplied by the 'executive &pertinent -and
by cooperate-re- Thediiision of resPOnsibilitY betWeen the COMMittees
leaves little opportunity for an assessment of how onesprogrit*Meshes
with the environmental objectivesof &nether: ;

There now is a recOmmendittion::- for joint' COnithitee on the
En*iionMent tO receive the 'report Of the President's 'new 'COUficil on
Envirtininental -Q01110.-- CertainlY;: that le 'needed:: Bait!. is only a
small-step, stopgap apprOaCh.: It mostly Will be' able tO Caltattentioni
in time; to what we already knowand that IS the'OrganizatiOnal ifid
procedural inadequacy of : the Congress, to hilly:tinter' thefenvirOn

, -
4.a a itarter,I reCoititiend that: the :JOint Ceininithe 'On:. the

Enirifoinnerit be ionstitUted Of a iiiiikintinaj.OritY and --

Wt. froth Moat Ofthe preSent standing ominnitteett,'.,inehiding'froin the
Appropriationa COininittee':The' "joint COMirtittei etiuld.`,Seri.e..-4,the '
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seems to me, Mr. Chairman, on programs of this kind that are closely
related to human survival that this country can stand to make the in-
vestments that are so necessary for the maintenance and improvement
of the environment. To do.less is to surrender to the inevitable.

Mr. Rzuss. Thank you, Mr. Poole. You make the point that, and I
quote you, "* * * Congress is not equipped to provide the leadership,
and do the kind of job it should in this [the environmental] field."
You mentioned that a Joint Committee on the Environment would be
of some help. Many of us think that the present seniority system in
Congress is the cause of some of Congress ineffectiveness and that if
committee chairmen, for example, were selected by their party caucus,
rather than by the rule of how long they had been CM the committee;
and if there were some provision for mandatory retirement, if not from
Congress, at least from leadenthip positions at age 70, that Congress
would be able to provide more leadership. Would you agree with that
general proposition I And do you think it would apply in the environ-
mental field as well?

Mr. Pow.. I do agree with it. I realize that individuals vary, and
that when one attempts to draw a mandatory age line, it may not apply
equally. But I know of no better guide..In many of Our activities this
has been a barrier. We find that, While we are dealing with people who
have responsible and influential status on committees, some are out of
tune with, what is ygoninthiscountry.Lordknows,Iknowlam
out of tune eno myself and I am half the age of some of them.
Every now. and t en when you get a man who is sympathetic, the
seniority system then is very helpful. But in this field which is very
complex, and very new, we do not have the overall understanding that
I wouldhope for.

Mr. Reuss. Mr. Vander Jagt1
Mr. Vasa= JAGT. Thank You, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Poole, you described, I thought in excellent terms, the problem

of population control. Do the memlein of your organization actively
su rt the goalof population control in this country?

, , Poom Philosokhically, yes.
Mr. VANDER JAGT. Well ,

Mr. Poome. See; we are essentially biological people.-I mean our field
loin biology. As Dr. Willard and some of the others said; we invoke
biological tonsiderations in tho.growing of, trope and the raising of
cattle and chickens an& e else, but *somehow we seem to set
man aside and not thinkof him as a iolOgicalentity. ,

Mr. VANDER JAGT. But-if this. problem, of potialation control is as
imPortant as you have so elOquently pointed ouktliat it is,, wouldn't
you think it would deserve more than a philosophical supPort of your
membership 1 , , , ,

Mr. Pow.. It deserves much More than that by everyone..
Mr. VANDER JAM'. Do your members support ,it more than philo-,

sophically1 -

, Mr. Pomo. Yes; or I would not have said it here.,
Mr. VANDER JAGT. For example, an illustration you, give 9/68 the,

liberalizing of abortion laws, so we avoid imwnted .childrent Many
States are considering that now. There are many liberalize
the laws in a number of States. Are your,menibers actively supporting
those legislators who are trying tO liberalize the aborticiii legislation in
the United States? .
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Mr. Pomo. DirectlytI have no knowledge of that.
Mr. VANDER JAW. I 011 CRIlle up with what to me is a very hitriguing

suggestionthat if we can label a bill "purely environmentall'r why
that bill would then be fully and automatically funded. Who would
have the privilege of labeling that bill "purely environmental!' ?

Mr. POOLE. Well, this is
Mr. VANDER JACIT. I have some bills I would like to do that with.
Mr. POOLE. I realize that. And I realized when I wrote this that

it would be open to question. This would take some judgment, it
would take some new systems that we do not have now. I recall
reading last summer, I believe in U.S. News & World Report, where
Senator Jackson, who had given leadership in the Senate to this Envi-
ronmental Quality Council, in an interview had said that this was
the only immediate alternative in his mind to a complete and needed
reorganization of Con.gress, Lord help us. ,

Mr. VANDER thar. 3,ou think there is a reasonable p01381D111ty
of getting this adopted by the Congress, with the support of the
members of the Appropriations Committee?

Mr. Pomp. I. think in time we are going to see great changes in
this direetion. I think that the necessity for it is going to become
more and more obvious.

Mr. VANDER JAGT. Have you given any thought to the question
I am looking for enlightenment on it, I do not know the answer
as to whether or not Congress by this device could take away the
executive's discretion as to whether or not the funds would be 'Spent
a problem of which you spoke?

Mr. Poom. In our procese, whereby the executive, on a flood num-
ber of the large programs or authorizations, forwards them to the
Hill, certainly they have done their homework and made their pro-
jections. You have to suppose, or I would suppose,the core pait of
it is pretty near correct. Then through the process of hearings and

ithe nterrogation of expert witnesses and so 'birth, the Co
reacts te it and builds its case on the situation involied. I t'Iiink
that after we go through that process, we should all accept the idea
that what we have Concluded 13y way of authorizations and costs
and manpower and all of the rest is quite accurate, and we are safe
to proceed. Following all this, I do not think we should haie an
administration pocketing the money after it is appropriated by a
Congresithat wants to provide it. Further, I do not believe we should
accept an administration trying to make the books look good by,
budgeting only a part of the full authorization. I think at least in
this area we should proceed on a different basil.

Mr. VANDER JAW. My question is:. Have, you given any thenght
as to whether, if this device of tagging a bill "purely; environmental!
were adopted by, the Cangress, we could, kind Of 'forget the 'Appro-
priations Committee? Have you given any thought as to whether,
procedurally or conatitutionally, we can then' take awaY from the
executive t& discretion by putting that tag on as,to, whether or not
the money would be spent?

Mr. Pool* I am now swimming beside you in deep water and it
is way over my head. I am talking to the need rather thin the tech-

r. VANDER JAGT. I prefaced my queetion With the-fact I also was
in deep water.
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One further question : You suggest a Joint House-Senate Commit-
tee on the Environment. I thhik I like your suggestion, I think it could
be a fine little red schoolhouse for many members on the problems
of the environment. But why do you prefer the idea and the approach
of the joint committee, rather than a House Committee on the
Environment and a Senate Conunittee on the . Environment, which
would take all jurisdiction on problems of enviromnent unto them-
selves?

Mr. POOLE. I think that initially it would provide for a better com-
munion between the House and Senate on matters of this kind.

Mr. VANDER JAM. Heaven only knows how much the Senate and
House need that.

Mr. Nom. Yes. So these people could perhaps return to each side
a little more aware of the mutuality of the problem that they share.

Mr. VANDER JAGT. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Emma. 111 r. Gude /
Mr. GUM Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just would like to echo the sentiments of my colleagues who are

concerned about the seniority system. I think we may be next to doing
away with the seniority system. And perhaps by some adult education
here in Congress, we can increase our knowledge and effectiveness in
some of these areas.

Thank you very much.
Mr. REUSS. Thank you, Mr. Poole.
Mr. Brandborg?

STATEMENT OF STEWART BRANDBORG, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY

Mr. BRANDRORG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Stewart Brandborg, executive director of the Wilderness

Societ3r, a national conservation organization of some 60,000 members,
with headquarters here in Washington, D.C.

I would like to present today a key element which I think will do the
most in turning the tide of environmental degradation. I refer to
effective cooperative endeavors involving Government it all levels,.
and organized citizens.

The iVilderness,Society's concern for the preservation of wilder-
ness makes -urgently necessary our taking a hand in the task of Gov-
ermnent-citizen cooperation elseWherein the cities where peiiple are
crowded and poisoned b3r foul air, and 'water, in the suburbs where
people are frightened and chained to, their automobiles; in the rural
areas where people are held to a marginal existence'and ed a doctrine
of progress through pavement chat will 'eventually destroY. them.

We have islands of wilderness in this country,, but they cannot
survive if the surrounding land is raped and devastated. ,

The Wildnerness Society noW finds' itself Pretty toMPletely im-
mersed hi the total spectrum of human neWs in our complicated

The society has become deepli involVed; perhapi On the aiivice of ,

some of the members Of this distmguished committee, in whit we refer
to commonly as the great grass roots effort We see that the great.

, ,

1
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depth and scope of the problems outlined here today by the panelists
and the members of the committee are really not going to be probed in
any meaningful way unless we get active involvement on the part of
the citizenry.

The Wildnerness Society is committed to the idea of population
control. We are committed to comprehensive land find water planning.
We are committed to wise use of resources. We associate ourselves
with the comments and observations that have been offered here today
by the panel.

But we are getting a little disturbed, as we know the members of
this committee arel by the great oratory that we witness all around
Ili; the hanawringing exercises and the overly complete job" that is
being done in documenting the scope of these serious environmental
problems.

This certainly is a day when the word "conservation," the word
"ecology," the word "environment"all of these things are coming
to the fore. I think we must get down to some brass tacks here and I
think these brass tacks are very dear to the hearts of the members
of this committee: because each member of this committee in one way
or another is politically motivated. He would not be here were that
not so. And I think most people who sincerely wish to serve the public
interest within the body politic desire to bring from the citizenry the
good dictates that will give us meaningful land and water use.

We must recognize initially that our society suffers from too many
technicians. In my instance, I represent 71h years of academic train-
ing in ecology, and wildlife management, training that in the academic
years left me with little knowledge of some of the human relations,
education: and sensitivity skills that are so close and so central to what
is happemng in our society today.

I think we must ask ouzselves this central question : How do we, as
working citizen conservationists, join with the concerned members
of the Congress and with those at all levels of government-in saying
how we are going to meet this environmental opportunity I .

How do we get down to the basic specifics? It has been pointed out
by my colleagues here that we have a false value aystem. It seems to
me with their beautifully phrased expressions they have kicked over
some pretty big parer dragons here. Some of them have a lot more

ithan paper nside.
We challenge the belief that because an, operation is profitable, we

can continue to allow it to be carried out. If we roollute streams,12 we
destroy wilderness, if we detroy the air we breathe, because -it is -

profital3le, and if profit can be regarded as the sacred cow, we might
as well give up in our quest for good sOund progranisthafwill protect
the quality of the environnient.

In a similar way we must recognize that, as citizens and as People
who have grown very fat and very comfortable, we'are going to have
to give up some of the things.that have been sold to us. We are not
always going to be able to maintain eiPensive homes with thick car-'
pethig, we are not going to be able to have three color, TV aets Or two
or three automobiles. ;. '

Some of these changes are central to the approach we thud' take.,
This all goes back to the value system of the.American -people.- The
quality of our eniironment must be given primary COnsideration.' We:. ' . ;
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are- going to, of necessity, focus on the need to make some choices,
each one of us, all of us in this country. ,

Now in working for the rounding out of the national wilderness
preservation system

'
in working for sound land and water programs

pretty much across the board, the Wilderness Society senses, as you
do, through its mail, through the phone calls, through the visitations
of the media representatives, the national magazines, the network
radio TV programs, all of the rest, that the people in this country are
ready to move. And I think they are ready to move at a time when
some of us have lost sight of the real opportunities that we have in this
system of ours, a democratic system, where the exercise of our demo-
cratic prerogatives gives us the way to proceed constructively to influ-
ence the decisions that are made, the decisions that are central to the
preservation of environment

And the Wilderness Society, in an effort to meet this central need has
put itself into the role: in cooperation with most citizen groups that
work at State and regional and local levels, of catalyzing human in-
volvement, getting people started with some of the specific answers that
must be hammerW out at the heal level. ,

We find that people &renerally have pretty much given up. While
they are terribly worried about what is happening to the environment,
they do not know-how to proceed within the city councils, within the
agencies of State and Federal Government, within the Congress of
the United States, to give direction to our conservation policies and
programs.

They have come to believe that hetween the bureaucracy. of Federal,
State, and local agencies, and, the bureaucracies of private organiza-
tionsmany of us suffer as much as any of the bureaucraciesthere
is too much red tape, they can't get through to the real work, and the
meaningful programs that should proceed are blocked by the inertia
of those who are deeply layered in these organizations and agencies.

So we have tried to work with a broad spectrum of conservation
organizations, all those that can participate and come to the party
in effect, with any one who cares about environmentin training
programs designed to show people how to become involved ; how to
pt effectively into local issues, not by immediately focusing on some-
thing that is going to be resolved at the national level by the Congress
or, the executive branch but by working on projects that are right in
their own back yard. .

The polluted stream, the desecrated city park, the destruction of a
beautif-ul woodland areat the loss of fishing, the loss of clear sky
all of these things are of immediate concern to local people. These are
the ty.pes of problems that we must use as a basis for this teaching and
training technique.

Central to this technique is the fact that we do not present ourselves
on the scene aspeople from a long way offWashington,D.a, or the
State office--who have all of the answers; that we offer ourselves as
catalytic agents who can show local people how, to form working eir-
des; working circles that bring together all of the diverse groups at
the community and State levels who have a concern about what is
happening to the environment It, is important, that these .peoPle de-
velop ad hoc Working circles in environmental councilswe flon, care
too much What they uee as a mechanism for a committee framework
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that enable them to break etwironmental problems into their compo-
nent parts. They must draw together the good input from those within
the academic institutions,the research institutions1the Federal, State,
and local agencies, bringing this 'input to the point where it can be
focused on; where we can use it to develop the answers to Critical issues
and problems.

These working committees must be organized into subgroups that
are realistic in meeting the moraSs of bmit-in resistance that we have
at all levels of government, and also in private organilations. They
must serve in showing people how to become involved in presenting re-
source issues to the rublic through eduCational means, the use of the
schools, the full emp oyment of the publicity Media.

Finally, the big and very iMportant job Of reaChiiig yon and the
others who make decisions as to which policies will be followed and
wluch programs will be implemented. This is where we get the pay-
load from public involvement. Now we are able to see, as m many re-
cent instances, .how the people will resPond to environMental issues.
If they can be mformed as to the alternatives, if we caif soinehow get
the word out to the people over this Nation that Something is about
to happen in the Congress that is inimical to the Public good and to
our broad resource programs, they will respond. This has been
demonstrated.

I think both our obligation and the gieatest need now ire to go to
the State and local levels where we can bring the fine leadership that
we have within our research institutions,.aeadeMic groups, and exid-
ing resource agencies, actively into the training Of citizen leaders so
that citizen groups will have a sound basis from which to launch their
programs and to carry forward with the verY practical aspects of
making these resource and environinental prograins known to the
public at large.

The person in a politically .sensitive post1 as you know well, mOst
respond to the people at the grassroots. I think we want to make that
a conditioned response, where the people at the head of Govern-
ment can reSpond with a confidence that people at both-the local and
State levels have the right answers, basas on the sound feekon-the;
ground proceduresprocedures 'which are well known to us;v bnt that
certainly are not practiced.

Now the Department of Interior, like all great inditutions of our
Federal Government, has been feeling its way. and, of course,' the'Wil-
derness Society, along with the orgamiations here ori the panel, *irks .

very closely. with this Department and its manY agencies..It has had
a distinguished history. But suddenly we find-it, too, is groping for
quick answers. How does it approach this environmental decade
that has been kicked off so Magnificently by this committee I- .H

In this period of greet diserdern and high oratOry in conservation;
the Secretary of V the Interior and his staff have come up :with some-
thing. It is referred to as .the environmental: iinperative in: the de6
ade of the seventies." . .;

This comes not Only from the people at the head Of: the department
and at the head's of agencies,' but froni, the stalwarts bEineaththem
within the agencies, who have felt, as we all have, Arreat disappoint- .
ment as' one fine conserVation, program after ,inother has been pro-
jected .without bringing v the .desirecl results: We have -enacted. great
new authOrizing laws; We have Cleared appropriations, we hive:done
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all kinds of things, but we have fallen sadly short in implementing
these new starts.

This Interior Department program seeks, through a very broad ef-
fort, and I believe a very sound approach, to give us a three-pointed
attack. One that strikes at the immediate needsthe brush fires in
conservation. These crisis issues would be exploited by bringing to-
gether an interagency team of experts that would be available to the
local citizenrynot only to the citizen organizations here in Washing-
ton but to citizen workers at the local level, in situations where ex-
pertsthe people who have resource informationcan come in and
say : "Here are the fundamentals that you must have in approaching
an air or water pollution problem, a critical land-use issue, or a ques-
tion of determining balances between people numbers and what we
can support on our lands."

This would open a great new door for resource people, many of
whom have given up within the agencies because of their frustration
in not finding forward movement in working with citizen groups from
within their own agencies and departments. The program would bring
about a concerted effort in cooperation with other departments, hope-
fullythis should be emphasizedbecause we have gool resource peo-
ple in other departments. I assume also that we would include people
within State and local agencies and research institutionsthis would
bring about a quick approach to the second type of problem : The stop-
ping of destructive practices through both legislative mechanisms and
proper planning procedures.

In the long range, the Interior Departinent program focuses very
clearly, on educational needs, bringing environmental tools into the
heart of the city where we now find 70 percent of our people concen-
trated. It would bring the living laboratory closer to people in the
cities whether in a city park, an acreage of Wild land here on the Po-
tomac River, or in one of the great monument areas that we have here
in the Capital. Last summer we had a small sample of this in the
Bolivar Pool, where we had marsh ecology, a partially, complete rep-
resentation a the flora and fauna for students to study. This, of course,
is the long-range investment in people that will pay great dividends.
It has been focused upon by others on the panel.

I personally believe that our need first is to activate the leadership
that lies latent, largely, at the citizen level, from teen-agers on through
to older people of whom many have fought long and valiantly for con-
servationland 'who still have plentyof youth in their thinking, but are

cechronologically old, tired, and rtainly very iworn from their nvolve-
ment in conservation issues.

I think that this committee should, with the good foundation that
it has given us, proceed to explore the Department of the Interior's
program While it is often my duty to be constructively critical of the
Department of the Interior and its agencies, I for one .think this
environmental education program warrants your full and careful con-
sideration and your close study, to see how it-can be interwoven into
the approaches that I think will grow out of your committee's
deliberations.

There is one area that cannot be overlooked. I made reference to
the fact that we are professionals and that we suffer too much from our
own technologyour own specializations. I think this is reflected here
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on the panel today. It must have been reflected dozens of times in the
course of these deliberations over the past days.

Very few of the people that you have called forward to my knowl-
edge, Mr. Chairmant have been from those areas of social and human
development disciplines that will give us know-how for catalyzing
people. If there is one great failure within the conservation movement
today, it is that we do not know how to effectively use our human re-
sourcethe volunteers.

Right today, to my knowledge, we have not really harnessed the
great initiative, the great imagination that we have in young people
at the academic level in the colleges and universities of the country.

We must know how to put people to work, to develop people, and
to get over the one-man bandnumship that so well characterizes the
citizen conservation movement at all levels.

The need is for us to show people how to develop other people in
these essential leadership roles. A psychologist recently addressed
himself to me after I made a presentation in Georgia. He said if the
conservation movement is to have any lasting effect on our history, we
must get into this whole area of sensitivity training, development of
local leaders, who can bring good conservation programs to the top by
involving other people, by guiding and training them, by stimulating
them and defining their roles.

I would say today you are looking downupon a collection of people
who are essentially one-man band artists. You also must now seek to
get down with us to people at local and State levels who can look at
other people within this whole spectrum of opportunities, with one
prime goal, and that is training other peoplebe effective citizens in
our democracy.

I said earlier I thought we should go to the local level and pick
the simple issues with which to train people in meeting environmental
issues. I still stand by this, because_people understand something best
that is in their own backyards. We should use backyard issues to
start people. From that training, if we go about it in the proper way,
we will develop a corps of very broadgage individuals who ultimately
will relate their own backyard experiencee to the great problems that
we face moss the board in our society, those about which we are so
concerned here today.

I think that we have had plenty of doeumentationend too many
syinposiain which the intellectually elite gather together, bathe in
their own erudition, and genemusly document the case of the environ-
mental degradation to show ,that the world is goinK to hell. We are
now ready to get down to the grassroots with meaningful programs
thst show people how to become responsibly involved

- Mr. Reuss. Thank you very much, Mr. Brandborg. Mr. Brower,
I have a question. You say 6 percent of the world's population in
the UnitM States is using 60 percent of the world's resources. In
the United States itself you say 1 percent of the population is using
60_peroent of US. reeources. ,

I undeistand the first statement about the US. population using
60 percent of the world's resources, but I am a little surprised at the
suggestion ths.t 1 percent of the US. population is using 60 percent
of the U.S. resourees.
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Mr. BROWER. This is a very approximate figure. The figures are
not so important as the general scope.

Six percent of the population uses 60 percentthat is in itself a
great simplification. That 60 percent is an overall average of all kinds
of things that really do not mix very well.

The 1 percent using 60 percent is even a rougher approximation. It
varies so much.

For example, Paul Ehrlich uses the figure that, in the United States,
one baby born to en affluent white American will use 50 times as
many resources as the baby born in the black ghetto, and 300 times
the resources of a baby born in Colombia. These figures are so wide-
ranging, I thihk it would not be profitable to try to make precise.

But I iun talking about the order of magnitude of the difference in
the U.S. assault on resources, affluent white Americans in particular,
with respect to the rest of the world. It is a greatly outsized ratio.

Mr. Rzuss. Thank you. Dr. Kneese, I have a question on your
observations on effluent charges as a means of making industrial
water polluters not only pay for their pollution, but also to have an
incentive to bring their pollution under control.

Effluent charges make sense for industrial polluters. However, you
do need, do you not,a program like our present Federal Water Pol-
lution Control Administration program of grants to municipalities
for handling municipal and household wastes? It is proper, is it not,
toso to speaksocialize the charges of disposition of human waste,
because that is a_pretty general problem?

Dr. KITEEsz. Yes; let me comment on that. I think it is very
important for the charges to be levied on the municipalities as well.

There are two main reasons: One is that it is not only aquestion
of building a treatment plant for a municipality ; there is also a
question of how adequately it is operated.

I myself have seen secondary treatment plants that have produced
no treatment effect for 6 weeks at a stretch.

The second question is how adequate its design is; its capacity; its
capability with respect to the loads put on it.

The plant is basically a set of tanks. If you overload it, the result
is to flow the stuff through faster and produce very low treatment

The second and main reason, however, is that there are many
industries connected to municipal treatment plants and these indus-
tries would not have the proper incentive to reduce their generation
of waste waters unless the social cast of using the'common property
resources were transferred back to them, in some manner.

I do appreciate that there is' a serious problem of financing at the
local level. I am not sure that could give you a, very:good prograM
for dealing with that

One possibility would be to take hali of the proceeds of the effluent
charges and redistribute them back to the municipalities on the
basis of their poPulationnot linked: to the Construction of treat-
ment plants at all, but simply on the basis of population-.

,This would' produce some redistribution of Income from the indus-
trial sector to the municipal 'sector because' roughly tWo-thirds of
the proceeds of the charges would Come 'from industrial sources, even
if the charges were levied also on the municipalities. And it would

2`) 90.,
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also have the desirable incentive effect of being most beneficial to that
municipality which is doing a good job of treatment because it would
share in the pot in proportion to the population but pay only for the
residual it discharges into the river.

I might take this opportunity to tell a little more about why I am
so concerned with the question o incentives :

It seems to me that those of us who are very concerned about en-
vironmental questions might on occasion forget other values which are
extremely important, too. The value, for example, of the democratic
system of decisionmaking, the value of individual freedom, decentraliz-
ation of the system, and so on.

I have one of my favorite quotations from de Tocqueville whot of
course, was full of them. He said, "If you do not succeed in connectmg
the notion of right with that of personal interest, which is du. ^nly
immutable point in the human heart, what means will you have of
governing the world except by fear."

I think that is the central question for democracy todayto govern
this modern world where common property resources are so important,
where conflicts are great, to govern it by other means than fear. 'That is
why I think the question of strong consideration of incentives is ex-
tremely important.

Mr. Rsuss. Well, de Tocqueville and Adam Smith and others the
automatic regulatory peoplfS have a point. But if I understand you
right, you are going to tax industrial polluter% via an effluent charge,
not only for the pollutional harm they cause by their industrial dis-
charges, but-enough in addition to help pay for a treatment plant
to take care of household wastes. And that seems to me to be unduly
rough on the water-polluting industries.

1Vhat I am getting at is this : I am all for the effluent charge pro.
grain. But why, in order to argue for that proffam is it necessary to

Msweep Senator uskie and the Federal Water Polhition Control Ad-
ministration's construction grants progam for municipal waste treat-
ment to one side I Do you not need both operating in concert I

Dr. KNEESL I would certainly agree with that. There ire different
means by which the proceeds could be distributed, or funds could be
obtained, to support the municipalities. I would not want to be in-
flexible on that. I was merely mentioning one which might be of con-
siderable merit in the present situation, because of the _Rivet difficulty
of getting financing from the general tax system for the purpose of
municipal treatment plant construction.

The point was made here that, repeatedly, funds have been author-
ized and then not appropriated and now, if appropriated will prob-
ably not be spent because of budgetary reasons. ,

Mr. Rums. Well, but are not those invalid, budgetary reasons and
should not we attack that evil head on t And get the Congress and the
Bureau of the Budget and the administration to authorize and ap-
propriate, and once appropriated, spend the funds needed for Federal
grants to local governments for construction of sewage treatment
plants?

Dr KNEEN. Yee; of Course the funds have to come from somewhere.
They could presumably come from general revenues of the Govern-
ment, which means a certain distribution of the burden. Or they might
come from the tax on industrial wastes, both of these have certain

OZJ
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undesirable effects, as far as individuals are concerned, if those levels
become too high.

Mr. Rzuss. We have not even started, though, to tax the paper com-
panies, the steel mills, the mining interests, and others for the cost
of cleaning up their waste once they get it into the waters.

It seems to me unrealistic to envisage taxing them not only that
much, but enough more to pay for mumcipal waste treatment plants.
I should think, in the short term at least, we ought to stick to general
revenues and as much of them as possible. I gather you agree with
that.

Dr. KNEESE. I would agree with your judgment on that ; yes.
Mr. REUSS. Mr. Vander Jae.
Mr. VANDER JAM'. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to

thank all of the participants for their very helpful and thoughtful
contributions to our consideration of this program.

Mr. Brower, in your almost poetic statement, among the goals you
sug_ gested we should move toward in bringing about equilibrium was
a halt in the population growth. My question to you is: How

Mr. BROWER. I think it needs to be by a combination of methods.
First, the approach that Dan Poole was talking about, I think, is one
of the most important. Mrs. Garrett Hardin describes it this way :
"Man should be got r It of the population control business and it
should be left to woman. And no woman should ever be required to
bear a child she doesn't wish to."

I think that would cut the number of births in the world by about
one-third. That is a big start. The other voluntary approaches can
be substantial in the reduction of population. Here again I am citing
Garrett Hardin's material in the "Tragedy of the Commons," a paper
reprinted in the "Environmental Handbook." He points out that in
matters of population, conscience alone is not enoughthat with re-
spect to population, conscience breeds itself out of existence.

The parents who have so much conscience that they don't want chil-
dren at all will have no children who have a conscience, whereas the
opposite gives you lots of children without consciences.

So he calls for coercion, willingly accepted. We accept coercion
every day in the things we do not do. 'We don't play basketball in this
room, and we accept that. We accept speed limits. There is a limit we
have to accept because of man's burden on the environment. And those
who put an excessive burden on the environment must be coerced into
paymg for that excess load.

So the tax incentive would be helpful, working for us in two ways.
One could reward tha women who go through the childbearing period
without having an excessive number of children; perhaps for every
year without producing they would be paid by society for not pro-
ducing and overburdemng society's environment.

There is the opposite tack : Removing the exemption after, say, the
first or second child and then scaling, you might say, penalties accord-
ing to income, so that you cover the field in this way.

I can't cite the figures precisely, but I heard a friend of mine talk
about the kinds of subsidiesand I think in due course perhaps Dr.
Kneese can help on thisthe family that has, say, six children is ex-
pecting from the childless couple. It amounts to a subsidy, from taxes,
of something like $80,000 to $40,000 in his lifetime. If it is anything
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like that, there should be a little more attention called to this kind of
subsid3r which is required by the people who have more children than
the environment can stand.

There is the further point that Garrett Hardin brought up. He said
we should not put so much emphasis in our education about getting
married and having children.

There should be suggestions that there are other things that can be
fruitfully done. He says we don't mention often enough iincle Harry,
who is 45 unmarried, childless, and having a rood time. There is Aunt
Margaret, you might sayand I am not saymg Margaret Mead here,
but I think it is her suggestionwho feels that there are many im-
portant careers for women other than being tied to the kitchen stove
and the diapers, that there are careers in politics, for example, for
women.

I think it would not harm our governmental circles to have more
women in government. This kind of new career for women in busi-
ness and government, in the arts, can produce a different orientation.

An3rthing that is suggested for bringing the population under con-
trol will be uncomfortable, because it will cause us to change our ways;
but the alternative is appalling. That is why I think we are going to
do it ; we can't stand the untenable future of a people-piled earth, an
earth of wall-to-wall people. It is no good.

Because of that, anil because more and more people are seeing that,
I think they are at a point where they will be willing to accept this
kind of coercion. I think it is now up to the people who have been do-
ing the good work, the Paul Ehrlichs and others. All of these people
now need to reach the point where they submit to you drafts of what ;"'
they think is possible as an initial step for the Congress to take, for
the State legislatures to take, and then start building support that will
make that politically feasible for the people who will then carry the
ball in the Congress and State legislatures.

Washington State has made a .1.1 move on repealing abortion laws.
I don't have the latest news ;I on't know whether that came out of

ithe conference yet. But there s one State that has started, and I think
ohers can follow. I think they will.

Mr. VANDER JAGT. Thank you, Mr. Brower. I RDI glad you accept
one bit of the advice you gave in your excellent answer, and that is to
get the men temporarily-out of the population business and get the
women into it.

I am going to ask Dr. Willard if the members of her organization
actively support population control, which you indicated in your
statement was so very important. .

Dr. WILLAIID. We are not a membership orcmization, but those of
us on the staff certainly do. We do ill ws, can in various areas of ac-
tivity at the grassroots level to deVelop understanding of the need for
population stabilization. As biologists and ecologists we try to put
our arguments on a scientific basis by showing people that population
control is in their personal self-interest.

None of us is going to be very comfoitable when we haVe wall-to-
wall people. . .

Mr. VANDER JAGT. Just last year the Congress raised tne exemption
we allow for each child for $600 to $750. Senator Gore proposed that it
go up tO $800.. Was that action by the Congress a step that encourages
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a limitation on population, or was it a reward for having additional
children ?

Dr. WILLARD. It is a reward, unless you say how many children are
going to be included.

Mr. VANDER eiAGT. Mr. Brower, how do you feel about that?
Mr. BROWER. I feel it is a reward and there should be a tempering

of that. There were so many things going on in the tax bill not every-
body was able to follow them all.

Mr. VANDER JAM% Did any of your organizations do anything in
opposition to that tax bill, and that particular feature of it which re-
warded a family for having additional children I

Dr. WILLARD. We are all tax-exempt organizations except Mr.
Brower's Friends of the Earth, and since you brought the subject up,
I would like to state that a bill like this one basically smothers any-
thing we can do in an educational, informational way, except by gilt-
edged invitation from you people directly. Thus it is a pretty crippling
thing.

We, all of us here, are really not working for ourselves; we are
working for the good of all. tet we can't really come up and say
anything about legislation unle.ss invited. But those who get the
personal benefit by profit can be in your office everyday, 24 hours a
day.

Afr. VANDER JAM'. We are very fend that you Were invited here,
so that even though some of the things were a little after the fact,
you did have the opportunity to make your statements.

Dr. WILLARD. So are we.
Mr. VANDER JAM. Dr. Kneese, Lam intrigued by your effluent

charge proposal. You said it was a mindless cliche to say that this
was a license to pollute. So, let me give you an opportunity to address
yourself to this mindless cliche.

As I understand it, if we chargedcorrect me if my, interpretation
of your thesis is wrong--if we charged the industry for the amount
of effluents it poured back into the water% the cost would becinne so
great that that industry would cease to exist or change its operations
so it would cease to pollute. Is that a comet understanding of why
it is a mindless cliche to say "a license to pollute"?

Dr. KNEESE. Yes, it i& .

Mr. VANDER JAGT. Then my next question is: Wouldn't that process
take a little bit of time? Some of our giants of industry could absorb
considerable costs for a considerable period of time before they went
under. And in the meantime they would be continuing to pollute.
And ,do we ihave Airne to wait for that process to take place Or
do we haVe to stoP.polififion a lot sooner than that ?

Dr. KNEESE. I think the evidence that exists is very compelling in
favor of the proposition that it would go much faster than with our
present.proceclure& For one thing it could iminediately impact every
industrial polluter in the country, without going.through long proc-
esses of trying to bring enforcement actions against individual pol-
luter& The latter cannot be regarded as a comPetent strategy for
the character of, the problem.

It is difficult, awkward,.expensiv& We have had a very bad record
in being able to regulate industryr On the other hand, the incentive
would be immediate.
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Then there are a number of instances, particularly where munici-
palities have placed sewer surcharges on industriesthat is, dis-
tinguished their wastes and placed a special surcharge on them
where the effect has been extremely rapid.

Senator Proxmire reported several of those in his testimony. There
would he stages. There are many things that can be done in most
industries to tighten up very quickly and very inexpensively. Then
there are the more fundamental processes of gradually.building this
kind of a cost into the design of new equipment, and so forth.

But it is a systematic method; it would be broad in its impact.
And I think one would see results quicky.

Mr. VANDER JAGT. You compared the speed of your proposal and
our present iwproach to it. It is possible there is an alternative ap-
proach that is even better, and even more simple? I think you men-
tioned in your testimony another approach, a recycling proposal,
which we considered earlier this weeka spray irrigation approach.

The requirement of industry is that the water they put back in
will have to be as pure or purer than the water they took out. Why
wouldn't it be better to require them to put in the kind of system
that will put the water back purer than they took it out? Wouldn't
that make it much easier to determine whether or not there was com-
pliance ?

For example, in your testimony, you pointed out the difficulty of
measuring .the amount of effluents that each industry contributed.
Who is goin.g to put the price tag on! Are vee going to have some
political flecision as to who bears what burden of the load!

Dr.. Krum& There is much more basis for it than that, in my
opinion. First of all, I think I said that many industries do not know
what they put into the rivers, which is not ' quite the same thing
as saying it is difficult to fmd out There are well developed tests
that could be used for this. They have been used syStematically and
continuously, for example in the Ruhr area of Germany, for up to 50
years.

Mr. VANDER JAGT. Isn't that where we have some of .the most
polluted waters in all of the world?

Dr. ICNBEsz. You have some. But On the other hand, you have man-
aged waters which are relatively good in an extremely highly devel-
oped area that places tremendous burdens on it

The other pomt is that we are not in a position, at the present time,
to close up most of the processes. In limited situations, you may be
able to reduce the use of water courseafor waste disposal to zero use
possibly. It is very difficult to see how yOU could possibly do that
for each one of the environmental media.

I think it is extremely instructive to think in terms of a materials
balance that has to be achieved in conjunction with the production
and consumption activities and the environment.

Unless you are able to achieve, indeed, a full recycle of all of the
materials and limit yourself to the Use of solar energy, and in effect
obtain conditions that are like those that we haven't yet obtained in a
space ship, I might say, there must be some discharge of materials and
energy to the environment.

, . .
at I am proposing is a systematic means of controlling that use

of the environmentof managing the environmentso that other tic-
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tivities which require it and which benefit from it will not be damaged
beyond tolerable points.

And I think this is the only realistic approach we can take at the
present time. I very strongly feel that we are getting at some funda-
mental parts of the problem here. We are getting at the incentive
effect, as far as reducing waste, redesigning processes, developing
technology, which is another aspect that needs to be stressed.

We have hardly done anything in our history in terms of develop-
ing technologies for reducing the use of common property resources.

That is tho reason they were polluted to such an extent. There were
no values on them. Another aspect of this that should not be ne-
glected in the proposal I put forward is that there are techniques other
then the treatment of waste waters, or even the reduction of generation
of waste in the industrial processes, for improving the quality of
water. .

These have been relatively well engineered and well worked out.
For example, the low-water quality periods in streams tend to cor-
respond to certain hydrologic and meteorologic conditionslow river
flows occur in the late summer, for example, with hot temperature&

This reduces the dissolved oxygen in the rivers. Higher tempera-
tures mean organisms are more sensitive to toxic materials, et cetera-

One way of dealing with that situation is to regulate the low river
flows to some extent, and that can sometimes be done at low cost.

Another is to introduce dissolved oxygen frequently into the rivers.
This is one of the main kinds of parameters that are affected by waste
discharges, and for very adverse periods it is possible to put it In
mechanically.

There are other 'such devices one might think of. And this is, in a
way, the main support for the regional approach which looks at the
problem as a regional management problem, not simply as a problem
of putting waste treatment plants on the ends of pipes wherever they
happen to be.

Of course, in Senator Proxmire's bill he stressed this portion of it,
toothe support that could be provided for the development of re-
gional institutions.

Mr. VANDER JAGT. In the end it is the individual Who foots the bill
though, isn't it! Either as the consumer paying higher prices for the
products or the taxpayers paying higher taxes to get the job done.
It is the Individual who pays:

Dr. KNEES& Yes. There is no way of escaping that, of course. In
some fashion, the consumers finally pay.

Mr. VANDER JAGT. Under the spray irrigation system which is be-
ing developed, and which , I described to you,, the water going back
hi is purer than whenit came outthe nitrogen and phosphate is
removed and put on the land. It is not a waste, it is disp. of as a
natural resource which is enriching the environment. .

In that cas3, under your charge sYstem, would , you reimburse them
because they made the environment better V .

Dr. Kwrzs& I would think that woUld be in order, yes.
Mr. Rths& Mr. Gude I
Mr. GUDE. Dr. Kneese, I am also very interested in this effluent

charge idea. I think it, has a great deal of merit. It would seem to me
that if industrY does not clean up the effluents and is willing to pay the
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charges, these charges could go toward the construction of plants to
take care of the effluents.

Dr. KNEEsz. They could go toward the construction of plants or
other devices to improve water quality.

Mr. GIME. Yes, such systems as Congressman Vander Jagt
suggested.

With regard to industries producing products which are harmful to
the enviromnent, after they are disposed of by the Userfor ex-
ample in the case of household detergentsI wonder whether the cost
of extracting a pound of phosphorus in a sewage plant could be deter-
mined and levied on the detergents at the point of manufacture, and
could then go into a fund which could supplement a construction fund
on the national level ?

Dr. KNEES& Well, I think there are any number of such devices
that are possible.

Mr. GUDE. The effluent charge there would not reach the manufac-
turer in this caseit would go to the consumer. In this case the house-
wife would be the one that is disposing of it. If industry is going to
benefit from the manufacture of detergents with phosphorus, I can see
merit in that approach.

Dr. KEnsio. I think that might be quite meritorious.
Mr. GUDE. The same plan could apply to the cost of solid waste dis-

posalplastics which will not rot, metals which won't rust. A figure
for the cost of disposal could be determined and could be levied at the

point of manufacture.
Dr. KNEESE. I think that is again a possibility. I think we are in bet-

ter condition, as far as the research base is concerned, for the waste
water discharge program that I mentioned. But the principle is a gen-
eral one, and that is that there ought to be some way of reflecting the
cost of using the common property resources back onto those people
who cause the cost.

I should think that it might be applied to the solid waste problem
also and to some extent to air pollution problems, too, although this
would require some additional study.

Mr. Gunn. Thank you very much. Mr. Brandborg, I was Very much
inspired by your remarks. I lknow that the question I frequently hear
when I talk with groups in my diStrict or I read letters is that every-
one is concerned about the environment They want tO know what they
can do, and so much of their interest seems to dissolve into imploring
Congress to bring about the revolution.

I think there is a great deal that can be done kf' organizations at the
local and State level. For example, in My own district we have build-
ing codeslocal building codeswhich require that the grounds ,be
covered with grass, or that measures be taken to carry off silt from
the land. There is a good question whether the local government, from
thne to thne, in the various jurisdictions, is properly enforcing such
codes. This seems to me to be the tyPe of concrete problem about which
you remarked.

In another areal we hive a national requirement about pollution de-'
vices on automobiles; and yet in the State of Maryland we have no
inspection system except for used cars which requires the devices, such
as they areand they are CertainlY not adequate to the problem, yet.
The public is not getting the benefit Of niany of these devices "on auto-

,
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mobiles that are running around in the State of Maryland. An annual
car inspection system would remedy this. Is this the type of concrete
thing to which you addressed .,yourself ?

Mr. BRANDBORG. Yes, Mr. Gude. I addressed myself to that type of
concrete example as a means of introducing us as a conservation move-
mentthose of us here in this room todayto a systems approach for
involving people.

We cannot get the desired results in the specific examples you speak
of unless we have good articulate people working at the grass roots.

As we in this room all knovf, most of the great things in this country
often start with one or two individualsa few people at mostand
many are seen through to a successful culmination by the efforts of
just a few people.

Now, there is a whole technology that will bring these needs into
focus. People everywhere want to know how to help. How do we show
them how they can become involved constructively, getting the con-
tribution of new technology that his been brought out 'here today, to
bring resource issues into focus locally.

Above all in importance is this thing that we have all touched on
and certainly those of us within organizations and within political
bodies see its great potentialthe need for directing and guiding the
human being who has thepotential for developinig other human beings
in leadership roles. I think the matters that you bring to our attention
Mr. Gude, are the exan9les of things at the level on which people can
really take hold, to gain competence through their own participation
and involvement.

From that type of success they naturally escalate to some of the
broader issues and ultimately, in a period of a relatively short time,
we find their identification with the major policy issues relating to
environment that we face here today. This is a training, human de-
velopment process.

I have a great faith,personally, and I think I speak for my organiza-
tion, in the democratic processes of our country. Yes, we need to bring
new leadership, enlightened leadership; te the fore. But we see that
we are stoppW many, many times if we don't have people working at
local and State levels, who see the need for thie leadership.

I think the perception of the need for this leadership comes through
responsible involvement. I think it coMes through building the fires
in the people out there who are ready to go and who ere begging that
all of us develop a more systematic approaeh in developing leaders.
Above all, this committee should ask the agencies of the Federal Gov-
ernment and State and local governments to throw their people into
this human development process, using their special skills and tech-
nology, to give the guidelines from which sound programs can be
developed. ,

We are having today a great enthusiatic push for the teach-ins,
which are very wholeseme. We are trying to bringenviromnental issues
to the campuses. I am very disturbed by the possibility that after we
pass the teach-in month ot April there won't-be clear follow-through
guidelines for the specific jobs that must be done, that we won't be
there with all of the technology, all of the human development proc-
esses which we should provide to help those people in the next stage
of critically important followthrough.

(
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We face this same need throughout our organizations today. Citi-
zen groups everywhere are ready for this kind of advice, as are indi-
viduals.

Mr. GUDE. Do you think we might address ourselvesboth Con-
gress and your groupsto the question of how the Federal dollar, for
education is being distributed as far as the social sciences are con-
cerned if

Following Sputnik, of course, we made tremendous investment in the
physical sciences. And now we need not only to develop leaders in the
area we are concerned with, but also to inyegt in personnel in the area
of criminal rehabilitationcounselors, community leaders, probation
officers, people of this type.

Is our Federal dollar being channeled in the proper direction to meet
these needs?

Mr. BRANDIWRO. I think we must address ourselves to those basic
questions which you pose. I believe we must face the need to change
human behavior and that we can have all types of high-flown policies
at national and State levels; but unless we change our educational
institutions, unless we make the quality of the environment an im-
portant concern of the children in the schools, we ultimately face the
saddest type of degredation.

I agree wholly with your approach, Mr. Gude.
Mr. Gunz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman;
Mr. REUSS. I want to thank Mr. Brower, Dr. Kneese, Dr. Willard,

and Mr. Brandborg for your very real contributions to our delibera-
tions.

The Subcommittee on Conservation, having heard all of the wit-
nesses on this phase of its study on action proposals for the environ-
mental decade, will now stand adjourned.

(Whereupon, at 12 noon, the subcommittee was adjourned.)
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL DECADE

(Action Proposals for the 1970's)

PRIDAY, XARVEC 13, 1970

Housz. OP REPRESENTATIVES)
CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES SUBCOMMITME

OP THE COMMIT= ON GonRN3tENT OPERATIONS)
Ann Arbor Mich.

The subcommittee met at 9 :30 a.m., in the ballroom of the Michigan
Union, Hon. Henry S. Reuss (chairman of the subcommittee) presid-
ing.

Subcommittee members present : Representatives Henry S. Reuss,
Jini Wright, Guy Vander Ja#, and Paul N. McCloskey, Jr,

Other Members present : Representatives John D. Dingell and
Marvin L. Each.

[NomMechanical difficulties precluded transcription of this hear-
ing, which was tape recorded. This printed hearing, therefore, con-
sists of Chairman Reuss' opening statement and the statements of the
witnessestwith the exception of Mr. Matthew Andrea: representing the
D.C. Student Committee on the Transportation Crisis, who did not
submit a written statement.]

OPENING STATEMENT OP CONGRESSMAN HEART S. REUSS,
CHAIRMAN, CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES SUB-
COMMITTEE

Mr. REUSS. OD December 5, 1969, the members of this subcommittee, ,

together with a bipartisan Alroup of 75 other Members of Congress,
called for designation of the 1970's as the "Environmental Decade"
and recommended a wide-ranging action program for cleaning up the
environment during this decade.

During the first week of February this year, our subcommittee began
a series of hearings on the Environmental Decadeaction proposals
of the 1970'sm Washington, D.C. We heard spokesmen for con-
servation organizations and other groups such as the American In-
stitute of Architectst the League of Women Voter!, and the American
Public Health Association.

Today in Ann Arboros part of the "Environmental Teach-ln" at
the University of Michigan, our subcominittee resumes its hea
on action proposals for the Eniironmental Decade.. We welcome tile
views of the youth of our Nation who are becoming so magnificently
involved in the fight to save our environment. We shall also haii, an-
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other hearing for representatives of youth organizations in Wash-
ington, D.C., on April 3.

To respond adequately to the environmental crisis which confronts
this country will require the contribution of all of America's citizens.
The American people have become increasingly aware of the nature
of this environmental crisis. Their response has been an anguished
outcry against the destroyers of our land.

In order to proceed with the practical resolution of the complex
scientific, economic, and political problems which we now recognize
must be resolved, those of us in Government who are directly C011-
cerned with these problems need your zealous and thoughtful partici-
pation. We applaud such educational events as the "teach-in, here
and at other universities and high schools throughout the country,
as they propel forward responsilble efforts to resolve the environ-
mental crisis. We are glad that our subcommittee has this oppor-
tunity to hear from representatives of the youth at this "teaCh-in. '

We horst!, as we explore existing and imminent environmental prob-
lems, to discover what must be done to solve them; to examine the
effectiveness and efficiency of existing governmental policies and pro-
grams; and to develop proposala for new programs where needed.

Among the questions we are interested m exploring are :
1. What must, government do to strengthen or redirect its

existing programs for environmental protection and improve-
ment

9. Which programs should be expanded, curtailed, or elimi.
nated ? How NMy

3. How can programs at all levels of government be better
coordinated to achieve maximum economy, efficiency, and effec-
tiveness? .

4. What would be the cost of new propams to protect and
enhance the quality of the environment Who should administer
such _programs?

5. How can we encourage more public participation in the
consideration of proposals that affect 'the environment

6. How can we make public agencies and officials more respon-
sive to environmental concerns in the administration of environ-
mental programs? -

7. Can the public effectively protect our air and water through
class action litigation?

8. How shouN/the Federal girt programs be strengthened
to help protect and improve environmental values/

Before calling our first witness, I Would like to introduce to you
the Members of Congress who are With is today. ,

First, Congressman Guy Vander Jagt of Michigan's' Dth district,
the ranking minority member' on the Conservation. Subcommittee,
who has made a most 'valuable contribution to the subcommittee's
deliberations, and who, I might add, has made iti'chairinan's. werk
considerably less burdensoine.

Other suboomaittee members who are here today are tOngressman
Jim Wright-of Texas, and' Congreesman Paul N. McCloekey, Jr:, of
California.
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Also with us are two members of the Michigan delegation. They
are not members of the subeommittee, but we are very pleased to
have them with us to participate in this hearing: Congressman.John
D. Dingell of Detroit, who has longbeen a leader in the conservation
movement, and Congressman Marvin L. Esch, who represents your
own city of Ann Arbor.

STATEMENT OP DENIS HAYES, NATIONAL COORDINATOR,
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION

Mr. HAYES. Mr. Chairman, I won't waste time this morning cata-
loging frightening statistics on what we are doing to our environment.
You know and I know enough right now to draw one conclusion :
We have to reverse onr course, and we have to do it at once.

But so far the environmental crisis has inspired only piecemeal
programs and insipid rhetoric. Most of the politicians and business-
men who are jumping on the environmental bandwagon don't have the
slightest idea what they're getting into. They don't realize that we've
entered a long and serious value conflict ; a fight for a profound change
in what this country is all about. They simply don't have a clue to
what we mean by "saving the enviromnent."_

They are talking about emission control devices on automobiles;
we are talking about bans on automobiles. They are bursting with
pride over plans for inadequate municipal waste treatment plants;
we are challenging the ethics of a society that, with only 7 percent
of the world's population, accounts for more than half of the world's
annual consumption of raw materials.

This country is robbingthe rest of the contemporary, world and all
future generations of their natural. inheritance. 'We have to stop.

This country consumes resources at an extravagant rate and sags
on its own garbage. Pollution is only one symptom of the environ-
mental crisis. We are spending insanely large sums on military hard-
ware, such as the suicidal MIRV and ABM systems, instead of elim-
inating hunger and poverty. We squander resources on moondust
whilepeople live in wretched housing. And we still waste money and

ilives n a war we should never have entered and should gget out of
immediately. These are all a part of our basic disregard for how. people
live, and for the destruction of our surroundings.

We have made Vietnam an ecological catastrophe. Vietnam was
once capable of *educing a marketable surplus of grains and rice.
Now America must feed her. We have left more than ,500,000 acres
barren. American bombs have pock marked the country with more than
2.5 million craters as much as 80 feet deep. We have destroyed, much
of the country's fertile MangrOve,,fOrests, .WhiCh sheltered protein-
rich fish and shellfish ; in their place grow Sterile -forests-of bamboo:

The destruction of the environment of Vietnani is not simply, a
byproduct of the war: We- are (Nifty, of a 'direc_Lt. devastating; and
inexcusable assault on that nation's ecosytsein. 'rhe United States
spent $78 Million On defoliatiOn in Vietnam m the last fiscal year
Rhine: Much of :the mOney. Went kir the purchase and distribution of
agent orange,* powerful lierbicide containing 2,4;15.-T, which has been
shown to produce birth defeets in laboratory animals. We have &raped
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defoliants on Vietnam at the rate of 10,000 pounds a month, blacken-
ing in a single year 6,600 square miles.

We cannot pretend to be concerned with the environment of this_
or any other nation as long as w econtinue the war in VietnamOr
enter a similar war in Laos or elsewhere.

But even if the war were over tomorrow, America would still be
killing this planet. Even the peaceful pursuits of this country are
horrifying. 'Too often our political and business institutions seem
oblivious to the fact that some of us want to live in this country 30
years from now. Those years are running out. We don't have much
time. We cannot afford to give you much time.

Any day now a decision will be made on just one more outrageous
activity. The Atomic Energy Commission wants to set off the largest
nuclear cratering !last in history. If the Undersecretaries' Commit-
tee of the National Oecurity Council approves, the STURTEVANT
blast-170 kilotons, 8% times RS powerful as the Hiroshima bomb
will be detonated in Nevada this month or next. The test will not be
fully contained underground. It is designed to produce a crater as
an experiment in using bombs to build canals and harbors. It will
send an estimated 17 million curies of radioactive gas and debris into
the atmosphere. It would be utterly irresponsible to approve the test.
Congress, however has already approvedand fundedSTURTE-
VANT, and our only hope now lies with the National Security Coun-
cil. Big hope I

There should be a full and impartial study of the environmental
effects of thisand every other major governmental or industrial
project that will affect the ecosystem of the countrybefore it is un-
dertaken, not after it is too late. If we are to make wise decisions, we
have to know what we are doing to our environment. The burden
of proof must be placed on those whose activities will affect the en-
vironmentwhether by blasting, building, or marketing productsto
reGve that what they propose is ecologically sound.

Some vested interests in this country will resist the idea that we
must actively protect other nations and future generations, instead
of present profits. But a movement is building that will not stand
for more of the step-by-step, reckless decisions that dumped sewage
in our air and water, got and kept us in Vietnam, and neglected to
alloW all people a worthwhile way of life. It is a movement that will
challenge the personal values of every member of this society, the
processes of corporate decisionmaking, and the political priorities of
the United States.

The movement is beginning; it must succeed.

STATEMENT OP PIERRE PRADERVAND, CENTER FOR POPULATION
Pumice, TRE UNIVEBSITY OP MIORIGAN

PROBLEMS or POPULATION CONTROL IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Mr. PILUMVAND. My name is Pierre Pradervand. At the moment I
am affiliated as a gracluate student with the University of Michigan
Center for Population Planning. Formerly, I have served as a research
sociologist on family planning with the Ministry of Finance and
Planning in Algeria, and RS a consultant on population problems in
West Africa for the Ford Foundation.

2 4 2
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A recent film made in BOlivia and currently enjoying a tremendous
success in that country 'depicts the murder of a Peace Corps volun-
teer who had been distributing pills left and right to Indians. Fol-
lowing strong complaints by the U.S. Embassy, the right-wing regime
sends soldiers to punish the Indian population of the region where the
crime was committed, but a last-minute popular uprising ousts the
government in power.

The story discusses well the growing animosity among ever-wider
sectors of the elite of developing countries to population control. In
Africa, where we have been active in the 13ast t years, elite attitudes
are very different depending on whether the country is French-speak-
ing or English-speaking. In English-speaking countries, private foun-
dations have managed to convmce the governments that population
control was necessaryand possible. (This last statement being quite
unwarranted by the facts.) In French-speaking countries, most goy-
ernments are strongly opposed to population control and resent Ameri-
can intervention in this field, especially as quite a few are convinced
they need larger populations, not, smaller ones. This opinion was ex-
pressed strongly by President Boumedienne of Algeria, on June 19,
1969, in a statement mentioning that birth control was no solution to
the problem of development. In another African capital, the Presi-
dent turned down an offer to start a family planning clinic with Amer-
ican funds because he was afraid that he would be "forced" into popu-
lation control. Declarations such as that of the president of the World
Bank, Mr. MacNamara, asking that aid be "tied" to the existence of
population control, created widespread resentmentand most under-
standably so.

At a moment when the AID budget is cut drastically, funds allo-
cated to population control, in the same budget, have skyrocketed in
past years. It is difficult for developing countries not to feel that the
West considers population control a cheap way out of the development
dilemmaand the accusation is far from being unfounded. The AID
philosophy contends that population growth is the main obstacle
to developmenta totally unproved fact contested by outstanding
economists like S. Kergacks, H. Leisenskein, or C. Clark. Population
growth is not the cause of underdevelopment but the symptom and
consequence of underdevelopment and the colonial occupation.

"Population control" does not create a single job, does not build
a single school, till a single acre, turn a single lathe. Although it is, in
the long run, an indispensible part of any development policy, it can be
a waste of meager resources in the initial stages of development Crash
food programs and the images of the so-called "green revolution" will
never solve the food problem as long as basic land reforms have not
been undertaken. India is a typical case : It diverts a huge amount
of effort to a family planning program that, judged by its initial crisis,
has failed, due in part to the pressure of the large landowners in Con-
gress who evidently prefer upholding massive sterilization programs
to land reforms.

We think that in most parts of Africa today, population control is
absolutely unfeasible due to the world's highest death rates (in many
rural areas9 one child out of two dies before the age of 5), very high
illiteracy rates (80-95 percent), little urbanization, bad communica-
tions, a quasi-inexistent health infrastructure, et cetera. In many
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regions, to be assured of having one surviving son in old age, a wo-
man must have more than seven live births. To speak of birth con-
trol, in, such conditions: is ludicrous to say the very leak,. Until basic
structural reforms leading to a certain level of develOpinent and much
lower mortality have been implemented, people will not even want
to hear of birth control. Massive investments in agriculture, education
and public health are necessary to bring death rates down arid induce
the basic economic changes wliich will- end by changing peoples' at.:
titude toward fertility. Currently, most tropical African woMen *ant
around 6.5 childrentwo more than in most developing cOuntries of
Asia and Latin America. Net even the perfect contraceptive could
alter this. .

We do not expect basic -changes in the now well-entrenched AID
philosophy in the field of population conttol. NeVerthelesS, we.would
like to suggest. that AID receive the authorization to spend funds .

at present strictly tied to population controlon maternal and child
health. Our experience has convinced us that expenditures in this field
are the best way of preparing women for fainily *planning..

STATEMENT OP GARRETT De BELL,. WASHINGTON REPRESENTA-
TIVE, ZERO POPULATION GROWTH, INC..

, .

Mr. DE BELL. I aM Garrett De Bell, the Washington representa-
tive of Zero POpulation Growth, Inc. ZPG established its national
hearquarters in California in September of 1969 and has now groWn
to 8,000 members in 65 chapters across the Nation. ZPG 'is actiVely
working for stabilization of the population of the United States
and is seeking solutions to the enviromnental problems that result
in part from excessive populatiOn size'. Since ZPG is not tax exempt,
we are free to lobby for legislation that 'makes ecological sense, to
support public officials whose policies make ecological sense and- to
work for the defeat of thoSe who do not. .

In a recent speech, President 'Nixon .said: "For :the Mostpart9. the
damage, done to our environment has not. been -* *,.* ithe neVitable
byproduct either of advancing ,. technology or Of growing 'popula-
tion." It is refreshing to find a stateinent as unambiguously wrong as
this. It is now clear that our environment is rapidly .deterieSting
because of the increasing rate of 'pollution and Tesouree depletion
per person Compounded by ..00 eiplodiocpopulation. The enviiori-
mental impact of the world's population is onirpattiaily. avoidable.
A 'certain =Count of habitat destruction and envirOnmental.polli.i .
tion is the inevitable . consequence of 'meeting the basic. needs 'of :the A

people Moat of the World's: peoPle are rio* living at
sistence and are CauSing Only ..tho minimal ainount of &linage tO
their environment -that' is an unaVoidable iesult. Of ;:proViding .fOr
their basic .neede It is becoming: increasingly:deaf that the.'.earth
has reached or eiceeded the 'Optimum :riuMber. of'huthan .beings that
can be decently supPOrted. Each. year's additional milliOne fiirther
stress the capacity Of the'life-iMpport systein:.- Stabililing the Wingd's
population (zero population growth)' is 'the Only :Solution.- We.;Urge\,,-
that the United States iniMediately giire all ,ayailable 'resOniees and
technical assistanee 'to any cOnntry* desiring 'help in liMiting its

;poPulation.
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But the population problem is not just the problem of the under-
developed countries. The citizens of the United States, a tiny minority
of the world's population, are using up the world's resources and
polluting the global environment at a rate many times that of any
other population. The environmental impact of each person in the
United States has increased dramatically us a result of the produc-
tion, use, and disposal of the products that are produced by our tech-
nological society and that people have come to think of as necessities
thanks to the all-too-successful manipulation by advertising. Solv-
ing the environmental crisis in this country will require two ap-
proaches. The amount of pollution per person will have to be strik-
ingly reduced and the population will have to stabilize. It the
population does not stop growing, all our gains will be temporary,
only to be eaten up by the constantly increased numbers of people.

It must be made very clear that true solutions to our problems
and creating a high civality of life in this country will not come
about by using the band-aid approach. Antibillboard laws, litter
laws, smog control devices, and more sewage treatment plants are
desirable, -but we should realize that we will only get a quality
environment when we stop valuing production and consumption for
its own sake and think of the effect of the production on the quality
of our lives.

Some specific proposals may help to stimulate disoussion :
1. In order to achieve a stable population, birth control services,

voluntary sterilization, and abortion should all be available on de-
mand and free to all who cannot afford them. Legal abortion should
not be available only to the rich as is now ,the case in many States
and the District of Columbia.

2. Tax incentives, financial benefits, insurance rates, and many other
pressures in this society are pro-natalist. These should be changed
to give the advantage to those who contribute least to population
growth. One example here is Senator Packwood of Oregon's bill to
cut off tax deductions for all children after the third and to reduce
that for the third.

3. All Federal projects that cause environmental 'destruction for
trivial benefits should be immediately stopped. A prime example here
is the SST. The Federal Government is spending billions to subsidize
Boeing to build this environmental insult:The reasons given are na-
tional prestige and balance of payments. There is no prestige to be
gained by subjecting people to sonic booma so a few of the elite can
travel a little faster. The balanee of payments argument assume§ that
US airlines will buy the British-French Concorde if the Boeing SST
is not produced. I propose two things :. First, that all Federal funds for
the SST be withdrawn immediately; .second, that the Congress pass
a law forbidding the use of U.S. mripace and airports to any SST,
domestic or foreign, and to pass any other laws necessary to make
sure that no U.S. airline disturbs the peace of any of 'the world's
people by flying the Concorde on any foreign` routea.

4. Since the private automobile is the main cause of smog, a main
cause of death in this country ,(55,000 people killed and 200,000 in-
jured each year), and is dominating the countryside with freeways
and other facilities, I propose : That the highway trust fund be im-
mediately opened up for use in funding whatever means of transporta-
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tion is best in a given locality whether it be subsidies for railroads,
minibus systems, rapid transit, or bicycle paths. This will require,
among other things, that the highway lobby be broken.

5. Irresponsible and unnecessary use Of pesticides must stop.. Some
pesticides are necessary for vital public health purposes and for stable
food production. But these reasons are used by the,Chemical interests
to justify chemical use far in eideSs of What is needed for vital pur-
poses. All U90 of pesticideS on ornamental crops, surplus orops,, and
nonessentiql crops should be prohibited. A certain amount of spray-
ing may bi needed to produce wheat, but that.does not justify use of
DDT on cotton which is a surplus commodity. Public pressure manip-
ulated by advertising has created a demand for insect-free crops, par-
ticularly fruits and vegetables. We .must create a demand for clean
food with no poisons and a few insects as a symbol of purity.
Federal standards that consider insect parts us evidence of filth shoulfl
be repealed. The ,present trend to commercial farms with single crops
should be reVersecl by providing subsidies to encourage more small
farms with very diverse crops as the easiest way to prevent insect out-
breaks. Funds for biological control ,.research should be greatly in-
creased. Perhaps the budget for the SST could be split between con-
traceptive research and biocontrol research.

6. To solve the solid waste problem, recycling of materials should
become the rule rather than the exception. We propose that the cost
of disposal of each product be included in the price as a tax and the
tax be used to subsidize the recycling or ultimate disposal of the
product. This would give a competitive advantage to responsible

th
com-

rgseb!of. Many of the present absurd packaging practices would quic
panies that produce products at can easily be recycled or di

forced out. The revenue from the tax would be sufficient to provide
subsidies to create many jobs in a recycling industry. Recycling is
particularly appealing because it solves two rIroblems. It reduces
pollution by solid wastes, and it reduces the need for new raw mate-
rials. The recycling of paper products, for instance, Would. reduce the
demands on our forests and allow,us to use ":less efficient". but more
ecologically sound management. .

7. To get at the:root of our >problem, the goal of Production and
consumption for its own sake must be changed. It has been aesumed
that advertising serves the public interest by increasing demand and
helping the economy. But it is clear that it is the side effects of the
production process that 'are causing the destruction of our .planet.
All advertisers should be required -by laW to provide equal time to
those who want to tell the.other side of the story, but aren't selling
anything and therefore have no money to buy; ,T.V time, et cetera.
People generally think in tering of having a product versus not having
it (a dishwasher using detergents Nersus washing Your own with
soap), but the choice is betweeen a ,dishwasher, detergent polluted
river, more powerplants versus Wash your own. with soap and have
Ifigrn rivers and no need :for ihenew..miclear .powerPlant The eao-
15-gical side of the.story must be told, and theindustries that make the
profit by polluting the environment should pay. . fOr the .other side to
be told..All advertithng by .publia Utilities for the purpose:of increas;
ing demand for poWer should be forbidden. There's no reason why.
PG & E should try to convince people to use more gas and electricity
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than they are presently doing. Meeting the existing demand is bad
enough without creating more.

In conclusion, the environmental crisis will only be resolved if
millions of citizens in their personal and political action demand a
better world. We can put the highway people and detergent industry
out of business if we just don't buy their products. We can adopt much
simpler life styles that require less material goods and leave us more
time for enjoyment. We can reject advertising that attempts to con-
vince us that we are not worthy unless we own their, newest polluting
automobile. We can become politically active and ensure that no public
officials are elected unless they have ecologically sound policies. If we.
do not do this the lobbies of the industries will ensure that the inter-
ests of their iridustries take precedence over the needs and desires of
the people. We urge people to join ZPG (867 State Street, Los Altos,
Calif. 94022), Friends of the Earth (30 East 42d Street, New
York, N.Y. 10017), or form other non-tax-exempt organizations that
can represent the interests of the people who want a livable environ-
ment instead of more meaningless consumption.

STATEMENT OF DINA ZVENICO, WOMEN'S LIBERATION,
ANN ARBOR; MICH.

DINA ZVENKO. I, Dina Zvenko, ain a member of Women's Libera-
tion in Ann Arbor. I would like to voice my opinions on the one eco-
logical problem that affects women most directly, that being overpopu-
lation. As I see it, the solution to overpopulation, at least m this coun-
try requires more than finding a safe, effective means of contraception ;
because women could continue to use birth control techniques just as
they do nowbefore, after, and between having as many children as
they want, which may be 10 children. Population control involves a
fundamental change in women's roles in this society whereby a woman
is no longer indoctrinated from the time she is a child that her identity
and fulfillment in life lies primarily, if not entirely, in motherhood
and child rearing.

Besides a change in women's attitude about having children, a change
in men's attitude about women having children would also alleviate
much of the problem. MenI say !nen because the vast -Majority of
people with decisionmaking power in this country, are menhave not
yet allowed women the -right to control their own bodies. Abortions,
except in very extreme cases, are illegal. Millions of women contribute
to the population problem by giving birth to children they don't want.
Also,thousands of women m this country die each year from illegal
abortions. I might add that most women who get atortions are mar-
ried and alreadY have more than one child. Pm not asking for abor-
tion reform, that is, i.e. permitting abortions in the case of incest, rape,
or insanity. For reforms will not eliminate the humiliation and social
stigma women must face before obtaining an abortion. I say all abor-
tion laws should be repealed so that any woman who wants it, can have
an abortion on demand.

The phrase "any woman who wants it" is important, for as it stands
now the availability of abortions is discriminatory, against poor
women. Abortions, legal or illegal, are in the neighborhoo4 of $500 to
$1,000. Along with the repeal of abortion laws, clinics and other fa-
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cilities where women can get an abortion done safely and cheaply
should also be established.

I previously stated that safe, effective contraception wasn't enough.
It seems evident from the testimonies given at the recent hearings con-
ducted by Senator Gaylord Nelson about "the pill," a safe effective
means of contraception does not yet exist. What would have been
interesting is if the Senate hearing would have investigated some other
issues connected with the pill such as : Why weremillions of women
used as guinea pigs by drug companies? And why doesn't a safe contra-
ceptive exist? The ansWers to such questions would expose other atti-
tudes about women that must be changed. One of them being that
contraception has come to be solely the responsibility of women. There-
fore, if a drug comes out on the market that is proven effective, even
though certain health risks are involvednit is the' woman's obligation
to deal with those risks. This also explains somewhat why there has
been very little done in the way of contraception for men.

A second attitude is that women in this society are dealt with, above
all else9

as consumers. When the medical research was done by drug
companies to produce oral contraceptives, their priorities were not to
discover a safe contraceptive and to ensure the well-being of women.
Rather they wanted to produce a product that women would buy., leav-
ing the consequences for the women taking the product. So the pill was
pushed on the market and sold to unsuspecting and worried suspect-
ing women. The huge profits reaped by the drug companies from the
pill did not act as motivation for continued medical research ; instead
other methods of contraception were shelved or simply not developed.

In addition to legalized abortion and discoiering safe and effective
contraception, I think there should be educational programs so women
can have a s. s understanding of how their bodies function. It's
only logical t t women understand how they get pregnant in order
that they prtwent pregnancies. Also women and men should be en-
couraged to adopt children. People AN9110 want children should be con-
vinced that there s nothing sacred ab6ut their genes and there are lots
of children already born who need parents.

One other aspect of population control that needs very serious con-
sideration is genocide. It seems that at present, the issues central to
abortion are that women should have control of their own bodies.
However, I can envision a situation in the future, when and if abortions
become legalized, where poor women on 'welfare are ordered by the
courts to have mandatory abortions or sterilizations if they wish to
continue receiving welfare checks. Mandator3r abortions 'are no bitter,
if not worse, than the present abortion legislation. In both situations
the destiny of the woman's body is not her own. I can imagine a very
similar discriminatory situation in terms of limiting family size in this
country. If the legislator pawed a bill that would set a limit of two
children per family, it would be the rich that could have their abor-
tions done in the clean hospitals; it would be the rich that could pay
the taxes attached to having more than two children; and it would be
the rich that would be seen is the most fit parents for adopting
children.

In conclusion, I would like to state that I personally' feel that popula-
tion control is a serious problem that must be dealt with immediately.
However, I refuse to support and I will directly oppose' any popula-
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tion control programsthat attempt to solve the overpopulation prob-
lem by discriminating against the poor and minority groups or by
continuing to and/or further oppressing women.

STATEMENT OF MEL NOLAN, GRADUATE STUDENT, SCHOOL OF
PUBLIC HEALTH, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

Mr. NOLAN. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, asyou know,
the President of the United Statest Secretary of the Interior Walter
J. Hickel, and FWPCA's Murray. Stein have recently talked about a
new water pollution control program. President Nixon sent his en-
vironmental- message to Congress on February 10, 1970. He has pro-
posed to handle water pollution control in two waysby new legisla-
tion and by administrative order using existing law.

The President's new legislative propoSals are:
Passage of a new Clean Waters .Act authorizing a $4 billion Federal

share of a $10 billion construction grants-program beginning in fiscal
year 1971.

Establishment of a new Environmental Financing Authority that
will purchase bonds from local agencies who cannot sell them at "fa-
vorable" interest rates.

To revise the construction grants allocation formula to channel
more money to locations where the greatest improvement in, water
quality will result.

Many experts in the field of water pollution control and abatement
agree that the proposed cleanup by Government officials has been
taken with little regard for the realities of the complexities of nature
and entirely too muoh faith in outmoded technology.

The estimation is that the Nation has investW ;bout $15 billion in
the construction of 7,500 municipal sewage treatment plants, indus-
trial treatment plants, sewers, and related.eupport equipment and
facilities since 1952. Nevertheless 1 400 communities -in the United
States, including cities like Memphis? Tenn., and hundreds of indus-
trial plants dump untreated wastes into the waterway. Many other
cities have only primary sewage treatment, removing only about 33
percent of gross pollutants mecMnically. Almost 30 percent of Ameri-
cans living in communities served by sewers have only primary
treatment.

Another 62 percent of Americans live in communities that provide
only secondary treatment of sewage using trickling filter 'or activated
sludge systems. Secondary treatment when properly executed will
reduce degradable organic wastes by about 90 percent. Chlorination
of the effluent from secondary treatment will kill up to 99 percent of
viable disease gerins in water. The current war on water pollution
has a primary objedive of achieving, seoondary treatment for sewage
in 90 percent of U.S. municipalities within the next 5 years. Equiva-
lent reductions for most industrial plants, are projoated for the same
5-year period.

Please do not be deluded inte thinking that these efforts
are adequate.

The volume of pollutanti, continues to expend while potable water
supply remains essentially the same. Within the neit 50 years, the
country's population will double, while municipal, industrial, and
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agricultural demand for water will increase faster than the popula-
tion growth. Present water uses add up to approximately 350 billion
gallons per day. Projected estimates for 1980 indicate 600 billion
gallons per day (b.g.d.) will be needed and by the year 2000, water
demands for domestic and industrial uses will reach or exceed 1,000
b.g.d. The unchanging supply of dependable potable water will have
to be reused, and it will cost more to recondition progressively dirtier
water from surface water suppplies.

Most water treatment plants are outmoded, since they were designed
for a simpler, sparsely populated world. Approximately tluve-fourths
of the water treatment plants only disinfect drinking water with
chlorine which kills bacteria but doesn't remove pesticides, herbi-
cides, or any other dissolved organic and inorganic chemicals from
the water.

The Public Health Service (PHS) has listed about 50 containhuults
or characteristics of drinking water supplies that must be controlled.
Other substances in drinking water have not appeared in the list
because they haven't been measured or identified.

Consequently ? we go on record as recommending the extension of
present efforts m research ? development, and training of competent
personnel to identify the dissolved organic matter in sewage effluents,
surface waters, and ground water. The new water pollution control
program of the prebent administration clearly sidesteps the Federal
Government's responsibility in this area. More than 500 new or modi-
fied chemicals are introduced on the market every year in the United
States without adequate knowledge for treatment and removal of these
substances once they are injected into our sewage and surface waters.
The identification and detailed analyses of some of these pollutants is
just beginning on a systematic basis. The establishment of an official
committee to evaluate the effects of insecticides on health was just
recently completed by the PHS. The recent announcement of the
ultimate closing of the Great Lakes Laboratory of the Bureau of Com-
mercial Fisheries also indicates the lack of interest of the Federal
Government in continuing the efforts of this group in defining the
quality of the waters in the Great Lakes which serve as a water supply
for Chicago, Detroit, and Cleveland as well as smaller cities in this
region. No effort has been made to insure the continuation of monitor-
ing the water quality of the Great Lakes. The Federal Water Pollution
Control Administration (FWPCA) should be given the responsibility
for the surveillance of these lakes and their drainage basins and to
continually monitor their water quality in addition to identifying new
manmade pollutants dumped ,into them.

We also recommend the establishment of additional numbers of
graduate fellowships and an increase in the stipend level as well' as
increasing supply and equipment allowances specifically earmarked
for the individual student to conduct reoearch. The present supply
allowance for students studying under these stipends at the Univer-
sity of Michigan is $400 per year. Gentlemen, the students have' found
that this sum is totally inadequate to conduct research in theproblem
areas of our chosen.professions. Other research grants and contracts
awarded to our thesis professors are carrying the burden of our equip-
ment, chemicalt and-glassware needs. Traveling to an off-campus site
to collect samples and conduct analysis iä out of the question unless
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your faculty advisor can furnish the traveling expenses from other
sources. Unfortunately, the pollution sources aren't on our camPus.
Earlier,I mentioned that some dissolved organic substances of man-
made origin are contained in our drinking water supplies and we
rationalize that very often they can be first detected in sewage efflu-
ents from primary or secondary sewage treatment plants. In figure 1,
I have presented some data on the fingerprinting of the dissolved or-
ganic complexing compounds which my colleagues and professors have
identified m Ann Arbor sewage treatment plant effluent before chlo-
rination. We are concerned that these and other organic chelating
substances present in most sewage effluents could stimulate algal growth
by making trace metals already present in the receiving water more
available to algae.

(Norz.Figure 1 referred to above follows the bibliography at
the end of Mr. 1Volan's statement.)

In preliminary algal growth studies conducted with each of the
molecular weight fractions isolated from sewage increases algal popu-
lations. Both Lake Michigan and Third Sister Lake were observed
with a 500-11000 molecular weight fraction. Presently, we are at-
tempting to identify the components of this fraction and conduct
additional experiments to define their effect on stimulating the growth
of natural mixed algal populations. There are numerous other possible
trace nutrients other than phosphorus, nitrogen, and gross dissolved
organic material that nwd to be identified and used to pulse the
biology of the aquatic environment.

Pollutants that secondary treatment facilities fail to eliminate will
increase in volume more rapidly than industry and population growth.
Phosphate, nitrate, and nondegradable detergent removal haven't been
adequately shown to be the solution to decreasing foam and algal
mats in our surface waters. There is a possibility of-substituting a non-
phosphorus builder in detergents; however, more research into the
fate and effects of the substitutes is necessary before wholesale use
begins. A bill is before Congress that would .ban phosphorus from
detergents by mid-1971, but farms, cities, and factories 'contribute
various forms of phosphates to algae-clogged lakes and rivers.

Advanced nonbacterial technologies show promise in removing the
ever-increasing percentages of phosphates originating from domestic
and industrial wastes loads from sewage. The conventional biological
waste treatment methods being pushed by the Federal water pollu-
tion agencies cannot effectively degrade all of the contaminants in-
troduced to these facilities. Tertiary treatment facilities ,are aimed at
removal of almost all contaminants. Toxic industrial wastes have, on
many occasions, wiped out the bacterial population§ of secondary
mumcipal treatment plants for weeks. Scientists at the Robert A. Taft
Water Research Center in Cincinnati; Ohio, have proposed physical-
chemical processes to accomplish secondary and tertiary treatment of
sewage. The sewage', is first clarified'W.chemical flocculation which
removes most suspended organic solids including most of' the phos-
phate. Carbon adsorption fflter beds are used for removal of dissolved
organic material and additional phosphates. The flocculation and ac-':
tivated carbon adsorption :renioves 90 percent or more of the phos-
phate: The carbon can' be regenerated in furnaces and refised.,The ad-
sorbed organic matter is burned., Carbon adsorption Also removes in-'

Ar.-4
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dustrial chemicals from the water which pass unremoved and un-
degraded through secondary biological treatment plants.

Chemical process treatment techniques are also being studied that
would recondition sewage into . potable water. Processes such as re-
verse osmosis using semipermeable membranes to remove ammonia
nitrogen, phosphates and most nitrate and other dissolved substances
in water are being studied in pilot plants facilities. Engineers are
attempting to design beter membranes. The eventual product of this
effort is reusable water rather than an effluent to discharge to some
receiving water, designated by a State agency for that purpose. Re-
cycled reconditioned water is the ultimate goal to satisfy future
water needs.

Congress shows a distinct lack of orientation towards a largely
urban population when grants for construction of waste-treatment
plants was limited to $250,000 per municipality. This dollar ceiling
was raised but not removed until fiscal 1968. In the preceding .12
years almost half of the sewage treatment plants were built in villages
with populations less than 2,500 and 92 percent with populations
under 50,000.

Congress has also left it up to the Statesto decide on pollution Con-
trol goals in determining the uses for a particularstream or lake. Each
State decides stream characteristics such as dissolved oxygen, tempera-
ture, phosphates, nitrates, residual chlorine, sispended and dissolved
solids. Each State then sets up its own schedule for corrective meas-
ures that would insure the stream quality agreed upon and prepare
legal enforcement of the standards.

We recommend the elimination Of thia piecemeal approach to
solving the fellation problems of .these intra- and interstate water-
ways. We believe the most reasonable, approach to the solution of
chemical, biological, and thermal pollution problems is the establish-
ment of regional authorities or basin cOmmissions such its the Ohio
River Valley Sanitation Commission, ORSANCO, and Delaware
River Basin Commission, DRBC, of which the Federal Goirernmerit
is a member. An example of the confision caused by State-submitted
standards in June 1967 Occurs along the Ohio River where Pennsyl-
vania-Ohio), West Virginia-Ohio, Kentucky-Ohio,and Indiana-Ken-
tucky...set different standards for 'water characteristics sach as tem-
perature. Kentucky submitted maxiinUni temperature standard of 93
degrees Fahrenheit while Indiana wants 90, degrees, Ohio set its
limit at 93 deegrees, while West Virginischose,86 degree& and Penn-
sylvania decided on 86 degrees rahronheit. .1 sincerely hoPe the
natural biologioal :pOpulations of the Ohio River can properly accli-
mate to these ambivilent sets of standards. Michigan has a regional
problem of establishing both regional and international quality stand-
ards. Ceitainly, thermal pollution and radioactive wades levels, ere
Possible future problems for the future of,the Great Lake& It is well
established that thermal pollution accelerates entrophication in lakes
and changes the species . diversity in rapidly flowing streams .and

We recommend that offshore oil drilling cOmpanies berequired to
build floating retention basins and Or. be dared a fee .from $10,000
per day for oil discharge's into lakei and estuaries to,cover the expense
of removing and deitroying oil slicks. %recommend the establishment
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of special research grants for the study_of the identification of specific
crude oil types to pmpoint offenders. We also recommend research On
the chronic effects of periodic and continuous small oil spills on the
chemical and ecological changes of lakes and estuaries.

We recommend the establishment of an agency at the,Federal level,
of government to coordinate the exchange of research information
on the degradation, mettholic pathways, toxicity and vectors of trans-
port for insecticides and herbicides. This agency should also be charged
with the responsibility of monitoring _pesticide levels in water levels
and setting up standardefor the nee of pesticides and promoting mu-
tual trust bdween existing Federal agencies in the exchange of valid
data.

Federal funds would do more good in eliminating water pollution
problems:if river linsinefidjor regional lines were set up. More funds'
need to be chinneled into applied research efforts directed towards
identifying and measuring new and existing undetected organic mate-
riels and trace metals in surface waters and sewage plant effluents.
Funds should also be allocated towards developing new waste treat-
ment processes and putting them to use. Research is needed to define the
chronic and acute effects of recycling reconditioned waste water in
the United States before we are compelled to resort to this source
of potable water supply.
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STATEMENT OP RICHARD W. DODDS, "rumor:, SCHOOL OP PUBLIC
zgairm,UNIVERSITY 07 MICHIGAN

: .

NUTRITION: AND, ENVIRONMENT -; .

Mr DODDS. Nutrition is an, environmentel iirobleM.beceUse it affects
Our groWth, helps determine the .qtillity of ife which-We exPeriefice,
and *es away environifientat resources:Mich air writer. .end :energy
which are in very short supPly., , , ; . . .. .; ,

For example, Mir diet in the United Statei includes a, let of Mist;
and meat is very expermive :in terms , of the .,eisourcea, cOnsumed to
produce it. Plant foOd for nourishing one huMari ,for, 1.day costs ,800
gallons of water to produce. One Pound of beef Protein,. which is not
enoiigh to nourish one human for 1, dab costs. 2,300 gallons.of, water
to 7-produce. Our present standard of -living uses 18,000 gallons of
water per person per day. Given oar rainfall, that means that the
maximum population at this standard of living in terms of water.alone
which we can sUpport is 280 million people. , We .are nearing that
brink today:, Without .population 'control we, will ultimately. have to
give up.mect protein in our diet& : : .

Thus, nutrition, is an environmental resource problem. BUt nateition
is. also the environment from which we ,draw resources for our brains
to grow, for our intelligence to develop, and for our bodie, .to gain
height and weight. Y; . ;

.Overnutrition is aseoCiated with cardiovineidar disease and diabeta;
it has recently 'received much desernd attention. , However, ,qualita-
tively bad nutrition is not getting sufficient attention even for , old
well-established issues which everyone. assumes have hew
of but are nally lingering on..Our health education systeni his failed
when 20 percent of our familia do not use iodised salt m their homes
even in areas of endemic goiter. like the 'Great Lakes region. Mat
consumeis do not know that they should .want iodised Irak. TO my Own
dismay, I discovered today that WC of. the three Cartoolof Mk in my
own home are noniodized. It its failure of our laws that all the table
salt for human consumption in the United. States is not ;required to be
iodised. A. a result reetuarantri, canned end Ind
institutions which , Purchase:their, akin .

.

salt. And yet, one estimate is that *would Cat only $10,000, te. iodise
an the lab, foe human consumption Unked

.Whwi will we se Nation make a commitment 16.404 nutrition
infoimation adequately ainolig our peoplet Eating laundry !kink, in
order, to seppress. appetite does not control . weight, lint it ilividely
pecticed among the poor. It oaks &irkes am penny tO idd
to. 1,000 _gallons Of milk. Yr* .whin I bought milk in: Maiykrad,:the
vitamin D milk at the retail outlet cest $20.pre 4,000 aillimemeregiii
the nonvitaMM D from' the liniedaity..A.ndihin the Cartons Visa
so very limner in color, mid *out, that itirelhardlioAitiM*Vrhin
the milklabel, failed to show D.N1111 will wetesch our, le
oak ririnio,time 'Mlevielan aid other ,Comlialeitkini foil* ,i -
deficiency. 'Menai in .&Wren 1s,prsvintad by it. diet of infant ,Oerilki,
en yolk1 and red ..m44POt by 944beli, inggt.
hot dogsl

Overnnirition' and bed MitritiOn are Prablens. But I 'want triclinic!
the majority of our attention today to undernutrition in the United

235
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Statea; In 'my, Opinion; 'it, ShOild Wins andel; reiPlieit; ;

ten policy of the. I.T.SGOvernmentiithat infant=.1.or child-citieen
should suffer retaided intelligence, shortened height, inadequate
weight pin, damaged nervous system; or delayed-developmental mile-
stones beCause of malnutrition.

inggest.;the''CreatiOn :Of a national institute for nutrition
Mid Oharge it witkPriMarily sociological end pOliticel diitiiii4th-
not excludinkthe biornedicaV This iiiititritethOUld(iiirplentent
nutrition servicee which it finds appropriate ari niesult Of iteieseiireh
end developmenC It that& Oiinduct reereiroli and &Vela_ pMerie. 'on
inethOdi"Of digtribrition Of 'heti; :feriltiirillY-1Sppropiiiite :feed*: and
nutrition educition through' iniss4fiedia Siniedst the entire .popido.=
tiOn. MethOds .fOr. 'distribution 'Of . free' foodi ,ithorild be iOnght whiCh
avOid the utilizition barriers. which I,*ill deperibe liter' for eeaniple,
perhips_ there should be-neighborhood 'delivery of free food to homes
in poor areas Or perhaPe 'Community 'nutrition aides sherd& be trained

/ and sent into' poor' homeC Too& 'must be culturally iikroptiete V) the
people Of the target; impulition; ti well ao nutritionOlt ideqinite.i Dr.
Jack Geiger' his suggested foa forMs'arkEpickspa for ftwel 'fetid"
under a jolly black giant label. The institute shinikl lietraiterired,With

. prinie4im mass Inglis mitritiorredUcatiOniethniqnet fldshould de-
'termine the 'desirability, ofstartingi eripporting; 'or legilly tikeeting
fOod-purchasing cooperstivee etarted by the' poor for their Owifireigk
borhoods. Lastly, food distribution programs should belinder the
trol solely Of Health,' EducatiOn; and'Welfirel Mid notuflder'theDe
*talent of Agrieulturi:'',

These proposals, are aimed at Alit following tifidi. Of nutrition'
environment prOblems: 1 When 1 lived and', worked 'Pittsburgh

Ind Wishingtoni D.C.; I iiiw the effects' Of iindernuteitian
firsthand; I Sine Children t, tto thriie for hick Of intikeof adequate
food. Children get 'slime' reversible' and 'some iiiiferaible"stippiessien
of intelliginie horn' InalnutritiOn,'- but -it illlitiri'eritablIAlitgal
retardation frost.' MalMitrition is re- preVeritable dfilaire;.' -IMO-
nOnrished 'bran' dote nest:et:erne last, is -inieriaV The !genie ere
depressed.' The ehildten"get lifer:est Mere iiiilfWith healed eiiri md

HoW frutrstMtit for*physiChn' tii be able tO'Writ's
welfare' Or Medicaid presenptfint foe M:ereith Of Mnincillin for the

infection; bat he can't write thelad'prisCriPtimilbit might ipieeilit
a recurrence of theififection: Wheal* immi SAW failing& gro*.in
height* Weight fOr lAckOf feed, be Cluet'write ft* tbs drug 'OfabOlio :
the, riot foogs;:t `.)) '?(R.1 itl,'; f,; V;P,1

.1.! The milting iociallhititittioas fOr dIiováthig W
Mut foe !getting 'bed' tO` them' ire' In.dmqUatsWhaipoØr i*o,g. in
Biltikeire folioed i tOOd=plirehising eMinistire; Were dal -iia'out
Of WAWA§ b h"l fad.hmfldlIngOrdIisnâM hi bitheindipiii4
entigtWMIL'iatine MOphilise;thi trtilf t)iI

the .iftiirtifeeehifehild' in the Diked
Stato'41Ales tedelt 14Vehist the growth
of each of theirchildren and to oare i growth is Iowan the Sinai-

ty; mkt 0.141 aym t)rm F. ti (0;1-11; airsyrt,,1
..),; I, ;If r'f IMO 110:!et ';',01.)61:Prf; .011
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We: need to learn what are the barriers to the utilization of 'free
food programs by our malnourished Population. When free milk for
infants was giyen to -poor families, in one Baltimore program, it, was
stacked in unwieldy heavy cases in a clinic waiting roomto which black
mothers usually,walked several blocks with most :of their children

i
.

Now,' even if it s free, a womin can't carry enoughimilk-for alFof
her children in heavy bulky cases several blocks' walk and also Watch
the safety of her children. Is it lany wonder :that the effects of the
milk on this population were unmeasurablef 9

Our nutrition is an important part of Our environment. It affects
us both grossly and subtly. Let us make a national commitment\ to
make our nutritional environment adequate for all of our people:

STATEMENT OF IA= T. DENOVAI, GRADUATE FELLOW
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF

;

,

NUCLEAR EWER AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLLIITION

Mr.. Dinovirc I would- like to speak today 'on two subjects'Con,
earning nuclear power and envirimmental pollution:The first-subject
is the direction I believe thiscountry should:Mkt in 'regards to elec-
trical power ._production. The' :second is some essentia areas .for
research on environmental problems and whit the Govermhent's zole
should : ; ; , ,.;

I feel, as doinost people in the United States, that there shOuld be
no sources of pollution contaminating the air and water in:Mir 'en-
virons. However,. we am faced with .an environMental. crisis that the
ever increasing 'population ind technology haVe 'created. We .haYe
the .problem.of 'cleaning up' our environment 'while still -Maintaining
or improving our present standard of living. ; -

Our cities have become choked with; smog and smoke from auto-
mobiles and industrial, plants: Them is a continual buildup of sulfur
dioxide and lead in our environment reaching as: fat as tha Arctic.
Present power prodUction , by fosil fueled plants' and mitomobiles
are the. largest contributors to our air pollution , probleim , : has
been estimated that by the year 9000 -thetinission. of .sulfur- dioxide
from fossil fueled power plants may reach 60.7.million tons annually.

Many of our lakes and:rivers are dying front' municiPal. Ind indus-
trial wastes.. Excess phosphates and mtrates, from roe or. nonexistent
sewage treatment create large algal blooms, and in many-cases kill
aquatic orpnisme. Pulp mills, Oast mills,: an&other sourcesof tOzic
substances may completely 'strips body of water of all living material.
Dims may deetror the scenic', beauty r ofdrivers MC interrupt' the
normal lifoprocemes taking plies in' a rivero- 1.iipt 114;i

A possible. solution to some.of, our ,envitOnmental problems, woild
be to produce electrical powerr.by., nuclMr mactorwrOur !needs fOr
electrical power double -,:approximatalii. :Alio,
if :We am b eliminate automobile pollutiokmemay have: tolo to
electrical cars, which could require evenAnoMelectrieityt,Thereis
also a diminishing supply of fossil fuels to operate conventional
powerplants. Therefore, I believe that we must turn to nuclear reactors
for our power requirements.
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Perhaps this sounds like replacing one type of pollutant with an-
other, but I. believe that nuclear, reactors will not create environ-
mental problems as serious as other types of .power production.. The
reason for this belietare twofold. First, the effects,of radiation have
probably been studied more and are better understood than the
effects of any other toxic substance. Most other industrial pollutants
have been studied very little with emphasis being placed primarily
on the short-term 'effects. Thousands of experiments have bwn con-
ducted on beth the short-term and long-term biological effects of
radiation. Stkond, the nuclear industry is probably the most strin-
gently controlled of any industry in the United States. The amounts
of radionuclides that may be released by nuclear industries are care-
fully controlled by the Atomic Energy Commission and other gov-
ernmental agencies. These limits for radioactive materials have Nen
determined after many years of study by scientists throughout the
world. The amounts decided upon have been based on both long-term
and short-term effects of radiation.

Future generations have been of utmost concern in the setting of
radiation standards while other industrial pollutants have been con-
trolled with only the short-term effect as the prime consideration.
Various Federal and State agencies keep careful watch over the
amounts of radionuclides present in the aquatic and terrestrial en-
vironments, and constant air- and water-sampling programs are con-
ducted. The nuclear industry generallyputs more stringent controls
upon itself than ihe Government requires. In actual practice most
nuclear installations release much less radioactivity to the environ-
ment than is allowed by Government standards.

Continual research is being conducted on better methods for removal
of radioactive materials from reactor effluents. As the technology be-
comes available, less and less radioactivity will be released to the en-
vironment by nuclear facilities. It is for these reasons that I believe
that nuclear power is the safest and cleanest energy source we have
today and should be given every consideration when pollution prob-
lems are being deliberated. .......

While supporting nuclear energy, I do feel that all types of envi-
ronmental contaminants, including radiation, should have much more
time and energy devoted to research. In particular, the effects of these
contaminants on the delicate balance in aquatic and terrestrial eco-
systems should be studied. Government and' industry should support
research on improved methods for safe disposal of all types of
pollutants. . .

In regards to the Government's role in control of pollution and
safety asmis of nuclear installations, I. believe that. the Atomic
Energy Commission has-been very effective. The. AEC is responsible
for both promotion and control of ,nuclearpower, and they have been
able to make the nuclear industry one of the safest. However, I do feel
that any agency having responsibility.for both prom4ion and control
of any product places itself in a compromising situation. Perhaps it
would be best if one agency were responsible for control and another
for promotion of nuclear power.

. .
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STATEMENT OP WARREN P. MILLER, GRADUATE STUDENT IN THE
DEPARTMENT OP 'RESOURCE PLANNING AND CONSERVATION,
SCHOOL OP NATURAL RESOURCES, THE UNIVERSITY OP
MICHIGAN ,

Mr. Mum. I am Warren P. Miller, currently i resident of Ann
Arbor, Mich., and a. graduate student in the natural issources admin-
istration program of the Department of Resource Planning and Con-.
servation, School of Natural Resources, the University of Michigan.

I would like to share with you today a few random thoughts on the
overall organization and administration of the Federal Government's
response to this new nationwide awareness of environmental problems
and to offer a few specific suggestions on how present Federal pro-
grams might be restructured and new endeavors undertaken. But
before I begin I would like to express my personal appreciation for
the opportunity to appear,here today, and to commend the subcommit-
tee for takinglime out iitits busy schedule to come here and elicit the
opinions of students on the broad range of environmental problems
which face this Nation. Some of our comments may be somewhat more
forthright than is common at congressional hearings;Some may seem,
at least at first glance, to smack of academic impracticality. Without
presuming to speak for any of my colleagues here today, I would ven-
ture to say that none of us believes he has all the answers. Hopefully
though, we can provide you with a few fresh insights into these critical
problem&

A great many Americans, if riot a majority, are aware Oi and con-
cerned about environmental problems. That environmental quality is
now recognized (at least philosophically) as a populir and therefore
politically supportable cause is evidenced by the, President's state of
the Union address rind several of his subsequent messages to the Con-
gress, and by the spate of environmental legislation that has been
introduced both in the Congress and in many State legislatures across
the Nation. Yet much of the substantive legislation is predicated on
the continuation of existing governmental approaches to problems,
rather than exploring new ones. Basically, the response has been
either to spend more money on existing programs or to enact stricter

resluatory
measures.

s is not to say that more money and stricter regulation is not
needed in some areas. But I wOuld submit that other changer; are
needed as well.

Possibly the most iniportant' 'facet of the gsneral concern about
environmental quality is that we as a society are finally awakening
to the realization that our actions, whether individaillY or collec-
tively taken, must be judged in the context of the Overall goods arid
aspirations of society, and not just on the basis of whether they ac-
complish the narrowly stated purpose for which they ; were under-
taken. If this is indeed the case, as I believe it is,' then virtually all
governmental programs must be rethought. By and large,.the Fed-
eral Government's domestic programs are mostly made up of sepa-
rately enacted smaller programs designed' to deal with 'one particular
problem or set of pmblems. SonwAimes there is continuity and order,
sometimes not. A particularly good example of this 'problem is the
Federal Government's involvement in the vital rind complicated busi-
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ness of moving people and goods from one place to another: Traria-
portation. There is Federal involvement in virtually every 'mode of
transportation, and each type of involvement las
Safety regulations for the railroads in the 19th century, and for
automobiles in the 1960's; Federal aid for road constructiOn beginning
before 1920, and Federal involvement ,in aerial navigation and, later,
airpoit construction as that mode of transportation ,became nation

i
-

ally mportant. Each program has grown, independently, and, nrhile
all of the nonregulatory transportation programs are new housed ad-
ministratively under one departmental roof, the programs" ,enabling
legislation and appropriations authoriiations are the province of sev-
eral different committees in the' House and Senate. .

Similar coiniaents could be made about the Federal involvement
in water resources planning and development, with the Corps of ENO-
neers (flood' control and navigation),, the Bureau of. Reclamation
(principally irrigation), the epartment Of Agriculture's,small
watersheds program (Public Lew 566)to name a few-7a11,involved
in the construction of dams and other water control, structures. ,

These two cases are neither the only nor the most serious examples
of confused governmental involvement in environmentaIly, oritical
areas. Citing them does, hmiever, make a point : Before any, real, and
lasting order can be made Of the Government's environmental pro-
grams, there nrill have tO be a large7seale review. of adminiitrative.
organization and of Congressional cominitteejuriedictiens. Iiurge you
to consider, therefore, the creation 'of a "Special' Tisk Force on Execu-
tive and Congressional Reorganization for Environmental Programs."
Composed , of 'individuals, froin , both, the Mecutiie, and lerudative
branches Of .the Federal Government .and froM outside the:Federal
Goveiument, chaired by a distinguished private citizen' aPpointed ,by
the President with the approval of both Ilousee of Congress, the task
force would haVe the difficult job of analyzing virtual yr all, Federal
domestic programs to .determine , bow they can be best: fit together
into Cabinet-level .departments; and to reconimend a reilinement of
congressional committee responsibilities WhiCh AvOuld bring all related
Government programa Under the jurisdiction of' a single committee in
each House., ' ). .

Whether governmental reorginizatien on Such a misalyeeeale could
ever be accomplished is problematical. To saythat a realignment Of the
responsibilities of many of, the oldest and Most prestigious committees
would be traumatic is to understate the case. I believe such an enormous
task would be highly_desirable, nonetheless., , ,

In the same ,vein but, on a slightly less:formidable level, serious
thought should be given tO the consolulation,ofiall Federal and feder-
ally eupported 'environmental, research and development efforts under
one independent agency.; In many instances,several,agencim are, con-
ducting or spOnsonng,research in a given field; withIttle or no coor-
dination ;ap to, xho is funding what and, more importentlyi mhether
all Open of research in, a given problem area. are intact., being
811 ..' ; ,f.t .., ..1:..:.ir.) ,;(,1>

e creation at in indeiiendent.Emiironmental Aesearch Atm?,
similar in 'autonomy to the National Science, Foundation, mount De
able tO provide a More coherent framework; foe the ,Netion's enviroi-
mental reseaith effmt. Its greatest influence, vzould,coms, howitTer, if

11
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tied to a National Environmental Planning Council, also independent
of the administrating departments anct agencies.' My arguments, for
such a council are based on the same thesis as that on which my recom-
mendations regarding executive and congressional committee reorga-
nazition are predicated : That many of the ;Federal agencies most
intimately involved with environmental matters are geared to produce
one type of product or service, and should not be held responsible for.

deciding what type of product or service is needed to solve a particular
problem.' In the east, the Bureau Of the BUdget his fulfilled an inalo-,
gous role, balancing off the efficacy of Various solitioriSand PrOPosals
to a given problem ; I would srirest that this function should be sys-
tematized and made independent of the exeCutire,and that the prices;
of decisionmakingleresthictured : Once a -problem or potential area
of Federaljnvolvement is i identified,. it would ,be the responsibility, of
the planning counCil to deferthine the best approach7-the best type of
solution ;'only after this is accomplished Would a line operating agency
be 'given the responsibility of developing specific prograin piens and
effecting them. ,

Now that I have presented a number OLgeneralized, long-range
(some might call them "blue-sky") suggeetions, permit me to offer a
few specific and programatic recommendations : : .r
1. Tranaportation planning and flwineing. "

The Highway Trust Fund should' beSbOlislied, arid, rePlaCed
Transportation Trait Fund, irito Which'Would be 'Paid all 'of the curT
rent taxes. and- revenues 'now aceruing `to the Hig-hiraY_Trust 'Fund.'
Likewise the neirly established Airport Truit Fund: The Transporte-
tion Trust' Fund should also receive from the 'general treasury reie-
nues an amount no less than is now authorized for urban mass transit
and interurban rail' demonstration projecti.lrhe eseablishment of Such
a fund 'would permit, for the first time, the develeptrient of coOrdinated
transportation plans thrOughout the Nation, a,nd esPecially 'in urban
areis, by removing some of the uncertainty which hati 'plagued trans-
portation planners as to the, potential availability ,of fundi for mass
transit grants even a few years henee.'
2. Water nssourees and water poliution conhvl I ,.

The' Congress is t to. be comniended for t its actions. in Spro'priating'
funds for water pollution 'control last session: So, tooltis the Fresident
kr his recently announced program for the cOnstnictiotia mimiCipat
wastewater treatment plants. Yet al valuabless these. funds areilmuch
more ,Wneeded. Furthermore, treatment .of municipal sewage is 'not
going,to solve the water liollution problems, int this moUntry ; it is
coining increasingly -clear that storm water Ilischargee,' especially in'
urbanateas whets air pollution is a serious problerivore a major source

of toollutants
to the receiving wateia f, .q.111(2LtIP I: s'

et: while technologies are available t t for :the treatnitht of t Some'
wastes, and ,some, areas of waterreeiriirces reeearch are being inereas
ingly supported, one of, the mostimportant tretearcli efforts engaged-
in the invilstigation of the ecology of the Great' .Lakesi, the larva'
supply of frmh water in the Nation, has been downgraded. I strongly
urge that full funding be restored for the Great Likes Research Lab-

. .

2u1
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oratory and support staff, regardless of whether the facility is admin-
istratively transferred from the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries to
the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, or not. The interruption
of on-going research activities would be far more costly to the Nation's
environmental quality progriun than the dollars to be saved would
indicate. ,

3. Planning aniatanee
Section 701 of the Housing Act of 1954 has provided State and local

governments with badly needed funds with which to,develop compre-
hensive planning piograms. In addition to its impact on Federal and
State governments, the nevi concern for environmental problems has
stimulated, at the local government level, commitments to environ-
mental programs. If these programs are to become reality, and to be
soundly conceived, great care must be taken in their planning. It is
my understanding that many community planning programs previ-
ously supported by 701 grants are being phased out, just at a time when

1

the potential payoffs from them seem to be greater than ever.
4. Community citieen participation in environmental quality

We are only just grasping the complexity of our environmental
problems. While a strong leadership role is needed on the part of the
Federal Government: it is imperative that citizens be encouraged to
take part in the decimmunaking processes at the local community. level.
As the issues become more complex, and the solutions more compli-
cated, this will become increasingly more difficult unless new manage-
ment and institutional strategies are developed, and new communica-
tions techniques devised for presenting options and alternatives to the
layman.

cials have accepted, largely on blind faith, the recommendations of
There are already, examples where elected and appointed local of&

engineers, systems specialists, and other , technically oriented profes-
mortals as to how the community should proceed in eolving a problem.
Unless policymaking is to be given over entirely to the technical pro-
fessions, a new breed of "environmental generalists" is needed: Indi-
viduals, or teams of individuals, who are able to act as intetpreters
between the technical specialists, the planners, and the citizenry,,to
assist the residents in planning for the ftiture, then to "translate" these
enviromnental goals to the planners and technical specialists, and,
finally, present the results of their, deliberations back to the lay mem-
bers of the community for their decision.:

The use of such a decisionmaking technique mould not be inexpen-'
siie, nor/kill it expedite community policy decisions. Yet as our society
becomes increasingly more complex, and 'solutions technological
and sociological pralems are ,demanded, it is the:only alternative I
can foresee to what amounts to an abdication of participatory democ-
racy in favor of chaotic nondecisions and nonplanning or increased
Federaland to a lesser extent .Statecontrol over local decisions.
Neither solution is particularly attractive, at least to ine;, nor is either
alternative necessary.

Thank you.

2Ge)
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STATEMENTS OF ROGER L. CONNER AND WILLIAM A. IRWIN, UNI-
VERSITY OF MICHIGAN LAW SCH004 ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
SOCIZTY ; ::

INTRODUCTION .

Mr. CONNER (for and 'With Mr. Irwin). There is growing eVidence .
that the problems of pollution and other.environmental ills 'are grow-.
ing worse and that strategies for coeint,with:theiri .havelet te- be;
devised. The proPhets of doom are'having a field day, the frightening
part is that they may be' 'right. In light of the. impending the
responsibility of this Congress isawesome indeed.We offer the follow-
ing ideas as specific steps whiCh the'VengresS can' take in'Ordek, that
we can better protect our earth. . .

The University of Michigan Envirenthental Law . SoCiety and.
ENACT (Environmental. Action for.Survival)- urge consideration of
the following specific legislative propthials : .*.

1. Amend section 702 of title 5, of the' United States Cade by adding
the following language: , , , .

An action in a court of the United Stites seeking relief 'other than money.
damages and stating 1:claim that an agency ,or an oMcer Or employee thereof
acted or failed to act in an official capacity or under' Color of legal authority shall
not be dismissed nor relief therein denied' On: the.grourid that' Win against the'
United States or that the United States*, le in indispensable party:. The.' United'
States map' be named as a defendant in iny each action, and a judgment Ordecree
may be entered against the United Statee. Nothing herein (1) affecte Other.
tions on' judicial review or the' Porter or duty of the court to &Mules:any' action
or deny 'relief on any other appropriate legal Or . equitable ground; Or. (2) confers
authority to grant relief if any other statute thatgrable coneent to Oult expressly'
or.impliedly forbids the relief which is songht: : . .

A recommendation embodying this language was adopted by the
AdministratiVe Conference of the United' States On' OCtOber 21,_1969
(recomMendation 9), and rePOrted a week liter in 881TS. Li* Week
2242 (1969). The following.paragraphs in siipport of the recOmMeada-,.
flow are !mated With_permission of Roger*C. Cramtoni..professor. of
law, University Of Michigan, froM ...his January .1970' artiele in ,the,
Michigan Law Review entitled "NenstatutOry -ReiieW Federal
Administrative ,Action : The .Need for Statutory Reform of Sovereign
Immunity, Subject Matter Jurisdiction,''and Parties' 'Defendant,'
which appears in 68 Michigan Law

Today,' even 'more than In the 196O's,' it' hi -.tine that "tie' Sepreine' Court. in'
modern times has tended actually to enlarge the scope of sovereign im-
munity, out of misapprehension Of itoldstorical' foundations. " The Court
now seems to regard it as settled that the general .contours of the doctrine were
established in Lorna Dossestie sae 'Forefge'Comiserce Corp. (SST U.S. 11132
(1949). Since .there is, no . diecernible pressure for change emanathar 'from the
Supreme Court, tbe impetus for reform must Come .from Congress. ,The.failure
of the courts tO'develop.a sound jurisprudenee thii area argues. in favor.of a,
legislative solution.. Moreover, important ;questions , of policy,. IliP9r6Priati..for
legislative 'judgment, are, *Volved: and:a legislatire, ;approach to ;the, problem
is desirable. . . .; , r-

Tbe need ; for . ot ee;seii fundamentalLy
on the belief that , the doctrine hinders' a rational 'determination of. .basic issues
of the availability, the timing,.Or the form Orjadicial,reviewOf, idailnietrative
action. 'Severeign. immunity as a : barrier. .to, judicial ..reView, of, idiniaistrative.
action' 'Mould be, eliminated, .but without' otherwise, effecting the availability. or,
timing of 'judicial reilew. This benefielal step, can;,be taken withoutoxpanding
the liability;.of .the United States 'for, Money , damageo and witbont. displacing,

.
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congressional: judgments, enibodied :in various "statutes,. that._ a' particular, resliedy
should be thenxclusiveremedy In a given situation., , .

It la tithe -for' Congreislo reassert -the fundainental Proposition stated by
Justice Miller in 1822 : "Courts of justice are established, not only te decide
rights in controversy between them end, the, Government. 10" ( United States
v. Lee, 100 U.S. 190, 220 (1882) ). .

The law of sovereign iminunity, as elaborated in a number of fairly recent
cases,: is illogical;:confusing, and erratic. Lew :that is tonfutied, artificial; end
erratic Is likely to, produce .unjust reiulti i as. well its +wasted effort. ,The doctrine'.
of sovereign immunity fulfills these unpleasant expectations by distracting eaten-,
tion froin the real iesuenof Whether'judichti rine*. or: sPeciile relief:Should be
available. hi 'a psiticular sItuation.ind;bY:. directing attention td.the'aophistriell,
false pretensealnd unrealitY of prelent law. :;' '1 7.

If problems-related I tnuovereign, immunity: arose, infrequently, it Would: be
possible , to. : regard ;the-defects .and, wastefulness of the. doctrine with a degree .
of equanimity. The' litigiting Practice Of the Departnient Of 'MAIM, hoWever,
ensures that sovereign immunity arawnents are presented In hundreds. 'of cases
each year. The Departnient asserts sovereign immunity,' ueually as'one of a 'bat-
tery of grounds for dismissal Of: a: plaintiff's :coniplaint,: in: a substantial portiOn
of the cases involving nonstatutory renew of Federal administrative action.- Only:
if tradition .or: holdings make It *abileintelY Clear that ..the spilt against the:Officer
Ii in appropriate forni of "jadielal 'renew, as in the. else Of ' Peat 'Office fraud
orders, is the defense not asserted. This practice was recentlycriticiled bY Judge'
Friendly., who said : "[Maw officers of: the ,Governmentogght not to Stake 11p
the time Of WRY' judgeo Or 'Of Oppoilins.Partlei: by advaneing: **Eitel:it :.:so
plelfily fOreelOsed by SuPennie COurt 'decisions.", Delpite this atatement," howerer"
the confunon in the, easel laW'PrOviden jinittlicatiOn IfOrt1", Use:Of 's :sorereign:
inimunity argnment ,governMent li*yere; Whoare as eligerto, cases'
al are the otherlawyers. Simi` district' Jadgei; leselamifiar thalf:itnige
with the intricacies 'of 'nonstatater* :retiew, ere:Often le5 tndeni a heiOnir. 06.
the 'tieing to some litigants SAO should tieeive one. lideek the' Mandan= ant
Venni Act of 1902, by ellOWing nouillitntOrY=reneW settee. ta,lin *light M' the'
plaintiff's twine- district rather' than iolelY in the' Dlstrict'Of Columbia, .his had:
the effect of expelling all Feditiljndsisto I highly 'ifitriesteOpeelaitirOf Federeli
law that had prevously been mastered by Only'a few:I '

, The doctrine of sovereign immunity has . been part of Anglo-American law :tor
centuries. Legislative Provision 'of remedieli, against ,the,United States has taken
place, against a background hi 'which.' sovereign:11E10unit* ,wila an IMPortant
feature. The major' problein ' in drafting a !reform 1istatuta 'Is In teldeve the'
objective of : facilitating nonstatutory Judicial review of ,Irederal adniihistrative
action _without : affecting'. the existing Pattern ;Of etatutorvitmedies, ,:without
exposing ,the United States to new liability for.. inoneudsanagee, ,and without
upsetting Mingreoshinal judiiminte that; Particiilar remedy* 'a, !risen' *tuition
shOnd be the exelnilivi !'

. These objeetives,May be accomplishetbY addliii the above,langiage to motion
702 of title 5 of the,United States Gode.:y :

An explanatory note_prOvided bY theVomMittie on Judicial 'Bowie*
of the, Administrative Conferenee of the United States is also included.

na ry,no
v.. 14,5 1,1

A. ro . 5 USG.; .8 705

Apatioshility 'Of retbantiendatioa; The ',Silt' clinsnef the 'Propelled reenni4,
mendation limits t h e Ipplicetion' Of the .doctrtnn Ot
challenging , Official' action 'Or nonactia.randfleekiativIlef 'abeilliat`Inoney;
damagtW shOuld at" be bitted by; ';norereignifliareualty:. The.eXPlieltaxdasimn . of;
monetary relief mikeeklear.thitairiersign'halliiiiity.lialiolithedonly lE Otitis"
for specific reliefinjunction,: declaratory.- judgment,- mandatory,
title,' 'and .ejeCtment., Than limitationa'on the retOVerY.af'da*apst,etni,. .
tained 1ntbeFede,$ET' 'Olainiii et,'th&TUck tt;!Ortir, 'itatatas "ri
unaffeeted:, The ionient to *nit' Is alio'. !Milted ';tO detail in Federiireenritt hake',
the 'United 4 States *mild rennin' Inniane troin: Stiteeoniti.r The' waiver:
of lannitatrextelidt 'only to"a&littii` 'challenging theilleigialtrOU redirif &Wolf
(or '-nonactiOh)tIlt' Weald MVO:toad tit' Petweediage in whrebtlredital:'offleeti'
or , articles are not aCtlise Ili' their CaPaeltf 'Oi nadir color ' of "Isoaa
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authority." This language is taken from 28 U.S.C. 11301(e), which Would govern
. venue. and service-of-process. in actions .falling ..withrn the: purview , of the
recommendition. : .;.,

Although the recomniendation does:not use, the .term "specifiC relief," the prin-
cipal effect of the amendment will be to cut off the defense.of sovereign immunity
in sultsfor specific. relief. ,Perhals 00 .percent .of, the cases affected wilt be snits
for injunction or declaratory judgment or: fortoth and perhaps most.of the rest
:will, be suits for relief in the nature of mandamus. Other forms of specific relief
for example,. quiet title, ejectment, habeas corpus,-are :included. :Recovery of
money damages, however,' Is excluded from the recommendation. .- : -..

-Became, the. amendment4s. to be added .to ; 5 U.6.0..11702 (a provision oLthe
Administrative Procedure Act entitled '10right of: review"). ,it whl be , applicable
only to .!unctions within the , definition :"agency". In , 5 U.S 0. f 701.
Section 701(10 (1) defines "agency" very broadly,as "each authority of the. Gov-
ernment .of the, United Btates,., whether or not it is:within. or -subject to review
by another agency'? except or a list of exempt' agencies or functions :. Congress,
'Federal coarts, governments of territories or, of.the District ofColumbia, media-
tion boards courts-martiali and:certain other. military, wartime,:and emergency
functions. The proposed amendment will also not apply "to tbe extent that
statutee;precinde' judicial : review' .. 41' or ' agencY' ietion hi 'Conlmitted
to agency discretion bY law.",5 U.S.0 5701(a). The case law concerning thotwo
categories of review precluded by statute and action "committed" ;le: agency
discretion is thus untouched by,the proposed amendment

2. Bisdffig Oleo! Of .1ii6pnicst. The reCommendathin 'does net ii.eiPreis terms
deal With. the conclusivenese Of,a jiidgment' init'againef an oilier' Or agenCY.
Under, eilsting law,' however,, when, the 'Attorney: General or 'other :authorined
.legai. officer ofithe United States' defeeds an officer orageney actinginhisAfacial
capaCity or under color..Of legal _authority, the United :States ,is bound ..by r the
.resulting judgment ,or 'dieree unleee Under the 'clieunitances It WOuldbe unfair
'to bindthe United States. The 'aiiirteriaY' be' relied *ion 'ta hindle this' matter
sensibly.; It '!'i

& iLswiother plosifoveretrkfpulsinsity viekanged.: Government defenses. other
than sovereign' iininunity remain unaffected .by . the proposed amendmenk Indeed,
all law ..other that% 'the law-of inereign' immnity Is *changed. 'A 'verY;large
proportion' of : all eases that have been dispelled 'of ob; the' geode& 'of nvereign
inimunity, perhaps as miny"as nine-tenthe, might have beenwon-b* IIWGovern-
ment :on-, some ground. other, thin sovereign 'cimMunity, including the 'merits.
Because nothing..11 Changed except tbe law .of.sovereign immunity, and .because
all other constitutiOnal law, ritatutorY lair; andamtion'ieW reailint unhinged,
the 'Governnient "inty. still ,Win cases' on neat **Mein "tnievieWabilitt'etand-
lug,- ripeness,. 'exhaustiOn, primary juriediction, 'or any other , legal . or'equitable
principle. ,Yet tothe, extent that the proposed amendinent; will remove the,defense
,of sorereign 112=047, a larger proportion of' the ;Cane brought will:he-decided

The' lack Of effect on; law otheithei soVereigii InininitY la' fin lett iniplica-
tion clause (1.) Ai, the provin . makes:clear' that other limitetions ?on' Judicial
.review.are.nnaffected end that all other legal andequitablegrOandefor dismissal
:Of actions. for, !Peel& relief aro Preserved., These. gronnds include, but', are not
limited to; the' folloWing': (1) extraordinary, relief 'should bathe granted 'beeanse

"Of the hardship kiln' defelidifiV Or. tolht, peblie ("banning Mt' equities") ;r:iir
becauie the plaintiff!' has air Idequatelemedyi at .ilaw ;.,t (2), action' committed to
agency , discretion ;.1:(11)- i'mprOsoordimpliedpreciasion ; (.14)
standing; (5) ripeness. ; failure, to, nh,ust adminlitrative remedies ; eni147)

eiclusi*.e, alteriiitivereniedy.: SPOiliti 'doctrine faiaring the Iiiiitedfftetes
4 nib 'Lithe ifllI abllit7L :Whin 'of Ihiltatiodstii"Chilmii'llierted
by the United States, are unaffected. Statutory or rule provisions denying.auther-
By; for lajunctiverelief .(forieumple, 26 s.U.6-0.1 17421; and 2611.1.8.0:1 2201/pro-

/17aimilve. Ind Ade ratory, relle!*Pinst,colkodon of., Federal; PM.)
'or Other 'matter: Ifof rine Ciraterciateiii'
the. Unitedltitell fenebitited: .". '''""
f14. 4. 'Where .0origrin hotgrovIdalaVeirojusive POW* Olaisie 12) '46 the Penns°
Is ,conceriled I With, ighlatkle6 !In YAM+ eosins buloneentedi to ring 4ndl the
reinidy; prOvided Is 1ntended:4o.. be the exiguity. ,remedy. Mink Mocker Act, and
the 'Court of'Olaill'Act'proilde apt: illtstrations. Outgrew; bY creating a &lige
Mita! for iairtliCelahne;IfWith , jethdiction Alined the,tetirt'ot"Clalma
'except Inmate for len than $10,000, intended' te.foreelose 4seIee performante
of Government contracts.. In the terms of the proviso,' a statute 'granting:eon-..

2.6 5
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sent to suit, for example, the Tucker Act, "implied ly forbids" relief other than
the remedy provided by the act. Thus the partial abolition of sovereign immunity
brought about by the proposal does not change existing limitations on specific
relief, if any, derived from statutes dealing with such matters as Government
contracts, Indian claims, patent infringement, tax claims, and tort claims. Stat-
utes providing an exclusive method of judicial review of particular administra-
tive action also remain unaffected. The intent of the proponal, however, is to
overrule Matose v. Bowdoisi U.S. 618 (1982), which held that sovereign
immunity barred specific relief foe an alleged unconstitutional taking.

The language of clause (2) of the proviso directs attention to perticular
statutes and the decisions interpreting them. If statute "grants consent to suit"
with respect to ,particular subject matter, specific relief may be obtained only
if Congress has not intended the provision for monetary relief to be tbe exclusive

Clause (2) of the proviso does not withdraw specific relief in any situation in
which it is now available. It merely provides that new authority to grant specific
relief isnot conferred when Congress has dealt invertieularity with claim and
intended monetary remedy to be the exclusive remedy.

2. Amend section 411 of title 33 of the United States Code by in-
creasing the amount of the maximum fine to $8,000 and of the mini-
mum fine te 231000.

3. Enact legislation providing for regional intrastate and interstate
Water quality management associations supported by revenues levied
either by the associations themselves or the Department-of Treasury
on 'all substances discharged into navigable waters of the United States
which inipair ordegrade the qualitYlef those waters.

3181, introduced November b5'; 1969; . by Senator Proxmire iod
nine others, is an example of such pro_posed _legislation, the rationale
for which was stated in Dr. Allen V. Kneese's'testimOny,to the Joint
Economic Cominittee of Congress on Septeinber 23;1969.

(Striomizerirzz Narz.See alsO Dr. Iltrieese's testiniony before the
subcommittee concerning S. -8181, supral Friday, Feb. 6, 1979-

4. Give citizens standing to sue administrative agencies or private
persons who are damaging orthreatening the environment.

The primary, effOrts thus far in the area of imironmental quality
have been eesentially limited to setting out specific standards for par-
ticular-problems, and then-establishing some mechanism for enforce-
ment. While Mich legislation ii naceisary; it is not suitleienttecoPewith
the varied threats to the environment which welface. The difficulty is
that every problem cannot lie foreseen in advance; some mechanism-for
dealing wit'h unanticipated or neglected problems Must be established.
In the more traditional areas Of: proPerty, tOrtilint cantract,107,*0
have' hing recognized 'that :Statutes' cannot be drafted tO; Meet- every
problem, and thus we rely on the common law sydem.;It_would seem
that if citizens could Igo to-the edurtS;'weioiild better meet ;environ-
mental problems 'as tliq, itrise;`deirising a aolution akiropriate ;to the
occasion. ,What wP na4. ,diwel6Pmel* of; itnYikeullePtil. coOnjoi
ukw.4, -4 -4 444(.4.; 4. , 44

. :
-Another reason to open theeourte tci citizens is to provide ler review

of administrative decisiona.' Agenciei make decisions'eftry,day,"Which
significantly' iffeet our envirOnnient, :and :Oeri',the,Witiest :can, Mike*
,nustake. More importantly,, regulatory agencies Ofteifacquire . the
perspectives and-values of the'regulatM, or become ton singhnninded.
'Mien fundamental'. value judgmentssuch ifSparkii; :VersUs 'high-
waya;=Thave to be 'nide; there must be a Chicle to insure that the egenc
has,,considered all alternatives,, and placed the public: interest above
privateinterests. -4! ,

Z6
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It is useful in this connection to note what the courts have done
with environmental suits thus far. Some courts have required that
agencies justify decisions, while others have remanded the dispute
to more broadly representative bodies. The result in each case is that
the court requires the decisionmakers to give adequate weight tO the
public interest.

Such successes are few and far between, however. Many CR9SS have
been rejected out of hand because citizens do not have "standing" to
sue administrative agsncies. Prof. Joseph Sax of the University of
Michigan Law School has writtenthat :

Our failure thus far to open the Way to. the .deVelopment of a 'common law
in this area has been very damaging. In a number of cases, Judges have been
deeply troubled by complaints put before them, which raised onions environ-
mental problems ; but they have felt dutybound to dismiss the cases because they
felt the legislature had given them to mandate to cope with envtronmental prob-
lents. This is wrong and should not be coimtenanced.

We submit that legislatiOn is neceseary to eliniinate the problem
of "standing to sue." . ,

The first requirement is a bill, which authorizes the Attorney ;Gen-
eral; local governmental entities, and.priyate citizena to bring suit when
they believe any public or private program is haying an unnecessarily
harmful effect on the environment. Several fiaturei should be included
in such a bill. As SOOR as the plaintiffs hair.) established a prima facie
case, the burden of proof should shift to defendant tO show that harms
will not result When a decision can affect Our life system we must 'act
With utmost caution If a Coart finde that the program or .product
does unneCessarily threaten the quality Of environment, it Can .either
order the conduct to stop, limit it to minimize orprehibit its destruc-
tiveness, or remand the issue to an administrative agency for further
consideratiOn.

STATEMENT OP ARTHUR I. RAISON; PE. EATVEENT II ECOLOGY,
IIIYEESITY 0/

Mr. HANSON. There are certain environmental problem areas Which
have become symbolic of Man's abuie of the biosphere. Some eximPles
are : The smog of Los Angeles, Strip mines in _Kentucky, end the de-
struction of redwood stands in CalifOrniii.,In niYpirtiCular
aquatic ecology, the incredible changes_ in, tha,Great 'eCOsystem
exemplify changes whieli are threatening the' stability:Of life in. lakes
around 'our Nation aid in the' oceans whieh, preyide essentil 'ingredi-
ents Of lifeo4gen and food.

All' available evidenCe points to Continued serious' chingie in the
diversity and' abundanCe of life, hi the' Great, Lakes. It is apparent
that, as poPulation expandi; ihe problems 'Will' be intensified. ]Froin
past experience we know that inadequate researcliand jUst Plain dumb
decisions have brought about crisis after crisis \in rthe. mmisgement
of resources:- There has been' a proliferation:Of agencie4:rseponsible
for iarious subsets Of the overall manigement problem;-'

I motild. like tobring attentiOn to a MOStiernine situation ihfchlas
suddenly developed in the world's finest fresh-water research labora-
torythe Bureau of Commercial' Fishiriee Ann Arbor station. Pro-
grams of Jimnological, research, ilsbery surveykand ecosystem studies
hive been carried out bY thie lab since 1927. In the past, these programs

b
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have resulted in the development of techniques for successfully com-
bating the sea-lamprey's devasting effect on the Great Lakes fisheries
resource, assessing the deterioration of Lake 'Erie and; most recently,
prOviding information on the impact of pesticides on the chain of life
in the lakes. It is no overstatement to say that this laboratory is the
most important monitor of the biological changesin the Great Lakes.

In late February, the Department of the Interior 'made; knoWit its
intentions .to discontinue the work of .the Great .Lakes reeon of 'the
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries. Specifically; ,the Ann 'Arbor labora-1
tory would be transferred to the control of the Bureau of Sport
enes and Wildlife.,From within a smokescreen of rhetoric, the Depart-
ment issues pious,. and: Sometiniee COnflietingl: Statements of .continu-
ingand indeed even enpandingthnrole of the Great Laketi fishe0
laboratory. At the sanie moment the"DepartMenCed theinteriOr is
moving to einisculate the.PrOgrantri,of the:lab' With surgical' Precision.

Plans call for an immediate rednetion Ofts4o000 and n release of
26 pertonriel: Starting July '1; 1970, the 'Second 'phi* takea' effect : A
reduction in operating budget from .$1.2 Million to '0676,600. -:This
redireed budget will 'fininie 15 peOple; inchidingthe 'janitor; Ing 'Will
provide' virtually no' fun& far :researeb.' In Othei iordi; Vital; nioni-
tOring of' like paraineters will Cirine:iBY; Jul*. 4:1971; 'the
haVe totally' pulled and ' minpOWer: 1

The Rureati of Spert, Fisherien an& Wildlife Will be' e*en the re-
sponsibility PreeentlPribjeetaIMCWith nO'inoneY or per-
sonnel 'apecifibilly earmarked for:these
shell, 'filing iabinetat,' and a miscellany of eqUipMent Will be, available

'IC the new tenant::
There SCOMSIC he'n feta, leek Of hingliabgeilliiningin;theldeCiiion

respOnsibilitiek'Certainly it will take Preekink'Ytearii,, to
develop the team*ork and expertise necessary tO establish effeCtive
data collection.. But:There MI a goOckprObabilrty, thirt,,,the basic Jim:-

. nOlOgical an& thiheriee programs flew beiflg coiiductedb the'.'BCF
will never be redevelopect MiditioriallBSteVir research philesophy
hag tended to focus on, immediate, probleriuthe,equiyalentj of,1Ire-
fighting"!iuther then !firaPrOiiiinir,i.;:'.' I ". ;

litili,00i011*thettirnenerilee On 'Whieli! We oPeiste44 fe*MOntis
tO tOrpedOsii Outitinaing.teSeereb, Offeri;,-iearS te rebuild. We;40iiet
take' din Chnnee of kdeltroyini ieluable monitOrink. tir9.00* !TfTa, is
net the thnefOr bii4iteutheeWlf 'Steegeiitleiiiinhed been On oeniius

'yeSteidai:y.0 WOUld'hi*Cheird a'Panel of AiitinguiShe4 Soientiati talk
in 'tains' 'of 4'161' deCadiel before liti*oitlibie,A440:0iicii:14i,.: the
Great Lakesnot. just :Lake..Eriet but .the 'One ,14.;iine lit the other*
At thiiiiOX'iiii*4enii0:Seininer on Aie.tiiitireiop*Ciike,ai
jietitiOn iWati eireAlited;';deniOniitritingi ',the '..i.COneern;oti ii4dOts,
fiteriltY;' and Atieens this:eeniOinify OW**!.J

.ffranntiart .otorynigeitj ,BRIO, A.; rpm!, -
"'"'

47canigt AJD opauntatiowArxivrasiTyLOY MICHIGAN
it 'I, . _

oRtYl.F.9PWRIT.A.F.ORTPATRNfo

raih a loCtOral
...studentLin:?:entlionnientatikIncitiolf--

1 Planning and ConserVition at the University of Michigan. I have fOr
:
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the last 4 years been an environmetal education concultint in various
school systems in the State of Michigan. My testimony concerns envi-
ronmental education , in the United. States witV suggestion . for -its

Education directed towar6 Our eniirenment .historically.. has been
oriented- tO resources. In the early. 1900's the American AsSocuitien for
Nature, Study. ;actively: promoted programs aimed . at ,develciping in
understanding, .respect, an& sensitivity.:for the natural; environment.
Extensive prograins m outdcior educatiOn, with an emphasis on school
camping tame- into the '.resource:eduettion, forefront . in the 1920's. Its
phil000phy, has focused lupon enriching,-.utilizing and Coinplementhig--
the content area of the curriculum through firsthand :. experiences, m
the outdoors. -Another :an& perhaps the mod extensive program con-
cerning the environment has been conservation education: It has been
aimed at: learning the iMportince of :natural. resontces 'end :acquiring
a:knowledge to use them wisely: , ; -3: (7- .

Today :we have .extensive programs Operating underithese three
philosophies in our school systeMs, nature centers, tamp programs, and
other education. areas. A, vast multitude of educatiOnaprOgrams seem
to .have a -little piece of thisl"motherhoOd''. pie which tesulted in 1988
in approximately $100 million spent on-free end inexpenSive tont:Siva-
tion education Materials. 7

; 1 Despite such ) edutaticinal. :thrusts cOncerning, the.: environment, We
are in the midst Of an Unparalleled etelogital.erisis Where the environ-
mentallyiignorant and apathetia
ii..,.AsWe examine possible alternatiiiiii for sOlUtion fol..: this crisis; edn-
dation must become part of the solution,,nOtpiit et the :problem

imp Nvork. toward; thikobjectiVei3..a maeinvelrifUsiow of
alone into present, educaticin.progriMeWilh not he :the!answeLiTer
tertainlv, there ,first should-be it.!tritiCal .

grame.:Theie dflectiVenesa; and ieuctsisi le: bey serionaly:-..qUestioned
m. terma of measniableiresalts:"i In.. StUdiee 4hit net this,
somewhat less than &Arable findinigilwereidentifiecLii;:y,,:ti

las been recOgnized. that .environMenteLedUtation .prOgranyi :ere
-rurat,r,rather than urban, Oriented ;;;theyt are iesonrce4entezed lather
than Inankientered ; they...Inv Mere: eVangelidaLthan, etelOgicil ;ItheY
focuieri broad.: general nisues...With little cOntentrittion on ithelocal .or
regionar! level ; end: theY. do :netlitreSs.iefiectiire direat,titiien action
in: problem solutiOn: Furthernior4 theeSPrograMierO.theratterteed
by, tunnel.... visiOn Atherthen.:in :integrated ipprOack This -f*. exeMpli-
fled in the , earlier publication -:coet Statiitita liheretmostlinaterisr! is
repetitious an& smackiof relitiOns ; on the Oat Of 4,9111,iitabler
institutiOni and corporations that PrOdiciiiMaiit, of t

frOdly4rOgran*are nedde&frem the PresichoOljters.through 'adult
..yearti tO preclude t. citizenry .thatisiknOw-lediteible abocitthebioplivsi-

ihlroninent andiitS.astioCiatedprobleins; is awareothOwto be At- .

tiVe to solve; theeepreblems,finclis Itiotitrated tOtWork time:id their
.Scilution. Su& prograniS have to 'be iteliwarit tothelleernervemPhaSiZt
the 'process Of :pieblem:aolying,)ineUrethat:theleirneeplayS icur active
role in? the ;learning ipriidess :an& be-, dedicate& tolirobnircif theirm-
icnOwn . rather .than the knoWn: They. mnst .allio have Oleic *elegies'
foundation, 7./x9.,.:: 1'1* ..11)11-k,11 1.0(1

r. 4(bc.il., t .7f r41:iii. 0'1)1
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Other, and perhaps more fundamental limiting concerns, must be
raised concerning past and present environmental education programs.
In order to work effectively toward a high-quality environment, (which
economist Kenneth Boulding portrays as "one with a goal of maxi-
mizing the amount of individual freedom and creativity which can
be attained within the limitation of a socially controlled spaceship
society"), there have to be sweeping fundamental changes within our
social system; Education programs cannot alone institute the imme-
diate changes that are needed. Much will have to come from new legis-
latiori, policy changes, the creation of new institutions, and a complete
redefinition of our present value structure. Furthermore; I, seriously
question whether environmental education programs, if stuffed into
our existing educational framework, will have iany value at 'all. I
seriously question the rationale of injecting a prograni advocating
change, into an existing system that has failed in its role Of producing
a generally useful citizen in terms of his resposibilities and contri-
butions to the total system of which he is an inseparable part. School
systems are where the generation gap is mostevident and are where
there is a great stake in indoctrination of the status cktio and in impos-
ing values of the past. The curriculum is characatenzed by a lack of
student involvement, relevance and opportunities for innovation. It
suffocates creativity and the dynamics of changeall of which must
be an essential-part of an effective environmental education program.

I seriously believe that if environmental education programs were
incorporatea by the existing lormal education:system of today; they,
would be doomed to failure. No matter how rich the stuifingllyou
cannot revive a dead bird ; .

The proposed Environmental Quality Education Act (II:R.I14753)
introduced by Retresentative Brademas in' the Nouse and the almost
identical Senate bill 3151 introduced by Senator Nelson in the Senate
have been hailed recently by various educators and politiciaris as much
needed steps in the direction of high_quality and,more prolific environ-
mental education programs in theUnite&State6. I do not concur,

Both bills are too broad and pervasive. They do not identity a speoific
strategy or plans for such a. strategy that would allow the effective
implementation of environmental education programs. They do not
even identify a basic conceptual philosophy from .which, programs
should be generate& There is no mention of funding or how such funds
if available would be allocate& Certainly if the bills were to Pass with
only minimum financial support authorized they would be of little sir'.
nificance. No mention is also made concerning appropriate funds avail-
able to finance a full-time staff, that iieesential toproperly- conduct a
program along the Magnitude which is rieede& ( . ;

I believe that either a Zubstantal , revision Of the,existing billa be
undertaken or a new bill ,be subniitted if we wish to develop the type
of environmental programs that are' needed.' Such, an act should call
for a task force much like the OutdOor,Recreational,R6sources Review
Commission which .can, spend 'full time ,viithz..appropOate financial
resourCes to define the bake underlying, concept of environmentsredri-
cation, identify goals anct objectives of environmental education pro-
grams, an& map, out a strategy., forimplementation. Members should
not only include prestigious types from relevant areas of exPertise,
but also an equal complement of students.
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I also propos!, that such a bill specifically request the task force to

devote its energies to the unknown. Environmental education p
rwhere teachers are taught that creativity, problem solving warainsstu-

dents, and the constant probing of the unimown are of paramount
importance; . education programs where environmental education is
the core philoeophy of the curriculum; and education programs char-
acterized by the emerging storefront schoobb parafichools and other
innovative structures that are outside the solidified framework of the
traditional school system. Efforts and programa reflecting this think-
ing must also be developed at the university and teacher training level
as well. Specifically the concept of the free university shofild be
analyzed.

Maybe one might think this is too tall an order. However, immersed
in a crisis with surVival at stake, we must be sure that we focus our
efforts as innovators or change and not as another rancid ingredient
of the known. HopefullY, environmental education bills in the imme-
diate future will reflect this essential type of thinking. Thank you.

Mr. Rause. The subcommittee will now stand adjourned.
(Whereupon the subcommittee was adjourned.)

Jt /
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL DECADE :

(Action Pioposidi Pit the 1970's)
,!.. .

Plata* APRIL '9, 1970

CONSERVATION AND NATURAL SEROURCES) Suncoismimez
, . OP THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, , , )

!Tfaa.hingion,D.O.,,,1
The subcOinmittee met at 10. Lin:, in. mony.,2247,'Reiburn House

Office.Building, Hon. Henry S.- Reuss. (chairmen of the suboominittee);
presiding.; :, . .,. . ., , . I, .. , ,:i ,, -,...,-!, t. , : ...,',,.,,'.:

Present: Representative Henry S. Reuss.
Staff; Members . present ::Phineas :Indritz, Chief: counseV DaVid B.

Finnewi assistant .Counsel, and 1. P: Carlsoni.mliority counsel; :

Mr. ltrxrsa :' Good mining. ''. '.;;-. ''.'.' ,; ,' - 'r ',:f,. i ; : - -; . i,. .s..v,,:.' .

Conservatio Subcommittee 'of the House :Committee. on GO-
eminent Operatio viill: be in order for the; third! Of : a Series-Of heir-
igs on'"ACtion'Pro ls :for the EnvironmeritalDeiade of the;197098."

We began our hearings:in Februark, follOWitig:iCalliast Deceinber
for the environmental -decade inwhich More than,80: Memberiirof the
House of Representatives Pined' witlyAll the members of this i inb-
committee.

Our opening hearinge in February ran for 8diyiiiditringithich tune
the representatives .of Varions canservation,..Iirchiteeturel, planning,
and public health itroups testified. . T.

. Then, on March 18 we 'held oursecond,hearing Ann Arbor' Mich.
at the University of Michigan's environmental teach-m.

We are delighted to have with/ us today=at mhat I am 'sure Will
bw.a' very liveri'and thOught-proVehint therneWer,
TOices who akekie,44**.o:ut (91,1 (1.0***44110014914.:,

.It is a, source of great :, encouragement ,to ; me thet Autikwhew, the
people of this country are-beginning to fully 'realize the need for takir
steps to preserve ourrenvironment, there isle rispoortt Otyciongjiosi-
Ole with idealiiiikSnd 'energy:who; Wanted', to`',dO'iiiiitiethiiie,about,it,
and'? it is fine to have representatives of that OM* lieiethiejnioriOisk.,

; The :witnesses '-: who appear.lere thiv moral' "arwMr.-; jamesIV:1
Sp-tnsley of W ;` who 'bilitesicient Of ONMENT-Lii
Waihi ;D.C. Er: Barcey of Gainesville, 'Ile;
Balinee Fund FOuidation; Mr. R. DaYle'Diabiireki Of College Park,.
Md., of the North American Habitat Preservation Sociaty;Mr David.
B. ICenyon,of WashingtOn:Of theCeininitteeloiRcalegicaResponiii-,
bility;' Mr: 'Do* Scott,'Of
of the University 'of' Miehi Tiaeli41,hut WhOWis
so busy 'coordinating he di 't have a chance to testify at the suboom-
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mittee's Ann Arbor hearing; Ben Shaine of Ann Arbor, Mich., repre-
senting the League of Conservation Voters of Friends of the Earth,
Inc.

I believe we have statements from every one of you men, and under
the rule and without objection they will be incorporated in the record.

I am now going to ask each one of you to present his material, either
by reading his statement or by going beyond it.

I would like to have you shoot at taking not more than 7 or 10
minutes, but we don't actually have a stopwatch out this morning, and
after the presentations we will haye some questions to ask.

I should say that we set this date, Friday, April 3, for a hearing,
knowing that many of you would have to be in Washington anyway
that weekend and we wanted to accommodate your travel schedule.
We didn't know at the time thatthe hearing was set some weeks
agothat the Congress`would be in recess at the moment, and, there-
fore, I convey to you the greetings and apologies of my fellow mem-
bers of the subcommittee for not being here. They are all back in their
home districts, and while they regret very much not being here, they
did find themselves involved m other commitments. However, we are
fortunate to have here the top staff people on both the majority and
minority side, Mr. Indritz, subcommittee staff counsel,. and Mr. Carl-
son, overall minority counsel for the full Committee on Government
Operations, who will join in asking such questions as occur to us.

Mr. Spensley, would you start out I H.
Mr. SPENEILEY. Mr. Chairman, first of all, I think we submitted

testimony from Mr. Phillip M. Sims of Santa Clara, Calif. I would
like to include that in if it is possible. He was an alternate.

Mr. Rams. Without objection that will be included.
(Mr; Sims' prepared statement follows :)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PHILLIP M. SIMS, SCHOOL OF LAW, UNIVERSITY OF SANTA
CLARA, SANTA CLARA, Csur."Msxmo PUBLIC AGENCIES MORE RESPONSIVE
TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS : FOUR RECOMMENDATIONS" '

L Provide legal aid and facilities to individuals who have a complaint against
Gn administrative agency or official who is charged with protecting eantromnental
assets.

In recent years there has been a growing awareness of dui ifidividual's need
for legal counsel even though be is financially unable to afford snch counsel.
There has been created the federally funded Committee for Rural Legal Moist-
ance ; the development of the public defender program at the county* level ; and
the numerous neighborhood legal service programs. These facilities have not been
limited to crhninal matters. The new services have been extended to provide
civil legal protection as well. .

Tbe concept of providing legal sirvices should be exPinded, to allow. indi-
viduals who have a legitimate complaint' against the nonfeasance of misfeasance,
of those charged with,solving environmental .problems: If all of the People' have
an effective means of "proddinr agencies, and public aides to.do.,their, duty,
the sensitivity of theresponsible peoplOni#ht:improve rapidly.

With legal aid more'readily available to special interest groups, the small group
or band of individuals has a' limited opportunity 'to challenge ;the' agencies` in
court The special interest group who hu bountiful legal counsel may' challenge
at any tlme. The ad hoc group is not so privileged. c...

The,Sierra Club, the Enviromnental Defense rundlne., and others ,are trying
to use the courts to protect the environment, but they are quite limited when Inkt
against oil companies, automobile manufacturers, municipalities, administrative
agencies, and unresponsive public officials: r
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II. There should be a periodic public review of agencies:and administrative
programa that are designed to protect the environment. .

The function and purpose of an administrative agency is to carry out the
numerous day-to-day operations of a legislative program enacted by Congress
or by another legislative body. Congress has .the ultimate responsibility but the
agency does..the acts which, have the immediate effect' on the people and the
environment: Too often, however, the agencies and boards become, indifferent
to their proposed purposeserving the peopleand become a protector of the
group or organization the agency has been designed to regulate. :

The purpose of a periodic review,, not limited to budgetary .eessions, would
be twofold. . .

First, the 'agency would be put on notice that:its actions. would be under
scrutiny at all times. As the situation now exists, an agency has free'reignas to
policy decisions. These ,policy decisions may not be the 'congressional' mandate
that was. given . to. protect the environment. With a periodic review an :agency
would be.alerted to the possibility, their regulations would be reviewed.., .

Second, the public:would know, when- the xeviews are scheduled. The periodic
review would allow individuals ,who feel they 'have a justified grievance time
to prepare a case for or against a' particular agency. There would. be 'no costly
"exhaustion of administrative-remedies" or '"judicial review," and the Congress
could readily determine if the legislative program is being:carried out. Most
important, however, the agencies would become more sensitive to the needs and
wante of the people and their elected representatives.- .

M. Membership ef Public agencies and advisory boards should include people
from . all groups.. The regulated group should not 'dominate the membership.

An agency is created ,to control, regulate, supervise, or protect* someone or
something. In the case of 'the Federal action, Congress has determined there
is a need for action' or protection. The administrative agency is' the .means used
to act or protect;

Yet, on the local, State,' and' Federal levels, the, very , groups that are to be
regulated are in command of the agency. Either serving as commissioners direct-
ly or in advisory, roles. . . , :

At the local level of city and county planning, land developers and landowners
sit on the planning commissions and boards and regulate the zoning and land-
use patterns of the area under their supervision ; at the State level,oil,,chetni
cal, auto manufacturers and others sit in advisory, roles 'to regional air pollu-
tion control districts ; on the Federal level, people directly connected, with radio
and television interests sit on and control the Federal Communications Corn-
mission.

The argument that allows such conflict of interest is 'based' on ,the premise
that these groups are the only ones who have sufficient 'expertise" to deal with
the problems involved.

The commissions, boards, or administrative agency advisors need make only
broad general .decisions. A competent staff will' be' able to inform the ofncials of
the problems involved. The staff needs the ,eipertise,. net ;the: persons making
the policy decisions pr regulations.. . . . .

A rule should be enacted that- Would 'difiallOw an Administrative igency .or
public boards td have -more 'than -MO' Percent ! (.fiOtro) af its meniberi.hIn, tabe
composed of .persons' from the industry 'or group: that , is taibe regulated:I'

IV.:There should be direct eicqii0X8 of adminietrative vffloialii:that dealwith.
the environMent in limited geographkregions. , -

The pest decades have been a treMendOwi PrOliferifiOn Of 'Mille ageneies.and
administrati*e bodlea These 'boarde ind agenCiee hivie 'beemne -Major' political
forces within themselves. They control amtregulatemany of themore important'
functions; yet they are not directly responsible to, thapeople They;aredivoreed
by , the "buffer" that exists between them and 'the people7-namelt, the .legisla-,
tive body that created the" agency. 'As such. theY 'ire allowed 'tio, act ,9ndepend-
ently"whicli it times' tend to 'be hi. direct' confroutition with' the wishen
best interest of the citizenry.' ". ,

;

One of the most important and, significant Ways the people have of controlling
legielative prOgramsls through the ballot box. Jn the present. climate 'people
are . aronsed .and .intereated ifi the protection of, their air, Water,' and,all other .
natural resources. Hoivever, the protection it eften relegated-to some official
who feels no 'obligation' ox"political pressure" 'to respond to the deinanda of 'the
people. . .. . ,
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In many eases, at the local and State levels, the coinmissions and boards 'are
directed by elected representativesbut elected to other positions. The position
to which they are elected may not be related to the position they. occupy on an
environmental commission or board..

Direct election of regional boards and public administrators would allow
the people to have some more direct control over the decisions the boards make.
Members of the House, Members of the Senate, and the President of the United
States are' sensitive to the demands of the people. Administrators and public
agencies should be made just as Sensitive.

One method of using the power of the courts to 'make a public agency more
responsive to environmental problems. .

In low, the California Legislature created the San Francisco Bay Area Air
Pollution Control District. The district .was charged with the duty to control
and regulate airemissions from. stationarrionices within the 8-county region.
Until recently, the board acted 'almost as a phantOm organisation. There was
very little regulation or control .being done:. Variances were given quite freely
without any criteria ever being-made public.. The vametrof violators were kept
a secret.. The Justification being that such information wOuld be-a. breach a
confidence as the name and a 'description of the.material putsinto the. air was.
required to be made when the violator was made' known.. The' breach of con-
fidence argument goes to the fact that the information of' types and quantity
of pollutants put into the air was given freely. -by 'the industries' involved. Al-
though the State law required. such' information to be given-and the.Califernia
Public Records . Act .of 1989 made such information a public record..

Three law students-from the University of Santa 'Clara Law Sehoo4 Phillip
M. Sims, Wiliam Bassett, and Derek J. Simmons, instituted a suit for a. writ of
mandamuS against the board for their failure. to.. do their job as 'required by
law ; to make the names of :polluters and types "of .pollutants involved public.
The board has been In a very familiar role with regards to other boaressthat
are supposed to regulate orcontrol environmental insults: The board has become
a protector of the industries it *as. charged to regulate..,

It is only now beginning to realise that its first and primary duty into protect
the.people from the pollution ;.not the polluters from the people.. .. .

The significant factor in this case is that the law was used to protect the. in-
terest of the people; not as a shield to protect "violators..

The law is available but more' money is needed for such projects; find more
people. must be encouraged tnenter litigation, to protect the natural resources
that are so limited. ,

STATEMENT OP MIES W SPENSLEY PRESIDE/17 ENVIRONMENT!,
WASHINGTON, D.C:

Mr. SPENSLEY. 1 want to thank the subcommittee, first of all, for
giving us the opportunity, particularly you, Congressman Reuss, to
talk today. I think you introlluced the people,,lo, I will begin. ,

I think the environmental' problems of, our society have probably
been better expressed and more adequately supportea by _more of the
qualified participants in this hearing than I. 1 think my testimony
today, will focus npon ,one priniary consideration. That Consideration
is the perspective in which', Most citizens, arid Members of ,COngress
consider the environmental problem.

It is perhaps trite to suggest that the enyironmental problems of
this society will not be solved by money alone. ,Rather, the"environ-
mental problemsnof our society are, a complex combination of social,
political; economic, and population considerations. For any commission
or committee to investigate the solutions to such problems without
viewing these factors in perspective would be,like cutting, mit the
cancerous growth without treating the malignant infection. The malik
nant infection is, I believe, our set of values that reflect negligent dis-
regard for the environment in which we live. This courtry, and
indeed this Congress, will never consider the alternatives to a kbetter
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i, life" until ,i0.3 'understand that the"betterlife! is.not'uncontrollable
E. economio.rgain,- political Trestige, more,: plastic '.cups, faster;,,automo-
t biles, and SST's, but rather population control; recycleable materials
i' and products, and man living..m; harmony: with his fellow, :.man and

nature. ; . z 1...,,i, - :: '..,-., ...f;:;!::: .4 r i ).",) !,.;; ;.-., .:.,,,-,;:;:;:,-.4
i My suggestions for Government action would revolve. arotind ;the
t. alternatives of facilitating greater information:access to:private-indi-,
t
., viduals and Organizationsoncreased awareness .and; participation; by,

t:
the Congress in environmental affairs, and greater latitudein allowing
citizen .participation in cleaning up oursenvironment. I would:, suggest
that this subcommittee Consider the following recomMendationsim tliis
emphasis: . ., ; ,, .' ;. : ..,.- ',;( . ;:', ':' 1 , : ; ,,,i11 ,.i.''

1: The , Cangress should ; . consider -; the !itiasibility 4of 4leyeloping,
through special task:forces in HEW, Interior, and% other Okivernment.
agencies, . a , consumer; report listing preferable products forihe Presi,
dent's Environmental Quality. Council ,to. be .published i for us. el 1794 he
constiming ;:public, , .!;. _.-4 i,!, ;,,.!: Ilt!!' f, --ifi I '; .' .'-,-1. .j:::'',,:, .:+:',:4 ..4..i.; .., .

.2. The Congress Should authorize educational -and; research grants
to be:administered by the Office of :EducationinHEW, to, encourage
private research and education concenied with enVironmental ; prob.!
Hima.,; ", -i-,4,..,.- ;;;'. , .4,-, ,-.. ., .-,- ,,44. ;, Ills? 'I;: jiv.;.0 IfF..t)if' 5:itoll,

,8..The Congress:should .consider the creation Pf, a: new, dOuncion la
the Justice Department, similar to the Civil :Rights: DiV, Olen, to pUraue
environmentallitigation ,or. expiate 'the ;passibility, ot added-Otriedie-.
tion to the Land. and NatUral,Mwources DivisiOn .;;; i i

4. The .Congress should authorize .:citizen classi,suitsl:througlil.the
courts for,, damages maused 4y inaustrijot., m*01710404: ilic1,1 priyiite ;

corporations' negligent -actiOns...., k -4. 4 :.!, ,.,. ?, f. : ,,*.,,,,,.. 4.: . f ,4 i

5., The Congress, should create ,a. Joint ComnOttecomihOEnviron-,
ment to facilitate lateral ccmcern and perspeetive: solutions,
. 6. :The Subcommittee on Conservation and; Natnral :Reeounie*4his
subcommittee,78hould.initilte investigations: into the:social;;;4142, 007
nomic costs of, proposing environmental legislation ,in.IiMiting ; pop*/
lation, consumer power reqUirementa; ancl.,overall:coneunter,consump-,

I would:also like ., te subMit for! incliisiOn,in.,the 'reCora, a :copY,Of
"Progress Means . Pollution : An, Idea yiliois: Tone'. gin ;C:Corp3-7-And
Gone;'.- Written', bi Frank: M.,;pottari;Jr:ii: ezeciStiVe,ffireeter.4of;the
Enmonmental.ClearinkliMise in.Faiihington4,,,:,,, .; ;*,:: *;;: :'* '. 4=i- i. :,...i...'1

k , 1 think:W.:Potter's artiale::representit pi iny Mind' perhiPsai
eValuation of . *81 problems:lie fiatt, , in fkkikmefOr solutions, Ot. 614
environmental. ;negleCt,1 and there ,X,..Wiaild like.tO end *.iny, testimony
whiCh iii perhiPs Short and coneise and" Weald rather leaye it tliat Way
and answer questions on thosaproposals: F); ;LI: -,/- :tq -.. ,t1 14.,,x,: !;.:**;

Mr. Rsuss. pa you have; a ,copy , of, Mr. , rettellestliegje f:i 1.',.f.1(02*).!il',

;Mr. SiAssziair. I;will mike that available io yon..,,,,,,1 .4 ...,

.. ; ,Mr. ,REpss. Without Object* it!.: will, be . inada ,a, part Of:`:the reaCinl:

.; (ItTOTE.-.7Mr. ;Paten: ,article,, ,whieb., w4i3., prepared:, for; a: cOnferm
ence at :the Penter.:tir the (Study of Democratic Inatititlians in; Sante
Barbitrat, Calif.,', , A kit.:497.24,-,A97p,,tis,reprjeted.:*8,-;apperidiri4-, -Of
thia hearing record. t' i *- , -4, ."Itt( ,'ili /VW :,,1 0.'+' ;_i!.,,k,,:...,,...,, '0)1

..,gr.. Ennis.. Tha you Mr., Spensley.. Mr. Barmy /;.. -,- ;-;

;. 4, Lft...1.: oro .;;ts,-:,,;.;: -1,,,.)1.;',, ift...;:;.!... :;,.!;i.i.oli'fi,Kt. ,::.:9;; ,!1,,oidiw,..f.,i, ,,,-,.;,...,
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STATEMENT OP HAROLD X BAROET, GAINESTILIS, PIA.,
REPRESENTING THE BALANCE POND FOUNDATION

Mr. BARCET. I am certain that the distinguished gentlemen of this
subcommittee recognize the magnitude and -ramifications of our en-
vironmental crisis. With our time limitation, then, I would like to
concentrate on two thoughts.

The first is that we must not ourselves, or let the public, become so
overwhelmed with the environmental dilemma, that through inability
to assimilate the problem, we fail to act. We may work through current
legislation such as increasing the territory under the wilderness sys-
tem. We may modify current programsfor example, eliminating
the oil depletion allowance or totally restructuring our welfare pro-
grams to emphasize the dignity of the individual. If now it is polit-
ically difficult to deemphasize the quantity of life, let our programs
stress its quality. The welfare 'programs should not include a guar-
anteed annual income, for this would undercut an iridividual's self-
respect. But it is necessary that welfare programs include an organ
enabling the recipient to work his way off of the welfare' rolls above
the poyerty line;

Again, these people must receive a considerably larger amount. of
money than they do. But man should alio be required.to haVe his
children in school and participating in, work-training and'baiie 'edu-
cation programs himself. The welfare program ishoUld haveotticertain
time limit on the period it may

j
be Onjoyed;'a period long:enough to

enable a man to qualify himself for a. Ob in the business vorld.
Revaniping old programs will not replace the need' for new, ones.

There is little doubt that Senator Packwood's bill falls short.of our
country's rmuirements, yet it is considered controversiaV I believe
that this subcommittee then must suggest pragniatic,' generalized
recommendations, acceptable to all today,. and providing the basis
for concrete action in the future.' Specifically,' the President should
establish a Cabinet-level popt of Population and Environmental Con-
trolsomething simple to initiate, palatable, and the basii'for han-
dling the conservation problems as they grow in the next years. Sen-
ator Nelson's proposed amendment to the Constitution guaranteeing
every citizen the right to a decent environment would immediately
provide the opportunity for challenges through litigation. Yet
enactment of this amendment would again be relatively noncontro'
versial. Lastly, a federally sponsored, State4dministeredonventory o
our natural resources should be taken andlcept dato, such that;
when the mandate for Change comes; We Will have the 'information
ready to initiate it. ' '

The second point I would like to' stress is that 'the environmental
dilemma will displace some workers; but.will in the long run provide
at least twice as many jobs of a higher quality. For tO eliminate pol-
lution, which is a measure of exploitation and our disbalance with
nature, will require researchers' ancl technicians in afield' never before
tapped by the labor market. Since everything produced 'Inuit"). re7
cycled, it follows that roughly the same number of Men will be needed
for recycling as for production.

Since at which point we`balanceman and nature is dependent upon
our population, zero population growth must 'become our Nation s

r:77
-
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official goal. But the number of doctors alone needed to work in the
family planning clinics our country requires cannot be provided by
today's colleges. Thus, the clue to _America's legislative needs lies in
producing programs to develop the other half of our economythe
half returning resources to the planet. , ,

I sincerely believe that a revolution, structUral changes, in society
are imminent,. For we enjoy a false population size, a , false standard
of 'living, and a rate of progress. A' false population size will be re-
duced by millions of 'deaths. The false standard of living is. i, tem-
poraryltandard of living that.will drop modern man into the greatest
depression he has ever known. The false rate of progress will produce
unprecedented :physical discomfort, and mental frustration forthe
mass of 'our. species. Physical pressure on frustrated individuals will
produce people anxious for changerevolutionaries. We-must estab-
lish a new legitimacy for public policynot majority support of the
peOple, but congruency :with the laws of the universe. For modern
man has never. 13een in-balance with nature and every major problem
he has is a direct result of this disbalance. ?Americans took the leader-
ship of mankind's revolution for freedom on this ,planet., But mare
cannot be truly free until he is in balance with his environment. I
consider. the 'revolution not a threat but a hope. Itpoint out to this
subcommittee that old ',political ideologies which .held no ground he,
cause of our country's economic stability, will- soon have another
chance to win popular political control. As, rational men, we , are
forced to a test of sincerity, to rebuild and modernize the house ,of
government before it falls. To be an enemy of the inevitable is Et
guarantee of defeat. , , , , , , ,

Mr. Rzuss. Thank you very much, Mr. Barcey. , r, ,

.Mr. Grabarck f .

. . .

STATEMENTOF E. DOYLE GRABARCIL OF.00LLEGE;PARIC,MD.; REP-
RUENTTAG THE NORTE AMMAN HABITAT PEESEEVATION

' ' ' " '. .

Mr.' GRABAROK. I was going to follow my text, but I would like to
deviate a little bit from it except in certain spots.

First of all, I would like to thank you for having invited us to par-
ticipate here today, but I would like to add that I am depressed by the
fact that it was scheduled at a time when all the representatives of the
subcommittee aro not present. It perturbs me to find that my advice is
not worth the hearing of my representatives in Congress.
, Mr. Rause. What was that again I ,

Mr. GRABARCK. I am depressed that my advice is not considered
worth while enough to have your full subcommittee to hear it, and I
also belleve.-- .

Mr. Rzuss. Didn't you hear my statement f
Mr. GRABARCK. Yes; they are home campaigningCongress is

recessed. ,

Mr. Rause. Didn't you hear me say that this hearing, was scheduled
to meet what we thought was the convenience of the witnesses because
we had been told they .would be in Washington this weekendanyway.
It was not until after the hearinghad been scheduled thata recess
which as I say had not been envisagedwas declared. I, therefore,

21.8
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don't think that my colleagues who Sre not here shoi4d be, censured.
They ivoult very muchliked to havibeen here. I

GRABARCIt :1 would-have ineonveriieneed: myself. On the part of
environment ; I have dene so fOr several;,yeara: ;

Mr. REU88. Anyway, you haire got Me, se go ihead.t.... ;1:i .t '(;!

'Mr.. GiAmtitcs.'. First. of all, 1 :think :we are. Making ii.,$erioug Mis-
take. This enViromnental issue has been Asking place for wend., hun,
dred years: It has Only been recently that ,Cengress has junipet Onthe
bandwagon-and I don't 'know whet er it M good br bad; because Ileel

effecteriOf 4isastrwhat is going to come out of it is a lot iiiiii ther then
salutary ones.- . .

. We aro radieallY passing. laws ti placate the PubliC: They wilt hurt. a

.-.
loty of peOplenamely;- the little buineillmen Who Will not be able tO
cOnform tothese regulatiOns. -

-..iBut first of all; I thinkrif we' ire goink to dii SoMething, itis going
to stake,not: the white .paPer report 'that Ave havelat in:, the liastii hot .

soMe:goodifirm concrete action and a real intereaticittiliall
ephemeral !, interest :we are witneising ',right now and Won't be hearing
much of it nextfall.:

Rather .. than balibei this point;=I would. like to:gOlte my. recOin,
mendations. One Of these recoMinandatiOnnis lee se- biliiheaSeniirial,-
mental research Center.lest: NoveMbei. (Xegardink theinimediate need
of, this partienliir -..tyPeveenteili,le4rote to;O: Miller, -.lead if
Standard Oil of California,aUggeatingthiihnsiness4MVironMentallrO.
learchcenter ideate his company flisreplyto iiitirlpropesali; WO that
thex (his cOmPanY) Were doing all -Under GOdki.Pciwer to work On' the
environment so that future igenerationi would have S.decenteniriron=.
ment in Which to live.' Ilvish.tO ,POint out that it. was:Well khoiin tO.'ns
at this time that there were Many: inalprOCedurea goinrcalrat eneOf
its subsidiary company's. (Chevron): oil milli on the...gulf ORO.. Re
&fitly I eeneMiAfiller &Vies of hiSpiatElitteiii.ithin accompanying
letter; andl;belierethat.lit. Miller will not belibliftOrefutifthe..:fact
that a national business4niironMenta.l research Center, .not!. govern- :

mentally-controlled, is an absolute neeessity.
RecOmMendatiori tWo t; This aqationiiiihalied on hilliness, int deapite

the fact that Many of my,. colleagues .ivon'tligiee WithmeheieteditY,
we must protect Our ,businessi:but-lwe. Must :alio .:prOteCt ent 'environ-
merit. cs';

am of, the:firm belief that, if .Conitesi. !Would aPPreach.thiiithing
logiCally and c nOt i just- atte4t :t0:influenee the public:: fozieiititcs;,.*e
could haves IMainess-enviromneritaf retiearch ,CenteivtriCiadd:protact
our environment, we Conld haie the liecesaarY lii,Wstii.46,thiti,!and we

I , think :an extremely iniportant 'cOngideiationi- If We :atart
would not injure our business. ;

damaging ChM holiness it the same time as we are somineedly.i.lpr*
tecting our enVironment, We are, going, to 'find Ourseliel in if 'very abri,
ous situation:

Again, I State that any new laws which are put into effectFahOuld
beimmetat future IdeirelOpinent ;Of this.COnntry. Old lima: sliiiuldthe
rigidly. enforced Init Where 'their enforcemeneliatta severe 78sittohi
don:. aurriVal. Of :our einalleiblisinisneonitolexes,
loans:should be' niade avnilablinn that our erivirOnment)can;'beptii.

Vat' .`,; '1!;:i 1 ;Ur (L,101?!
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tected with planned approaches Tether than a :mire :worse than a dis-
ease.

In this point I brifis,.:out that :had the Federal Government :taken
its responsibility, to cam, out the ;necessary; research: in the.past on
environinental -ContrOlilinsteed, tot ignoringl. this problenii-mc would
have had theenVironniental pollution- abateMent deviceeat.loW'i pikes;
so that they coUldthave been mstalleden industriat'pliritt.; .?

.p.BUt it, *as, the: blatant lack, of reePOnsibilitr On : the part.:: of lbOth
houses of 'the Congress that brought this 'about.:
::,.)Reeommendation three: The AtomiCEnergy CoMmissiOn;eithAnnY
Corps of Engineers; the FOrest Service-..--and'.I made a MiStakeinimy
Submitted, statement The:Forest I Seiviee:, is net being:placed iir,the
Department' of .the InteriOrt it iesuppeiedly under.C.Divition
Of ,Ittitural Resmircesthe Departmentlof :the-Interioi; :the. Cenii
mettle CoMmissionli end tO this I would like to' additheIlfireaU of
Lind ,-Reclamation; .Shoukt be either *vamped ',Or.Y.disSolVed,and kre;
placed hy more functional agencies:

As Istated in my submitted testimonyirtvoUld.be mOrethan willing
tO: amitss4 list 'Of ebout12,0000histinces where Theythe' agencie="1
wete antagonistic toWard eachiothei; end even With* theitieipective
agencieN, and: where th detriment of the- eiiiironMent:WOethe.,reeUlt,

"only: ipeint:, to thelnterior. Depirtnient;,.for Mgairipleiueing 4080
(sodiummonefluoracetate).' Compound 1080 ! is ern,' Of the Moet-lethal
in piesent witige: It is' beingemployed for !Predatoplcoutra.liiKtates
Where predalor control isnota ', niceseitvAndf all ii)i4he U.SI.Detiairt=
inent Of theInteriOr:' As tithe Ainiy,Corpe Of EngmeervIivenlitlike
tO-.:point to ;Senate iDocnifient 97;:,passed 19824,4ttuc a -real -jokeL-thit
eMploys kenoMic piecticeiforInstifyingthe'ecOhenifit ratio eCtiOne
of the Ariny ',Corps Of :Engineers whiChtive teen' refuteikby lfidiftl'Of
the major econotmitein.thiscount: 4;y I

I also point to the 1986iFlOO&ContiolAct; which .etatotO wbam-
soever they may accrue".-namely, the cost-benefit ratio. ptis has been
ridiCUlena at SoMe titneSi'ind is a particular gice: OS !Ought
vieWed:-In the"1899 'Rivera. lid' Harbore.Aet is itiOther'. law which
Should be loOkedintiiiinee thenebuloUS Woiding'kef liwi,lii#tiOsed
Moto ttenbleitliiiitithiiiikOok.,'.

7',O,SUbsta4tieteihni;T:peintio,,a idocumeni,Whichyintyeiir'Self have
revieWedit was the2lst.report by,!theiCOMMitteatonrGoveinMerit
OperatiOns;t: entitledi'MDfit,WaterS and Wetlinile:Y HOW ihkcioitii'.'.ef
Engtheeit

Recommendgton 4 : Sin*. the major eoUiCeotour
woild;iiialilem, is. our burgeoning, populiti*I!.belieti,e(Lthiii!COuntrS:
is 'guilty, -of :lietrint beentoti1113i, ltx in'-initiatint
Oen' 'COntrOI.dWe'ini;le "been,

eteit:
litiOnWitli.a, resultant childbirth:me hixuir,;yetI ambeint to
paytfOtitii,aMra Single lielsOtt:andi-ent ,being nailed for taxesto

hold eiA04 :0410';':oopo*";:nle: Out isitiMiiiteetiineniot
.suo :Lholnth .

It!RecOMMeridition'5Tbelieiratinit rentitorinientst educational .iinitii
. and"thasi edUcatiOn'piiiiiiiiiii; in Ordekt.: to bring a knowledge tOlhe'

.

,,fr ;.;i:i) *to ,r11: ;IV
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student of his relationship to the integrated natural system, should
be implemented.

I read fantastic- educational articles put out by the Departnient of
Education' of the U.S. Government Health,-.Educatiok and Welfare;
but' they . still show me pictures ; from ,1940!: and ,1980-4his it; great,
butit is not applicable. How can ,you: applt a, farm environMent to.a
inner-city child I.-These :prograMs, must be..develOped- on- an urban,
Suburban,!and,cmintry style. They are hot. Our educators haVebeen
totally lax in doing this--;all .yon have to do ie review the edUcational
documents. I also believe, as llfr. Barest Stated,' that another mejor
problem of this country , is the lack of -.enthusiasm of the .Anierican
people to went to really Work: We have got tOigettheniinvolVedt and
that MIMS getting:up .soniething very similar 40:What:was called- the
WPA-4 think it wee the WPA- systeni 'that was imPleMented, baCk
in the depresSion'' which sent people :tint to build up varions areas
and paid them lor this, work: It give 'people self-respeat to work for
a dollar rather than be giien a &Her. s ! .! .;

.Recommendation, Unfortunatelyi- with 'our current trends; I :QM
reminded,of the young man who looked' at the eagla abofe the- Ameri.,
can flag :and, saki ;that they ;:would,:have ,to 'replace , the fiagle with ,
bulldoier ;and:a dollarbill,,the problem' ofenvironmental protection
in ! our developinK technological, era' is one -of. -.our mofit-; important
issues for, thesurviVal of his. country .and most probahlylor the .sur7
vival of .the , human race: ,The :controversy., cOncerning the methods; we
should use in fulfilling this need Will be salutOry in the long run !if it
effectively- awakenethe public as welLas the local,- State,?and Federal
offiaials to their reelionsthilities for tackling the,whole range of envi--
ronmental problems that me face today.';I feet that if -we do net; do
something:for this country, right now to preserve its naturaLeniriron-
ment, that this is the greatest act of treason againsethie country.

(Mr. Grabarck's prepared statenient follows :) ,,;!

/311BPAIBli STATVrJIT oi R. Delia O1A3AICIC PUSIOBIIT OW HOBT/I AMWCAN
HABITAT PIABBBSTATION' 13001ILTi; ABW, PUSIDEBT Olrl. 9144101i ErfirtliTIBSTA

I appreciate the OPportunitY, to appear today as n:PilYitte_,.,clihWft; .collSerned.
with the di:Motions environmental impact Canoed by. stir riPidlytexploalPi POW-
baton and our expanding uncontrolled technology. here
ceived a list, of eight questions' to which it' Wan Suggested thafI !Mired inir-bmip
meets. ,The: eight ,questiOns are. so ! broad that:: they; WOuld :take a -ARAI force of
specialista with capabilities greater that I :peakss to ans,Wer, them: and ,,thei an!
swers Wonlit be se voluinitioni that;lbeitalog initrY PridS,:t 1,10pe4
would haie either the tinnier the Patient* Wren& ;

A major prOblem whenl Speaking or envirentientit degradation in, the abiiity to
separate ,the apparent,PrOblan from the true problem.',A eommonsOnrceof error
on the part of, Government. and ,induatry fthe. prezentimi, of eavirouthental
ditnage, hall' 'been a lack of iiread:iiafied studrof all interrelationahipsotplanted
Projecteand ithlli tlie true feleibilitt`witVeegardn to ,overalt damage to the2en-
vironineit,or the indiVidual citizen Lae not been **niche& In niany càes al=.
ternativok were never Oonsidered, and surly fiarrOWness: 'of , 'ppm& han;widened
the, chasni for the possible :creation f k syptewo; shared values -by1Whieh
006.ninent:(Btate..anitrederal); ithS road Winders, the.oll eempentes,theipiper
comPaniel; ' mintier

,
biishiessMeb, nnd the, trade inienehitionecatild cum-:

municatewith IIIVenlithteited citikenii: tent iehtlattele-miliitehiniii
white paper scientist rhetoric and our political Jamp-on-theelaawasoigniiest
governmental, agencies,- that, du not mnderstand the environmenta problems will
coininit themselvea tO Solve zoniething 'that is .1.rimeadige tni di With tbkmonex
theY hive at 'hat We: are playing' an eitriniely eroun'game, kentieteen;
that will have disastrous effects for all citizens of this country and perhaps the
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world, and I term our past and current action the greatest single act of trearn
against this. country.

One of the most serious :results, of the currant eitizeknvirOnmentsi aCtivista
in recentmonthr has* been a political vote-getting overreeCtiOn. by GovernMent
Without proper , study; laws designed to placate the ,publie and . Win political .ad-
vantage have been introduced and passed Inman*, State goreining .bodies end
are being introduced and passed In . our, Federal governing; bOdiei:: The Majority
of theim laws will' not --serve to -protect the environment but.will. have : detri-
mental -results for :our private business complex.. The . Oovernment. In :an,"at-
tempt to cover.up its blatant bureaucratic inefficiency, in the past; is passing. lime
with requirementh -for environmental: Centrols that :wilt, be IniPolsible. tO Meet
by all except the larger industrial: complexes..The ;smaller bUsInemee, On which
many , individuals have; worked.. a :lifetime; to establish. could ConceiVablr be
eliminated from-the competitive:market or, just foreed; hi 'close down oPeratiOns.

What we need are stringent laws :to cover the planned,pliteementand construe;
Goa- of proposed new, operations: Government , must; aa it liai.not Mine", lathe
past,: endorse: and subsidise research by private independent ceinptiiienAeloiely
watched , research to prevent,- misuse of funds). On .enviromiimitik.Controll:;de-
vices and planning- Such research would guarantee.* efficient 'and : Mere ,ecO7
nomically feasible -devices. for , pollution control' sitia: abateinentlf Mete
carry out the letter of .the: law on .some .Of the insane Ind repreasire leglilation
that has been proposed, .then: I believe: we should baPrepired *inbisidise, with
long-term, , low-credit loans,: Muller businesses :which cannot POsaffily Make -the
required changes in their operations within the.tline deadline. '

By these laws we have created a large corporation trust andaipolitical ,POwer
structure which eliminates consideration for, the nee& of the AmeriCan people
and of our free enterprise system.' Legislators in this ionntry.are.aVolding, the

. demand-for a, comprehensive study:and ;by, their; smith& overrenctien to. protect
their political stature; they are in, my opinion,inviting 'greater ,,Caliniity to: Our
country as a whole.. It is not new laws that We needc bat the prObeiniforceinent
of existing ones. It is not political Merryitoonnd,thatre*eo, imt a cOneeinecl,
well-ordered, well-financed, independent nongoVernmentat,-, nen-WhitepaPered
study of approaches (with immediate action lollOwing) . ta the alleviatichroteur
hazardous environmental circumstance. Agencies such as' the ,much:111sputed
Atomic Energy Commission, the ill-ordered, ill-planned Army Corps of Engineers,
the lumber- industrymontrolledi Forest Service,' andthe hipolar. >. internally,. an-
tagoniatiC .InteriorDePaitnient Mnit be reliainped or totally disiOlved 'and re-
placed.by Mete Meaningful and `ConniiinleitiVe agencleik.t.eould AM:through at
least 2,000 reasons and examples of the lack of cohesive stetion Within and
among theie agencies, but I am Buren!), ,dissertation would only.,be. a redundancy
of things that you hive read orer and : over lit; other: Onblications.,

Although I could make an extensive and indePth Het Of receMniendationi in
this Very :brief rePOrt,' I ' belies* that' reetantiendatloni: ire Only as good as
their 'eventual implementation. *ores, them to be. Oyer.the Tent fe*i years we
have . hull thousands of recommendations mhich: when !Publiclied and -twisted
in . a:intent. hails :served tO narcotise,the American Ptiblia had, belleVingthit`kinia-
thing _II aetuallY, beine aceOmpliehed When Iheinarginatatility Of ':the'jOrojects
Undertakew thins far cOuld, be calcidated as a two' bindles!' a pointbtlitt,tof 10.
Below 'it a very brief ,list at some:of the things 'we 'should: undertaka in& elm
I am in: extremely brilliant organizer with high . capabilities cif dealing :both
with the business and 'Scientific needs of this country; I offer' my serviees tesny
country when the diarrh ea of the mouth is terminated and - the posit-We: goal-
Orientediethin begine:Y 1: ' fi,f; ';;;
-.We Must if Ave:' are to:=protect ;our internal, etahilit*; creak* healthful

environment, tmdertakecthe foliewing. (Hach .pnei of the following anggestions I
can expound.on. in great detail but; in the toke.n period.ot title ,weyonsig &env-
itts have' been giVen; It 'in hiposSible ter dOluitiee to iy of then! : ) . '
*" I. We Mind,' ase the.iNorth Ainiffela -Habitat 'PresierVitidn StieletY" Strongly ..
suggested. 2 yeari ' ago anti proposed, to .200 maJori esorwirattonaln the cOuntry in
the past'year,'Create a National.BusineaskEnvirenmentalfEseearch Center:It has
become, increasingly. apnerent :that efiviroOMMtalinta Ind businessmen 'ire,MOM
Content to find things; on WhiCh theY:disigiet rather' than'en 'thingi.en rhtehthey tine 0 j.;

2:' Any t nei lainc whtetr lie put into, effeet rshould ;be aimed it future deieloP
meld of ; this ;Country. Gid ; laws ;should be rigidly: .zentorced,., tint *semi their, en-
forcement ban, a -severe effect on the surViVal,of our ,sniallir btishinei

28
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long-term; 16w-6-Mit loans should be made available so that our environment can
.

be protected with planned approaches rather than a cure worse than a disease.
3: The 'Attiniie Energy-Commissioni, the Army ,Cerps of 'Engineers; 'the Forest

Service (tiow being Plated under .the 'Department of Abe :Interior) ; thaDtPort;
ment of the Interier, and.the Commerce Cominlielon:should,.be reyaniped or
disiolvet and rePlaCed by More ftinctiOnal agencies: ,.; 'is ,, .-

4..Ai the Major solute Of our, problemand 'the world, problem le our.!tiii:geOn,
big population, Tennis* take the leitdin population:control research and: the
updating of our' min' population Jaws...The lei-structure .should:.be as justice
demands; '.Chingett. in favor: Of the' single' individual and . the Childless or two-
child couple.- Coptilation' with lesultant'ehildbirth shOuld betconsidered a luxury
and not be Madethe reSPOtelbility of those mit baying 'thildien to pay:

5. EnvirOnMentaledticatiOnal Units, end 'Mass-educational: programs, .in order
to bring a knoWledge to the shident of his'irelationithip to: theintegrateds natural ,
syeteini shOtild be': inaplemented. The quograms f tor: eflkieney's sake .. should/ be
subsidised kg the 'Government but developed by conservation organisstions.- ::-)

.0: Meaningful invOlveMentin ourektety Is enhanced.byWorking tokring about
necessarY: changes: We 'tit: faced' not.with an' uneMplOyment problem' but a-lick
of enthnsialM -,to Work 'aMOngst 'the .Americen ,populicellincel we lave much
rePlInting, relandscaping, : and -cleaning up of our roads,' streams,: and livers to
be *MeV we ire to ply out livingiVages to peeple WhOde, not workiithenatilise
the untapped labOrforce as a possible" mearis tobegin to Clean-A*01s
' The problem 'Of invirehmental --protedtion "in our develOping technological era

is one of our most iniportant fOr the"snitivali of this Country.. and .most
prObiblY for the Survival, Of the. human.' rice; fThe., cOntioVersy : coacernIng the
methods'We 'should nee in.fult111ing thIsneed :Will be salutary. In the long run:If it
.effectiVely IWakens theinibliC ai Well as the local: State,!and :Federal:officials.: to
their responeibillties for teekling the Wholerange of theenvironmentailproblems
that we face teday."BY our ineetingtodayiend the action. that thallbermultant
of these Meetingi, Ion aii'legfelatorocand I au a scientist, businessman, and citizen
nhall either; gain the 'mute Of patriots of tarn the enigma,of trading,

Mr Rays& Thank youv Mr OraIaiek ;

Iliff.ICenyon
L.

STATOP.Oi% OP 0:4:TI*B.;..*Eirft.4%1PRIAPEIMIWIKE.::00111.T.7
TEE 'FoR ECOLCiOICAE:RESPOEUETTITtAVAREU*IT031;;;E.CZ;

o;i i ;',t'd

'Mr: Kairlimi.' firs( that ':our group: appret!ates.,,veryto! ,e0004, t;

I. would like tO addrosaMiself'tO one OPeeifk'gailiiieilist:liOrii9p.
has founda,:groupealled the :ComMittet.fOrrJEOOlOgieilRespoosi7
bilitind:then go tikitihat iVethink.thight be vile

jiOaaihla anbiects, but I 'nonldlike''tO.talk
abOut theee. two Our group was fOrme4Jii,rastiAg
environment; but itlwas formed also specificallitivdeal'witti*hat,e
conaideied to be an.' enotiaaps7threat;posed ,k3i.i.the Alaskan Pipeline
system.

After 'an investigatiOri, What' We.'fOund was iriOtuerieaantple,g,
Federallageney's to, effectivelrregulate,a

.i

tO),teaik*.parte-'otthe statettienpitOW9'.' antli. then, deviate..
The' three -oil -,OonipaineS.iiivOli44

mita 7,with :the' napartaient`laCtia3InteiWW,pac4t log4* arid
iskedior a Teaponseby-LJulY.4-4 lesponst permittingtheionstiuOion
of a lot;Oilpipellue itetooti80 billet of veiy,Idelioite land:The-DO
niOnt"
iiithin.:O" 3040 limtt, but eiiiieg'iatiiertliii delay the tiehnitk,eAtil
studies .ofithe.,problemafeould !bet,:made available!. and tall-interiStid
PArtiei hsard IfoWeVe14.the,StUdiei iivailable he*, includinethefieo,

On the TheinitiT Effedi of at lieftfM Pipeline
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in Permafrost," and the "Preliminary Task Force:Report," deal with
the problems involved, and not with solutions. As stated in the Geo-
logical Survey reportarid I will just summarize thia ipiote-the re-
port deals with problems, that the solutions: are not yet apparently in
sight and there is a great need for further research and essentially
delay.

The Department of the Interior's response to the problems outlined
by the Geological Survey and the task force has been to draw uP a list
of stringent stipulations which are to insure that the environment is
protected and which retain power in the authorked offiCef to inspect
all phases of/the project, ancl* to suspend or terminate sriCh aCtivities
when the provisions of the permit are not met.

But as -Ruisell Train stated in testiniony, before the Senate Com-
mittee on Interior and Insular Affairs, October' 16, 1969 :

Inherent in the content of these stipulations is the recognition that:the com-
plex and interrelated problemsparticularly the technological and environ
mentalhave not been completely solved.. ' .

We are not, of course eiperts theengineering pioblems invOlved
here. But where Virtuelly rill the major conservation groups in the
country have called for a delay ; where the pertinent Government re-
ports indicate that the problems are knoWn bUt that the Solutione are
not ; and where the chairman of the task force states that environ-
mental difficulties are yet to be resolVed,_ it °court to us to ask why it
is necessary to go ahead at this time. It appears that industr3r has
once again created a momentum, all but irresistible and- that Gov7
ernment has been unable to maintain an effective cOuniervailingforce.

Mr. Train stated in the same testimony, folloWing a discussion of
the stipulationsand again I will summarize it

He speaks of the equal importance of providing effective super-
vision. And in an August 12 statement he reemphasized the need for
supervision ; the need to have people who are qualified and are able
to see that environmental factors are fully considered. ,

'Everyone recognizes that stipulations are not enOugh: that we need.
supervision, but we do' not kno* exactly where the mspectors are
going to COM from.

In a March 261 1970, article in the Journal. of Commerce it was
reported that the Interior DePartment:

Wants to double its Gulf inspection force from 17 to 84 and has requested
money to hire new personnel from the Budget Bureau. The entire, Department
has only 25 inspectors.

It appears that, No. 1, there is not enough information, and No. 2,
there -is-not enough money available to hire the inspectors. So there
just isn't a satisfactory situation here, and it appears likely that the
Department of the Interior is going to go ahead and grant the permits.

At the same time our group found what might be a conceivable
way to solve problems like this, and that is a new. Council on Environ-
mental Quality:

I am just going to summarize what I have to say on that briefly.
We see essentially three functions there. One is coordination and
dissemination of information to the public.

I might say there, Mr. Chairman, that I think that your efforts with
the 1899 Rivers and Harbors Act is the kind of thing that we would
like to see the Council doperhaps ,codify the laws, make them easily

44-315-70-19
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available so that a person interested doesn't have to go around to all
the various agencies involved, but can go to one place and find where
there is a solution.

I think that certainly in Wisconsin they are going to know there
is such a law, and that the people are going to know that they have a
remedy.

Of course, there are problems in interpretation and getting the re-
sponsible agencies to act.

The second function of the Council should be a review and coordi-
nation of agency action which has environmental impact. Here I might
say that they could review things like the pipeline, and hopefully they
will. And they should also look into problems that we have had in
Louisiana where obviously we have not had enough inspections.

Third, they can advise the President with the annual report on "the
State of the Environment."

I think that this bill has essentially two effects. One is to create
another agency which is essentially another type of review, and there
is a .general feeling that agencies in this country and In Washington
are :lust not able to control or to effectively regitiate.

There are doubts that the creation of another agency is going to be
able to do the job. So, although there is the one aspect of creating a
watchdog, the second one I think is more important, and that is to
create a body which will give

i
thepublic information.

And here I might add there s a requirement that agencies submit
programs for review, and that is a stipulation or a proviso in the bill
which has already been used in a suit now, pending by the Wilderness
Society against the Interior Department.

This is the kind of tool I think that the Government should be able
to create which will allow citizens to protect the environment them-
selves.

'That is the second point that I think is crucially important. In
setting up the Council, and I think it is still being created, I think it is
very important that the Congress watch the type of development that
does go on.

There are several things I think are important in this regard. One is
the avoidance of the time of conflict that results from inconsistent
goals. As an example, t think the Bureau of Land Management is a
good one. They have in the development of their lands or their func-
tion several things that they are supposed to do. Among them are con-
servation or development of the recreational aspects, and two and
three might be resource or mining or industrial development.

These things are inconsistent and oftentimes it seems that giving one
agency all functions and all considerations does not work out. 'They
tend to get a confusion of roles and neither side is really. protected.

So, we hope there that the new Council would be dedicated especially
to the conservation interests.

Again the second point is that the staff should be the same. It is
difficult to find people who are exiDerts Who have not been involved on
the side ' of industry ; but I think it is important to recognize the
relevance of the professional background of a person so that he will
lean toward conservation instead of having what is called a profes-
sional enthusiasm for development rather than for conserving
resources.
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I would like to say that some of these ideas have come froth an
article. by George F. Kennan in the most recent edition of Foreign
Affairs magazine, which is entitled, "To Prevent a World Wasteland:
A Proposal."

His suggestion is to set up an international agency which would
have essentially the functions which we would like to see the Council
have.

So, agsin to emphasize, I think that the type of legislation that we
aro looking for is not only to create an effective Watchdog agency in
the Council but also to give the people a chance to defend the environ-
ment themselves.

I think I will just close there.
(Mr. Kenyon's prepared statement follows :)

PREPARED STATEMENT Or DAVID B. KENYON, GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY LAW
CENTER, REPRESENTING TEL COMMTIM FOR ECOLOGICAL RESPONS/BILITY

Mr. KENYON. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say first that we greatly appreciate:
the opportunity to appear before you today, to tell you something about our
activities and our ideas on control of pollution.

I am a vice president of the Committee for Ecological Responsibility, a group
composed of George Washington University law students and law professor
Arthur S. Miller. Two other officers of the group are here todayRonald Plesser
and Robert Steinand they will, of course, be available to help answer any
questions which your committee may1 have. The Committee for Ecological
Responsibility was formed in response to the crisis in our environment, and
specifically to investigate the proposed transAlaska pipeline system, to determine
whether all possible safeguards would be taken to ensure against the enormous
dangers inherent in such a project.

What we found was another example of a Federal agency's failure to effec-
tively regulate a powerful industry. The three oil companies involved filed for
the necessary land permits with the Department of the Interior in June of last
year and asked for a response by Julya response permitting the construction
of a hot oil pipeline across 800 miles of extremely delicate land, subject to permit-
frost thawing, land slippage, earthquakes, floods, and other dangers. The
Department of the Interior found itself unable to comply with the request within
a 30-day limit, but chose rather to delay the permits until studies of the problems
could be made available and all interested parties heard. However, the studies
available now, including the Geologkal Survey "Report on the Thermal Effects of
a Heated Pipeline in Permafrost,' and the "Preliminary Task Force Report,"
deal with the enormous problems involved, and not with solutions. As st ated in
the Geological Survey report :

"It is important that any potential problem be identified prior to its oct urrence
so that it can be accommodated by proper pipeline design. Identifying a problem
in advance depends upon an understanding of the 'conditions under which the
problem will occur. For that reason much of Ulla report is concerned with
problems. If the pipeline system is properly designed, and it is constructed and
maintained in compliance with the design, they will not occur. Perhaps 'proper
design' in some areas will involve abandoning plans for burial or changing the
route ; in others it might involve burying the pipe and invoking special engineering
designs or monitoring procedures. These are matters to be determined by much
additional study and an intensive program of field and laboratory measurements
of conditions along the route."

The Department of the Interior's response to the prolffems outlined by the
geological survey and the task force hu been tO draw up a list of stringent
stipulations which are to insure that the environment is protected and which
retain power in the authorised officer to inspect all phases of the project, and
to suipend or terminate such activities when the provisioni of the permit are
not met But as Russell Train stated in testimony before the Senate Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs (October 1, 1900)1 "Inherent in the 'content of
these stipulations is the recognition that the complex and interrelatetproblems
particularly the technological and environmentalhave not been completely
solved." He also recognised that the stipulations are worthless without effective
supervision.
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We are not, of course, experts in the engineering problems involved here. But
where virtually all the major conservation groups in, the country .have called
far a delay,' where the pertinent Governnient reports indicate that the problems
are known but that the solutions are not, and where the chairman of the task
force states that environmental difficulties are yet to be resolved, it Occurs to us
to 'ask why it is neeessary to go ahead at this time. It aPpears that industry
has once, again created a momentum, all but irresistible, and that Government
has been unable to maintain an effective conntervailing force.

In order to block or to delay the granting of the permits, the Committee for
Ecological Responsibility drew up a petition to the President, which was sub-
mitted in conjunction with the Wilderness Society and the Sierra Club. There are
twoinjunction suits pending- .

I have put particular emphasis on the Alaska pipeline because it is an area,
which we ,know something about, because it Illustrates what we' feel to be a
continuing failure of the Interior Department- to take steps .to protect the
environment, and finally because while Government, has failed .in one' way, in
another it has provided 'for a solution. In our petition, we requested President
Nixon -to have the newly-created Council on Environmental -Quality make an
exhaustive independent .feasibility, study of the piPeline.. This 'Connell rep-
resents to us an effort to create a body capable of investigating bOth iminediate,
short-term problems, and 'more importantly 'the long-term,.'methodical land-use
planning that is so desperately needed..on, a large scale. Where Interior has
failed, and where the congressional committees have neither the staff nor the
resources to do the job, the Environmental Quality. Council:should be able to
beCome the focal -point of .concern for our .environmentthrough investigations
by advisory and research task- forces: Equally important,. the Council should
function as an information storehouse, able:to inform the people as to the state
of the law, the responsibilities of industry, and progress made in pollution
control. . .

Mr. Train stated In th-e same testimony, following . a discussion of the stipule-
.tions, that

"We are the first to recognize the equal Importance of' providing appropriate
and effective supervision to insure that the .stipulations equal in the field the
importance we have accorded them on paper. We are aware that written stip .
ulations, no matter how carefully drawn, cannot guarantee .the protection on
which we are insisting. This can only be assured by continuous surveillance and
firm enforcenient.", - : . .

In an August 12 statement-before the same committee, Mr. Train again em-
phasized the need for supervision, and stated that additional personnel would
be required for the inspection and granting, Of" special use permits for con-
struction camps, gravel sites, . air fields, and access 'roads. The same concerns
have been stated by other officials in the Interior-Department and by, conserva-
tion groups:. . . .

Everyone appears to recognize the importance.of supervision and.the dangers
of neglecting this important area. But it is unclear just where these extra -in-
spcctors are going to come from. In a March.26,.1970,article in the Journal of
Commerceit was reported that the Interior Department ."wants to doable its Gulf
inspection force from 17.to 84:and has requested moneY to hire new personnel
from the Budget,Burean. The entire department has:only 25 'newton." 'What
Can happen when inspeCtion is inadequate..should. be, clear by now, particularly
after the' Louisiana tragedy..The ,Ohevron'Oil 0o. was able to operate.137 out
of 178 oil wells illegally,because, according to Secretary,Ilickel,'"We haven't had
the force to totally inspect the Gulf inthe past, butif the oil companies had been
adhering to the regulations that .'have been in.effect for years,- we ,wouldn't 'be
having these apills."- In Alaaka,:we .do 'not believe that a.. permit:should- be
granted before the problems of design are' solved; nor:should. a perniit be
granted without a satisfactory number .of Inbred, disinterested pbservers,avall-
able to enstrathat the Oitcompanies will comply:with all xegulatione. .

Thee are three pointa to keep .in mind while developing the Counciton En-
vironmental Quality : . :- .

First,- it hi imPortant that -the internal .eonfiicts resulting from -inconaistent
gods be .: avoided: Such -probleas rhave plagued the .Interior Department,, and
partieularlr the. Bureau of . Laird Management,-which: is continually: forced ito
choose between .development of resources. encl.:conservation. The :Concentration
of different: and' competing considerations within'.one -agency ,does,ncit'alimys
lead to the hest or, most 'balanced decisions,: and.::often -Adds up: only.M.a .con-
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fusion of roles. The Council, then, should be concerned primarily with the
protection of the environment and should review agency programs with that
thought as the principal motivation.

Second, great care should be taken not to choose for the Council staff persons
whose professional enthuslasm leads them toward .an exploitation of resources
rather than conserving them. In other words, potential conflicts for the members
should be avoided, and the professional background.of the individual should be
considered 'as relevant to effective performance as a conservationist. Again,
the central spirit and motivation of the Council must be one of ordered, con-
trolled development, with emphasis on conservation. .

Finally, the operating principle of. the Council should be, in the .words of
George F. Kennan, "that one exploits what .a careful regard for the needs .of
conservation leaves to be exploited, not that one conserves what a liberal in-
dulgence of the impulse to development leaves to be conserved."'

The quotation is taken from an article by Kennan in the April 1970.1toue
.of Foreign Affairs, entitled, "To Prevent a World Wasteland: A Proposal."
While Kennon Is speaking of an international organization, the functions which
he outlines are completely. appropriate to the Presidential Council. He asserts
that the organisation should :

1. Provide facilities for collection, storage, retrieral, and disseminatien of
all information on environmental problems.

2. Ccordinate research and operational activities which now deal with enCiron-
mental activities or activities which affect the environment.

3. Create national standards in environmental matters and extend advice
and help to individual States.

4. Enforce those standardg which are necessarily national in scope. . .

While I have taken Kennan's ideas, and applied them on a national level, his
central thesis should not be overlooked: That there is a need. to create an in-
ternational body to cope with what is clearly an international problem of pollu-
tion. 'There is to be a conference in 'Stockholm in 1972, sponsored by the United
Nations Conference on the Human Environment. The U.S. Government should
be undertaking studies with a view to presenting proposals at that conference,
both with regard to the structure of a possible international organisation and
topics of particular interest.

The powers of the Connell on Environmental Quality innst be suMelent 'to
insure coordination of agency actions which relate to the environment. The
Executive order formally establishing _the . Council details expanded respon-
sibilities beyond those mentioned in the statute, including authority to conduct

.hearings on projects which Would affect thnenvironment. All Federal agencies
are supposed to submit advance analyses of programs with environmental im-
pact to the Council for review. Mr. Train has stated, however,' in an address
to the 35th annual North American Wildlife and Financial Resources Confer-
ence on March 23 of this year, that "most individuals in Government don't
know yet that this is required, and we may hitve to hit a re'', people over the
head."

The power of the Council to coordinate the .conmervation efforts of the dif-
ferent agencies and to . exercise a general .overall 'review is . an enormous step
forward. If the Mundt I. able to effectively , disseniinateinformation it will
further the efforts of individualsfor instance,' the .revival of the:.18111; Rivers
and Harbors Act is the kind of law that the people should knoW'abont. Thanks
to your efforts, Mr. Chairman, it appears; likely that industry in WiscOnsdn
at least is not going to forget again .that the law 'reunites certain things with
regard to pollution. Certainly,, as . important, will Nellie
that they are not helping in the face of irresponsible activIkr: The Connell "Odd
be able to bring such laws before the public in a sienna* manner.

There are other proposals now 'before Congress regarding pollution' and the.
environment One worthy. ot special. mention ,is the McGorem-Hart-Cdall pro-
posal which would give the titian the right .to a clear environment .and ,the
effective means to protect that right before administrative. 'agencies', Or 'in . the
courts. The problem of standing to coinplain,in this. particular contest' would
be finally- removed. Congramman 'comparison of his bill with' the, anti-
trust laws outlines the purposes:. ... ;

Our antitrust laws have. long given rinse= a' right to sue in Federal court .to
prevent anticompetitive business practices, an ergot where .tbe Justice Depart-
ment has similar duties.. This is 'elsentially. 'meant to, accomplish' the' same
'thing as the Minns section of the 'antitrust law& We-are trying to Solve a
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national problemour polluted environmentby giving direct power to citizens
to seek a remedy before a nonpolitical, objective forumthe courts.

The point here is that this legislationboth that enacted and that proposed
may have a dual function. It may, as does the Environmental Policy. Act of
1969, create a Government body which may grow into an environmental agency
with effective powers of supervision and control over both industry and Govern-
ment agencies. Second, it may provide avenues for the enormous outpour-
ing of national concern for the environment, and channel that enthusiasm
into constructive avenues. There is no better answer to those that are worried
over student militancy than to create responsive institutions which allow the
citizen to play a role in the shaping of his world. The interest is clearly there
as witness the scope and intensity of the preparations for April 22and if
Government can find a way to encourage constructive use of that interest, the
environment will be better protected.

Mr. &ins. Thank you, Mr. Kenyon.
Mr. Scott.

STATEMENT OP DOUGLAS W. SCOTT, COCHAIRMAN, ENVIRONMEN-
TAL ACTION POR SURVIVAL, UNIVERSITY OP MICHIGAN, ANN
ARBOR, MICH.

Mr. Scow. Mr. Chairman as one of the leaders of ENACT, the
Environmental Action for gurvival at the University of Michigan,
I am delighted to have this occasion to tell you how much we ap-
preciated you and your colleagues, and I may say almost the entire
membership of the subconumttee traveling to Ann Arbor, being
with us, and taking part in our teach-in.

I think you brought a great deal to us, but I believe it is true to
say on the other hand that you found much there that pu could
brine backboth in terms of specific recommendations during that
hearing and impressions about the seriousness of purpose with which
we are approaching this whole matter of environmental survivial.

I would like to offer for your record, if you believe it is appropriate,
a copy of our full teach-in program as an example of the breadth of
concerns that we got into once that program began to snowball.

(Narz.The ENACT program for the "Teach-In on the Environ-
ment," held at the Univbrsity of Michigan Mar. 10-14, 1970, is in the
subcommittee files.)

,

Mr. Scan. I would like to take just a brief moment here to reflect a
little bit, having gone through the experience of that rather massive
teach-in, on some of the conclusions that I think one can fairly draw.
In his address, which was certainly the highlight of the teach-in,
Rabh Nader referred to ours as "the generation of critical masse!i,"
referring to the fact that the problems in a great many areas of social

. concern are coming to a head simultaneously; just as our generation
heads toward stage center. ,

These problems have bten growing for a long time. They grow out
of a very limited knowledge of what progress is ieand what ndividual
prosperity implies;

We have come in this movement at a time 'when we` see there is
something wrong in the way, in which our society has defined progress
and prosperity and security, and these are the questions that we go to
as we enter this movement.

This is the prospect as my generation gets its moment in the pollu-
tion-filtered sun, and it is little wonder, I think, therefore, that: we

rS9
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joined the cast of "Hair," which opened our program in Ann Arbor,
in say

iing
we are going to do whatever is necessary to "let the sun-

shine n."
Contrary to the Biblical injunction, it is not the meek who inherit

the earth, but the young. If our experience there and the experience
of conferring with other youth leaders around the country is any fair
sample, the young are not going to be meek about inheriting the kind
of earth and the kind of society that we see around us.

We are the children of the postwar boom and the Age of Aquarius,
and we were just idealistic enough to believe that the vision can bwome
a reality if we work.

I think it is important to make the point that the movement is being
expressed through the teach-ins and other yonth activities. The burial
of automobiles in California and all the things you are reading about .

these days are not simply negative and destructive, although there is
some of that.

We affirm life and the fundamentally inalienable right of all life
to its individuality and perpetuation, its diversity and living freedom.
We oppose all that would belittle life, all that demeans its character
or destroys its natural spontaneity, all that sullies its beauty or threat-
ens its survival.

In our tinu the critical mass of manmade problems has, for the
first time, assumed dimensions which seriously do threaten the survival,
not just of individuals, but of our whole earth. Once aware of this
threat and its reality, how can we do otherwise than to. devote every
means open to us to reverse the lethal trends? Similarly, how can we
do otherwise than to oppose those trends which demean the quality
of lifeindividually or collectively

As one of my colleagues in California said at one point% "If you
are not going to live for the earth, what are you going Ito. live for?"

Thus,. I believe our attack on environmental abuse and ecocatas-
trophe is no passing fad, precisely because it conforms to and uniquely
expresses the positive goals that we feel very strongly for quality, in
our surroundings and quality in our relationships to those surround-
ings and to each other. .

David Brower chose the phrase in describing this decade _which you
and your colleagues have called the decade of the environment :. He
called it a "decade of renunciation." Two reporters from the. Detroit
Free Press picked that up their analysis .of the teachlin .and, said,:

, "The teach-hi 'was the purest essence of those .times, renouneing
not merely America's past failure to clean up its air and witer;.but
its failure to repair itself in other waysstructurally, morally, socially,
economically."

I do not think I was asked a question more frequently bY the mas-
sive, number- of . news media that were in Ann Arbor:than was this
some kind of cop-out on the war, on racism or.repression or the other
movements that dravi attention on camPuses. I got 'rather offended
by that after a very short period of time, because I, think the queition
implies an extremely limited Sort bf IiieW of the capacity of young
people to handle more issuei thin One at a time

I

We are beginning to seenOC.qpite as clearly as I think ;we will
see in the months and years shead=that there are connections betiveen
these various isaues that we 'are concerned about,that the Same kind of
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things that lead to the destruction of our environmental quality are
reflected in other things that we find reprehensible in our society.
As those relationships become clear, then, the issue is going to go to
the sources, to the roots of the problem. I think that is something we
will have to be alerted to.

I would like to address myself to two or three of the specific ques-
tions that the subcommittee has raised in this set of hearings, par-
ticularly the first question which asks what must Government do to
strengthen or redirect its existing programs for environmental pro-
tection and improvement. And borrowing rather 'largely from 31r.
Nader's ideas, there are tour things I think the Government can do in
the area of strengthening programs:

First of all, the matter of standards. We have a great many statutes
and regulations that set performance standardsquality standards,
standards for water quality, and so forth. They are largely inadequate
where they. exist. Furthermore, they are enf'orced by great, tMious
procedures that drag on for months and years at a time with the burden
of proof falling on some poor citizen who is just trying to protect
his environment.

We are involved in a case in which we are working with a citizens'
group in Escanabal Mich., to fight the introduction in that community
of a meat corporation kraft paper mill. We are not fighting the mill
or the need to build a papermalcing facility. We are fighting the kraft
process. I have been astounded,

iin
going to various commission meet-

ings where permits have been nvolved, at the degree to which the
burden falls upon the citizen who is ill-prepared in terms of legal tal-
ent or understanding of procedure but Is simply trying to protect
himself.

The burden of proof quite clearly lies with him, and I think this is
an area in which changes have got to come.

I think one way we might go on this matter of otandards is to call
for a major review and overhaul of all environmental standards as
standards instead of looking at just the air pollution statutes to see

jhow those standards look, or ust the water pollution regulations. We
must sit down and look at all the standards that ,we have put to-
gether, over the many years we have been doing that in the Congress
and in the State legislatures, and look at the standards together. We
can then see not only if they are adequate in and of themselves in any
particular case, but also how they relate to each other:

If in fact the air pollution created by the internal-combUstion engine
and other sources puts a great many nitrates in the air which even-
tually cause water pollution how is that ecological interconnection
reflected in the way we set standards9

I am reliably told that the people who set water p011ution stand-
ards do not talk to the people who haveio do With'air, pollution stand-
ards. I think someOna has to take a look at this. My suggestion is either.,

something analogous to the Publio IAnd Law Review Commission,
which would sit down ands take a look at these Standards' in' one place,. .

or an attempt to innovate some kind of ark institutional arrangement
as a subgrouping or task foroe within the Environmentil uality
Council and within the overview of Congressional Joint CoOnittee
on the EnvironMent, which is long overdue in Congrees c
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A second area that I. would address myself to here is the area of
sanctions that we apply. They are almost unworkable where they
exist.

In general, a firm may find it economically prudenteven where it
is put m the position of having to pay a fine for polluting under the
1899 statute or something of that kindto absorb the fine as a cost of
doing business and pass that on to the consumer, rather than responding
to the so-called sanction by cleaning up the pollution.

Thus, the fine is in effect a use tax for dirtying water or air. But
unlike the concept of the effluent tax that Senator Proxmire has been
promoting, the fmes imposed do not come anTwhere near close to pay-,
mg the costs for the destruction that the firm is creating.

So I think we need tO reassess the sanctiOns that we have and give
them a very thoroughsoing review. I should say.that Mr. Nader drew
sustained applause with a couple of suggestions that he had for new
sanctions. .

He thought it would be useful to follow the model of the bank-
rupthy procedurein which a trustee is established to look after the
interest of creditors in a bankruptcy proceeding,. to use this in the
case of pollutionand in his words:

if a company continues to make profits while it poisons its neighbors, we
should develop a kind of environmental bankruptcy, where its operations are
taken over by trustees in a trusteeship for peoples' right to breathe and enioY
a pure environment.

He also suggested the meting out of behavioral sanctions similar to
the way a traffic judge sends offenders to a traffic court. Sending a coal
executive into a coal mine for a while is one of his suggestions.

For serious offenses against the environment, he suggested sus-
pension of activity in a corporation for 6 months or 'suspending the
president of a company for 6 months from participating in that com-
pany ; and he again drew a great deal of response from the audience by
saying, "If they do that to students, why not do it to presidents of
corporations I"

Mr. REUSS. Would you require all Congressmen who vote for the
SST to ride on it on its maiden voyage I

Mr. Scan. No; I think I would have them stationed along the route.
I think perhaps a rule at the outset which prohibited Congressmen
from flying on SST would keep them in Washington more frequently.

A third area that I think we should go to., ifil the matter of dis-
closure. Mr. Nader, of course, has made a career out of disclosing that
which was not intended to be disclosed. He made the point,- which I-
think is true, that we know a great deal more about the CIA in pub-
lished materials available to the public in this country thamive how
about the internal operations of General Mothis or Standard Qil.

We are trying to do something SbOut General Motors, It is a huge
institution. It is the third largest institution-in-the worldafter
the U.S. Government and the Soviet Union Government comes General

, Motors. , ,.,. =

We know iery little about it, vet it has massiire impacts On our lives.
The Congress recently, passed, believe in 1967, the Freedom Of In-
forniation Act which, as it is beginning,to be 'picked ,up by ionserva-
tionists and by other citizens, is beginning to chive :a very . telling, , ,

impact.
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(Nm.E. The law referred to is Public Law 89-487, as amended by
Public Law 90-23 of June 5,1967,81 Stat. 54,5 U.S. Code 552.)

Mr. Soon. What we have got to do, and I have no answer to this,
is to find some way for a freedom of information act to reach into cor-
porate offices without unduly placing their trade secrets and that sort
of thing in jeopardy.

But Mr. Nader made the point that to protect a person who is
polluting the environment by saying that what he is doing is a trade
secret is just a little bit curious to say the least.

Finally, I would say strengthening needs to take place in the area
of the budget. We have all heard about the $10 billion program for
water pollution, which does not have $10 billion in it at all. It is ac-
tually a step backward.

At the same time that the President, his family and a head of high
Government officials are travelingat very great expenseto Chicago
to proclaim their intention to save the Great Lakes, a severe budget
cut is having a real and damaging impact Ion the research program
of the Great Lakes Fisheries Laboratory, which is by all accounts the
finest, most experienced program in fresh water ecology.

This is a very confused issue. You heard about it in Ann Arbor. It
has implications to other closings that are going on to meet economy
measures, but my latest information is in fact 26 people were laid
off on the 23d of March, and they included researchers.

Whether it is being transferred from one agency to another, the re-
search program is being damaged and that is the only issue.

Again, with regard to the budget : Where is the change of priorities?
We are hearing the rhetoric, we are hearing the change of rhetoric,

ibut where is the change of priorities? Phrases n presidential addresses,
which I suppose are useful in diplomatic exchanges, have no effect on
cleaning up the environment. Funds expended to tell magazine readers
how much our firm has been doing long before the environment was
an issue are strictly eco-pornography.

I am sure you gentlemen enjoy great credit for your work on phos-
phates and detergents and I am sure you enjoyed, as I did, the full-
page advertisement in the New York Times recently, by Procter &
Gamble in which they told the public that phosphates are in fact a
natural element common in the universe and therefore nothing to
Nvorry about. I wish they had spent the money they spent on that ad-
vertism_g to get phosphates out of detergent&

Mr. Rams. I might say in that connection that our committee has
been trying for many months to get from the soap and detergent
companies a comparative statement of what they have spent on re-
search into removing the pollutants from their product as against
what they have spent on advertising, and for some reason we have not
been able to get that information. .

Mr. Seam I am sorry I don't have that Procter & Gambie ad in
front of me.' There was one phrase in their ad which said' something
to the effect we have placed no upward.limit on the amount we ire
willing to spend. Theyslid not say hckir much thmwere spending. They,
said they placed no upWard limit. Two quite dikerent ipoints of view.

(Norz.The Procter & Gamble Co.'s advertisment, "Questioni.and
Angwers 'About Phosphate's in. Detergents and Their Possible'Effect
on Our.Lakes and Streams," is printed on pp. 78-80 of H. Rept.1004,
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"Phosphates in Detergents and the Eutrophication of America's Wa-
ters," which is based on a study by the Conservation and Natural Re-
sources Subcommittee.)

Mr. Scarr. I think that if we and our colleaguesour generational
colleaguesare to take seriously all the rhetoric we are hearing these
days,weneed to see one solid bit of evidence that priorities are chang-
ing. My candidate is the SST. I think the proposed Ahtska pipeline is
an equally good case..

Ithink the SST ought to be immediately stopped, 'that that money
ought to be used for better purposes. All funding ought to be cut out .

for a project for which private enterprise won't pay itself. It hai got
no military value ; it. is a civilian project entirely.

We ought to forbid any_ U.S. carrier to own or operate any kind of
SST, ours or anybody else's. We ought to forbid any-foreign carrier to
operate any SST's. over our country. I think that would take the eco7'
mimic incentive out of the market for SST's very quickly. Our pres-
tige will not suffer .by the actsnor will- our environment. Something
like that is going to be required to demonstrate that something is
really happening. .

Lacking the opportunity for people to get involved on any other
level, I think.that the courts are becoming a great resource,-ancl I just
do want to call your attention to the legislation that has been drafted by.
Prof. Joseph Sax at the University; of Michigan Law School. It is
before the Michigan State Legislatlfrei- and several others these days,..
and it has recently been introduced. in the Congressin the Senate:
by Senators McGovern and Hart and: in the Reuse: by .Congressman.'
Udall. In m_y opinion, .it is a comprehensive, Well-balanced proposal
that would be a great'step to opening the'courts as the 'procedure by
which we can have access to the General Motors records arid that
of thing.

I want to urge your study of this particular .bill, and. your indi-..
vidual cosponsorship with Mr. Udall of-the proposal : and I would hope .

that all menabers of the subcommittee wourcl recognize the importance
of this legislation' and join in the: efforts to get the Judiciary. Coin.'
mittee to hold hearings on it veryquickly.

(Nart.'The -bill drafted by .Professor Sax, Howie -Bill13055;- wu:
passed by Michigan's. House of Representatives oriAPril 219.1970. It:.
is reprinted as appendix 3 Of this hearingricardiPP; 337-341. Thebill
introduced by.CongrésiMan Udall, H.R.16436,: (identiCal: to S.
introduced bySenatorsMcOovern and Hart) reprinted aisPpendix
2,pp. 332436.) , .

Mr. 'Soon'. JuSt briefly I wantto talk sbitaborit: citiZen'partieipa-.
tion.' You asked:What I think is a key. queStiOn:HOWcan.citizerigi par-
ticipate iThe things:that pint need, to have a- citizen pa.rticipating in
something like ..this are :MOthiationiaienseOf efficacyt a senseihat if
you 'do get inYolvedit :Will makeSdifferenCe,:inforinationi andleader..
ship ; and I think there are Ways Which We canericOuragepUbliC particiL;
pation by working on all of thoSe elements:

Motivation is the edaieit 'for .the. moment: 'At thev*ienlar inOthent
ic is e.t.a- ver*.high peak,.,and:-*e are .eonstantly, afftd;:."What :can. P.'
do to help f7.11lierearepeOple- jriSt lookink-for mays lo'getinvoilired,[i

To improve' people's sense; otifficacyilthinksoMehOdy has got tO
take klook at the. way- Civics airaitalkingabentinc, this tOnntry.',,There i
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more absolute misinformation handed out about our forefathers and
the wonderful system they put together than in any other field.
Remedial education of civics is essential. From cradle to grave, we
are inculcated with the very romantic notion that we-have got a
simple system that has been worked out by some yeomen farmers back
in 1700and this system really works, you know, it is the best system
on earth, and all you, who are concernell about a problem, have _got to
do is to look to the system and the system will magically respond. You
do not even have to worry about how it happened. You know, you
vote every so many years and that is about it.

But that is not about it at all, and most citizens have a, very, very
warped understanding of how the system works. Of course, they
cannot get involved or participate in it.

Most citizens in this country do not read the Federal Register,
which is the usual place that notice about things like the Alaska pipe-
line get published. So we are going to have to develop the kinds of
mechanisms that get that information out. It is hard to know who to
hold responsible for a particular problem.

I was privileged to hear the other morning some testimony on
thermal pollution on the Great Lakes given to a Senate field hearing
by Mrs. Lee Botts of Chicago. I wotild like to offer this for your
record oryour files.

She saill the basic question fowconcerned citizens is: "Whom do
you ask and who has the power 1"She has a lovely map here of Lake
Michigan with the various boundaries of official jurisdictions.

For example, the Ciorps of Engineers divides .Lake Michigan into
two zones : The Detroit office has half and some other office has the
other half. That dividing line does not correspond to the dividing line
between the States of Wisconsin and Michigan, and none of it cor-
responds to the lines of jurisdiction in that area for the Federal Water
Pollution' Control Admmistrationnone of which corresponds to any-
thing else. -It is just a hodge-

This map is just a classic. So how can you find who has got the au-
thority 'I It is the old idea of divide and conquer. If you spread the
authority around enough, nobody will be responsible. Tlus is the bu-
reaucratic ideal, I suppose, but it does not answer the questions that
need to be answered about atomic powemlants on Lake Michigan.

(Now.The testimony of Mrs. Lee .Botts, representing the Open
Lands Project, Chicago_t Ill., before Senator Philip:A. H.art's Sub-
committee on Energy, Natural Resource!, and the Environment, on
March 80, 1970, is in the subcommittee files.)

Mr. Scow. I think what we, are going to'have to look for is some-
thing like an environmental ombudsman , or some.;kind of enViron-
mental information center where citizens cango. Right now the youth
group in Ann Arbor is serving this function. We get calls from people
who have been frustrated for months about sOme,particular problem.
We are the only place they can turn to, aml generally 'we do not have
the information_ ,-but we try to find it for them.,'
), -I thinkthis has got to come about. "think that nothing could, be

more impor
itant

than takinga look:St-the-tax laws which affect,citi-
zens' organizations working n the public interest and *hat happened
to the Sierra Club. It ementially emasculates any otbility they have
to get involved in real political, salon.. Yet, simultaneously business
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corporations and other vested interests .are able to write off expenses
to what amounts to lobbying and campaigns as a. cost of: doing busi-

. ness. The hypocrisy is phenomenal.
I think that has to be-looked into7-to cOme to, the very difficult prob-

lem of defining a class of organizations that work for the public in-
terest and receive exeinptions from the tax problems that they presently
live under.- :

I guess the final thing I would like to suggest is the idea of building
into every kind of activity that affects the environment something
very analogous to what we. all have learned about in the space pro-
gramlittle holda that are autoinaticallY built into the countdown, to
check things out at every stage in case any problem comes up.

We ought to have a procedure whereby if any two.people come .up
and raise their hands and say," I don't think that pipeline in Alaska
is a good idea," if they are a qualified 'people, that instantly goes into
a hold.

Then there is a 60-day: or a year's, cooling-off period to look at.the
problem. I think theee kinds of holds have got to be bUilt into zoning
provisions and other :kinds of .things.

Generally, when people get .worried, about a problem and are
ready to get involved and participate as Citizens, .it 'Was just at the
time the d.ecision was madeyesterday. They, read 'it in their news-
papers,. and newspapers print what -happened-, yesterday., By. and
large,the opportunity to get involved just does not exist.

(Mr. Scott's prepared statement followe

PRIMO= STATZMENT OR DOUGLAS W. Boom COCHAIRMAN, ENACT (Ertl/most-
MENTAL ACTION MR SURVIVAL) , 'THE UNIVZIWITT :Or MICMGAN, ANN AMR,
MICIL

Bfr. &Gmbh*. Chairman, I am Douglas Scott 'As cochairinan -.Of .MNACT -(en-
vironmental action for survival) -at the University 'of Michigai I am happy...to
have this- occasion to tell you, on the record, how,- delighted we were to: have
this-subcommittee in Ann Arbor during our .recent teach-in on the environment
Both in yotir formal- -hearing and- individually, the . members : of this. subcom-
mittee brought much to our sessions. You also found, I trust, much to take
away . with you in ..the form of ',specific ideas and .action proposals 'and . in
impressions .of -the seriousness of purpose with which, we :are .approaching this
whole matter of environmental survival ' ' .

The program which was offered during the Ann Arbor .teach!in .le a good ex--
ample, think, of the 'breadth and' depth of interest- we. are taking. I would
therefore like to offer, for incluMon in your record here tOday,:the- full teach-in
program schedule. '

YOUTH ANOMIE ZNVIRONMSNT
, , .

Because we at the Unliersity of Michigan nave :already'. pine throUgh our
teach-in activities, I woultlike to-take a .mOment 16 reflect upon' same Of the
conclusions One can fairly .draw from the 'nature Of Onr: program'. and' the. re- .

. In. his .addresst highlight of the teleh-in-4telph.Nedee:refetieif tO ottre as
!ithe generation of critical masies."._ BY thiti.te.meantlhattoday.problems' in a :
great many. areas of .social: concern' are Coming to.' it' head einiultaneously. These

"problenis..have been. growing for .a...lOng. Period, While ,PreviOtti: generations,-- lb*
whatever reign, tolerated:themes litti6mOrelhan the tinpleaSitit but unim-
portant side effects' and biproducti of the ritet- toward progress and individual
prosperity. Today,. as :these problems reach critical , Momentum : and-.
around tie, we are Wetting' the old standards' of 'PrOgresi 'ant individual 'pros-
perity which allowed them-to emerge.. Tor we recognise that these,prOblems,, taken
together, geriouilythreaten . to move the step...fro*. Critical W. 'just. Plain :

lethal. TMe is the prospect for, My generation's Moment in the' p011utionfiltered
: sun.. Little.' wonder then that .We,- like ..the cast , of ;Male!. which opetied''..onr.

. . ... . .. . ., . . .
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teach-in, are uniting behind the demand that we do whatever is necessary to
"Let the Sunshine In."

Contrary to the Biblical injunction, it is not the meek who inherit .the earth,
but the young. The young people who filled every event of our teach-in to
capacity, the .young people with whom I have conferred at recent meetings and
conferences, and the young people organising and working throughout the
country have no intention of remaining meek and quiet as their future and the
quality of their lives are bankrupt around them.

Martin Luther King evoked a strong image when, in his final address in
Memphis, he said that what happened to him now was not so important as the
continued momentum of the movement he had built. "For I have been to the
.mountain top," he said, "and I have looked over." We, too, have been up on the
mountain tops and tantilised by the prospect of a better life, n better world. From
our cradles we have heard the ideals of our society and institutions intoned. We
have accepted the goals they suggest : A Lu:tter life for all, in which all men are
brothers, in which peace is our objective on every front, in which life le prac-
ticed diligently and life's environment treated with proper reverence. We, the
children of the postwar boom and the Age of Aquarius, have been idealistic
enough (naive enough) to believe this vision can become reality. We tInd it our
own responsibility, therefore, to work to see it unfold.

Thus our movementsuch as It leagainst pollution and environmental degra-
dation is not simply negative and destructive. We affirm life and the funda-
mentally inalienable right of all life to its individuality and perpetuation, its
diversity and living freedom. We oppose all that would belittle life, all that de-
means its character or destroys its natural spontaneity, all that sullies its beauty
or threatens its survival.

In our time the critical mass of manmade problems has, for the first time,
assumed dimensions which seriously, do threaten the survival, not just of indi-
viduals, but of our whole earth. Once aware of this threat and its reality, how
can we do otherwiso than to devote every means open to us to reverse the lethal
trends? Similarly, how can we do otherwise than to oppose those trends which
demean the quality of lifeindividually or collectively?

These are probings toward an understanding of this movement which has,
perhaps unintentionally, swept us up, altering fundamentally the devotions of
our careers and lives. As a California graduate student recently put it : "If you
don't live for the earth, what can you live for?"

Thus I believe our attack upon environmental abuse and eco-catastrophes is no
passing fad, precisely because it confroms to and uniquely expresses the positive
goals of quality in our surroundings and in our relationships to those surround-
ings and to each other. .

And thus the changes we fell compelled to advocate are, in many cases abso-
lutely fundamentaL They reach to the heart of our society and its institutions
from boardroom to bedroom. They are revolutionary in character, because the
circumatances in which we find ourselves require that the changes be funda-
mental, far-reaching and rapid. Extremism in the defense of life is not neces-
sarily to be condemned. I say this not in advocacy of violent or extreme tactics
I abhor theeebut in recognition that extreme danger may well necessitatere-
sponges of similar character.

The members of this subcommittee, and others, have joined in calling this the
Decade of the Environment, and-so it must be. David Brower calls it the "decade
of renunciation," and two Detroit Free Press reporters need his phrase in their
characterisation of the Ann Arbor teach-in :

"The teach-in was the purest essence of those times, renouncing not merely
America's past failure to clean up its air and water, but its failure to repair
itself in other waysstructurally, morally, socially, economically." ,

But, again, the renunciation is not negativeit is cast in terms of an afirma-
tion of life and the quality life might yet attain.

For your consideration, I would like to include in your record today the Detroit
Free Press news analysis I quoted above 'and another retrospective article pub-
lished in this week's issue of Saturday Review by Barry,Commoner.

QUESTIONS SATS= WE THE SIMOOIIIITTITE

While each of the broad questions you have posed is important, I cannot pre-
same to address them all. I would like to go into two of them in particular,
however.

"I. What must Government do to strengthen or redirect its existing programs
for environmental protection and Improvement?"

207,
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There are four areas in which strengthening of programs seems long overdue.
(a) Standard:I.The enforcement and performance standards written into

much of the present environmental legislation are simply inadequate. Even the
enforcement of these standards usually requires a long and .tedious proceeding

. in which, the burden of proof falls to the citizen protesting degradation of his
environment.

A major review and overhaul of all such environmental standards and their en-
forcement procedures appears desirable. Such a' review would serve to assess
the utility and impact of each particular kind of standard in its own right. But
it would also provide a single forum to assess the interrelationship of-standards
in one field to those in another. How, for example, do 'the airshed air quality
standards relate to the river basin 'water quality standards in overlapping geo-
graphical areas? At the moment we 'have divided these two functions into sepa-
rate agencies, leaving the question of interrelationships in 'dOubt.

It is my view that all of these, perforniance and quality standards, in every
area, need to be thoroughly reassessed and considerably strengthened if they are
to serve as a useful tool for controlling degradation. :

'The mechanism for undertaking such a review might well 'consist of establish-
ing an expert commission on the analogy of the Public Land Law Review Com-
mission which is working to sort out .and properly relate the body of confused
public land laws and regulations. 'Or, this might be an opportunity to develop
an innovative institutional arrangement as a task force or subcommissiOn under
the structure of the. Environmental QualitY Council (but with special, aug-
mented staffing), working' with the overview.- at a Joint. Committee on the En-
vironment which the COngress should promptly establish.

The role and organisiation of the Congress in this Matter is, I suspect, a major
source of the problem' as things now, stand.' Each standard-setting procedure and
agency is the special province of a different committee, leaving in serious 'doubt
the Congress effective ability to coordinate . these matters. ' '

(b) Sanetiom.The sanctions we are willing to impose:on those resPonsible
for environmental havoc are pitifully 'weak, in those' banknote where, they exist
at all. In his address to our Teach-In, Ralph Nader Made this i key. point,Olting
the 1967 air pollution statute as being. "almost unworkable in teams .of applied
sanctions." In addition .to being, weak, the sanctions:can;generally be:imposed
only after terribly drawn out procedural complexities which quite' effeCtively dis-
courage or . simply wear out, even the most highly motivated Citimn Seeking
redress. . . . ..

Moreovek, the sanctions have. no 'real bite' it Most . cases: Thui Wa have the
specter of a firm which Ands it economically prudent' (in' the perversity of -our
economic analysis) to absorb the. minimal fine for pollution neatest adoing busi-
ness, rather than responding to this sofcalled sanction by -diecontinuing the pa-.
luting behavior. Thus these fines beeome, in effect, a use, tazfor continuing pol-
lution. But, unlike the effluent tax .concept proPosed'bY Senator Proxmire 'and
others (which deserves very serious consideration), the fines new ',imposed never
come even' close to repaying the actual cost of damages-perpetrated upon society
and the environment .' ,

'A thorough, integrated review of altsinetions in this field is.thus aloe needed..
This might be accomplished by. the same mechanien I have suggested ta review
standards. In both cases, the emphasis of the singe* must bastrengthenillit Of
these devices which.are our prineipal means of 'confronting environmental abuses
effectively...

.

Mr. Nader had, incidentally,''seVeittlideis for sinetionaivhieh Wera veri well
received by 'his audience. He called for anaisalOg in the environmental field to the
-trusteeship procedures used to. protect creditors when a bankruncrila declared.
In his' own words: "If 'a company continues to' make Prolitawhilnit Poisons its:
neighbors, we should develop a kind of environmental binkrUpey; where its oner-
ations are taken over by trustees in a trusteeship for people's right to breathe and ,

enjoy .a pure 'environment." Mr. Nader :also' miggested ;meting,:out behavioral
sanctions similar to the way in which judges. send :offenderatO trail*. school.
.Sending the coal company executives into Mani:les-far it while was his eximnle,
or requiring utility executivel . to live in-apartment:S. 'xight under "their-own
smokestacks.. For. serious' ',offenses' against the common 'environment, he
gested "suspension of activity in a corPoration for 6 Months if they, do that.
to students, why nOtdo it to presidentiOf corporations?".
..(o):'D(soioeure.-=ML .Nader also. made 'the .Point Oat': we knOW good deal

more abont the CIA in the publiihed Materials in thisicOuntry than WaknoWabout
the. -internal, operationi of 'General 'Motoris or: Standard Oil.' Yet, these ,major
institutions have a. huge .impict on our lives and Our -enirironinent . -.

.

29''P
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The Federal Freedom of Information Act now provides a vital tool for citizens
seeking disclosure of governmental materials and Information: We have no such
recourse in trying to learn aboUt the impact of the great corporations on our lives.
I have no answer to this problem, but I believe it is very real and that we need to
develop Means of overcoming it.

(d) The ilea area in which strengthening is possible and'neeessary is that of
the budget.For all of the loose talk about saving the environment, we have
seen 'absolutely nothing that indicates a serious intention to reorder priorities
in this regard. The $10 billion program for water pollution abatement isn't really
a $10 billion program at aL At the same time that the President, his family, and
a herd of high Government officials are travelingat very great expenseto
Chicago to proclaim their intention to Save the Great Lakes, u severe budget
cut is having a real and deluging impact on 'the research program of the Great
Lakes Fisheries Laboratory, which is by all accounts the finest, most experienced
program in fresh water ecology.

The same point is made when we .talk about 'redirecting programs. Lack of
funds is pleaded at every turn, yet the civilian supersonic transport boondoggle
continues, apace,' the highway: trust fund continues to 'relentlessly redouble the
resources supporting the tunnel-vision constiuction of more and more highways,
and a great deal of concrete is thrown around'the environment with next to no
control or direction.

One . of the earliest and most obvious results of the 'sudden movement of
environmental interest has been a sharp upswing in 'public relitions and ad.:
vertising budgets, both in Government and in business. But phrases in Presiden-
tial addresseswhich May be useful in playing diplomatic games With other
powershave no effect on cleaning up the environment. And funds exPended

:to tell magazine readers how much' "our firm" has been doieg '"long before the
environment was an issue".are strictly ecopornography. Any company publishing
such advertisements is, in my view, missing the entire point 'about redirecting
resources and priorities..If they are doing . so in, hopes that this will keep, the
natives:toilet:and hapPy Or that thetoric Can' buy off our:environmental concern,

. they are it for a tude shock' , . : . '. ..

'TO be apeCifiC I WoUld.like to see' this country back off !rem the SST, pro,
'grain,' remove all 'further . funding, for this project Which are 'loudly vaunted
private, capitalist system clearlY refuses to undertake:Without Federal Subsidy,
and legally fOrbid any. U.S. air carrier from using: any SST (ours or Someone
elses) over U.S. territory., Similarly, foreign carriers should be forbidden to
bring the Sonic boom,' .uPper. atmOspheriC turbulencefand pollution, and con-
spicuous consumption for the .jetset over but teritory. Our prestige will. not suf-
fer by this act,--nor *ill our environnrent. '

Something like this Is going:to be requiredoximething vivid and,very elearcut,
if the skeptics among the young are going to feel that any real response is being
made to their Plea that we "Give' Earth a Chance." ".

One answer to the difficulties of standards, ,sanctione, disclosure, ,and the' other
procedural wrangles 'which confront the citizen,' is the opening of the cotirts 'to
environmental actions. This subject is receiving much attention.. While .I am
not a lawyer, I have Very carefully Studied the .model 'statute drafted by Prof.
Joseph Sax of the UniversitY of Michigan Law School. Thiestatute is no* being
considereff.by, the Michigan .Legislature (H.S. 8055) and has been introduced -in
a Modified version in the Congreiri as S. 8575 (McGovern and Hart) and KR.
10180 (Udall). It is a comprehensive, well-balanced proposal which deserves the
support of every Member. of 'Congress who is now clambering, Onto this band-
wagon. I want, to urge your, study. of 'this. bill, YOur coiponsorship
with Mr. Udall, and your' active' effOrts to seek prompt 'Committee aCtion and
enactment of the measure: : , .

The other question to which I want to respond health do with 'citizen partic
ipation. Thii involves two of yoUr questions :

. . ,

"a. HoW can we encourage . more public partieipation in. the conSideration Of
pronosals that affect the environmenty:

"0. How_ can we make public' agencies aid 'offiCials More.reaponsive to en-
vironmental concerns in the adniinistration of environmental Programs?"

Consider the prerequieltei for effeetivccitizen 'participation. 'A person' Must.
.be motivated to get 'involved. .At this' &age, the environmental crisis ill' moti
vating many people to try tO get involved.' One hears' verY frequently' the' ques-
tion : "What can one, person do'r A.' /*Son must else have a sense 'of efecacy
if he gets involted he must feel.hls Involvement 'Can.help. .Thishr really. A bene-
fit/eost matter, in Which a PersOn 'weighs' the 'cents 'Of involvement against 'the

. , .
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benefits he expects may result. A pereon mustand this is crucialhave infor-
mation about the issue at hand, about the substance of the question, about the
decision procedures involved, the timing for useful involvement, and about the
proper point at which to involve himself. Finally, leadership is essential, for it
is leadershipwhether coming from a public-spirited Congressman or a con-
servationlet organisationwhich can help put all the other pieces together.

To "encourage more public participation" will involve working with each of
these foregoing points. Motivation will be the easiest, since people are already
concerned and questioning. But more people must be motivated. Conservation
has, for a long time, been a movement dominated by an affluent stratum of so-
ciety. While it mightand often didtry to voice the concerns of other citisens,
it did not involve them. This is changing, and the change must be encouraged.

To improve peoples' sense of efficacy in public decisionmaking is a timely
and urgent problem going well beyond the environment issue. Witt my personal
feeling that the fault lies largely with tbe abysmal way in which we are taught
about our political system in civics courees. We grow up with an image in
our minds of a magic system which, simply because it is the best arnnnd
and because our forefathers said so, is presumed to be magically responsh . to
citizen concerns. There is very little emphasis on the need for hard work in
being an effective citisen, and none whatsoever on telling people how the syotem
does, in fact, operate. The Congress, as I do not need to tell you gentlemen, is
surely the most misunderstood institution we have. People cannot be expected
to participate in a system they feel remote from and which they @imply do
not understand. Worse, they may try to participate on the basis of a mistaken
idea of how it works, resulting in ineffectivene% frustration and, ultimately,
bitterness. Sloppineas such as this might be tolerable In passive times, but we
live in activist times and some crash program to (1) revamp the institutions
and (2) properly inform citizen about the system are very badly needed.

The key issue in participation is, however, information. This le by far the
greatest hangup now. You cannot get effectively involved in decisions on the
basis of newspaper accounts, because they don't tell you what you need to
know In time to be effective. Televieion documentariee about "Who Killed
Lake Erie?" are fine for arousing peoples' anxieties and motivation to get
involved, but they cause more harm than good when they give the viewer
absolutely no clue as to how to be involved.

The best means, for the activist, is through his membership in groups,
which will keep tabs on developments and call them to his attention, pointing
out what channels of involvement are most thnely. That is the key to effective
involvementand that function Is severely curtailed by tax laws and regulations
which discriminate against such activities by citisen, public-interest organisa-
tions while openly permitting (indeed, encouraging) the same activities by other
kinds of limited, special interests. This circumstance is, in my view, catastrophic
in its imbalance to the favor of developers and despoiler and the status quo.

I therefore urge this subcommittee to look into this circumstance and to docu-
ment in its usual thorough way, the imbalance in participation which results
from this tax inequity. Procedures must be found to open up this system, if
citizens are to be adequately involved in any effective way.

The other proposal for action that I have in tbis area arises by analogy from
the space program. We are all familiar with the "holds" which are built into
the space shot countdowns to permit technical adjustments. We need to similarly
build "holds" into the decision processes by which environmental damage might
occur. This, of course, is the effect that would follow from the double permit
procedures this subcommittee discuesed in the Hunting Creek case. It can be
applied more widely, however, by inserting "bolds" at the planning, financing,
zoning request, and other stages of project development. Such holds might help
us overcome the stupid argument that just because we have invested a few
millions of dollars In a boondoggle such as the Cross Florida Barge Canal or
the SST, we have a sunk cost that we ought not to waste by giving it up. This
idea of built-in holds ought to be considered at the same time standards and
sanctions are reassessed, as I have already discussed.

CONCLUSION
.

,

We are seeing a very sudden, surge, of environinental interest in this countrY.
The "system" is responding, but slowly ant superficially tO this new interest.
It is our jobyours by following through', on the Probinge you'are making
here, mine by working to immure that this is no passing fadto speed up the
response and to get It ant of the public relations department and into real action.
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Tho.symbol and motto we chose for the University of Michigan Teach-In on
the Environment was the simple plea : Give Earth a Chance. Some people
described this as a too simple "quietist" slogan. But it is much more, for con-
Hider the implications. To truly give earth a chance will require fundamental
changes in patterns of personal end collective behavior humankind have dis-
played for centuries. To truly give earth a change will require that these changes
occur very soon. Your leadership and your cooperation in giving leadership to
our energies and a hearing to our concerns is, to cite a phrase not heard ringing
in the halls of Congress too often, "right on."

Thank you.
(NoTE.The Detroit Free Press story and the article by Dr. Barry

Commoner to which Mr. Scott referred follow

(From the Saturday Review. ipr. 4, 19701

BEYOND TEL TEACH-IN

(By Barry Commoner)

The environmental movement has become a kind of theater . where the deep-
seated issues of a troubled world come under the spotlight, have their turns,
and interact.

The sudden public concern with the environment his taken many people by
surprise. After all, garbage, foul'air, putrid water, and mindless noise are nothing
new ; the sights, smells, and sounds of pollution have become an accustomed
burden of life. To be sure, the mess has -7orsened and spread in the last decade,
but not at a rate to match the dramatic, nearly universal reaction to it that has
hit the country in the past year. -

Although the growing demand for action against environmental pollution is
very clear, it is not so clear how the movement came about and where it is
going. This is a particularly crucial time to And out. For the environmental
teach-ins that are being planned on thousands of campuses this month are both'
the chief evidence of the origins of the movement and the main 'force that will
determine its future.

Several environmental teach-ins have already taken 'place, the largest of them
being that of March 11-14 at the University oflifichigan, where the- roster of
speakers and participants was dramatic evidence that the environmental move-
ment has become a meeting place for major and divergent elements of American
society.

The kick-off rally- for the teach-in, attended by 15,000 enthusiastic-students,
was addressed by Michigan's Governor Milliken, and a number of other'munici-
pal, State, and Federal officials were presenttestimony to the importance .gov-
ernment figures attach to voter interest in the environment. . .

Among the teach-in speakers were a ,variety of 'scientists .with a prOfessional
Interest in the environment : biologists, ecologists, engineers, seciologists,-tutan
analysts, and public health experts. This reflects one of the earliest 'origins
of the environmental movement,the work of those of . us in .the scientific can-
amity who, some years ago, began to detect la our- own 'studies :evidence' that
pollution is not only a nuisance but a threat to the health, even the survival,. of

The well-known. performers Arthur. Godfrey and Riddle Albertoth ardent
conservationists and antlpollutionistswere teach-in: participants, lending the
prestige of the world of entertainment Ralph',Nadeti another teach-in:partici-
pant, apoke for the 'consumer...and dealt with the failure of 'our' technological
society to meet the real needs of those' wholive. in it.. : ' . . '

Industry was' represented by oMeers of the .Detroit Edison Co.,'.FOrd Motor
Co., Dow :Chemical Co., and othersall industries 'that bear: a large responsi-
bility for serious pollution problems.-The Interest of these companies in public
concern with the environment has becomOs -matter of direct corporite.necessity. '-

Labor was represented by Walter Reuther, whose .uniontheUnited Antonio--;
bile Workersopposed the constructioa about 5.years ago. of Detroit .Rdison's
Fermi reactor, located about 5 miles outside Detroit. Through .an .educational
program, the UAW has develOped a broad-interest in environmental quality, and
that consideration is no*:Included among 'IlAWIcontract

That the preeident of the Dow.Chemical CO. was.inirited to 'speak' at.Michigan:
reveals ". another important elenient 'in the environmental' moranent pow has'

. . .
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been, of course, a prime target of the antiwar movement ; its campus recruiting
program has triggered many demonstrations by student activists, who cite the
hold of the military-industrial Complex on U.S. policy as a reason why our
social system must be radically changed. And the activists had their representa-
tives on the roster of teach-in speakersone being Murray Bookchin an environ-
mental analyst who takes a socio-revolutionary approach to this and other social
ills. Finally, the speech that closed the teach-in was given by Richard Hatcher,
mayor of Gary, . Ind., a city that suffers the specially intense environmental
problems of a largely black population.

The Michigan teach-in epitomised the remarkable convergence around the
environmental issue of a number of earlier, separate concerns: conservation,
scientists' responsibility for the social consequences of science and technology, the
consumer movement, the young generation s feeling for a more humane life-style,
the businessman's worries over the impact of all of these on industrial profits, the
problem of the ghetto and urban decay, the antiwar movement, and studentactil
ism against the Nation's social and economic system. Somehow, Abe issue of
environmental quality touches all these separate facets of the crisis of American
society. ;

I can report from my own experience that . there is a dloge Unk between the
problem of war .and the problem of the environment. My concern with .the envi-
ronment does not stem from my professional training ; I was trained as a cellular
biologist, not as an ecologist. But I also learned that science is part of society
and that every scientist owes it to himself, and to .the society that 'supports
him, to be concerned with the impact of science on social problems..And it was
the problem of war. that first introduced me to the environmental crisis.. In the
1950s, when nuclear testa first showered the world with fallout, and the-Atomic
Energy CoMmission showered the . Nation with assarances Abet . radiation was
"harmless," I studied, slung with many other. scientists, the 'path :that fallout
takes in the environment from the bomb to Man. And I. was shocked to learn that
nuclear radiation is never harmless, ,to the ecosystem or to man.. That, IS when
I began to appreciate the importance of the environment to man. It was the AEC
that turned me into an ecologist, ',' ,

There are specific links betWeen the environmental oriels,: the .evila, of . war
in general, and tha war in. Vietnam in particular. One.link can be seen in the
economics of. 'war and of :pollution. That. our industrial :,sYstem :is heavily
sustained by the military diversion of human ant natural reeources from human
needs has been demonstrated cogently by numerous observers; the military-
industrial complex was not .a myth to President Eisenhower, nor I. it to the
stockholders in major American industries.,What is less known, but can be
equally well documented,: is. that the profitability ct most American .industry
and agriculture has been related significantly' to their avoidance 'of a large cost
of doing businessenvironmental deterioration. Tor example, the poWer induatry,
a major cause of urban air :pollntion,- *sells l'electzicity to its consumers for a
certain . ainount of money,.. but. those , same; .consumers pay.: an :added 'cost for
the environmental 'consequences of the power they btrin lanndry bills caused
by aoot,,and in doctor bills (and some reduction:in' theirlife expectancy) caused
by sulfur dioxide and organic. air Oollutants from powerplants..The dollar value
alone Of these "social costs". of air pollution that we now .know o&-and many
remain unknownadds about;25.pexcent to the eity:dweller's electric' bill.

Some.economists insert that the economic 'Mem could readily adjust itself to
this situation by undertaking. the:cost or preventing .pollution,ant.adding :that
.cost to tho real price of its products Such a: readjustmentwonld affect .the cost
to the consumer,, not .only , of power but of all ,manufactured goods (nearly every ,
factory'pollutesthe.air and Water), of transportatiow(carkitzuekt, and airplanes
are :major polluters. of 'air), and of . foot: (U.S. agriculturei:. through !tit:use:or--

. inteneive -fertilisation ,.ant feedlots* for: fatteninucattle .to.high-priCe& grades,
bears a' major resPonsibility, for. water, pollution ; orgudowasterfroin. U.& feKV.,
lots exceed those, produced by.: the total, IL& !urban 7 population)..' It :may:be that
the econemicsystem can get along without therratch provided by the diversion of . :

environmental. costs, to the people,, and that it can .get: along without the 'crutch
, of .military production.-, But thus far it' hasn't, and one can at least lusPectrthat
in both cases the crutch has become a snippet' esiential-to theSsysteM's

Another close link between the problems or war and- the ;enVironment is that
;both represent the inabilitY of our technOlogy:to foresee. its; owninherently. fatal.'
environmental flaws. Likedetergents-which,. much :to their developere'.'surprise,-.'.;
failed to* be aecommOdated by:natural. water . systems and bloomed: into unsightly'
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mounds of foam on our riversor the unanticipated ecological backlash of DDT,
the Nation's war program can be viewed as a vast technological blunder. When,
in the 1950s, the Pentagon'and its scientific advisers decided to hang the Na-
tion's defense on nuclear weapons, they did not know what the scientific com-
munity has since told them : It will- not work ; no Nation can survive a nuclear
war. Remember that in 1950 Eisenhower campaigned for continued miclear tests
in part because "hy the most sober and responsible scientific Judgment they do
not imperil the health of man." Eight years later,-Johnson praised the nuclear
test ban treaty, because it "halted the steady, menacing increase of -radioactive
fallout." The Pentagon also told scientists. that it would not use herbicides in
Vietnam if it believed that these agents would have "long term ecological effects"
on that tortured land...New we know from scientific evidence that mangrove
areas of Vietnam will not recaVer.from herbicide attacki for at least 20 years.
Indeed, because of herbicide attackanot only on:forest areas hut on food crops,
together with the massive assaults by more conventional weapons, the- War- in
Vietnam represents, in my opinion, the first ecological warfare conducted by the
United States since the attacks on -American Indians.. The technolOgicaLfailure
of biological warfare as a suitable means of defense (for there is no Way, to test
artificial infectioun agents, much .less use them, without incurring seriods risks
to ourselves) was recently acknowledged -when the .Government ordered the
abandonment of its entire biological warfare Program. .:

If there is little reason to regard the .eniriroamental movement as a diversion
from the antiwar movement, RS relation la the racial Issue is less clear: Some
approaches to the environmental. Problem' seem to run counter to.the Interests
of the blacks. This . wan dramatizet recently 'at :San, Jose:State College, where,
as a symbol of environmental -rebellion, .a. student program Was climaxed by-the
burial of a brand new ear. The event. was Picked by black students- who believed
the $2,500 paid for the 'carcOuld have been better'spent in lhe ghetto.

The San Jose burial rellectaa.personalisedattack:on- the-environmental crisis,
an approach that is now fairly common among some student groups. They reason
that pollution in the United States- is Caused -by the exceesive-'consuMption Of
goods and resources, a favorite statistic beinglhat the United States-contains
about 0 percent of the World's population but consumes half of the' planers.total
goods and resourcee. Since, the. wastes :generated by this intense consumption
pollute our environment; the eeoltetivist it advised to "consume lees." In the ab-
sence of the added statistic, that. in.the United States the Per 'capita consump-
tion by blacks is much lower than that of whites, Such observations are not likely
to arouse the enthusiasm of .. : .

Disaffiliation of blacks :frore lheenVironinental movement would be particu-.
lady unfortunate; because in' nuiny Wayshlacke are' thespecial victims of pollu-
tion and have- much tu teaeh whites abaut survival. A. white suburbanite can
escape from the city's dirt, smog,.carbon monozide,-lead, and noise'whenhe goes
home ; the ghetto dweller- not. only- Works in a polluted efivironnient, he lives in
it. And in the ghetto be confronts -added 'enviranmental Problems:: rats 'and
other vermin and the 'danger' of his children'isuffering leatpolsoning when they
eat bits of ancient; 'peeling' paint.!.To' middle-Class Americans;.aurviVal.is not 'a.
familiar issue. They have not yet learned -howlo face such' a 'soul-shakingthreat,
as demonstrated hy the continued !failure. to- apPreciate that 'the etiatence of
ready-alarmed nuclear weapons. niaYbring.doOnieday as ClOse as tOmOrroW: -Far

. blacks; the issue :of survivalls-2001ears .theyhaite net yet mastered it,
they at least have had got:id:deal' of experieneethat may beenonnously valu-
able to a society that novroad al whole; Mutt face the.threat Ot eitinetion: Blacks'
need-the envirOnmental%mosiement;'and the movement :needt the blaCkt

Confusion between' 'certain 'Impeded!: the. enrironMentarmoireMent and'Other
social issues is also' generated' hy: the:vie* that the torMerls'cloaely. connected'
to the. population:crisis:In one ,sease';' thief belletis the' *Orld
population cannot condi:me-to itroWat Itapvesent raVId. rate (largetf lit under-
developed countries). withmiteventiallf oUtrunbliti the etillteity, of thiplitetary
ecosystem .to produce Oullkient food to sustain it:. But SoMe'envirenmentalliti. hold
that in , an advancetConntry like the llaited.States ''the 011utida troblem ia
. consequence of.: population.' This vieWleadetethe- idea that theteavironMental
crisis in' the U.S.,' Which'elearlytalls! fol.t drastic aCtiba,:ein-besOlvedImilyrif we
take strong action to stop the grearth of the11. S Ovulation. , : 'z': . .

- A. good 'deer of the Confusion surrounding:priorities Can be cleared 'n0- bytaaie.
facts. Nearly alt Of the streams -that' have caused 'theenvironMental'breakdOWn
here--.-smog,'detergenta::inseeticidea: heavy !use 'of ,ffertiliseraradiatioa7-440*,
about 20 to 25 years age. Thit period saw a" she* rise in -the or *capita. vrodue,:.

. , .
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tion of pollutants. For example, between-1946 and 10(16 ,total utilization of fer-
tilizer increased about 700,, percent, electric power. nearly. 400 percent, and pes-
ticides more than 500 percent In, that period the U.S. population increased by
only 43 percent. This means that'the major factor responsible for- increasing pol- .

lution in the U.S. since 1946 is not the increased 'number of people, but the in-
tensified effects of ecologically faulty lechnology on the environment !

So the environmental movementand- the teach-ins that signal its .mergence
as a major political forcehas become a meeting place for the major issues that
trouble American society. This is its strength, and this is the hnportance of its
future course. .. .

Demands for action dominate the environmental movement, and wide-ranging
programs of action are being organized_Some are direct, personal efforts to clear .

up the environment, such as community-wide campaigns.to remove the Junk from
a stream bed. Some are politically oriented demonstrationa such as the,delivery,
of a mass of beer cans to the lawn of a.can manufacturer's home. Petition cam-
paigns directed at remedial legislation -abound, and legislatOrs have been busy
trying to reflect in law the new desire Of their constituents for a clean environ-
ment There are strong indications that on most campuses .the current teach-ins
will lead to environmental action's becoming a major, continuing feature of cam-
pus life. . . .

Of course, there ire those Who regard the environmental movement is -only
the latest in a series of ephemeral fads for political action, doomed like its pred-
ecessorscivil rights, the antiwar movement, and Student .powerto rise to an .

enthusiastic peak and fade away before the hard, intransigent realities of politi-
cal life. I disagree. ., , . , . . '; '., . .

Tb.at danger does .eilst, for there are no Nisi solution-at° the fundamental:I:Sob-
lens of the enVironmental crisis. Semi of the superficial .symptoms ean be at-
tacked directly : Creeks can be cleared of junk .and beer, cans can be colleeted.
But- no band of activists' can return a river to.an unpolluted state when the pol- .

luting agent is fertilizer draining, frOM the surrounding farmland. And' if the.
faimers were abruptlY reqUired to, halt..their intensiVe..ime of fertihker, often
crucial to the solvency Of their operation, they, wonldslinply.go,out of business.

Once we look beyond Its immediate accessible..symptoms; the environmental
crisis cOnfronts ue with .very hard, ineseapable choices.;If 'we really want to cure
the evil of water pollution,: we will have to:make drastic revisions in.preeent
waste-treatment methods, for these-overfertillietheilgae in the water, which soon
die, rehnposing on- rivers and' lakes the very .burden of organic .waste that the
treatment was supposed to reinove. The natural ecological: syitem that ,can ac-
commodate organic waste . is not in the water, but in the soil, and no lasting
solution to the deterioration Of both .surface :waters and the Sell Can be.achieved:
until organic waste is returned to the soil.. Foe 'the eame reason, ,no scheme of
handling garbage that fails .tO Meet this fundamental regnirement of nature
in the long :run, suceeed. And since these and siMilar violations -of the demands
of the eeosystem have becoine embedded'in 'out. waYs.Of Productirity, any effort
to 'change them will encounter.the massive ecOnomic,sociali and,political forces.'
that. sustain that .system. Our major: technologiespower prOdnetion, transport,
the metal and chemical. industries; .and.agricultureare a:threat to the ecosys-
ten's- that sepport them' and- to our veryliveaBecause We reekon the . value.of :a
technology. by the Value Of its .Marketable products, we ,have .neglectetthelr ,Cost .-

tesocietywhich is, potentially, eztinetion.-. .. . ,

President Nixon has spoken of the need for: the total -MobilliatiOn:' of th' e
nation's resources" in order to pay our -"debtto nature." Bat the resources needed -
to -roll back remain immobilized by the.eoet of: the: Vietnam- war ant...
the huge military budget; by the': talent.0 Mkt ImMiepeulping apace *ova* by
the disaitrous twate in the livedetal budget' for reSeareh 'support, by, the reduction -
in funds tor the Oleg Itid- rot edndation.Thbenvintniehtal etteiktogethet with'
all' 'of the othet evils that blight: th Natioittacial'instluillili' hubSer Pobertr,
and war=criel out for a *Wound reViliOn-Of Oat natiOnal *Writhe.' plenatiOnal-:
problem can be solved until. that is accomplished.1-::: :r;
. confronted' by, the"depth :of this multiple crisis, It,I. esi7 :te:reepond;:'With: a,

spate. Of studies, rePortai and Piojeetione A:Whiter* aetion.,Bn however eesentiaL
the* ma*. be, More MO plats, are needed. yOi the 'grinding, oppreesion. Of onvirtM-:
mental AeteriOretionthe blighted street'', ancitheollectedgarbage,thelutk. Ind
the eockroiehes,,the deakVing heaehet and fOtl, rivers, theehoking,,pollutid
degrades the hopeof:.our.,citisens for.the, !nth* and their *W.Va. Secure It. F To:
Unwind thie spiral a ,deplair,:Wernmet,:talm:innnediatebteps:egainst the syinP-.
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toms as well as the fundamental disorder. Community efforts to clean up rivers
and beaches, to build parks, to insist on enforcement of anti-pollution ordinances
and to improve them can give tangible meaning to the spirit of environmental
revival.

All of our problems seem to have a common root. Something is wrong with the
way this Nation uses its human and natural resources. And I believe that it is
always healthy to reexamine, to test, the basic mechanism we have created to
run our affairs. Those who are already convinced that our social system is in
need of radical revision will welcome this opportunity to discuss the prospect
Those who are convinced that the system is fundamentally sound and can be
adjusted to the new stresses should welcome this opportunity to demonstrate
their conviction. Here, then, is good reason to bring the social revolutionary and
the industrialist onto the same platform. Both need to face the same question :
How should our society be organized to resolve the crisis of survival?

It is fitting that these issues are being called to our attention by the Nation's
youthin the teach-ins and in the student movement that will surely follow them.
For young people, our future generations, are the real victims-of the impending
environmental catastrophe. They are the first generation in human history to
carry strontium 90 in their bones and DDT in their fat ; their bodies will record,
in time, the effects on human health of the new environmental insults. It is they
who face the frightful task of seeking humane knowledge in a world that has,
with cunning perversity, transformed the power knowledge generates into an
instrument of catastrophe. And during the coming months, I think, our young
people will demonstrate that they are, in fact, equal to this task, as their environ-
mental teach-ins and ecological actions begin to mobilize the knowledge of our
schools and universities and the civic zeal of our communities for a real attack
on the environmental predicament.

We have long known that ours is a technological society, a society in which
the knowledge generated by science is a chief source of wealth and power. But
what the environmental crisis tells us is that the future of our society, now
depends on new, profoundly fundamental judgments of how this knowledge, and
the power that it endows, is to be-used. If power is to be derived from the will of
the people, as it should be in our democracy, then the people need to have the
new knowledgeabout strontium 90, DDT, herbicides, smog, and all the other
elements of the environmental crisisthat must be the source of the grave new
judgments and sweeping programs this Nation must undertake. Here, then, is
an urgent task that must follow the teach-ins. Let us take our knowledge about
the environmental plight to the people; let us help them learn what they need to
know to decide the future course of our society.

The obligation that our technological society, forces 'upon all of us is to dis-
cover how humanity can survive the new power engendered by science. Every
major advance in man's technological competence has enforced new obligations
on human society. The present age is no exception to this rule of histofy. We
already, know the enormous benefits technology can bestow, and we have begun
to perceive its frightful threats.

The environmental peril now upon us is a grim challenge. It also represents a
great opportunity. From it we may yet learn that the proper use of science is
not to conquer nature but to live in it. We may yet learn that to save ourselves
we must save the world, which is our habitat. We may yet discover how to
devote the wisdom of science and the-power of-technology to the welfare and'
survival of man.

/Frets the Detroit Free Preis, Mai. iti; 19:70j

Eaviaonitiniau 'Sirius Bailee (iwa Rinzoiumit
. '4. e , ,

(By Peirce liensberger and Glary Blonskiii)-,7,

ANN Asson..-.0f all the millions of; Passionate Words uttered durinethe
versity of Michigan's environmental teach-in, Perhaps the most llttint phrase
was turned last weekend:by, militant 'connerOatioldst David Brower.'':' ,

Ile called the times we are itilsa decade of renunciation."
The teach-in was' the purest eseence 'of 'these :than, 'renouncing 'not' merely'

America's' past 'failure to 'clean wits air and 'witer,liut' its .failure to .repair;
itself in 'other waysLatructurallY,,MOrallt. socially,:ecenomically:

The language front the .teaoh;in'a,1211 Meetings. *vas often revolutionary,', IV
didn't come just from radical students. Eminent authorities in the sciences and
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social studies repeatedly insisted that the problems are not garbage, but waste-
ful, selfish people ; not smoke, but the 'attitudes of American capitalists ; , not
inadequate laws, but inadequate lawmaker*.

Academicians always have been more inclined toward theoretical, total solu-
tions to social problems than the American people at large, but the mundane
issues of the physical enviromient have provided a new set-of listeners.

Many at the teach-in were housewives and homeowners and their non-activist
sons and daughters, worried about the state of things, worried about the nature
of the sOlutions to.be tried, or half-tried.

Here is some of what they heard:
"Our fundamental problem is what. I would like to call our 'chamber of com-

merce' syndrome, that growth is good." Cornell University ecologist LaMont
Cole said that, and be was hardly alone in his opinion.

Throughout the week, speakers challenged the reflexive American quest for
increased gross national product, increaped profits, increased markets,' resulting
in increased consumption of resources, increased lonnage in waste materials,
increased, traffic problems and increased, pressure not to spend any money for
"externalities" like pollution 'control.

"The cities have been taken over by automobiles, but 41 percent of the popu-
lation is excluded (by age, infirmity and economics) from the use of cars. We
have to get over this love affair with the automobile." Yale University- sociol-'
oglst Lincoln Day said that, and he wasn't alone either. .

Mass rapid transit was a' favorite proposal of students at the conference, and
UAW President Walter Reuther got his best audience iesponse *when he called
for more auto company involvement in mass transit development.

"There is no question whether there will be a revolution." "You are .in it,
and you are it," said Seattle environmental attorney Marvin Darning. Whether
the language was that forthright or seftened into "changes in our politics" or
"changes in our attitudes," the meseage of the teach-in was, in summary :
Things must change, radically and soon. .

Such questioning, eVen condemnation; of the most fundamental values of
The American Way will undoubtedly alienate many middle Americans who had
thought the environment was an issue everyone could agree on.

The teach-in showed that, though' there may be wide agreement on the symp-
toms of our ills, there is not coneensus on the cure. Fears that the environment
issue might divert energy from fighting war,' poverty and racism are clearly
unfounded, at least for the student& ,

They are questioning the whole fabrie of our society, not just a thread.
Though the Ann Arbor teach-in was a huge success for: turning out and,

perhaps, turning on thousande `of people, the momentum toward radical social
change is still low. OnlY a small minority of those attending advocated outright
overthrow of the praient syatem. ; ; ; .

Yet, it.is a beginning because Mining those attending were hundreds of repre-
sentatives from other universities and' 'even !high 'schools that are Planning'
teach-ins on April_22; which is E (for ecology or earth or. environment) Day.
Some 900 teach-ins are.planned across the country' and they will certainly broaden
the movement's threat 2 ; :' . ", -

How the EstablisbMent *ill deal. with' thie rant:tins -Midair. During the Ann. .

Arbor teachin, it was attest- au indirect: response; ;With the ..chemicat industry
blaming, thapopulation eiplOsionand itheoelectrkaVntifitierblaming! the atito=.
Mobile for air pollution and allorthem claiming they have .been doing thetr. test
to solve the *oblate "atm befoie it Wei Ovular to do so.7:

Government didn't comeaff (MY. better: :.:.;:

At one session'RePresentative3ohnilageltassuied a skeptical 'audience that;
at last, the government bas 'an :Environmental 'QualitY.COuncil :that Is required
by law .to.report.this Jnly an the complete', atatneof the quality of Gib AmeriCan
environment.

"This *HI give tie whit vie *need taget ateited'thie *lamer. Meininififi
approach to our probleas,", flingell said. '' r:.' '.,".! ;:; ;

:.! At another session a member af ;that areack Robert .Cahn,; told-hie andience
. that .thalegal fiemant Onjuithreeman-monnell,couldAiot ,Possibly. bemet by the;
July:deadline; Be' reed the official directive; :*/hich..essentielly called .On the;
condi toted' all the 'newer& and' the' addleice langhed' With MM. at 'the disec-'

in the faccorthat kind Of respOnee tO the problems Of the etilionment, .

the audienea,accepted; :it 1.templFaTAT,',.Brower's. exhortation : "Let .aiich'
one of you beeome the RalPhNader of your block."
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Earlier in the day Nader hhnself had recommended that corporations that
pollute be declared in ecological bankruptcy and be turned over to trustees who
would administer them to the advantage of society.

Not too long ago that kind of talk would have been-branded-as subversive. On
the last day of the UM teach-in, however, some very straight people applauded
every suggestion that the natural resources of the nation must belong to the
people.

"You know, socialism's beginning to make some sense to me," one member of
an audience remarked during a discussion of how much pollution comes from
industry's attempts to make a profit by creating and filling a false need.

Throughout the 4 days of the teach-W, there was emphasis on refusing to buy
products that pollute. To many that means high-phosphate detergents. To some
that means automobiles. To a few that means the whole capitalist system.

It is an ethic not far from that of the early Christian renunciation of the
things that are of this world. The difference is that Brower's "decade of
renunciation" would embrace the earth.

Mr. REUSS. Thank you very much, Mr. Scott.
Mr. Shaine ?

STATEMENT OF BENZAMIN A. SHAME, OF ANN ARBOR, MICH.,
REPRESENTING THE LEAGUE OF CONSERVATION VOTERS OF
FRIENDS OF THE 'EARTH, INC.

Mr. SHAINE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
To take advantage of the opportunity you have given me today, I

would like to summarize my prepared statement and then go on to
some new material. I will take it just page by page and go over the
proposals I have made and my conclusions.

My background hes been primarily in the traditional Conservation
field of scenic and wild land preservation, so many of my comments
are directed to specific changes in that area.

My statement is divided into a discussion first of problems of scenic
and wild lands with specific suggestions for changes in legislation,
and then I go on to look at the broader question of the environment,
of national priorities; and I discuss the highway construction _pro-
gram, the Feieral priorities there, as an example of the general Fed-
eral priorities in the environment. I make some criticisms. Then, I
make a conclusion based onthis evidence.

My first point is on Government policy in scenic lands. I discuss,
first, changes relating specifically to the mining law, and I discuss the
Mining Law of 1872 as probably the most dangerous of the obsolete
laws governing our scenic and wild lands. To illustrate the problems
here, I haie chosen three examples. of potential damage to scenic and,
wild lands caused by the law of 1872. One in Washington. State is the
Kennecott Copper planfor an open pit in the heirt13f the Glacier Peak
Wilderness; another one in Washington Stite iithe Conger Develop.:
ment Corp. and, thirdand perhaps most serious at this point because
of the de ft:do nature of the 'wilderness of the aria' and because of the
multiple nature of the claims therethe intensive mining and develop-
ment proposed for the White Cloud Mountains. , ,

conclude 'that the net effect of the mminglaw is tO make mining
the nuMber One priority use on almost all public lands ;and, therefore;
,this law *Mete bedause it dOesnot,provide for 'a rational land alio-
cation systeni.

I make some recommendations as a result. First,4 suggest that the
Mining Law of 1872 be repealed, and there-should be replaehig it a'
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system of leasing covering all minerals, somewhat on the order of Sec-
retary Udall's proposals of 1969. I say basically, though, it is not a
question of leasing the landbut basically it is a question of changing
the law, so that the burden of proof that mining will not be unduly
detrimental to other land uses and to the environment generally must
be placed on the developer, and there should be an appeal procedure and
an established judicial procedure for detenniningthe be4, land use.

The second suggestion I make regarding the mining law is that bills
like S. 719, the proposed Mining and Minerals Policy Act, not be
passed in present form. This bill, like the recently shelved Timber
Supply Act, is a dangerous bill which would further skew the admin-
istration of public lands toward exploitation by private industry. And

iI suggest instead of a bill like S. 719--which s an industry-oriented
bill and a production-oriented bill, which is a backwards approach to
the problem todaywe need an overwhehning change in our total
approach and overhaul of Federal mining policy and law incorporat-
ing safeguards for the environment; insuring public prat from the
development of public lands; providing an impartial system for de-
termining the highest land use in &particular locality ; and clearing up
the chaos of patents and claims that makes mining development, as
well as the administration of thepublic lands so difficult.

Third, I isuggsst a short-term, mmediate measure which would in-
volve the administering agencies, the Forest Service, and the Bureau
of Land Management, and other agencies. I say that these agencies
should be given a clear mandate by Congress to regulate mining on
their lands.

Now, there are provithons in the law currently which could be in-
terpreted to give the Secretary of Agriculture the right to control
access and types of development on Forest Service lands, but the
Secretary has not chosen to use those laws as strongly as he might, and
the Congress I would suggest could give him a clear mandate in that

The second area I discuss relating to scenic end wild lands is
changes needed in timber management policy. I would like to thank
the House of Representatives and'especially P.,ongreseman Dingell for
at least temporarily shelving the Timber &pply .Act. But preserving
the existing system of timberland administrataon is not an' adequate
response to increased pressures for exploitation. I suggest that the
basic system of timber management' be sWitched from one of admin-
istration by the Sorest Service for .determination of what should be
cut to, like with mining, a system in whiclb the .deoisions are put
into the public arena through a judicial or quasi-judicial, form.
, What I say. about allocating public land for mining purposes ap_plies
here. The decision to dedicate public lands for development should be
made by an authority independent to the administering agency and
not the private developer and only after public hearings at which
all_paities may present evidence. ,

also suggest here that private corporations, including 'the timber
corporations, be controlled more closely, and that strong Federal
laws are needed regulating the nature of logging and' replanting of
private lands, and these laws should impose limitations on the U868
of private lands which unduly interfere with watershedf soenery, ree-
reation, and ot.her uses.
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Concluding my discussion of wild and scenic lands, which is my area
of greatest proficiency and experience, I say the burden of proof must
switch from those who wish to preserve the environment to those
who wish to make changes in it. I cite the example of the Federal
Power Commission as an agency which at least does hold public
hearings in a semijudicial sense before it decides to go ahead with
hydroelectric development by public or by private corporations.

That is a discussion of a very limited area, wild and scenic resources,
a traditional area and an important one, but certainly not the whole
area of the environment.

Now let me look at highway construction as an example of Govern-
ment policy and of Government priorities. I discuss Government
policy toward highway construction today because first it has a
tremendous impact on the envimmnentthat we knowand, second,
because the allocation of massive Federal funds to highway con-
struction reveals our true priorities.

The interstate highway program is a $60 billion public works proj-
ect financed by the b'ederal Government through compulsory gasoline
taxes paid by 'highway users who have no feasible alternative methods
of travel.

The result is, of course, the Interstate Highway Systemwhich is
not only an interstate but an intracity system. It is the major means
of commuter travel in major American cities today. I discuss in my
prepared testimony two major disadvantages out of the many of this
Interstate Highway System. The first is congestion and environmental
degradation and pollution caused by the highways themselves. I would
point out a particular experience.

I was teaching 14-year-old boys from the inner city last summer in
Seattle. I was teaching them an ecology and environment program.
Over the course of the summer I had a chance to talk to them quite
extensively about their views of the city. These 14-year-old boys. whose
active memories couldn't be more than 5 years old, had a deftite per-
Ception of a real degradation Of their city's 'environment, both in
pollution and congestion. If you know Seattle, you can tie both of
those to a great extent to the construction of the central freeway, 1-5.
These are 14-year-old boys. Yon don't have to be a: professional to
see the changes that do come about as a result of the highway. system
and of coin* other things, too. .

There is a second point.whiclathink hasheenOverlooked.especially
by those who have been- discussing- automobile pollufion, and that
is the potential disruption of the carbon cycle by the production of
carbon clioxide by Nail fuel burning.

I had the chance to talk with the author of a report on this-subject
and he gave me a copy of his report, and, what it said was-that we
could expect to 20- to 60-percent increase in the amount . of 'carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere in this century and- that no One is 'sure,
because the studies 'haven't been authorized; funded, and done, but
this Could result in a raising of the teinperature of the ,whole earth
up 3 to 5 degrees in the next few years, and the inipact would be
massive. ' ,

For "example, the calculations on Which dams.have been construeted
in the Southwest and elsewhere -in this country 'are: mitde oir river
flows which are related directly to rainfalls in.areas like the southern
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Rocky Mountains and an increase of air temperature of 3 to 5 degrees
could significantly' decrease the rainfall, for example, in the Rocky
Mountains and this would make the calculations on which all the
dams in the Southwest are based incorrect, and it would result in
drastic water skortages in areas like the Southwest and elsewhere in
the immediate Future. We are talking of the active lifetimes of youth
and people who are not so young any more, too.

So what I say in conclusion is that the duty of Congress is clear :
The highway trust fund must be opened up so that all the money now
going into the interstate system will be allocated to research and
development in alternatives i and there must be extensive research in
problems which have been virtually neglected in the public press, like
potential disruption of the carbon cycle.

The prioritiPs of Government are demonstrated not by rhetoric but
by funding, and to me the. District of Columbia freeway program and
the highway trust fund indicate congressional priorities today,. and
they indicate they are not on environmental quality. Like the SST, this
is another key issue which shows where our priorities really lie.

In every major American city citizens are struggling to obtain pub-
lic hearings, to generate publicity, in an attempt to stop freeway

igrowth. The burden of proof today s on those citizens who oppose con-
struction, who are concerned about the environmentand survival.

What we need is a reversal in our method of making decisions. The
burden of proof must switch to the developer.

On pages 10 and 11 I have some conclusions. I hope that you and the
other committee members who are not able to be here today will read
them carefully. But I would like to make some oral conclusions which
are of a little more personal nature.

First, I would like to tell you what my job is now and what I think
about. it. I am the Michigan coordinator for the League of Conserva-
tion Voters and that is a direct action political group. What we are
trying to do is to develop the. political muscle Of the environmental
movement. The way we are trying to do this is to mobilize those people
who are concerned about the environment and ,put them together as
canvassers and researchers and going into the 'records of individual
Congressmen and other Government Officials, mobilize them in key con-
gressional and other races where the races are both close and in which
environment is a strong issue.

For example, in Michigan we are supporting,the. superlative. record
on environment of Senator Phil 'Hart, who is up for reelection. In
Michigan what we are going to do is to go into key areas in the State
in which peo_ple are strongly concerned about the environmentandlell
them about Senator Hares record on the environment and'say vote.for
him not because he is &Democrat and because he is a good guy, but vote
for him because if you vote for him on the-environment7 after the elec-
tion we can show that the environment hai real political Muscle. If
we can show that, when any environmental group goes to Congress later
to lobby, to ask for improvement in legislation,,regardless of its tax
status, it will beable to say that the environment is an nssue which has
political impact.

My, point here is I am working within a system,,directly within the
democratic political system, certainly as much as anybody m this coun-
try is. But now I would like to give you my personal world view and
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my evaluation of what it means to be a youth environmentalist today. I
think it is pretty pessimistic, and I think I am speaking for much of
my generation.

.A.t the airport last night while we were waiting 6 hours for the
plane to come in from Chicagol a high school girl came up to us
she was very obviously very high on drugsand she said, "What
you are doing is really a heavy thing, isn't it!" We were sitting
going over some of the testimony for today. We said yes, and we
talked with her for about a half hour. She was totally unable to
comprehend what we were doing, and she had just come to the air-
port just to groove on it and see the situation.

I think you should keep that girl in mind as I go on with my con-
clusions here, because the alternative to the kind of work that I am
doing is either living like that girl (and I don't think you would
like to see our youth live that way), or else turning to something
more violent.

I have a great anxiety about the future when I look ahead 20 or
30 years. I clon't see the situation even as good as the one I grew
up -in. I see one that is pretty bleak. I see the things I love and
treasure and I guess I am a sentimentalist, and I love nature and
birds and bees, and I see that going,and I see the situation that will
bring the kind of human relationships that I grew up in, a strong
family, a loving home, I see situations that bree4-.1 that healthy situa-
tion going, and I see our complex industrial society as maybe a brief
interlude in history, arid I see that politicians with a few exceptions
really don't understand the gravity of the situation we are dealing
with.

Let me tell you about a recent meeting we had in Grand Rapids.
My Congressman is the Minority Leader, Mr. Ford, and he was on
a panel discussion with two environmental experts, both population
experts, and the subject was population. Mr. Ford spoke first and
he made some opening remarks without too much substance, which is
all right, I guess. He wasn't the expert on the panel. Then the ex-
perts came up and presented a very gloomy 'and well documented
statement about the impact of population. Then it was opened up to
the floor.

I asked the first question. I said, "Mr. Ford, do you accept the
analysis presented by the population experts and, if not, why do you
disagree specifically, and given this analysis how do you justify this
Nation spending our limited resources 'and I listed some spend-
ing programs like the. SST and the Corps of Engineers projects.

Mr. Ford's answer was the kind of answer that leads me to beso
pessimistic. I would like to quote you 'from his answer, and I think
it would be fair if I said that this was the substance of his answer :

I believe we are beaded in the right direction In the-matter of priorities.
The technology that will be with us will solve the problems that theme ex-

perts have presented.
I think we can always find a new way to, move ahead.
I am working within the totstem now, and I have devoted my whole

life to it for 2 years, since I was 20. I am one step away from hope-
lessness* and withdrawal. At this point my commitment for at least
this short time has been so strong that if there is one big loss in smile-
thing that is really deep inside of me, I think I am going to be out of
the ball game.
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If the city of Seattle is destroyed by the freeway system that is
proposed for it, and I love the city of Seattle, I think that might
do it. I know if Kennecott blasted its half-wide open pit in Miners
Ridge in the middle of the most beautiful place in the whole- world
as far as I am concerned, that would do it. I can't conceive being
able to function if that took place. Under the law which is the
responsibility of Congress, Kennecott is legally able to go ahead
and build that mine now.

There are two ways I could turn once I am out of the ball game
revolution and utter withdrawaland both will result from alienation
and despair.

My pacifism and frustration with the possible consekuences of a
violent showdown in this conntry lead me to the second alternative-
4espondency and withdrawal. I am working now within the system
trying to influence electoral _political trying to influeroe those of Fou
in power, but I am afraid and pessimistic.

h e one clear conclusion of the teach-in in' Ann Arbor is that
liberals and radicals alike believe that the fundamental economic
system of this country, the very existence of corporations in their
present condition, the very nature of the Congress and the seniority
system, the nature of the administration, that these systems must
undergo drastic change if we are to survive.

It was interesting to note in those discussions in Ann Arbor that
people like the president of Dow Chemical and whatnot, conservatives
and middle-of-the-roaders mere obviously irrelevant to the discus-
sions. The only time they were even involved was when an SDS
or a protesting questioner became a participant. They were left
out of the real substantive discussion.

Ralph Nader was the most exciting speaker at that teach-in be-
cause he ordered a change without revolution. But change without
revolution is slow, too slow unless those of you already in power,
people like yrou, people like your colleagues, risk your careers in
support of change. And unless you become nonrevolutionary radicals,
the political system of thia.Nation- will lose my active support, and
it is my observation that will lose the active support' of many of
those who are not now totally alienated.

So in the name of the people, I beg that you have the guts to save
us.

Mr. Reuss. Thank you, Mr. Shaine, for a very moving statement.
That concludes the presentations.
Let me now ask some questions, perhaps one suggested by Mr.

Shaine's ending.
Mr. Scott, on page 12 of your,paper, you call for crash programs

to revamp the institutions.
Would you list some of those crash programs!
Mr. &corr. I am ttying to find the context.
Mr. Reuss. The first paragraph, page 12,."We lead in activist times"

and "some crash programs to revamp the institutions are very badly

Mr. Soon. This was in the context of people simply not underitand-
ing how the system works or how they can participate. &person like
Ben, or a person like myself, or any of us gathered lieie to&y, are one
small part of a much broader body of concerned young people or just
concerned people of any age.
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I think you can overdo the fact that this is a youth movement and
we tend to be arrogant about that somethnes. We are the ones who
have made the effort or who have been attracted to the system, who have
come down to Washington and have interned and have really gone in
and subscribed to the Congressional Record and all that bit, trying to
find out how the system works.

We have begun to get clues, and we are beginning to understand
how it does work. The average well-educated graduate student at the
University of Michigan has no idea of what a subcommittee is or how
to deal with it, how to kill the Timber Supply Act if you don't like it,
than they know how to fly without an SST.

I think it is a great tragedy. I think you have tObe realistic to real-
ize that people are not going to make huge changes.

When I say "revamp the institutions," I think they need to be
opened up in the sense of communicating what they are to the people.
I think the Congress is by far the most misunderstood institution we
have, with the possible exception of General Moto.

I think people have to understand how that works. Your colleague,
Congressman Dingell, from the stage at the teach-in said :

You know, I used to have great hopes for people coming and participating in
Government, but I And most people don't care or that most people don't get
involved.

I think it is not the people don't care. They get worked up about some
particular problem and it does not last. Maybe there is a critical hour
they can get involved. They make one little stab at it. They are frus-
trated, they are turned off and they become depressed. They do in
microcosm what Ben is talking of in macrocosm, because they are just
too frustrated.

I think mechanisms need to be developed in existing institutions and
new institutions need to be developed to get people involved.

One of the gentlemen mentioned the idea of a consumer's guide put
out by the Government. Well, why not ? This is the Government's re-
sponsibilityto tell us the results of its research, which are unavail-
able on consumer tests and this sort of thing. That is the general thrust.

Mr. Rzuss. Let me pursue this a little more specifically With you
temporarily unrevolutionary radicals. You mentiOned certain spe-
cificsthe fact that Congress is funding the supersonic transport
plane, even though the people of this country do not want to pay for it
and do not want to have it. .

You mention that urban freeways continue to go up and pollute the
atmosphere and ruin the city. You mentioned the fact ,that, mining
companies stand ready to desecrate that which had been a pristine
wilderness area. In fact, you also are awaie that in Congress these
matters tend to be controlledin the first instance at least and fre-
quently in the last instancebY Particular 'cOmmittees which have
particular 13oints of view. The word "seniority" has also been men-
tioned, and let me say I think the seniority system is a miserable
system wish it could be abolished tomorrow'. I am going to do my best
to abolish it.

What are you doing 'about it You have correctly diagnosed it as at
the root of: some of our environmental difficulties.

Mr. &mum Is the question directed 'to me I
Mr. Rms. You first and then' anyone 'else. '
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Mr. SHAINE. At this time I aM a full-time employee of the League
of Conservation Voters, which is attempting to have its influence felt
in two ways : First, to influence who gets into the Congress; but I
don't think we can do that necessarily right away. But by developing

ipolitical muscle in specific districts, we are going to try to ncrease the
lobbying power of conservation groups within Congress.

If we are going to change the committee structure: we are going to
have to change the Members of Congress so they will accept it, and
put more people like yourself in the position of power.

Mr. Rms. What are you doing about the Republican and the
Democratic parties? They, after all, do have conventions; they have
platforms; they appeal to the voters; they have caucuses, majority
leaders, whips, and so forth.

What are you doing about them?
Mr. &num. Well, I personally am not active in the party system.
think we will have an impact on the parties, though because by

being an independent political action group which can mobilize voters
and which can throw its support either way in an election. If we are
powerful enough, we certainly will get the parties competing for our
favors, and that will influence their platforms and certainly we will
set up standards for such platforms.

Mr. Scow. Let me add to that that in 1968 the candidate who won
the presidential race: I think, mentioned the word "conservation"
about four times during the campiign in a radio talk. This at that
time was not a big issue and it was not something that was found
politically expedient, on the most superficial or egregious level, to
bother with.

It was not popular. The Gaylord Nelsons and the Henry Reusses
who run on this kind of a program are very rare at this stage. One di-
rection I believe we need to move very heavily into is promoting that.
It seems to me the most important way to do that is to inform the voter,
to inform the individuals, to start. A movement on ecology is under-
way in this country. Every politician who has any hope of avoiding
early retirement is getting on this bandwagon.

I think you then grasp that. opportunity, greedy as it may be. This
is, you know,the motherhood issue of today and we must get him
to make commitments that he cannot get out of.

I must pause to stress that this is a motherhood issue you have teday.
My prime advice to people in political life is to 'avoid motherhood
issues, yarticularly motherhood.

I think you try to change the circumstances, and then I thirik you
go to the voters and tell them about the seniority system. I don't
think anybody is doing that. I don't think that would counter the
tax law. The tax law is to avoid seeking to influence leg.islation, but
if we are seeking to influence the way Congress is established, prob-
ably every lobbying group in the Country that wanted to could mobi-
lize its people on the seniority system. ,

The votes that you gentlemen go through at the opening of a session
of Congress in establishing your committee personnel . and passing
the rules and all that could be opened up, I suppose.

Mr. Rims. Any other comments?
Mr. Kenyon I

trr,72".,70,5,
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Mr. KENYON. I want to echo partly what has been said. I think ourmost important function up to now has been essentially publicity of
jsbme of the failures that have happened. I think it is ust a truism

that there are going to be Congressmen who would be concerned overissues like environment no matter what; but there are also going to
be Congressmen who are not concerned about it but who are going tobe forced to be concerned simply because the voters are. informedand they know what is happening.

I want to broaden that to say that is also true of agencies. When it
comes to something like the pipeline, which again I bring up because
we know something about it, I think the Department of Interior knowsthat there are interested law students at George Washingtonwe have
been over there ; we have telephoned them; we have asked them forinterviews; they know we are interested; and they know something
will come out of it, such as the work on the lawsuit and so forth.

I think that is going to make the issue of environment an inevitablepart of a party platform
Mr. GRABARCH. I believe your original question as to what we aredoing about influencing party platfoiins so as to include environ-

mental protection unfortunately causes me to hamg my head in shame,
since it is quite clear that the .American public has been very lax inoffering any type of support in the past to those who would backenvironmental legislation.

I think we have to accept the full burden of responsibility, with
the exclusion of one factwhy didn't our leaders aecept their respon-sibility without having to be told But what has happened is in thepast, and of course the opposing group has more money to support
the campaign resultsto support a man's campaignand it costs agreat 'deal of money to carry out a political campawn; the graphic
arts advertising industry is very expensive. The public did not 13ack
those candidates with real leadership qualities--we forgot about themafter they made their stand in Congress. Currently, however, thereis a trend by the public to 'place both monetary and voting musclebehind such people.

.

As an example of this change I point to our recent encounterduring which I made a lot of frien&with the Baltimore Gas and
Electric Co. when they wanted to put in their nuclear-power reactorplant at Calvert Cliffs. The decision was all settled when our society
the North American Habitat Preservation Societypresented a peti7tion signed. by 10,627 residents of Maryland who . stated that they
were willing to pay a reasonable amount more on their monthly electric
service charge to. haVe the proper :controlscooling towers 'and in-
creased radio-nuclide filtration shieldingput on the plant. Suddenly,
of course, this statement of determination by residente of Marylandgave Governor Mandel and Comptroller Goldstein a` little bit of
muscle. I noticed in the past few weeks that the Governor has partially
switched his former stand,pot completely because he is'not quite sure,but the petition has given him the ability to Make a stand:

The same thing happened with our wetlanda issue. A similartion and a court case was initiated bythe people Teally concerned. When,
information of this was submifted:to the governmental agencies andwas passed up the line, theythe politiciansbeoame cognizant ofwhat the preference status of the 'voters was at the time and thus the
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select ;interest, of ;the developers:was offset by, thiki;pUblia action:ale
Goiernor Medea public announcement that he *anted smile pretective
legishitiMiind :just recentlylfarylandpassedOne Of the strongeet bills
to safeguard the wetlands alon,g with .anOtherbill: Which I&minot.yet
surcOf its 'status...I ibelieve it, had.; been' paitied:st ,-theiclasaottlui tees-
sion4-bufl- ani not Certiiii of thiL.,. , t

think basicillit ',the ,c lack .,,of environmental tinVolvement4 by4 OUr.
elected Officials has been the fault of the publiC.!-Thereliaiebeenliik). :
stanceei in:Congress Avhere a maul's. made a stand .

meat and at!. election:time!wis ,foilottenai, These Men need theauppOrt
Of the publio and funds,,-this ifl ObVIOUL o;P.-4 ii3; bv.

hiri Revue:This brings iiip; Mr.AraberCkicanotherinittter'youlinipi
tiOned,in your teitimOny a moment agO. YoU said; at ri
you sty;:,thet envircinniental prOtectiveactivityehouldibe so conducted !
so as nottoinjuretuainesso.pi.-: :11

Mr..Gnankinon. Yes.
Mr.-Reuss:I did hear pin correctly? 1,3

thesiaitcn.; Yotheerd !Me
Mr. REnss. I Wonder if Your Colleagues on the panel wOuldagrea

with :you. , For example,' lees say that.:a businnek is pouring; poisonous
chemuials Or slaughterhouse Waste into a streanibectuiethat lathe Way:.
it. liaki.',a1Waya done it, thils..inakinOtheiatrekin a: deed-"streanillOrlhe ,

people down below. If you are,groing to. Stop the limisineisailrtim4oint.
th_iat I suppose you are hurting thatbusines&b e..1,14,;*.'

What 113 your.vie* on that, ": .,..
Mr. Gitasancx. I expOundedi,onthi.Cfurtheri if yOuAemerabor;i in .,

my testim_ony: said that:had the' tiroperresearclmbeen Atinei in; the
past and:bid ithe ; proper responsibilities' beew taken byWedesa jigok
cies, WO would hive the:pollution abateMent, oentrol&4

hintcthought 80;.. yell's .. ago that- eVeryOne *Mild jiaVe
teleiiiiiiiintheir homes, thatie wmildbe.SOldifor$59:Or $88,/ltiathe
same,thint in volliition ;contrOl..The More researeli.We:do;141",ohnele,r,
the ; device twa, cin:,,come up with and thejese:enpenSive,:theseiclevicee.::.:
wouldIe.!

I feel thiS am 'quite:willing to .00;thep.-OciiistnneeweoeChit,.
healthkienVironinento.Along 1Witlit.:psyingienlidditienal4oriCe;:we

might 'also-4* eureelven::;what
initiate eflvironmeptal clean-up Mid Mit dinniOthaeniellibtishieeseele:
Weenendtaver $18.billionen fannsubsldiEation .P

. words, paying to,keep..fainilY, ;farina in taot-battiice ibo* that
fainily. fermi !are ; going t, down Aill. 'ffhia! ieig,progrithhee
eerie& iiiyotheuPturposa thew
fannerWhoi.; dotes not'', need itlit tiara dizatiqsm. ,

takeiyanct piiti into, Sal saidiiinitteri410* treditiloothe'whielt:coh1511
be made available to businesses thst)wanOlo, can then selves ku
forthipurpossOtinStillifigixillutioneatitir ,

??In'the ineintitne, GoverheienC miiitfitake: the
o,seriOnsprobleinvand_thanideenieearChiwel do the better the didOet
we win hevikte,tidaldil.tin; 000441,:l.
Alktratilistrisit Byifilontterni;loii interestdosnrdoidiii

00y, 0 per000sansorems . ir)11-(I 144 ilqii:F:.4/....0flil4fp"?!.fitikfli.,..

f ,t-OtAnasoi.i MOIL AlicordingitoIenati DOcumentlinsithatiliguire)
iiiiiikedlintdeterinining.,theAbuildingtof idanitlY4hivArinycCOrpcht
Engineer&

4

ft 10 Oety)
?..";:,44-1116 0T0-31 iQj
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Mr. 'Bilues., The Geiernment now pays about 8 percent *hem it tor-
ro*s. Therefore,' if the GovernMent is going to lend; Money at 8
cen._ the taxpayer is going to hatre tO absorb the 8 percent differential:

Mr. Gnssexcri. That's correct: :

-.Mr.,Reuse. Let nie ask the other members of thePenel ii)o*Ri think
the taxpayer should pay for the cost of .an industry's :changing from'
using the streani in, hmt of it aip an Open sewer:to a ;better method 'of
disposing of its.weitel ." !,- ;

SPZ141111XY. I gods :I ;don't agree with Mr: Grabarck but I think
it is a sementical problem When' we talk about businisi.: I am not will-
ing to pay for the additional cost of a corporation ort a 'business: to
continue to Polhite .thet environment at their profit or; shall :We,,iety,
the investOrra t.profit I-think- it.Avas ?pointed :out quite well: when t we:
talked about industrial . industries trying to, absoib the colts of the
pollution that they produce, it is not really. a:fair statement) Of what
will happen. ,;1;`,,*1 /i

Ultimately, it is going to be handed:on either ta the taxpayers;:the
consumers that buy the products, or the people:that :invest .the

corratien::
..

,as a ;taxpayer would not be willing tO' iccept that cOrit. 1..would
rather .see that kind Of cost go to = the ; investors; in the Company, the
shareholders, and :perhaps even the cOnsumerg if need bei, but I would
not agree that it should to to *taxpayers: t ; -

Mr. Hairroir. I want to disagree With that part.;
Mr. Rzuss. With what I .;

Mr: KIIINTON.With Mr.'SpensleY's statenient:
Clads ; siinply cost moneyi-and: part of:the input into creating these

goods it; use of the environment; and it seems to me that: the` Ameri-
can people have been-paying lees fortheir"prOducte than they cost.

I dont think in, the long run you aregomg to be.able tesimply put
the cost of thianing.up the environment' orthe coSt of oreiting the same
type of :products without pollution iiinply on ,bueinees: It amnia to me
that., is m many instances ;unrealistic because itior gointto wipe out
Rrofits and destroy the businesses and destroy tho productic*Incli the
Americanlieople demand..;::-; - Zij

; ..Ours- is a consinner society, and I don't .t.hink: You are kin* to gst
to the; sort' of situitiOir where ; groupe are goint tat sit down, and say,
"Well, I-BM:not goingrto ;nee any paper towels, Lam;not going.toMie
any- cant, and so lora' ; ; I ani going to recycle &Ohl"; cans thitt I usi."

;Mr.. Reuss: Let me get, doviif to. epecifica Sol Can reallY, deeerinine
Whether:Mr:, SpensleY and: ,Mr:t. :Grabarck lare in, disagreement. The
"X!! OempanY Dulcet glue., It niikee glue by, buying :of dead; coli
and- chopping themup and. removing the dewchiw and the rest of the:
dead cow m choredup a little more.t 3( ttn I

In the cese O the glue compsnyv. itis Ahem thrown, into:lake
Michigan *hich:la .where people sswimi.,:fisht'and so )Oni,:excePt now
they, can't swim , Ind fish. there because the Animal itastes have seeon-
taminated the lake and the beaches that it is uninhabitable._

What; should, -UAW. !about- fitti If; you 'Ido nothing *boa it4let
them continue-then the price of glue will tbiclowert:;thair wOuld:
otherwise. be; ;becalm(' you have givenIthet glue conipinjeMii oppo
nitY,Ao thrust! sane Of, itS costs ; upon 'the timer* pUbhc,,
costs Of treiting its wakes. .

' ,
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:Mr. GIMMICK. Would you, let that faCt cants yoU: to Bertha' we
should do nothing about the gluecompany:thrustingits Waste. in

:::;. , ;.

. I believe that the price :of. the :gluoshould go. Up proportionately to
cover the oost ofoleaning,up, but I: do not. believe the 'business should
be closed. ; ; . . ';4i

Mr. bug& The whatt., . ,,-; .

Mr.:Anuses. I .do not believe ihe business shoUld, be closed,,:only
because-- Lr

., Mr. Rxuss.:How are you gointto dO that fi; : .; ..... ;

The: business:has. been operating, for, 50 years because it hair found
that nobody threatens to chiseit if ikdoes notstlp throwingits waste
in :the like. It therefore . prefers :to operate ;as. it: is and, sell:A.8,0m at

10Wer ; .;.. ,%;;;; '..; ; ;1!::;i4 1

W.: ChusAsea...You could, figure= .1 cost-fioli tati6=:jiherebr,,loans
could be made available to the compiny: They would hive toeventually
raise the cost of theAluuto ply for the cleanuwThe wistofthe clean-
up. would,be thrown. on.the. consum_ thus the buiden of the taii
payer would be alleviated. I firmly believe that:the Consumer Willluive
topay for it.

Mr. Reuss. I don't underitand you. Aron ;are going:to .hasie
interest loan from the Gbvernment 9, ;. 2 . =

Mr. GRABARCE. ISO that is our only way out.=
Mr. Rtuss, The taxpayers have to pay for the intereet subsidy;
Mr. GRABAROZ: Unfortunately, yes. , i=

Mr. Reyes. But you would ;prefer that than having thee4i.ii7iiiers
pay:mg a higher price for their glue V- 14.

Mr. .GRAnAtitat;:NO.4It Amu suddenit say% theth ta 44411 'theee
envirOnmentil. Control devices, 'oi;ehut di.:iWn:=wheref itretl:itfgolug
to get the moner for such, an !elpenditure'.thitilnickly Sre
they going to be able to raise thoneeded Capitatinlee e,thr eygetisloun
elsewhere?

In other words; liuch mailey,WOUkt haVe lObe.eriiilible'thrbugh
normal cOmmerciabankin that.partiCuliitereSit a highintei* rate

throughlhe GoVeinmentivhere I WOUldiecoMinend Uliiii;intereet
ratio. But, you in the cOngress cannot in ii,11 'it** thrOVT
upon businessiind'eXpect thein todifSintilY bthijregulationa.in I 4iy
or *2 'yeire irithOeu atm outside
a 50,yeai- Old .bSsineal eitabliehitiiefie ind
very preCatiOni.pOsition.' The loans to put v*,Clintrola.u,t*Sperition
have 'to either come direCtlffrOni the 0014*** '4,04e*:,006,14-)4
backed ibk`the=thiiirnineiit' and made available throUgh coinflierOuil
banki either at the *Ulna *rate or ihilag400;:i4 4ntarefe, *431
ant- 'PrOpokiig:' T6. PO: theiiiV lane 'the ciaiipaniee,
allowed- to riuse their pricee,,but the *Wife `Oie

1,11.,:if,#,.
; ..

WOtild :to) P714, F,:ilik4,9047troika ), 71"q3
Mr. GaiiiiiOn -/ In ; the biggest corporate enter ises, very aubtly

9

kleit - ,v.rf ;;Lif,itt
I' dOU'etliiiile "41

trol the prices of sOlneWie pollatiOnObill 'device.
Mr. GRABAIIM. This is something new. .

3
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. . .

7/bir.asyssi,What about that f. DO peopleAgree*ith Mr: Gtibniik's
inethod, Of ;dealing, tioith: the ; p011Ution ',/ by. the! flE'l gine 43onipahit.:14

Mr. Soo*. I don't, hilt I guess I have a sciiiieWhiit"differentreniii=
:tional 'perspective. ,I, milli& lalthitcOMMitted4Othe ioinnierOinl Sys7
tonitiie,,presentli haie.11iaii:caminitted itiy:Oliiininituri,:thi).iinVption-
ment we presently have. I think that comes first. In this Matter Of
conSunier sovereignty, for exaMple, the &Meunier haintilieensi.iiereign
kir lk ilonttiiriel.;He ineier ; wan : idially.if. it is ;a hoek;10.1w4st.Wiiiiiind

lilwIatyshinwilewb:35.1i'aire got to discipline the fO.Ons:iini..Lerniind te:ii-cil.fLii-iilsCil'.'ii?''''

them not tOi.m:passite in mattereof theiniirOninent I agreii*ith Mr.
KenymtithatthO Iiietare <Of iiverybOdyiipiietlY;reaYCling theiegaiblifte
at mght,t Sertingithings,outitiv :give to le:saki e011eCtOrilis iiiOV roidintie.

I think that to ask 'people to, ultimately Cut doWni on phOsPhittetind
debit's': ntfil:distribOngi that l' little:1*$! you, : hiiVei,..; and Iiiipe3 that
people*illquit buiingaeornifindbr ,.,,,i. ,:lf,ii;,,f.p)i.; .0.:i!if 9i..1.1.;a0;

: i Ur. Ritillea Ifliiii$ iititeriiiiit. you?: ik WM; i not ithiii 1 subconnnittee
that ihought)thwaohttiont tOzphosphatenwailgetting,patriOtiClhousw,
wives to buy aartioelardetergent: .,!1-iitici ,f:..:',== 1..1=..,-.1ic,=, ,i'.. :1,i ii, ,-, =1,,y.:;:,,,.

Mr. Scarr. This is something that it happenint. , '.; ...;,;:i. ,...,c), yt=

Mr.Rmuse.I4,1vos;yout._not us.00-./ J..,..1...;: .,ct.YA: ?: ,-:i,;,-,.1.1.:i1:

Mi. Scorr.,-Itight. I think .the prOhlein in, the. liartO:!Aietthe,phoi-
phates Out is: not by.. thit4Ort. Ofiiiroluntaryl effort. It is ;just) te,tell
the five.,044*40iinufabtOreo yoU 'cannot put theiniini'iind thitiiiihe
thrust of what yOU are: trying tO dOlegislativiitly.,,I thinkthatnppIles

tlielo*r1. 44f. buiti 4...;sfi:i.!(1.1iirw.». .;,,-..,,i i'ull,....,....).-r:$.i. ,.p.T.,ii

Take. Geiiiiiir Miotors. It iSkekt.6;billion4itiiwitneiblr***7
PW! Pt JuikOka daYi i 7, flays tw, week.4,ataiotind.r.IThatiiiitheir....grOss
_,..._incomp. ITInspentkehr,4410.jnilliOn nOoOrding..to Naderhiteitiniate;
139 *1.111on fAIA9r4111849:411:eit,4?)*44t4natel,:on resierehianditeiekipi
inent;ofIestpo1EntingtOrmspf-iotITpoWeaqilnitoalint iii.nbOtit -7:::or
8 honis.gtain MOOine. : 7 .' :.:- ... -..' :':
i MI AO, .,. Fx0.. ;09#. c.. . .0. .41,.1i*Oixiied'ilLiman--i

i

it,'
,

:blush,, ..... ., ,. ,,

it ifo.,1 ' shiridd
orie.soi ; ei he: 'said .

e .!. ,,t,, ,,, 1;,::;:;_i,,IPM. : fi'.;:.fii 11,=.itivyA :!"??,31 (.4 > If If 1,,:fro:;::;s,:4;..iti. :<-..t.J-al
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F This Would bef. enough:, ineentivepI Would !think, ..to initiate little
bit of action. ie al. pragmatic Way. We are Confronted ititlk a .PrOblein
of:a mtgnitudewe 'Cannet Meinieriisbelianse itygilwere payingthelrue
Cose ler thingt;/.. deubt it )1/6.:WOuldi be; able ,to Oofieutie :..013001 pint*.
Of:the:Stand...4d Wehiiife.todaYIJIii

Pete* the Only.WiLy. *Sea Mallyi Walk& this IditIerenct WoUld
.be tOtake:what Popnlatithrtheekith icialdlibldOvithigien4fi'belatice
with nature,!'anit cOnipare ihatfijuintity the,i'presenOPOpulatiOl.
Dr. Simons ofthe.fljniveisity .:ot.FlOrigle, his emphagid4litbilgiee,
tolbe.251 million ,People.: CoMPergt:With )the 81/2 billiont we torsion*
have mut the! Projected:. it", %gig!, lest!.tban :,fire 'ant .1400
people .Could: be tupported4'br:Our !resources; Meinteining
with inathre:.-1. t.;;',..f.1 I "7.1.

ThiS idea Of setting miniMnin standards! is Tehlly.&. .fideity: frheOnly
minimum standardis.ino,:'pellution,! kif,110;

Smoggier: May Linike. One eeniment to mr-ICenrin't stSehitiit I
Mr:ItetstiYel:,*.i.,4.iil

SPEisliT. I 'don't disagree With: what. he ..itik,I4hinleit iie
quite ObviOus tonclusiowthitindustry hat ito*S.thenatnril!,ireonrees
ih-iirdei,:toproduCeivrOdieti&)Itlis!the,.!menneri:int Whiith1 4eYe
them. I think the qUestiOnjnightkbe tveitimere:whiók`ditleiProdttete
they ,deCide toPrOdUce:..I /neg. eVerYOne WOuld 'not :eureeiWitkihe; but
I believe that the ,coninMer. het eloMP0werthanthe7Eledeyel:RO.Ver*-
ment, and I think at thispoint 4*.tiniSitiee isYndrogne.ofsigrithinioOg
to believe,.that no-InattertWhit*olo:iit itlaesn'intlee;Snyidifietence.
Maybe .this. ;kind of conclnsioniComeS;toi Me ibecantei0f.,i,*taaSkf,of
expertiseor My:petition in:iociety'ihorderitOhflhenceAthsjegiplitge'.
procesete:,t,::;',,:. "'X

But i*ould itiltbditive,:thitt..the:Aecialoht of ant ifldUetrY'eAktfoilvhich-
prOduCt it ',should' produce, *MOM, iitilbefityrofotg)'_oupo.Or4ccrainiC
cups, is' where the valuelud%mentS cOme3in ';41041:;naybe;theve441011,
then1 can be answered...throng increased waysof tryuhr.10,401P,49.4he.

tiblic.1,11vegiggested.iinsoMe!ditheee*oPmealkthet13.1OVerninent
'n:.toitakeigneireist.thefresPOnsibility:otedncating-,thepuKiri' nOt

on y oni:thSpolinler igniebtiti perhaps :on ithe,:unpOrdariosOknO4
deepite,itheafact4jukt,jperhhph:TOne,i,of.)theitihver belk.COhgreelp*Oir
.peoplkihihhil-Phittiess.ltohldf:iigioe:*Wit;'.04,111.0400*.-AloheAlhph
things ,:be0onieipolithzail4i...1-felsibl*-7.1ictliiwthEtlisgelpeAktthere.
isi.w et, Itiditictillkfelinble'tineso' 04-vgshether4OsejinsitbatiYonic.017
:gressineni jpiiii4O',40:frOeleetecV:141stihk,X*014:iiciree*IL,k*fi*.t.`bm
or Doug ilitid_t.th4.0hi,...-90y:***0,100 pint*. yot -; jegps
when..More Congresionen,:begieltS/;pukthgOirs*OrtOni w_kch

very, difficult;thjng todo. !It$ much.eesier nfcif).140i.,
.

mr::011404ocio-I'dicril!ktOli.44,44$:
4§0,7114.I:h4r:Ukeit:MYC teetint -

4.1041100040A... astu4y,

,is 'let Yet. Complete 861 Won't reyeakt, enneyk
*looted, nOitOck'tar..4.*#. . , .

'Argow
cernt the operation:of , a 400
ogitoprozAnyitity..0.0Korgo.0* Ant 1,)4 .

nnn.0.1i:Inlhi,4ic.ftng, '00,1n -Y,A)04: eirsiAigOnd.,./.,,,,
.000410110,Irlinli0.,Aan(144409w0t 44.APIAkrttiNuifs.
press .i.0,1ntion Conejo", .:tblifplikotiviaq!,Vgnktileoptli3Optelok.

uP'Or doffing doWii:' With'. the regillitiggs tudderily pleced,!npon
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them theq couldn't cleanup and presently.are in.the:preCees of closing

Our atudy is revealing that it Mould:have beenbettet;fOr.the tax-
payers tehatre absorbskithe Cast.of along-term; low;credit loan: Why I
&cauSe here is what has happened.:Ve are eventitilly4oing to: have
o*er a thousand:people:laid:off:horn work: :This oficonrie is:going to
cut down on the flow! of : Capital in. that tegiOn.i It ;is &anon :region:
Bigger :regions: are not 'hurt as had: The :barbershop lies been hurt,' the
drpgstore his been:hurt, the siiperMarket has been hurt. People tie not
going to buy medicines,' et eeteri, unless *ey. are absolutely necessary.
Since people mill not be enjOyingluxury itenis, the clothing, andshoe
stores Will be hUrt. The most .disastrous effect is:that the ichool system
is going to euffer because there isn't going to be as Much available mOney
to:put:into:the sehoolaystein.' Our school syistem is the Most iinpottant
part of this country and it has not :been imply enOUgh as- it is withOut
suffering another: Whoa: The:roads willTnot he able to be maintained
and home improvements will not be made, because thil ina lutury4 it
is all Lidded expenditure. :.

;- The,-: point,. I . wish= to make that , Whole: comMunitriti:gointto
sufferi.,pluethe fact. that, we:now:110e More :people 'on melfitWhoir.paying their: being on- .welfaret Answer:that qUestiOn; .

I mould rather. : pay :to 'have: a ,lrian work ithan 'to :hal% a nian -On
welfare: I hope this study' will be 'complete : 2'months.

Mr.:Runes. Any aniwer toWilliani McKinley f.'
14r. 'Xiskyorni:Just ;to, auminaiize'mhit :I.: thinkat: least.'what -is

happeningin::my: mind it there' is aped' -far .itricter. regulationa Mid
there is need for, perhapsin Some instances's cuishion so that 'business
will not be put out of business. If you hive "X:". glue company :pour.
intwastein'the 4ivers ioncl the- regulations i say na, yet cannoCdo it,
there are 'several tindenteushiOns; 'either:comply:. year orillow
a 44ercent loanto`enable immediate' ainpliance:

May.1 ink you. One more thing ShOnt. that? ; .

Suppose ; the' io2C,r, gluccompenklad, been pouring its Waitefi 'chit°
the waters, in violation!orn Federallaywhich, says :that nnless yon
get s.:: permit Irons!, the.Corps -of ;Engineerryou pent yOur
refuse-or:mote into '. the ivaterWar0Whaewould,YoUrleelinglef

lift.'1CuRyON.!.Theivi think there 40014'4)e...tall-lei an injunction .
In that.f cativ the bUsinees4ouldl'stap' lhat::**bas:,been
on, the toOin. `since ,1898::!It SeemS twine thefolight ta knoW. it. *there,
and they' OUght-italaiOw4hat It Yea nre going to'aetupandmake
rule* you Willhaie totoniply with'thetn:'.- .! (.t 't;

Mr
Ritim What would yotiSny;Mr,'Citabirckf::,51';1.::,..) '.i;t.z v.:

Gaisixcx Unfortunately, Jam very preCtiriLifT.tan.":get
aititindfa1'lftWi0enli on'Mealittle ;bit; I Ao.: I iarngoing.
be very honest. I think everyOnein'thii4OOMIWYOnkniiii; epeedi

theAighWa'Wei tie' A ..polite-Oftlee4 'dOWif aiv hour
frOM101 YotWe are breaking'eli*'..,..'',4"T ( ";. ff

"Mr:limey:CT tiek' yoki :Whit Wmild ,ds:S:'':My:'.'clinistiOn' is
Whit *Unlit* thiit it hie 'd*COVerathiif.'

'piCk-4the'Ilible and itniOntiniiig
uriiiind *Wit r hive' 'been the' for
so

''

thit
it in 'Oectl'!116i thie iiire4thiiii kjOicl
.
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everyone s really, active in environment, we are goingto clamp down
on thia business. I don't think it is -right. We have permitted the busi-
ness to . operate.and have allowed: the -law tO ley dormant ..for: this
length Oftime....For..the sake of -justice, We -have to make Some sort of
arrangements so as not to knock this business out of

Mr. Biltizr; If we were 'to . force down- , all these .clampa.atia laws,
this would absolutely inunobilize the economy:There' wail& be ;no
way .at,all that we could recover from the thing. We Made a 'Mistake,
and . we . didn't realize what we were doing ..all, along. .We thetight
groWth for the sake of growth was good:, . . . , .; .

Mr. Reuss. Are you: all suggesting that we postpone the environ-
mental decade until the' 1980's 1 " .. . : , .

., Mr.. BARMY. I .am, pragmatic 'enough. in the approach to go: along
with Mr. Grabarck's suggestion. Cushioning, .. .. , : .

First of all, we know change requires three things..It :requires an
actor, you and . requires a mandate 'of. change, froni the pUblic,
and that is not there. A.nd it requires the law, we :have to:Correct,. a
technological' innovation. . .1 ,
. We have to work for those. three :things.- :We dOn't have thein: yet.

Mr. SPZNSLEY. I think business is the:last placela thiS countnqhat
needs the cushion. I think the taxpayer needs the cushion. It. Mr.
Grabarck believes in the free.enterprise. systemas I believe he dOes-7
why should we not shut down that .glue company and let a glue coni-
patty which can prodUce without polluticiacomem V. . :

Mr.GRABARCK., You ere talking about the same thing, :

Mr. SPENSLEY.::Nci;. I am nrk. You: are. saying:continue to : lei that
company pollute or give them the money to solve the prOblem... I am
saying why not .shut down the cOmpany V Why Should we cuihionit
Let.another company come. in. .. : . ,

Mi. ..GRABAROK. Have you ever built a businesst Itis a Very. simple
. question.' :. . . . , - :. ..! . .

Mr. SPENSLEY. I never lived . through the depresition either,: but I
. can talk of some . of the things and hovi. I feel about it:Maybe don't
expound With the expertise of oWning. business..I have. been int:ming,
a business, but it is a nonprofit business. .

Mr. SHAINE. "think you are going_to find generallY: thatthe prob-
we.are talking about lanai. the, .9(''. gine factory, .on the .shores of

Lake:Michigan. It's:General Motors.. But there are. going to. be *all
businesies late the' 9('?. glue factory; Which. are going. tO :suffer.: . .

,. :.:Iii any, big system,. like-, the; United States or !.anything. that, fast,
when ;you, try to inipose., a Major change in priorities, a lot of :little
people are going to:get trampled..The thing:is that. people are, getting
trampled now...The people .who.go, to the , beach tire, alio ilittle veople.
They are being trampled, by., the .4.90, ghie factory.Jt is a question, of
shifting the burden, oU. could Cushion by: giving the ,ffX7,glue tom-
pony,. 8 months.; !But don't; give thein:10 year& MakeiC woozy is you
can without:giving out vast Federal; fun& which. Would OM end up in
the pckets of General Motors to be a cushiOn:`, .11.0 ri

,Mr. Scarr..., thinkone, heti to be:estate of the -complexity. The solu-
ion to:one, prOblem ,iethe cause of anOther, and it Was:advocated:here
a while!' ago that me cOuld-ea*.e . a lot. Of " Federal. :dollars .1?Yinot sub-
sidizing , small firths, That means all those people are going to' shUt

3 ?
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. doWn: those ; small -farms and go.into the, City and be supported on
Welfare inthat city: Thereis no easy anivier: ; I . ;

; If. we scrap the.,SST, we:Very seriously hurt Seattle; Wash: 'There
is no. doubt about that We don't say that* things lightly: If werun
General Motors. down to the 'profit margin, General Motors stock: is
not 'going. to be very, dedrable in the stoclr, exchange: I think We know

;that implication when we saytheee thingalfw
Mr. Rings: With reference to:the impact Oh !Seattle of stopping the

-SST; let rife present lo you 'a program which ,I: 'am now :working: on.
This. would be to take the money that,Roeingli supposed to .get.from
the -Federal Government in the mixt, few- years ,.for the-SSTcoMing
'to some $700 millionand cease work on theSST: -But lie woulclgive
Boeintapriority. on any research; developmentvandiproductiOn of air
pollution control equipment; water, pollution!contrOl equipment,mass__
transit; solid waste.disposal, and so on. . . , , 1: :

'Mould that seem.to you a better. use of Seattle'i and the Nation's re-
sources than we have no*/ ; : -; , . ,:! . :

Mr. Scow. Very clearly. We have a manufacturer: in Ann .Ailior
which Makes air pollution deVices arid it is worstpolluterinAnnuter

. Arbor. One has to be 'a little cautious. I:think the approach. is Very

-.The other thing I want to saris that I get the iinpresiion fromtalk-
ing to various people.that there aresome people. wholope we cansave
the environment withoutmaking, any sacrifice :1If wejust Ao' a clever
enough balancineact,' and if 4ve clean things up a little. bit- here and
there,' everything...mill be :great and we will still have our-televieions
and so .fort1L Butt the- automobile itself is kpollutant :I am., not in-
terested ;in what Tomes- Out of the end of it-The automobiles are just
straight pollutants. They ought to be .under interdiction in-that sense.

Therefore, simply trying to -find a waylcieleiw up; thepartiCtilar
product of a company, it seems to me, is looking at the probleni math
very'. many blinders : :Not .onlyiis the,automobile4 pollutant brit, as
Ben' pointed:Mit, in-the case of'. Seattleand it has?been repliCated in
every major city . in the countrythe autornobile is 'precipitating. all
these other things. . .

....,:.t;,

The autornobileis' what is doing us in on theNorth Slope of .Alaika.
think-we have to, ternember that riomebOdy :is. probably , going .to get

;hurt in, all this,- and- we are all probablY >going to gethurt because we .

are called Upon to; make sacrrificre.!We. cannot- have a trillion dollar
. economy and a;decent eniireninent, too: MaYbethere is alway.Out, but
is iinot the Banclaid'approach:.I'think thekind of research that needs
tO besupporteclis a little ecOnoinie:reeearch iat the theory ',level .. first.
We: do not; understand 'hol tO run,' a stablOS, oppeo4 to a. growing
-economy:Mow we gn from:a ;cOvibor to :it, speceshiji eConOmy i8 just
totallyAliicireed of any serimisstudy by economiitiii, ;

! Mr:" Rims: ; Let . me ask' my last :question; On whit ioo hsve just eng-
jiested;: t.Yon hiiie just suggeeted; seed; Zero growthiitheteonomy.
We' have a trillion dollar annualigrOssinatiOnalducti-nOwl'l and
henliiii say, rio more thin that; ;yowaresayingiere grolvthA wriuld
certainly, iigreelmith 4, developed this them lir ,our hear-
hip Idol* the joint .E 'wniiinie Committee this xesv.,thatIvelive to
change 'ourmeasureof growth so thit we crsük inthe enviroriMerital
factor.
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Let's assume for the purposes of this discussion that we do that, that,-
we rearrange our priOrities so that we come doWnlard,a4chievinu
pure air; ..water;:and land. Having. said: that; hOWeVety seen." tome
that the burden.= oti those who Would'advocitesetii growth,to. teltus:
On..whet.youaregoingtodoabut.th0percint:oithenJaton
which is quite poor and would just love to have some of the Idfulf
material thinge.like a ,washing machine.iSecond;*hat usrsgoig
tO do abont gitting sufficient revenues- in: theFedeisl Treasury utast {
we can spend the hundreds of billions Of denims that wi need to*Pand
on the, environment :in the nut:decade:, And; thi _rti (yot *top leCo-
nomic growth; What are yougoing todo 'bent prirddii?g-jobsfoi the
very considerable 'number oft** peOple who are :on the:job .'
market as well as thole who are unfoitimately unempl i rightnow

:I think those are questions that have tole ODICmylown
hunch is that we dott't have to go ;to, zero seonomit 'growthin. order:
to prelim our environment, that what We have gOtstssightforWardlt
to .do is to preserve Our environtnent and..thenlootitiime;fat/lisit for
soon time' to Come; to produor material.goodOooLbutoti nature()
that dew hat agnint the onviranmeat;

Mr.' Scow. Ithink the one -.leer *intim tothet iithatitheluideni
of proof is on the growth at this stage. I agreothat.the 20 petallike!'
the:population-that ,:11; ml very' sermukeconemIc straits' is isomething
we hi -ve to be coneemedsboetU aipriority- Mattecti ale. 7eonw
corned about the 90 pwceet of the poimlatlon that le overweight; Mato
has four ears. It is a rediittibut 1 $; 1$. ,1)11101,1

I do net think We'cinfoustaini our. standard Oflivingetthe
ie. I think we are 'going to' have 'to back. off ; 'end that piano;
from a standard oflivingpointof iiaw, a negitivegtewtk if you wilt.

'Once yin have accomplMedthatkindof thineyoneatt havetikind
of grOwth that in fact represents POsitiVe gnels,' thadoes ri ot! lead to"-
governmental destruction,' !that ;doss work within! thaselrameWorlii
I think 1 is fine; that you would, measure by,: for eitunple; tho amoint,'
of tickei sales at the Chveland Symphony Orchestra. For the Mt yogic (
their are hsvim to: make a public fund 'appeal. rd! 110.1

Those lie the :kinds` or thiw that do 'not get' Mateured.tin 'oar
growth at all. A lot of them monis to bevery difficult; if hot '

Bible,. to'pat a &Mar mit ott.'.Thii &liar grOwtliltas alwayibeikeasy..
You just apply that to a benefit-ceet, thing and you get know

to thipoifitthetweniake ..) J1 1 'f:e'lt,1
swer. You avoid makingg

17

Mr. Rittrsi.lVe agree on' !it WeesitilinliiiiPhiiie id, eireaffeladell'
mente.1 But 'ihore, 1'13.001a it' the Itient thit;'hating snide
theoeiludgMenteand'enforild theM'Ein thiCtiltatertind IàtIftl
side; I still think Vie need groWth' "
Federal revenue., the poor, and jobs. . WW1 I) ,116

"

There ire 'Othei 'War, .of the*/ thiriga;" intrieseeil Melt 'is
up: tri' thetgeOPli who intil"ile4griiiitIrtd:6hia oteinite
answers to the problem of revenues, jobs, and thenr;, 1(1-0.,t,
.!?Mr.. Seeir:1 thinkiheiti ' ',things:That aft

lest I etightiiiit plodadeiner. titabakitrii
the Sett' Finiiiide' yillejr indAlitafite( Hite lite 'the'

p*Yiriginnybe:Whit weneUd Is feviiirVidilliiiisPY* Ont.,
not' hail griiidle meter.' that the' lOciallioblietneilibba

',,,;;;
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which you are concerned, . but rather growth that takes the place Of
growth that is totally destructive.. ,. v.: i-; .. .; :

Sure, I want growth in mass transit in the iiiirst may. The beet-way
to pay, for that, while still not impeding the environment; .to', cut ;
bacic on the, automobile--4and: all of the meta that are associated:with'
the automobile. z.: :

,This is going .to!have a tremendous,' impact on' the glue inanufac
turers,.because therhave got the ,hot idea 'that you tan break ,Up :old
Colts bottles Ind make asphalt out of them.'

I think you need growth in some sectors. I think you heed negative
growth very strongly m others. And on balance I suspect it has to.come
out on a negative rate -for the total economy, simply. because ,.we are .,
living at .a rate of resource use and environmental destruction that ive
cannot sustain-.particularly when. there .is another world out there
that wants everythingyre have &telt is not 20;percent ; it is 100 zillion
percent,_ when -you 'talk about the, planet., That ,rs.what distresses me. :

Mr: :Kurgrorr: I:think I have come:to thn conclusion that we.: really:
do. heed towork toward at least a-zero growth or. at -.least ; a inall :
amount of growth. I am also worried about the fact that.the little man'
is not. only .hurt by dirty beaches but by businessenthat are put out
of business. , . . , .,.

I. jrt, want to bring up something I did. not.: have a chance to men-
Ition in my testimony. t seems that when:.a personis for growth, he is

usually for some 'kind of restrained growth ',or choice. of :products, ,

Would it be at all possible to mieqUote.the antitrust laws.and ley we'
ask, or we demand, that you: conspwe in restraint, of trade? Could we
have sane sort of committee setup tFor inetapce, the container, indus-
try, Continental Can, and some ofthe other; mdustrie*these people'.
are-always _worried that if-I stop putting out nonreturnable bottle" I
am in bad competitive situation..Cmdd . we ask them to get together .
with other, industrree that are , producing the same, type of products
under governmental supervision so that hopefully, we .would not go
beyont that

Mr. Rause. I think the aflame, is yes, we could, and indeed Seers-,
tary of Commerce Stanst to hie credit, is I think doing something, like
this now with certain of thne industries. . . .

I have taken loo much time. Mr. Carlson, do yOu have any, ques-

Mr. CnuotV. Just One, if I may, for Mr. Barley. .

In listing 'specifics of a current environnientall, program,: Mi.. Orab-
an* touched on the welfare prograin and suggesta that people who
do lot work should be utilind, as a labor force to clian upthis Country..

; I de not have a copy Of yearAtatement to refir.4,,but you.discasesd
a vestady, Of the w4fare, program. Do yam 40. in Mind. **thing
like Mr. Grobarck said .

Mr. BAUM., From both; angles. First' of Oil, '.0i,".elhancing.. the
qualitEtkf this is' themain flwie. But from 'thoOtherstandpoint,
yes,. alVPA4ype projeit. ;

.
The thing fi aphasia in 'all Of air `PrOgiatie, hai to be that We

look it Cause end drat' type ,thinge. , You ,i1O; nOt.iend a 'Ininch
people -to, Vietnam 'to Solve . prOblem ,there, bailie, thetis, riot how
you sohre the ioroblein...The cause Of that , problein; are miler*,
clietribution of lankignorance. You dO:not send the Military, to polVe',
those Problem One looks at thiCanse of the prObleMe.



It is .the same ; thing with the.welfare idle.; We want- to eliininate3
the cause of peopli on. the welfate mike,sure
welfare rolls they have. to be'getting a basis educatim4 their:CU-Oen"
are in school. We can set up programa such..ati WOrkt,O,cleakigi!thi;
environment.- !,) `i ,;. : VI-

I believe the otherthing is to get them into.the labor:hi* worki
on programs ..ded to recycle material* building:. the other:half :co,
the economicimachino.l referted to.' I .ctinnot thiflkOfthen direitlr
in terms of make-work projecti. It was more in terms Of enhancing'',
theirqualityassiuson.

Mr. Csizsoit,That is all.
:Mr.1111111. Mr. Indrits !.:' -:!*,

Mr. INDRITZ. I have just two or three questions. Mr. Grabarck,,:you
mentioned that you have some 2,000 instancel ,of conflicts In .redun.:
demise between varioUs Government agency program,: .:; . !

Mr. GRA1BARCIG Those agencies I mentioned.
Mr. IND111211. Our subcommittee is :Vigorously, lodft: into ,thOie

:Wewould:wekorneyoursendlngusterrecitingtbofl a'. in

Mr. Gamma. Will they be used as such? The thing is I would be
glad to_put them all together if they would be used.

Mr.- Unarm I prefaced my remark by saying our subcommittee has
been looking into them very vigorously. We would welcome them and
would ezprees our appreciation for sending us 'as many of these
details as you can.

Mr. Gasszaca. All right.
Mr. Iimarrs. Second, I think 1 understood you to say that you

criticized our recent report on our waters and wetlands.
Mr. Gasssnos. I did not criticize it; I was referring to it.
Mr. Unarm. 'flank you.
Mr. Gasaicti. I made reference to it. I pointed out that your te-

port suppotted criticism I had of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
and their lack of action in several instances.

Mr. Raves. It is all right tocriticias our reports, I might add.
Mr. GRAMM I did not criticize it; it was a very repott
Mr. benne. If you do criticize, we would like to iW where you

criticize them. We want to improve wherever we can.
Mr. Spensley, you had several recommendations. On item No. 4,

you suggested that skims have the right to sue for damages. Dam-
ages are sometimes very dialcult for citizens to prove. Did you really
mean "sue for damages" or would yon prefer suits for injunctive
relief to prevent continuing damage to the environment I

Mr. Swum. I meant damages, and I realise in many cases they
are hard to determine. Injunctive reliefI have not considered thei.
I think it probably ehould be within that category.

I think Mr. Dftell's bill reoently was one- that reflected this same
kind of mined, and I think in his bill he also talked about suing
for damages if I am not wrong.

Mr. bans. Tour first recommendation suggested that the Pres-
ident's Eniironmental Quality Council publish a consumer report list-

mean preferable from the stand nt of not dam the environm at,
ing preferable products for the consumer blic. I take it you

rather than preferable as to f use to be o it or its abilityL;

.41.0n
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to satisfy consumer wants. Thus you would leevelii the teneelner the
deterininationi as , to what product beet satisfies ithe:lconsiimewilreliT
would 'esimply ; apprise hirny,of hiformatiOn 'concerning "thei.)claniage,
that the_ product would have on the environment ? r (2. S.71.`

Mr. Siassixv. I think that is the implication of the recommends4-,
tiontyes: Ithiiikthe suggestion iithatfrecommendationsibe made is
an informational titezi1or the, Consumer tio, use' in mina,
products he. should :be interested in bilying if, ho iscomimttedTto thel
environinental cause. 1:

I do not think that kind of informationatiesstInot isiough .of
that kind of informationis available. I áeethaLua very0odife-
tive thing that the Council can turn out in additionto:advising,the
praiddent; , ; ; .1 . -t,, t r,-1: '

Mr..Iiquariz. 'That isall. ,

Mr. Reuss. Gentlemen, thankyou very muCh, indeed, for your;ivery;
helpful presentations. 1- ( I Lc i , 2:- }t j.d,A,11D -

The siAcemmittee will atandin adjournment..f ! ; cO ..T

, (Whereupon,. st i2 :15p.m4 the subcommittee mai. adjouilied.).. 1
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IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES'

; -

Mr. Unati. inteeduced 'the following bill; which wan referred- to the Coni-
mitten on the Judiciary

A BILL \
To promote and protect the free flow of finterstate commerce

without unreasonable damage to theenvironment; to assure

that activities which affect interstate commerce will not
unreasonably injure environmental rights; to,provide. a right_

of action for relief for protection of the envirenm'enttfronf,
unreasonable infringement by activitie which affect-inter--

state commerce and to establish the 'right of all citizens to

the prottotion, preservation, 'and: enhinoeMent of the
environment.

1 Be it enacted brithe,Senate and Hasse *Repreeenta-

2 five oi the United States of America in Congress mumbled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Environmental Proteo-

4 tion Act of 1970".

5 SRC. 2. (a) The Congress finds and declares that each

(882)



cntot.

2

1 person is entitled by right to the:protection, preservation, and

2 enhancement of the air, water,: land, and public trust otthe

; United States and that each person has the responsibility to

4 contribute to the protection and enhanceitent, thereof.

5.. (h) The Congreks, further finds and declares .that it is

-6 in the public interest to pmride each person.. with an adc-

7 quote remedy to protect the air, watcr, land,. and .puhlic trust

8 of the United States fromn unreasonable pollution, impair-

9 went, or destruction.

10 (e) The Congress further finds enddeelares that hazards

-11 to the air,. water, hmd, and public trust of the, United ,States

..12 are .eaused:largely by. persons :.who are engaged jn,interstate

_13, confluent, or in activities which affect interstate cOmmerce.

14. SEC.' 3.. (a), Any 'person may : maintain. in. :action:for

14 declaratory or equitablorelief in liiwown behalt or in beltalt

16 of a class of persons similarly: skuatedi for thoprotection 'of

IT the air,: water, land, or public trust-of 'the United. Statez.from

-.).;unreasOnable :pollution, impairment, ordestruetion:mihith,re-

--i sulte from er reasonably may. result fromlanylactivity, which

affeets interstate -commerr,..wherever .such:activity_And such

21 ':action for relief constitute a: case or.ControvenyAincieion

22... may be maintained :againSt any:: person engaged in. such4e-

.. 23 :tivity and may be brought, without regard to:the amounCin

-24. controVersy, in the district court of the United:States:for any

25 judicial district in which the defendant resides, transacts busi-

A_
..0-x



- 1 tem or may be- found: Proridvd, That nothing herein shall

2 , be construed to prevent or preempt State courts 'from exer-

3 cising jmisdietion'in such action.. Any complaint in any such

4 action shall'he supported by 'affidavits of not less than two

technically qualified persons stating that to the best of their

6 knowledge the activity which is the subject to the action

7 damages or reasonably may damage the air; water, land, or

8 public trust of 'the United States' by pollution, impairment,

9 or destruction.

10 (b) For the purpose of this section; the term "person"

11 means 'any individual or organization;, or any department,

12 agency, or instrunwntality. of the United. States, a State or

13 'local goVernment, the District ,of Columbia, the Comnion-

14 'wealth of Puerto. Rico, or possession (lithe United States'

1.8 SBO. 4. (a) When the plaintiff has made a prima facie

/ showing ihat 'the activitY loft !the 'defendant affecting inter-
.

, 17 state commerce has resulted In or reasonably may result in

'18 unreasonablepollutimOmpairment, or destruction &the air,

[19' water;,land, or puhlie t MA of thetltnited StateNithe defd-

:ant shall) Laic the/ harden of establishingi dud there is ' io

feasible ando iiirudent :ahernativiv and .:that:.tlio ;eCtivity.at
.

221{ 'issue is ',onnsistent with' and ',rinsoniblY4required, for: prorne-

23-2!:tion of. the Onhlle, heelth;: safety, :ma tivelfare,in light iof

pnnimôiintcrniecm nf IthelJnited,,Statei for, thof protectien

:193,.:74.1tt
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4 ,

1 of its air,' = water, = land, 1 and= Talk . trust =lion unreasonable

2 pollution; iinpairment;.= or = destruction. = r,

(b) 'The Optirt)may appoint a master Ie. take testimony

4 anlinake a repert,- to the court in, the action..

5 = (0) =, Themourt or,!master, as :well as the parties =,to the

action; may- subpenalexpeitf,witnessee and t require the! pro-

-= -duction =cif records; = documents; and all other information nei-

8:==essary:to: a jüst.dispositioniofLl 10:1311811:0a; 14.,1 f .T)1\11y,'

9 (d) =Costa: may -;.130== apportioned; to the., portkaa the

iintereits Of juitice ==.= = v.\

i 1(4 r No bond, obeli) bet= required Ihy,;,, theLcourt= ,4 the

= :plaintiff :* Procidedj).That the court .mayuponeiaid

= convincing -evidence : offered., by',110. defendant:Ahat :Ate rig

11, 1, lief *attired will,result; in irreparalge:: damage 0).lb°, de-k.

fends*, impose a irequirement for seturity'to.V0ver, the-costi

46.14 au demages acmay,he= ineurrettby the Alehmdantfwbenlelief

Jia: wrongfully= granted :'/Provided, fartheroThatisoohisocarity:

qt,..shalt.nOtrbe,required elk plaintiff =ff the,. requirement thereof

1,9= = would unreasenably binder plaintffikinvthiA) maintenance Of

29 his action:1(e would :. tend.' unreasol*IYI-510 Prev.Ont; &lull> and:

24` .fair. hearing on' the ketivitierfoomplained

i 80.5 The coiwt ,tnay= grant f=deolar$4171f.golief,liethg

porary and permanent equitable reliefkor ltney=impoeeMag:

" tions on the defendant = which are required to protect the

25 air, water, land, or public trot of the United States from
26 pollution, impairment or.destruction.
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5

1 Sao. 6. This Act shall ,be supplementary to existing ad-

2 ministrative and regulatory procedures provided by law and

3 in any action maintained under the Act, the wort may

4 remand the parties to such procedures: Provided, That noth-

5 ing in this section shall be deemed to prevent the granting of
1

6 interim equitable relief where required and so long as, is

7 necessary to protect the rights recognised herein: Provided

6 further, That any person entitled to maintain an.action under

9 this Act may intervene se a party in, all each procedure::

Provided further, That nothing herein.,shaille deemed ti

11 prevent the maintenanoe of an action, ai provided in this'

Adt; to protect the rights recognised herein, where existini

12 administrative and regulatory procedures are: found by the

14 court to be inadequate, for the protection -of.:snoh righti:

15- Provided further;, That, at the initiation ,of any person ak

titled to maintain ail action under the Aotottehrpietedf urei

shall be revieWable in a court Of competent' jurisdiction it;

the extent necessary to lwoteet the rights recognised herehi:

19 And provided further, That fit any such, judiiial, reView the

2° court shall be bound by the provisionii, standards, and Pro-

21 **dares of seetionc3, 4'; and 5 ef this ..Acti an& may order

22' that additional eVidenbe be taken with resPectto theenviron,

23 mental issues involved. ,z T hi 1+"1

t".. ,} ' at; it ;;f1

'
f C4 t ;'111 'Itt

t ¶ i ,w.,1)(;1111,
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1

[MICHIGAN NOUSE op REPRES6NTATIViS)

P

HOUSE BILL No. 3055

April 1, 1969, Introduced by Asp. Thomas J. Anderson

and referred to the Committee on Conservation and.

ReCreation. '

,

:A bill .to provide for actions for declaratory and

equitable relief:for protection of the air, water and

other natural resources of the state; to prescribe

the..duties.of: the attorney.geeeral, political subdiVitions

of the state; and to provide for

judicial proceedings relative thereto.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF MICHIGAN ENACT:

1 Sec. I, .This.act shall'beicnoWn:and 'may:be

2 cited as the"hatural. resource Conservation and environ-
74:

3 mental:protection act.cf. ;

4 The,atorney general; a citY,
:

:5 or township cir a citizen of the state may maintain an

2480 !.68
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417

1 action for declaratory, and equitable relief in the name of
,

2 the state against any person, including a governmental instru-

3 mentality'or agency, for the protection of the air, water and

4 other natural resources of the state from pollution, impair-

5

6

7

ment or destructieh, or for"proteCtloirof the 'Oublic.truit

in the natui.al ré urcs of'theritaie;

Sec. 3 (1) When the plaintiff in theiactionAas

8 made a-prima facie showing that the.conduct of the defendant

9 has, or is reasonably likely to pollute, Impair.or destroy

10 the air, water or other, natural resOurces or the public

11 trust of ihe'state,.ehe defendini.hai7thtbUecien-Of eitab-

12 lishing that there is no' fiailbliihepeUdent'elternatiVe-

13 and that the conduct, program Or prodUCtet7lssUe-la con--

14 sistent with-ahd:reasOAabii,eeqUlied fOr:proMotioO'OUtheH

15 public health, SafetY aildWilfiee in-light ii4-the:atite'S:-

16 paramountconcern for theprOtietlOn:Orits',natural resOUrCes

17 from pollution, Impakrineet

18 (2), Thi cauil niaTippoint a iistèror refeeeei who

19 shall 'be a disinterested periee'ihdrtechn1COliAuallf14(4,:

20 to take ust1mony and make a eeport to-the'COure'lli't1W f.

21 action.'-,The costs thereof, may,be 40Orijoned to:the

22 parties if the inieresii *Of justICe'requlie.
'

23 Sec. 4... (1) The Court may grant temporary andlier

1

24 manent equitable relief,: or Ailey Impose: conditions on the
. I

2480 '69 -
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3 H. 3055'

.i defendant that are requi red,. tk protect tha, publ irc trUst ,

1 2 or air,, water And:. otner. ;natural: resources of ..tha state

3 from, poi luti on ,,impal rment, or destruction.i.

4.... adminiatrat ng, or, othar pick
Y

5 proceed ings are requ i red, or eve abi e to,datrmi ne the

6 legal ty. of the defendan4 cOnducX Program Pr, produc t

7 the coUrt ; may remi t; :the, ,psrt les, to,such, proceed! ngs. In -

8., sot rem ittl ng the; ,cou rt., may grrc .cerpo,rery,:,,q9iisfioe, .

9 ye I ief, where, appropri ate, tk. preyents, irreparebla-InJury

10 to the:: natural,resourcea or public., trust of the( state.

In , So., remi t Ong, the, court, shell re till jurisd I c tioh the

.
12 . action . pending complet ion, thereof, ,-, for.the,:.:,pirrpgsaAu,, f

13 determi n,i pg.; whether adequate; cono.ctera.9 on., has; ,beeh LE fr

14 g i yen, to the:, protection ofithe,-, publ.J.; 't.rus.trAnd,....the

15:.,ai,r,,water or:, other, 9a,;yral.. relourcels of cAle state. from

16 pol ution., mpa I rment; or destruct jon,,;:.: and;

17 wile Pie agePcY1 S decisIon ri s oporked.i ,w;;;, f

18 prepOderaPce of the Vi.igenc!I OPP^ the1,09.te,,FOOrft!.i tj
19 suCly consideration haa; 6,4;44 #ee. 9., adequate

.cour sile 1.! adjy,Oca.te, Ole !go00.7,9n4.0* POP

21 trust: andal r,, ,water snC nstural.;; retourCea)Ofthe.,1-fil.',.,L,

22 :statel,Ini,1 cc9rdance,!#1,th the.1preced j clops ofi

23 th 1 s act , or where; 'as., tOi anVii,such; admi n is crgiv q

censingi Or, ,Ociler ifiroc'ePd!ngS.) ci!lose0eif..
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thereof is available, the parties shal I be remitted to the

ProCesses of such 'review' as augmentect by SeCtion. 5, and

upon the vesting of jurisdiction in eny other COUrt Of the

state, the '. eOurt."-maY'ditmiss- the aet ion- brought hereunder

5 without prejudice tO the parties. ,

6 See. 5. (1) in-luch administrative, liceiisingor

7 other proceeding and in e judicfal reVieW' thereof made'.

8 avai lable by law, the attorneY gehOral a 'City l lige ;:

9 or jai/ash ip; or is citizen- Of the itate'leiy InterVene' es

10 a party on the f l Pleading' asserting

11 that- the proceeding or ection for jUdIcial reVieW I nvOlves

12 conduct; programs Or products which:May the effett

13 of imp-4'i ring; pol luting or destroying the publ IC trust 1.

14 or 'air, ,- Water- or other natural resOuries- of the' state.

IS (2)--- in' any siach .'idMi ni strat I ve';'' lleens I ng. or other =

16 proceed i ng, the- agencShal cans Wee the: al I eged iMOai

17 ment, POl lUtiOn' or ,destruction'Of thiiiubl ie. iruit'

18 ai r, Water'Or' other natural' resdurtei Of the'' State and

19 no conduct; .prOgram'or prOduct Sit-01'4e' aUthorIzed or

20 approrad wh !Ch. does.,- Or IS' reasonablVf.likelY tO have such

21 effect so long as there s fella and' iiitidehe al ter-

22 na t i Ve cOni i sten t wi th' the-reaiOnableieqUi rementi ' of the

23 publ IC heel and-fWe I fare:. :'

24 (3)- In in' ectiOh- fOr lud i el revièwofiny proCeeding

2480 '69
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5 H. 3055

1 described in subsection (2), the court, in addition to any

2 other 'duties imposed upon it by lawrshall`grant review of

3 claims that the conduct, program or product under review

4

5

6

7

has, or is reasonably likely to impair, pollute or destroy

the public .trust or the air, water or.other natural' :

fesourcei of the state, ,and In granting:.-suCh reView 'it:

shall fol low the :itandards.,and. proceedings.: Set:lerth;

8 in this act in addition to:the review autharized by Act;:,

9 No: 197 of the Public Acts of 1952, as amended,. being

10 sect iciins 24.101 to 24.110 of the Compiled Laws of1948.

Seci 6. In an action where a plaintiff or inter-

12 venor seeking judicial adjudication as.provided by this ,

13 act has failed to intervene in iny administrative', liceri-

14 sing or other such proceedings, the Court may mit t,suih,:.

.15 plaintiff or Intervenor to such proceeding for amplifi-

16 cation of the record therein, and mey order',the granting

17. . Of.-sintervention..and,.the granting .of...review,...therele:ae:

provided'Ansection 5.Rowever Where InterVentit''

19 was,.avai I able in. Sikh, *mini :trot iVe,,11 1Cene

29 other p:roceedings, ind:where the-plaintiff ort)intervenor';

judicial adjudication

221, inexcusably.; refused lntervenIon z,therein the .,court
-", ;;.'

MaY-diamlis the actiUn.iiith:PrejUifiCe:ta'ihe.eleiriti,ff''''.'.'
; .;. ' . ; "i2.;;; "!'.

or intervenor..,...:-...;. ,411;q:

; ; ,1 7` ; 4:Cp,:';1;:! r; ;',1;;) :I !it';

2480 '69
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APPENDIX 4.-,,-,Tkoolizsg .1fRAlts A* IDEA; WEICsa Tap
HAS COMEAND GONE," BY FRANK M. POTTER, JR..1 EXECUTIVE'
DittEcTon..ENVIRimatENTAL-, CLEASINGHOTTSEINC141 iVASHiNGTON9,
D.C. "

L' Inman:orlon AND sunkzaz

Knowledgeable_ then.; today aPpear to be in,general Agreement, that mankind'
faces a neW`dintenston Of enrironihentil 'Cridesthat, hOwever"distint' the pros,.
pect mat appear,- we krie developed the poWer to so degrade the environment
in- whichwe live Ind Amon. which we depend that:the gualitar of enrlivespOa7
siblY our existence itself-41at halard.: ;

The reasons nnderlying these crises are..vabied,,, but 0133, ,I.ibenki0 !PVC nom i
common sOurce: Our ability tO ininiPulatet.thePhylical *Odd has programed
faster and farther than have the social institntions 'end protective mechanisms
which might act as? antrols Over that ability., In ; the.: midst of the' technOlogical
revoldtion, individuals become 'demi:waltzed and ineffective private. enterprise
has nO. mOtivationteitamper. With .the ; goose .thatjays the sown egg,.,-*nd Abe
Government I. inademiately stimulated tO1 take*: feraftil' atepn..te.rmaolve 'the

'preblemi are.' not entirely the legacie, of 41sikient ;DOW
institutions : A certain aniount of ealogical perturbation, le inevitable and -la
indeed, important to the stirvival of CivilizetIonaewe know; it. Nonethelemm; while
the eCOlegy of the earth,11 tinder Conlidersibli Arai ne a -*Snit Of Man's Idiot*
and will continue to be so, the lack of .ability to devise better CorroCtIve iocial
restraints .tiPOri.,AnniPenVitechnOlegYh.itOpears to -:-Wtha:decisive totoe
environmental crises that Confront us.. ., . . .2 , ,
.Not untilme areable taatepitnr enetillth,aWay te,..ebetheie.:11191Cand the

tntions in the same context; will re he in a, poiltion to diastase the.problems ithd
begin 'to:prescribe. remedies...Such a Comprehealve ',review ,ntay;.it Is.hoPed, alp
gestiMays tiiirhiChWe MAY Male thinelnitititiOni,ntereiesponetre tO the needs
of man and the laWs of nature. . "

CurrentenvironMental. problems ivory -in effect and force; ,buttasyArenothing
if not pervaiive: Editing at all-levels of lociety,gromi local te international:They
evidence .the 110.k.00411,-aderialt*Anfor**OnlbOatilAe09110,0 1.1.1,0.theffeCthal
technicittea toe.: technologiarevaluition .-.and:,resttaint;, rapid 'rates,,Of, phYdcal
change conipotinded bY a critically. slew social.reaction time, all further. Magnitled
by a surprisinglack4A eonseioninn thaenvironnientai,woonstsivereiny Wish

Pollution; Whickwe mayAellnefaa_Ansing.a:rmenuckhs mickt,..,was aato ---
make it ;less desirable for other*: uses, is inevitable,. only !until .We can. develop
adequate , tools, for. dealing, With it..-The. Government- will neVer do. the:job .by:
itself. The c.key peobleiii;=, if al* '4if, .111, -*ail lev,lin:ilithei
putting _stronger, .weapona; inbo ; the., handt,s of.:: the, publichelPing.: it to.: Precipi-
tate.the-neCesaary *doting through JuciuI And. othet.ehannein. .ThaM,Progam
would:he greatly facilitated' if , we were: able_to require thole, whe intend 'to:
make, nee, of cOmmoti,:.reZonrces.' tadiaclae[theiri,intentions; and; theAlpeeted:
cOnsetstenCeat`,theieactiena,',fei.,enonglehintWance .tnitiloW, licA 4Jy in-
terested Pardee:. tO.,COnsider POasible unanticipated .Coneequencei and if : necia4
sary ta foree*.qiuhlip(tevieW.Aawhichtlse.ringe armada'', Costa And. benzlIM :

might ;he eiplored lmpsrtlally Alia, the burden of ,shotving theintied:foeketiOn ,

ShmOdr 1),,:figligteft tfrern;,tkke to Alio* -to knitkeiEse iref, -.Public -77
resoireek... 5..:'!

entreat Ptiblie:', concern': with .en*Irenmental .issues shows . no, signs*:of.
ink. assisted .by new: waye of funding environmental., :protection: rpro!..

grsms; Must Provide . the 'tiltinilite impetue for any npturn in ' what, hen been
a rapidly., deeliningauality. of :life for all , men.

. , .,
Copyright, DM, wok, M. Pottor, Jr..... . , .

to--;:,3 _toe
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:Pollution is becoming :. increasingly: international', inv,seope., Here:tie Innis
will be:lees :easily resolved, .chietly,because of the labk ,effed14 nonviolent
sanctions. The beet, available tool .for;counteraCting global 'enairotinental,:Prob-
lems "may Ile only, in effectively mobiliting world:public:opinion.
; Current proposils: for treatleA ,:for-. the use of the ; oceans',' Ant the: 'oCean

floors. provide 'a , useful . exercise in developing' :imaginative 'steps protect
a ..vital part of the ecology of the :earth. The , 'best' hOpe for Workable tie-
viee for this purpose might -lie in '; the ;creation :of , an organisation.to men*
as an' ombudsman for the seits..! . , :;

: : , IL THEIIEBTETETIONIF--HOW' DE WE 'GET WETEE WE MEV'.
10,

.1160:""Vi,WO, .!1
No 'rational pen,* coniciously.: acts to degradothe 'quality; of :his 'ownll Nei:, He

May do so through inattention, neglect, or general hopelemmessaintlOr Mae
extent:most of us ; do-hut rarely if vier ; does 'in; ifidividuil set out; ddliberately
to., foul; his :own: nest,-It.; is. .difficult; to,' find er ',current (newipaperi WithOnt:, at :

least onei story on environmental' Problems ;' indipeople who read' these itories
react to: them., This eeaction May take the' form' Of amulement IRO* Oftetiolud
with' Ancretaing frequency; the reaction is eYmpathetiel Environmental', ton=
cernsiare -no longer:- the ; private r 'preserve.; of - the- birdwatchersli: the ;tante bell
tolls:for Os, all. t:tr ;! .","1

. In !.1960: the.' ffitionalt, Wildlife Federation comniissioned'. two' polls', On Amer=
. lean environmental., attitudes: -.The .; polling. organisations teaehed:nimilit con;
clueions ; :most; PeoPle.- are actively t; Concerned about 'envirOmnental; Problems;
and would prefer that their taxes be %devoted.: to a greater proportion of 1he
coats . of solving: these problems thaw is' now.- the case. The level of 'concern
lines with ineome; and' varies' inverseir With age. ,,!;' if i!,

.:Over.:151) ,percent ;-of, those ,intervieived felt that. !the i:Govermientitlila
voting ininficient :attentiOn to; environmental. problem* 'find ; win ;ProvidlUClui
suffielent 'financial siqMort tower& their reeointionl,Over 80 percentfelfperaonal
concern, and 'moat of VINO Weiedeepir 'A': 1

-,WhaUthen Vei

Apathy 1" is. the most, cOmMon ',explanation; butAhe survey, iipPear to) vtde
this outiThei'menit; signifiCantInhibitor ',Or.letiOniMaYlmither bethrit*e ire
too easiir convinced Of our civin :PolitiCal: impotence: Thelnrger
ing, ,thentore difficult it'll; for any Iperson ,iniPact,npon
group:denbilons: . thel other?. hind, ithen..arouseklitopol caw like ',ant have
taken effective action.

A, coalition of &liens joined !View in 1900 torequire 'a ;reluctant U.S.. :Gov!
ernment,to quadruple the Comm 'of funds tO be usedfor wake watii,tketuoni
facilitlea,Therdidli by infOrmlit their releetedirePreieatititi thitrhit. WES a
matter 'Ore speciffe,!'perionii; :Ind- Urgent ,,prioritr thew, 6tiitheisT listened
and ,

The lack of adequate information Skala, a powerful fletor; but thia too can hi .

erereetee' MAW there te"elreeet liellerebtmdante
destruetiOn;,Xlit by: n011eintildi"of IC6E:the UnilliOntioffetnetiOnar dittotiringe

,1"'_fewt _iiieionnethave'elkinied:1161
sPeCtible'llid; reiPentid"lcientinti Ind 'Chinni* ifer. Plehitie*the Cjidgebilifd
are IMPreaillOnn With theni

strew itit'detnitnined ireinp Of eilbienthaidet UgettO
OPPoiii.tbeltrirtet:AtillAtIli: the United Statese fighting Phial to 'ainiititiCe*
major hYdronlettile Plant maw ow nalti.'or Mit opp the

tamitolfditatiliktilbo;' 'the
Share *Ott; iandAhefINffeltil ;IPA* 00611611ifoiV *bleb 'intik!
whetherlor riOt110',Olint rhealtliel built, still has 'not' decided the case The
*rota looie 3116,10 the titiseet'idefinted 4irlireeinetiare joie.-the Net that
thteliore-otate;* piOPOioivaltotinitOof to tthe :OtOjiietriopisortettlC Wiiiith

Onglootiiitit &WV 163kgrit thit Ito* TO*WiliklotilltO*0
problems could be met by less damaging methods.. Aithough_Conaolidatedtffiffisori

, her not!' Yet 'given Mitt litiojeet;lt 'bah idop' iItnm tivee iany
soilditleatiff agencyrniateberi! tiOnniderltvufillhely chiiltheligint*tatkwe bebat *4i*.111.1 I i+G?, 'e!;t:i9,;(itt-fr.t.4 4 I it!.,411,/31%

'.'Another Mare philesophlea ismie Moot be fekoiddeteit
vidually avereonfrOnteewith atiblikt Optieri ave Nary
weir; ter; !a fohortfperlod or Ido >eat', back 'econoiniciirOWttelt Efirarol, longi
term burvival for the species? With or without volition, we appear i:tIiIilive
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adopted.the former course, of. action, .and it is by no means clear that we wonld
act . much differentlr if the choice were .cleerer. Apres mob, le deluge". is a
life-style Confined n neither . to France ,.nor to the 18th century..: Pfll conflict
permeates the environmental:issues of the day, at all lela of each :institution.

As individuals, we tend to be soinewhat ambivalent about.the importance of
an environmental conscience. In some respects, many people fail to observe even
a minimal degree of environmental good.manners. For.example, a shift in public
attitude, would produce an instant halt to the littering of our highways,but no
such shift is visible. With very little effort, we could-easily educate our children
in the importance of environmental responsibility ; yet if anything our children
seem to be taking the. lead In educating us. &national enviromnental . teach-in
is Mumbled . for April 1970 in schools and Colleges across the' countryv and
there ue signs that problems of pollution are occupying a 'rapidly increasing
portioaof the attention-of young people. A more.ancouraging sign could scarcely

It is important to distinaubh between. the attions and ettitudes of individuals
and those. of the groups into which they formthemselves :to consideX environ-
mental problems.. The biggeskproblems faced breitisens" groups xelfioln Involve
a lack ot -motivation ;Aber are typically! financial.- It, is rarely to anyone's. *co-'
nomic interesta to. oppose a polluter ; this :means that the concerned eitisens
must themselves assume these.. costes.. although the- financial burdens :involved
in speaking out against a powerful and well-financed industry or government
agency may.be substantial.. Although these are not usually-publicised it is known
that the costs of carrying on a major controveray n may. exceed $600,000.
cannot. reasonably expect any group to bear n such: a burden,.:nor should we . as
long as .that group is acting to protect assets that are common and valuable to
all. At the same time, of; course,, we have a . legitimate interest in.-'seeing that
public subsidies will be employed .only in valid and meritorious cases...'

It might also be noted that citizens may not, always organise.. themselves to
Protect: an- environecantel :system. One,group . may be Interestet.only L.in visual
pollution,- *hilt another ..is interested. in noise; and it is. an unfortunate factof .
life that. the normal resolutiowof a. pollution. probleMis.to 'push. it into another. .
area which may not be so vigorously' defended.:nThe public concernwith power. .
generation facilities producing air pollution in the form of coal duet, droPlets,
and increased. sulfur ',dioxide.- emissions, has played.- a.. significant: tole :in the
encouragement, ot- nuclear plantaiy which . involve none . of these problems .. bat
which may.', have their: own, problems In terms of radioactive and thermal pollu-
tion of . cooling wateL .What we need, is .groups, with a total environmental
concern. .

B. Priest, istafitatioal '". . '
. Private busineles euffer to an eXtent Irian the Mune lick ni infOentatioe.that.

Pligtiee Individual eitizezia Ablike, those. citizens, .Privateneetipenies can tinsel-
ly 'affoid expert 'advice; bid for a number of reasons that adviceja not; alweys

The or ire dellberiteli
10d. to.throse .facteis. Which -are; cOnsidered to be lof immediate iMportance,.pein-.
cinally economic: The hidden social costs of erganisett ictirity7what the ;scan-,
Waists .terni exteinslitleaT-tend to . bey thenst out of n the Alecision Matrix.: :These
casts 'still exist, however: rand must.be borne brew:tetras. a whole:if-net-by. the
agencr which; creates them. A classic exaniple would he,' ..,paln proCeesing.plant
which einits .fyMes, of hydrogen imlfide,catuing Wrinkled: loses. Ind!peeling paint
for -Mike downWind.'-. The .. resulting, intlenvOldeltCeinVoillble, A/0th ACOstiii and
certithi.inereami in maintenance costs have, nottraditionallY:been .impolettuPon
the . agency Which Created them, Initead that_ have been imposed; woo satiety
geneeslitc regaidless .of.:ths capability; OX willingness otindlvidnal members to
bear Meld. And.Of Courtie:es3panettHardiwhia.cleailyi.ihOwn,:thenshorbterm
interests or the. efitrepreneue May, be Airectlyi Missed _to the lonytermintereste
of locietr generally (0.. .lia sin; !me; Trage47.0: the 4.3olunioas,13.03elenee (Dee..
.10,1908)),.. - !..-.1;..?. t '"`!;,''

Thli systeat ta. net! leberentir `10:11, ;40 Are
at di*OpOse,cit :thi.PubliC. Indeed, some.privit* cowpoke, have askew:sign*
eta 'Mega to Iiinit the disadvantageous social- consequenceene their operations
at . considerable -, internal Lcost,;, quite beyond what they were required to :assume
by*.' laW;;'Unfortunately,; a volunteer approach to reducingenvironmentalJprob,
le= doe:, not appearte be adequate .to, a. rational,: long-term approach to reedy-
441,000..!: -re. !i nt',0:17

3 4.5
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. The forces ot.competltion tent to minimise such voluMary efforts: 'Pew Men
or companies, however publlesplrited they may be,. are preyarect to expend
larffe suds apon the internalisation of Indirect coats Nor can they .do -no with-
out incurring the .wnth of .stockholdere even further. removed from the environ-
mental affronts which they. have Indirectly created. ,;,' t --;

Tbe mechanisms . for , balancing social: costs against ecelloesic -Values" Mat be
found outside the private institutions themselves,. and .they Are t Thlo is a. meter
function of government. It Is important to note:that- thelaiseentaire philosophy
which at One time, char:stain& the attitude ot American 'Government -. award
st knot American tutelary is. inappropriate to -tbs. problems !which' both con-
front today. :It is also apperent that on: environmental' henna ;the Government
Ia noir to expand,- lts control-oriented . program.' Public attention- hae already
been focused weds. and water. pollution as appropriate-areas torconeentration
of , effort.. There are other i MSS' in which Governmental -.action- musr be antic!.
pated .among them noise, epolld waste; disposal, and the .hyproducts of energy
transfer are mentioned with increasing

Governmental overview, if. . Impartially ; and reasonably insposed,t-. need - not-be
hostile to the private sector p it :may :even be' in' lts .sbort-; -; well 'as; long-term.
interests.; The National Association: of Manufacturer.. has came= been: known
as. a .hotbed of social- activists, end yet members ot mat opetating committees
have' endorsed proposals . for,. 'strong -Federal! body: overload!'" envirOnmental
issues Sadnesses's, have to breathe, too, end Isar prepared.:ta aceondaodate
themselves to the, ecological, honerativei ee lout as *dr teems 'are' aUbJEC to
the same - . ,;-;

We cannot assume that this .increneed governMental OoncerS-Will take:place
without some , economic disruption, -Marginal producers will 'feel 'the pinch
most strongly, and , some may., not , survive, Nevertheless; t. the lennortant cow
Niteroi:Matto be borne-in- mind -is that tbe rules muds be , enforced ,thirly 'and
impartially upon all parties. :, ,:
.,,,Polluting industries have mod oten ;resided Owe. ore tiv'eteat epthele Mere=
dons by claiming that the measterespeoposed are unduly, prohibitive Or; condscev
tory. Their chief means of,, resistance ; has usually-involved threats: to? 'Ferny
their stakes and move to:a mere permissin climate. It Ii believed that'sthislast,
neon has bees adopted Infrequently, WM all, and that it Is coly. likely ta Wear
where a- producer has found:himself-impossibly squealed between falling prOffte
and rising nets. It hes also been allegetthat theme *mew marginal: :producers
whom the next: strong- wind -will blow :am in, anY'llule, lea
economic &image ever ooenre.,-,-,.- - -, , ,

In . concluding, the ;diecussion on :private inetltutlorik! ';'might 1-be 'medal ,:ta
stress the, distinction between ; those -whirl oda to: make a ;profit and those
which do -not.. The nonprofft . groups,- smaller in ulna; ffnandeigit!and tinflience,
have, only. reeently 'begun to interest -themselvee.--in endrOnneentat bleuen'The
interest of the . private foundations ia these topics niar'. recently.' have :been
dhedniebed, by.-changes in the tax law,' which- seem'to discourage the hinds -of
intervention : which may- have :political implications --If '.thls turns out- --to be
lasting, the cause Of : environmental protectioniWIll have receive& a Minn set-
back in the Seeded States 7 A., '

theisfi.go«toloi -r* '"'* .""
.,Govertmeiti appear lolii,:nereigienii*a tos i the' . arrhonniatil ,:PrOblem. -Of,

today,: and, seem even lees likely .ta ha adequate to those Of: tomorrow. major
pert thlt appears to , be deal° Abe feet: that, the ',peco of teehnological change-
hal, so act:dented that" garernMenti, al arenentlY oriented,. dud themeelvto un-,
ablate, "ANSI() :Mew; Noble* and to ;nem*, :the: type of control; for which
they Were originallyOonstitnted :,. , , o -

,-?

Althaigh the'grobleals Off die anentin breach are. ementlallY simffarthiongh=.
out the s hiereichy,: It in'imiertint.lo. hairtn,inhiEthit., tha et gonnment
wOrkeithei lunipenbilieencricyarthei, to trembled; dent OnlY" it, ain bear;
which( if it ellen Stiff), la fiint,kideed.flIgtierlieelearliameninent,althOngh
Onintiabli .inOre meanest* ta breed lodit Seidel, generally; Sid liiiiisthMeak so;
circumscribed by -businamseessual Ascii:boo further . dou the' liele3hal their'
theoiettedlt available SOW WO* Alb04:040 thClabrtia of ,1110,

naMhblery:Thle phenomenon I. .4, Oa :i4e0i*tsecullat,to: ORO_ .1110s,

althingh thaw lend ta' be someWhit more acute. beau.* ,ed'.: .",111fh"`. Klieg:
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involved and -homage the new, issues AO not. -fit ;easily! into existIng: name of
bureaucratic stimulus andircaponsai

:In practically every.' agency- of government; It alniost, eteryleteh there develosi
straw...ant seemingly ;almost irresistible pressOrew tOJ naintaiti the: statue rettox
Aa one progressei from local to,"!national!bUreaucraey; itnertlivrepidly: In-
creases. A . readout examPle:: Very: early; in the :12501i tbe,alsenhosiet adminfitia,
tionl doted. a ittonr.peeferesicelorl Private power. deVeloOMenteeaglinst publie
powere but itwas not until :the:Kennedy administratiob, tookfolleell 'years latet:
that the ,d1rectiOni of the ,.:Goternment Ind . changedletongif fort it to beettie: in
effective aupportet of. privite power. !NorcouldithelleutOcrittreverse the-trend::

Thete ate abet., powerful persOnal itfluencee.: that effect the '..etteet;eivil:ier$.
antinfluences.i thatiare,leivironmentallg'f.:hrearrent
prodnctive.;As ode .obeetvet bag Tut it, ".!fthethminiOunCobjertiteottheliermei
neat tureanclacY:,11- jermanenm.nAThietontributer directli,totheleititutiMill
resistance to dense . alreadt:.:noted..i,PAgenCy.J. 'eleploYeerktemdk tel4 react tself=''
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pressure to externalize social costs. The budgetary restrictions placed upon the
head of a large operating Government agency are no less severe,than those upon
the directors of a large corporation, and the body to which they report is not
Much more aware of the importance of environmental factors than is the average
stockholder of American Telephone & Telegraph Corp. This analogy ought not
to be pressed, since it lies within our grasp to improve the ecological under-
standing of the Congress-within a realistic time-frame, and it will be .difficult
to do the same for the average citizen. .

Finally, the actions of Government agencies acquire considerable momentum,
which must be maintained if they are to continue to survive and gro.w (C.. N.
Parkinson, Parkinson's. Law, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1957). The Corps of Engineers,
pursues an aggresidve program in promoting its projects:. A major factor in this
System is the method of calculating the costs of these projects against the
projected benefits to be provided.' Cost/benefit calculations have, however, tended
to inflate the benefit side of the equation while downgrading costs. It is net that
the Corps wantrito dam every river and dredge every harbor.in America so much
as that an institutional myopia has crept in, Magnifying immediate objectives
and obecuring the relationship of those objectives .to the needs of society:

2. Legislative !wench
The' essentiai 'function of the legislative branch. of Government IX to formulate

and to review policy. In so doing, it operates under constitutiOnal or other social
reetraints, and it must of necessity paint with a broad brush. Tranidating basic
policy decisions into specific go ,and no-go decisions is .never an' easy task, and
la often compliCated by preasures within the executive 'branch to change the
policy decisions themselves. This can be done on a 'small scale and is done, .often
without significant risk since' legislative overisight is inclined .to be sporadic.

More importantly, policy is only as 'good 'as the information upon which it is
based, and this information tends to be' biased, conflicting, fragmentary, and/or
out of 'date. Turning to the 17.5. Congrelig.as a case .in point, consider, the ,effect
of the following factors upon the theoretical nonbias with which a policy.decision,
is supposed to be approached :

(1) The nature of the proposaLMost legislation enacted bythe Congresi is
first proposed by agencies in the executive' branch. (This, Incidentally, may not te
quite so common. today : The leglslative, proposals of the present administration
have beet' ertticized as somewhat . sporadic: Many' of the billa now before the
Congress, however, are holdovers,from earlier yeari, and the basic pattern seems
to have changed very little.) Support for these measures tenda .to be . channeled
well in advance of their considerationfacts are marshalled, charts are. pre-
pared; ail are witnesses. A frequent bYproduct of this process is that the Congress
'may focus on the wrong issues.

(2) The congressional committee etrueture.Committees of the. Congress,- and
especially their rankintmembers, are the principal focus of mach of ,the power
in Washingtom .This apparatus determines which bills shall be ,heard, whether
testimony in OpPoeition shall be considered, and if so, ho* it. Will be rebuttedArn-
less the issue is a.prominent one, under the.attention of the Drees and the public,
or unless a. Maverick Congressman digs.* his heels, those controlling: the com-
mittee have a. relatively .free hand. in developing, the:arguments for and, against
the bill; hence they control its future. . . . ,..

(3) The Mao Ofeongrefaional leaders.The environmental' crisis is a. relatively
new phenoinenon,' and the young' are, .11 general,' more concerned with the..preb-
lems than are their elders. Thisis as true' in the CongresSailt is.elseWhere, and
the 'resnit is that many of,the'Older Memberi,;who.exercise, greater cOntrol over
legislative 'station' than do their *Inger ,colleagnea, are visibly, leas inclined, to
Move vigorously to ineetthe neW challenge*. Exceptions to this generalliatIOn Can
easily be found; but its senerat truth'is not- seriOnsly queationed...The effect of
this Nisi toward inaction ought not to bedisdounted.. . .. ;..

, (4). The adequacy of the' testimony' itself.Assaining that.the; Meaeure; is .a
reasonable one, and that the controlling committee is intereeted. in .developing:the
true issues, the witnesses called' tO testifY:tay,nonetheless.not. be the beat avail-.
able. Witnesses on 'environmental Mena hate.tended to be the elder statesmen
established scientists 'and : profesatonals. whOse '.vieWs on new.:.,probleiut and oil
the need for new 'approaches hive, been colored by 'their own studiei Ind liew-
points, which may be -considerably. out ,of. date, A review. Of :nongoiernmental
scientific tsstimony 'Over the'paat,few. yeare shows several naines :whichlendlo
crop up again an& again these- individuals'. (Who: may be, spectacularly well
qualified in their areas of competence) .alay. PeenOenally edge PIO areas hi:which
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they are not so well qualified to speak, and often seem to respond to the unspoken
needs of some committee members to bereassured that "things are not all that
bad, and somehow technology will find a way." Although not every witness falls
into this category, it happens often enough to constitute a real problem. There
is a need to develop the base of scientific testimony available to the Congress
on environmental issues and to see that the younger men and women. (who in
some respects at least have a greeter stake in the future' than do their elders),
whose factual knowledge may be far more current,,shall also be heard.' .

(5) The context of the legislative 'decision.Another conflict,not at all 're-
stricted to environmental issues, faces the legislator who 'must decide whether to
favor the interests of his own constituency as opposed to those interests 'which
he may or may not perceive as national, Thus Congressmen and Senatort. from
the West are generally inclined to favor,leglslative proposals tO open public lands
for development (mining,' grazing, lumbering, Oil exploration; etc:), whereas the
interests of the entire 'country might seem to favOr retaining these :lands in a
less vigorously exploited conditiOn:' How to measUre the interests of local areas
against, those of society is a serious question ; 'this 'task .ntay ,beene of the' most
significant functions of Government.

The broad nature of the authority and responsibility of the legislature . may
prevent it from exercising effective control over theactiOns of the organisations
under' its theoretical. direction. Aspects of this problem have already, been
alluded to.' The policies that the legislators are called upon to define' are so broad
that they cannot possibly be spelled otit in detail; and yet it is in thosedetails that
the actions 'of Government become manifest, and where the shoe pinches, most
cruelly

The legislative mechanism May also be criticized for One factor whieh has been
instrumental in allowing the institution to survive: its slow reaction. time,..The
Congress is a highly 'conservative body--deliberate in adopting new. cOurses of
action, and sloWer to 'change theni onceadopted.- This is .a Souree ot Strength,
preventing todaY's fad front becoming toMorrow's straightjacket," but' it.is alma
real source of danger to the System. ScienCe and technology, have tzv,nsformed
the world. of the mid-twentieth century , into something that :wat,quite un-
imaginable 50 years ago. The' rate 'Of change it accelerating, and' it is a brave
man who, claims that he can predict the state' of the World' in the year 2000.
Shrill voices may decry technology and demind that, there 'be a' halt to new
technological development ;, they are' nd Mere likely tol be' heeded than, were 02
machinerpwrecking Luddites of 19th-century England.' Whether, they are' right

. or wrong is quite beside 'the point ; barring massive catastrophe, technology will
not be significantly:curbed and.tht rate .of technolOgical change will:almost cer-
tainly continue to accelerate. ' " .

New technology, creates new..social conventions, ,Whieh in turn affeetlegisla-
tive policy. Yet the mechaniins "for determining that policy .ire keyed; to tecli
nological considerations that May havibeen out Of date in 1789, and todecition-
making processet that have remained essentially Unchanged 'since the diys of
Roger Bacon: ClOnsider another -example': That of -missive 'Cliziatic 'change.
Scientitts tell us that urban. develoPMent 'and energY, transfers now have'. a 'sig-
nificant' effeet upon global weather patterns.' We hear on theone hand of' the
"greenhOuse effeet", which' tends' to Table atMolpheric temperature. .as :a tune-
tion of increased carbon dioxide prodOction, and on tht Other Of incretisedimOnnts
a pollution. inthe air, which tends teraise atMotnherietemPeriture bytecreu-
ing the amount of solar radiatiOn.'reachingthe,Earth't turface.: Sole icientists,
extrapolating 'present activities,- aPeenlate that it' wonld take.10 :years' tO. decide
'which is the:more. Powerful effect; and that bY.then large tcaleeliniatie changes.
.may be irreversible,' Tit% view Is bY no Means eOminonly. held, :but'it :fs,-;under
serious' consideration:by 'itien Whose reices' ought -te,be heard...They: have :not-
been'. heard by 'the' CM:greet; int If itheY 'were,.: they .wOild be, outnumbered 10
to. one by men' saying "we are:not Certain, redo 'not:knoW,and We shoulttake
no action, until We do." : .; : ..; ; ,

These probleme -are 'not the eXclielie ProVince of the ',COngreSs;r:theY aka
-those. of .the' scientific coninninitY; end theY. are ,onrs. at Welk, as hunians.with:'a
presumPtiveinterest insurvitral. Therein' ne Way, tnfOree these problenit ti the
front;:.conjoined7 at they:'are with at hiaterirally.. Validated precedent -.for ..cleing
nothingyet. " ; . '

Legislators tent te fOcris Upon institutions rather than upon indiridualeto
'see the needs ot the' larger. grotips,..whOse 'exiatenee depends' tion: traditienal
.t.honght 'Patterns' and legal' fiction. A !Water Pollyition . PrOblent it PerceiVed .as
that of :a mUnicipalitY, or an Oil: COMPany;, an air pollution'prOblent as that of a
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manufacturer. Yet it is individuals whose favor the legislator must seek if he
le to survive. This suggests in, turn that if individuals can organise themselve*
to be heard at an institution, concerned with environmental. survival, the legs-.
lators will respond. This has nOt yet happened generallyno significant environ-.
mental lobby has yet made its voice heard on the national level; if any exist:
elsewhere, their story has not properly been told.

3. Judicial .branch
The courts exist to see that the written ,and unwritten rules of sociey are

followedthat the policies formed by .the people and their eleeted .representa-
lives are observed. 'Within narrow limits, recognised and- indeed insisted .upon,
by society, the .courts have been successful in this function.

As a means of achieving rational decisions- on environmental issues, Us
courts are usually- ineffective.' Their influence could increase but this wool&
require a significant departure from the . usual legalistic appioach and wouldl
involve' the recognition of a .basic and inalienable human right to a livable en-.
vironment. Stich a decision appears, to, be only a remote' possibility. Without-.
this new 'constitutional. approach, the courts will almost certainly be -hamstrune
.by inadequate policies adopted by the legislature- and. by common, law :rights
which were defined .centuries before the current' environmental Problemn

Lawyers, are adept at POuring old wine into new bottles, and efforts are
underway , to push, the courts into' a- more enlightened attitude on environ-
mental questions hy torturing old principles .of law into new shapes,. designed
to meet the needs of the time. Principles.of sovereign trust,.of public an& private
nuisance, and of public rights hi private property are being dragged.out, duited
off and sent' into baffle, but may well be* expected to return "on their
bloody and bowed. In -time, the law conld adapt, but it is time that we lack.'.

The basic defects go deeper than theories' and tactics : "only in rare instances
can the courts make decisions With more 'than local 'force 'and effect. The'
court in southern Neiv York may properly hold that the; Federal Depart:nett
of Transportation' must observe certain procedures specified' by: statute that
may have escaped the. Department's notice, and that for this' reason ft.highway
shall not be built over the Hudson River. At the same timethe same DePartment
in apparent disregard -of 'the same procedures seenis to be traveling; doWn the
same path in 'favoring the construction of longer runways Into. the. Columbia
River. -Technically the decision .of the . New York court Is 'not' binding. 'in .

Oregon the Oregon '. courts are free to disagree with their eastern -brethren
and 'such- disagreements. are -in no-, way. nncoMmon.- A. 'means does' -exist for
resolving interjudicial disputes : the Supreme Court Of the 'United States. That
Court, however, is already 'operating under 'A .fearful load and can devote'
only a limited amount of, its energies, to .environmental .questions, 'however
imperative they may appear to be.
. The vourti 'also- lack an adequate information baee" upon which t0Make their.
decisions'. The common ' law system is', grounded upon -the 'adversary :system,
the theory .baing that each- side will ,present the most favorable' ease, &ad- that
the- court Will then resolve th.e dispute:off. the basis 'of -the evidence before it:
The environmental Problems arising today are highly,' cOmPlicated=4O different
from the' land disputes' and tOrt actions 'of Centuries:ago Thatthey hardly; bear
.comparison..In theory, eipert testimony ought to be availablo,to, both -sides' tO
aoPPort their cases:. in :practice, ..this simply does not :.Stork. Even 'if eaviron-
mentalists can :afford to hire, experts (and they!' often cannot) eXperte Maud
always ,be 'found.' It is' -a rare 'Oleetrical engineer who will, agree. to take'' the
witness -stand on. behalf Of Opponents to a 'powerplant or transmiesion
he. knows. well that other utilities may 'thereafter hestitate to contract with hi%
for services, in icircunistances' that- mai' he '-wh011y'unrelated'IO 'the .Preient
controversy: Conscientious men. do :exist antr someOne taa, foutd to'. testify',
but it is not easy ; cases beim been lost and 4111:--c0ntinne. to, be' lost 'for this
reason. Without that interplay of expert, iteithnont,' the. COart 'la'. at a,:majcat
disadvantage, and the decislonis likelY tOmffer. ' -

Even if experte can. be- !Mind . by, all pattlet;the Court'ilifOrMation'prOblenie
are not thereby solSed. Technical' questions: are'alresAy2.difilenit,,'Ancl-' they ;lie
growing more complex.' Judges spring from; different backgrounds,: but the law
operates upon the theory 'that their experience,- is essentially, irreleVant, to: the
issnes that theY.Mest decide ; historieallf,:ignorance has been.a, Ohne virtue; the
court aCting' as the lutalinla raii" .npon which. the .cues* of' the oPPOelnic Partteg
may be written.' Thli is a manifest abenidity, but it is the wey thelaW grew, and

. .
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It is a fact that lawyers with weak technical cases.prefer judges with little ,:ech-
laical competence..

Another weakness built into the judicial system from the environmental stand-
point is its tendency to delay decision. Combined judicial and administrative
delays have postponed the Storm King decision by 5 years and if the parties fight
down to the wire another 2- or 8-year delay is likely. This delay has in many
respects worked in favor of the conservation group, but this happy state of
affairs is not the rule. Citizens opposed to a particular propOsal or project are
usually forced to seek injunctive relief from the courts; they may and often do
find that this relief cannot be obtained without their posting a substantialbond,
which is quite beyond their means. The result is that while they work their way
through the courts, the opposition is busily "doing its thing"building or digging
ror chopping down, and bythe time that the court is ready to decide, the essential
-qiuestion has become moot. Injunctive relief is typically the only possible hope for
'environmentalists, since the alternative is a damage suit, and .it is a basic tenet
.of such organizations that money cannot replace what is threatened. .

, Constitutional revision has been proposed as a means of providing a clearer
:end more enforceable definition of our rights to an undegraded environment.
-.New York State has adopted such, a prograin, and 'similar. efforts have been
mounted on a national level. 'An environmental bill of rights would indeed be a
Valuable tool, but no such proposal has achance of even being seriously considered
without vastly increased pressure upon the Congress and uPon the legislatures
of the several States; there is no evidence that such pressure informing. Conse-
quently, at present such a step must be considered too remote to be seriously
considered. ,

D. The national and international nature of environmental problems
Much of this paper has been devoted to. American institutional and environ-

mental problems. Neither category is exclusively ours :England has had, and con-
tinues to have serious air pollution problems; the, Russian sturgeon is .virtually
extinct, and with it, a valuable national resource; Tokyo displays .almost every
conceivable environmental problem ; and the indiscriminate use of pesticides has
wreaked havoc in South American ecosystems.

Environmental problems are not peculiar to sPecific ideologies or geographical
locations, although these may play a role. At least in part, the problems arise
because of identifiable 'human failings and are encouraged by continued human
inadequacies.

Pollution is limited by neither internal nor external political boundaries: dirty
air and water pass from country to country with no restriction, and people down-
wind and downstream can only suffer, possibly comforted by knowing that their
bands are not likely to be rny cleaner, than those of their. neighbors.

The international community is rapidly .becoming .aware oi the nature
et the problems presented by environmental . degradation. .Swedeu has .taken
an important step, by proposing a, worldwide conference on the environment for
1972, under the auspices,,of the United Nations. The general question is one on
which many nations can agree, but our complacency .with .this happy state of
accord mtnt be tempered' by the .reidisation that agreement. is .usually easy to
reach in principle, until specific problems , arise. Everyone is. against .pollution;
but 'the ranks ot enthuslasts quickly thin unspecific problems arise and specific

rremedies are proposed.. . . . . , . .. .

As we have noted, man has. been' less than successful: in his dealings with
inVironmental problems on the local and national level. Internationally,' our
record is even worse; .nor do historiee-,of the international' fish and whaling
COMMisidons encourage a sanguine View of Prospects for the future. The United
Nations, in turn, has neither the constituency nOr the commitment to act as a
source of resolution for theforeseeable internationatenvironniental conflicts. It
was not created for thia purpose, and would .require extensive internal' ehange
if it were tO take then up seriously. - , :

As In thecase with national problems,..we are 'challenged to deVelop new.mays
to attack international -pollution., so dOingt we. mud . take -.account of. the,
deficiencies built into: the. system and, wherever possible,. should adept corrective
techniques to the situation as we find it, not as We would have it. '

B. Patterns of institutional.inadeqnmni .. .

The preceding reileavof social instititions reveals some basic patterns: Kok-.
lem areas :where 'difileultiei appear to.be concentrated Oncl.Mhere effOrt mar.
Profitably be devoted to provide.a.'more. enlightened . context.. tor environmental.
deelsions. . : :
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Perhaps the most important of these is the lack of adequate information at the
operating levelinformation about what is happening, what is at stake, and what
the alternatives may be. In some cases this information is not there because it hi
not availablebecause no one has yet asked the right. questions. In other
eases, and probably more frequently, the information Is. not available to the,
person who needs it when he needs it.

Another major area of,inadequacy might be described as that of the lack
of effective control systems: ways of determining that decisions once made are
carried out, and that the sand that creeps into the machinery is removedrwith
minimum of time and trouble.

The next problem area is probably the least controllable : the time scale within;
which we must respond to the environmental challenges is so compressed that
whatever information and control systems we can develop may Still be unable-
to operate effectively. The rate of technological change will probably remaifl
rapid, although it has been suggested that a leveling off is likely in some areaa
(J. Platt, "What We Mutt Do,' 166 Science 1115 (28 November 1969)). The ob-.
jective then becomes to develop sufficiently responsive systems to permit society
to react to new crisis before these have Required unstoppable momentuin.

Still another problem is that our trouble-sensing procedures are inaccurate
and inadequate. We do not seem to be able to react when problems are fore-
seen; we do not respond until they become massive -and therefore less easilY
managed. This in turn requires the exertion of far greater corrective,force than .
would be necessary if we had reacted sooner and more adequately.

It also points up the failings of the more or less simplistic solutions that we
often adopt es a means of correcting environmental problems; which are rarely
if ever simple in origin, and are not usually curable by the simple solutions pre-,.
sented to .and accepted by decisionmakers who are not professionals in theie
complex areas. The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, has con-
eerned itself strongly with the effects of carbon monoxide and sulfur dioxide
in discharging its statutory responsibilities under the Clean -Air Act. While it
has not entirely ignored the interacting and cumulative effects of themany other
pollutants that affect the quality of our air, it seeMs to have sPent considerably
less time and effort upon them, notwithstanding the fact that some may have a
subsantial effect upon our health and welfare. ,

A further problem is that we have never seriously set out to define what we
mean when we talk about an optimum or livable environment. True, we all tend
to make these judgments on a subjective, nonanalytical basis, and we focus on.
issues with which we may personally and emotionally be involved.' The tennis-
shoed little old lady may grieve for the redwoods or a threatened brook without
realizing that bigger and more serious problems may threaten much more hasie
valuesperhaps life itself.

Subjective judgments on these questions are unavoidable, and May not be
undesirable. But at the same time it would seem important to devote a .portioe
of our energies to an informed effort to define the public interest, and .to clarify
some of the conflicts that are inevitably involved. If, for example, we continue to
favor the internal combustion engine as an integral element of our transporta-;
tion system, what will this mean in terms of projected levels of air pollution,
climate, and human health? Should we not, in other words; 'develop a baseline,t
from which we may then judge the consequences' and :costs 'of proposed new,
courses of action? .

It we are in a position to relate the 'consequences of Certain behavior to al
better.defined concept of what we Want as an environment,,we can thee measure-
one against the other, and take rational positions for or 'against R given- pro--..
posal. If we first define the amount of permissible variationain salinity, heat,:
oxygen, and other factors effecting the quality 'of OM' rivers,'we can then judge
how many dams and poWerPlants those',.rivers -ban tolerate before they are
damaged or destroyed as resource& ,' ; ' .

As indicated at the outset; these Problem& may 'hi found in 'different forms at
each level of man's organized activity,lOcal, teglObal; TheY, tend tO increase ini
intensity as the area Of Concern' expands, and the larger grow* may and often .
do frustrate the wishes, of the smaller, groups. This question requires, separate:
treatment, but it is, important. We have traditionallyattempted' to cope with the.
phenomena' by setting'aiide areas of sanetnery 'to:protect the Smaller units' from'
the action of the larger,' and thiS May nOt:haVe been'a haPpy.choice. It might be
wiser 'to 'concentrate upon building an automaties review; prOcellure into the
decisionmaking apparatuk Of the "larger,groOps' With 'appropriate sanctions, to
ensure that' the 'interestsef 'their' Constituent Members 'are. licit' ignore& while
larger scale policy decisions are being thrashed out.
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m. saw sts&mairswmog DO WE GO FROM HERE ?

A. Local. and notional problems
The firgt and bailie corrective need is to construet a more authoritative and

responsive information-gathering network, and to develop methods of distributing.
that information at minimum cost to those who need it. This need affects all insti-
tutions, at all levels, and is only superficially eatisfied at present. How this should
be done and who should do it are important qUestions .. yet to be resolved ; strong
arguments can be made for keeping the apparatus out of governmental hands,
And the profit factor provides equally powerful reasons ter keeping it out of the
marketplace. ,

. Emphasis in developing .any such infOrmatiOn .network must: necessarily *be
placed upon the excellence of the servicedifferences of opinion are. no vice,
when responsible and adequately documented, and unanimity of opinion ought

. .

properly to be a source of some concern. . .

The traditional approach to the development of soelal cantrol eyetems has
involved the creation of administrative regulatory bodies, acting as expert
arbiters to protect the public interest. This approach has., been, specticularly
unsuccessful ; the,xegulators havA inevitably . become captive's of the industries
that they were established, to regulate..Whether consciOusly or not, the regulators
have adopted roles as promoters and protecters of .the theoretically 'regulated.
There is little hope that improved environmental protection will, result . from
the establishment of a new superregulatory environmentel agency..

Another method miggested for controlliag rimpant environmental degradation
involves the establishment of technical and technological Monitoring systemg,

. putting scientists in 'the position of active maintenance, control *and disiemina-
tion of environmental information and protective measures (B. Crowe, "The*,
Tragedy of the Commons Revisited," 166 Science 1105-1107 INovember 28,-1909).;
see also "Technology : Processes of Assessment and Choice" . (July 1969,,'Na-
tional Academy of Sciences), . and ,"A Study of TechnologY Assessnient" (July
1969, Committee on Public Engineering*, Policy, National Academy of Engineer-,
lug), both submitted to the House Committee on Science and Astronautics):
This effort is hardly more. likely to sucteed, requiring a degree of political
sensitivity and aggressiveness which is foreign and perhaps antithetical'. to the
scientific method,, and certainly inconsistent with . past history .and current
tradition. .

. .

The most adequate solution to the problem of devising:workable control mecha-
nisms appeare to lie in putting necessary information into the hands of the eon-.
cerned public, which has the 'most direct interest, and by giving it better tools
and ways of calling environmental misereants to account Weeannot prevent' the
bureaucrat or the entrepreneur from making decisions . which have ehort-term
advantages for him but long-term disadvantages fOr society; What We can- da is
to require him to make his decisions and reasons public, and .tO provide a forum
which can review those decitions with broad social interests in mind., : .

In effect, this would involve building into the decisioninaking structure of gov-
'ernment the ability and directive to coniider long-term and ecological. conse7
quences of activities within their areas of responsibility. This might be accom-,
plished by taking a number of specific steps : . ,

*1. Long-term effects *of programs and policies must be eituninedand detailed
as a matter of public record. - .

2.. Postmonitoring control systems must . be established to -determine whether
the environmental effects were those anticipated,. and :if net, . Why. not. : Here
agaiii the public should be given easy, access to the full record; and proeedures
should be established to, permit citisenitto put,the appropriate agencies On notice
that problems hive arisen requiring attention. , . ; ,

a. Executive agencies should berequired ail matter:Of iegalar procedure to
obtain the views of Other interested Statk. or local grating,. public 'and,
private, on questions related to their programS*Responsible issues raised .ehoUld
be answered on the record, *and if no. answer* is fOrtheciMing, or. If:the inswei is
unsatisfactory, procedures *Mkt be established to pennit jadicial revlewof

4.* Public.. agencies '.adoptini. olecific, Oriiiinis:-Ohona. nine to*
dOctiment whether Ind how these programs are best adapted-to the ComnrehenSive
needs of tha situation. Where reasonable alternatives . exlst these.. should . be
deacribed,* and .explanation. Should . be Wei as. to. why ;they:morel nOt adOpted:,.

5. Ea& agencY taking:action shOuld be :required as &matter. Of law. to Aultity,
Why any action.* all, was desirable. This'll; not so iiimple;mindedilsItiounds

. . . .
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the Corps of Engineers is hard pet to defend itself when asked to develop the
cost/benelit calculations of the virtues ot not building a dam. The assembling of
a group of technologists and/or engineers presupposes great pressure to do some-
thingthe option of not going forward at all is otten obscured or ignored.

This latter requirement suggests itself for nongovernmental areas of endeavor
as well. Highway builders, land developers, and others have a far easier job in
proving their cases than do their opponents, and are much better equipped to
deal with these problems. A heavy burden of proof is placed upon the people
presuming to speak for the public interest. To get into court they must show
that active harm will result, not balanced by the putative good to be achieved
through the proposed activity. The burden is misplacedthose who wish to uee
environmental assets should be required to show that the balance favors their
proposals.

We must also develop mechanisms for more rapid, extensive, and convenient
public review of major public and private agency decisions. This might best be
done through the creation of a Public Defender for the Environment, with
authority to review general governmental policies aid to pass upon specific prob-
lems which are considered to have significant environmental consequences. In
extraordinary cases, this defender might be given the authority to Issue tem-
porary ceam-and-desist orders as a means ot preventing the otherwise inevitable
destruction of important resources. Control procedures must, of course, be set
up to prevent such a defender from acting irresponsibly, or to force him to act in
proper cases.

We must encourage the public to participate more effectively in the making of
decisions with environmental implications, as to which it has no present meas-
urable impact. This means citisen action programs, keyed to the issues of
the day. Call them lobbies, pressure groups, or anything else ; they are important.
Their actions should be coordinated in such a way as to have a meaningful impact
upon the legislative bodies whose decisions affect us all.

We also need to develop new ways of fending eitisen organisations with
environmental objectives. Where they act to protect common assets, they should
be supported by the public treasury or by the organisations whose actions created
the problem in the first place.

The first method might be accomplithed by the enactment of a Federal statute
to the effect that any person or group winning or, perhaps, even instituting a
court case basedspon the violation of a Federal polluiton law should be entitled,
in the discretion of the trial court, to recover reasonable attorney's fees and
costs. It would be necessary to spell out in detail the nature of the cases in which
such relief would be appropriate, but the basic idea merits discussion.

In many ways it would appear more desirable to force the would-be polluter
himself to underwrite the costs of protecting the resources that he has threatene&
This could be done by requiring a public bond to be filed by agencies which pro-,
pose to take actions with potentially undesirable environmental consequences.
That bond would be subject to forfeit if an antipollution law were violated or if
unforeseen environmental consequences should occur, and the funds might be
applicable to legal fees or to cleaning up the resultant problems.

We should also step up our efforts to find more adequate technological solutions
to the problems which technology has itself created." The most effective and lent
harmful method that we were able to develop' to clean up the infamous Santa
Barbara oil spill involved the massive use of straw, men; and hand rakes
hardly a creative response. Transferring oil from Alaska's North Slope to world
markets . could create serious environmental problems: the use of gigantic ice-
breaking tankers risks the Arctic Ocean, and the rise of overland pipelines
threatens a tundra that has remained substantially unchanged for many, many
years. Both techniques menace a fragile ecology that might take centuries to
recover, when and if something unforeseen should happen.

It is almod inconceivable that more effective and less 'expensive 'techniques
could not be found to meet these and other environmental hazards of the time.
The civilization that could put men on the moon ought to be able to do better:
The solutions to these problems might be expensive, but the failure te find
answers will certainly cost us more.,

Some of the strategies described above have already been implemented in the
United States, others are under consideration, and some mar never have been
publicly advocate&

1968, several Congressmen formed au unofficial Ad Hoc Committee on 'the
Environment as a channel for communication on environmental issues between
the Congress and interested scientists and informed Miran. The committee now
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numbers 120, and is-in regular contact with 182 exPert advisers. Membership On
the committee is open 'to anY- interested legislator--fienator or Renresentative,
Republican or Democrat. This .step does not entirely satisfy the need for better
information, but it seems to bel a, long step in the right direction: The information
network available to members of that committee may soon be expanded to meet
State and local demands for better environmental information, and it ought also
to be useful to other groups with similar concerns. ".
_ Legislation has been conaidered in' the Congress which could go far .toward
arming citizens' organizations with better information on what 'Federal agencies
are doing and why they are doing it: The National .Env5ronmental Policy Act 'of
1909, sponsored by Senator Henry. Jackson and Representative .John Dingell;
contains language to this- effect, as does 'the airport Construction bill' recently
passed by the House. It remains to be seen, of course, to what extent the executive,
agencies will be miccessful in their inevitable efforts to weaken the impact Of
these measures. Their jobs will be made more difficult by the certain knowledge
that interested legislators will be watching them carefully.

These steps and the ones that remain to be taken are hopeful signs in an area
in which hopefulness la uncommon. If anything, these efforts should be acceler-
ated; we may :not be able to afford much more delay, and we should begin to
exercise what talents we have for imaginative and bold departures from patterna
of behavior that are no longer adequate to the needs of the time. .

B.. International prOblems
The factors that inhibit adequate response to local and national pollution

problems are even more effective in preventing international action,' and yet we
now realize that man* national environmental problems have supranational con-
sequences. Thus control procedures to keep global pollution to a tolerable
minimum assume critical importance.

Although attention has only recently been forcused: on international en-
vironmental problems, it is clear that this is: an important area for concern.
The proposed 1972 U.N. conference evidences- the acceptance of this concern,
but few specific suggestions have been made to create mechanisms to meet today's
problems, and those which are predictable in the near future..

The need for better information channels is as great here as it is on the
smaller scale.' If anything political corrective steps can be even more easily
blocked than are those acting at State and national levels,: and we have not
yet devised a workable system of sanctions, to minimize those problems which
all concede to exist. ; : ..

If it is true,. as argued above, that the interests of small groups are often'
at odds with those of the larger societies in which they, exist, how much more
true is this of separate nations, where antagonisms are more easily created and
sustained, and where common concerns may be deliberately obscured? Down-
wind and downstream nations from those applying persistent pesticides may
see their own problems clearly, but their apprehensions are likely . to be viewed
as quite unimportant to the nation creating the problen. That .nation may well,
consider righteously that its first interest must be to protect the health and'
food supply of its own citizens, and that the undesirable side effects are simply
someone else's, problem. Unfortunately, they may be. everyone else's problem.

The same conflict lies at the heart of many .of Ahe issues discussed earlier;
but its impact is Perhaps most clearly visible . in international issues. .The
strongest peaceful sanction that we have .been able , to devise to influence
international decisions appears.to be the force of public opinion. ;More attention
might profitably be devoted to the use of public disclosure 'esti. force to :pro-
duce more adequate decisions on international environmental :issues. A weak
reed it may be,' but it must serve .until we can .find a. stronger .sustitute.'

If we narrow our focus to a specific topic,, the ways in which such' pressures
might be brought ta bear become clearer. One such suggests itself immediately
as of current andaignificant interest : treaties for the use of the .seas..The sig-
nificance. of this problem area has. been perceived, clearly, by ,national interests
which see.the oceans, as a vast potential source. of food and, mineral resources
and thus as critical to their survival. .

We must page. over -without further , analysis the critical:As:ma of sanc-
tions as beyond. the; scope' of this paper :and as beyond the ability of the. dm-
cerned parties to :resolve at this time. We shall also assume,,, for. the. purpose
of argument, that it will 'eventually become possible to. develop-working. treaty
relationships, with the affected nations and that such a treaty will provide .. an
operating 'structure as Well as a polieymaking bodY.'. -. .,-
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What suggestions may be made to provide some assurance that the vast as-
sets of the ocean will be used for the common good, and not misused on behalf
of narrow segments of humanity? Proposals have been made to provide a focus-
for scientific impact at the policymaking level, these disciplines will of necessity
be represented at the operating levels as well. Thew proposals do not appear
to be entirely adequate to current needsthey are lacking in the control aspects
described above, and will be as inadequate to international issues as they are
on the smaller and presumably more easily managed national scale.

We need an ombudsman for the seas.
The functions of such an organization would be simple : To review and to com-

ment upon proposed actions by the operating arm of the treaty organization
and others, to consult with the policymaking arm on matters which are or which
ought to be under consideration, and to make recommendations to these and to all'
nations on ways to use, without misusing, the oceans.

This later point is particularly important, since the seas can be significantly
affected by the activities of nations which may not be treaty signatorieseven
by nations which are entirely landlocked. Inland rivers and estuaries play an
important role in the life cycles of fish and other species important to mtn ; these
in turn may be highly vulnerable to actions affecting airsheds or watersheds with
oceanic outlets. Few nations in the world remain entirely oblivious to the opin-
ions of others and the ability of the ombudsmen to focus worldwide attention
upon previously ignored problems could prove to be a highly valuable tool.

When and as sanctions are developed for the international treaty, considera-
tion should also be given to making sanctions available to the ombudsmen, under
adequate control procedures. The ombudsmen should not, however, be policemen ;
they will have enough problems without adding new ones. They should have and
maintair a close working relationship with whatever organization handles the
operations of the treaty organization.

The ombudsmen should have direct access to current oceanographic and eco-
logical information about the seas. Again it would be desirable to keep informa-
tional and experimental activities separated from their primary functions; it
would also be important to keep them separate from the conventional channels
of authority within the operating arm of the treaty organization.

History indicates that, in the seas as elsewhere, strong pressures will be
brought to bear by those seeking to exploit these resources. It will be
important to build into the treaty organization some form of countervailinV pres-
sures to insure that the long-term productivikv of the oceans is not endangered'
by man's effort to turn these assets to limited advantage. If we have learned
nothing else from the ecologists, we know now that we exist within a closed sys-
tem and that we must develop processes and procedures that will permit us to
recycle those resources that we must use. To this end, the ombudsmen can serve
us well.

For a number of reasons it would seem desirable to create a three- or five-
member organization of ombudsmen with staggered, rotating memberships.
They should have a semipermanent professional staff ; continuity is important,
but a constant access to fresh blood can provide a responsiveness to challenge.
that will be invaluable to the participating organizations and nations.

It may not be desirable to have a highly structured decisiomnaking apparatus
within the organization itself. No member should be given the power to veto the.
action of the group or of any other member ; indeed, if any member perceives a.
particular problem as important, and if his colleagues do not share his views, he
should be given latitude to study the problem and to report upon it to the appro..
priate bodies, supporting his report with whatever evidence is available.

The ombudsmen should be required to submit an annual report on their opera-
tions to the treaty organization, and copies of this report should be given wide,
distribution to member nations as well as to the United Nations. Dissenting
views should be made available in the same form. The incentive to review specific.
problems might come from within the organization itself, or it might come from
any member nations. If review is declined, the reasons for disapproval ought to .
be spelled out in detail.

Funding is critical. At one of the important functions of the treaty, the om-
budsmen should be assured of a regular budget, subject to no diminution because .
of the concerns of any member nation for tender subjects. Unless the organiza-
tion can be truly, independent and free of budgetary apprehensions, its work
must inevitably suffer.

Clearly the problems of protection of the global environment are not confined
to the use of its oceans. Treaties for the oceans are only a beginningbut therer
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is no good reason why this treaty should not be viewed as the first real step to-
ward more comprehensive and adequate environmental protection. Men require
a world that men can live in.

The oceans are important for a number of reasons. It has been shown that
they are not as productive as they were once thought to be, in terms of long-
term food sources for humanity. Nor can we develop the oceans as a safety valve
for man's tendency to fill up all available living space with himself or with his
waste products. We must instead concern ourselves with protecting a vital ele-
ment in the ecosystem of Spaceship Earth ; at the same time we may perhaps take
-a halting step toward developing techniques that may wove effective in other
areas as well.

Antarctica has so far withstood the territorial instincts of man in reasonably
good order. For this we cannot take much creditthere has been very little
pressure to exploit these resources. This region of the world may now prove
significant in other ways : Oceanographers claim that some of the best fishing
waters in the world are found off the coast of Antarctica, supported by the mas-
sive upwellings of nutrients resulting from convection currents created by the
warm and cold water masses in the area. The treaty organisation might well
begin its charter by mounting an intensive review of Antarctic ecology, to deter-
mine how this resource may provide a sustained value for man. The ombudsmen
.can play a significant role in thia endeavor.

In international relations today, we need techniques to disperse and not to in-
tensify international rivalries. The potentialities of a treaty, for the use of the

oceans, with built-in guarantees for their long-term protection, would appear to
be a matter of high priority.
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APPENDIX 5.COMMUNICATIONS FOR TIIE RECORD'

STATEMENT or THOMAS bf. MARTINEZ, CHAIRMAN, AND RICARDO J. Pain, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, CHICANO ENVIRONMENT Cornurrso, STIOIFORD UNIVERSITY, STANFORD,
CALIF.

It is fitting that the House Subcommittee on Conservation and Natural Re-
sources become sensitive to unintended and unanticipated consequences of the
problem; involved in any Government attempt to conserve, or restore this coun-
try's natural resources. One such consequence is intrinsic to the ideology of
conservation of energy, which is the normal guiding philosophy of our com-
petitive, economically oriented, and politically determined society. That is, it is
inaccurate to divorce the notion of pollution from its effects upon human beings.
Man is the greatest natural resource on earth. If any of earth's resources are
depressed, they are all depressed. In today's context, a great deal of attention is
aimed toward the problems of the physical environment, and it is about time.
At the same time this is going on, the same political leaders are attempting to
withdraw support, both public and economic, for developing the minority popula-
tion in this country. You would not be contributing to thehetterment of nature
if you suppressed your awareness of this fact, and attempt to at least point this
out to the many idealistsyoung and oldwho want to do something to improve
the country. We recognise that the purpose of the subcommittee is not to take on
matters that might be considered clearly within the jurisdiction of the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare. Nevertheless, anyone reading the report of
the subcommittee ought to recognise the inherent contradiction in elevating the
physical environment above the human environment. . .

The interrelationship between man and the environment is everywhere evident,
but not everywhere polluted. The most clear example of the pollution of both
man and the environment at the same time may be the case of the farmworkers
In this country. In a recent survey it was revealed that there are about 150 cases
of pesticide poisonings for every 1,000 farmworkers per year. Tbere is now ample
evidence of countless unreported cues of pesticide poisoning. In California,
the Chicano farmworkers have a name for such poisoning. They. call It 9.,
muerte andante," or the walking death. This is an especially important fact,
because the farmworkers are in a very real sense the front line of defense,
for the rest of society. If they are becoming ill and diseased, then the consumer
is next. It would be useful to start the environmental decade with a more realistic
conception of natural resources.

INSTITUTE OP SCRAP IRON & STEEL, INC..,
Washington, D.C., December 30, 1969.

110D. HENRY S. REUSE,
Congreu of the United Skies, House of Representatives, Rayburn House Offloe

Building, Washington, D.C.
My Duo Ma. Rause : I read with great interest your statement calling for the

1970's as "the environmental decade.'
Of particular concern to the Institute of Scrap Iron & Steel is that portion of

the statement dealing with land. The iron and steel scrap processing industry, I
?believe, has taken a leadership role in seeking solutions to the problems of
abandoned and obsolete automobiles. It is bur feeling that junked automobiles
as well as all metallic solid waste should be recycled to preserve natural beauty
and conserve natural resources.

As I pointed out in my testimony before the House Subcommittee on Minerals
and Mining, regarding the Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 1909:

"Obsolete metallics should be viewed not as waste or junk, butes an economic
resourcemines above ground, if you will !. Our Nation cannot afford to
waste scrap. Since the end of World War II, American mills and foundries hav
remelted from 00 to 90 million tons of ferrous scrap annually. Converting these



tonnage figures to the equivalent tonnages of natural resources, a savings of from
180 to 270 million tons of minerals per year were realized."

I am enclosing for your information the fall issue of our publication Phoenix
Quarterly, which deals with the environment as well as a backgrounder on "The
Role of the Scrap Processing Industry in Solid Waste Disposal."

If we can be of any assistance to you or members of your staff, please call
or write. The institute would welcome the opportunity to work with you in any
way you deem appropriate in order to achieve environmental quality.

Sincerely,
WIMLIAM S. STORY, CAE,

Executive Vice President.
(NoraThe materials transmitted with this letter are in the subcommittee -

files.)

STATE OF OHIO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
Columbus, Ohio, January 28, 1970.

Mr. HENRY S. REIM.
Chairman, Conservation and Natural Resources Subcommittee, House of Repre-

sentences, Washington, D.C.
Drums Ma. REUSS : I noted in the January 19 issue of Air/Water Pollution Report

that your subcommittee will be conducting hearings on February 2-6 regarding
the views of interested organizations as to. what actions programs must be
developed to attain a healthy environment in the 1970's.

I also noted that one of your questions is, "How can we encourage more pub-
lic participation in the consideration of proposals that affect the environment?"

I would like to bring to your attention that, through the partnership for health, .
Public Law 89-749 and its amendments in Public Law 90-174, provision is made
to encourage public participation in the consideration of environment along with
other health aspects.

In Ohio we have developed 11 areawide comprehensive health planning igen-,
cies, and for the most part, all of these agenciei have provided for a staff position
in environmental health and the pattern of operation his been through the: de-
velopment of areawide and county committees which concern themselves
the environment. The boards of .trustees of the areawide ageneles ate constituted
to be composed of at least a majority of consumers and the memberships of the
county and areawide environmental committees are likewise. so reconstituted.
Our statewide advisory council ultimately reviews the recOmmendatiolls of
areawide agency proposals for COMprehensive, health..planning,. and ie. likewise
constituted of a majotity of consuniers. .

I am- enclosing for your information a study which was done by the Missouri
Office of Comprehensive Health Planning in relation to environmental health and
State agencies of comprehensive.health planning, along with a map of Ohio show-
in the areawide comprehensive health planhing agencies and those having en-.-
vironmentalista 'on their staff.

I hope that this information will . be Of value to your committee and if pm
desire further information. I would :be happy to supply it or I would 'suggest
that yOu might contact Mr. Nicholas Pohl% executive director, National Environ-
mental Health Association, Lincoln Building, 1550 Lincoln .Street, Denver, Colo..
80298. (Telephone: Area 8064224456.)

Sincerely,
Hzattiati M. Mhz, M.P.H.,

Enzfronatentai Health 'Coordinator,' -.

Office of 'Compreseniive'Health Plannfrig..
(Nota.-The materials transititted with thisletter. are in the.iubconintitteo

files. ) .

NATIONAL Rim 4141100IATION OF Atonic:a:- Ourimarii. sok TEL:; arOlID

The opportunity 'to present the dews Of the National Rift Association in'
support of the Interest of our over 1 .niiffion sportmnetmembere is greatlY
predated at the beginning of this environmental decide hi which se Much needs
to be done, . so many.' destructive and': nnplanned'environmentally.,'degrading'
actions need to be reversed.' Mr. Chairman,' the National. Ride Association; often,
associated with only the many shooting sports in. The : minds of : much of tht
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general public, has in fact long been concerned with the conservation and re-
storation of natural resources. In 1891, our official journalthen entitled
"Shooting and Fishineetated forthrightly that, "Our position is that we ,con-
-alder the welfare of the fish and game of first importanCe and tO this end
personal sacrifices should be made." The name of our official journal has since
been changed but our aseociation's concern for natural resources has grown
and is still reflected in its many articles on the conservation of natural resources

.and associated environmental problems.
The counsel of the distinguished ladiei and gentlemen who have previouslY

testified before the committee on the environmental decade is acknowledged.
We share their concern for the state of our environment. However, we here
limit our comments to .more specific points concerning recreation and attendant
land-use practices because of the nature of our association and the purpoees for
which our members join together. It is not our intent to detract from the im-
portance of the larger issues' of burgeoning human ,population, environmental
-degradation, and deteriorating esthetic values. Our views in this area are cer-
tainly intended to reinforce much of what has been stated in previous testimony
-before this committee.

Historically, genuine sportsmen of this Nation have shown great concern for
the welfare of wildlife and the related natural resources. Such sportsmen

,orgauised early to combat the destruction of wildlife by market hunters, first,
by pressing for passage of wildlife protection laws, then by organising into game
protective associations to help enforce those laws. What wildlife abundance we
.enjoy today is due chiefly to the dedication and funds provided hr eportsmen.

Since there have always been unscrupulous individuals in all walks of life,
.we have had our market hunters and game poachers exploiting 'our natural
resources with no thought for tomorrow.. Such men, of course, cannot be
likened to sportsmen in any way. However, we see a distinct similarity, :be-
-tween the heedless acts of the early market hunters and thole persons, cor-
porations or companies today who would strip' the remaining resources. from

-our land, turn them into quickly profitable items, dump untreated wastes into
the nearest -river .with no thought of the many who .would suffer. The same
profit motive and economic force that severely depleted Passenger pigeons,

-snowy egrets, Atlanticialmon, bison, and the great hardwood forests of the .East
is still evident.' Today itls direeted.toward many of oue other natural-resources.
"We know that it must not continue.'

The answer is, of course, conservation. And since we've now run up against
the mounting problems of our wasteful actions and their, 'effects upon our, basic
health and welfare it has become environmental Conservation. And again we
must learn to live within the 'limits of our natural resources- and prevent the
desecration of our environment siniply for today's profit. ,

Otte major area of our concern in the field of outdoor recreation is the avail-
ability, or nonavallability, of land for wildlife habitat, recreation, and- esthetic
enjoyment. Government authorities have predicted that the next 10 to 20 years
will see the end of further public acquisition of land for' wildlife, human- re-

. creation, or esthetic enjoyment.
It is our concern that the acquisition.of such natural areas and their reclama-

tion and restoration be accorded.'due importance. Though the sparing of the
Everglades National-. Park -gives' fit -one small ray of 'hope, *too many .of our
seashores and estuarine areas are being filled in And developekdenying needed
productive acreage to marine, fauna and flora.', Future 'generations will :have

, only what we leave for themne more. It is uplIO this generation lo "decide
what this will be. . .

Similarily we have great concern fOr the ,welfare. of Our wildlife,' and this
too ls directly related to the protection of land for theee *lid creatures...When;
in the next few years,. the acquisition of wetlands for Use by- waterfowl finally

. must. cease,' population limits for their' species Will be set ty -harshly' restricting
their living space. .;. , ;

It is not widely understood that the .sport of huatIng such a renewable:, and
reproducing- resources is a major tool:of 'wildlife menageMent,; culling 'out the
emplane of young which, if -unchecked,- will' eventtially -overpopOlit&and de-
grade: their Own 'habitat, with annuaU 'starvation,' Thus they sport'of tunting is
not only a valid use of etch renewable resources; but-is Islet by wildlife biologists
as a necessary toollor the' maintenance of a 'healthy wildlife"popUlation: 'All

!. too , often the- well-meaning eitisens demand aboolute protectiotr of !game,' but
-this.Overprotection of A viable Wildlife' poptlation caA be biologically ,harmful..
"What .must be acquired, protected, and teetered is the ionrenewable: resources
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of wildlife habitat. This is the- genuine basic determinant ot the qualities and
quantities of wildlife that we will have to enjoy in the future.

Also, we must make a realistic appraisal of the recreational uses made of wild-
erness areas.. Much wilderness is fragile ; overuse:may bring it degradation-,.
perhaps even its ultimate destruction. However, . much pressure could be re-
moved from these areas by better planning. ComPosite areas of picnic grounds,
ranges, casting pools, nature walks, put-and-take fishing ponds, biking or riding
trails, and other,outdoor activities can remove, pressures of overuse from:more
pristine areas. , .

We must never fOrget that people need to renew and revive their.physical and
mental vigor through traditional reereational use otthe environment. This need
is continuous. The future organization' of our' living space must recognise and
react to it. We have no better testiniony to this need than the anguished cries of
the victims of the moral and physical decay in- our city slums.' Open space .mnst
be provided not only for recreation but for the environmental education espe-
cially needed by. urban youth. Conservation, . environment, -ecology, and their
surrounding semantics have long . been' the proprietary interest 'ol the, middle-
aged. affluent suburbanite. We must -break this old distinction and inVolVe all
youth. Tomorrow is theirs.

We submit that our present national pursuit of a philosophy of economic
growth based-on the,principle of single use of finite resources is gravel* in error.
Our dependence On fosil fuels and the resulting wastes .which 'pollute. air and
water, .and . the growing mountain . of trash which clutters our 'countryside,
are all ample evidence of this .Philosophy. This cannot be remedied overnight.
An abruPt :change, to a closed syStem which recycles- our limited, natural re-
sources would:be catastrophic. However, change we Must, it Man is to survive
on this planet much longer. Government :must lead by promulgating .new.
edonomic, and moral..tenets which will protect our .collectiveYight to. a clean
environment free of the accumulated industrial offal of. previous .generationa.
But Government muat do this through programs 'which. change without destroy-
ing, basic economic,' social, and- moral: values.- On the broadest spectrum we
need to mute and bend the thrust of an economic Osten' based on a, throw-
away, :single-use principle, to a closed type of system that recYcles the limited
natural resources of the Spaceship Barth. , .

Since the beginning of life:on this .planet the .eilitenee of life !Corms have
been goterned by an-Inflexible rule of "adapt or die." Man, himself, In not
exempt, from this- rule... Man alone has . the. vision . and .foresight to.:plot the
course of his actions. The challenge he now faces.is not tbe need,for knowledge;
he knows of what must be done. His challenge now is to find .the collective will
and to develoP leadership equal to thetask. .. .

Curr. itcoutaw, .
Direotor,'Hunting and ConaereatioU.' :

CITY OP EDMOND.,
PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT,

Snohomish County, Wash., karoh e8, 1970.
Hon. HENRY S. Rause,
Subcommittee on Conservation and Natural Resources,
Rayburn House Office Building, .

Washington, D.C.
DEAN Sm I loudly applaud you and- your colleagues for.,your. call .for an

"environmental decade." As a professional park and; recreation person, I will
be fieeply concerned and affected 'by, your subcommittee's findings.

As I understand-its:your subcoMmittee is requesting suggestions on action
programs for the environmental decade of the 1970's. The following is my
suggestion

The creation of salt,waier and fresh meter underwater parks, hopefully to be
partially federally funded. Preferably,. these' parks should be close to urban
areas, or within easy access-of urban areas. This would be an effective means
of preserving the underwater environment for generations to- come.

As you know,; water pollution, especially inrban areak is -an increasing
problem. There arelew locations still available within these areas to protect
the environment. An example of -this is what is happening now in .the city of
Edmonds, Wnsh. The,Puget Sound waters :off the city -beaches of Edmonds is ,
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one of the few locations in the entire Seattle-Puget Sound area where almost
the entire scope of Puget Sound underwater life can be found in an area that
is not as yet affected by pollution, and is within easy access of a major urban
area. Realizing this, the city government of Edmonds is now in the process of
creating an underwater park in this area. My hope in this suggestion is that
possibly Edmonds, as well as other cities, counties, and States can be aided, and
possibly even coerced, by the Federal Government in the creation of underwater
parks.

Some of the restrictions for these parks could be as follows :
1. Restricted to nonuse for any power boats or vehicles.
2. No one be allowed to remove, by any means, any item, living or inanimate,

within the boundaries of the park. Possibly hook-and-line fishing might be
permitted, but the fishing should be from a surface device without a motor in
use during its stay within the boundaries of the park. This last item would be
debatable, however.

I sincerely hope you will give this suggestion consideration, as I feel it would
be an excellent action program for the environmental decade of the 1970's.
I would be most happy to participate in any type of discussions that might make
this suggestion a reality.

Sincerely,
Jim Jr.eacrt, Director.

A STATEMENT FROM THE REM= TO RI/TURNABLE Boma (AND OTHER CONTAIN-
ERS) Comarrzz or ENACT (Ertfizonmerrez ACTION FOR Suzviver.), ANN
ARBOR, MIMI., MAIM! 18, 1970. (Thomis FRIEL, SPOKESMAN.)

DEAR Sum : We are sure that you are aware of the problems created by non-
recyclable containers.

Thoe empty cans, bottles, and other nonreturnables are seriously depleting our
nonrenewable natural resources. These containers are being used up at an astro-
nomical rate : 26 billion bottles and 48 billion cans in 1 year alone. We are run-
ning out of materials to make these containers ; but they are creating another
eeriona problem : They are garbage. Everywhere we go, these containers are there,
waiting for us. Roads, rivers, parks, and landfills have become the natural habi-
tat of these once-need creations.

As first steps to end the problem, we think Congress should :
(1) Issue a statement to the container manufacturing industry demanding

that they return to and initiate the use of recyclable containers.
(2) Issue a statement to the citizens of this land that they demand and

use returnable containers.
(8) Have an investigation of the container and packaging industries.
(4) Take action on the findings of this investigation.

We think this action should be legislation banning nonrecyclable containers.


